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Bee Culture
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autumn, Irom the fir trees of a neighboring forSuch honey usually remains unsealed in

est.

the cells and, attracting moisture, partially fer-

Having given a sketcli of the natural liistory ments and turns sour. Dysentery is sure to folof the honey bee, we shall, before taking up the low the use of it, if the bees have not early and
general subject of culture, proceed to notice the
diseases of that insect this seeming to be the
more suitable place for introducing the topic.
Strictly speaking, the bee is subject to only
two diseases— dyscuterj'- and foulbrood. The
former is of frequent occurrence in almost every
apiary, usually prevailing at the close of winter.
The latter originates only during the brooding
season, and appears commonly to be confined
to certain localities or districts.

—

DYSENTERY.
This disease, from its frequency, has probably
come under the observation of almost every experienced bee-keeper. It consists in the inability of the workers to retain the fa?ces with which
their intestines are filled.
Hence their evacuations are made involuntarily, on the interior
sides, the bottom, and the front of the hives,
and on the combs themselves when the case is
aggravated, and the weather does not permit
the bees to come forth.
The discharges consist
of brownish or buff colored fsecal matter, of an
off"ensive odor, and causing stains diflicult to
remove from white cotton or linen fabrics. This
disease never occurs in populous colonies well
supplied with honey and pollen, unless the bees
are kept in very prolonged confinement by
stress of weather, and then ceases as soon as
they are able to fly out. It is sometimes, also,
induced by external causes, such as the frequent
disturbance of a colony during winter, by cats,
mice, birds, or careless persons. This leads to

an increased consumption of honey, thus surcharging the intestines with ffccal matter, causing functional derangement, followed by premature involuntary evacuations. Occasionally
it occurs from the consumption of unwholesome
honey— such, for instance, as that procured from
fir or pine trees, or from some kinds of honeydew. Baron Ehrenfels relates the case of an
entire apiary of more than three hundred stocks,
which suffered greatly from dysentery caused
by the consumption of honey gathered, late in

frequent opportunities to fly out and discharge
No such ill consequences follow
their ficces.
the use of such honey in spring or summer.

Dysentery sometimes prevails as an epidemic
the bees of a whole neighborhood, appaThis wac^
rently assuming a contagious type.

among

the case in Silesia in 1840, when it rapidly spread
through the country, and destroyed two-thirds
of the hives in that province. Dr. Ja?lme, however, who investigated the case, attributed the
disease to the use of honey collected from the
common heath {Erica vulgaris), which from
the scarcity of other pasturage the i^revious season, constituted the almost exclusive food of
the bees that winter.
External cold, and a low internal temperature in the hive, together with irregular clustering on the combs in Avinter, may superinduce
dysentery, from the increased consumption of
honey and pollen thereby caused, and the resulting accumulation of fa?cal matter, while
This is the
the bees are confined to the hive.
reason, too, why weak or young stocks are more
liable to be attacked by this disease than strong
The former are rarely able to
or old ones.
maintain the requisite temperature in the hive,
in virtue of their numbers; and the combs of
the latter, in which successive broods have been
hatched, are much warmer and better adapted
for wintering bees, than new combs in which
only one brood, or perhaps none, have been
reared.
Great dampness in hives will cause dysenteThis often occurs in
rj^ if not early removed.
hives constructed of thin boards, on Avhich during "cold spells," perspiration and exhalations
become condensed on the interior sides and top,
and even ice is occasionally formed. When the
weather moderates, the bees partially uncluster
and lick up the condensation, and if it be in excess, as it frequently is, it overloads their stomachs and causes disease. Tlie case is still wor.se
when the condensation \\i so gre-at as to drip
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down on

the clustered bees from the top, as
sometimes happens in narrow standard hives
during very cold weather.
Feeding stocks late in the fall with greatly
diluted honey or very limpid substitutes for

honey

—

such as malt or potato syrup, pear or
carrot juice, boiled and somewhat inspissated,
and other similar liquid sweets, is hazardous,
and frequently causes dysentery. Such food is
not usually immediately consumed, but stored
up in the cells for future use, and, remaining
unsealed, becomes acid and unwholesome.
Dysentery commonly attacks only a few individual bees at first; then spreads and victimthus rapidly extending
izes a greater number
till nearly the whole population sufl'ers from its
ravages.
If the cold is not so severe as to prevent the bees from leaving the cluster when first
attacked, they Avill come out and discharge their
But even then
faeces on the lighting board.
many will be lost and the population rapidly
diminish. On turning up the hive a highly unpleasant smell issues, and many dead bees are
seen on the bottom board, on the sides, and between the combs. The interior of the liive, especially the bottom board directly below the
cluster, is befouled, aud even the cluster itself
has not escaped defilement where the disease is
aggravated and has long afflicted the colony.
The disease is more apt to make its appearance and become destructive in ill-constructed
box hives, especially in such as are made of thin
boards, than in straw hives, as the latter readily
absorb moisture, and perspiration is not so apt
to become condensed in them.
If care be taken to guard against whatever
conduces to the production of the disease it will
rarely occur, except in weak colonies confined
for protracted periods by stress of weather; and
nothing can save such colonies, when remaining on their summer stands, except a timely
change of weather. The prescriptions and remedies so frequently recommended in bee books
such as sprinkling the bees with a mixture of
.spiced wine and honey, arc not only useless,
but positively injurious, like the mass of quack
medicines, because the disease is not, as in human subjects, attended by an affection of the
mucous membrane of the bowels, and requires
no after treatment when relief comes from a
change of weather, permitting the bees to deBut as such weakened
posit in the open air.
and reduced colonies arc apt to neglect the opportunity to come forth when it does occur, it
is well to rouse them from their stupor by tapping their hives if they remain quiet on a fine
day when the bees of other hives are briskly

—

—

.

flying.

FOULBROOD.
dangerous and fatal disease few beekeepers fortunately have any knowledge, from
It seems to be confined
their own experience.
to certain localities, rarely spreading beyond
them, and seldom establishing itself permanently in such new cjuarters, unless local causes

Of

this

The origin and true nature of this
it.
disease are still involved in mystery; but as it
has of late attracted the attention of medical
men, we may possibly be furnished with effi-

favor

means for its prevention or cure, though
source remain undiscovered. In a hive afflicted Avith this disease, the brood perishes in
the cells, generally when already sealed over,
soon putrefies and fills the interior with a noisome stench. In some instances only a few
scattered cells are affected, and the dead brood
is at once removed by the workers.
But when
the disease assumes a more virulent type, the
numbers perished or ])erishing is too great to
admit of removal, and entire sheets of comb exhibit one vast mass of putrefying matter. When
this is the case, the only judicious course is to
set the hive over a brimstone pit, stupefying the
inmates, and then burning up the whole. Some
have advised driving out the bees previously
and securing the queen, that she might be used
in supplying a queenless stock, or in forming an
artificial colony.
This advice was given under
the impression that the qv^een wouid not communicate the disease to the stock in which she
might be introduced. It is now known, however, that the infection can be thus communicated, and it is hence safest not to preserve her
for subsequent use.
"Where bees are kept in
common hives, in which the combs are a "fixture," it is utterly useless to attempt the preservation or cure of a colony suffering from foulbrood; and even its temporary retention for the
purpose of investigating the disease and acquiring an insight into its nature, is highly injudicient

its

cious.
It is infinitely more likely that by such
retention the disease will be spread to other
stocks in the apiary, or in the neighborhood,
than that any valuable discovery will be made.
With movable comb hives the case Avould be
very diilerent if we knew of some efficient cure,
which could be quickly applied.
Several years ago Dr. Asmuss, of Berlin,
Prussia, announced that he had discovered the
living larvo3 of a parasitic insect the Phora incrassata in the dead larva; of a hive suffering
from foulbrood, and he attributes the disease to
the ravages of this parasite. This may be one
cause of the disease, if Dr. Asmuss's observation is correct, but even then it remains to be
ascertained whether it is the sole cause.
German bee-keepers distinguish between humid and dry foulbrood, and also between contagious and non-contagious. This is perhaps a
distinction between the different stages of the
disease, rather than between different types.
When the disease is discovered early, or before it has made much progress, it may be arrested and subdued by removing the queen
immediately, and keeping the colony queenless
till some time after all the eggs it contained are
hatched and the brood matured. Meantime the
the colony should be regularly fed with pure
recent writer strongly recommends
honey.
the addition of a large proportion of the white
of eggs to the honey fed to such stock, and alleges that tills mixture is itself a certain cure.
are not aware that it has yet been tried by
others; though we have ourselves used it for
other purposes with good results.
Bees are likewise liable to be infested by a
species of intestinal fungus, which has been
called 3Iucor meUltophorus ov Oidmm Leuckarii.

—

A

We

—
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This can scarcely be called a disease, as tho
workers do not appear to suffer from it, being
But there
as lively and industrious as others.
reason to suspect that it does injuriously affect queens, because those in which it was detected had been notoriously poor and irregular
is

layers.

Sealed brood is sometimes found dead in the
with the brood turned towards the sep-

cells,

Whether this is the result of
of the comb.
Some
disease or not, is not yet ascertained.
think it is caused by the larva? of the waxmoth; others attribute it to some noxious effluvium in the hive; and others again believe it
results from a general debility of the colony.
It is of rare occurrence, and on the whole does

tum

little

damage.

—

Alsike Clover. Hon. Isaac Newton, Commissioner of Agriculture, recently received a
communication from Pennsylvania relative

to

the quality of the Alsike clover, which has recently been introduced into this country from
Europe. The writer states that he planted the
seed in April, 1865, and that during the autumn
it did not appear as promising as the common
clover.
This spring it grew luxuriantly, and
about two weeks ago the cattle on the farm were
admitted into the field, and also into an adjoining field planted with red clover. They showed
a decided partiality for the Alsike clover, and
consumed the greater portion of it, while the
other clover remained untouched.
Commissioner Newton has tested this variety
of clover at the "Experimental farm," in this
city, and is fully convinced of its superiority
over any other variety known in the United
States.
It is a hybrid between the red and
white clovers, and possesses the luxuriance of
the red combined with the fineness of the white,
and will probably be largely cultivated when
its merits become known throughout the coun-

A
My

Bee
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Story.

Narrow, was no man of wilof Bashan was hardly more
stubborn and tough. His will was strong, and
went in a straight line. What he know, he was
sure of, and what he thouglit he knew he was
just as positive in believing.
He has all his life
been a regular attendant on divine worship
but having "notions of his own," he has never
found a church with which he could unite, a
creed that he could adopt, or a minister in
whom he could confide. He was not exactly a
crotchety man, but he was self-willed, wise,
strong, and decided.
As for sin, he had no
doubt there is a great amount in the world, and
not a little among his neighbors. But he could
never believe that sin deserves what the Bible
and what ministers say it does.
"Why," said he, "all the preaching in the
world won't make me believe that a single sin
is such a terrible thing that it must ruin a world.
No doubt it was wrong in Eve to pluck and eat
the fruit; but it might have been done thoughtlessly.
But who can believe that so great results came from a cause so small ? that such a
Avound came from so small a quantity of poison ?"
low.

friend, Silas

The oak

Old Mr. Truman, his neighbor, was a man of
few words, but his meek spirit rested on pillars
of truth, and was refreshed by oneof the many
streams that flow out of the river of God. With
him Mr. Narrow had many a conversation, but
with no abiding results. Arguments would not
affect him; facts did not stand in his way; he
moved right on to his own conclusions.

One day Mr. Truman saw
and knew by the screw

ing,

his neighbor

com-

of his face that he

wanted to have a large theological battle. He
had had so many on the subject with him that
Mr. Truman shunned the encounter. He was
very busy in his bee-yard. Mr. Narrow came
and leaned over the fence.
try.
_
"A fine lot of hives, neighbor Truman; don't
they sting you?"
Treatment op Stings. M. De Mortillethas
"Sometimes; but if I am careful and gentle
published in the Sud-ost, a Grenoble paper, a they seldom
quarrel with me. You know what
curious remedy for the sting of dangerous ina sting means, I presume?"
sects.
It is the application of the wax of the
"No; I don't remember that I was ever stung
ear to the injured part. This simple remedj', in
my life. I have heard some people make a

—

he positively asserts, will cure the deadly sting
of a poisonous fly, which would otherwise produce carbuncle. Whatever may be the efficacy
of this treatment, there can be no harm in trying it,, the substance being always at hand.
Should it not succeed, the patient will always
be in time to have recourse to a more radical
treatment. This of course implies that everybody has dirty ears.

When

bee-masters get hold of queen bees,
they arc able, by controlling the movements of
these natural leaders of hives, to control the
movements of the hives themselves and not
unfrequently, in Churches and States do there
exist inconspicuous bee-masters, who, influencing or controlling the leader bees, in reality influence and control the movements of the entire body, politic or ecclesiastical, over which
these natural monarclis preside.
HugJi Miller.
;

great ado about it; but I don't believe so small
a.n affair can hurt so terribly.
It's not much
worse than a small bite of a horse-fly,
^' I take
it."

Just at that

moment a

cross bee

came buzzing

round the head of Mr. Narrow, and in the wink
of an eye, just picked the lower tip of his left
ear.
It seemed a mere touch, and he was off
in a twinkle.

"There, now I'm stung, true as the world '"
does it feel?"
"Why, at first a sharp little prick, but now it
seems to grow a kind o' warm."
Mr. Truman hastened to him. He well knew
what it meant.
"Come this way and sit down, friend Narrow, and let me put some saleratus on the

"How

wound."
"O,
ute."

it's

nothing;

it

will be all over in a

min-
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Mr. Trumau

knew

and

better,

lio

hastened

into the house to get the saleratus, and to call
his wife for help.
When he came out, he found
poor Narrow sitting down on the grass, hokling
his head and rocking his body.
It was too late
for the saleratus. His eyes became red and rolling, his face was flushed and burning, and it seemed to Narrow that it was growing large, large,
and was alreadj- as big as a bushel basket. Then
it seemed to be covered with a sheet of fire.
Soon after, the world began to whirl around,
and the ground to rise up and strike his head.
The fact was he had fallen over on his back.
He now became deadly pale white as a sheet
with cold moisture covering his face, and
every part of him was in a tremor. Then he
began to faint, and the world grew dark, and
he groaned, and felt that he was dying. He

—

—

grew faint and fainter, till he was all gone.
After a while, as he began to revive a little, the
stomach took its turn, and the poor fellow vomited as if he would retch himself to death.
There was no peace till the stomach was completely empty.
Gradually, however, he began
to come to; and after two hours was able to
walk

to his home.
He went away silent, as if
still suffering; and, in fact, it took him a week
to recover fully from the affair.

The next time he met Mr. Truman, he seemed cold towards him, as if he had set the bee on
him, or as if he had done him some wrong.
The fact was, he had met with a theological argument which he knew not how to answer
and it troubled him. On the other hand, Mr.
Truman well knew that he could now corner
his friend.
"Well, friend

Narrow, have you

ered from the bee-sting?"
"Yes, pretty much. But

fully recov-

and take almost your life away, don't you see
that one sin could ruin our first parents? Your
ear seemed to stand for the whole body, and
touching that, poisoned the whole. It made
'the whole head sick, and the wiiolo heart faint,'
did it not?"
"Well, well, I won't dispute; but this I wnll
say that if anybody hereafter tells me that a
little poisen can't produce great sufferings, just
let one of your bees sting him, that's all."

—

The Western

Christian Advocate says of the

above article: "It has some statements that
seem improbable, but a friend well versed in
bee culture informs us that it takes about 400
bees of ordinary size to make an ounce, or
6,400 for a pound avoirdupois.
A bee-sting on
a vein of the neck has in several instances resulted fatally.
Horses have died from the effects of half a dozen stings on the veins of the
nose.
The article in question has an argument
in theology worth heeding."

Bagster's Process of Melting Honey
Combs. The combs are placed in a conical
earthen vessel filled with a mixture of one ounce
of nitric acid to a quart of water. This is set
over an open fire and stirred till the combs are
completely melted, when it is removed from the
fire, and allowed to cool gradually.
The product is divided into three layers, the upper one
pure Avax, the lowest chiefly impurities, and the
middle containing sufficient wax to be added to
the next melting.
A marketable w^ax is thus
obtained at a single operation without straining

—

or pressing.

—

"How much

Bleaching Beeswax. Add to one pound of
wax two ounces of pulverized nitrate of
soda, and then stir in by degrees a mixture of
one ounce sulphuric acid and nine ounces of wa-

"Why,

ter.

who would have

thought?"

"Thought what?"
it

does a bee weigh?"
takes between three and four hun-

dred of them to weigh an ounce."
"And how much of the poison did the

all

my

Why,

so sick?

1

was never

critter

life!"

'Very powerful, to be sure. But tell me, now,
don'tyou think that the bee is a powerful preacher, and very sound in argument?"

just step over into

if

you

don't,

my

bee-yard and have it repeated you know that in an instant of time
the sting may go into your body, and in an in-

—

all

the acid

is

added,

it is

allowed

to render

it

yellow.

so sick in

'

"What do you mean?"
"Just this: you know now — and

When

become partially cool, and the vessel is then
filled up with boiling water and allowed to cool
off slowly.
The wax, when cold, is put into
boiling water to remove the sulphate of soda
and the acid. It is then quite white, and should
be perfectly freed from nitric acid, which tends
to

leave in my ear, I want to know?"
"A quantity so small that you probably could
not have seen it with the naked eye."
"Now aint it strange that so little poison could
go through my whole body, and in five minutes

make me

melted

stant you may, from the smallest particle of
poison, be so sick that you can't stand nay,
you are at the very door of death. This is just
what the Bible teaches about sin. It does not

—

There is still so much mystery attached to the
habits of the bee, and especially to the internal
economy of the hive, that the scientific study
of these insects affords ample scope for much
patient and hopeful research. But if the whole
history of the hive bee had been opened to us,
so as to preclude the hope of future discovery,
there is quite enough in the simple verification
of the discoveries of others to interest and astonish every lover of nature.

The farmer who is content with an

occasional

it.
It may seem a
a deadly poison, or,
as the Bible says, 'the exceeding sinfulness of
sin.'
If so small a speck of the bee-sting can

over his fields, and a similar inspection
of his yards and granaries, will in vain expect
to thrive.
A careless and ignorant bee-keeper,
who does not know and does not do the right
things at the right time, can just as little hope

throw you, a strong man,

for success in his pursuit.

take

much time

very small

to

affair;

commit

but

it is

flat

on the ground,

stroll
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Enemies of Bees.
There are amongst the animal tribe, few creawho have a greater number of formidable
enemies than the Ijees. Notwithstanding their
sting, so dreaded by the greatest of all their enemies, man, and which in manyinstances is so effectual for their defence, there are amongst the
feathered tribe many, which swallow the bees

tures

make

a matter of
amusement to' kill them and then to pick the bodies to pieces, without apparently appropriating
any part of them to the purpose of food. Amongst
the insects there are many, which are their superiors in strength, who attack and kill them
for the purpose of devouring them.
There is
scarcely any season in which the bees are secure
from the attacks of their enemies. In summer,
they are kept in a continual state of alarm and
agitation by the wasps, moths, ants, and earwigs; and in winter, they are subject to the destructive visitations of the mouse, who .prefers
the warmth of a hive, and good cheer before
him, to his cold domicile in the ground, and to
a precarious subsistence obtained by personal
exertion and robbery. The depredations of the
common and the field mouse may be alwaj^s
prevented by the provident bee-master, by so
contracting the entrance of his hive at the commiencement of the winter, that only a single bee
have, however,
can come out at a time.
experienced, that this precaution does not always succeed; for the cunning animals, finding
their ingress into the hive prevented, where

whole, or they appear to

it

We

they expected to find it, haveproceedcdto gnaw
away a portion of the lower band of the hive,
and thereby steal into the hive, as they suppose
unperceived but the vigilant bee-master, on
taking the periodical survey of his apiary, will
soon discover the secret inroad of the animal,
if he observe on the ground a number of nibbled straws, which will be an indication to him
that some evil has been committed to his hive,
and the cause of it will soon present itself As,
however, in all cases,. a preventive is better than
a remedy, so it is with the inroads and attacks
of the enemies of the bees; for in the majority
of cases, it is Avithin the power of the bee-master to adopt those measures, by which he may
bid defiance to all the enemies of the bees, with
the exception of those who obtain admittance
into the hive by their wings.
It is the careless
and injudicious manner in which the hives are
generally placed, that exposes them to the attack of their enemies; and in some instances,
it has come under our observation, that the proprietors of hives, so far from adopting any precautionary measures, have, literally, liberally
supplied the enemies of their bees with the
means of making their attacks. Sometimes, the
hives are placed so close to a hedge or paling,
that the ants, the earwigs, and the spiders have,
as it were, a ladder provided for them, by which
they can ascend into the hive; at another time,
the hives are placed so near to the ground, if
not on the ground itself, that the slues, the
snails, the lizards, and other vermin can obtain
easy access to the hive, and carry on their dep;

redations

unknown

to the careless proprietor.
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snail is a vile enemy of the bee, not so much
for the Ciuantity of provisions which it consumes, as for the injury which it commits to the
combs. The creature, except in winter, is seldom at rest, and invigorated by the warmth of
the hive, it crawls over the combs, leaving behind it its track of slime, which is so hateful to
the bees, that rather than endure it, they will

leave the hive altogether.
The single pedestal is one of the best preventives against the attacks of almost every enemy; to ensure success, however, the bottom of
it must be covered over with some unguent,
such as pitch or tar; or a piece of sheep's skin
with the wool on, will be found, of all preventives, the most efficacious.
It is in the winter that the attack of the mouse
is most to be dreaded, and therefore every

means should be taken for its destruction. It
however the field mouse, more than the common house mouse, which takes up its Avinter

is

quarters in a hive, and, therefore,

we

generally

keep some traps of the following construction
Let a
in the immediate vicinity of the apiary.
pea be soaked in water, then draw a thread
through it, and tying the two ends to two small
sticks, place them in the ground the exact width
of a brick; the brick is then, like an inclined
plane, placed gently upon the thread, when the
mouse commg to eat the pea, gnaws away the
thread, on which the brick falls, and kills him.
By means of this simple trap, we have killed
three and sometimes four mice in one night.

All spider

webs should be

carefully

removed

from the vicinity of the apiary; and in

this re-

cannot be too vigilant in
the month of August and September, when the
spiders abound, and construct their webs in every quarter. It is believed by some persons
that the size and weight of the bee will carry
him through the web, but in this opinion they
It may happen
will find themselves deceived.
spect, the bee-master

we have too often witnessed the corpse of a bee in the web of a spider,
to doubt for a moment the great evil which the
spider commits in the vicinity of an apiary.
We, in general, do not satisfy ourselves with
brushing away the Aveb, but we also brush away
the cause of it, by effecting the death of the spider; for the removal of the web is but a temporary remedy, as perhaps before six hours arc
elapsed, another one will be found at no great
distance from the former one.
It is not, however, the common garden spider which insinuates itself into the hives, but
that particular species which spins its Aveb in the
corners of our rooms. Towards the close of autumn, they steal into the hives, deposit their eggs
between the bauds of straAv; and thus, at the commencement of the season, the eggs are hatched by the increased temperature of the hive,
and the bees become subject to a perpetual and
irremediable annoyance. It is on this and similar circumstances that our objection to the common cottage hive, and indeed to all those the
make of which prohibits the examination of the
upper part of the combs, is founded. The proprietor, from the make of the hive, has no means
of knowing that the spider or any other vermin
in isolated cases; but
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have made their lodgment in the hive, and
with the ignorance of the existing
evil, the gradual decline and ultimate loss of the
hive become a problem, which he cannot solve;
and after divining a number of causes, the real
one is the A'cry last that he will be disposed to
As long as the comfix upon or acknowledge.
tlierefore,

mon

straw hive continues to be in general use,
in vain to prescribe the necessary remedies
for many of the evils which attend the management of bees, as they cannot possibly be reduced to practice on account of the insuperable
ol)stacles with which the peculiar construction
it is

of the hive

is

attended.

The wasp may be considered

as one of the
most redoubtable of all the enemies of the bees.
According to several writers, and especially
Eeaumur, it is asserted, that the wasps not only
devour the honey, but the bees themselves.
From our own experience, however, we cannot
verify that statement; on the contrary, we nev-

er witnessed a wasp attempt to enter a hive,
and the bees attacked him, that he did not exhibit the arrant coward, and hasten to save his
life by a precipitate retreat.
Reaumur says, "I
have often seen the hornets, and even the common wasps, that are not larger than the bees,
liover about a hive, and run about on the pedestal
for the purpose of espying the favorable moment
to pounce upon a laborious bee, returning from
the fields, fatigued and laden with pollen, and
wiio makes the most useless efforts to defend
itself, for in a moment it is killed.
Sometimes
the wasp flies away with its prey, but at others
it consumes it on the spot.
I have frecpieutly
seen the bees occupied on the flowers, gathering
their honey or farina, which have been seized
upon by the wasps and carried away."

The

destruction of a Avasps' nest is a task of
and, therefore, wc prefer in
the months of February and March to keep a
strict look-out for the mother or rpieen wasps,
who about that time are aroused from their hibernating state, and sally forth to found their
(Colony in ruined walls or banks.
The destruction of one queen wasp is tantamoimt to the destruction of hundreds, and, we may add, of
thousands of wasps; and as in that early part
of the season there is not a common wasp in
existence, the bee-master ought to congratulate
himself tipon the death of every large wasp that
lie can accomplish, for he may be certain that
it is a mother wasp. In some parts of Scotland,
the wasps are so numerous, that the existence
of every hive is endangered; and as few of the
cottagers are aware of the injury which the
wasps commit upon their hives, tliey are suffered to carry on their depredations with impunity,
until the hives are wholly destroyed. In Perth-

no

little difficulty,

we

killed one morning twenty-nine mother wasps; calculating, therefore, that a wasps'
nest contains, on an average, six hundred wasps,
we that morning prevented the birth of 23,400
robbers, to be let loose upon^tlic world, to live
upon the labors of the industrious bee. If the
shire,

bee-master cannot spare the time, nor is possessed of patience' sufficient to continue the
chase after a mother wasp, let him offer a premium to the cottage boys for every mother wasp

We

that they will bring him.
offered a penny
to the urchins living in the immediate vicinity
of our apiary for every wasp that they would
bring us, and not an evening elapsed without a
call being made upon us for f'rom fifteen to twenty murdered mother wasps.

Some persons are apt to suppose that the stopping up of a wasps' nest is equal to its destruction.
There is, however, no truth in the supposition, for it is wonderful in what manner
these insects will work their Avay through a
barrier, supposed to be impenetrable. Wc have
frequently plastered up the aperture of a wasps'
nest at the close of the evening, by Avhlch we
supposed that we had accomplished the death
of the inmates of it by gradual starvation; but
on visiting the nest on the following morning,
we have found, to our surprise, that the Avasps
had obtained an outlet, and were joyfully amusing themselves, as if in ridicule of our puny efforts.
The only certain method of destroying a
wasps' nest, is by sulphur; but the difficulty of
arriving at it is sometimes great, on accovint of
the depth at Avhich it is built in the ground,
which baffles the patience of the most inveterate Avasp hater, a character which generally belongs to all keepers of bees.

The provident plan of plastering the hive to
the bench or pedestal on which it is placed, is
an excellent guarantee against the depredations
of the wasp; for they, who have paid a strict
attention to the motions of that insect, must
have frequently perceived, that Avhen the wasp
has been repulsed from the entrance of the hive,
by the boldness and vigilance of the bees, he
takes a survey of all the other parts of the hive,
particularly the back part, and so keen is his
eyesight, that he will immediately discern the
slightest crevice, through Avliich he can obtrude
his body into the hive, and if one has discovered it, there will soon be a hundred to follow his

example.

We are far from recommending the practice
adhered to by many keepers of bees, of hanging bottles filled Avith some saccharine liquid in
the immediate vicinity of the hives; for although
a few wasps may be destroyed by it, yet they
act rather as objects of invitation to the robbers,
and undoubtedly entice a greater number into
the neighborhood of the apiary than would

perhaps otherwise have approached it. Independently of this disadvantage, the bees themselves are most greedily disposed to partake of any
saccharine fluid Avithin their reach; and hostile as
the Avasp and the bee may be towards each other,
Avhen the former invades the territory of the
latter, yet Ave have often seen them partaking
in social felloAVship of any sweets Avhich chance
bee Avill
may have throAvn in their way.
visit a bottle of sugar and Avater as greedily as
a wasp, and that Avhicli Avill droAvn a wasp will
droAvn a bee; it therefore scarcely amounts to a
cpiestion Avhether the life of one bee be not
dearly purchased by that of a dozen wasps.
The ant claims no secondary rank in the number of the enemies of the bees; but in regard
to the bees themselves, no fear whatever need
be entertained for their safety. The ants are
very capable of gratifying their appetite for the

A
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mellifluous stores of the hive, but they appear
to

know

to

what they would expose them-

were they to proceed to the pillage of a
well-peopled hive. We have often admired the
choice which certain ants have made of the
place in which they have established themselves, in comparison to that which they might
have chosen, and which combined within itself
greater advantages than any other that might
have been offered to them. On opening the
shutters of my glassed hives, I have often found
selves

hundreds of ants, which had established themselves between the shutters and the panes of
glass; and they had even transported thither
their eggs, their larvcc, and their nymphs, the
number of which equalled, and sometimes surpassed that of the ants themselves. Where in
the whole garden could they have found a place
in which they could enjoy so high and regular a
degree of heat? But at the same time, not an
ant was to be seen inside of those hives, which
had so many of them on the outside, although
they could have found a number of crevices by
which they could have entered; and wdiich, no
doubt, they possessed every disposition to do,
if the honey had not been so vigorously protected. When, however, we have left any hives
for a few hours in the garden, the bees of which
have died, the ants then, who have nothing to
fear, hesitated not instantly to regale themselves
with the honey, which had remained in it; but
we never witnessed that they otfered any annoyance to those bees which belonged to a well-

peopled hive.
The toad is a ravenous enemy of the bee, but
it seldom happens that the ugly animal can carvy on his ravages without immediate detection;
yet, there are particular occasions,

when

his vis-

the hives cannot be ascertained, as they are
generally paid during the night. In hot sultry
Tjveather, when the bees lie out during the night in
clusters for the benefit of the air, the toad will
frequently place itself under the cluster; and as
it frequently happens that a few will fall to the
ground, the toad makes a dainty meal of them
|jefore they can regain their companions.
We
once killed a toad under one of our hives, and
found nineteen undigested bees in its stomach.
This appetite of the toad for bees is confirmed
his Traite sur les Abeilles,
by Lapoutrc, who,
mentions that he once found twenty bees in the
stomach of a toad. The wasp, as well as the bee,
is a bonne bouche for the toad; but if he would
let the latter alone, we Avould not quarrel with
him as to the number which he might devour
of the former, and under those circumstances,
he should have our zealous co-operation in the
augmentation of his species; but, as he exhibits
such a decided partiality for the bee, a spade or
a rake generally puts an end to his existence,
and we advise all keepers of bees to follow our
its to

m

example.
Birds are great enemies to bees, especially
the woodpecker, tomtit, the swallow, and almost all the gallinaceous tribe. In regard to
the latter, hovv^ever, it appears to be more a
matter of sport with them, than any fixed habit
or epicurean relish they entertain for the body
of tlie bee; the few, however, that they destroy,
cannot have any sensible effect upon a populous
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hive, but still we do not like to see them about
our hives, except towards the close of the day,
when they catch the moths, which with the setting of the sun are generally seen hovering
about the apiary. In regard to the tomtit, the
French apiarians consider it as rather a formidable enemy; for Buffon says, that it employs
the following stratagem to satisfy its appetite
The artful biped, knowing the
for the bees.
extreme vigilance of the bees, aud that they are
on the alert at the slightest sound, alight on the
hive, and begin scratching with their claws,
and tapping with their beaks; on which, the
sentinels come out of the hive to ascertain the
cause of the annoyance, when one is caught up
after the other, until the little cormorant has
The love of the tomtit for
satisfied its appetite.
the bees is in a great degree confirmed by Lapoutre, who says, that he saw under a tree, in
which there was a tomtit's nest, a surprising
quantity of the scaly parts of bees, which these
little
birds had dropped from their nests.
shot and powder is the surest remedy for these
malpractices of the tomtit family, and we never
hesitate to apply them, whenever an opportunity presents itself.
But of all the enemies of the bees, the wax

A

moth is the most formidable. In those places
where the moth abounds the hives should be
frequently visited, and especially the weak ones,
in order to ascertain if the moth has begun its
ravages. The destruction of a few larvaj at the
period of their maturity will prevent the multiplication of some thousands of these insects,
which carry with them destruction and desolaIt is easy to
tion through a whole apiary.
ascertain if the moth has made its lodgment in
the hive, by the dejection and lassitude of the
bees, and by a cessation from their wonted labors.
It is in the tops or coverings of tlie hives,
that these dawgerous insects frequently establish themselves, especially if they be made of
straw, between the bauds of which they deposit
This examitheir eggs, or spin their cocoons.
nation should be made early in the morning,
for the wax moths retire to their recesses when
the light appears, and as they do not take to the
wing, but run about the exterior' of the hive,
they are easily destroyed.
In regard to the visitation of the interior, the
cottage hive presents itself with all its insuperable obstructions, and therefore we can only describe a few signs by Avhich the existence of the
moth in the hive may be ascertained. The hive
must be gently lifted up and the platform carefully examined.
If some shreds or fragments
of wax be seen, or some yellowish or red grains,
which are merely some portions of the pollen,
which the larva) have extracted from the cells,
or if some black grains be seen which are the
excrement of the moth, then the conclusion
may be drawn that the moth is carrying on its
ravages.
Previously, however, to our entering into any
further detail of the means by which the wax
moth may be destroyed, it may be advisable to
impart that information by which this enemy
of the bee may be recognized, and, we may
add, the most dangerous enemy which this climate generates; for such are the ravages which
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they commit in some seasons, that their complete destruction would be one of the most inestimable benefits which could be bestowed
upon every one who makes the culture of the
bee his principal study.

Entomology designates two

species of

wax

moths, the galleria cereana, and the gallerid alvearia.
Tlie former is the species now under
our consideration, and is known by the name of
the wax moth, and in France by that of fausses
teignes, or false moths.
It takes its name of
galleria, according to Fabricius, because its larva or worm moves only in a gallery or tube,
composed of threads covered with its excrement
and with wax. This moth is of the genus phakna;, and is seen on the wing only at twilight
its color is of a darkish grey, with small spots
or blackish streaks on the interior edge of its
..upper wings; it is about six lines in" length.
"When the female is about to lay her eggs, she
steals into the hive at night, and deposits them
on the interior sides of the hive, or even sometimes on the side combs; it then leaves the hive,
and it is supposed that it dies soon afterwards.
From every egg biu'sts forth a Avorm, w^hich in
its turn becomes a moth.
It appears at first in
the form of a larva,
it

commits such

and it is in this state that
terrible ravages.
This larva

of a palish white; the head brown, having
sixteen feet, by which it regulates its motions.
It spins the silken thread, with which it constructs its galleries.
Tliese galleries or tubes
are at the first composed of but a few threads;
but in proportion as the insects advance in
growth, they consolidate them by augmenting
the number of the threads, and adding to them
a part of their excrements, and some particles
of wax.
Their galleries increase insensibly in diameis

ter,

and become eventually

sufficiently solid to

protect their soft body, which has no particular
defence from the stings of the bees. It is by
these means that they penetrate with impunity
into the very midst of their armed enemies,
against whom they are not provided with any
means of defence, having no oifensive weapon;
and the body, with the exception of the head,
which is enclosed in a kind of cuirass, being incapable of resisting the slightest attack.

When

the time

is arrived appointed by nature
metamorphoses, the larva retires between the platform and the interior edge of the
hive, if it be made of wood, or between the
sides, or in a comb that has been abandoned by
the bees.
They spin a web or cocoon in which
they envelop themselves, and in which they undergo the metamorphosis into moths or phaleThey then leave the liive to propagate
ufe.
their species, and the female being fecundated

for their

by the male,

steals in her turn into the hive, de-

posits her eggs, and thus lays the foundation
for those ravages by her progeny, for which her

predecessors have distinguished themselves.
It is generally at the close of April or the beginning of May, that this destructive moth first
shows itself. The hives should therefore at that
particular period be carefully watched; for if a
.single moth obtains an entrance, it will lay a
sufiicient number of eggs to cause its total ruin.

If the hive be weak in population, it is inevitably lost, unless tlie proprietor succeeds in
destroying all the larvfE of tlie moths, and if
they have made any great progress, there is no
other resource for the bees than to drive them
into another hive, provided that the season be
so favorable, that they can collect a sufficiency
of food for their support. It is the opinion of
certain French apiarians, that the greater or
less elevation of the hive has a particular effiect
in promoting or destroying altogether the inroads of the wax moths. Tliey have, however,
advanced that opinion, without stating their
grounds for it; and Ave cannot possibly divine
what influence the lowness or the height of a hive
can have upon the attack of an insect, which by
means of its wings can mount or descend at
pleasure, and which is sometimes seen even
crawling upon the ground. The preference,
hoAvever, is giA'en to the Ioav position of the
hive; and on this subject Fcburier thus expresses himself:
"If the poiuilation of the hive be
numerous and tlie entrance of the liive very low^
the bees will stoutly resist the admission of their
enemies; and if some have taken adA^antage of
a moment of neglect to introduce themselves
into the liiA'e, they attack them the moment they
commence their ravages, destroy them, and repair tlie damage Avhichhas been committed."
Lombard suggests a singular metliod of destroying the wax moth; Avhich is, to place an
old liiA'e filled Avith combs in the apiary, to
Avhicli the moths Avill repair, from an instinctive sense of personal safety; the older the Iiive,
the better.
"VVe have tried this experiment and
to our cost. Having a small apiary at Peckham,
and knowing that the neighborhood was much
infested Avith the wax moth, Ave placed in it an
old hive, according to the instructions of Mr.
Lombard.
The moths Avere not long before
they took possession of it, but we found that instead of remedying the evil, Ave had sadly aggravated it. The moths increased Avonderfully
in the old hiA'c, for it w^as a comfortable nursery
for them; and if they had confined themseh'es
to the old hiA^e, w^e Avould have left them in quiet
possession of their domicile, but in a very short
time, we found that they had extended their
A'isits to every one of the liives, and on turning
up one of them, the moths issued out in such
numbers that they resembled a swarm of bees.
hurried aAvay with the hiA^e into the stableyard, and we Avere glad to see the poultry deA'our every one, which had not taken to its

We

Avings.

The death-headed moth, {SpMnx atropos,
is a great enemy to the bee, but it is so

Linn.)

rare in this country, that

it

scarcely deserA'es

being mentioned. In some tlimates, however,
it is considered as a most redoubtable enemy,
for according to Lombard and Huber, it not only
robs the bees of their provisions, but the A^u-y
sight of it frightens them to death.
Mr. Lombard, speaking of this moth, says the art Avhich
the bees employ in averting the attacks of this
insect is so extraordinary, that the Vaubaus of
the present age might take their models from
them. Wlien tliey see, says Mr. Lombard, one
of lliese sphinxes approaching, they immedi-
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ately retire to the very extremity of the hive,
as if to liold a consultation on tlie most prompt
measures to be adopted in order to repel the
threatened attack of so formidable an enemy.
It is determined nem. con. that a line of fortifications shall be immediately drawn out; and
accordingly, in the first place, they so contract
the entrance with a lump of loax and propolis.!
that the dreaded foe cannot possibly thrust his

body through. Not satisfied, however, with
this means of defence, they proceed to erect in
the interior of the hive a double wall, then
a covered way, then a secret gate, and then battlements, bastions, glacis and counterscarp.
Now Mr. Lombard does not go so far as to
say that he has actually witnessed these fortifications, and therefore we will lay his account
of them to the charge of a wild and incoherent
fancy, and to an uncontrollable disposition rather than not to impart to us something that
was new and original, to tell us something which
he must have known to be decidedly false.
It is not yet a determined point whether the
little insect with which the bees are afliicted
ought to be classed in the rank of their enemies.
It is undoubtedly a species of the louse, which
It is
is not found on any other kind of fly.
scarcely or ever found upon the young bees,
but solely upon the old ones, and it is also the
old ones only of certain hives which are subject
In general, only one of them has been
to it.
discovered upon each bee, and no great trouble
is required to obtain a view of it; it is of a reddish hue and about the size of the head of a
very small pin. It is almost always to be found
on the corslet, but no favorable opinion is formed of those hives the bees of which are infected
with these vermin. But the question is, are
they in reality anywise injurious to the bees ?
and it may be answered, as far as our observations extend, in the negative; at all events, it
is certain that they do not cause them much
pain or annoyance; for, although it may not indeed be so easy to the ibee to draw one of its
feet over its corslet, as over any other part of
its body, (and it is perhaps that very circumstance which determines the louse to place itself there,) yet it is to be seen in many places
from which the leg of the bee might easily dislodge it, but where it is nevertheless allowed to
remain unmolested. On the whole, these insects are considered as highly injurious to the
bees, and various remedies have been proposed
for their extirpation, but without any decisive
success.

fox is a truly formidable enemy in some
countries; but although we once possessed an
apiary in a district in which that animal abounded, we never knew a single instance in which
the hives were attacked by it.
Speaking of the
fox as an enemy of the bee, Mr. Ducarue says:
"These rascals of foxes eat the bees as Avell as
the honey, but it is the honey to Avhich tliey are
the most partial. For two years, a particular
fox came every winter to overthrow my hives.
I put a chicken and some bread to amuse him,
and some poison to kill him; but no, the cunning thief would not touch either; he went directly to the hives.
Mark the sagacity of the

The
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animal: he would not come in summer, when
the bees were in full vigor, as he knew in what
manner he would be received but he steals
silly to the hive when the inhabitants are in a
state of torpor, and thus obtains their treasure
without incurring any danger himself."
;

There is, however, an animal indigenous to this
country, which we dread to see in the midst of our
hives, more than all the foxes in the neighborhood, and that is a pig, Avho, Avithout possessing
any immediate relish for the contents of a hive,
will frequently overthrow it, from that restless
spirit of mischief and destruction which is inherent in the animal. It is proverbial that good
cometh out of evil; and we once knew a cottager who had his hives placed on the ground,
when his sow with a litter of pigs after her,
having obtained admission into his garden,
overthrew either by design or clumsiness one
of the hives. The screams of the little pigs,
and the loud gruutings of the old sow, who
were all furiously attacked by the bees, attracted the cottager to his garden, when he saw the
damage that had been committed, and the same
night witnessed the death of six of his pigs.
The cottager wisely determined to place his
hives beyond the reach of the old sow in future;
and thus a pig effected what perhaps all the
power of human reason would not have been
able to accomplish.
The lizard and the common newt are great
enemies of the bees; but if the hives be placed
on pedestals, they are safe from the depredaThe Abbe della Rocca
tions of those vermin.
describes the lizard as a truly formidable ,enemy, and with the view of arresting its depredations, an earthen pot glazed on the inside is put
into the ground, hatf filled with water, the
edges of it being parallel with the surface. The
lizards fall into the water and are drowned, and
it not unfrequently happens that a mouse falls
into the same trap.
In general, it ought to be strongly impressed
upon the mind of every keeper of bees, that
the attacks of their enemies are generally carried on in secret, and tlierefore he should always be upon the alert to destroy them, before
his property has received, perhaps, an irremediable injury.

Iluish.

Independently of the interest which attaches
to the apiarian art from economical considerations, and the pleasure of appropriating to one's

own

use the surplus produce of bee industry
a pleasure, by the way, of a very exquisite kind,
as every bee-master Avill bear us witness it
merits, as a branch of natural history, the attention of every lover of nature and curious investigator of her secret things.

—

How often is the expression of surprise heard
from the lips of some individual who has started an apiary, that his bees have disapi)ointed
him, when, if particular inquiries were instituted into the cause of the disaster, ten to one
it would be found that his hives had been left
unnoticed by him from October to May, and
from May to October!
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Bee Hunt.

BY WASHINGTON IKVING.

The beautiful forest in wliicli we were encamped abounded in bee-trees; tliat is to say,
trees in the decayed trunks of wliich wikl bees
had established their hives. It is surprising in

what countless swarms the bees have overspread the Far West within but a moderate
number of years. The Indians consider them
to be harbingers of the white man, as the buffalo is of the red man; and say that in proportion as the bee advances, the Indian and buffalo

We

are always accustomed to associate
of the bee-hive with the farm-house
and flower-garden, and to consider those industrious little animals as connected with the busy
haunts of man, and I am told that the wild bee
is seldom to be met Avith at any great distance
from the frontier. They have been the heralds
of civilization, steadily preceding it as it advanced from the Atlantic borders, and some of
the ancient settlers of the West pretend to give
the very j^ear when the honey bee first crossed
the Mississippi.
The Indians Avith surprise
found the mouldering trees of their forests sudteeming
denly
with ambrosial sweets, and nothing, I am told, can exceed the greedy relish
with Avhich they banquet for the first time upon
this imbought luxury of the wilderness.
At present the honey bee swarms in myriads,
in the noble groves and forests which skirt and
intersect the prairies, and extend along the alluvial bottoms of the rivers.
It seems to me as
if these beautiful regions answer literally to the
description of the land of promise, "a land
flowing Avith milk and honey;" for the rich pasturage of the prairies is calculated to sustain
herds of cattle as countless as the sands upon
the sea-shore, Avhile the floAvers Avith Avhich they
are enamelled render them a very paradise for
the nectar-seeking bee.
had not long been in the camp when a
party set out in quest of a bee-tree, and being
curious to witness the sport, I gladly accepted
an invitation to accompany them. The party
was headed by a veteran bee hunter, a tall, lank
felloAV jn homespun garb that hung loosely about
his limbs, and a straw hat shaped not unlike a
bee-hive; a comrade, equally uncouth in garb,
Avithout a hat, straddled along at his heels, with
a long rifle on his shoulder. To these succeeded half a dozen others, some with axes and some
Avith rifles, for no one stirs far from the camp
Avithout his fire-arms,- so as to be ready for either
Avild deer or AVJld Indian,
After proceeding some distance wc came to
an open glade on the skirts of the forest. Here
our leader halted and then advanced quietly to
a loAV bush, on the top of Avhich I perceived a
piece of honey comb.
This, I found, Ay as the
bait or lure for the wild )jees.
Seyeral AVere
humming about jt, and divjng into its cells.
retire.

the

hum
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When they had laden themselves >yith honey,
they Avould rise into the air, and dart qff in a
straight line, almost yfith the velocity of a bullet. The hunters watched ^.ttejitively "the course
they took, and then set ofi' in the same direc-

tion, stumbling along over twisted roots and
fallen trees, Avith their eyes turned up to the
sky.
In this Avay they traced the honey-laden
bees to their hiA^e, in the hollow trunk of a

blasted oak, Avhere, after buzzing about for a
moment, they entered a hole about sixty feet
from the ground.
Tavo of the bee hunters now plied their axes
vigorously at the foot of the tree, to level it Avith
the ground. The mere spectators and amateurs,
in the meantime, drew off' to a cautious distance,
to be out of the way of the falling tree and the
vengeance of its inmates. The jarring blows
of the axe seemed to have no effect in alarming
or disturbing this most industrious community.
They continued to ply at their usual occupations, some arriA'ing full freighted into port,
others sallying forth on new expeditions, like
so many merchant men in a money-making metropolis, little suspicious of pending bankruptcy
and downfall. Even a loud crack Avhich announced the disrupture of the trunk, failed to
divert their attention from the intense pursuit
of gain. At length doAvn came the tree with a
tremendous crash, bursting ojien from end to
end, and displaying all the housed treasures of
the commonAVcalth.
One of the hunters immediately ran up with
a Avisp of lighted hay as a defence against the
bees.
The latter, hoAvever, made no attack and
sought no revenge. They seemed stupefied by
the catastrophe and unsuspicious of its cause,
and remained craAvIing and buzzing about the
ruins, Avithout offering us any molestation. Every one of the party uoav fell to, Avith spoon
and hunting knife, to scoop out the flakes of
honey comb Avith which the hoUoAV trunk Avas
stored.
Some of them Avere of old date and a
deep brown color, others were beautifully white,
and the honey in their cells was almost limpid.
Such of the combs as were entire Avere placed
in camp kettles to be conveyed to the encampment; those Avhich had been shivered in the
Every stark
fall were devoured upon the spot.
bee hunter Avas to be seen with a rich morsel in
his hand, dripping about his fingers, and disappearing as rapidly as a cream tart before the
holiday appetite of a schoolboy.
Nor was it the bee hunters alone that profited
by the downfall of this industrious community.
As if the bees Avould carry through the similitude of their habits with those of laborious and
gainful man, I beheld numbers from rival hives,
arriving on eager wing to enrich themselves
These buwith the ruin of their neighbors.
sied themselves as eagerly and cheerfully as so
many wreckers on an Indiaman that has been
driven on shore; plunging into the cells of the
broken honey combs, banqueting greedily on
the spoil, and then Avinging their Avay full
As to the poor profreighted to their homes.
prietors of the ruin, they seemed to have no
lieart to do anything, not even to taste the nectar thatfloAved around them; but craAAded backwards and forwards, in vacant desolation, as I
liaA'e seen a poor fellow with his hands in his
pockets, Avhistling vacantly and despoudingly
about the ruins of his house that had been

burned.
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It is difficult to describe the bewilderment
and confusion of the bees of the bankrupt hive
who had been absent at the time of the catastrophe, and who arrived from time to time, with
At first they wheeled
full cargoes from abroad.
about in the air, in the place where the fallen
tree had once reared its head, astonished at finding it all a vacuum. At length, as if comprehending their disaster, they settled down in
clusters on a dry branch of a neighboring tree,
whence they seemed to contemplate the prostrate ruin, and to buzz forth doleful lamentaIt
tions over the downfall of their republic.
was a scene on which the "melancholy Jac-

ques" might have moralized by the hour.
We now abandoned the place, leaving much
honey in the hollow of the tree. "It will all
be cleared off by the varmint," said one of the
rangers.
"What vermin?" asked I. "Oh,
bears, and skunks, and racoons, and 'possums.
The bears is the knowiu'est varmint for findin'
out a bee-tree in the world.

They

'11

gnaw

for

days together at the trunk till they make a hole
big enough to get in their paws, and then they'll
haul out honey, bees and all."

E^^The following article, which we copy
from the Loudon Morning Star, is a good illuswhich those are
commit who write about matters which

tration of the singular blunders

apt to

they do not understand:
A Bee Invasion. A good deal of amusement has been afforded to the people of Oban
during the last eight days by an extraordinary
exhibition of the thievish propensities of the
bees of the neighborhood. It appears that on
Thursday week a newly hived flock of Dr.
Cumming's friends, headed by their quecii^ entered the shop of Mr. Black, fruiterer, where
they proceeded to regale themselves on the
dainties lying so temptingly exposed.
With a
total disregard to the laws of vieum et futim,
th-'v sucked the sweets of all that was suckable,
and spoiled a good deal more than they sucked.
Mr. Black, hoAvever, anxious to have a select
and numerous custom, had not bargained for a
queen and a few thousands of subjects, and did
not appreciate the free-and-easy Avay in which
his goods were handled, more especially as "no
returns" was an axiom upon which his customers faithfully acted.
The art of coaxing was
brought into requisition, but without producing
any effect. Ready-made honey was lying before them, and the bees appreciated to the full
the delightful delicacy.
The boxes were covered, hidden, removed to the most secret recesses of the shop, but in vain.
The bees found
them out, and sucked in with the most extraordinary avidity. They defied all efforts to eject
them, and at the same time prevented more
honest customers from entering the shop. At
length, when it was seen that there was no
probability of the flock leaving of their own
accord, stringent measures were adopted. The

—

two men were called in, who commenced removing the goods out of the shop.
jSTotwithstanding this tJie queen and 7icr foUowservices of

era

continued to cling to the spot hallowed by
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such sweet recollections; and it was only v/hen
that fatal enemy of the bee tribe, the dreaded
brimstone, mingled with chloroform, was introduced, that the marauders succumbed, the queen
bravely dying amid her devoted folloicers.
The
bees, however, had held possession for thirtysix hours,

and had shown an example which

others were not slow to follow. The forenoon
after the suffocation a fresh relay of bees paid
Mr. Black a visit during the warm hours of the
day, leaving in the eve ing, or Avhenever they
had filled their honey bags. Others succeeded
as soon as the first visitors left, rendering it impossible for people to enter the shop during several hours each day.
All the bees in the neighborhood seemed to have received the hint, and
particular directions as to the locality of Mr.
Black's premises, Avhich still continue to be the
favorite resort of all the bees about Oban. The
wasps have even discovered the scent, and have
put in a most respectable appearance, mingling
with their more valuable sisters as though they
were bees of the most unimpeachable character.
It is due to the thieves, however, to state
that they kept their stings faithfully sheathed,
and have never lost their amiable temper.
Glasgow Morning Journal.

—

Primitive Beehive
The following mode
of keeping bees has been practiced in India for
a long period, and is said to be very successful:

"As honey forms
among the Himalaya

a favorite article of food
highlanders, they have a
very extensive sale for it; it is therefore with
them a great article of internal commerce, in
fact, the staple of their bazaars, where it always
finds a ready vent.
They obtain the honey
without destroj-ing the bees, by means of a hollow cylinder of wood inclosed in the wall of
their huts, on the side most sheltered from the
weather, and in which there is an opening
without for the bees to enter. In the centre of
this hive there is a movable division which is
kept open while the bees are making their honey; but as soon as the combs are full, the busy
family is driven out by a noise made through
the inward extremity.
As soon as they have
retreated, the central partition is closed and the
combs are drawn out of the cylinder from the
opening on the inner wall. The honey being
secured, the hive is again opened and the bees
commence their interminable labors of reproduction."
It

has been judiciously observed, that "no

who pays

a fair amount of attention to the
of those very interesting insects,
the bees, will ever willingly relinquish the keepCarelessness and indifference
ing of them."
alone find the incidental difficulties insurmountable, and they descroe to do no.

one

management

To be successful in bee-keeping, there must
be a sufficient experience in bee management,
whether derived from a practical acquaintance
with the subject, or from a diligent study of the
best treatises and manuals^ of instruction in the
matter.

TB
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Parasites of the

BY DK.
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as are constantly present during a longer or a
shorter period, or even during life.
The latter
are again divided into constant or periodical, according as they are found on or in their victims at all times during life, or only at particular times or seasons, till they have attained sexual maturity or have undergone one or more

The term parasite, in its proper sense, is understood to embrace everylivingbejng (animal
or vegetable) wliicli is found on or in any other
living being and deriving sustenance therefrom metamorphoses.
The number of animal parasites which infest
by appropriating or absorbing its juices.
The expression, parasites of the hone}'- bee, the honey bee is not large, as compared with
will accordingly include all those creatures and those which infest other species, such as the
plants which are found on or in living bees or humble bee, &c.
Exclusive of the larvfc of
their larva, and derive their nourishment from Trichodes and Meloe, there remain only four
them. This will of course include the Braula genera with one species, namely, Phora rnssata,
Braula cceca, Gordius subbifurcus, and Mermis
c<£ca, which lives on the bee and absorbs its
juices, as well as the 3Iermis albicans, which albicans, hitlierto found parasitically infesting
infests the interior of the body and subsists on the honey bee.
The other insects yet observed
But it would not embrace in the hive, such as the larva? of the wax moth
the fatty substance.
the larva of the Meloe, which simply uses the and of the clothes moth are not parasites of the
body of the bee as a medium whereby to obtain bee; neither is the pollen mite, since it docs not
entrance into the hive, and having attained its infest the body of the bee or derive subsistence
Gamasus coleopobject, forsakes the bee and sustains itself at thence, but lives on pollen.
first by devouring the unhatched eggs in the
tratorum, found plcntitully on humble bees and
cells, and subsequently lives on the pollen or
various bugs, is in )io respect a parasite of the
bee-bread stored up in the combs. This mode honey bee. It sometimes indeed may casually
of living cannot, strictly speaking, be called be found on the body of a bee, but it is eviparasitical, as the larva of this insect manifests dently there as an estray, and is always eager
itself in the hive as a depredator, first by de- to leave.
The larva? of TricJi'ides alvcarius are uncjuesvouring the eggs, and subsequently subsists on
some of the accumulated stores of the bee. In tionable parasites of the honey bee, (in the genthe later stage of its existence, therefore, it is erally accepted sense), though found abundantly
They may posin the nests of the ma -on bee.
rather a sponger than a parasite.
In like manner, the larvaj of the THclwdes sibly also infest our honey bee, since the larvae
are not to be deemed parasitesin the strict sense of its congener Trichodes apiarius Linn, are
of the term, but as despoilcrs rather, making found in bee hives, as well as those of SerroIf tlie lai'vfe of the palpus barbatus, belonging to the family of
the bee-brood their prey.
bee lived, not in the cells of the combs, but in MclandiyadcB.
the open air, they would unquestionably be purIt can scarcely be doubted that additional
sued by the larva? of the Triehndes, just as those species of parasites Avill in course of time be
of the Colosoma inquisitor or Golosoma si/co- found on this hymenoptarous insect. Thus, for
phanta pursue and destroy caterpillars on the instance, we maj' fairly suspect Gordius aquaground and on trees. But if the larvfe of the ticus and Mermis nigticans infest the honey
Tricliodcs arc to be classed among parasites, as bee, since they are found, without exception,
in the various species of insects of all classes.
is sometimes done, we should in like manner
Of tlic four parasites above mentioned, as
have to rank as parasites both the Colosomc&^i\(X
the larva? of the Carabicides in general, and being found on the honey bee, the first two are
even the perfect insects likewise. This would Dipterous, and the other two are Nematoidei.
necessarily extend the term "parasite" so as to Of the former, Braula cceca alone is an ectoembrace the greater number of animals. Thus parasite of the constant or life-long class. The
we should, by analogy, be warranted in consid- remaining three, Phora incrassata, Gordius
ering the lion, the otter, etc., and in brief all subbifurcm and Mermis albicans, are endo-parcarnivorous and insectivorus animals as animal asites, and periodicallj^ permanent.
parasites; and as plant parasites, all such as subI include the larva of 3felo6 cicatricosus in my
sist on vegetables. But no one has yet ventured
list, (though it has not yet been detected on the
honey bee), because I could give only what
to call these parasites.
When I thus class the larvre of Triclwdes and may be termed fragmentary accounts of the larMeloe among parasites, I do so partly because va? of Meloe variegatus and Meloe proscarabceus,
distinguished zoologists regard them as such, since the series of transformations which these
and partly because they condition the diagnosis undergo is not yet fully ascertained. But as
of several diseases of the bees, which is one the primitive larva? of the genus 3Moe so greatof the chief ends of this essay to describe.
ly resemble each other, we may assume that
Parasites are subdivided into Ecto-parasites, the subsequent transformation the second larwhich live on the surface of plants and the ex- val state, the pseudochrysalis, and tlie third
terior of animals, and Endo-parasites, which larval state, which scarcely differs from the secarc found in the interior of the one and in the ond—as likewise the pupoe of the remaining
They are furthermore species of 3Moe, correspond with those of
viscera of the other.
distinguished as transitory, that is, such as only Meloe cicatricosus. It is only thus that any
occasionally iilHict their victims, as fleas, flies, probable account of the transformations of tliis
mosquitoes, itc; and as permanent, that is, such species of Coleoptera could be given.

—
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Diversity of Size.
Deviations in size from the ordinary standard are common among bees, bnt are more frequontlj observed among qncens and drones
than among workers. We shall first notice those
among drones, which are three-fold large, medium, and small. Large drones are those bred
in drone cells, proper, and arc such as we
commonly see about hives in summer. Medium sized drones are those bred in worker cells
covered with concave or meniscus-shaped caps.
The Germans call them "buckelbrut" liumpbrood—hom. the humped appearances of the
worker comb, in which they are bred. They
are usually of the full length of ordinary drones,
though considerably more slender, the narrowness of the worker cell preventing the full lateral developement of the embryo insect, while
the concave cap permits it to attain its normal
length.
Small drones are such as do not exceed the workers in length, though they are
somewhat thicker. I can account for their origin only by supposing that the workers sometimes err when sealing up worker larvse, giving them flat covers instead of concave. The
curvature of the cap is scarcely perceptible,
and seems to be produced, not by design of the
bee, but by pressure iVom within, the round
head of the nascent drone being forced up flush
against it, causing it to bulge upward. This flat
covering of the cell represses the longitudinal
growth of the insect, and limits its length to
I have, says Berthat of an ordinary worker.
lepsch, occasionally found them fully developed
and fully mature, yet ('ead in their cells, the
head appearing to have lieen so firmly pressed
against the inside of tlio cover, that the ripe
drone was unable to use his mandibles to cut
his way out, and died literally of starvation.
These drones are generally met with in the
spring, rarely in summer; at times only one
here and there in the cells of a worker comb,
and again four or five clustered together. So
deceptive is oft-times the appearance of these
misapplied cells, that it is not till their inmates
are seen emerging that they are ascertained to
be drones. An examination of the neighboring cells usually reveals the fact that they too
are similarly misused, and that a batch of dimiuiitive drones is maturing, to the ruin of a colony which needed strengthening by the accession of a fresh generation of workers.
"Only on one occasion," says Berlepsch, "did
I see these small drones make their appearance
in large numbers.
In the summer of 185(3, I
observed a multitude of them issuing from a
populous colony, in a movable comb hive in
my aiiiary. I made an immediate examination,
and found there were at least five or six thousand such small drones present, with not less
than twice that number maturing in the cells.
Not a single worker was subsequently produced, though the queen had previously laid
worker eggs in abundance, and the brood was
as regularly and compactly stowed in their cells
as if it had proceeded from a healthy and highly
prolific normal queen.
The only perceptible
dilTcreuce was in the slight curvature, or bulge,

—
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of the cover. "Kie queen was marching about
on one of the combs with stately step. She
was large, vigorous, and very fertile, dropping
eggs while I was examining her. I can only
account for this extraordinary case, on the supposition that from some unknown cause orcasuality, the qiieen

suddenly

lost

her ability to lay

worker eggs; and that the workers, accustomed
to cap appropriately a large number of worker
cells daily, continued to do so from habit, even
after the queen became an unconscious drone
egg layer. The drone brood in the worker cells

was thus inadvertently

sealed over Avith

flat

covers."

Workers emerging from cells in which many
successive broods have been reared, are commonly somewhat smaller than those bred in
new combs, as the silken cocoons in which the
larvae envelope themselves preparatory to their
first transformation, adheres to tiie sides of the
cell when the mature bee leaves, and thus conHere the diff"erence is not
tracts its diameter.
so great usually between the workers in the
same apiary as to be strikingly obvious.

But occasionally very diminutive workers

—

veritable Liliputians, in fact have been seen in
considerable numbers in some colonies, being
at the same time fully as active and industrious
as, and seemingly more nimble than, those of
larger growth and developement.
Berlepsch
saj^s he has casually seen them in his own apiary, though they were always few in number.
Mr. Lubiniecki states that, in iVugust, 1850, he
was surprised by the sudden appearance in one
of his hives of several thousand dwarf bees,
not larger thun the common house fly. Four
of these little creatures did not together equal
an ordinary v/orker in size. It was amusing to
see these diminutive busybodies bustling about
among their larger companions, seemingly as
intent as any others on houseliold cares.
No
one could restrain his laughter on witnessing
their return from foraging excursions, with
miniature pellets of pollen on their attenuate
thighs, or on beholding their adroit and fearless resistance when attacked by marauders from
other apiaries.
Small as they were they were
armed with stings like their full grown brothers, and gallantly did they know iiow to wield

them.

On examination

Mr. Lubiniecki found

that they had been bred in a comb which had
broken loose from its moorings and settled
down on the bottom between two others, thus
partially compressing a large proportion of the
cells.

Mr. Glas, in a communication to the Bienenzeituhg, says he had in 1858, a small and very
slender Italian queen which produced diminutive workci-s exclusively, in worker cells of the
ordinary size. It was laughable to see these
Liliputian workers passing in and out of their
hives, with apparent anxious haste eager to appropriate the spoils which a propitious season
and mild Aveathcr profferred in inofusion. It is
much to be regretted that Mr. Glas did not rear
young queens from the brood of her minature
majesty, and take the other measures needed to
perpetuate the dwarf race. Had he succeeded
in this, he would have facilitated the solutiou
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some interesting questions in the physiology of insects, and perhaps have led to the
of

niore full discovery of the laws wliich reguimprovement of races.
Some other intelligent apiarian may hereafter
have casually an opportunity to make experiments in that direction, whicli it is to be hoped
will not be allowed to pass unimproved.
late the deterioration or

Extent of Bees' Flight.
The question

of the distance to

which

a bee

can extend its flight is not of that minor importance which some persons may be disposed to
attach to it, and it is from a total neglect of or
indifference to it, that the ruin of many an apiary is to be attributed. It may also be confidently affirmed that the comparative excellence
of the position of an apiary depends in a great

measure on the greater or less distance whicli
the bees have to'fly for their food; for it is a rational deduction "that the bees, who have to
travel three or four miles to the fields of their
pasture, cannot collect an equal quantity of honey with those who have to travel only half a
mile; as the latter can make four journeys,
whilst the former can only make one, independently of the consequent risk whicb the bees
incur who have to travel to a great distance,
by having to cross rivers and lakes, and of being dashed into them by the wind, or destroyed
by some of those other numerous accidents to
which the bees are so liable.
It has been ascertained that the bees of an
apiary whose fields of pasture are situate at a
distance, are much shorter lived than those
whose food is in the immediate vicinity; and
tliis arises chiefly from two causes: first, the various dangers to which their longer flights expose them; and secondly, to the wear and tear
of their wings, which in the end become so torn
and lacerated, that the bees can no longer prosecute their labors, and they either die in the
had a
fields, or from hunger in the hive.
very striking proof of the truth of the foregoing
remarks in the establishment of a small apiary
in the vicinity of Brighton for the late Sir
Thomas Clarges. The immediate environs of
the town being composed of mere down lauds,
little or no food could be found for the bees,
with the exception of a scanty supply, which
could be gathered from the few straggling flowers cultivated in the gardens in the immediate
vicinity of the place. The consequence of which
was, that although the bees contrived to gain a
scanty subsistence, yet we could not succeed in a
single instance in obtaining more than one or
two pounds of honey from each hive, the bees
being in the Iluish hive; and even that small

We

portion which Vv'as taken from them was done
at the risk of them perishing in the winter for
want of food. Finding the situation so very
bad for an apiary, we had the hives removed to
a cottager's garden at Pagham, where they
throve remarkably well, and yielded a rich harvest of honey.
It has been stated by some of the encyclopedists that the fliglit of a bee extends to four

and this is said to have been determined
by the color of the farina of certain plants being
seen on the legs of the bees, which did not grow
within the distance of four miles from tlie apiary.
We, however, consider this criterion to
be very defective and indefinite, for the color
miles,

of the farina of plants varies so little in its
shade, being almost universally of a yellowish
tinge, that it would almost amoimt to an impossibility to determine the particular flowers from
which it is gathered. It is true that we have
seen the i^ellets of farina on the legs of a bee of
a dark slaty color, but it would be at best arriving at a random kind of a conclusion to determine the extent of the flight of the bee from
the mere color of the farina, unless it had been
unequivocally ascertained that no flowers whatever flourished in the immediate neighborhood
from which the farina of such a particular color
could be obtained.
had once an apiary
situate about three miles from a range of hills
which were covered with heath, and knowing
the richness of that shrub in honey, we purposed removing our hives to the immediate vicinity of so rich a pasturage. Previously, however, to our undertaking the transportation of
the hives, we determined to ascertain whether
the heath was within the range of the flight of
our bees, for which purpose we adopted the following expedient.
put some flour in a
small pepper-castor, and proceeded to the hills,
leaving a person with the hives to keep a strict
watch upon them, with a view of ascertaining
whether any bees returned to the hives sprinkled
with flour.
were not many minutes at the
hills before we discovered anumber of bees collecting the honey, ewvy one of which we besprinkled well with flour. On our return home
we were informed that a considerable number
of bees had returned with the sprinklings of
the flour, and in fact some of them with their
miller's jackets on were observed to leave the
hive again, and dart away in the direction of
the hills. Thus the fact was indisputably ascertained that the rich pasturage, although three
miles distant, was within the range of the flight
of our bees, and therefore we desisted from our
Another corroboproject of removing them.
rative proof of the extent of the flight of the bee
was obtained during an excursion which \ye
made with Bonner, to the Isle of Bas, at the
entrance of the Firth of Forth, which is mostly
covered with heath, and on wluch, to our great
surprise, we saw a number of bees collecting
As not a single hive was kept on
their honey.
the island, it was clear that the bees must have
winged their way over the water either from
the Lothiaus, or the coast of Fife, the former
being about four miles, the latter about eight
felt a great desire to ascermiles distant.
tain from what quarter the bees had arrived at
the Isle of Bas, but the solution of the question was attended Avith such almost insuperable
difiiculties, that avc were obliged to relinquish
had, however, so far ascerour project.
tained the point, that the bee will fly above four
miles in search of food, and not over even a
campaign country, but over the very Avaves of
the ocean.
What a most Avonderful instinct

We

We

We

We

We
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must that be which can teach au insect to

direct

the distance of four miles, over an
expanse of water in search of its food, of the
existence of which even it cannot be supposed
to possess any knowledge! L'Abbc della Rocca
indeed says, that it is the sense of smell Avhich
guides the bee to its distant fields of pasture,
and in many respects we coincide in the opinion
of the worthy Abbe, for certainly nothing can
be more acute and powerful than the sense of
smell in the bee. In other respects, however,
it exceeds our belief, that the sense of smell can
possibly be so acute as to direct the bee to an
uninhabited island, situate nearly five miles
from the main land, to collect its honey from
the flowers of a shrub which at no time emit
any exquisite odor, and which must necessarily
be neutralized, if not wholly destroyed, by the
saline exhalations of the ocean.
It was the opinion of Dr. Chambers that the
bee cannot extend its flight much beyond a
mile, and Dr. Hunter was of the same opinion;
we are, however, inclined to believe that both
its flight to

Chambers and Hunter adopted

their opinion

on

the authority of Schirach, who afliirms that the
bees cannot extend their flight beyond one mile;
but then it should be taken into consideration
that the German mile of Schirach is equal to
about three and a half miles English, and from
that very circumstance may be traced all the
errors which the numerous commentators, both
French and English, on the works of the German apiarians have fallen into in calculating
the extent of the flight of a bee. The traveling
apiaries of Germany, particularly those of Hanover, arc regulated by the prevailing opinion
that the bee can and does extend its flight to
four and even five miles; and acting upon that
supposition when the bee-masters move their
apiaries, they always travel about two stunden^
that is about eight miles, as they then calculate
that the bees are beyond the former range of their
traveling apiary of
pasture by four miles.
eighty or one hundred hives will exhaust the
food within the area of a circle of four miles in
about a fortnight or three weeks; it is, however,
a remarkable circumstance, that the honey collected solely from heath, without the admixture
of the produce of any other flowers, is of an unpleasant flavor, and of a dark, muddy color; in
fact, in commerce the worst kind of honey is
known by the name of heath boney, and the
most adulterated that is brought to market, for
which reason the honey of Germany bears in
our markets the most inferior price.
It was the opinion of Huber, that the radii of
the circle of the flight of the bee extend beyond
one mile, but the translator of Huber has in the
promulgation of that opinion fallen into tlie
same error as the adherents of Schirach. It
certainly stands in the original of Huber as cine
Mcile; but then a mile of Huber is equal to
nearly four English, and thus is Huber made to
disseminate an error from the culpable ignorance of the translator, which is a gross impeachment of his own judgment.
It cannot for a moment admit of a doubt, that
all positions are not equally favorable to tlie
culture of the bee, and we wish to impress it

A
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strongly on the mind of every keeper of bees,
that it is a hopeless task to attempt to support
an apiary by artificial means; that is, by the
sowing and planting of a few flowers and shrubs
in the immediate vicinity of the bees, from
which thc}^ are known to collect their honey and
farina.
The bee in general despises all cultivated flowers, and will pass by them with disdain to luxuriate on the common furze, the
broom, the willow, the hawthorn, or the blackberry of our common hedges.
do not hereby mean to dissuade the bee-master from cultivating in his garden and grounds those shrubs
and floAvers from which the bees derive their
nourishnient; but a hedge of furze and broom,
or a field of wild mustard or white clover, commonly called cow-grass, is higher appreciated
by the bees than all the flowers which bloom in
a garden; in fact, the most commonly cultivated flowers of our gardens, such as the rose, the
pink, the carnation, the dahlia, the chrysanthemum, the hyacinth, the auricula, the polyanthus, &c., are all despised by the bee, and passed by as utterly unworthy of its notice.
The knowledge of the particular produce of a
country, its localities, and the greater or less
extent of its cultivation ought to form a part
of the study of every keeper of bees.
highly
cultivated country is by no means beneficial to
the bee, for as soon as the harvests are got in
the fields are a complete desert to the bee.
coimtry that is not intersected with hedges is
eciually unfavorable, for it is from them that
the bees collect the greater part of their provisions.
The hedges in general abound with the
blackberry, the furze, the broom, the wild-rose,
the marsh-mallows, &c., &c., independently of
the rows of elm, oak, horse-chestnut, lime, &c.,
from all of which the bees collect a considerable
quantity of honey and farina. The fields studded with the useless daisy are a desert to the
bee; but it is the fields which are whitened
with the buckwheat, the plains which are gilded with the flower of the wild mustard, the turnip, and the whole of the brassica tribe that
furnish the bees with a continual supply of
food, and in which they love to disport, leaving
the gaudy flowers of the garden "to waste their
sweetness on the desert air."
In regard to the number of hives which any
particular tract of country can maintain, various and conflicting opinions have been hazarded; for whilst some consider that a country
cannot be overstocked on account of the supposed inexliaustable supply of food which the
vegetable kingdom is continually producing and
reproducing, others maintain, and with a greater show of reason, that analogically considered,
a country may be overstocked with bees on the
same principle that a field may be overstocked
with cattle, and therefore that in every species
of stock the number ought to be restricted to
certainly have
the means of subsistence.
no reason to fear that any part of this country
will be overstocked with bees, for we scruple
not to affirm that where one hive is now kept,
fifty might be kept without running any risk of
overstocking the country. Tlie average number of hives in the apiaries of this country does

We
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not exceed five, and we know of only one apiary which ever reached the number of sixty,
and that was at Cobham, in Kent. The proprietor however was a perfect charlatan in beekeeping; the aspect of his hives was not of the
slightest consideration to him, for they faced
all the points of the compass; and to attempt to

any instruction into him relative to the
improved method of keeping bees, was similar
instil

We

to driving a gimlet into a block of marble.
were introduced to this most eccentric of all
bee-masters by the late Mr. Stevenson, the steward of the Earl of Darnley, and on beginning
to expatiate with him on several instances of
his bad management in his apiary, he very
coolly insisted that Mr. Stevenson and myself
should leave his premises, for, according to his
own opinion, he was the only man in England
who understood the management of bees. Nothing could give him greater offence than to ask
him to sell a hive, for he had formed a resolution to die with an apiary of one hundred hives.
At his death, however, his apiary amounted to
only forty hives; and may not this be adduced
as a proof that he had over-stocked the particular district in which he lived ?
There are very few districts which will support an apiary of sixty hives in one position.
Twenty-five hives are the utmost which we
would recommend any bee-master to keep in
one apiary, with a view to actual profit; and
even that number is too great, if the country
be not of the first-ra.te character. The better
practice is to keep rather too few than too many;
and it will be found, on experiment, that ten
hives in certain situations will generally yield
as much as twenty. It was, it is true, the opin-

ion of M. La Grenee, whose character stands
high in the rank of apiarians, that any given
district can maintain an unlimited number of
hives, but neither experience nor reason will
bear him out in his hypothesis. It must be

granted that every district, however rich and
abundant it may be in the flowers from which
the bees collect their provisions, still has its limits

of supply; and,

consequently,

if

a certain

number of hives be kept in a district Avhich can
consume that supply, and which is not greater
than they require, any further addition to the
number of hives must be attended with the
greatest injury.

We

will now mention those p'tsitions which
are most proper and advantageous for the culture of the bee, and they may be divided into
three; the first middling, the second good, and
the third excellent. These three positions may
be distinguished as yielding three different productions.
Tlie corn-fields, the meadows, with little rivulets, are what may be denominated the middling
position.
The proximity of woods abundance of meadow and arable ground, extensive commonsand
rivulets, form the good position.
The vicinity of meadows of heath, woods,
great commons and hills covered with odoriferous herbs, removed from lakes and rivers of
great extent, may be denominated the excellent
position; the latter will produce four times as

—

much

as the first, and will double the second.
Although these positions may be considered as

the best, there are nevertheless other places
where hives might be placed to advantage, but
not in that number Avhich might be wished.
The quality of the country in which a person
fixes his apiary should be examined, and he
should regulate the number of the hives to tlie
quantity of food which the district can produce,
and not place a hundred hives in a place which

can only maintain fifty.
Kespecting the number of hives which may
be kept in a middling district, we conceive that
one hundred are perfectly sufficient; two hundred in a good one, and four or five hundred in
an excellent one. In regard to those provinces
that we have mentioned, in which, from their
high state of cultivation, the harvest of honey
ceases in August, they may still be proper for
the culture of the bee, although not to that extent as in the positions previously quoted.
Huber, speaking of the advantages of particular positions for an apiary, says, that at the
epoch of the Revolution he lived at Cour, near
Lausanne; on one side was the lake, and on the
other vineyards. He soon perceived the disadvantages of his situation. When the orchards
of Cour were out of blossom, and the few neighboring meadows mowed, he perceived that the
provisions of the mother hive diminished daily;
the labors of his swarms ceased to that degree
that his bees would have died from hunger in
the summer if he had not supported them; and
his apiary, which had taken him years to collect, was entirely ruined.
Whilsthis hives were thus going to destruction at Cour, the bees of Renan, of Chabliere,
of the woods of Vaux, Cery, &c., places situated about eight miles from Cour, without any
lakes, woods, or mountains intervening, lived
in the greatest abundance, threw numerous
swarms, and filled their hives with wax and
honey. If my bees, says Mr. Huber, could
have cleared the interval which separated them
from the places where they could have found
provisions, they would certainly have done it,
rather than die from hunger. They did not succeed better at Vevay, although the distance is
not quite six miles from Vevay to Houteville,
Chardenne, where the bees flourished particularly well.
In concluding this article, we regret to aay
that from the present degraded state of the culture of the bee in this country, there is no fear
of its being over- stocked with hives. The climate of this country is particularly congenial
to the multiplication of bees, but we are either
not aAvare of the profit attending their culture,
or some old-rooted prejudices are required to
be extirpated before the attention of the agriculturists can be invited to this important branch
Iluisli.
of rural economy.

The management of bees, which always requires some delicacy, and not a little dexterity
of treatment, assuredly demands no less attention and care than other matters of a similar
nature.
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When the European bee was first brought to
Australia (about twenty-five years ago) it excited but little interest, us the mass of the people were actively engaged in what were then
more profitable pursuits. But the extraordinary rapidity with which the bees multiplied
in that mikl climate, filling the forests on the
heights around Melbourne and in the interior
with wild swarms, soon arrested the attention
of the gold diggers, and led many of them to
engage in bee culture, thereby replenishing
their collapsed purses, and reviving their sunken
spirits.

The Italian bee was introduced there by Mr.
Edward Wilson, who sent three colonies from

London, November, 1863, onboard the "Princwhich arrived at Mellwurne on ;he
any way in our power.
2d of February, 1863. According to a report
published by Mr. Templeton, in the ''Yeoman
1^° All who are interested in the subject of and Australian Acclimatiser^^ of February 6,
1864, two of these colonies perished during the
bee culture, are respectfully requested to convoyage, but the third contained a few living
Inquiries,
suggestions,
tribute to our columns.
bees on its arrival, among which fortunately
and communications shall have prompt atten- was the queen. As the small number of workers could not maintain sufficient heat in the
tion.
hive in which they came, they were transferred
to a smaller, and the queen at once began to lay
E^^ Subscriptions and Remittances.
eggs, and at the close of February young bees
Those who wish to subscribe for the Ameri- made their appearance. Before the end of the
can Bee Jounnal, or make remittances for it, month, the Goodling hive, fourteen and a half
are respectfully requested to observe the follow- inches by nine, was tilled with comb and honey, and another of equal size before the end of
ing suggestions:
summer. From this double hive an exceedingly
Give your name, Post Office, County and large swarm issued, followed in due course "by
State, in full, writing them so plainly that they two strong afterswarms.
The original colony
produced
more swarms before Christmas
can be read with ease.
The notes of all solvent banks will be taken (the Australian midsummer), so that on the
whole the increase was six-fold the first yea;
for subscriptions.
notwithstanding the discouraging mishap at the
start.
A seventh swarm made its appearance
Will those who are disposed to encourage on the 7th of February, and there was reason
this rencAved effort to establish a periodical de- to believe that another absconded unnoticed.
voted to bee culture, oblige by sending us the Stocks of Italian bees are sold in Australia at
£10 sterling each. Dr. Otto BuscJi.
name and address of practical bee- keepers in
shall take pleasure in reciprocating the favor in

ess Royal,"

—

Wo

'

their I'espective neighborhoods.

Bee Culture

in Australia.

For some years past much attention has been
paid to bee culture in Australia. The Italian
bee has been introduced, and has distinguished
itself by its superiority over the common bee,
in prolificness and productiveness. Their principle source of supplies the bees find in the very
profuse blossoms of the Eucalyptus globosus^ a
tree which grows wtth astonishing rapidity, and
Avhen carried to Algeria, retains its Australian habit of blossoming in September, at about
the period of the autumnal equinox.
Several
other species of this class of trees, which constitutes ninety-nine per cent, of the Australian
forests, are especially adapted for the support
of the honey bee— namely. Eucalyptus yigantea, odorata, rostrata, amygdaUna, and sideroxylon.
So likewise are several species of Acacia,
namely, the Acacia mclanoxylon^ pycnacantM,

mollisimi, and dealbata.
These also
successfully introduced into Algeria.

have been

Winter feeding of bees is by no means to be
recommended, except in cases of extreme necessity.
Most writers name too late a period for
supplying the deficiency of a hive's weight,
they mention October as the most suitaSeptember, or soon after the
ble feeding time.
foraging season is fully over, had much better
be chosen for the purpose; as the bees can then
quickly carry up the proffered supplies, and cap
the honey they deposit in the cells.

when

The improved system of bee culture is apt to
be condemned by the old fashioned and standstill bee-keeper, whose prejudices are ever prone
to carrj^ him back to the days of his grandmother, instead of permitting him to examine
candidly the results of prolonged modern experience.

Second swarms

rise with greater readiness
SAvarms, as well on account of the
crowded state of the hive, as because young
queens are known to be less dependent on the
weather than the old ones.

than

first
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Artificial

Queens.

By far the most wonderful circumstance in
connection with the natural history of the bee,
is the artificial production of a queen bee from a
worker grub, should the hive by any mishap be
left without a ruler.
To

the uninitiated this

phenomenon would

appear nothing short of a miracle, for it not
only seems to necessitate highly developed reasoning faculties in the insect, but would denote
that
tion

it

possesses greater influence in the direc-

and modification of the laws of nature than

do we ourselves.
True it is that we can engraft one species of
plant upon another, and produce a hybrid by
select fertilization, or that we can hatch an egg
by artificial incubation. But is there anything

power over nature that will enable us to
obtain a result at all approaching that of the
conversion of a worker larva into a queen bee,
as performed by these insects?
Although the operation will always remain a
very wonderful one, especially as regards the
instinct that guides the bee in 'its performance,
yet, when it is considered in connection with
the ascertained phenomena in the development
of the insect, it will lose some of its mystery.
But it will at the same time acquire add'itional
interest; for let us here remark, that however
marvellous some of the operations of nature
may appear to those who are unacquainted with
her laws, her attractive features are considerably enhanced when they come to be more fully
understood and appreciated.
The chief differences between the conditions
necessary for the rearing of a queen and a worker are, that in the former the egg is deposited
in & large oval vertical cell, and the insect is fed
durinrj the whole of its larval existence upon
royal paste, a food elaborated by the bees in
their digestive organs.
Whereas the loorlcer is
reared in the ordinary horizontal hexagonal
cell, and after a certain number of days (according to most authors, on the third day after
its birth), its food is changed, and it is nourished with a mixture of honey and pollen. The
result of this modified treatment in the worker
is, that its female reproductive organs, ovaries,
«fcc., are but imperfectly developed; and as a
rule, it is rendered incapable of oviposition.*
Now, if, instead of feeding these worker larvae only three days upon royal paste, they were
nourished on this species of food during the
whole of their larvahood, and if the other conditions as to dimensions and position of the
cell were complied with, precisely the same as
in the case of the queens, it is quite clear that
the worker larva (which we know to proceed
from an egg similarly fertilized as that of a
queen,) would in due time become metamorphosed, not into a worker bee, but into a queen,
with fully developed organs of reproduction.
Whether this is known to the bees, or only
to their Creator, we are unable to say; but cerin our

•Whether it is, liowever, tli.at tlie workers bred in the
vicinity of a royal cell sometimes receive royal food in
mistake, or from whatever other cause, it is cerlain that
they occasionally oviposit, hut in all cases unfertilized
eggs, from which drones only proceed.

it is, that when deprived of their queen
they speedily proceed to a cell containing a
worker egg not yet hatched, or, wonderful to
relate, a larva not more than three days oldf

tain

(the time,

ordinary

you must remember, when, under
its food
would be

circumstances,

changed!) and they

at

once alter the condi-

tions of its early existence, so as to convert it
into a queen.
They enlarge the worker cell by the destruction of those surrounding it, slaughter the inmates of these without mercy, and,''by the union
of the horizontal ones that have been destroy*
ed, form a single vertical cradle.
They then
continue to feed the young larvae upon royal
paste during the whole of the first period of her
life, and treat her in every respect as the future
heiress of the throne, into which she in due

time becomes metamorphosed.

Sumuelson.

Statistics of Bees.

There are fourteen Bee Societies in the kingof Hanover, eight of which comprising
1127 members are connected with the "Central Union."
These are:
1. Landesbergen,
503 members.
2. Knesebeck,
"
117
3. Osnaburg,
"
187
4- Syke,
"
42
"
5. Fallersleben,
36
"
6. Werlte,
139
"
7. Hanover,
62
"
8. Gottingen,
41

dom

—

—

There are 200,000 hives of bees in the kingdom. The government placed 500 rixdollars
in the hands of the "Central Union" last year,
to be used for the encouragement of bee culture.

Bee-keepers, when visiting me, have frequently said, "you would not dare to handle
our bees as you do yours. Ours are more ii'ritable, and would not stand such treatment."
Yet when I returned their calls, and subjected
their bees to similar manipulations, they proved
to be just as managable as mine, much to my
to the amazement of their ownThese people are too seldom about their
bees, and stand off shy and timid when near
When some operation must be perthe hives.
formed, it is done hastily and noisily, by jerks,
and sudden starts. It is hence not surprising
that their bees arc almost always in ill temper
and sometimes become furious. Much, if not
everything depends on treatment, and the "law

amusement and
ers.

of kindness" will ultimately assert
Oerasch.
influence here also

its

rightful

Bees should have convenient access to water,
In very dry weather,
especially in the spring.
too, it is txlmost essential to the existence of an
apiary, that the bees be supplied artificially, if
there be no rippling streams or other suitable
waters at hand.
tit is now ascertained that larv.-c five and even six days
old may he successfully emph)yed for this purpose, and
occasionally are so used by the workers.
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humble

Usixrping "Worker.

[Tlie following is communicated to the Bieueuzeituug hy Mr. A. Semlitsch, an experienced
and trustworthy bee-keeper, residing at Gratz,

in Austria:]

"Queen bees do not usually begin

to lay

till

forty-eight hours after having

had concourse
with a drone, and it would hence seem probable that several days at least might be required
to qualify a fertile worker for oviposition. The
following facts lead to a different conclusion:
I gave an Italian queen to a strong artificial
colony, which at first appeared (o have accepted
her, but gradually maifested increased evidence

of discontent.
On the sixth day I examined
the hive, and found the queen enclosed in a
cluster of workers.
I dispersed them by a few
whill's of smoke, and the queen moved ofi" uninjured and active among the crowd of other
workers. I then observed a fine royal cell on
one of the combs, which I destroyed, and closed
the hive.
Re-opening it two daj's later, I noticed a similar state of affiiirs, but on liberating the queen found her so much injured that
she died in fifteen minutes from the maltreatment she had undergone. Two more royal cells
had been started, which I permitted to remain,
under the impression that they had been supplied with eggs by the queen now dead.
Not
till I discovered that I might wait till "the
Greek calends" before a living creature Avould
issue from these cells, did I suspect the truth;

and on

closer examination I found drone brood
exclusively in the worker cells, and in the royal

dead and putrefying larva?. Here was
where a fertile worker, wdiile
a queen was present in the hive, began to lay
eggs, supplanted the queen, and finally usurped
cells

mauifestlj' a case

the throne."
It is to be regretted that Mr. Semlitsch did
not ascertain whether any eggs were laid by the
finally rejected queen, after she was introduced.

A

Singular Hive.

The wild honey

bees, too, in their several
for me.
There
were the buff-colored carders, that erected over
the honey-jars domes of moss; the lapidary redtipped bees, that built amid the recesses of ancient cairns and in dry old stone walls, and
were so invincibly brave in defending their
homesteads that they never gave up the quarel till they died; and above all the yellow-zoned
humble-bees, that lodged deep in the ground
along the dry sides of grassy banks; and were
usually wealthier in honey than any of their
congeners, and existed in larger communities.
But the herd-boys of the parish, and the foxes
of its woods and brakes, shared in my interest
in the wild honey bees, and, in the pursuit of
something else than knowledge, were ruthless
robbers of their nests.
I often observed that the fox, with all his reputed shrewdness, is not particularly knowing
on the subject of bees. He makes as dead a set
on a wasp's nest as on that of the carder or
species,

had peculiar charms

bee,

and

89

gets,

I

doubt not, heartily

stung for his pains; for though as shown l.)y the
marks of his teeth, left on the fragments of paper combs scattered al)out, ho attempts eating

young wasps in the chrysalis state, the undevoured remains seem to argue that he is but
little pleased with them as food.
There were occasions, however, on whicli
even the herd-boys met with only disappointment in their bee-hunting excursions; and in
one notable instance the result of the adventure
used to be spoken of in school and elsewhere as
something very horrible. A party of boys had
stormed a humble bee's nest on the side of an
old chapel-brae, and, digging inwards along the
narrow winding earth passage, thej^ at length
came to a grinning human skull, and saw the
bees issuing thick from out a round hole in its
base the foramen mar/mim. The wise little
workers had actually formed their nest within
the hollow of the head once occupied by the
bus}' brain; and their spoilers, more scrupulous
than Sampson of old, who seems to have enjoyed the meat brought forth out of the eater
and the sweetness extracted from the strong,
left in very great consternation their honey all
the

—

to themselves.

Hugh

Miller.

A Normal

Colony.

In the latter part of spring or the early part
of summer, a complete community of bees comprises first, one queen, the mother of the hive,
a perfectly developed female; secondly, from
six hundred to eight hundred drones or males;
and, thirdly, from fifteen thousand to twenty
thousand toorJcers, to whom, though they are
occasionally known to lay fruitful drone eggs,
we may give the appellation of neuters.
The office of the queen bee is to lay all the
eggs that are hatched in the hive. She is moreover the constitutional head of the colony, for,
although she does nothing (so far as we know)
but add to its numbers, yet should she be acci dentally or designedly removed, anarchy at
once reigns in the hive. And if at such a juncture there be not one of the royal family on the
way from larvahood, the constitutional bees
at once proceed, by a wonderful instinct, and a
remarkable artificial contrivance, to manufacture a fresh head for the State.
Of the drones little is known, for they rarely
leave the hive, except about noon on warm
days; and the sole purpose for which such numbers are produced would appear to be sufficient
to ensure a consort for the queen when she
leaves the hive on her wedding tour.
Though there has been so little opportunity
of investigating their habits, we must not be
so uncharitable as to suppose that their life is
one of complete apathy, or that these beaux
amuse themselves by parading the Broadways
of the hive, and fiirting with the worker-ladies.
Whatever may be their duties, their services
are lightly appreciated l>y the rest of the community; for although they are allowed to remain unmolested in the hive during the summer mouths, whilst food is plentiful, and a
certain number accompany each swarm as it

—
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is collected by the bee from these portions
of the pine, fir, and poplar, as Avell as from certain shrubs.
It is reddish broAvn, viscid, easily
softened by the Avarmth of the hand, has an
agreeable odor, readily dissolves in alcohol, and

and

issues, yet when autumn approaches, and there
begins to be a fear of famine in bee-land, the
ruUiless -worl^ers drive the lazy drones out into
the cold, and should they attempt to return,
_

they are mercilessly slaughtered. This is an
easy task, for the drones are not provided with
stings, as the workers are, and they consequently fall an easy prey to their amazonian

when combined Avith alkali forms a soap. Though
it is

conquerors.

The most active members of the community
are the workers, who construct the combs, and
perform all the labors necessary for the preservation of the colony. For this purpose they
collect or elaborate the following substances,
namely: honey, bee-bread, wax and propolis; and
as several of these products are more or less
employed by man in art, science, or domestic
economy, it will be worth our while to devote
a few minutes to their consideration.
Wax, the material of which the honey combs
are constructed, is elaborated from honey in the
body of the bee, and secreted in the Avax belts,
situated between the rings of the abdomen,
from whence the bee draws it forth Avith the aid
of its legs and jaws, Avheu required for the formation of cells.
The appearance of common yelloAV beeswax
in its original state, is of course familiar to all.
It has a sweet, agreeable smell, being to some
extent mixed Avith honey, and is then soft and
It is converted
easily moulded by pressure.
into white or virgin wax by bleaching in the
sun, combined with a periodical application of
moisture, under which influences it becomes
white, translucent and brittle.
Honey is secreted in the nectaries of flowers,
whence it is extracted by the bee Avith the aid
portion at least of the
of its delicate tongue.
harvest or gathering is retained by the insect
in its crop or paunch, and this is ejected into
the cells of the honey comb, on the bee's return
to the hive, to serve as a store of food in AvinThis substance is so Avell knoAvn that a
ter.
description of it appears almost superfluous;
but Ave may mention that pure honey is amber-colored, viscid, granulated, and A'ery sweet.
It contains tAvo kinds of sugar, the one analogous
to that from the grape, the other to that from the
sugar cane. It also contains a yelloAV colored
matter, a little Avax, gum, and, according to
some authors, an aromatic principle and a slight
trace of Avhat appears to be acetic accid.
Bee-bread is composed of the pollen of floAvIt is collected by
ers moistened with honey.
the workers on their excursions, and attached
to their hinder legs in the form of little pellets
Avith the aid of a remarkable apparatus, called
the basket, and conveyed home as food for the
larvaj as Avell as the mature bees. If you watch
the bees on their return to the hive, you Avill
perceive that the little masses of bee-bread attached to their hind legs vary in color on the
diflTerent bees, but not on the same insect. This
arises in consecpience of the several bees collecting pollen from ditl'erent floAvers; but Ave
are toJd that in no case does the same bee visit
more than one kind of a lloAver at a time.
Propolis is the viscid coating Avith which the
ends and tAvigs of several plants are coverei':;

A

rarely emploj^ed

by man (being occasion-

ally used in taking impressions from medallions), yet to the bee it is an indispensable ele-

ment in the arrangements of the IiIa'c. It is used
to fill up all the chinks and crevices, but also in
cementing the combs to the ceiling, sides, and
cross-sticks, and to some extent enters into the
composition of the comb itself, being applied as
a kind of varnish to give strength and consistency to certain portions of the cells. 8amuelson.

Two Queens

in

One Hive,

[The following account of a certainly very
is communicated to the Bieuenzeituug by Mr. Hacker, a Bee-keeper at Zele, in
Bohemia. It is only an additional proof that
in bee culture there is hardly any rule Avithout
an exception:]
rare occurrence

.

On opening one of my hives in February, to
ascertain Avhether the bees needed feeding, I
found it excessively damp from condensed perspiration.
I concluded to transfer the combs
to another hive; and, Avhile doing so, saAv an
old queen Avhich had lost her Avings, together
with a small quantity of brood. The bees wJiich
remained in the emptied hive, I shook out on a
linen sheet placed before the other, that they
might join their companions. While they were
passing in, 1 and my assistant saw a A'ery active young queen hastily enter.
I Avas aAvare
that tAvo queens had, under similar circumstances been found "dwelling together in amity," but the question still undecided Avas Avere
both fertile, and could each still lay Avorker
In April following I opened the hiA'e.
eggs?
There was a large amount of brood in the
combs, and the queens Avere liAiug in apparent
harmony. On the 2od of JMay I made another
examination; and finding both queens present,
I divided the colony, making tAvo independent
Eight days
stocks, and giving each a queen.
after I found young brood in each; and now
after the lapse of five Aveeks more, e A'ery thing
Two fertile queens had
is in good condition.
passed the Avinter and spring, together, in peace,
in one hive.

—

Where

a suitable locality is chosen (well shelvery much disposed to consider a
permanent north or northeast aspect as presenting the most desirable position for wintering
bees; but time and the increasing interest in scientific bee management, Avhich is rapidly developing itself, Avill assuredly disclose to us many
Cottage Bee Keeper.
truths yet only guessed at.

tered) I

am

An

apiary should be so situated as to be in
from the most frequented part of the
house, for the instant discovery and remedy of
accidents, and the observation of rising swarms.
full vicAV
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II.

The Hive Bees' Work.
The most profouncl-M}:)liilosoplicr, equally with
the most incurious of mortals, is struck Avith astonishment on inspecting the interior of a hce7iive.
He beholds a city in miniature. He sees
this city divided into regular streets, these streets
composed of houses constructed on the most exact geometrical principles and the most symmetrical plan, some sei'ving for store-houses for
food, others for the habitations of the citizens,
and a few, much more extensive than the rest,
destined for the palaces of the sovereign. He
perceives that the substance of which the whole
city is built is one which man, with all his skill,
is unable to fabricate; and that the edifices in
which it is employed are such as the most expert artist would find himself incompetent to
erect.
And the whole is the work of a society
of insects! Nor have all its mysteries yet been
fathomed. Philosophers have in all. ages devoted their lives to the subject; from Aristomachus of Soli in Cilicia, who, we are told by
Pliny, for fifty-eight years attended solely to
bees, and Philiscus the Thracian, who spent his
whole time in forests investigating their manners, to

Swammerdam, Reaumur, Hunter, and

Huber, of modern times.

combs of
overwhelms our
of the

Still the construction
a bee-hive is a miracle which

faculties.

You

are probably aAvare that the hives with
which we provide bees are not essential to tlieir
labors, and that they can equally, form their
city in the hollow of a tree or any other cavity.
lu whatever situation it is placed,, the general

plan which they foUoAV is the same. You have
seen a honey-comb, and must have observed
a fiattish cake, composed of a vast
of cells, for the most part hexagonal,
regularly applied to each other's sides, and arranged in two strata or layers placed end to end.
The interior of a bee-hive consists of several of
these combs fixed to its upper part and sides,
arranged vertically at a small distance from each
other, so that the cells composing them are
placed in a liorizontal position, and have their
openings in opposite directions not the best
position one would have thought for retaining

that

it is

number

—

D. C.

No.

3.

a fluid like honey, yet the bees find no inconvenience on this score. The distance of the
combs from each other is about half an inch,
that is, sufficient to alloAV two bees busied upon
the opposite cells to pass each other Avith facilBesides these vacancies, which form the
ity.
high roads of their community, the combs are
here and there pierced Avith holes which servo
as posterns for easy communication from one
to the other without losing time by going round.
The arrangement of the combs is well adapted for its purpose, but it is the construction of
the cells which is most admirable and astonishing.
As these arc formed of wax, a substance
secreted by the bees in no great abundance, it
is important that as little as possible of such a
precious material should be consumed. Bees,
therefore, in the formation of their cells have
to solve a problem which would puzzle some
geometers, namely, a quantity of Avax being
giA'Cu, to form of it similar and ec|ual cells of a
determinate capacity, but of the largest size in
proportion to the quantity of matter employed,
and disposed in such a manner as to occupy in
the hive the least possible space. Every part
of this problem is practically solved by bees.

had been cylindrical, which form
seems best adapted to the shape of a bee, they
could not have been applied to each other Avithout leaving numberless superfluous vacuities.
If the cells were made square or triangular,
this last objection, indeed, Avould be remoA^ed;
If their cells

but besides that a greater quantity of wax Avould
been required, the shape Avould have been
inconvenient to a cylindrical-bodied animal.
All these difficulties are obviated by the adoption of hexagonal cells, which are admirably
fitted to the form of the insect, at the same time
that their sides apply to each other withoiit the
Another important
smallest A^acant intervals.
saving in materials is gained by making a comfor
serA-e
two
strata
of cells. Much
mon base
more Avax as Avell as room would have been rehad
the
combs
consisted
of a single straciuired,
tum only. But this is not all. The base of each
cell is not an exact plane, but is usually composed of three rhomboidal or lozenge-shaped
pieces, so as to form a pyramidal concavity
liaA'e
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this form it follows that the base of a cell
side or stratum of the comb is composed
of portions of the bases of three cells on the
other.
You will inquire, Where is the advantage of this arrangement? First, a greater de-

on one

gree of strength; and secondly, preciselj'^ the
same as results from the hexagonal sides
greater capacity Avith less expenditure of wax.
Not only has this been indisputably ascertained,
but that the angles of the base of the cell are
exactly those which require the smallest quantity of wax.
It is obvious that these angles
might vary infinitely; but, by a very accurate
admeasurement, Maraldi found that the great
angles were in general 109'-'' 28^, the snialler
ones 70*^ 32^. Eeaumur, ingeniously suspecting that the object of choosing these angles from
amongst so many was to spare wax, proposed
to M. Konig, a skilfull geometrician, who was
ignorant of Maraldi's experiments, to determine by calculations what ought fo be the angle of a hexagonal cell, with a pyramidal bottom
formed of three similar and equal rhomboid
plates, so that the least matter possible might
enter into its construction. For the solution of
this problem the geometrician had recourse to
the infinitesimal calculus, and found that the
great angles of the rhombs should be 109'-' 2G^,
andof the small angles YO*^ 34'. What a surprising agreement between the solution of the
problem and the actual admeasurement Besides the saving of wax effected by the
form of the cells, the bees adopt another economical plan siiited to the same end.
They compose the bottoms and sides of wax of very great
tenuity, not thicker than a sheet of writing-paper.
But as Avails of this thinness at the entrance would be perpetually injured by the ingress and egress of the workers, they prudently
make the margin at the opening of each cell
three or four times thicker than the walls. Dr.
Barclay discovered that', though of such excessive tenuity, the sides and bottom of each cell
are actually douhU^ or, in other Avords, that each
cell is a distinct, separate, and in some measure
an independent structure, agglutinated only to
the neighboring cells, and that Avhen the agglutinating substance is destroyed, each cell "may
be entirely separated from the rest.
You must not imagine that all the cells of a
hive are of precisely similar dimensions. As

—

!

*Fathcr Boscovich observes, that all the angles that form
the planes which compose the cell are equal, i. e. 120''; and
he supposes that this equality of inclination facilitates much
the consti'uction of the cell, which may be a motive for preferring it, as well as economy. He shows that the bees do
not economize the wax necessary for a flat bottom in the
construction of every cell, near so much as MM. Konig and
Koaumur thought.
MacLaurin says, that the difference of a cell with a pyramidal from one with a flat bottom, in which is comprised
the economy of the bees, is equal to the fourth part of six
triangles, which it would be necessary to add to the trapeziums, the faces of the cell, in order to make them right angles.

M. L'Hullier, professor of Geneva, values the economy of
the bees at one flfty-onc parts of the whole expense; and he
shows that it might have been one fif(h if the bees liad no
other circumstances to attend to: but he concludes, that if
it is not very sensible in every cell, it may be considerable
in the whole of a comb, on account of the mutual setting of
the two opposite orders of cells. Huber, Nouvellcs Observalions, kc.i

ii.

^1.

the society consists of three orders of insects
differing in size, the cells AA'hich are to contain
the larva? of each proportionally differ, those
built for the males being considerably larger
than those which are intended for the workers.
The abode of the larva3 of the queen bee differs
still more.
It is not only much larger than any
of the rest, but of a quite different form, being
like
shaped
a pear or Florence flask, and composed of a material much coarser than common
wax, of Avhich above one hundred times as
much is used in its construction as of pure wax
in that of a common cell.
The situation, too,
of these cells (for there are generally three or
four,
tliirtj^

and sometimes many more, even up to
or forty in each hive) is very diff'erent

common cells. Instead of bea horizontal, they are placed inaA'crtieal
direction, with the mouth downwards, and are
usually fixed to the lower edge of the combs,
from Avhich they irregularly project like stalactites from the roof of a cavern.
The cells destined for the reception of honey and pollen differ'from those which the larvre of the males and
Avorkers inhabit only by being deeper, and thus
more capacious; in fact, the A'ery same cells are
successively applied to both purposes.
When
the honey is collected in great abundance, and
there is not time to construct fresh cells, the
bees lengthen the honey cells by adding a rim
to them.
You will be anxious to learn the process
Avhich these ingenious artificers folloAV in constructing their habitations; and on this head I
am happy that the recent publication of a ncAV
edition of the celebrated Huber's New Observations on Bees, in which this subject is for the
first time elucidated, will enable me to gratify
j^our curiosity.
But in the first place j^ou must be told of an
important and unlooked for discovery of this
uiarivalled detector of the hidden mysteries of
nature that the AVorkers, or neuters, as they
are called, of a hive, consist of tAVO descriptions
of individuals, one of Avhich he calls aheilles
nottrrices, or petites aheilles, the other aheilles
The former, or nurse bees, are smaller
cirieres.
than the latter; their stomach is not capable of
sucii distension; and their office is to build the
combs and cells after the foundation has been
laid by the cirieres, to collect honey, and to feed
the larva?. The aheilles cirieres are the makers
of Avax, Avhich substance Huber has noAV indisputably ascertained to be secreted, as John
Hunter long ago suspected, beneath the ventral
from that of the

ing

\\\

—

segments, from between which

it

is

taken by

the bees Avhcn wanted, in the form of thin
The apparatus in Avliich the Avax is sescales.
creted consists of four pair of membranous bags
or wax -pockets, situated at the base of each intermediate segment, one on each side, Avhich
can only be seen by pressing the abdomen so
as to lengthen it, being usually concealed by
the overlapping of the preceding segments. It
should be observed that this discovery Avas

made by our countryman Thorlcy, who,
Female Monarchy (1744), says that he has

nearly
in his

taken bees Avith six pieces of Avax Avithiu the
In
plaits of the abdomen, three on each side.
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these pockets the wax is secreted by some unprocess from the food taken into the
stomach^ Avhich in the wax-making hees is
mnch larger thau in the nurse-bees, and afterwards transpires through the membrane of the
Avax-pockct in thin lamina?. The nurse-bees,
however, do secrete Avax, but in very small
quantities.
When wax is not wanted in the
hive, the wax-makers disgorge their honey into
the cells.
The process of building a comb in a bee-hive,
as observed by Huber, is as follows:
The wax-makers, having taken a due portion
of honey or sugar, from either of which wax
can be elaborated, suspend themselves to each
other, the claws of the forelegs of the lowermost being attached to those of the hind pair
of the uppermost, and form themselves into a
cluster, the exterior layer of which looks like
a kind of curtain. This cluster consists of a series of festoons or garlands, which cross each
other in all directions, and in which most of the
bees turn their backs upon the observer; the
curtain has no other motion than what it receives from the interior layers, the fluctuations
of which are communicated to it. All this time
the nurse-bees preserve their wonted activity
and pursue their usual employments. The wax-

known

makers remain immovable ior about twentyfour hours, during which period the formation
of wax takes place, and thin laminae of this material may be generally perceived under their
abdomen. One of these bees is now seen to detach itself from one of the central garlands of
the cluster, to make a way amongst its companions to the middle of the vault or top of the
hive, and by turning itself round to form a kind
of void, in which it can move itself freely.
It
then suspends itself to the center of the space,
which it has cleared, the diameter of which is
about an inch. It next seizes one of the laminae of wax with a pinccr formed by the poste-

and tibia, and drawing it from
beneath the abdominal segment, one of the anterior legs takes it with its claws and carries it
This leg holds the lamina with
to the mouth.
its claws vertically, the tongue rolled up serving for a support, and by elevating or depressing it at Avill, causes the whole of its circumference to be exposed to the action of the mandibles, so that the margin is soon gnawed into
pieces, which drop as they are detached into
the double cavity, bordered with hairs, of the
mandibles. These fragments, pressed by others
newly separated, fall on one side of the mouth,
and issue from it in the form of a very narrow
ribband. They are then presented to the tongue,
which impregnates them with a frothy liquor
like a houillie. During this operation the tongue
assumes all sorts of forms; sometimes it is flattened like a spatula; then like a trowel, which
applies itself to the ribband of wax: at other
times it resembles a pencil terminating in a
point.
After having moistened the whole of
the ribband, the tongue pushes it so as to make
it re-enter the mandibles, but in an opposite direction, where it is Avorked up anew.
The liquor mixed with the wax communicates to it a
whiteness and oi)acitj" which it had not before;
rior metatarsus
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this mixture of houillie, which
did not escape the observation of Reaumur, is
doubtless to give it that ductility and tenacity
which it possesses in its perfect state.
The foundress-bee, a name which this first
beginner of a comb deserves, next applies these
prepared parcels of wax against the vault of
the hive, disposing them with the point of
her mandibles in the direction which she wishes
them to take; and she continues these manoeuvres until she has employed the whole lamina
that she had separated from her body, when
she takes a second, proceeding in the same manShe gives herself no care to compress the
ner.
molecules of wax which she has heaped together; she is satisfied if they adhere to each other.
At length she leaves her work, and is lost in the
crowd of her companions. Another succeeds
and resumes the employment; then a third; all
follow the same plan of placing their little masses; and if any by chance gives them a contrary
direction, another coming removes them to their
proper place. The result of all these operations
is a mass or little wall of Avax with uneven surfaces, five or six lines long, two lines high, and
half a line thick, which descends perpendicuIn this first
larly below the vault of the hive.
work is no angle nor any trace of the figure of
It is a simple partition in a right line
the cells.

and the object of

without any inflection.
The wa.K-makers having thus laid the foundation of a comb, arc succeeded by the nurse-bees,
which arc alone competent to model and perThe former are the laborers,
fect the work.

who convey the stone and mortar; the latter the
masons, who work them up into the form which
One of the
the intended structure requires.
nurse-bees now places itself horizontally on the
vault of the hive, its head corresponding to the
centre of the mass or wall which the wax-makers have left; and which is to form the partitiorj
of the comb into two opposite assemblages oi
cells; and with its mandibles, rapidly movinf^
its head, it moulds in that side of the wall a
cavity which is to form the base of one of the
cells, to the diameter of which it is equal.
When it has worked some minutes it departs,
and another takes its place, deepening the cavitj'-, heightening its lateral margins by heaping
up the wax to right and left by means of its
teeth and fore-feet, and giving them a more upMore than twenty bees succesright form.
When
sively employ themselves in this Avork.
arrived at a certain point, other bees begin on
the yet untouched and opposite side of the
mass, and commencing the bottom of tmo cells,
While still enare in turn relieved by others.
gaged in this labor, the wax-makers return and
add to the mass, augmenting its extent every
way, the nurse-bees again continuing their opeAfter having worked the bottoms of
rations.
the cells of the first roAV into their proper forms,
they polish them and give them their finish,
while others begin the outline of a new series.
The cells themselves, or prisms, which result
from the re-union and meeting of the sides, are
next constructed. These are engrafted on the
borders of the cavities hollowed in the mass.
The bees begin them by making the contour
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ot tlie bottoms, which at first is unequal, of
equal height; thus all the margins of the cells
offer an iiuiformly level surface from their first
origin, and until they have acquired their proThe sides are heightened in an orper"length.
der analagous to that which the insects follow

in furnishing the bottoms of the cells; and the
length of these tubes is so perfectly proportioned that there is no observable inequality between them. It is to be remarked, that though
the general form of the cells is hexagonal, that
of those first begun is, 'pentagonal, the side next
the top of the hive, and by which the comb is
attached, being much broader than the rest;
whence the comb is more strongly united to
the hive than if these cells were of the ordinary
shape. It of course follows that the base gf these
cells, instead of being formed, like those of the
hexagonal cells, of three rhomboids, consists of
one i-homboid and two trapeziums.
The form of a new comb is lenticular, its
thickness always diminishing towards the edges.
This gradation is constantly observable whilst
but as
it keeps enlarging in circumference
soon as the bees get sufficient space to lengthen it, it begins to lose this form, and to assume
parallel surfaces; it has then received the shape
Which it will always preserve.
The bees appear to give the proper forms to
the bottoms of the cells by means of their an;

tennae, which extraordinary organs they seem
to employ as directors by which their other instruments are instructed to execute a very complex work. They do not remove a single particle of the wax until the antenua3 have explored
the surface that is to be sculptured. By the use
of these organs, which are so flexible and so
readily applied to all parts, however delicate,

respect to the cells, the first cavity determines
the place of all that succeed it.
large number of bees work at the same
time on the same comb; but they are not moved
to it by a simultaneous but by a successive impulse.
single bee begins every partial operation, and many others in succession add their
efforts to hers, each appearing to act individually in a direction impressed either by the workers who have preceded it, or by the condition
in which it finds the work.
The whole population of wax-makers is in a state of the most
complete inaction till one bee goes forth to lay
the foundations of the first comb. Immediately
others second her intentions, adding to the
height and length of the mass; and when they
cease to act, a bee, if the term may b-e used, of
another profession, one of the nurse-bees, goes
to form the draft of the first cell, in which she
is succeeded by others.*
The diameters of the cells intended for the larvae of workers is always 23-5 lines, that of those
meant for the larvaa of the males or drones 3^.
The male cells are generally in the middle of
the combs, or in their sides; rarely in their upper part. Thej'- are never insulated, but form
a corresponding group on both sides of the
comb. When the bees form male cells below
those of neuters, they construct many rows of
intermediate ones, the diameter of which augments progressively till it attains that of a male
cell; and they observe the same method when
they revert from male cells to those of neuters.
It appears to be the oviposition of the queen
which decides the land of cells that are to be
made; while she lays the eggs of workers, no
male cells are constructed; but when she is
about to lay the eggs of males, the neuters appear to know it, and act accordingly. When
there is a very large harvest of honey, the bees
increase the diameter and even the length of
their cells.
At this time manj- irregular combs
may be seen with cells of twelve, fifteen, and even
eighteen lines in length. Sometimes, also, they
have occasion to shorten the cells. When they
wish to lengthen an old comb, the tubes of

A

A

that they can perform the functions of compasses in measuring very minute objects, they
can work in the darjc, and raise those wonderful
combs the first production of insects.
Every part of the work appears a natural
consequence of that Avhich precedes it, so that
chance has no share in the- admirable results
witnessed. The bees cannot depart from their
prescribed route, except in consequence of par- which have acquired their full dimensions, they
ticular circumstances which alter the basis of gradually diminish the thickness of its edges,
their labor.
The original mass of wax is never gnawing down the sides of the cells till it asaugmented but by an uniform quantity; and sumes the lenticular form; they then -engraft a
what is most astonishing, this augmentation is mass of wax round it, and so proceed Avith new
made by the wax-makers, who are the deposi- cells.
Variations, as has been already hinted, sometaries of the primary matter, and possess not
times take place in the position and even form
the art of sculpturing the cells.
The bees never begin two masses for combs of the combs. Occasionally bees construct cells
at the same time; but scarcely are some rows of the common shape upon the Avood to Avhich
of cells constructed in the first, when two other the combs are fixed, without pyramidal botmasses, one on each side of it, are established
*Somo late physiologists and entomologists liave contended
at equal distances from it and parallel to it, and with Buflfon that there is in fact nothing wonderful in the
then again two more exterior to these. The hexaeonal form of the cells of bees, which are at first really
(thus corresponding with the form of their bocombs are always enlarged and lengthened in a cylindricalforced
to assume the six-sided form by the presdies), hut
progression proportioned to the priority of their sure on their sides of the multitude of bees engaged upon
origin; the middle comb being constantly ad- them; but surely if these authors had read Huber's work
must have perceived that the fact stated
vanced beyond the two adjoining ones by some with attention they
by him above, that however large the number of bees at
rows of cells, and the.y beyond Ihose that are work
en a comb, they do not work simultaneously, but sucin a direcexterior to them.
Was it permitted to these cessively, "each appearing to act individuallypreceded
it,
who have
insects to lay the foundation of all their combs tion impressed either by the workers tl:o work," is utterly
orbylheconditiouin which it finds
at the same time, they could not be placed con- at variance with their theory, as is indeed thewhole of lluveniently or parallel, to each other. So with ber's lucid and distinct relation.
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toms, and from them continue their work as
These cells ^rith a flat bottom, or rather
with the wood for their bottom, arc more irregular than the common ones; some of their orifices are not angular; and their dimensions are
not exact, but all are more or less hexagonal.
Once when disturbed, Huber observed them to
begin their combs on one of the vertical sides
When parof the hive instead of on the roof.
ticular circumstances caused it, as, for instance,
when glass was introduced, to wliich they do
not like to fix their combs, he remarked that
they constantly varied their direction; and by
repeating the attempt, he forced them to form
their combs in the most fantastic manner. Yet
glass is an artificial substance, against which
usual.
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inconstancy of climate, too, occasions frequent
interruptions, and injures the symmetry of the
combs; for a Avork resumed is always less perfect than one followed u]) until completed.
At first the substance of the cells is of a dead

white, semi-transparent, soft, and though even,
not smooth but in a few days it loses most of
these qualities, or rather acquires new ones; a
yellow tint spreads over the cells, particularly
their interior surface; their edges become thicker, and they have acquired a consistence, which
The combs, also,
at first they did not possess.
when finished are heavier than the unfinished
ones; these last are broken by the. slightest
tovich, whereas the former will bend sooner
than break. Their orifices also have something
instinct merely cannot have provided them
adhesive, and they melt less readily; whence it
there is nothing in hollow trees, their natural is evident that the finished combs contain somehabitation, resembling it.
When they change thing not present in the unfinished ones. In
the direction of their combs, they enlarge the examining the orifice of the yellow cells, their
cells on one side to two or three times the dicontour appeared to the younger Huber to be
ameter of those of the other, which gives the besmeared with a reddish varnish, unctions,
requisite curve.
strong-scented, and similar to, if not the same
To complete the detail of these interesting as, propolis. Sometimes there were red threads
discoveries of the elder Huber, I must lay be- in the interior, which were also applied round
fore you the following additional observations the sides, rhombs, or trapeziums.
This solder,
of his son.
as it may be called, placed at the point of con^
first
The
base of the combs upon which the tact of the different parts, and at the summit
bees work holds three or four cells, sometimes of the angles formed by their meeting, seemed
more. The comb continues of the same width to give solidity to the cells, round the axis of
for thi'ee or four inches, and then begins to the longest of which there were sometimes one
widen for three quarters of its length. The or two red zones. From subsequent experibees engaged at the bottom lengthen it down- ments, M. Huber ascertained that this substance
wards; those on the sides widen it to right and was actually propolis., collected from tlie buds
left; and those which are employed above the
of the poplar. He saw them with their mandithickest part extend its dimensions upwards. bles draw a thread from the mass of propolis
The more a comb is enlarged below, the more it that was most conveniently situated, and break
is necessary that it should be enlarged upwards
ing it by a sudden jerk of the head, take it with
to the top of the hive.
The bees that are en- the claws of their fore-legs, and then, entering
gaged in lengthening the comb work with more the cell, place it at the angles and sides, &c.,
celerity than those which increase its Avidth; which they had previously planished.
The
and those that ascend or increase its width up- yellow color, however, is not given by the prowards, more slowly than the rest. Hence it polis, and it is not certain to what it is owing.
arises that it is longer than wide, and narrower The bees sometimes mix wax and propolis and
towards the top than towards the middle. The make an amalgam, known to the ancients, and
first formed cells are usually not so deep as those
called by them onitys and jnssoceros, which they
in the middle; but when the comb is of a certain use .in rebuilding cells that have been destroyed,
height, they are in haste to lengthen these cells in order to strengthen and support the edifice.
so essential to the solidity of the whole, someknow but little of the proceedings of
times even making them longer than the rest. the species of bees not indigenous to Europe,
The cells are not perfectly horizontal; they are which live in societies and construct combs like
almost always a little higher towards their that cultivated by us.
traveler in Brazil
month than at their -base, so that their axis is mentions one there which builds a kind of nanot perpendicular to the partition that separ- tural hive: "On an excursion towards upper
ates the two assemblages. They sometimes vary Tapagippe," says he, "and skirting the dreary
from the horizontal line more than 20°, usually woods which extend to the interior, I observed
4° or 5"". When the bees enlarge the diameter the trees more loaded with bees' ne.sts than even
of the cells preparatory to the formation of in the neighborhood of Porto Seguro. They
viaU cells, the bottoms often consist of two consist of a ponderous shell of clay, cemented
rhomboids and two hexagons, the size and form similarly to martins' nests, swelling from high
of which vary, and they correspond with four trees about a foot thick, and forming an oval
instead of three opposite' cells. The works of mass full two feet in diameter. When broken,
bees are sj-mmetrical less perhaps in minute de- the wax is arranged as in our hives, and the
tails than considered as a whole.
Sometimes, honey abundant. Kirhy and Spence.
indeed, their combs have a fantastic form; but
this, if traced, will be found to be caused by
circumstances; one irregularity occasions anCostly experiments must ever prove an insuother, and both usually have their origin in the perable barrier to bee improvement among tho
dispositions which we make them adopt.
The poor.
;

We

A
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Bee Culture in Cottage Hives.
No.

3.

It has been alleged that whenever and at
whatever elevation our ordinary fruits apples,
pears, peaches and cherries can be cultivated
with profit in the open air, there also may beeThis alleculture be successfully prosecuted.
gation appears to be founded on facts, though,
from our own observation and the statements of
trustworthy writers, we may not assume that the
converse of the proposition, in so far as it would
apparently assign a limit to the range of bee culture, would be correct.
Dietrich, a celebrated
German pomologist, assumes twelve hundred
feet above the limit of the ocean as the greatest
height at which fruit-culture can be made a
profitable pursuit.
Yet we are acquainted with
numerous more elevated districts in which
though some few fruit trees are found, bee culture is prosecuted extensively, and swarms
which issued prior to the 15th of June, usually
lay up ample supplies for winter, and generally
yield a surplus.
Moreover, the Rev. Sir. Ileubel states, in a communication to the Bienenzeitung^ that in 1853 he saw at Braunsdorf, a
village in the Thuringian forest, situated nineteen hundred and four feet above the level of
the sea, an apiary of twelve hives, which produced a surplus of one hundred and eight pounds
of honey that year. Bees rarely swarm there,
and receive only ordinary attention from their
owners, as these have no knowledge of any improved system of management.
The elevated districts to which we have alluded, are in themselves all poor honey regions,
though differing in degrees of productiveness;
and the results, we contend, show that even in
such districts where bees, left to their natural
resources, still succeed in accumulating some

—

—

surplus stores, intelligent bee-keepers may render bee culture profitable, though using only
the common cottage hive, for they can employ
means calculated to increase that surplus materially.

These means are the following:
First by effecting a diminution of the quantity of honey required for the support of bees
under ordinary peasant management. It is well

—

known

that bees in their wild state in the for-

more from cold, and hence consume
more honey in winter, than they do when provided with comfortable hives and kept from
ests, suffer

exposure to extremes of temperature in a sheltered location.
Increased care and attention
in wintering bees will, consequently, diminish
the consumption of honey and increase the
available surplus.
This, which is of great iml^ortance even in the best sections of "country,
will turn the scale between profit and loss in
all

poor honey

The

districts.

surplus thus secured may, in the second
place, be further increased by regularly adopting measures to suppress the production of
drones. Those who use the cottage hive, whether made of straw or wood, can largely secure
tlds desirable object by making their hives
broad and wide, whereby swarming will, in a
great measure, be prevented.
Bees may be

taught, or weaued from, a habit of swarming,
by the form of hive in which they are kept;
and when thej^ have little propensity to swarm,

they feel a corresponding!}' small disposition to
rear drones.
Thus fewer drones are produced
in broad and wide (mammoth) hives than in
narrower and smaller ones, in which greater
warmth and want of room excite and maintain
the swarming impulse, Avith which droue-rearing

is

inseparably

—

connected
because indrones are indispen-

stinct teaches the bee that

sable during the swarming season.
Whenever
a change of queen occurs in a hive, whether in
the swarming season or not, it will in cottage
hives, in which it is always a natural process,
be attended by an increased production of
drones; and hence the use of broad and wide
hives, having a tendency to repress swarming,
counteracts this, and thus saves much honey
for a great deal of it is expended upon them in
their larval state, and they are enormous consumers thereof when mature.
The suppression of the production of drones,
it is true, cannot, so long as pasturage abovmds,
be effectually accomplished in ordinary cottage
hives, as the drone combs cannot be removed,
except in part, by cutting, and these are usually
Recourse
speedily replaced by similar combs.
must therefore be had to properly constructed
drone traps, to remove them as soon as possible
after they make their appearance.
Various ingenious devices have been employed for this
purpose, but most of them are objectionable, as
interfering too much with the ingress and egress
of the workers, or endangering the life of newly reared queens.
For this, among other reasons, we prefer using the wider and larger
hives, in our practice, in which the bees have
less inducement for building drone comb, and
a drone trap is thus rendered in a great mea-

sure superfluous.
further means of securing profitable results
in the poorer honey districts consists in arranging to have your colonies populous Avhen the
full honey harvest opens.
It is a well established fact, though one not sufficientl}' regarded, that a strong colony will gather from three
to ten times as much honey in a day, in a favorable season, than a small or weak one; and it is
equally certain that an intelligent apiarian has
it in his power to place his colonies in this condition at the opening of the season.
Long as we have cultivated bees, it has never
happened that, even in poor seasons, a strong
colony which was restrained from swarming,
failed to yield over a moderate supply of honey.
But with colonies which had been allowed to
swarm, and with young swarms, the case was
almost invariably the reverse, in such seasons;
and it has frequently happened that even first
swarms were then so reduced by the middle of
September, as to be on the verge of starvation.
At that time, though we had read and studied nu-

A

merous treatises on bee culture, we had literally
no practic^ol knowledge, and it was only by experience, often lamentable, and dear-bought,
that we came to understand how ruinous swarming proves to be in such districts. Exceptional
cases, indeed, occurred, but they were rare,
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and sim])ly proved the rule. We learned to our
sorrow that poor houey districts have this peculiarity, that they furnish but one brief period
yearly of abundant pasturage, and if that cannot be properly availed of bee culture, will be a
failure there for that season.

mild and promising, the

new

If the spring be
beginner, misled

—

his desire to multiply stock a common and
in his case an excusable though deplorable weakness neglects to enlarge his hives at the proper
time, buf rather contracts them, and thereby
Still his exstimulates his colonies to swarm.

by

—

The
pectations are frequently disappointed.
bees multiply in numbers, indeed, but lumx] out
idly for weeks without swarming; the season
passes unimproved by the workers for lack of
room to store away what might be gathered,
and he obtains neither swarms nor honey. But
sometimes his hopes are realized, and he re-
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gle week, several of our stock hives increased
thirty or forty pounds each in weight; and we
have known instances where the increase was
sixteen pounds in a day; while the bees of most
of our neighbors literally stored up nothing because their colonies were too feeble to avail

themselves of the abundance around them, or
had to devote the honey they gathered to eking
out the combs which had been improperly
pruned.
From these remarks may be deduced several
rules, already indicated, which should be observed in the management of bees in poor ho-

ney

disiricts:

cut out empty combs from your
carefully preserve the combs of
hives the bees of which you unite with other
stocks in the fall. IMuch time is wasted in combbuilding, which could be profitably devoted to
gathering and storing honey; and, in addition
thereto the production of wax involves a large
1.

Never
and

hives;

joices at the issue of swarm after swarm. Now
comes a sudden change of weather, the blossoms cease to secrete nectar, or a prolonged expenditure of honey which your bees may need
raining spell prevents the bees from securing for their own support. This can be saved if
what might be gathered. Then the disappoint- 'we do not remove ariy empty combs; and much

ed bee-keeper finds himself in possession of
old stocks only half supplied with
stores, and young swarms unable to procure the

weakened

needed supplies, and liable to perish of destitution and want. He can contemplate with gratification perhaps only a few old colonies which
failed to swarm, and having occupied roomy
hives, could accumulate honey enough for their
wants, with some surplus for the use of their
necessitous neighbors. But what is this among

The first inquiry is, of course, how
of these poor swarms or mpoverished colonies are worth an attempt at' preservation. He
finds his swarms have only half-filled their hives
with comb, and must be united with others
and the imited stock then fed, so that after
much trouble and no small expenditin-e of money, the luckless bee-keeper finds the hives in
Ms apiary reduced to the original number and
all hope of realizing any profit from them has
vanished. But this is not the worst of the evil.
He must abandon all expectation of having populous and well supplied stocks, at the opening
have
of the season the following year.
ourselves experienced all this, not once, only,
but repeatedly: and we advert to it here the
more emphatically, because we arc all very
prone to attribute to a supposed unfavorable
season that which results from our OAvn mismanagement. For why, if the fault was with
the season, were our non-swarming stocks so
well stored with honej^ that they could yield
a surplus, and yet be healthy, strong and populous next spring?
It is an ascertained truth that, even in very
poor districts, though the supplies of forage are
furnished for only a very brief period, they are
then so ample that a populous colony can store
up several pounds of honey daily, if it possess
enough empty combs. From the mere circumstance that at such precious time, we were in
possession of strong stocks, and plenty of empty comb, and could thus keep our bees from
idling away their time, were we able to secure
most gratifying results. lu the course of a sinso

many?

many

—

We

can be gained, if we are able to furnish the bees,
at the gathering season, with supers or top-boxes,
containing empty combs.
They then need
not build, but can devote all their indomitable
energy to the gathering and storing up of the
supplies which a favorable but transient occasion furnishes.
I would here earnestly caution those who reside in poor honey districts against the to them
ruinous practice of spring pruning, which many
carry to the extent of removing all but a few
honey-filled rudiments at the ceiling of the hive.
This process is literally a death-blow to profitable bee culture in such districts, for it constrains
the bees to devote what little honey they have
remaining to building comb at a season when
supplies cannot be obtained abroad, and compels them to fly out in unfavorable weather in
search of sustenance for their brood, whereby
numbers are lost. If on the contrary the empty comb is not removed, the bees, undisturbed
in their economical arrangements, will devote
themselves to nursing their brood, and soon
have a strong population ready for the operations of the coming season. Free pruning away
of empty comb, in the spring, is only permissable in cottage hives when the colony is populous and well supplied with stores, and when
the season has already opened favorably and
promises so to continue. But just here is the
difficulty
we cannot foretell the weather; and
the sanguine farmer is most apt to misinterpret
its indications.
The danger and delusion consist in this, that the operation is occasionally sucand though it be only once in fifty
cessful
times, that is enough to mislead numbers.
3. Another rule to be observed is that in poor
honey districts we must be careful to have one
colony well supplied with honey. In a hive deficient in houey, brooding will not be prosecuted vigorously, and it will consequently be still
weak in numbers when the honey season opens.
In winIrrefragable experience teaches this.
tering stocks, therefore, it should be an undeviating practice to see that they contain not only

—

—
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a sufficiency of lioncy to serve them for the
winter, but at least twice as much as tliej^ will
probably need thus, instead of twenty pounds
net, leave them forty pounds. The surplus wijl

—

not be lost nor squandered; if i^ot needed, it
can be removed in the spring. The colony will
meantime be safe from the most unfavorable
vicissitudes of weather, and survive the winter
in health and vigor. We shall then have strong
stocks, each of which will labor with more success and advantage than ten starvelings together.
This is one of the most important
points of practical bee culture in poor honey
districts, for bees that must be carried over the
winter by feeding, arc more than half lost at
the start, and will never do more than live
along through the spring, if they survive the
vernal equinox.

Two

Fertile

Queens

in

One Colony.

"We published, in our August number, a
two queen bees foimd in one colony, in
Germany. The following account of a similar
case of
case,

observed in this country, has since been

sent to us.
rences:

They

are nevertheless rare occur-

—

Messrs. Editors. I wish to bring before
the readers of your journal, an incident which
occurred during the past season, in my apiary.
It may already be familiar with some beR-keepers, but I think it a rare occurrence.
"A colony of bees in possession
It is this:
of two fertile queens." This Avas a SAvarm of

which I had been raising queen
The cells had all been removed but one.
About two days after the queen had emerged
from this cell, I removed her to a nucleus box,
3. A third rule is to restrict swarming or suppress in altogether, as soon as the apiary con- and the next morning gave them a choice fertains the number of stocks we propose to have; tile queen, in order that the comb might be fillfor unrestricted swarming is the ruin of bee- ed Avith eggs for another crop of royal cells.
culture in poor honey districts. Second swarms The next day but one I examined this stock,
should never be accepted. Their queens should at*
once be destroyed, unless wanted for other uses,
and the bees permitted to return to the mother
hive. Impoverished mother stocks, and starveling second swarms, would require all our surplus honey for their support, yet never be able
to render any adequate return.
It should be
adopted as an undeviating rule always to locate
the first swarm on the spot Avhcre the mother
hive stood, and remove the latter to a new location.
Further swarming will thereby be prevented, and both parent and child will thrive.

^

l>

cii

i(

tH!!?*

i

TBiw

The wife

of Mr. Jacob Zerr, living at Geiger's Mills, Berks Co., Pa., Avhile about some
bee-hives, was stung in the left ear by a bee.
From the effects of the sting Mrs. Zerr Avas in a
few minutes thrown into a violent spasm, frothing at the mouth, her limbs becoming rigid, her
jaAVS tightly locked, and losing entirely the
power of speech. For a time the most serious
consequences were apprehended, as no medicine could be got between her lips. Finally,
however, through the efforts of a gentleman who
was present, she was partially restored by rub
physibing her with camphor and brandy.
cian was sent for, who thought she would recover entirely, in a few days, from the effects
of the sting.

A

The rural bee-keeper, if he have only a
soul to appreciate the works of God, and intelligence of an inquisitive order and intelligence is sure to expand with the attentive study
of any branch of natural history cannot fail
to become deeply interested in observing the
wonderful instincts (instincts akin to ^'cason)
of those admirable creatures, the bees. At the
same time he Avill learn many lessons of practical wisdom from their example.

—
—

There is no doubt whatever that the queen
bee is in her prime for In-eeding, the secondyeR.r
of her existence; after which her vigor sensibly
declines.

Italian bees, in
cells.

and, to my astonishment, I found a youngqueen, and the fertile one at the entrance of the
I immediately examined the nuhive, dead.
cleus to which the young queen had been removed, and found she Avas gone. I again removed this queen to a queenless stock, and gave
the first another fertile queen, witli clipped
wings. On examining this stock, two or three
days after, I found this young queen again.
Supposing, of course, thai, the fertile one had
met the fate of the first, I felt gricA^ed enough
to have destroyed this queen at once, but exercised the part of forbearance towards her, and
closed the hive.
About three days after, a gentleman called to
I showed him some, and,
procure a queen.
among the rest, I opened the hive which contained the notorious queen. On the first comb
I took ortt I was much surprised in finding the
queen Avith clipped wings. I took out another
comb and found the young one also, and to all
appearances she was fertile. I transferred her at
once to a queenless stock, where she immediThese queens
ately commenced laying eggs.
must have been together four or five days.
There is no question but what this queen had
left the hive for sexual intercourse with the
drones before I removed her to the nucleus box,
but was unsuccessful; and as this hive stood
isolated from the others, the location was marked by her; consequently, on her tAVO subsequent
excursions, she returned to the same hive.
I am unable to give any reason Avhy the unfertile queen should have been preserved in
preference to the other. She Avas readily acNeither
cepted, and commenced laying eggs.
can I conceive why the tAvo remained so long
together, unless it Avas for the reason that the
old queen showed signs of unfcrtility, which I
discovered was the case afterAvards.
If there are those who have had similar cases,
I Avould like to hear from them.
C, B. Biglow.
FerkinsviUe, Vt., 1866.

There is no "royal road" to successful beekeeping, as there is none in anything else.
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Pillage of Bives.

There is perhaps not any -circumstance connected with the management of an apiary, to
which less attention is paid, than the pillage
that is carried on, not only by the bees of the
sams apiary, but by stranger bees, and to which
may be attributed the loss of many valuable
Lombard, who, although undeservedly
hives.
so, is quoted as high authority amongst the apiarians of France, assures us that a hive is never
pillaged, except on the death or the sterility of
the queen an opinion, to which not the slightIt may, indeed,
est value should be attached.
be admitted that a hive will be pillaged when
the queen is no longer able to perform her functions, but it is well known to all keepers of bees,
who ai"e versed even in a slight degree in the
;
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hive, driving out the lawful proprietors of it,
and ravaging their provisions without mercy.
Those, which have been driven from their
dwelling go in their turn in quest of food, or
rather on the pillaging system
and thus the
evil, by force of example, becomes, as it were,
epidemical. The best furnished hives are for this
cause often seen desolated, and entirely ruined.
;

The bees of those hives which have been
gnawed by the mice and and other animals, or
which have experienced the cruel visitations of
the wasps and the hornets, are often obliged to
forsake their homes, in order to seek for subsistence in other hives, more healthy or better
furnished.
Such are, in snort, the principal causes of the
pillage of the hives, an evil of such serious and
injurious consequencs, that the utmost vigilance

management of their hives, that the bees, which should be used to prevent it.
There are some days and seasons
are in the same apiary, and who possess a fer-

queen, pillage each other, especially in the
spring and the fall of the year. The swarms of
the early part of the summer, being in a state of
famine before the plants and flowers can supply
them with a proper quantity of food, are driven
by want to acts of pillage, on nearly the same
principle that the late swarms in August, which
have not been able to collect a sufficiency of
provisions, consider themselves entitled to rob
It
their neighbors of their superfluous store.
sometimes, indeed, happens that the bees, who
inhiibit the most populous and well provisioned
hives, betake themselves to the predatory system, and desolate those which are in a weaker
tile

condition.
The chief cause which excites bees to pillage,
is a natm-al greediness and an over-anxious desire of collecting provisions for the purpose of
enriching their own domicile. The bee in its
not exactly
nature is a most insatiable insect
in regard to the satisfaction of its appetite, but
to the amassing of those provisions, which are
and
to protect it from want during the winter
this accounts for the best provisioned hives
carrying on the system of pillage to its greatest
for, being conscious of their own
extent
strength, they know that they have nothing to
and it may be
fear from the attack of others
said, that it is only the weak hives, which sufActual
fer from the pillage of their own race.
want and necessity may, however, sometimes
be taken into the account for it is no unusual
case, that the best peopled hives are precisely
those which are the most in want of provisions,
and therefore they fall upon the weaker societies, which, from the paucity of their numbers,
are better provided with food.
There is, however, another source of this evil,
and which is very apt to happen in the common
straw hives. This arises from the moths and
other insects, Avhich penetrate into the hive and
there multiply, devouring and spoiling all the
works of the hive to such an extent, that the
bees, judging it most advisable to leave their
domicile, defend it but weakly, and then leave
it as a prey to the first comers.
Afterwards
these wandering and vagabond bees seek in
their turn to live at the expense of others if
they be very numerous, they besiege another
;

;

;

;

;

;

in which
the pillage is carried on to a much greater exThis is a circumstance very
tent than others.

The pillage is most
easily to be accounted for.
to be feared after two or three days of rain,
when the weather is not suitable for the collection of honey, for hunger then presses more
severely on those hives, which have suflTered
from a want of provisions and as idleness is
the mother of all vices, the bees, having no
other occupation on their hands, determine
upon paying a visit to their neighbors, and robbing those, who are weaker than themselves.
In regard to the seasons in which the evil exists to the greatest possible extent, it may be
reckoned that there are two in the year.
The
;

first

may be computed from the month of March
May. From that time to the

to the middle of

end of August or the middle of September, it is
very rare that a hive is attacked by robbers.
As soon as the honey season begins to decline,
the pillaging bees are seen hovering round parrccounoitering the exact
point where the attack is to be made.
would advise the apiarian to pay particular attention to that hive about which he sees a
number of bees hovering on the wing their
presence bodes no good to it, and he must not

ticular hives, as if

We

;

be surprised, if in a few days he finds it formally and vigorously attacked by a whole gang
of robbers.
As, however, prevention is in all cases better
than a remedy, it is actually necessary that
every apiarian should make himself acquainted
with the principal signs which display themselves when a hive is about to be pillaged.
In the first place, a more than ordinary noise
is heard before the hive, and also throughout
the whole of the garden, and if the ear be
placed to the hive, the noise within resembles a
loud hum, which arises from the motions of the
bees, some defending their provisions; others
robbing them, and as those bees, which are to
be seen entering in crowds, come and depart
with great glee and precipitation, the increased
noise is accounted for which is heard in the garden.
Battles and duels are then seen at the entrance of the hive, which is besieged at all
points; some bees enter in haste, others depart
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with the utmost velocity, and almost all of them
are fighting, some to effect an entrance by force,
others to prevent it; whilst others are busily
engaged in driving out those who have already
obtained admittance. Some are observed in the
pursuit of others, whom they catcli hold of by
their hinder legs or their wings; and Avho, knowing that their life is in jeopardy, are seen making every effort to escape. Others fall upon

who

and often upon one of their
own community, whom they arc prevented recognizing from the anger by which they are instigated, and to Avhom they seem disposed to
give no greater degree of quarter than to the
strangers. In fine, there is on Uie whole a disorthose

arrive,

der, a confusion, a frightful carnage before the
entrance of this ill-fated hive, which scarcely
knows friend from foe, and the bees of which
atiack each other without discriminatioh,
When, therefore, scA^cral bees are seen hovering about, and particularly before the entrance of the hive, and they are seen to alight
at times near the bees which guard the entrance,
and fly away Avith rapidity; and finally, Avhen
a bee of the hive recognizes the daring robber,
then may the hive be considered as in great
danger. These bees msy be called the foragers
or advanced guard, who are sent forth to^liscover the most vulnerable point of the hive on
which the attack is intended to be made. Further, if on closely examining the hive, a bee is
perceived to dart upon one, or upon a number
of others which hover about the hive, and that
this bee,

after

ha^dng pursued his enemy

re-

turns immediately to join his companions, and
places himself with them in a menacing posture, Avhich is not difficult to be ascertained by
those who are in the habit of Avatching the motions of these extraordinary insects, the conclusion may be instantly draAvn that this hive is
threatened Avith pillage. These bold and audacious robbers are seen to pass Avitli an astonishing rapidity before the entrance of the hives
where the domiciliated bees are ahvays on their
guard against their enterprise. Sometimes they
alight with the greatest effrontery in the very
midst of those who guard the avenues, and
tiien take to their Avings with the utmost precipitation, when they see some of the domiciliated bees, Avho liaA'e no idea of taking a joke,
pounce upon them, and, like death-head huzzars, give no quarter to the enemy.
At another time, when the robber delays his
escape too long, a bee of the hive catches him
by the hinder leg, and yields not his hold vmtil
the intruder takes Aving, dragging his enemy
after him. If, during this struggle, two or three
other bees should come to the assistance of their
companion, Avoe then to the robber; he is seized
by the legs and wings, and he may deem himself fortunate, indeed, if he escape Avith his life.
When these signs present themselves, the
greatest fears may be entertained for the hive,
and if, instead of one or two bees hovering
about it, a number are seen, dodging here and
there, the conclusion maj'^ be draAvn that the
Aveakncss of the hive has been discovered, and
tliat it is on the eve of being regularly and formally attacked. It becomes therefore a particu-

lar part of the duty of the apiarian to
quent visits to his hives during the

pay

fre-

seasons
Avhen robberies are the most prevalent. Particular care, however, should be taken not to
confound the robbing bees with the young ones,
Avho from the hours of tweh^e to three amuse
themselves by flying about the hives in great
numbers, and whose motions very much resemble those of the pillaging bees. There are, however, particular signs by Avhich the attentive

may

distinguish the young bees from
who are meditating an attack.
The young bees keep constantly before the entrance of the hive, and they have always the
head turned tOAvards its centre, Avhereas the besieging bees dodge about the hive in CA'ery quarter, Avithout confining themselves to any par-

observer

the strangers,

ticular position.
There exists a

very simple method of ascertaining whether the bees, which are hoA^ering
about in numbers before the hiA^e, belong to the
Sprinkle
apiary, or Avhether they be robbers.
some flour on the bees, and then watch if any
of them enter the hive without opposition,

immediately determines whether they
be friends or foes.
In regard to the prevention of pillage, if there
be a Aveak hive in the apiary of which any fear
is entertained, let the following plan be adopted.
The hive must be instantly remoA^ed iTom
the apiary, and placed in a retired situation in
the garden, about five or six hundred paces, or
a quarter of a mile distant, and it should then
be covered Avith branches or fagots, to protect
it from the vicAV of the bees flying into the fields
in search of food.
The entrance must be so contracted as to
permit only one bee to come out at a time,
Avhich is very easily done with putty or clay;
in which state the hive must be left until it be
perceived that it is Avholly tranquil, and that it
is no further molested by stranger bees.
Avhicli

The removal of the hive, however, must in
some measure depend on the discretion and
judgment of the proprietor, especially Avhen
the pillage is supposed to proceed on account of
two or three days being adverse to the collection of honey; because, under such circumstances, it would be sufficient to close the entrance
of the menaced hive, leaving open merely a
small aperture for the bees to inhale the air. It
is a plan, however, Avhich Ave generally follow
when Ave see a hive threatened Avith robbers;
but if, on opening it, two or three days afterwards, it is still perceived to be in danger, we
then lose not a moment in removing it.
As the greater number of the hives Avhichare
tormented by robbers are Aveak and in want of
provisions, it Avould be advisable to give them
a little food in the evening after sunset, taking
care at the same time so to close the entrance
that no stranger bee can gain admittance; for
were this precaution neglected, the danger of
Considerthe hive is increased, not removed.
able judgment is required in the feeding of weak
hives, for from a Avant of the necessary precaution Ave have often seen a whole apiary put into
commotion, and especially if the food has been

administered exteriorly.
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has frequently fallen under our experience

that the removal of a hive to a distant place is
not always a cure for the evil that prevails, for
such are the activity and vigilance of the hees,
that they will discover a weak hive at any distance from the apiary. Under these circumstances Y/e advise the proprietor to take the
hive into a granary or other outhouse, in which
there is a window fronting the south, at which
the hive must be placed, but the entrance so
closed that no bees can come out.
little food
should be given to them; and in .about three
or four days the window may be opened, and
This, however, must
the bees set at liberty.
only be done in very fine weather. Should the
hive be discovered by the strangers, the window can be immediately closed, and all further
attack is then prevented. In this case, however, a number of the native bees, who actually
belong to the hive, will be necessarily excluded,

A

and which perhaps cannot obtain admission
Avithout also admitting the strangers.
In the
course of an hour, h@wever, the strangers, disappointed of their booty, will retire, and the
lawful bees may then be permitted to enter.
When a liive is removed, a ruse de guerre
should be played off, and an empty hive put in
its place.
This will amuse the robbers returning on the following day, and will prevent them
attacking any other hive, which might prove
too weak to oppose them; for the same proverb
holds good with bees as with men, that stolen
goods are sweet; and Avhen the bees of a hive
once take to robbing, they follow the occupation with the greatest ardor, and the best apiary, under such circumstances, will be soon

depopulated.

Hidsch.

Bees in Africa.
FROM burton's TRAVELS.
The 2d of September saw us en route to Ma*
renga Mk'hali, or the "brackish water."
*

"""

*

hives, called

Here, for the

first

time, bee-

by the coast people mazinga, "can-

nons," from their shape, hollowed cylindrical
logs, closed with grass and puddle at both ends,
and provided with an oval opening in the centre, were seen hanging to the branches of the
foliaged trees.

*

-:.-

We

*

-X-

made honne

•»

*

*

of Rubuga, which is
milk and meat, ghee, and hocTiere

celebrated for its
ney. On the way-side were numerous hives,
the mazinga, or "cannon," before described.
Here, however, they were raised out of the
reach of ants, white and black, upon a pair of
short forked supporters, instead ®f being suspended from the branches of a tall tree.

The East Africans ignore the sparkling berilieorhydrorael of Abyssinia and Harar, and the
mead of the Bushman race. Yet honey abounds
throughout the country, and near the villages
log hives, which fr@ni their shape are called
mazinga or cannsns by the people, hang from
every rail and shady tree.
Bees also swarm in the jungles, perferming
an important part in the vegetable economy by
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mascnlatiou or caprification, and the convej'ance of pollen. Their produce is of two kinds.
The cheaper, resembling the wasp honey of Europe, is found in the forest and slored in gourds.
More than half filled with dirt and wood bark,
affords but
watery, and

it

little

wax; the liquid

is

thin and

has a peculiarly unpleasant flavor. The better variety, the hive honey, is as su
perior to the produce of the jungle as it is inferior
to that of India and more civilized lands.
It is
tolerable until kept too long, and it supplies a
good yellow wax, used by the Arabs to mix
with tallow in the manufacture of "dips."
The best honey is sold after the rains; but
the African hoards his store till it reddens, showing the first stage of fermentation. He will eat
it after the second or third year, when it thins,
froths, and becomes a rufous-brown fluid of
unsavory taste; and he barely takes the trouble
it

•

to remove the comb, though the Arabs set him
the example of straining the honey through
bags of plantain straw or matting. Decomposition, moreover, is assisted by softening the
honey over the fire to extract the wax instead
of placing it in the sun. The price varies from
one to three "cloths" for a large gourd full.
When cheap, the Arabs make from it "honey
sugar." The material, after being strained and
cleaned, is stored for two or three vt-eeks in a
cool place till surface granulation takes place;
the produce resembles in taste and ap!)earance
coarse brown sugar. The "siki," a vinegar of
the country, is also made of one part honey
and four of water, left for a fortnight to acetize;
it is weak and insipid. Honey is the only sweetener in the country, except in places where the
sugar-cane grows, namely, the maritime and
Lakist regions. The people chew this, ignoring the simple art of extracting and inspissating
the juice; nor do they, like the natives of
Usumbara, convert it into an inebrient. Yet
sugar attracts them like files; they clap their
hands with delight at the taste; they buy it for
its weight of ivory, and if a thimble full of the
powder happen to fall upon the ground, they
eat an ounce of earth rather than lose a grain
of it.

The forest which we now entered, situated
4,535 feet above the level of the sea, abounded
'"
*
*
in bees.
These became
more plentiful in the heights, as on the upper
regions of Fernando Po. Already at Mapanya,
we had seen in the hands of the villagers a
dark and dirty comb. The savages ignore hives,
even to the extent of the East African log or
"cannen." In the upper regions, where a clsver
abounds, like the Retama of Teneriffe, to which
the hives are yearly rcmevedj the honey is
excellent.
The creatures build in hollow trees,
producing after four days' labor, it is said, a
delicious white honey, which is easily taken
from them, even in the day time. Our camp
was infested by them; they seek moisture, and
disappear in swarms before cold or wind, mist
The busy insect appears here, as at
or night.
Fernando P©, unusually amiable, sociable, aud
stupid, and its stings were little more painful
than those of t)
It is difl"crent in
horse-fly.
••
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the plains of Africa. Mungo Park, in his last
expedition, twice saw his caravan dispersed byswarms, and seven beasts killed. In the eastern regions I lost in one day three asses, and
witnessed the capture of a village by bees.

Deprivation and Suffocation.
There is no species of stock which produces
so great a profit with so small an outlay as bees,
and the question then arises, in what manner
can that profit be rendered the greatest, whether
by depriving the hives of their superfluous store,
or suffocating them at the end of the season?
This question has been discussed by almost
every apiarian, particularly the French; and
whilst each system has met with its enthusiastic advocates, the one supported by humanthe other by prejudice and antiquated customs, we find that the question stands nearly
as it did at the commencement, in an undeterity,

formed in the middle of the day the operator is so
dreadfully annoyed by the bees returning from
the fields, that he is surrounded by hosts of angry insects, and the whole apiary perhaps put
into confusion.
The hive must be gently lifted
from the pedestal, and placed with the combs
upwards on the ground. The entii-e surface of
it will appear a living mass, and the timid operator dreads the consequences Avhich might ensue to him, were only a thousandth part of the
insects to wreak their vengeance upon him.
Calling, however, to his assistance the fumigating belloAvs, he proceeds to pour upon them
a Vesuvian smoke, and, in a moment, the utmost alarm prevails, and the bees hurry to the
furthest extremity of the hive in order to protect themselves from such an unexpected nuiThe absence of the bees will give the
sance.

operator a

full

opportunity of examining the

state of the combs, and determining on which
side to begin the operation.
The extraction of

mined and unsettled state. We have met with the first comb is usually attended with the greatmany bee masters, who, on the score of human- est difiiculty; the second is more easily extracted on account of the space which has been left
ity, showed themselves most anxious to adopt
Should the bees
the system of deprivation; but who were actu- by the extraction of the first.
ally deterred from it by the almost insuperable show a disposition to be troublesome, repeat
obstacles with which deprivation is attended in the application of the smoke, and their interTo contend with a ference will be checked in a moment. In cutthe common cottage hive.
few thousands of infuriated insects appears to ting out the combs, particular care should be
be an act nearly allied to madness, when the paid not to cut into two combs at once, but, if
same if not a greater share of profit can be ob- possible, to extract one completely, before a
tained by a half-penny worth of sulphur. We second one be cut into. Here, however, steps
therefore" consider it utterly hopeless to intro- in the chief obstacle to a clean and expeditious
duce the system of deprivation into this coun- extraction of the combs, which is the sticks that
long as the common straw hive is in
general use.
The process of deprivation appears at the first
to be one of a most formidable nature; but it is
in reality not so much so as it seems to be. The
operator has always in smoke a most powerful
auxiliary, by which he can in a moment quell
a hive of bees, in the utmost state of irascibility; and with this potent aid at hand, the
most timid person may fearlessly extract the
combs even from the cottage hive. The following is the process to be adopted: The first
point "is to ascertain the weight of the hive,
from which a correct estimate may be formed
of the quantity that can with safety to the bees
difiierent calculation,
be taken from them.
however, is to be observed between an old and a
new hive, and the particular season of the year
must be taken into the account, in which the
deprivatien takes place. The weight of an old
hive is not always a correct criterion of the
quantity of honey, as in all old hives there is a
superabundance of bee bread, which is the most
ponderous substance in a hive. Take fifty cells
filled with bee bread, and fifty cells filled with
honey, and tlie Aveight of the former compared
with that of the latter will be as three to two.
If the hive weighs thirty pounds, which is by
no means an unusual weight, if deprived in the
spring, it can well afford to lose ten pounds,
but if in the autumn, we would not recommend
more than five to be taken. The operation of
deprivation should be always yjcrformed in the
evening, when it is supposed that all the bees
have returned from their labors; for if pertry, so

A

are almost universally placed in the hive, with
the intent of keeping the combs from falling.
The extraction of a complete conib becomes
under those circumstances, a direct impossiThe combs must be cut into pieces in
bility.
order to disengage them from the sticks; the
operation becomes unpleasant and disheartening from the hands being covered with honey,
independently of the great loss which is sustained by it flowing from the combs. In some
instances, we have found it impossible to cut
out a comb to its very foundation at the top.
and the bees then in the hive being returned to
the pedestal are literally drowned in their OAvn
cannsttoo strenuously recommend
sweets.
They are by no
the omission of these sticks.
means required for the support of the combs,
as the bees know well how to give their combs
all the support they require, and in all operations connected with the interior of the hive,
they are a direct and iusufi"erable nuisance.
The requisite amount ef honey being extracted, the hive may be returned to its pedestali but it should not at first be placed directly
upon it, but let it be supported by a stone or
two about an inch from it, whereby the lives
of animiber of bees will be saved, which would
otherwise be crushed between the hive and the
pedestal; the supporters, however, must bcrcmaved the same night, or on the following
morning the proprietor will have the mortification of bch®lding the hive, that has afforded
him so rich a harvest, the prey of a host of robbers, who, scenting the honey that has been
spilled, will attack it from>vcry 'quarter.

We
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The operation

of deprivation,

when

the fu-

migating bellows are not at hand, is one which
we would recommend few persons to undertake. It is one of extreme difficulty and hazard,
and in many instances has exhausted the paWe
tience of the most enthusiastic apiarian.
will, however, give the description of it for the
benefit of those who may feel disposed to try
the experiment.
In the first place, an empty hive must be procured of the exact diameter of the hive which
is to be deprived; the full hive being lifted from
the pedestal and reverted as before, the empty
one is placed over it, and the hives being consolidated, a sheet or a large table cloth must be
wrapped round them at their point of junction,
in order to prevent any of the bees from escaping out of the hive. This arrangement being
com])leted, the lower hive is beaten gently with
the flat hands, or with sticks, for the purpose
of so alarming the bees as to force them to ascend into the upper hive; and now arrives the
trial of the patience of the operator.
In some
instances we have known the bees to ascend in
ten minutes or a Cjuarter of an hour, in others

we have

not succeeded after knocking and
for three or four hours ; and in some
cases, we have been obliged to desist altogether
and relinquish it as a hopeless task. The ascent
of the bees into the upper hive is to be ascer-

thumping

hive are

full,
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and consequently an adequate

su])ply of provisions exists for the winter.
There arc two seasons of depriva,tion, the
spring and the autumn, and each has its strenu-

ous advocates. We, however, strongly recommend the former, on account of the certainty
which then exists of the bees being able to replenish the vacuum before the winter sets In;
whereas in the autumnal deprivation, the vacuum exists during the whole of the winter,
which, on account of the foul and humid air
which is engendered, is highly injurious to the
It may indeed happen, that if the depribees.
vation take place immediately after the swarming season, the bees will have time to fill up tlie
vacuum before the winter sets in, but we very
seldom knew it to be the case. One of the objections urged against the spring deprivation
is, that it is apt to prevent the hive from swarming, and we admit that there is some validity
in the objection; but an isolated case ought not
to operate to the injury of a whole system, for
although it may happen in particular cases tliat
the deprivation will prevent the swarming, yet
as it cannot l)e urged as a general principle, a

great part of the objection is thereby rendered
On the other hand, the great objecinvalid.
tion to the autumnal deprivation is, that the
proprietor, from an overgreediness to obtain a
considerable booty from his bees, is apt to take

tained by a loud humming noise, which is sup- more than he ought to do, and consequently exposed to be indicative of the queen having as- poses his bees to the danger of famine. It is
gsnded into the upper hive; and the bees make bad practice to deprive a hive on both sides, but
known the fact to each other by the expressions it seldoDi happens that more than two combs
of their joy. The under hive being pretty clear can be extracted on one side, without interferof bees, (for it is in vain to hope that all of ing with the brood combs, which, in other
them will have left it,) it must be taken into words, is tantamount to the destruction of the
some outhouse, during which time the hive hive.
In the works of Varro and Columella, we
with the bees in it may be left covered up with
the table cloth or sheet. The process of extract- find some interesting remarks relative to the
ing the combs has already been described, and deprivation of hives, for it would appear in
their time as if suffocation were totally unit having been accomplished in this case, the
deprived hive must be taken to its original sta- known. The former of these natui'alists menIn order to tions two methods of proceeding; one by changtion and the bees returned to it.
effect this, place a stool or chair exactly level ing the bees from one hive to anotlier, and the
with the entrance of the hive, throw the table other by deprivation. He is however very sparcloth over the chair, and, holding the hive with ing of his information relative to the details of
the bees on it over it, give it a smart knock, on those operations, but he is manifestly in an erwhich the bees will fall upon the cloth. Then ror when he says that nine tenths of the honey
guide a feAV to the entrance, who will begin im- may be extracted.
The method of collecting the produce of a
mediately to vibrate their wings with joy; the
whole community will on hearing the welcome hive by suffocation is adopted in most countries,
sound hurry into the hive, and in ten minutes but especially in England, France, and Italy.
In Germany, the great bee masters were long
not a bee will be left on the cloth.
In order however to prevent the suffocation more inclined to the storifjang system, which,
of the bees, and still to obtain a proportionate in their opinion, renders the act of deprivation
quantity of their riches, without undergoing easy and safe. Ranconi, in his Dictionary on
the difficult and tedious process of deprivation, Italian Agriculture, says, "that the suffocation
let the tollowing plan be adopted: In the month
of bees is a most abusive practice, as it tends to
of March cut off three or four bands of the top destroy this species of insects, so interesting by
of the hive, and place over the orifice a small their ingenious industry." Huisli.
hive of from four to six inches in diameter. As
well mown and cleanly kept grass plot, or
the honey season approaches, the bees will proceed to consta-uct their combs in the small hive, a gravel walk, affords a capital ground for hives
and by August or September it will be full of to stand upon. They should not, however, be
excellent honey comb, which may be taken far distant from some wall or thick fence in the
away without the least fear of subjecting the rear; but there must be plenty of room heMnd
bees to famine, as the very act of filling the for the performing of every necessary operasmall hive presupposes that all the cells in the tion.

A
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Bees in Brazil.

to the rescue when nature withholds her
The small cpiantity of wax I obtained in
the spring scarcely sufficed to defray the cost of
the four barrels of sugar fed to
bees, and
some colonies jierished nevertheless, reducing
apiary to one hundred and twenty stocks.
"On this occasion I was compelled to feed
nearly eighty colonies, and this circumstance
led me to devise a peculiar mode of feeding
with sugar. As neither loaf sugar nor sugarcandy is to be had here, I dissolved the common sugar in water, clarified it, and then boiled
it down to the consistence of taffy, and run it
into paper-lined tin or wooden moulds, to the
thickness of one tenth of an inch.
cold,
I cut these into strips of about four inches long
by two inches broad, and insert these weekly
or oftener from below, between the combs, near

come

gifts.

M. Hanueman, an intelligent bee-keeper who
emigrated from Germany to Brazil about ten
years ago, taking two hives of bees with him,
and who has been very successful in bee culture
there, recently gave an account of his operacommunication to the Bicnenzeitung,
from which we make some extracts.
He says: "I practice bee culture here on an

tions in a

entirely

new

system, devised by myself, adapt-

ed to the requirements of the climate, and which
enables me to maintain a very large apiary at
small expense, and yet so profitably that I can
truly say that all I possess is the product of my
bees.
The bee-keepers of this province (Rio
Grande du Sol) however, know nothing as yet
of this system, as I am not disposed toilet the
results of my experience, obtained at a sacrifice
of time and money, be misused and brought
into discredit by incompetent hands, and the
Government give no heed to the protection of
any branch of industrial pursuits.
"Of Dzierzon's invention I can barely use
the slats, and those nailed fast and applied in
hives rather long than high. And I would wager any sum that were Dzierzon and Berlepsch
here, and engaged in bee culture, they would
speedily abandon the use of their movable combs
and transportable hives. In a poor season, multiplication of stocks artificially is with us not
only useless but injurious, and in a fertile and
favorable year swarms come in undesired numbers, and can by no process be prevented.
I
should like to see the man who could check the
propensity for swarming, and restrict the bees
to honey-gathering alone.
It is here a sheer
impossibility, and militates against the uncontrollable impulse of the bees to send forth
swarms in the propitious climate of this extraordinarily favored and productive country; and
I am firmly convinced that any one who should
attempt to obviate the conditions and counteract the propensity for swarming, so as to render this impossible, would very soon get tired
of the undertaking and abandon it in despair.
'•The years 1857 and 1858 were the most productive of any since I came here. In each of
these I obtained three tons of jDure honey and
seven hundred and fifty pounds of wax. But
in 1859 I obtained only about two-thirds as much
of each; and the year 1860 taught us that every
country and every pursuit is, at times, subject
to some peculiar disadvantage or drawback.
The spring opened finely, but after I had obtained and secured about three hundred swarms,
a cold rain, lasting four days, set in and destroyed all the forage. The bees ceased to labor, and swtirming was at an end.
The spring
of 18G1 opened tolerably fair. But after I had
secured one hundred and forty swarms, a violent hail-storm occurred, and all our fond hopes
were blasted. The bees no longer flew out even
when the weather was fine, the entire apiary
was as silent and deserted as in winter, and
presented a disheartening aspect. The young
swarms starved, and the old stocks could only
be preserved by plentiful feeding. I too discovered, somewhat late indeed, that man must

my

my

When

the cluster, or lay them on the slats above. By
this process I saved the cost of feeding troughs,
and the wearisome toil of administering liquid
food or diluted honey. When the spring opened,
I fed my bees in the open air, as my Portuguese
neighbors kept none.
"The year 1864 was one of great abundance.
The spring was dry and favorable, and every
hive, whether containing old colonies or recent
swarms, was speedily so stored with honey that
fcAV brood cells remained.
From one hundred
and seventy stocks which I had wintered, I obtained six hundred swarms; which number, by
imiting, I reduced to three hundred and twelve.
These yielded me three tons of honey, and
nearly seven hundred pounds of wax. In the
fall I reduced the number of my stocks to two
hundred and eighteen. Of these I lost six the
folloAving winter leaving me two hundred and
twelve to begin the ensuing year with; and as
I had then forty-two stocks more than in the
previous year, and that number of empty hives

—

less, I

found great

erly of the six

difficulty in disposing prop-

hundred swarms which the next

season produced.
"It will be seen from the foregoing that in
suitable districts and favorable seasons, bee culture is a very difi'erent aflriir in this country

from what it is in most others. As we have
two swarming seasons in the year, the enlargement of an apiary proceeds very rapidly, and
may, with proper management, be safely indulged in."
of the cheapness of hives.
intends to keep bees, he must in the
first place have his hives made in the very best
manner; by this we mean of good materials and
hive badly joined by
of good workmanship.
a bungling carpenter, is worse than a hollow
log.
One half of the labors of the bees will
necessarily be devoted to keeping their dwelliusj; in a tenantable condition.
It is folly to talk

If a

man

A

In every apiary, the empty hives should be
weighed and marked, that the quantity of honey they contain when stocked may at any time
be easily ascertained, by deducting the Aveight
of the iiivc from the gross,- and allowing for
pollen and wax.
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forward rather err in overprovisioniug stocks,
that may seem to be in danger of exhausting
their stores before the flowers of May again disWASHINGTOnTsEPTEMBER, 1866.
pense their nectar. He will take care that they
pubis
uow
C^" The American Bee Journal
shall be furnished with ample supplies in good
lished monthly, in the City of Washington, (D.
season; and thus, in all likelihood, rather incur
addressshould
be
C.,) and all communications
risk of running into the opposite extreme of
the
ed to the Editor, at that place.
"killing with kindness."
But the bees are not unfrequently found dead
Wintering Bees.
in the spring, in hives which still contain an
Many years ago, Baron Ehrenfels, the most abundant supply of honey enough, indeed, in
extensive and enthusiastic bee-keeper of his some instances, to have carried an ordinary
day "the man of a thousand hives," as he was colony safe through the winter. The very "stalf
popularly called declared that he only deserv- of life" to them was there in plenty, but excesed to be called a master in bee culture who could sive cold prevented them from moving forward
so manage his apiary that his average yearly loss in cluster to the comb containing it, and they
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in wintering did not exceed tive per cent, of his

Ever since then the subject of wintering bees has engaged the solicitous attention
entire stock.

of thoughtful bee-keepers in every country.

Nevertheless, nothing comparatively has been
elicited to remove the difficulties, or that can

be regarded as giving assurance of success.
Dzierzon, who has been longer and more largely conversant than any other man with the

were doomed to die a lingering and cruel death,
with the richest stores garnered around them.

The fault here is usually the want of winter
passages in the combs, through which the bees
might pass to reach their food in the lateral
combs, when those above them are exhausted.
In cottage hives, in which the combs are built
straight and parallel to each other and to the
sides, they are apt to be defective in this particular, if the comb-building took place at a

management of bees, stated at the
German Apiarian Convention, that the time when the
wintering of bees was the great remaining un- profusely, and

practical
last

solved problem in bee culture; and this is corroborated by the fact, that William Giinther, the
late well-trained and expert bee-keeper of the
Baron of Berlepsch, lost nearly the whole of
his large apiary in the disastrous winter of 1864
'65.
An attempt, therefore, to trace the
causes in which these difficulties originate, can-

and

not but be interesting and useful, though we
may still fail to reach the desired result.
In very many, if not a majority of cases, the
disaster

may imdoubtedly

want of adequate
enced,

be attributed to the

supplies of food.

oversanguine,

Inexperi-

or careless bee-keepers

undertake to winter colonies, or weak and late
swarms, which failed to gather the necessary
store of honey, and the bees die literally of
This should not happen more than
starvation.
once in the experience of any, A new beginner may be excused for not knowing how much
honey is needed to carry a colony safe through
the winter; the winter may prove to be unusually severe and protracted; or the weather the
while be so exceedingly variable, as completely
to disappoint the prudence of one who never
before

had occasion

to

"forecast the fashion of

uncertain evils" in bee culture.

One

lesson,

however, on this point, in the School of experience should suffice, and, if wise, he will thence-

haste to provide

fl.owers

were yielding honey

the bees were anxious and in
all

possible storeroom. In such

hives, moreover, this faulty construction of the

combs

is

not readily ascertained

when they

are

well stocked with bees. But where it is suspected (and suspicion here is ofttimes wise), it
will be prudent to bore an inch hole with an
auger, through the hive and broadsides of the
combs, near the middle, and then cork shut the
holes in the sides of the hive. This should be
done lute in October or early in November. In
movable comb hives such faulty construction is
it is then more easily
and a remedy can be more readily
applied; though Mr. Langstroth has devised
and introduced an ingenious prevention which

much more

frequent, but

ascertained,

danger
worth a pound

effectually disposes of this source of

and "an ounce of prevention

is

of cure," says the adage.
It is, however, not only indispensable that
the supplies be abundant and accessable, but
the quality of those supplies

is

likewise of great

importance. Thin, watery honey, gathered late
in the season, or derived from late honey dew,
or perhaps collected in pine groves, is unsuitable for winter food; and if bees are confined to
the use of such honey exclusively, for a prolonged period, it will ,prove highly deleterious.
So also will honey, which though originally in-
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nocuous, remained unsealed in

tlie cells till it

when

and destroying the larvae fed therewith.
But bees may perish likewise from Avant of water. This will be the case when the honey in the
comb has become candied, or even only greatly
inspissated, and there is not sufl3cient moisture
condensed in the hive, while brooding is suspended, for the wants of the bees, which they
may lick up and use. Bat hives may be so badly

it

ers

constructed that condensation does not take
place in them, and in sucli the bees suffer greatly,

unless the weather

so moderate, at least

is

them to fly
and procure water from out-door sources. Thus
they are often seen, even in mid-winter, on
mild days, sipping water at pumps, pools, and
at frequent intervals, as to enable

fountains

—a

sure indication that they are in

home. The hive from which
they came can be ascertained by sprinkling
them with flour, and their wants should be supplied by introducing a piece of wet sponge between the combs, or placing it over their lointerseat, if the construction of the hive admit of
great need of

it at

with pure honey.
Thereupon,
was reduced and the

liberally fed

became sligMly acid, or imderwent partial fermentation. For winter or spring food, particularly after brooding has commenced, such honey
is decidedly bad, as weakening the mature work-

the temperature

room darkened, the bees re-entered tlieir hive,
Avhich was then replaced on its stand. This of
course involved some trouble and expense, but
saved the bees.
Hunger, thirst, and dysentery being the chief

causes of the loss of colonies in winter, what
should be done by the provident apiarian to

guard against damage from them?
In the first place an ample supply of food
must be guaranteed. All the hives should be
thoroughly examined in September, and to those
which have not stores enough to support them,
in any event, to the first of May, should at once
have the deficiency supplied. In cottage hives
this may be done by careful and judicious feeding; and so likcAA'ise in movable comb hives,
unless a supply of frames containing sealed honey in the combs is on hand and can be inserted.
Give them a liberal allovrance a little
more than enough will do no harm; and if by

—

early, that they may
properly and cap that
not immediately needed. But this is
See that your bees can at all times,

feeding give

have time

which
not

is

all.

it

to

them thus

to dispose of

it

even in the coldest weather, have ready access
To this end it is desirable that

it.

to their stores.

Manj^ colonies, also, perish, or arc greatly
reduced in population, by dysentery, which
usually makes its appearance towards the close
of winter or early in spring. At its origin it
can scarcely be called a disease, though, under

a large proportion of their supplies be deposited

favoring circumstances,

it

may

and soon assume a virulent
curs late in the winter,

it is

rapidly spread

type.

When

it

oc-

usually arrested at

ouce, if the weather moderates sufficiently to

permit the bees to
ing,

however much

fly;

and the injury

to be regretted

result-

— for at

tliat

season especially the life of every individual
is precious in the sight of a bee-keeper
is not so serious, as when it attacks a colony in
mid-winter, while stress of weather keeps the bees

worker

—

in protracted confinement.

and

Dysentery

may

be,

above the place selected by them for their iciiican subsequently be reached,
by easy moA'^ement, however low the external
temperature may be. They naturally and instinctively place their supplies oA'erhead, and
seek for them there when and as needed. Hence
terseat, or that it

they commonly winter better in standard or
vertical hives than in flat, shalloAV, or horizontal ones.

With

plentiful supplies directly over-

head, bees are not likely to suffer, but when the
stores are placed laterally in the hive, they may

be inaccessible to the bees, in cold weather, unbe taken to proA'ide winter passages in
the combs. Without these the bees may perish

less care

in the midst of unavailable abundance.

some seasons and districts doubtless is,
The next requisite is a supply of moisture or
superinduced by the consumption of deleterious water during Avinter, for the dilution of thick
honey, such as has already been referred to. A old honey, and the solution of such as has beremedy for this has been found, in several cases, come candied. Hives containing honey gatheven in the dead of Avinter, by removing the ered in the preceding summer, are not likely to
hive into a warm room and placing over and suffer from v/ant of Avater, so long as the bees rearound it an ample frame-work covered with main inactive and quietly clustered. But when
millinet to keep the bees confined, or a large once brooding has actiA'cly commenced, the case
box having one end made of fine-meshed Avoven is materially altered and becomes more critical.
wire.
The bees soon came forth, discharged Larger and constant supplies of Avater are tlieu
their faeces within the enclosure, and were then indispensable, and must be at hand or the brood
in
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will suffer.
When the bees of some hives iu an
apiary are observed flying out on cold days in
spring, while those of others remain at home,

we may

reasonably, infer that such hazardous
excursions in quest of water are made from

A

sheer necessity.

lump of snow pushed

small

and

melt there graduhas in several instances given immediate
relief; and a narrow strip of sponge dipped in
water and inserted between two combs beneath
the cluster of bees, answers well temporarily in
cottage hives, and may be resorted to advantageously, when these have no opening at top.
iu at the entrance

left to

ally,

Prompt

attention

indispensable, as the des-

is

truction of brood at this season, from

want of

a very serious evil, and the loss of
mature bees venturing forth to procure it, is

water,

is

—

one almost equally grievous for they are of
three-fold value at the opening of spring.
The
condensation of moisture in the hives, if it can
be kept within moderate bounds, is of much
account in wintering bees, as rendering other
supplies of water unnecessary while brooding
is

Very warm hives

suspended.

able

on

are objection-

this score, as failing to furnish this con-

densation, and

making the bees altogether

de-

such supplies on external sources.
Still, hives in which moisture is condensed as
rapidly and profusely as to keep the bees immersed in a humid atmosphere, are equally ob-

pendent

for

jectionable.

The combs

and the

when

bees,

will

become mouldy,

suffused with moisture, are

by a degree
most temporarily bcnumlrthem

in perpetual danger of being killed

which would

at

Upward

ventilation will prevent
provided a current of air
be not suffered to pass through the hive; and
it seems to be indispensable iu movable comb
hives.. It is, of course, not available in cottage

while dvy.
or

remedy

this evil,

hives, unless caps, close-fitting at the sides, be

employed, and these are both troublesome and
costly.

But how

is

dysentery, the scourge that annu-

ally decimates so

many

apiaries, to be prevent-

Hot/, in so variable a climate, are we to
guard against the vicissitudes of the weather,
an insect so peculiarly susceptible of atmospheric changes? We may furnish our hives
with ample stores so placed that the bees shall
never suffer from hunger, and with such supplies of water that they shall never experience
thirst: and yet their intestines may, by long
confinement become so overcharged with fgecal
ed?

matter, that derangement and disease must enThe bees of a single colony may, indeed,
sue.

be relieved by

artificial

means

—enabUug them

to pass into
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an antechamber attached

domicile, but this

is

to their

scarcely practicable on the

extensive scale which a large apiary would require.
All that can be effected is to obviate
some of the superinducing causes. Well supplied Avith wholesome honey, housed in comfortable hives, furnished with the needed water,
and sheltered from driving winds and extreme
cold, bees will generally pass the winter in quiet
and health. They will be much aided, too, if
the surrounding temperature can be kept moderate and equable, yet low enough to retard the
commencement of brooding till the close of
March. So long as there is little or no brood
iu the hive, there will be no excitement among
the workers, with a moderate consumption of
honey; and the more quiet they can be kept

spring opens, the less liable will they be to
contract disease.
refer here exclusively to

till

We

summer stands, which is
which niost apiarians are restricted.

bees wintered on their
the

mode

to

When they can be placed in a cool, dry cellar,
they will probably require less attention, consume much less honey, and escape many dangers.
Very few bee-keepers, however, have it
in their power to use such a repository.
Another important requisite, not only for successful wintering, but for the subsequent prosl^erity of a colony, is the possession of a

young,

vigorous, and fertile queen. An old queen is
likely to perish in a rigorous winter, or prove
to be a mere drone breeder in the spring, if she
survive.

It is,

therefore, advisable to super-

and introduce a young one
and replenthe population rapidly when genial weather

sede her in the

fall,

qualified to pass the trying season,

ish

A colony that has a poor queen, a
slow layer of worker eggs, obviously desponds
and decays, and is ready to succumb under adverse circumstances. A queen of diminished
and diminishing vigor should hence be discarded in the fall, unless perchance she be a
pure Italian, valuable in other respects, in whose
behalf we may venture to incur some risk.
We repeat that for successful wintering a
colony should be strong in numbers having
from fifteen to twenty thousand bees at least,
and those bred for the most part^n autumn or
the end of summer. It should have an abundant supply of honey, gathered in the previous
season, with a moderate supply of fresh pollen.
It should be in a substantial warm hive, whethreturns.

—

er of

wood

or straw.

The hive

should, if pos-

have sufficient upward ventilation to prevent an accumulation of condensed moisture;
yet not permitting a current of air. While
brooding is intermitted bees need very little
more water than than they obtain in liquid hosible,
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ney; and an amount of condensation -wliich
produces a humid internal atmosphere, is always an evil, and may prove ruinous on a sud-

den and great reduction of temperature.

The

—

combs, too, should he in good condition neither
very old and black, nor yet quite new. Yellow or orange-colored combs, in which brood
has been several times reared, are greatly to
be preferred, as being warmer and more comfortable in all respects, than such as have been
recently built. If thus wintered, bees are not
likely to be attacked by dystentery, unless a very
prolonged period of continuous cold weather
keep them confined. A fcAv mild, clear days,
occurring at intervals of six or eight weeks,
would sufiice to preserve them in health and
vigor,

till

that a queen is to bo regarded as pure and
purely fertilized whon young queens, reared
from her worker brood and fertilized by her
drones, produce workers characterized uniformly by the markings required by the standard for pure workers
and for that worker
standard we are willing to accept Mr. Kleine's
description. In brief, we would make the markings and deportment of the Avorkers, and not
the marking or coloring of either queens or
drones the ultimate standard of purity of race.
This the rather, because we are not aware that
any other recognized authority describes the
markings of drones as Mr. Kleine does, in the
article referred to; and he himself gives a different description of them in his other publi;

cations.

^he return of spring.

We

avail ourselves of the opportunity to add,

we have not
been, and are not now, breeding Italian queens

ITALIAN BEES.

in re^jly to frequent inquiries, that

TESTS OF PTJRITY.

for sale,

and have no pecuniary

interest in

any

that are so bred.

"We intended to append some comments

to

the translation of the Eev. Mr. Kleine's article
relative to the marks of purity of the Italian
bees, contained in the July number of the Bee
Journal, but were prevented from doing so by
the press of other matters claiming attention

while preparing to resume the publication of
this journal, and which have since continued
to engross much of our time.
We designed to say, then, that we do not consider Mr. Kleine's description of the distinc-

marks of purity as sufficiently clear and
them to be regarded as exclusive
ultimate tests.
This is more particularly so in

tive

full to entitle

We cannot say that we
have ever seen Italian drones bearing precisely
the marking which Mr. Kleine's article requires.
-On the contrary, we have seen drones marked
differently, which were the progeny of queens
undoubtedly pure, if the production of uniformly marked workers (workers fully corresponding in -their markings with the standard
propounded by Mr. Kleine himself), can be
deemed evidence of purity.
And we have
known queens reared from the worker brood
of such a queen, and fertilized by the drones
referred to, produce workers marked similarly,
and as fully and uniformly so as were the workers produced by the grand-parent; and corresponding too with the worker standard fixed by
Mr. Kleine. Hence we are disinclined to receive his description of the marking and coloring of drones and queens, as the standard of purity.
We prefer recurring and adhering to the
test originally announced by Count Stosch, and
recognized everywhere in Germany; namely,
the case of the drones.

For the American Boc Journal.

Straining

Honey and Wax.

With a shoe-knife cut the comb in strips, if
convenient, of three or four inches wide; put
them in a porcelain-lined preserving kettle,
which set into or on an iron kettle partly full
of boiling water. Let it remain on till the combs
are melted and a spoon can be passed easily
through the mass; but do not stir much if
the combs have bee-bread.
Then set the kettle
with the melted combs on the bottom of the
cellar, or in some other secluded place where
the bees will not find it, and let it remain until
the wax and refuse form a solid cake on the top
of the honey. While the honey is still warm,
empty all into a bucket made entirely of fine
strainer or perforated tin. The one I use is about
nine inches in diameter andtVi^elve inches deep,
and will hold about as much as a common
wooden pail. This strainer bucket (for the sake
only of security,) is to be set into a tin bucket
of say twelve inches in diameter and sixteen
inches deep. Set the inner bucket on a tin hoop
about three and a half inches deep, so that the
honey will easily strain out. It will be very
After the honey is strained out, the reclear.
fuse can be put into an open hive or box, and
let all the bees work on it; or, better still, put
it into an empty hive, and set over it some le(!To make honey, put the refuse in
ble colony.
a strainer bucket, which set in the other bucket,
two thirds full of boiling water, and set it on
Now raise tlie inner
the stove a few minutes.
bucket out of and over the boiling water, Avhen
the wax will, in a few minetcs, run out and
float on the boiling water, and can be collected
in the usual way, by pouring into cold water.
I have used these buckets some seven years,
and find them more convenient than any other
contrivance with which I am acquainted.
H. T. Collins.
Jacksonville, III.
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is

oftener the case

A Home in a Scythe Sned. "The foxes
have holes, and the birds of the air have nests,"
and every living thing which the Almighty has
created has a home of some kind, where it may
repose its weary head, and find temporary rest
from the pursuits by which it lives. A curious
instance of this fact was shown some time ago,
in Windsor township, this county, which, although simple in its character, is nevertheless

I

had one instance

singularly characteristic of this truth. Mr. iTohn

For the American Bee Journal.

was much pleased to learn that the B^'z,
Journal has been resumed. I have been anxI

I expect a
it a long while.
month. It is mentioned on page 11
of the July number, that there is only one -instance on record of a yoiing queen leading off a
first swarm, leaving the old one in possession

iously waiting for
treat eyery

of the hive. I think that
is generally supposed.

59

than

Menges while mowing with a scythe in the field
about a mile from home, was attracted by a
with
July. The queen had been purely impregnated. continual buzzing or singing of some kind,
On opening the hive a few days after, to des- which he was unable at that time to explain.
troy the queen cells and introduce a pure queen, It continued all the time he was at work, and
to my surprise I found plenty of newly laid about the time he had finished, a bee came out
eggs in the first comb I examined. On looking of a hole in the sued which he had not discovfurther I discovered a cell from which a queen ered before, and flew aAvay. He returned home,
had emerged in the natural way, and others, and while standing with his scythe in his hand,
the inmates of which had been destroyed; and the buzzing insect which had followed him, and
finally the identical queen I introduced the year was resolved that it would not be ejected from
I killed her and its habitation, flew up and crept back into the
before, Avith her clipped wing.
introduced the pure one in a cage which my hole which it had left but a short time before.
wife held in her hand at the time. In two days This is a simple fact, but is significant neverafter, when I opened the hive to liberate her, I theless, of the care which the Almighty enterfound her dead, having apparently been stung tains for all living things. The bee still has its
to death through the meshes of the cage, which home in the scythe sned, now hanging doubtwere too large. The cage I received from Mr. less upon the wall, for who could be so cruel to
Langstroth a few days before. This is the only remove it, or envy it the unobtrusive comforts
York (Pa.,) Democrat, Sept. 4, 1866.
instance of want of success I have had, and I it enjoys?
this

An

Italian swarm of last year,
the queen's wing clipped, swarmed last

summer.

have introduced quite a number. I should have
waited a few hours after removing the old one.
I have very poor success in having my Italian
queens purely impregnated; not more than one
in four, although the Italian drones arc the most
Either the ciueens or
in my apiary.
drones fly to great distances from home; for
my drones impregnate my neighbor's black
queens, though their apiaries are two and a half
miles from mine; and I suppose theirs return the
G. Smith.
compliment to me.

numerous

Bromwich, an intelligent writer, states that
he had three straw hives of bees standing sepThese happened
arately in an enclosed shed.
to be blown down by a violent wind in the Avinter.
The Aveather, being very cold, prevented
the bees from flying much abroad; but from the
position in which tliey fell, they all accidentally united themselves into one hive, without
the loss of a single bee. He immediately raised

them on a large tlat-toped hive, in order to give
them room, Avhich answered the desired purpose beyond expectation. They continued to
For the American Bee Journal.
live in harmony and friendship, and produced
In Italianizing my stocks, I have found the next season more than double the usual profit.
old queen and a young laying queen, at the
same time, in five hives. These hives had hot
We know that both care and expense are reswarmed for three years. One old ciucen was quired to establish an apiary; but the cost after
board,
being
the
bottom
in a cluster of bees on
the first disbursement is trifling. Neatness and
One in five was renewed at vigilance, however, are coustantly in requisiworried to death.
cases
of
a
retime.
Three
were
the swarming
tion; and the care of bees, like any other profitnewal of young or this year's queens. There able business, cannot be pursued to advantage,
among
the
perfect
mania
have
been
a
seems to
unless it receive daily and minute attention.
bees to get rid of these old queens, as some of Why should it be otherwise? Why should we
drones.
killing
their
done
since
so
them have
expect our bees to thrive under neglect, any
J. M. M.
more than our pigs, poultry, sheep, or neat catna
It is a

common

t

o

»

—

in'acticc to

tle?

rub the inside of a

hive with aromatic herbs, a solution of salt, or
other substance, with a view of making the hive
more acceptable to the expected swarm. But
the most experienced and observant bee-masters deem this altogether unnecessary, if not
injurious.

harvest, like that of grain and
early or later, more abundant or scarce,
in different years, according to season,- and variety of climate or situation.

The honey

fruit, is

All the laUer require attention, shelter

—

and food while the bees supply their own provender, and yield a surplus to their owner.

The garden in Aviiich an apiary is situated,
especially in front and about it, should be well
stocked with low shrubs, or espaliers, at a convenient disrauce, backed, if possible, with talThese arc of course requisite to, aller trees.
lure the bees at SAvarming time to settle near
home, for convenience of living, instead of
wandering off, as they arc very apt to do when
the coast is clear, nobody knows Avhither.
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From

the

New York

Agriculturist.

apart, on the honey board.
If the
queen has plenty of room for laying, we remove
the honey board and place the boxes on the

two inches

Bidwell Brothers' Experience in BeeKeeping the Past Season.

frames. To enable us to ascertain Avhen the
boxes are full, we bore an inch hole in one side
of each, over which, inside the box, Ave place a

Our aim ia the past season was to got our bees
When a
into frame Lives, and Italianized, and lo secure small bit of glass, secured Avith tacks.
box is filled v/ith honey, we iuA'crt it and place
the largest possible amount of surplus honey.
over
it
pane
of
glass
fit,
a
cut to
and have a box
Ad-vantages of Frame Hives. In frame hives
witli straight combs the bees are completely that will ship to any part of the country, and
thus
secure
the
largest
price
in
places where
under our control. If one stock is in need of a
When the box is emptied,
queen, bees, bee-bread, or honey, it can be sup- honey is scarcest.
plied from one having an excess, and the condi- the purchaser has a box of some practical value
tion of both be improved; a large gain can be "for other purposes.
The advantages to the bees are, they can
made in this way. In swarming, a comb from
the old hive containing honey and brood can be better secure their combs, are not disturbed as
given to the new swarm, keeping them from in glass boxes by the heat of the day or coolness
of the night, Avill go up into them earlier in the
Hying away and giving them a good start.
are satisfied our
are confident that at least one fourth of all na- season and remain later.
tural swarms in this State, usually the largest bees Avill make much more honey in them than
and best, fly off and are lost. Drone combs in boxes the sides of which are glass. After
may be removed and worker combs given in- our boxe-s were nearly filled, in the case of populous stocks, Ave raised up the honey boards
stead, thereby increasing the yield one-fourth.
To avoid the raising of black drones, early with the boxes, under Avhich and over the hive
last spring we removed the frames, containing Avc placed large boxes Avithout top or bottom
drone comb from twenty -five stocks, and twenty containing empty frames. In these the largest
Avhich were not used in raising Italian queens, possible amount of honey can be stored, which
yielded nearly one third more than an equal Avill be of the best quality and may be sold in
number with drones. Indeed, all stocks that bulk or by the single frame. Having become
contain a large proportion of drones, yield com- confident that drones Avere the great cause of a
paratively very litiie, or often nothing. At the portion of our stocks refusing to Avork in boxes,
commenx;ement of the season we had two hun- Ave resolved to remove all the drone combs from
dred and four stocks ninety-seven of which our hives, and wishing to remove all our black
were in the Langstroth frame hive; sixty-six queens, being satisfied one Italian stock was
were in square "Quinby" hives. Early in the worth tA?o black ones, we removed all the combs
spring we made one new swarm out of two old out of every hive, transferring them into clean
ones, as follows: After driving out the queen liiA^es, and also taking away all crooked combs.
thus reduced the number of our stocks from
with a majority of the bees, Ave placed them in
a frame hive on tlie stand of the old one, and four hundred and one to tAvo hundred and fiftyremoved the pai'cut stock to the stand of another six, giving each an Italian queen and killing

—

We

We

—

We

stock which Avas removed to anew place. After
twenty days, if the stock last removed had become populous and the season was fair, if it
was in a frame hive, Ave sAvarmed it, leaving
the ncAV one on the stand, placing the old one
in place of the one previously sAvarmed, removing that aAvay. If in a board or straAV hive we
droA'c out all the bees for a ncAv stock, and where
the combs in the old board or straAV hives were
straight worker combs, Ave cut them a trifle
larger than the frames and crowded them in
and gave them to the ucav swarm. The balance
of the old combs containing lioney, we strained
by breaking them up and placing tliem in a Avillow basket Avhich Ave set over a barrel and left
until all the )\oney ran out.
The usual method
of rendering honey by heat ought to be discarded. The scraps of Avax Ave placed in a
gunny sack and immersed them in a kettle

of Avatcr, under Avhich we kept a fire until
thought the Avax avus all out, Avlien Ave let
the fire go down; and Avhen the wax on top
had cooled, we removed it in a solid cake. As
soon as the new SAvarms Avere full and populous,
we placed on our honey boxes, which are tight
open bottom boxes, six inches high and wide,
and eight inches long, holding Avhen full about
ten pounds. Four of these just, cover our hives,
each of which we place over four one-inch holeo

we

all

black queens.

Bees have generally done poorly in our State
Our
this season on account of wet weather.
statement for this year is as folloAVs: At the
beginning of the season we had
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close of the season the account stands:

$2,342
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"
3,117

@ 25c
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23c
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30c
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35c
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grossing study, the habits and economy of the
honey bee, by his admiration of the writings of
The naturalist whose researches have been Reaumur, and, above all, by his acquaintance
illustrious author of the "Conspecially directed to the instinct and opera- with Bonnet, the
Nature," who quickly discerned
tions of the domestic honeybee, will be strongly templations of
penetration of his young
disposed to regard the subject of this memoir as the intelligence and
friend, and who kindly and strongly encouraged
at the very head of apiarian science, and his
It is singular
researches.
writings as forming the safest and most useful him in his peculiar
Multitudes have written on this enough that these two distinguished naturalists
text-book.
department of natural history, and have add- and friends should both have labored under a
ed more or less to a knowledge of what has similar personal defect, occasioned, too, by the
intenseness and mibeen a subject of investigation for ages. But same causes; for the-same
which deprived Huber
none, either in ancient or modern times, have nuteness of observation
had brought on in Bonnet a
displayed so much sagacity of research as Fran- of sight altogether,
weakness of vision which for a time threatened
cis Huber, nor so much patient perseverance
and accuracy of experiment, even admitting total blindness, and from which he never fully
some errors of minor importance detected by recovered.

Memoir of Huber.

succeeding observers. His success in discovery,
notwithstanding the singular difficulty he had
to struggle with, was proportioned to his diligence and acuteness; and this difficulty arose,
uot from what some of his advocates have, in
their zeal in his defense against the sneers of
the sceptical, termed "imperfect vision," but
from total blindness. For, from the period when
he first applied himself in good earnest to investigate, the nature of his winged favorites,
external nature presented to his eyes one universal blank:

"So

thick a drop serene had quenched their orbs."

therefore, without reason that his
eulogist, De Candolle, asserts that
"nothing of any importance has been added to
the history of bees since his time; and naturalists of unimpaired vision have nothing of consequence to subjoin to the observations of a
brother who was deprived of sight."

It is not,

friend

and

Francis Hubek was born

at Geneva on the
of July, 1750. His father possessed a decided
tuste for subjects of natural science; the sou inlieritcd \\w taste of liis father; and, even in his
boyish days, pursued his fixvorite studies with
3<.l

such intense ardor as materially to injure his
and bring on that weakness iuhis visual
organs which eventually ended in total blindHis attention had been led to what beness.
came his favorite and indeed his sole and enhealth,

—

It will readily occur to every one that the loss
of sight in Huber must not only have presented
a very serious obstacle to the successful study
of his favorite science, but must have had the
effect, also, of throwing considerable doubt on
the accuracy of his experiments and the reality
of his discoveries. His most devoted admirers
and most unhesitating followers in every thing
connected with the economy of bees, are bound
in candor to acknowledge that his observations,
reported, as they were, as second-hand, and depending for their accuracy on the intelligence
and fidelity of a half-educated assistant, were
of themselves not entitled to be received without caution and distrust. Francis Burnens, his
assistant, had no doubt entered with enthusiasm
into the pursuits, and appears to have conducted the experiments not only with the most patient assiduity, but with great address and no
small share of steadiness and courage qualities indispensable in those who take liberties
with the genus irritabile apum. Still, Burnens
was but an uncultivated peasant when he became Huber's hired servant, and possessed none
of those acquired accomplishments which serve
to sharpen the intellectual faculties, and fit the
mind for observing and discriminating with
It cannot reasonably excite our
correctness.
wonder, therefore, that on the first appearance
of Huber's observations, the literary, or rather
the scientific world, was somewhat startled, not

—

TflE
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novelty of his discoveries, but also

at the

rectness of detail in experiment, can justify our
denouncing his accuracy, or drawing difi'erent
conclusions.
His experiments were admirably
fitted to elicit the truth, and his experiences so
strongly logical, as to afibrd all reasonable security against any vei'y important error.
Huber's "ISTew Observations on Bees," addressed in the form of letters to his friend Bonnet, appeared in 1792, in one volume.
In 1814
a second edition was published at Paris, in two
volumes, comprehending the result of additional researches on the same subject, edited in
part by his son.
An English version appeared
in 1806, and was very favorably noticed in the
EdiiiburrjJi Review.
third edition of this trans-

at the iustiTunentality by which they had been
Huber, however, had taken great
effected.

pains in cultivating the naturally acute mind
of the young man, in directing his researches,
and accustoming him to rigorous accuracy in
his observations. And the fact that a glimmering of many of the discoveries reported by the
assistant to his master, had presented themselves to the minds of Linnaeus, Reaumur, and
other preceding observers, should so far satisfy
us that they were not brought forward merely
to support a preconceived theory (of Avhat, it is

.

])robable that Burnens had no idea,) nor owed
their origin to a vivid and exuberant imagination.
At a future period Huber was deprived
of this valuable coadjutor; but the loss Avas
more than compensated, and accuracy in experiment and observation, if possible, still more unquestionablj' secured, by the assistance and cooperation of his son, P. Huber, who has given
so much delight to the lovers of natural history
by his "Researches Concerning the Habits of

A

lation

was published

in

Edinburgh

in 1821,

em-

bracing not only the original work of 1792, but
also the several additions contained in that of
1814,

and which had originally made

their

appearance in the Bibliotheque Brittannique.
These additional observations were, On the Origin of Wax, On the Use of Farina or Pollen,
On the Architecture of Bees, and on the precautions adopted by these insects against the
ravages of the Sphinx Atropos or Death-head
Moth.
To enlarge on the personal character and domestic circumstances of Huber, falls not strictly
within our province, which embraces only, or

Ants."

But, whatever hesitation maj- arise in our
minds from the fact of Huber's discoveries not
being the result of his personal observation, no
doubt can reasonably remain as to such of them
as have been repeatedly confirmed and verified by subsequent observers.
And this has ac- chiefly, his character and writings as a naturtually taken place, and holds strictl}^ true as re- alist.
There are, however, some features in his
gards the most important of them. His discov- disposition and some circumstances in his pereries respecting the impregnation of the queen sonal history, dwelt upon at considerable length
bee the consequences of retarded impregna- by De Candolle, which appear so well w^orthy
tion the power possessed by the working bees the attention of our readers, that we cannot
of c inverting a worker larva into a queen, a forego the opportunity of detailing them, though
fact, though not originally discovered by HuHis manners
necessarily in an abridged form.
ber, yet, until his decisive experiment'? and
were remarkably mild and amiable as is fre-

—
—

—

never entirely known or credited
the origin of wax, and the manner of its elaboration the nature of propolis the mode of
constructing the combs and cells and of vcatilating or renovating the vitiated atmosplicre
of the hives these, and a variety of othei- particulars of inferior moment, have almost all-;
been repeatedly verified by succeeding observers, and many of them by the writer of this
It is readily admitted that some
brief memoir.
of his experiments, when repeated, have not
been attended with the results which he led us
to expect; and some incidents in the proceedings of tlie bees stated as having been observed
by him or Ids assistant, have nnt yet been witnessed by succeeding observers. But in some
of them tlie error may have been in the rei>etition; iu others, the result, even under circumstances apparenlly the same, may not always
be uniform, for the instinct of bees is liable to
modification; and in some he doubtless riiiiy be,
and probably i^ mistaken. In passing judg'ment, however, on his reported diseoveries, we
ougbt to keep in view that the author of tiiem
has thrown more light on this portion of natural
history, and pursued it wilh more assiduous and
minute accuracy, than all tiie other naturalists
taken logetlier, who have turncsd their attention
to the same pursuit^.; and that therefore nothing
short of tlie direct evidence of our Si'uses, tii.e
illustrations,

J

—

—
—

i

;

{

—

I

j

i

most ligid

>^rvutiuy,

and the

inoif

minute

coi'-

—

quently found to be the case with those who are
afflicted with total blindness
and his conver-

—

"When any
sation animated and interesting.
one," says his friend, "spoke to him on subjects
which interested his heart, his noble figure became strikingly animated, and the vivacity of
his countenance seemed by a mj^sterious magic
to animate even his eyes, which had so long
been condemned to blindness." It appears that
some of his friends would gladly have persuaded
him to try the effect of an operation on one of
his ej^js, which seemed to be affected only by
simple cataract; but he declined the proposal,

and bore not only without complaint, but with
habitual cheerfulness, his sad deprivation. His
marriage with Maria Ainiee Lullin, the daughter of a Swiss magistrate, was in a high degree
romantic. The attachment had began in their
early j^oulh, but was opposed by the lady's
father, on the ground of Huber's increasing infirmity, for even then the gradual decay of his
organs of vision was become too manifest. The
afi'ection and devotedness of the young lady,
however, app)eared to strengthen in proportion
to the helplessness of their object. She declared
to her parents, that although she would have
readily submitted to their will, if the man of
her choice could have done without her; yet as
he now r(>quired the constant attendance of a
person who loved him, nothing should prevent
Accordingly, as
her from Liecoraing his wil'i'.
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soon as she had attaincil the age which she imagined gave her a right to decide for herself,
she, after refusing several brilliant offers, united
her fate -with that of Huber. The union was a
happy one. Their mutual good conduct soon
brought about the pardon of their disobedience.
In the affection and society of his amiable and

generous-minded wife, the blind man felt no
want; slie was "eyes to the blind" "his reader
his secretary and observer"
a sharer in his
enthusiasm on the subject of natural science;
and an able assistant in his experiments. She
was spared to him forty years. "As long as
she lived," said he in his old age, "I was not
sensible of the misfortune of being blind." The
last years of his life were soothed by the affectionate attentions of his married daughter, Madame de Molin, whose residence was at Lausanne, and to which place he had removed.
It Avas about this period that he learned the
existence in Mexico of bees without stings; and
he was, by the kind exertions of a friend, soon
after gratified with the present of a hive of that
species.
To him, whose life had been almost
exclusively devoted to the study and admiration
of these insects, we may conceive how great a

—

—

—

source of enjoyment this gift must have proved.
His feeling toward his bees was not a feeling of
fondness in an ordinary degree; it was a passion, as it almost invariably becomes with every
one who makes it his study.
The days of Huber were now drawing to a
close.
In the full possession of his mental faculties, he was able to converse with his friends
with his accustomed ease and tranquility, and
even to correspond by letters with those at a
distance, within two days of his death.
He
died in the arms of his daughter on the 22d of
December, 1831, in the eighty -first years of his
age.

— W. Dunbar.

By a law of nature from which bees seldom
deviate; the foundation of the second comb is
laid parallel to the first, and the succeeding
combs are generally parallel to each other.
There is usually an interval of a little more
than a third of an inch between the range of
comb, and this for substantial reasons. Weire
they too distant, it is evident that the bees would
be greatly dispersed, and unable to communicate their heat, reciprocally, whence the brood
would not receive sufiicient warmth. Were the
combs too close, on the contrary, the bees could
not freely traverse the interspace, and the work
of the hive would suffer.
is

Pollen, or bee bread, as it was formerly called,
collected by the bees mainly for the purpose

young brood. It contains none
of the elementary principles of wax; and the
prevalent notion that wax is made of it, is entirely unfounded and erroneous.
of feeding their

Nothing

more

offensive to bees than the
gently fan them., or
blow upon them with a bellows, without offence; but breathing on them excites their rage
instantly.

human

is

breath,

You may
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Much uncertainty has prevailed on the subject
of the senses possessed by the honeybee; not
so much, perhaps, in regard to the existence as
to the locality of the organs. Most naturalists
admit their possession of five senses, analogous
to those of men, though the celebrated Huber
seems to have some doubt as to the existence
of the faculty of hearing in bees, at least without some important modifications. Greater diversity of opinion, however, prevails as to the
situation of those organs by which the impressions of sight, touch, taste, sound, and smell
are produced on their sensations and many cu;

by different naturalists have
view to ascertain the truth,
but which have not always led to the same rerious experiments
been made with a

sults.
In researches so minute, it is perhaps
vain to look for perfect accuracy in our conclusions, and we must be satisfied with anything
like reasonable approximation to the truth.
Sight. In the anatomical structure of the
head of the bee, besides the reticulated eyes
placed, as in other animals, on the sides of the
head, this insect possesses three stemmata or
coronetted eyes, arranged triangularly on its

—

centre between the antennse. That these little
specks are, in reality, organs of vision, has been
made apparent from accurate experiments, in
which, Avhen the reticulated eyes were blindfolded, the insect was evidently not deprived of its sight, though the direction of its
flight, being vertical, seemed to prove that the
stemmata were adapted only or chiefly for upward vision. This additional organ must doubtless add considerably to its power of sight,
though, probably, its aid may be confined chiefly
to the obscure recesses of the hive.
As the internal operations of the insect in the honey season are carried on during the night as well as
the day, the coronet eyes may, as Reaumur conjectures, serve to it the purpose of a microscope.
As to the general power of vision in a bee, its
organs appear better adapted to distant objects
than to such as are close at hand. Wheu returning loaded from the fields, it flies with unerring certainty, and distinguishes at once its
own domicile in the midst of a crowded apiary.

Yet any person who has at all made this insect
the subject of observation, must have seen it
often at a loss, in returning to its hive, to find
the entrance, especially if its habitation has
been shifted ever so little from its former station; nay, if without moving the hive the entrance has been turned round a single inch from
its former position, the bee flies with unerring
precision to that point on the alighting board
where the door formerly stood, and frequently,
after many fruitless attempts to find the entrance, it is forced to rise again into the air,
with a view, we may suppose, of removing to
such a distance from the desired object as is
suited to the properties or focus of its visual
organ.
are led to conclude, therefore, from
these well-known facts, that the eye of the bee
has a lengthened focus, and that it must depend
on the aid of other organs in those operations

We
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baud.

its

atteutiou

is

directed to objects close

—

Feeling or Touch. The organs of this sense
are supposed, v.ith reason, to reside in the antenna; and palpi or feelers, particularly in the
Huber concludes that the antennos
former.
supply the want of sight in the interior of the
hive, and that solely by their means they are
enabled to construct their combs in darkness,
pour their honey into the magazines, feed the
j'oung, judge of their age and necessities, and
recognize their queen. Though it does by no
means appear clear that the bees are devoid of
sight when employed in their indoor operations
though, on the contrary, there is reason to
believe, as already stated, that the stemmata or
ocelli serve as orbs of vision
this naturalist is
probably not wrong in ascribing to the antenna; an important share iu these operations.
That the bees use them as a means of communication and recognition, seems readily admitted by apiarians.
When a hive has lost its
queen, the event, as may well be supposed,
causes a high degree of agitation iu the colony;
the disturbed workers, Avho have first, by some
unknown means, acquired the knowledge of
this public calamity, soon quit their immediate
circle, and, "meeting their companions," says
Huber, "the antenna; are reciprocally crossed,
and they slightly strike them." The communication made by these means is quickly disseminated, and in a few minutes the whole colony is in a slate of agitation and distress. Of
the antenna; being employed as instruments of
recognition, the same naturalist gives a striking
instance, which our limits prohibit us from quoting in his own words. Suffice to say here, that by
means of a wire grating, wide enough only to
admit the circulation of air, inserted in the middle of the hive, he separated the queen from
the half of her subjects, and ascertained that
neither sight, hearing, nor smell made the near
neighborhood of their sovereign known to tliem,
for they proceeded to rear a new queen from
the larva of a worker, as if the other were irrecoverably lost. But when he substituted a grating wide enough to allow the transmission of
the antenna;, all went on as usual, for the bees
Boon ascertained by these organs the existence
of their queen.*
Another important use which the bees make
of this organ deserves notice.
"Let us follow
their operations by moonshine, when they keep
watch at the opening of the hive to prevent the
intrusion of the moths then on the wing.
It is
curious to observe how artfully the moth knows
how to profit to the disadvantage of the bees,
which require much light for seeing objects,
and the precautions taken by the latter in reconnoitering, and expelling so dangerous an enemy. Like vigilant sentinels, they patrol round
their habitations with their antenna; stretched
out straight before them, or turning to right and
left; woe to the moth if it cannot escape their
contact; it tries to glide along between the
guards, carefully avoiding their flexible organs,

—

—

*This

is

not conclu.sive evidence, as the workers

struct roy.-il cells at times, when their
fiuod in a oago in their hl'^'o.

queeo

is

wiU

con-

simply ooa-

as if aware that
tion."

Taste.
view, to

its

safety

depended on

its

cau-

— In

bees,

diflPcr

most materially from that sense

taste

appears on a slight

man; and because with

all their eager fondness for the rich nectar of flowers, they are frequently detected in lapping the impure fluid
from corrupted marshes, it has been hastily
concluded that their sense of taste is very defective.
Huber thought it the least perfect of
the bee senses, and instances their gathering honey even from poisonous flowers, and regaling

in

themselves with foetid liquids. Now, with deference to this distinguished observer, it may be
permitted, perhaps, to defend our favorites
from so injurious an imputation. "We have
prima fade evidence of the delicacy of their
taste in their eager activity in collecting their
delicious stores of honey secreted by the most
fragrant flowers; and such is their ardor in these
oiierations, that they defy the elements when
the honey season is at its height, and, by laying aside their usual fearof bad weather boldly
encounter wind and rain to get at their favorite
fluid. Huber acknowledges that when "the lime
tree and black grain blossom, they brave the
rain, depart before sunrise, and return later
than ordinary. But their activity relaxes after
the flowers have faded; and when the enamel
adorning the meadows has fallen under the
scythe, the bees remain in their dwelling, however brilliant the sunshine." Wherefore have
they not, in this decline of the flowering season,
recourse to the foul marsh and slimy pool, which
they are charged with frequenting? Simply because the purposes for which they did frequent
these unwholesome liquids have already been
answered. The truth is, the bees have recourse
in spring, but generally speaking in spring only,
to dunghills and stagnant marshes, for the sake
of the salts with which they are impregnated,
and wliich their instinct teaches them are advantageous to their health after their long winIf we place before the bees a
ter conlinemcnt.
portion of honey, and a portion of liquid drawn
from a corrupt source, their choice will completely vindicate the purity of their taste and
their power of discrimination in the selection
of their food.
It is not meant to be denied, however, that
the sense of taste in bees is ever at fault. This
would be going in the face of some well authenticated instances of honey being injured, and
even rendered dangerous, in consequence of the
bees feeding on noxious plants. Towards the
close of the year, when flowers become scarce,
and in those parts of the country where alders
abound, and where onions and leeks are cultivated on a large scale and allowed to run to
seed, the bees, from taste, or from necessity, or
from an anxiety to complete their winter stores,
are seen to feed on the blossoms of these plants,
which communicate to the honey a very disagreeable flavor. But this is not all. The fact
stated by Xenophon, in the retreat of the Ten

Thousand, and confirmed by Diodorus Siculus,
proves that there are plants in Asia Minor which
give to the honey not only disagreeahle, but
He tolls us that the soljloisonous qualities.
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diers, havinc eaten a quantity of honey in th?
environs of Trcbizonde, were seized with verThis effect was attributed
tigo, vomitings, &c.

(Rhododendron Ponticum,)
and yellow azalea (Azalea Pontica). Father

to the rose-laurel

Lamberti also assiires us that a" shrub of Mingrelia produces a kind of honey which causes
very deleterious effects. It is quite possible that
the poisonous juices extracted from these plants
might be innoxious to the bees themselves, and
thus the correctness of their taste might be so
far vindicated.
Sir I. E. Smith asserts that
"the nectar of plants is not poisonous to bees;"
and an instance is given in the American Philosophical Transactions, of a party of young
men, who, induced by a prospect of gain, having removed their hives from Pennsylvania to
the Jerseys, where there are vast savannahs,
finely painted with the flowers of the Kalniia
angustifolia, could not use or dispose of their
honey on account of its intoxicating quality;
yet "the bees increased prodigiously" an increase only to be explained, says Dr. Be van, in
his Honey Bee, by their being well and harmlessly fed.
Nor is this defense of the taste
of the bees successfully controvei'ted by the following occurrence stated in Nicholson's Journal: "A large swarm of bees having settled"
observe they had merely lighted upon it, to rest
perhaps after a long flight "on a branch of the
P' ison ash, (Rhus Vernix,) in the county of
Westchester, in the State of New York, was
put into a hive and removed to the place where
it wa« to remain.
Next morning the bees were
found dead, swelled to double their natural size,
and black, except a few which appeared torpid
and feeble, and soon died on exposure to the

—

—

air."

This was attributed to their being poi-
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sets out with intimating a doubt of its existence—possibly in deference to his friend Bonnet, to whom his letters are addressed, and who
was an unbeliever in its reality yet in the end
confesses that he is strongly tempted to believe

—

or at least to admit'in bees a sense analogous to hearing, observing that certain sounds,
as produced by bees, apparently serve as a signal to their companions, and are followed by regular consequences, and that, therefore, they may
be additional means of communication to those
afforded by the antenna?. He mentions particularly a sound emitted by the queen, which produces a paralyzing effect on the bees in certain
circumstances.
Describing the attempts of a
reigning queen to destroy her rivals while yet in
the cells, he tells us tlmt "the bees on guard pulled her,bit her, and chased her away." In these
circumstances she emitted the sound alluded to;
"standing, while doing so. with her thorax
agp,inst a comb, and her wings crossed on her
back, in motion, but without being unfolded or
farther opened.
Whatever might be the cause
of her assuming this attitude, the bees were affected by it all hung down their heads and
remained motionless." On another occasion,
after a queen had put her rival to death, "she
approached a royal cell, and took this moment
to utter the sound, and assume that posture
which strikes the bess motionless." This discovery of Huber has been brought forward, on
his authority, by naturalists, as a conclusive
evidence of the existence of the auditory faculty in bees. And so it would be, if Huber was
not mistaken in his supposed discovery.
voice
of sovereignty producing such powerful and instantaneous effects on her subjects, is so remarkable a property of her bee-majesty, that it would
be desirable to have its existence proved beyond
in

it,

;

A

soned, not by their having fed upon, but by the
effluvia of the Rhus Vernix.
doubt by succeeding experiments. With much
Hearing. Considerable difference of opin- confidence in the accuracy of that distinguished
prevailed
ion has
among naturalists, both as to naturalist's observations, we entertain some
the existence of this sense in bees, and the sit- hesitation on the subject of this magical sound.
uation of the organ. Aristotle was doubtful
have seen the queen in all the circumstances
" Incertim and in all the positions observable within a hive;
whether bees possess this sense.
Linnreus and Bonnet denied (with one exception, namely, combating a rival
est an audiant."
them the faculty, and Huber seems undecided queen,) we have observed her majesty very freon the point; while a host of others, among quently in the particular situation described by
whom are ranked Kirby and Spence, maintain Huber when he first heard the commanding
its existence, and place the organ in the antenvoice, endeavoring to tear open the cell of a riknow that the bees dislike noise, for val, and angrily repulsed by the workers; then
nae.
an apiary situated near mills, smitheys, or other standing at a little distance on the surface of the
noisy workshops, is seldom prosperous. The comb, with her wings crossed over her back, and
different modulations of sound produced by the in motion, though not fully unfolded, and emitwings in flying, seem intended as a means of ting the clear, distinct sound which is heard in a
communication addressed to the organ of hear- hive a day or two previous to the departure of
ing, as signals of attack, recall, of departure, a second swarm; and certainly we never wit&c. In consequence of a belief in the reality of nessed any such effect produced on the bees as
this sense in bees, the practice is common of
Huber speaks of, and which, had it taken place,
beating sonorous bodies at the moment of could not possibly have escaped our observaswarming, in order to prevent them from com- tion. On the contrary, the bees seemed not in
municating with one another, and thus present the slightest degree affected by her wrath, for
an obstacle to their flying away.
know, she was evidently in a state of great irritation,
also, that many other insects possess this faculty; but continued to surround the cell of the capand as we observe in the proceedings of the bees, tive queen with a dogged-looking obstinacy,
the same effects which in other insects unques- apparently expecting or prepared for another
tionably proceed from the sense of hearing, we attempt on it by the enraged sovereign. Huber
regard these effects as presumptive evidence of may be in the right, and his general accuracy
the former ikwgeasing tho eame faxJultiy. Huber affoi'dg a pres'umiJtidn iu'hls feT<)r; iWVOTthefess

—

We

We

We
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•would be very satisfactory to have his accuracy in this particuhir point contirmed l)y some
other observer. Taking it for granted that the
sense of hearing does exist in bees, where are
we to look for the situation of the organ? Naturalists are not agreed on this point, but the
majority seem to vest it in the antenna;. Kirby
and Spence notice the analogy borne by antenna" to the ears of vertebrate animals, such as
their corresponding in number, and standing
out .of the head; and observe that no other organ has been found which can be supposed
to represent the ear.
In that case this appendage of the head of the bee must be regarded as a compound organ, exercising the
functions of both Marine) and touch.
It has
already been hinted that some observers have
regarded it as an organ of vision; and Ave shall
afterwards find that there are those who look
upon it as an organ of smell. In this deficiency
it

of precise knowledge on the subject, we m^iy,
perhaps, rest satisfied with the opinion of Kirliy,
that "the antenna; by a peculiar structure, may
collect notices from the atmosphere, receive
pulses or vibrations, and communicate them to
the sensorium, which communications, though
not precisely to be called hearing., niay answer
the same purpose." The same author gives an
anecdote of another insect, which goes to prove
that the antennae are indeed the organs of this
sense: "A little moth was reposing on my window, I made a quiet, not loud, but distinct
noise; the nearest antennae moved towards me;
I repeated the noise at least a dozen times, and
it was followed every time by the same motion
of that organ, till at length the insect being
alarmed, became agitated and violent in its motions.
In this instance it could not be touch.,
since the antenna; were not applied to a surface,
but directed towards the quarters from which
the sound came, as if to listen."
Smelling. Of all their senses, that of smell
in bees is the most acute.
Attracted by the fragrance of flowers, we see them winging their
eager way to a very considerable distance, in a
straight, undeviating course, and in the very
teeth of a strong wind, in searchof those plants

—

which promise an abundant honey harvest.
Very striking proofs of the acuteness of this
sense may l)c observed within the limits of the
apiary.
Early in spring when the bee-master
begins feeding his colony, he has reason to
marvel at the instantaneous notice which this
organ gives them of his approach. Amongst
his hives, though from the chilliness of a spring
morning, not a bee is seen stirring out of doors,
he has not time to fill the feeding-trough from
the vessel in his hand, before he is surrounded
by hundreds; and in the space of five minutes
or less, the float-board of every trough is covered with a dense mass of eager feeders. In
feeding a newly lodged swarm during unfavorable weather in summer, it is curious to observe
through the glass, in pushing the sliding trough
which runs flush with the floor, the motionless
hemispherical mass at the ceiling of the hive,
becoming instantaneously elongated, and changed into the form of an inverted pyramid, having
its. apex Testing on the 'float-board, while a score

or

two of

stragglers,

who have

in the confusion

been separated or have fallen from the miss
above, hasten along the floor, snuffing the grateful fragrance, ranging themselves in a line on
the edge of the trough, and eagerly plunging
their probosces into the liquid. It is to their exsense of smell, also, in all likelihood,
attribute their capability of distinguishing friend from foe an^oncr their own
species.
If a stranger-hee by mist;^kc enter a
hive, and this sometimes happens in consequence of some sliglit alteration in the arrangement of the apiary, his close resemblance to his
fellow insects will not secure him from an immediate attack from all quarters; he is detected
l)y a more subtle sense than vision, and instant
flight alone can save him.
Huber, to whose researches we are so much indebted in regard to
the senses of bees, made some very conclusive
experiments on that of smell, all of which we
have repeated with precisely the same results.
Like his, our first experiment was to ascertain
the acutenes of the sense.
concealed a
vessel with honey behind the shutters of an
open window, near the apiary. In our experiment, a small* box containing a portion of honey mingled with ale, and covered with a piece
of wire gauze, was placed at a distance of a hundred yards from the apiary, close to the bottom
of a hedge, where it was by no means conspicIn a quarter of an hour, a bee alighted
uous.
on the box, and in a few minutes more, while
this bee was eagerly exploring and striving to
gain an entrance, several more joined it. The
can was then raised and admission given; and
after the first visitors had gone off with a bellyfull, the feeders increased in the space of an
qvfisitc

that

we must

We

hour to hundreds.

To diversify the trial, Huber procured four
small boxes, to the apertures of which, large
enough to admit a bee, he fixed shutters or
valves, made of card paper, which it was necessary should be forced open in order to gain
admission. Honey being put into them, they
were placed at the distance of two hundred
paces from the apiary. In half an hour, bees
were seen arriving carefully traversing the
boxes, they soon discovered the openings,
pressed against the valves, and reached the
honey. Tliis is a striking instance of the delicacy of smell in these insects, as not only was
the honey quite concealed from view, but its
;

effluvia, from being covered and disguised in the experiment, could not be much
diffused.
We repeated successfully the same
experiment. In fact, after the first trial, we
had no doubt of the issue of the second; for if
once the sense of smell in the bees ascertained
the existence and situation of the honey, we
had seen enough of their ingenuity in other
cases, not to doubt of their success in obtaining
entrance. In endeavoring to ascertain the precise situation of the organ, there is considerable difficulty, and our curiosity cannot be easily
gratified, without some sacrifice of bee-life.

odorous

Huber's experiment to ascertain this point,

is

of interest, and we recommend a perusal
of the account of it as detailed in his work.
He dipped a pencil in oil of turpentine, a subfull
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stance very disagreeable to insects, and presented it to the thorax, the stigmatfe, the abdomen, the eyes, and the proboscis, without the
bee betraying the sliglitest symptom of uneasy
It was otherwise when he held it to
feeling.
the mouth; it started, left the honey by which
it had been enticed, and was on the point of
taking flight when the pencil was withdraAvn.
He next tilled the mouth with flour paste, when
the insect seemed to have lost the sense of smell
Honey did not attract it, nor did
altogether.
offensive odors, even the formidable turpentine,
annoy it. The organ of smell, tlierefore, appears to reside in tlie mouth, or in the parts depending on it. To those who may wish to repeat this experiment, we would recommend
that they previously deprive the bee under operation of a portion of its sting, which may be
easily done by forcing the insect to extend it,
and then snipping it ofl'with a pair of scissors;
the excision will not vitally injure the insect,
and will give confidence to the experimenter.
cannot conclude this disquisition on the
sense of smell in bees, without gratifying our
readers by extracting from Dr. Be van's work,
a remarkable instance of its acuteness and delicacy; and which was communicated to him by
the son of the gentleman who was the subject
of it. It is generally believed that bees have
an antipathy to particular individuals, arising,
probably, from some peculiar odor about them,
which, though not discernable by or unpleasant
to man, may be so to this sensitive insect: "M.
de liofer, Aulic Counsellor to the Grand Duke
of Baden, had for years been a proprietor and
admirer of bees, and rivaled Wildman in the
power he posscsed of approaching them with
impunity. He would at any time search for the
queen, and taking hold of her gently, place her
on his hand. But he was unfortunately attacked
with a violent fever, and long confined by it.

We

Color in Insects.

On the subject of color, many vague and crude
ideas have prevailed, and much that appears
very nonsensical has been written. Latreille is
the least theoretical Avriter on the subject, and
he, for some reason not clearly explained, excludes .(/rct^H from the list of colors.
Without,
hoAveyer, criticising the vicAvs of others, Ave
will, in a fcAV Avords, explain our OAvn.
Black in all its varieties, appears to proceed
from the absence of color, and can be produccnl

by the exclusion of light. Diflerent hues of
black may be produced by throwing shade on
other colors, h. deep shade of broAvn on blue
Avill produce an indigo; on red Avill produce
a broAvn, &c.
Thus blacks and broAvns originate in nature by a deficiency of light.
White is the presence of light, and the completeness and perfection of color; other colors
are subsidiary to it, and component parts requisite to its perfect developement.
The component parts of white are six red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet. If these
colors be arranged around a circle, it will occur
at once to persons unaccpiainted Avith optics
that this location of colors is in accordance with
nature:

—

Red,
Violet,

them with all the confidence and pleasure which
he had felt on former occasions; when, to his
great surprise and disappointment, he discovered that he was no longer in possession of their
fiivor; and that instead of being received by
them as an old friend, he was treated as a trespasser; nor Avas he ever able after this period
to perform any operation with them, or to approach within their precincts, without exciting
Here then it is pretty evident,
their anger.
that some change had taken place in the Counsellor's secretions in consequence of the fever,
which though not noticeable by his friends, was
offensive to the olfactory nerves of the bees.

Ditnbar.

OnANGE,
^vT^^rE,

Blue,

Telloav,

Green.

On

his recovery he attempted to resume his favorite amusement among the bees, returning to
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In tracing these colors round the circle it
will be evident that there is no gap.
Neither
of the six color.s could be omitted, or its place
occupied by another. It Aviil also be noticed
that red, yellow,

and blue are of greater integ-

than orange, green, and violet, which are indebted for their characters to the color on either
side of them.
Further, it will at once be admitted that a white is equally related to all; it
partakes of the characters of all, and is composed of all, besides having a perfection and
rity

superiority peculiar to itself.
The folloAving tests of the peculiar variations
of these colors, as developed on the surface of
insects, will be found useful in reading technical descriptions.
Blacks piceous ov piceus, the color of pitch;
atrous or ater, the color of liquid ink; it is also
occasionally Avritten aterrimus; nigrous or nigcr, the color of lampblack; fuliginous or fuliginonus, the color of soot; blackish or nigricans^
is an impure black; smoky or fumous, as if

—

Waldridge, a German writer, says he saw
forty large bee hives filled with houcj', to the
amount of seventy pounds each, in one fortnight, by being placed near a large field of buck-

wheat

in fluwcr.

Water

an

article essentially necessary, in
Inrge quantities, for bees during the brooding
Thej'- cannot subsist and nourish their
season.
young if they cannot have access to water.
is

tinged with smoke.
BnoAVNS fuscous or fuscuD, the color of the
otter;
bay or badius, and (.'hestnut or castuncus, are nearly identical; they both imply a
color like that of seasoned mahof^any, or a bay

—
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horse, or a horse-chestnut; testaceous or tc^taceux, or lateritim, are synonomous, but used
with rather a diversity of meaning from authors
being unacquainted with the meaning of the
words in Latin. The color to which they should
propcrl}' be confined is that of brick-dust. Ferruginous or ferrugiyicovs, is rust-colored or
brown with a good deal of red iir it.
Keds rufous or rufuo, the color of copper;
sanguineous, or sanguineus, is the color of
blood; rubrous or ruber, is a clear, unmixed
red;
miniatous or miniatus, the color of red
lead; coccineous or coccinens, is the most brilliant red, the colorof the blossom of the horseshoe geranium; roseous or roseus, is the color
of the rose: puniceous or ptmiceus, is a red,
inclining to orange.
Yellows golden-yellow, orange, ar aureus,
the color of an orange; croceous or croceus, the
color of the blossom of a crocus, rather brighter
than orange: flaveous or Jlavus, a pure, unmixed yellow, the color of the blossom of a sunflower; stramineous or stramlneus, paler than
the last, the color of straw; but rather brighter
and purer; sulphureous or sulphurcus, a pale,
delicate yellow, the color of powdered brimstone; luteous, or luteus, the color of the yolk
of an egg: lutose or Zj^/Iosms, the color of yellow
clay; tawny or fulvus, the color of the lion.
Gkeen glaucous or glaucus, is that pale
grey green Avhich is the usual color of the sea;
prasinous or prasinus, is the color of the leaves
of leeks; olive or olivarius, is the color of
olives, a dull green, or a green with brown
in it.
Blues caeruleus or cmruleus, is the color of
the sky; cyaneous or cyaiieus, a pure brignt
blue, the color of the blossom of the (Jentaurea
Cyanus. This color has been erroneously described as that of indigo.
Cjcsious, or castas
is an impure, greyish blue; violaceous or violaceu<, has a mixture of red in it, and is preclselj'
the color of the purple violet; frosted ov pruinosits, expresses that color which objects possess when covered with a light coat of hoar
frost; it may be said to approximate to a blue
grey.
Whites albous or albus, is a pure white;
whitish or albidus, is a dirty, or impure white;
grey or canus, the color of grey hair, and more
properly confined to descriptions of hair; cinereous or Ci?ie?'e2fs, the blue grey color of ashes;
cretaceous or cretacmis, the white of chalk, or
white with a slight tint of yello^v' ochre; niveous
ovniveus, is a brilliant, snowj' white.
Besides these there are various metallic colors common in insects, as silvery or argantius,
brassy or cheneus, likewise Avritten aneas, and
then used to imply a bright gold-green; the
Latin word smaragdinus implies a still more
intense degree of the same color; coppery, or
cupreus; and steel blue, or chalybeus.
Tlie degree of intensity in a color is usually
implied by the addition of an adjective; thus
saturatus implies that a color is very deep and
full; dilatus implies that it is pale; again, Imtus,
very bright, and obaoletus, very dull or indistinct, are contrasted in the same manner, and
may, by altering the termination, be used ad-

—

—

—

—

—

verbially; thus Icte, cvprexts, obsolete, glancds;
saturatus and dilutvs do not allow this change.
diversity of color occurs very frequently in
the same insect, and the shape or limit of a color
is impressed by a descriptive word; as a spot,
or macula, signifying a roundish or angular
mark, not elongated in any direction. Asa-ipe,
or plaga, is the term used when the spot is more
elongated; a fillet, or a vitta, is a longitudinal
stripe, and a band, or fai^cia is a transverse
one.
The terms used to express shape should be
precisely in accordance with those used by the
Latin authors. Their copious language may be
readily applied to any figures which we maymeet, and technical nomenclature in this branch
of the subject involves the description in obscurity instead of elucidating it.
The characters impressed in the surface of
the skeleton are highly important, and afford
excellent guides for the discrimination of species.
As a more minute detail of these appears
indispensable, the following are the principal

A

variations:

Smooth, Icevis, or Icemgattis, is when the surface is perfectly smooth, without depression or
elevation; shining, nitidus, or lucidus, Avheu the
surface is polished as a mirror; rough, asper or
scaber, when covered with an irregular rugosit}';
pustulose, or pus tulosus, when covered with pustules resembling those occasioned by the small
pox; rauricated, or muricatus, is when these
pustules are pointed, and ecMnatus when they
are produced into spines; verrucose, or verrucosus, when covered with tubercles resembling
warts; punctured, or j)U7ictus, is when the surface has the appearance of having been thickly
punctured by the point of a pin, the pin not
passing through, but simpl}' making impressions; punctured in lines, or striopunctus, is
when these punctures are arranged in longitudinal lines; reticulate, or reticulatus, when tolerably smooth, yet covered with something like
network; vermiculate, or vcrrniculatus, when
covered with tortuous markings like wormeaten wood; striate, or striatus, is when marked with longitudinal impressed lines; and punctostriatus is when these lines are themselves
punctured; caniculate, or caniculatus, is when
the impressed lines are coarser and deeper than
the foregoing; and sulcate, or sulcatus, is when
still deeper, resembling furrows; lineate, or Uneatus, has lines in the same degree as
striatus, but the lines instead of being impressed; are raised above the surface; keeled, or car
inatus, is when these raised lines are fewer and
more elevated; and chained, or cateaatus, is
when the space between two impressed lines is
divided into oblong elevations, and is supposed
to resemble a chain.
surface is called lomentose or lanuginosus,
when covered with a thick down; sericeous, or
sericaius, when the down is short, thick, and
silky; villose or Hllosus, when the surface is

they are

A

covered with longer and more distinct hairs;
hirsute or Jiirsuius, when covered with long,
shagg}'' hair; crinite or crinitvs, Avlien the hair
is

very long and thin; squamous, or squameus,

when covered with

distinct scales.

Newman.
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an apiary of a dozen hives in the shortest

time.
4.

He who

wishes to become an intelligent, pracbeekeeper must, in the first place, acquaint
himself thoroughly with the natural history of
the insect not as it is hitherto tauglit in treatises on entomology, but as it is presented in
the works of scientific apiarians. Without such
knowledge, well digested, he will be continually liable to make mistakes
doing what he
should not do, omitting to do what he ought to
do, or doing it at the wrong time.
Let this be
his preparatorj' study, and having thus qualified himself for work, let him in the following
spring, say the month of April, purchase two
good .stocks of bees, such as are well stored
with honey and contain much brood. They
should be procured from an apiarj^ at legst a
mile distant from l\is residence, and should before purchasing, be subjected to an examination on some mild day when the bees are flyin"briskly*.
Stocks whose bees are flying in and
out freely, carrying in pollen plentifully, and
showing not only life, but spirit and energy,
should be picked out for further scrutiny. Turn
up such a hive gently, and wiiile doing so judge
by its weight whether it is still well supplied
with honey; puff" a few whiff's of smoke among
tical

The particular method or system to be adopted
and pursued in practical beeculture, depends
in part on the honey resources of the district,
and in part on the pecuniary resources of the
In a poor honey district it is not adapiarian.
visable to begin operations on a large scale,
especially if other bee keepers are already engaged there in the business. And as the establishment of an apiary, even on a moderate scale,
involves the investment of some capital, whoever would engage in the enterprise should be
well assured that he possesses the means requisite for its due prosecution to the extent he conwould advise every beginner
templates.
to s'art with a small number of stocks, especially if he is yet a novice, who must of course
expect to pay tuition fees, in the form of dissppointments and losses, before he can hope to
become an expert. If he begins with a small
stock, his losses can in no event be heavy, and
will be amply recompensed by the experience
acquired.
He should also, at the outset, fix on
a definite number of stocks, in his own mind,
to which he will limit his proposed apiary, that
he may have a precise object in view to the attainment of which his eff'orts may be directed.
As he proceeds in increasing his stocks, he
should determine that the greater portion of
them shall always be devoted to the accumulation of stores, and the smaller onlj^ to the multiplication of colonies the latter being intended
as the reserve from which the former are to be
re-enforced or increased, as occasion demands
or his own purposes require. He may, from
the first, aim at a larger or smaller number in
the aggregate, extending or reducing his stock,
But it
as time and experience shall justify.
must ever be a fundamental maxim with him,
that beeculture is not to be prosecuted at haphazard, but conducted on a Avell-digested and
systematized plan. He will thus seek to restrict and repress natural swarming, so as to
make it subservient to his own views and insuppressing after-swarms altogether,
terest's
when feasible, or reuniting them with their paIt is only by controlling and regurent stocks.
lating the natural impulses of the bees, that he
can turn their labors properly to account. Yet
he must at all times be prepared and willing to
make some seeming sacrifices to secure the ultimate prosperity of his apiar)'. He must not
expect to increase the number of his colonies
largely and reap a bountiful supplj' of honey in
the same season. Honey must remain a secondary object with him till his apiary contains the
desired number of strong stocks; and a very
rapid multiplicatien of stocks can only be attempted by one who is able and willing to incur
the expense of liberal and prolonged feeding
Avhich is always attended with trouble and expense.
propose now to give the needed instructions to enable a beginner who proposes to cultivate bees on a moderate scale, in cottage
hivss, to manage them successfully, and estab-

We

—

—

We

—

—

the bees to drive them back, and see whether
there is brood in the worker combs, and ascertain whether there are bees enough remaining
to fill the passages between at least four of the
combs. If no brood can be seen in the worker
combs, or if what is seen is capped with protuberant convex covers, the stock should be rejected, as either having no queen or one producing drone brood onfy. But if brood sealed
with flat covers is seen in the worker combs,
and the hive is populous, with plenty of honey,
or the seller will guarantee that there is enough
of the latter in store to carry the stock safely to
the middle of May, there can scarcely be any
risk in purchasing it, at such price as is current
in the neighborhood.
It will be much cheaper,
in the end, to pay a very liberal price for stocks
that bear rigid examination, than take feeble
or ill-provided ones as a gift.
When the purchased hives are to be removed,
they should be inverti-d in the evening, aftei
the bees have ceased to fly, and a piece of coarse
muslin or liuen drawn tightly over the opening
so as to confine the bees, and' secured by fasten
ing it to the sides all round with small tacks, so
that not a bee can escape during the transportation; and the hives, remaining thus inverted,
may be carried at night, in a light spring wagon, without injury to the bees, to the place designed lor them. When arrived at their new
home, the bees must remain confined till the
hives have been turned again and each set temporarily on three triangular blocks placed equidistanv on the bottom boards designed to receive them thus elevating the hives about one
inch above these. The tacks in the Irout must
then be drawn, and the cloth drawn doAvn on
that side, to give the bees a free passage.
If
this is done gently, few bees will come out, and
the entire mass will soon become quiet, and the
cloth, with the supporting blocks can be taken

—
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early the next morning. If the weather
and mild on the following day, the bees
will tly and soon begin to gather pollen, as
though no removal had taken place; and they
may be permitted to work without interference
If,
lill'the approach of the swarming season.
on the contrary, the weather be cold and raw,
it
will
as it not unfrequently is at that season,
greatly encourage the bees, and promote brooding, if a spoonful or two of honey be given to
each of the hives every other evening, till they
are able to gather supplies from abroad.
For the enlargement of the incipient apiary
Bwarms are now indispensable, and the apiarian must use means to place his hives in a conStimuladition to produce these seasonably.

away
be

fair

tive feeding is eminently conducive to this end;
for swarming depends on the early and abun-

dant production of brood, which always keeps
even pace with the supplies of pasturage, when
a colony has a healthj^ and prolific queen. But
if, as is ordinarily the case, bees are dependent
for their supplies solely on natural resources,
brooding will usually, and in many districts invariably, be commenced so late in the spring,
that the colonies remain too weak to avail them-

selves properly of the early pasturage however
abundant it may be; and the young bees, when
they do make their appearance, prove themThe
selves consumers rather than producers.
hoped-for swarms not only fail to come, but the
stocks themselves remain too feeble to work to
advantage when the spring fairly opens. To
obviate this, the bees should be stimulated to
commence brooding freely, as early as practicable in April, by feeding them on the evening of
every other day Avith a mixture of two parts
honey and one part water, slightly warmed.
Feeble stocks, deficient in stores, should be liberally fed with this diluted honey, giving them
a gill as a dose at first, and gradually increasing
the quantity to half a pint. When honey can-

not be procured for this i)urpose, good brown
sugar dissolved in water, and boiled down to
the consistence of syrup, may be used as a substitute.
Baron Ehrenfels was in the habit of
feeding all his stocks in this manner, ever}^
spring— not excepting even such as had ample
stores remaining, though to such the food was
administered only every third or fourth even-

prevented, and both colonies will become good
stocks, capable of being wintered without fall
feeding.
The same course must be pursued
when swarms issue in the following year increasing the apiary to eight stocks, and probably doubling it the year after. Then, if the bee
keeper has concluded not further to enlarge his
apiary, a different mode of management must
be adopted, to turn the labors of the bees to
account.
Increase X^y swarms does not, however, usually proceed thus systematicall}' and by rule
especially if the purchased hives Avith which
the bee keeper begins his operations, were kept
In selecting
in large magazine or store hives.
stocks, therefore, it is judicious not to choose
such as are contained in very large hives.
Those of smaller dimensions are preferable, if
in good condition, populous, and having produced a swarm the previous summer, or a second swarm of that summer, in equally good
Such stocks have
condition in all respects.
young queens, and the latter sort moreover
have new combs. Nevertheless, with all this
care and caution, and despite of stimulative

—

feeding, swarms do sometimes fail to come
especially in seasons when spring pasturage

happens to be unusually abundant. What islo
be done in such event? The only resource, then,
is to drive out a swarm from each hive; but a
novice in beekeeping should not undertake to
do this, except with the advice and aid of some
experienced person; though we shall fully deThe
scribe the process in a future number.
driven swarm must then likewise be set where
the parent stock stood, and the latter moved to
It is very advana new location in the apiary.
tageous, when practicable to place swarms,
whether natural or driven, in hives furnished
with clean empty combs. This effects a great
saving in time and honey. If a comb containing brood can also be given to a swarm, it will
be" very serviceable indeed; and swarms thus

supplied will rarely desert their domicile.
There is still another process by which the
enlargement of an apiary may be more rapidly
eifected; but as it is somewhat hazardous and
requires experience and great expertness in the
operator, we cannot recommend it to a beginBy adopting the above more simple mener.
ing.
thod, he incurs little risk, though a year or two
if they have not previously been removed,
more may be required for him to reach the
all supers and ekes must at this time be taken
point at which he aims. The more expeditious
away, and access to surplus honey receptacles method alluded to, while it may prove successbe prevented. Excepting during the warmer ful, depends on sa many coutingencies that it
hours of the day, when the bees are flying, the often ends in disappointment and verifies the
It can only
entrances of the hives should also be kept warm adage that "haste makes waste,"
or contracted to confine the heat, as an ele- be resorted to when the season is unusually
vated temperature is now desirable. Brooding propitious, and in a district where pasturage
will then be greatly promoted at a period when abounds every year; for should cold and wet
the bees would otherwise remain to a great ex- weather prevent the bees from gathering stores,
tent inactive; and strong swarms may be look- the abxmdance and even superabundance of
ed for soon after spring pasturage becomes nectar which the district might furnish are of
abundant, if the season bo at all propitious.
no avail. Eapid multiplication, in such cirWhen a swarm has issued and is hived, the cumstances, would be ruinous, unless the stocks
present slock must be immediately removed to be properly reunited and fed not only liberally
a new location, as distant as practicable in the but lavishly. "Furnished lodgings," moreover,
apiary, and the swarm substituted in its place. which are simply advantages in the case of natAfter-swarming will thus almost in variably be ural or driven swarms, are altogether indispeu-
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sable if this precarious "royal road" be chosen. plan may be advantageously resorted to when,
for some special reason, the preservation of the
The process is as follows:
The two purchased stocks are to be permitted young ciueeu is desirable.
By the process just described, an experienced
to swarm naturally, or a swarm is driven out

manner, both havins: previously been put under "high pressure" by
stimulative feeding.
The parent hive is, in
each case, not only to be left standing in its
original place, but only about two thirds of the
swarm, or if it be a weak one, only about one
half of it, must be hived, and the residue of the
bees returned to the parent stock. The consequences of this is that the latter will speedily
send out one or more afterswarms. The more
certainly to secure this result, the parent stock
must, moreover, be fed moderately, every evening, even in fine weather, and more plentifully
if the Aveather be foul.
hive thus treated will
commonly yield two or three afterswarms the
feeding being continued regularly after the issuing of each. If the first or second of the afterswarms is very populous, a portion of the bees
must be returned to the parent stock, as in the
first instance; and the afterswarms must in no
case be set adjoining the parent stock, but placed
in as isolated positions as practicable, that the
young queen returning from these excursions
may not be lost. These second swarms must
likewise be plentifull}- fed, or, better still, furnished with worker combs containing honey.
If such combs cannot Ite procured, the feeding
must be continued regularly during the summer,
in order to stimulate liie bees to fill their hives
with combs, provide stores for the coming winter, and seal up the honey in the cells.
It is
essential, too, that smaller hives be used, alike
for the prime swarms and the afterswarin.
Those for the former >iiould be ten or twelve
inches in diameter; those for the latter should
not exceed eight or nine inches. The bees will
more spe;dily fill such hives with combs, and
thus be housed more compactly and more comfortably iluring the winter, which is highly important lor their preservation.
Afterswiirms are apt to prove troublesome
and vexatious.
Sometimes they will desert
their hives repeatedly after having entered.
of each in the usual

A

—

Sometimes they will "fly around in all directions, refusing to settle, and finally return hurriedly to the parent hive; or if they do settle
in a cluster, many bees will speedily leave and
return to their old home.
Even after the lapse
of twenty-four hours similar scenes will again
be enacted, thus involving great loss of time
and honey. This results from the fact that
afterswarms are frequently accompanied by
several young queens, each of which has her
adherents, and each dreading her rival. Thepru(lc;iu course, therefore, is to'place such swarms,
immediately after being hived, into a cool and
dark cellar or chamlK-r, and letting it remain
there till the following morning.
By that time
tiie supernumerary queen or queens will have
killed,
been
and the bees have accepted the
This mode of settling the question
survivor.
of sovereignty, is less troublesome than that
which is sometimes adopted in such eases, of
Bteepiug the swarm in cold water, aud then
picking out the surplus queens thoutrh this

—

and expert bee keeper can multiply stock more
rapidly than that recommended by us. But it
requires unremitted attention aud care, with
very liberal and protracted feeding. Its adojition can only be excusable when the object is
to fill up an apiary rapidly, and the apiarian
has abundance of honey which he is willing to
devote to that end. Nor must it, even in such
case, be persevered in after the prime object
aimed at has been accomplished, for it is precisely the reverse of a rational system of beeculture which contemplates the production of
honey. This method, too, is especially precarious, when it is necessary to force the afterswarms by driving, which sometimes happens
when, from change of weather or temporary
dimunition of pasturage, they fail to issue; or
when after issuing they refuse to settle, or return again to the parent hive. Forced swarms
must, in such a case, always be put in hives
furnished with combs and honey; sent to a distance of at least a mile and a half from the apiary; and well fed subsequentl}\
All these difficulties and vexations, to which this process is
peculiarly exposed, are avoided if we adopt aud
adhere to the one we have first described and

—

recommended.
After the apiarian has attained the normal
stocks he proposes keeping in his
it ten, or twelve, or more
nudtiplication of colonies is no longer to be the primary
object with him.
These are now to become
subsidiary to the production of honey and wax.
Nevertheless, should a swarm occasionally issue from one of his stocks, he will hive it as
usual, aud set it in the place of the parent stock,
removing the latter to some distant place in the
apiary.
Next year one or both of these may be
treated either as swarming or as store stocks
for the former of which purposes about one
third of the whole number of stocks in the apiary are thenceforward to be annually reserved.
These are to be managed in the manner already
described, as from them the store stocks in the
apiary are constantly recruited, so as to keep up
a nearly uniform number of productive colo-

number of
apiary— be

—

nies from year to year.
The remaining two
thirds now assume a different character, are
kept in larger hives, and are subjected to a different mode of management.
Store or honey hives must be of greater capacity than swarming hives. The latter are,
with us, usually from ten to twelve inches in
diameter, and from fifteen to twenty inches
high.
The former we have from fifteen to sixteen inches in diameter, and from twenty-tour
to thirty-six inches high, being composed of
sections or ekes each six or eight inches high. So
long as our chief endeavor is to increase the
number of our colonies, we use the smaller divisil/le hives; but when our efforts are directed
to the producliou of honey aud wax, we resort

The bees must
to liivL'S of ampler dimensions.
consequently be transferred from the former
kind to the latter. We effect this, at the opeu-
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Xn^i lioney season, l)y placing one of the
sections of the larger size under the small hive
All these sections or
containing the slock.
ekes are of equal size, without bottoms, and
with an opening six inches square in the top.
The bees, being thus provided with enlarged
room early in the season, will rarely incline to
swarm; but will usually fill two or more such
sections with combs, l)rood, and honey, in the
coin-se of the second summer. In the following
year additional sections are setunder from time
to time, beginning at the opening of the seasou, and continuing the enlargement till the
The original
hive is thirty-six inches high.
small or narrow hive is now to be removed,
and its contents appropriated, if the bee keeper
is satisfied that at least forty pounds of honey
remain in the store hive, after the removal of
The bees are now
the original swarming hive.
wholly in the large-sized or store hive, the opening in the upper section of which is to be closed
with a suitable cover, when the removal is

ing of

made.

The transfer having thus been etfected, we
have populous colonies, in well-filled, well-supplied, and spacious domiciles, and are prepared
thenceforward to prosecute beeculture steadily
with an eye to pecuniary returns.
There are three fundamental rules on which
success in bee culture in cottage hives, in districts of the second or third grade, depend.
The first is never prune away empty combs
or parts of combs, in the lower sections of either
swarming or store hives, unless they have beccnne very mouldy. Nevertheless, if a section
has not b. en entirely filled with comb, it must
be removed in autumn. It should, however, be
carefully preserved and replaced under the hive
in the spring; for the production or renewal of
comb involves much labor and a large expenditure of honey all of which can be saved, if the
bees can be furnished with clean empty combs
at the opening of the honey season.
The second rule is, the store stocks must invari ibly retain a double portion of honey for
their winter's supply; that is, each must have

—

pounds of honey

in reserve, at
winter, in a locality
twentj^ pounds are usually deemed suf-

at least forty

the

commencement of

where

the latter has the advantage, moreover, that it
is equally suited to the wants of swarm stocks.
But it may be urged that when we hare secured
the full number of colonies which we propose to
maintain in the apiary, we shall have them all
in the warm positions in which they were placed
while we were engaged in multiplying stock;
and the inquiry will be, how are we to change
the location without losing many bees, as these
will return to their accustomed stands, and thus
weaken the colonies? Some would sujipose that
after the bees have been confined to their hives
for nearly three mouths in winter, they will
have forgotten their previous location and may
safely be transferred to any other ])osition in
the apiary without risk of loss.
This is not altogether correct.
have placed stocks in a
dark chamber from the middle of November to
the end of March, then removed them to a new
location, and still many of the bees returned to
their former stand in a neighboring garden,
and were lost. To guard against such occurrences, and yet remoTethe store hives to a more
shady locality, where they are to remain permanently, we transfer each parent stock to the
desired place, immediately after a swarm has
issued, and set the swarm where the parent
stock stood.
may repeat, however, that it
is not absolutely necessary to have distinct
stands for the swarm and the store stocks; because the former should not, anj'' more than the
latter, be exposed to the sun during the heat
of the day. Any airy situation, with an eastern aspect, when the "hives are shaded by trees
in the afternoon, is well suited foreither or both
kinds of stocks. In the absence of trees, recourse may be had to a temporary roof or awning, to shield the store stocks from' the sun after
ten o'clock in the forenoon.
As the store stocks are or ought to be very
populous, it becomes necessary, whenever their
hives are filled with comb and brood, that they
should have plenty of fresh air at all times,
otherwise the bees will be constrained to cluster
on the outside, hanging there idly. As a ready
means of ventilation, all our hives are provided
with openings in the top, six inches square, covered with wire gauze. Over this a piece of

We

We

board

is

fixed,

which we remove when ventilaand place over the gauze an

ficient.

tion is required,

The third rule is, store stocks nmst never be
permitted to swarm. Swarming may be prevented by placing your stocks in some well
shaded and well sheltered location; by giving
your bees ample room early in spring; and by
having the hives duly ventilated.
That internal heat promotes swarming is a
conceded point, and if the hives be exposed to
the direct rays of the sun, the internal heat
must be greatly augmented. Hence hives intended to produce swarms should stand in warm
situations, though not exposed to the direct rays
of the sun, because such exposure compels them
frequently "to hang out" idly without producing the anticipated swarms. Store stocks, on
the contrary, should always be placed in cool
situations.
For them the northern or northeastern side of a building or wall, or tl)e shade
of ft spreading tree, is to be preferred, wlvile

inverted box, bowl, or flower pot, to exclude
This suffices for circulation of the air,
light.
and light being excluded, the bees do not close
up the"meshes of the gauze MMth propolis. The
larger the opening in the top the more effectual
the ventilation; butifthe weather be very warm,
and the population very dense, more room may
be required. In such case we lift the top board
and interpose an empty section between it and
This facilitates the removal of
the main hive.
impure air, and furnishes circulation in all parts
of the hive. The wire gauze on the top must
be kept covered by an inverted empty box, to
exclude light. This arrangement is very efficient and useful during the warm weather; but
should a sudden reduction of temperature take
place, it will be well to lay a piece of stout cloth
on the wire gauze, to keep in the heat. The
section thus introduced serves the doubk' pur-

•
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not so readily discovered in the spring, as in
smaller or feebler stocks. The queenless bees

pose of aiding ventilation, and providing storeroom for surplus honey to be removed in au-

Should the season, though warm, i)r()ve
so unfavorable that the bees fail to fill the section even partially with honey, it should be
removed about the" middle of August carefully
preserving any empty combs it may contain.
If filled with combs and honey it may still be removed, provided it be ascertained, on careful
examination, that the main hive contains at
least fortj' or fifty pounds of honey
the quantity always to be regarded as indispensably requisite for the proper wintering of a colony.
To guard against mistake in this matter, we in-

tumn.

—

of a strong stock will often fly as briskly when
the spring opens, and carry in pollen as plentifully as others; and their destitute condition
will not be readily detected by a novice in bee
culture.
When discovered, the evil may be
remedied by introducing the queen and bees of
or reserve colony Avintered for the
nucleus
a
purpose the combs and stores of which may
be given to an early spring colony, or preserved
for the use of the afterswarms we may choose
to preserve.
Beeculture in cottage hives must be conducted in the manner here described, if we would
secure regular and permanent success in second-rate honey districts.
must ever restrict our operations to some definite or normal
number of store colonies, though the actual
number in the apiary may at times be greater
or smaller, according to seasons and circumstances.
neglect of or departure from this

—

—

variably weigh every empty hive and mark its
it, as also that of the movable bottom board. There are, moreover, two other
points which must be taken into consideration
namely: that in old stocks the combs are always heavier than in new ones; and that they
likewisecontain more pollen. We always make
an allowance of fiA'e pounds for the ditference

weight on

We

—

!

I

between such hives.
When by the nadiring process a store hive
has reached its normal height of thirty-six
inches, no more sections are added below, but

!

A

rule, is literally keeping bees at haphazard, and
looking to chance for luck. The result will be

I

a decayed and ruined apiary, and thorough disgust with the whole business. Let every novwe revet to Kupering introducing sections ice carefully read, and re-read and ponder what
above, in the manner just described. Formerly we have stated in this article. It contains, inwe af/ded sections indifferently, above or be- deed, the very quintessence of beeculture, iu
low, as seemed most convenient at the time; such districts, whether cottage hives or movrepeat not the
but ^o;jg experience has satisfied us that the lat- able comb hives be used.
ter -iijodepf enlarginii- at times injuriously dis- hive hut the sf/stem is the essential matte)', though
places the brood conilis, and is besides objec- of course the more convenient and well adapted
tionable as frequently causing an undue pro- the implements are, the more easily can our
portion of drone comb. Vfe now invariably mauiptdations be performed and our system
enlarge by supering, that is, by inserting sec- applied. The intelligent reader will therefore
tions above, alter the ^^tove hive has been raised readily excuse some minuteness of detail, and
to the normal height of thirty-six inches by na- the introduction of remarks and suggestions
The same objection has been urged perhaps more appropriately pertaining to some
diring.
against the use of narrow hives for swarms, other brancii of the subject.
few words now, in conclusion, as regards
and subsequently enlarging bj^ giving them sections of larger dimensions. But we have never the i^rofits which may be expected from the
adoption
of the system here proposed. This
found this disadvantageous in practice. Unusually large swarms may, indeed, with perfect consists exclusively of the honey and wax with
our
which
bees can supply us; for the traffic in
propriety be at once placed in the wide hives;
but it is then indispensable that they be fed lib- Italian queens suits only those who have time
It inerally in an unfavorable season, to enable them to devote to it and skill to prosecute it.
volves so much trouble, risk, disappointment
to build a sufficiency of combs to fill the hive,
and
vexation,
that
the
Baron
of
Berlepsch
and
and store it with honey enough for its support.
Mr. Hubler have long since abandoned it as a
If, on rare occasions, a swarm happens to issue from one of our store hives, we at ouce re- losing business, and others are preparing to
move the parent stock to a distance, and set the follow their example: The sale of supernuswarm in its place, as before directed. But this merary stocks may indeed be turned to good
seldom becomes necessary, as long experience account, by those who are so situated as to be
has taught its that bees kept in wide and tall able to multiply stocks rapidly, and can find a
But
hives, and managed as we are in the habit of ready market for all they have to spare.
managing ours, have little disposition to swarm. it is to his honey and wax that the true apia\'f(i must,
however, notice a circumstance rian must look for his profits, and if he devotes
which is apt to occur with stocks thus kept to beeculture the same assiduity and attention
from swarniing, and which consequently do that are given to other pursuits by intelligent
and dilig'ent men, he may confidently look for
not renew their queens as frequently as others
that is, the gradual decrease of the queen's fer- satisfactory results from his enterprise.
tility, and her death from superannuation.
If
Repeated observations show that the secrethis takes place in the month of October, or still
later in autum, when young queens cannot al- tion of honey is powerfully iufluencesd by the
ways be successfully reared and fertilized, the electricity of the atmosphere: and bees never
colony is apt to perish. It is one among the labor more actively than during humid, sultry
ew disadvantages connected with large and weather, or when a thunder storm ieappropohopulous stocks, that queenlessness iu them is Ina:
I

;

—

I

i
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For the American Bee Journal.

On

the Impregnation of the
Queen Bee.

The readers

of the

Eggs of the

American Bee Jounxal

probably be surprised to learn that the true
office of the spermatheca in at least one insect,
was known nearly two hundred years ago. M.
Debeauvoys, in his Guide de L'Apiculteur, 6th
edition, Paris, 1863, page 301, says: "In 1630"
(date should be 1669) "Malpighi tigured and
described in the female moth of the silk worm
the organs of generation with such precision
that modern works give nothing new on the
•will

subject."

In volume 2d, of Malpighi's works, which
were published at Leyden, in 1683, is a treatise
on the silk worm, dedicated to the London
In this treatise, which is wonRo3'al Society.
derfully accurate and minute, the external and
internal organs of the larva and male and female moth are very fully figured and described.
Plate 12 contains, on a highly magnified scale,
a drawing of the ovaries and spermatheca (or
as he calls it, icterus^) of the female moth, with
their adjacent parts.
On page 40, he says, (I abridge his minute
description, ) that he found a vessel opening into
the oviduct, which he believed to be the receptacle for the male sperm, and from the contents
of which the eggs were impregnated as they
passed from the ovaries.

Taking some eggs from the ovaries of an unimpregnated moth, he found that all which
were above the spermatheca remained of the sulplmr color which characterises unfecundated
eggs, while those which were taken from the
oviduct beloic the spermatheca, assumed the
violet hue, which is the proper color of imjiregnated eggs.
To make the demonstration of the proper
office of the spermatheca more complete, he attempted to fecundate artifieiallj' the eggs taken
from the ovaries, eitlier by applying to them the
contents of tlie spermatheca, or the sperm taken
from the male moth. This experiment failed
because lie seems to have been ignorant of the
fact that the eggs, when exposed to the air, became too dry to admit of impregnation.* Malpiglii, having failed in what he thought, if successful, would have been a most happy experiment, {maxima experieiMi felicitas) committed to the members of the Royal Society the
further elucidation of this subject.
One of
them, as will soon appear, completed the experiment by artificially impregnating the eggs
of a virgin moth at the moment they were ex-

truded by her. This author by making no mention of Malpighi in his minute account of his
own experiments, failed to give to his able predecessor that credit to which he was so eminently entitled. '^Sttum cuique^^'' "his own to
each" should br a sacred motto to all observers

and inventors.
*Iu lSo2, as described in my worl: on bees, edition of 1S.")7,
laade an attempt lo fecundate artificially some eg^'s laid by
queen
bee iu drouu colls, and failed from the same cause.
a
Some years afterwards this was successfully done by PonI

tolV iu Gerroany.

Swammerdam,

in his great work, Biblia NaLeyden, 1737, described very minutely
and accurately the generative organs of the drone
and queen bees, giving a highly magnified
drawing of the ovaries of the queen, with their
dependent organs. If he had only thought of
applying his microscope to the contents of the
spermatheca, which organ he had so beautifully
depicted, he would have been spared his vain
attempts to prove that the eggs of the queen
bee were fecundated by a seminal atmosphere,
(aura seminalis), to produce whicli he thought
required the large number of drones usually
found in a hive.
Bazin, (see Debeauvoys, page 304,) who in
1740 had the charge of communicating to the
public some profound observations of Reaumur,
turce,

referring to Malpighi, was certain that the fecundation of the eggs of the queen bee was
accomplished in the same way with those of the
silk moth, by being bedewed with the sperm
which was lodged in the sperm reservoir. It
seems strange to us, with our present knowledge, how such demonstrable matters, so important in their practical relations, could have
been so long overloolicd, not only by beekeepers, but by the most scientific entomologists.
Arthur Dobbs, in a letter published in the
Transactions of the Philosophical Society for
1750, vol. 4, p. 536, seems to have been tlie next
person to suggest that the c^ueen had a permanent seminal receptacle. On page 548 he says:
"There are two vessels described by Swammerdam in the mother bee, whose plate M. Reaumur has given in liis Memoirs, one of which is
placed betwixt the two lobes of the ovarium,
which he supposes to be a bladder to contain
air; the other is a special vessel seated close by
the common duct in which tlie eggs fall from
the lobes of the ovarium, which he supposes to
ooze out a juice to moisten the eggs in their passage.
I take one of these, but most' probably
the last, to be the reservoir and repository of
the male sperm wherein it is lodged in the act
of coition, until the eggs are enlarged and pass
through the adjoining duct from the two lobes
of the ovarium."
The celebrated John Hunter gives a highly
interesting explanation of the way in which the
eggs of the queen bee are impregnated from the
contents of the spermatheca. It may be found
in an article entitled "Observation on Bees,
by John Hunter, Esq., F. R. S., Read Feb. 23,
1792;" see volume 82 of the Transactions of the
Philosophical Society, pages 128-195.
The following extract from Professor Siebold's work, "Parthenogenesis," shows that
at the time of the publication of that work
he could not liave read either Malpigi, Bazin,
Dobbs, or this article of Hunter's.
"Although the representation of the male
and female sexual organs of the bees have been
copied from Swammerdam's Biblia Natures by
various writers upon these insects, and consequently the facts established anatomically
were communicated to the apiarians, yet for a
long time these truths could not boast of a recognition by all bee keepers. These entomologic investigations probably did not appear sufficiently
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significant to tlie apiarians, because there Avcre
many things in the history of the reproduction of the bees, which could not be explained with this knowledge of the sexual relaMany practical apiations of these animals.
rians looked upon this anatomical proof of the
sexes of bees merely as tlieorctical stuff, and
returned to their so-called practical way, which
they imagined to be the riglit one, without regard to these facts, preferring to explain the
different sexual functions in a perfectly arbitrary and unnatural fashion, according to their
still

:
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own

individual and often very limited views.
After I had, in the year 1837, ascertained the
existence and siguificalion of the seminal receptacle in female insects, and in 1843 called
attention to this reservoir of the semen in the
queen bee, by the functions of which many phenomena in the reproductive activity of the bees,
which had hitherto remained problematical, or
had been incorrectlj'^ explained, might be properly conceived, these investigations exerted no
particular influence upon the perverted views
of most of the apiarians.
They probably paid
no further attention to them, as theoretical
stuff, and j-et by the recognition of the function- of the seminal receptacle, a phenomenon
in the bee-hive which had been a source of wonder from time immemorial, could now be correctly explained."
In Hunter's article, pages 185, 186-188, are the
following remarks: "In the introduction to this
account of bees I observed, that several things
in their economy might escape us if we considered them alone, but might be made out in ot'aer
insects; an instance of this occurs in the impregnation of the female bee. The death of the
males in the month of August, so that not one
is left, and yet the queen to breed in the month
of March, must puzzle any one not acquainted
with the mode of impregnation of the females
of most insects.
Insects, respecting the males, are of two
kinds; one, where the male lives through the
winter, as well as the female, and tJ\^ other
where every male of that spesies dies before the
winter comes on; among which maybe considered, as a third, those where both male and female die the same year. Of the first, I shall only
give the common fly as an instance; of the second, I shall just mention all of the bee tribe;
and the third may be illustrated in the silkworm The mode of impregnation in the first,
is its being continued uninterruptedly through
the whole period of laying eggs, Avhile in th«
second, the copulation is in store; and, in the
third, the female lays up, by the copulation, a
store of semen, although the male is alive; of
this I shall now give an explanation in the silkmoth, which may be applied to the bee, and
many others. In dissecting the female parts
of the silk-moth, I discovered a bag, lying on
what may be called the vagina, or common
oviduct, whose mouth or opening was external, but it had a canal of communication between it and the common oviduct. In dissecting these parts before copulation, I found this

bag empty, and when
folmdit

full."
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To know whether theliagin the female silkmoth, whi-'h increased at Ihe time of copulation, was filled with the •^emen of the male, he
made the following experiment:
"I took a female moth as soon as she had escaped from the pod, and kept her on a card till
she began to lay. I then took females that were
fully impregnated before they began to lay, and
dissected out that bag Avhich I supposed to be
the receptacle for male semen; wetting a camel's hair pencil with this matter, I covered the
ova as soon as they passed out of the vagina.
These ova were carefully laid on a clean card,
and kept till the ensuing season, when they all
hatched at the same time with those naturally
impregnated. This proves that this bag is the
receptacle for the semen, and gradually decreases as the eggs are laid."
In a note on page 180, Hunter says that
"all these experiments on the silk-moth were
begun in the summer of 1767," thus showing that
seventy years before Siebold, he was acqiiainted with the existence and signification of the
seminal receptacle in female insects.

From

his

remarks on page 172 it is evident that he believed
the queen to be impregnated in the open air.
That an unfecundated female could lay eggs
which would produce drones only, and tliat
all unfecundated eggs produce drones, is nearly
all that we know on this subject in addtion

what we find suggested by Malpigi, Bazin,
Dobbs and Hunter.
The production of males from unfecundated
eggs is the discovery of the celebrated German
to

apiarian, Dzierzon, and while it has thrown a
flood of light upon many hitherto mysterious
points in the physiology of the honeybee, some
of which eviclontly perplexed the mind of Aristotle more than 2,200 years ago, it has been of
ereat importance to the bee keeper in the practical management of his apiary.
Prof. Joseph Lcidy, of Philadelphia, examinod in January and February of 1852, the sperma-

theeas of two fertile queens taken from my
apiary. See my communication in the Proceedings of the Society of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, for February, 1852, p. 49.
He also
made a microscopic dissection of a drone-laying
cpieen in the autumn of the same year. See 1st
edition of my work on the honey bee, published
in May, 1853, pp. 37, 43. In August of the same
3'car, see 8d edition of the work, he made an
examination of a j'oung cpicen which had the
male organs still adhering to her. In this dissection all the essential characteristics of the

impregnated and unimpregnated spermatheca
were acurately set forth.
Before these examinations, Dzierzon had set
forth their characteristics as seen by him with
His conjecture that the poison
the naked eye.
bag in the worker becomes the spermatheca in
the queen, shows that he had not at that time
made any use of the microscope. Still he is
entitled to full credit for his acute observations,

and any one can repeat them both upon impregnated and unimpregnated queens. I frequently
make such dissections both with and without
the microscope, for the gratification of those

who

visit

my apiary.
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Until the publication of Siebold's ParthenoIhought that Prof. Leidy's wna the first
microscopic dissection of the spermathecas of
the queen bees; and therefore the tirst to put
all the facts upon the basis of complete demonFrom Siebold's work, which is full
stration.
of the most interesting details on this subject,
it appears that in 1843 he had made microscopic
dissections upon the spermaMiecas of impregnated queens. The first microscopic examination made in Europe of the spermatheca of a
drone-laying queen was by liCuckart, in IMarch,
1855, on a subject furnished to him by the Baron Von Berlepsch. In July, 1853, Berlcpsch
sent to Siebold a queen caught entering her
hive with visible marks of sexual intercourse.
1 have thus given for the information of {"he
bee-beeping public, all the essential facts with
which 1 am acquainted, on points of great practical importance to every apiarian, some of
geneiiis, I

which seemed so directly
had hitherto been regarded
phy.siolog}-, that

to overthrow what
as first principles in

only repeated and unquestion-

able demonstrations could establish them.
L. L. Langstkoth.
Oxford, Butler Co., Ohio.

Whilst the season contmues favorable for collecting honey and pollen, bees labor from dawn
to dark; and that they never cease to gather
stores for their magazines, is not however from
a foreknowl(Klge tliat a season is approaching
when their harvest will be denied them; bul
they are furnished by nature with an impulse
for obtaining their lood, without thinking or
being capable of thinking, of any precautionary measures for that purpose. Their nature
requires that thej- should gather honey and pollen,

and they accordingly do

so.

Speaking of the antennse of the queen bee,
that according to experiments,
"the amputation of one did not effect her instinct; but if both were cut off near the root,

For the American Bee Journal.

Do young

queens ever make hymeneal excursions prior to the third day after being established as the head of a colony?
Apis.

[The general impression, based on observation,

is,

that such excursions are not

there
sion

be-

after

may

be exceptional cases when ihe excurmade within a day, nay, within an Hour,
the young queen leaves the royal cell

is

"On

the morning of the 2Gth of June, 1863, I

heard an emerged queen teeting in a hive from
which a prime swarm had issued on the 17th
of that month; and I heard, also, clearlyand
distiuctlj', the quaicking responses of two other
young queens yet remaining in their cells. I
"heard this repeatedlj'^ from five to eight o'clock
in the forenoon.
At about nine o'clock the
expected swarm issued, accompanied by two
queens, one of which I immediately seized and
killed.
After hiving the swarm and placing it
on its stand, which may have taken thirty minutes, I returned to the parent hive to make my
customary examination. I had scarcely got
there when I saw a young queen issue and perambulate the alighting board, preparatory to
making her intended excursion. As I intended
to Italianize that colonj', I caught this cjueen
and destroyed her, substituting for her a fertile
Italian queen, which was at once kindly received and accepted."]
For the American Bee Jonrnal.

Huber remarks

these privileged beings, these mothers, so much
the object of consideration, lost all their influence; even the instinct of maternity disappearTheir eggs were no longer deposited in the
ed.
cells; their mutual animosities were forgot; they
passed close together without recognizing each
other; and the workers themselves seemed to
participate in their indifference."

made

young queen is
at least three days old.
Recorded facts, however, show that there is no definite and uniform period to which this can be limited; and
the following statement given by Mr. Stary, in
a late number of the Bienenzeihtng, shows that
fore the third day, or until the

Wintering Stocks.
Query.

— Can beesbe Avintered

to advantage
Walls of plank, with
eighteen inches of saw dust between them? If
so, how many stocks in a room twelve feet

in a house buil

t

as follows:

square, eight feet high, Avell ventilated, in total
darkness, with eighteen inches of sawdust on
floor and in ceiling?
P. W.
Carthage, Ind.

[We thinkthat stocks in good condition, when
evident that bees act in concert, that
their operations tend to one general object, and
that they are aware of its being fulfilled. All
this cannot be done without some mode of communication with each other; but as all their performances are in the dark, it is extremely diflicult to conceive how they can know each others
proceedings.
It is

Heat is the great principle which animates inand cold is the bane of their existence.
Heat has great influence in promoting the hatching ind maturing of the young brood in spring,
by which a cokmy ia rendered mfore uunreroud.
sects,

introduced, would winter well in such a repository.

The room would probably accommodate

We cannot
speak from any experience of our own of this
mode of wintering bees, having always kept
our own stocks on their summer stands the
year round. ]
sixty stocks, if properly placed.

It seems to be a matter of some doubt and uncertainty whether bees enjoy the sense of hearing; but their organs of sight appear to be very
perfect, espocrally as rospectB distant dbjects.
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Foulb.rood, as it presented itself
hives, did not occur in only one or two
cells; but in all the combs the greater portion
of the brood, in the various stages of developement, alike in sealed and unsealed cells, Avas in

tageous form.

in

my

a putrid state. In some of thi; cells the brood
had only recently died; in others the putrid
matter becoming dried up had been cast out
by the bees, as was evident from the dark
brown fcetid powder found on the bottom

The disease had therefore existed sevweeks already, perhaps several months,
We learn from various quarters that this nau- when it was discovered. Nay, in one instance,
seous and fatal malady is becoming more widely when the bees were in a common straw hive,
and their diseased condition was not ascerdiffused in the country, and that the medicatainad till late in autumn, its treatment had to
ments and modes of treatment resorted to for be deferred till spring, so that a large portion
its eradication and cure have either proved inof the affected combs remained in it during the
whole winter. The disease extended from the
cflBcient, or partially unavailable.
of the combs to near their base, though here
We never had more than one case of the gen- tip
and there some few patches of healthy brood
uine disease in our apiary, and that occurred were interspersed. Very few bees were hatched,
about two years ago, under circumstances which the population of the hive was constantly deprecluded any attempt to investigate its char- creasing, and the offensive odor issuing from
boards.

Foulbrood.

eral

acter or

employ

anj^ of the

remedies recom-

mended or suggested. We were about leaving
home when its existence in one of our colonies
was discovered, and could only direct that the
bees should be immediately suffocated, the combs
burned, the hive scalded, closed, and placed

This
was done, and the disease was thus prevented
from spreading to other colonies in our own or

where bees could not have access to

it.

neighboring apiaries, as no symptoms of foulbrood made their appearance there since:
Where and while the disease is still confined to
a single colony,

we would

advise the prompt

adoption of the same process, as the least troublesome and ultimately the cheapest mode of
Only where it is already extenarresting it.
sively diiiused in an apiary or in a neighbor-

hood or district, would we be willing to resort
to any of the proposed remedies or experiments
for its extirpation.

And

for the benefit of bee-

keepers thus situated, we copy from the proceedings of the General Convention of German
Apiarians, held at Briinn, in Austria, in September, 1865, the following statements made by
the Rev. Mr. Schiebele, of Schonburg, in Moravia:

"I regard foulbrood as originating in reality
from a diseased condition of the bees. Of this
any one can easily satisfy himself by the fact
that a foulbroody colony, if transferred to a
clean hive and constrained to build new combs,
is by no means cured, though it may have been
first made to suil'er hunger and then fed with
pure honey. In such case the malady will cerU'.iulj' re-appeav, unless it has been of very retiu' origin and resulted from chilling the brood

--"us

killing

it

luic |Uir."raciiou

— and

this

reached an

was removed

be-

Uii'cctioas or con-

the hive, proclaimed the existence of foulbrood
in its worst form.
"The process which has, with me, been invariably successful in effecting a cure, is as follows: Drive out the bees and cut out all the
combs so completely that not a cell shall be left,

and new combs will have to be built. The queen
having thus no immediate opportunity to deposit eggs, reti>rn the bees to the hive and let
them remain in quiet till the fallowing mornThey will at oace proceed to cleanse the
ing.
interior, preparatory to resuming regular work.
Now boil in water some thyme and balm leaves,
say a handful of each, taken in a green state if
procurable, adding a few leaves of Socatrine
Strain the liquor through a cloth, add
aloes.
an equal quantity of pure honey, and boil down
to the consistence of syrup, skimming it careThen scrape or pulverize a
fully the while.
piece of asal'cetida of the size of a hazelnut,
and another of camphor, of the size of a large
pea, adding half a teaspoonful of epsom salt.
Mix the whole well, and pour on it a pint of
the previously prepared decoction, adding two
or three drops of oil of turpentine, and stirring
While yet lukewarm,
the whole thoroughly.
give this to the diseased bees in a common feeding box. The odor of the honey will at once
attract them, and as they are now hungry, they
In a short time,
will greedily partake of it.
however, most of them will retire in apparent
disgust, though hunger will induce a number
of them to continue eating, till a fourth or third
part of the first dose is carried up. The remainder of this prepared food must then be
warmed, and offered to them. The smell of the

and camphor having by this time
thoroughly pervaded the hive, and the bees
having become accustomed to it, the food will
asaftetida

be carried up nearly as fast as cells are
They will appropriate more
built to receive it.
and more of it at each successive feeding, and
in a short time readily take up all that is offered.

now

Whenever
the

the feeding box needs replenishing,
cumphor remaiuing depo3-

asi^fcetida, aujcl
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in it, must be stirred, a little more Epsom
added, before the warmed food is poured
Care
on, and the whole well stirred again.
must be taken while feeding, not to attract the
bees of other colonies, so as to induce attempts
at robbing, as the bees under treatment are not
in condition to resist an attack successfully.

By

its purity; and several young queens
have already been sent to England.
We understand that arrangements have been
made to bring this variety to this country at an
early day.
It differs from both the common
and the Italian bee, in size and marking, and
is stated to be quite as gentle in temperament

will soon manifest the efficacy of this treatment;
and the healthy development of brood will

pure.

that the cure is tnorough, though the bees
continue in the hive in which the disease origi-

fasciata

itecT

salt

their more energetic and active flight, and
by the speedy renewal of their combs, the bees

show

nated.
I submit this prescription, which I have always found effectual, that other beekeepers in
whose apiaries foulbrood prevails, may also test
though I feel entire confidence that none
it
will make the experiment without satisfactory
results.
I may add that I do not presume to
say tliat all the ingredients mentioned are indispensably required, but hitherto I have not omitted any, when preparing the mixture the whole
used together, as directed, having always accomplished a thorough cure."

—

—

Mr. Schieberle does not believe that the infection is communicated by the use of honey
derived from stocks in which the disease exists.

One of his colonies having accidentally obtained access to such honey, carried the whole
of

becoming

diseased.

also states that he has used such

honey in

into their hive without

it

He

feeding healthy stocks without injurious results.
His opinion is that the diffusion of the malady
efiected by diseased bees, which emigrate
from infected stocks to such as are still healthy,
and abide there. Respecting the original source

is

or cause of the disease, he hazards

His communication was received with great
applause by the convention.
foregoing article was put in
learned that at Pforzheim, in Ba-

(lC^"Since the

type,

we have

as the latter, while the breed is

den, a colony of bees sufl"ering from foulbrood
has been treated in the manner directed by Mr.
Schieberle, and that no symptoms of this disease
were perceptible weeks afterward, though the
newly built combs contained an abundance of
sealed brood.

more

easily kept

accounts of this bee — the api»
—in Prof. Gerstaker's essay on the geographical distribution of the honey, and on Mr.
Vogel' descriptive treatise — from which we

We

have

full

s

shall furnish

our readers with such

the next and succeeding
nal, as

cannot

fail to

numbers of

details, in

this jour-

prove interesting.

We learn that an extension of the Rev. \j. L.
Langstroth's patent for his movable comb hive,
has been granted by the Commissioner of Patents.

By

the terms of the patent laws the ex-

seven years from the 5th day of
October, 1866, inclusive. See hts advertisement

tension

on

is for

the cove}'.

C^We propose preparing,
successive

of

all

numbers of

the

and publishing in

Bee Journal,

a list
the existing patents relating to beehives,

with

illustrative drawings, and giving the
claims in each case in detail. This will enable
our readers to inform themselves of the peculiar
features of each invention, and to understand

precisely

what the patent

no conjec-

ture.
"

serving

is

intended to cover.

The study of the natural history of the bee
furnishes useful instruction to the human mind.
The singularity of the means which the Author
of nature has chosen for preserving the species
of bees, is particularly observable. The mothers, which in almost all other instances, are ihe
watchful and tender nurses of their young, we
find in this instance only give them birth ""'The
duty of rearing them is committed to substitutes,
the workers, and these, as nursing mothers, manifest precisely the same afiection towards the
young of their species, as we observe in the
real mothers of other animals.

Through the agency of the "Society of Acclimatization," at Berlin, in Prussia, the variety of the honey bee prevalent in Egypt, has

working bees that form the great
on which the welfare of a hive principally
depends.
Without their incessant aiil, the
males, the queen, and even the brood itself,
would quickly perish. And while the presence
of a queen is essential to their safety, thej^ are
no less requisite for her preservation.

been imparted and introduced in Germany.
Mr. Vogel, of Custrin, in whose charge the imported colony was placed by the society, has
been successful in multiplying stock, and pre-

any uncleanly substance to remain in their
hives.
Some of them act the part of scavengers by freeing the hive of all nuisances.

It is the

The Egyptian Bee.

class

It is

contrary to the nature of bees to suffer
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For the Acerican Bee Journal.

For the American Bee Journal,

Introducing Queens.

Profits of Bee-ke^piiis,

the plans given to introducing queens,
and consider it one of
the most successful ones: Destroy the reigning
queen, and as soon as the young queen raised
hy the bees has destroyed all the queen cells,
and before she has become fertile, destroy her
also.
Secure the queen to be introduced in a
queen cage; place her among the bees; leave
her thus for twenty-four hours, and then liberate her, and she will be well received nine times
out of ten. The queen must have honey in the
cage.
It will not do to depend on the bees to
feed her.

I will give you a few figures about
bees
for two years.
On the 4th of August, 1864, I
bought at a sale two hives of Italian bees for
thirty dollars
|30.00
April, 1865, I bought five extra hives,

Of

all

I prefer the following,

The reason why

I think this plan is the best,
that the bees have last been acquainted with
an unimpreguated queen, and will more readily
accept a fertile one. I have often introduced
queens after depriving the bees of a queen just
hatched, and without confining her, with good
success.
But let this be attempted when a feris

laying queen is removed, and we will fail
nine times out of ten. The disposition of the
tile,

bees,

however,

is

so various, that

no rule can

be given that can always be relied on. I will
give an instance of a stubborn colony that came
under my observation this season. A swarm
of bees was deprived of its queen. In four
days tlie queen cells were all destroyed, and a
caged Italian queen introduced. The bees refused to receive her for four days, when they
had no more power to raise queens. The queen
was then released. Next morning I found her
dead on the floor board. Another Italian queen
was given them in a cage. They could not be
induced to accept her. When the queen was
taken away, the bees manifested all the symptoms of queenlessness, and the most stringent
attachment to the queen. They would rush out
of the hive, and fill the air in every direction
in search of her.
The cage was then placed
on the limb of a tree, and the bees soon clustered around her the same as a swarm.
I then
liberated her, and returned the bees to their
hive.
In an hour after I found the queen enclosed in a compact cluster of bees, and in the
last extremity.
I thought I would try Mr.
Hubler's plan, as given in the first volume of
the Bee Journal. I fumigated the bees to
such an extent that some of them did not revive, and placed the queen among them. Next
morning I found her dead.*

New

R. B. Oldt.

Berlin, Pa., September

39, 1860.

» Probably tills queen had been fataUv injured when enclosed in the cluster from which she was rescued bflbrfi the
fuiaigation of the workers.
Ed.

»

Bees

«

a»

t

!

some part of their stores from
commonly called honey dew. This is an
exhudation found on the leaves of trees in
very hot, sultry weather. The chestnut and
oak are the principal trees which produce this
substancein any quantity. It is often found
also, on the maple, the sycamore, tlie linden'
the hazel, and the bramble.

what

collect

is

'

my

Langstroth's patent

25.00

April, 1866, I bought ten hives of

I. I.

Rossels and extra boxes

40.60

Total expenditure in two years
$95.00
Contra, Cr.
In the summer of 1865, I sold honey
amounting to
$40.00
Used in the family
30.00

And

sold two stocks for
Sept., 1866, sold honey to date, for....

Honey on hand worth
Used in the family
Have on hand seven stocks, (for
which I am ofi'ered $35.00 each,) worth
Eight hives not used
Total amount

30.00
50.00
40.00
20.00
140.00
32.00

$382.00

Balance

$287.00

The first season, 1865, I had five swarms from
two old stocks; and in the second, only two
swarms from five stocks. One stock that did
not swarm, gave me fourteen boxes of honey,
each containing five and a half pounds, or seventy-seven pounds in all. My hives are at this
time all full of bees and honey.
E. D. P.
Dayton, Ohio.
For the American Bee Journal.

To Preserve Queens and Queen

Cells.

For the benefit of the readers of the Bee
.Journal, I will give my experience in preserving queen cells and queens. It will be found
beneficial at least to those who have Italian
bees.
After the bees have swarmed, and just
before the young queen in the old stock is matured, cut out a queen cell.
Trim off the comb
from the cell as much as possible. Secure this
cell in a queen cage, made as follows: roll up a
piece of wire gauze large enough to fit around
a large closed thimble; I'asten together and secure to the thimble with thin annealed wire;
close the other end with a wooden stopper, first

the thimble with honey. The thimble
should have wire gauze over the opening, to
prevent the queen from bedaubing herself witli
honey. Apiece of honey-comb, with unsealed
honey in the thimble, would probably be better
than strained honey. The cage should be placed
in the centre of a hive in a perpendicular position.
A small piece can be cut out of a comb
The cage should bt; sevto receive the cage.
eral inches long when finished, to give the
queen plenty of room when hatched. The result and a few of the advantages arc these: the
queen will hatch, and if she have plenty of
honej^ she can be kept ^there till the reigning
queen begins to lay. If she should be lost, all
filling

,
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we have

to do is to liberate this confined queen,
and the bees are at once supplied with a substitute, which having the same smell with the

bees, will be well received.

We may thus

secure any number of queens,
that lose theirs.
But to the
apiarian that has Italian bees, this plan is of
still greater importance.
If a few queens are
thus secured, and the one that assumes the
reigning power in the hive is not of good color,
one of these can be substituted in her place;
and this noble race can thus be perpetuated in
its purity, with the least possible trouble.
I shall attempt to winter queens in this way
the coming winter.
Of course impregnated
queens must be chosen for the purpose.
process shall be the same as with the cells, only
a few bees will be confined with the queen. I
have no doubt I shall be successful, if the cage
is in the centre of the cluster, and the queen has
plenty of honey for her support. I hope others
will try to winter queens in the same manner.
If successful, we may often save valuable stocks
in the spring, that have lost their queens during the winter.
R. B. Olbt.
Berlin, Pa., September 29, 1866.
to supply

swarms

Italian queens.
Would they have been well
received if they had succeeded in getting in?
I intend wintering my bees in a clump, as advised by Mr. Langstroth. Ought I to confine
them to the hives? My hives have wire ventilation in the rear.
How many strong stocks would an acre of
buckwheat support while in blossom?
Concord, Mass., Sept. 18.
H. F. W.

Remarks.
Bees are by no means such inhospitable
creatures as was formerly supposed. This was
clearly demonstrated when the Italian variety
1.

was introduced.

If hives of Italians be placed

common stocks in an apiary they will
My among
speedily mingle, and individuals of the one va-

New

For the American Bee Journal.

I

have kept the honey combs of three hun-

dred hives, three years, in a room nearly air
tight, smoked with burning sulphur three times

riety will be observed in the hives of the other,
laboring as assiduously as though "to the manor
born" and originally domicilated there.
2. During the season when drones are bred
and tolerated by the workers, they will be well
received in any hive they may choose to enter
whether of the Italian or common stocks.

—

s. When wintered in a clump, cellar, or dark
chamber, bees should not be confined to their
hives.
The entrance must always be left open;
and if cottage hives are used, these should be
inverted, and left in that position till spring

opens.

4. Buckwheat is an exceedingly precarious
honey plant. In some soils and seasons it ena year. The doiffs were sealed tight, moth tirely fails to yield any; and the product isevery
proof.
year so dependent on circumstances beyond
Having the empty combs, I have taken from control, that it is impossible to say what numthree swarms of bees, seventy-five pounds of ber of stocks could be supported by an acre of
honey, worth $22.50. From a stock of Italians it while in blossom. Ed.
three hundred pounds or ninety dollars worth
was taken, and seventy-five pounds each from
Every living thing, from man down to an
two stocks that deserted or died last spring.
ephemeral insect, pursues the bee to its destrucJ. M. M.
St. Charles, III.
tion for the sake of the honey that is deposited in
its cells, or secreted in its honey bag.
To obFor the American Bee Journal.
tain that which the bee is carrying to its hive,
Bees have done tolerably well here this sumnumerous birds and insects are on the watch,
mer. One hive of Italians of Mr. Langstroth's
and an incredible number of bees fall victims

importation, in this neighborhood, produced
one hundred and forty-one pounds of surplus
honey, and another hive a large box nearly
full.

M. D.

Lewisburg, Ohio.
For the American Bee Journal.

Last June I clipped the wings of a black
queen to prevent swarming. Aboui a week ago
I noticed Italian workers entering and departing quite freelj'', and no signs that robbing was
being perpetrated. I could also sec them through
the observing glass, quite at home in the hive.
One of my neighbors has two hives which are
atiected in the same manner. One of his queens
is a young one-, and maj' have met an Italian
drone; but mine could not.
Can j'ou explain
the mystery?
Are drones allowed to visit any hive they
please? I have known Italian drones t'l be in
hives where the queen was a native; and have
seen dead ones that tried to push through a
non-swarmer tliat was applied to a hive to keep
blnck ones in, so that they might not mate with

in consequence, to their enemies. Besides this,
there are frequent changes in the weather, sudden showers, and violent gusts of wind; and
then there is the liability to fall into rivers; and
thus perish. Hence we may boldly assert that
few bees attain to old age, or die from an exhaustion of vital forces.

Bees have a sort of language among themwhereby they know each other's wants,
as in building their combs, unloading the laborThey also foreers, feeding each other, &c.
know the approach of a storm, and will sound
an alarm when anything injurious disturbs their
Such sounds will be instantly unhabitation.
derstood and answered by the whole hive.
selves,

Reaumur calculated that, within one hour,
throe thousand bees returned from their collections, to a hive whose population did not exand Ewammerdam
ceed eighteen thousand
found nearly four thousand cells constructed in
six days, by a new swarm, consisting of less
than six thousand workers.
;
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II.

Bee-Culture in Cottage Hives.
.

No.

5.

We remarked in the preceding

D. C.

No.

5.

or not, must always be set in the place where
the parent stock stood, and the latter removed
to a new location.
have already said that when increase of
colonies is our object, whether by natural
swarms or by artificial process, the stocks must

We

number

that,

in building up an apiary, the multiplication of
colonies must ever be regarded as a means, and
not as an end. The intelligent bee-keeper uses
it merely for the purpose of procuring in a
speedy, cheap, and gratifying manner, the full
number of stocks which he proposes to keep

be managed differently from what is proper
when they are designed to be made honey proWe have only to add now to what
ducers.
was then stated, that the annual increase must
be limited to oue swarm whether natural or
permanently; and thenceforward subordinates artificial from each stock and that all afterswarming must be absolutely prevented. This
it to his main object, the maintenance of a productive and profitable apiary. Unless he adopts rule is not to be restricted to poor honey districts
and inflexibly adheres to this as a fundamental only, but must be rigidly adhered to also in
principle, he must forego all expectation of those which usually yield fair honey harvests.
abundant honey harvests, making up his mind Only in first-rate honey districts can a deviation
to feed to weak swarms and reduced parent from it be permitted, and it must be borne in
stocks, the surplus honey which his non-swarm- mind that such districts are never found where
ing hives may yield. It is true that the num- highly improved agriculture has been introbe rapidly increased by duced and established. In all others the gov])er of stocks can
swarming and driving, but regular profit is de- erning principle must be inflexibly enforced,not
rived not from the number, but from the qual- to permit after-swarming in any case. Without
ity of the stocks he possesses. An irregular, un- this, bee-culture can never be made permanently
systematic mode of management, by which the a source of profit, but Avill speedily become a
apiarian becomes dependent in large measure losing business, as experience has frequently

on his bees, instead of having them dependent
on him, is precisely the prevalent and predominant evil among bee-keepers, and is sure to result in the swift destruction of their apiaries.

Undoubtedly years occur when, even in poor
honey districts, bees have an overweening propensity to swarm; but those are not the richest
honey-yielding years, for in the latter, the bees
indulging their uncontrolable greed for honey,
devote all their energies to the accumulation of
stores, filling up the cells so rapidly and so
generally that little space is left in which the
queen can deposit eggs. Thus swarming is prevented at a time when the wants of young colonies could be most easily provided for.
It is
altogether a mistake to suppose that, in this
matter of swarming, the bees iiave an unerring
guide in their natural instincts for it not unfrequently liappeus that the weather suddenly
;

changes and supplies fail a few days after a
swarm has issued, and it must then be liberally
This is one reason why
fed or it will perish.
the swarm, whether it came with our consent

—

—

;

shown.
After a prime swarm has issued, after-swarms
usually follow, if the parent stock is not transferred to a new location but they come very
When reading the treatises of
irregularly.
even experienced bee-keepers, we are led to
imagine that this whole matter of swarming
proceeds as it were by system, and many of
them name the very day when the after-swarms
Generally speakwill make their appearance.
ing, no such regularity is observed, andthe novice will soon discover that all calculations of
He will be told, also,
this kind are deceptive.
by some, that the first after-swarm is ahvays accompanied by a single queen only, because all
her rivals are guarded in their cells by the
workers, and not permitted to emerge till the
This, too, he will frefirst-born has departed.
quently find to be erroneous. The first afterswarm will sometimes return and re-enter the
parent hive, after having gone through the usual
demonstrations of actual swarming. The result is then great tumult and confusion in the
;
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hive, during wliicli other mature young queens
emerge, and internal discord is engendered,
eacli <iucen soon liaving its own party of adherents.
I have ofteiT been annoyed liy the behavior of such after-swarms, issuing and returning four or five times on the same day, ejecting

and be enabled to furnish a strong after-swarm.
But this would, in fact, be promoting and not
preventing after-swarming, and is thus diametrically opposed to the system which we advocate.
Certain it is that of the large num-lier of parent
stocks which we have transposed in this manner, not one even became enfeebled, and all of
them proved to be excellent honey-stocks in
the following year.
They will recruit sooner,
and more rarely become queenless, than if they
had remained in their original position.
The result of all these observations is that the
multiplication of stocks must be carried on very
gradually in agricultural districts, and must
cease as soon as the bee-keeper has obtained the
full number of stocks which he purposes should
constitute his apiary.
Unless he does this, he
must not expect to derive profit from his bees.

on eacli occasion most of tlie honey with Avhicli
they were gorged. Besides tliis loss, there is,
moreover, Ihe loss of much ]irecious time and
;

when

actually leaves, we cannot
feel assured that the trouble and vexation is

the

swarm

ended.

After-swarming must therefore be prevented,
and this can be done by removing the stock
from which a prime swarm has come, to some
other location in the apiary, and placing the
swarm where the parent stock stood. With

very rare exceptions this process will prove
and it is conceded by all that the prime
Natural Swarming.
swarm is thereby greatly strengthened by returning bees, and will be more sure to tlirive
None but populous and well-supplied colonies
than one set elsewhere, while the parent stock can produce early and large natural swarms,
The only question is The chief means of promoting the issuing of
retains its old position.
whether the latter is not unduly weakened by such swarms is by stimulative feeding in the
the removal, since it loses nearly all the forag- spring, and contracting the size of the hive. Of
ing bees, except such as adhere to the brood these Ave have already treated at large, and
combs, as none that leave the hive on the en- shall now"merely add some special remarks.
suing three days in quest of either honey, pol1.
Several German authors of distinction
len, or water, Avill return to it, but seek the old speak of uvprepared prime swarms
that is,
location and join the swarm. Long experience such as issue before queen cells have been buiil
has taught us, however, that no real injury re- or capped. But since such swarms are regularly
sults therefrom, because for nearly three weeks followed by after-swarms, and they alwaj';)
after the departure of the swarm about a thou- constitute exceptional cases, we do not deen.
sand bees emerge dailj' from the brood cells, them deserving of i)articular notice, any nior(v
and several thousand of the old ones, engaged than the Lilipulian swarms described by Von
in nursing the brood, remained behind when Berlepsch, because these, too, are of rare occurNor is it likely to happen that rence in Avell -managed apiaries. We once
the swarm left.
the brood will be destroyed from want of ade- found one of the latter description, which had
quate warmth, since the temperature is usually settled on the leafless branch of a tree, in a glohigh at the swarming season, and the brood is bular mass'not larger than an ordinary apple,
known to be remarkably tenacious of life.
but soon returned to Uie hive
A few hours
Since ISoO, when we adopted this process, not later it issued again, and once more clustered
Wc noAV examined its hive, and
a hive in our apiary thus transposed has be- ou the tree.
come ciueenless; but it is indispensable that the found therein neither brood nor honey. It was
transposition be made imnwdlatcly after hiving literally a ine- (h'rant swann, and thus in reality
We have fre([ueutl}' been able to no swarm at all in the projier sense of the term,
the swarm.
catch the queen as she came out with the swarm. but a reduced and impoverished stock, conSuch
In such cases we remove the hive as soon astiie strained by famine to desert its home.
swarui has issued, and set an empty one in its usually seek admission in some better-supplied
place to receive the swarm when it returns, as colon.y, and are almost invariably destroyed in
As soon the attempt. Whoever undertakes to Aviuter
it quickly will on missing the queen.
as a considerable number of bees begin to fan at Aveak stocks Avill frec^uently have the mortificathe entrance of this hive, we gently place the tion to find some of them thus taking French
queen among them, and thus secure the swarm leave as the spring approaches.
without the trouble of hiving it or the risk of
2. There are no certain signs of sAvarming,
its absconding".
though prime SAvarms generally "hang out"
The Baron of Berlepsch suggests that a wet for some time before they leave, occasionally
cloth should be laid over the opening in the top coA'ering the entire front of the hive, or hangof the parent hive, and kept constantly damp, ing from the alighting board in a dense cluster.
because the bees require much water for their In hot Aveather this sometimes continues for
brood, and during tlie first two or three days Aveeks, and in the end no sAvarm issues. Even
those going for it fail to return. It may be a though drones are seen flying as early as ten
good, prudential measure, though we have o'clock in the forenoon, Avhen the returning
never resorted to it.
bees, honey and pollen laden, do not cuter the
It has also been proposed to remove some
hive, but mingle quietly Avith the outlying bees,
strong stock which has not swarmed, and does and Avhen individual workers are seen running
not appear likely to do so, and set in its place Avildly on the outlying mass, Avagging their abthe parent hive from which a sv,'arm has domens, all those appearances may prove to be
issued. The latterwould thus be reinforced from deceptive.
They are no certain indications
the surplus population of the removed stock. that a swarm will issue on that O.'^y. The surest
efficient,
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sign—though
oue

—

draw

is

when

still
uot a perfectly reliable
the outlying bees suddenly with-

into the hive

and gorge themselves with

Yet even this sign is usually of little
avail to the bee-keeper, as a premouitary hint,
because it may occur in his absence, and in a
moment the bees may reappear, rushing forth in
a steady stream, and the swarming is almost as
suddenly at an end so that the sign is nearly
useless if we are present, and of no value whatever if we are absent. The main matter is to
keep watch, from moon to eve; and he who depends on natural swarming must do so perseveringly, or he may in an instant lose that which
honey.

1

i

;

was long and anxiously looked
Whether a swarm has gone

for.

off' unobserved
can readily be determined by an inspection of
the stock. If the bees no longer " hang out,"
if comparatively few enter or leave the hive,
and work seems to be in a great measure suspended, we may conclude that a swarm has departed.
A close search should then be insti-

tuted, as possibly the fugitives may still be
found clustered somewhere in the neigborhood
on a tree or a bush, because first swarms commonly settle and pause before taking their final
departure.
All tliese remarks, however, apply
to first swarms only.
In after-swarms the
queens are generally heard Ueting before they
leave, but they issue more suddenly than first
swarms, and are also much more disposed to
decamp, the young queens being more agile than
the old ones.
Sometimes, however, the teetiug
is continued, at intervals, for several days, and
still

no swarm

issues.

Indeed, after-swarms

make

their appearance before the ninth
day after the prime, swarm has left. But sometimes weeks elapse before afcer-swarming ceases.

rarely

may, however, be regarded as a sure indication that it if; ended Avhen young queens,
either dead or expiring are found on the alighting
board or in front of the hive, early in the morning, or when others make their escape from the
hive, and are seen flying about the apiary.
If
the hive be then tipped up, clumps of bees may
commonly be seen between the combs or on the
bottom board, encasing supernumerary young
queens doomed to destruction by suffocation or
siarvation.
When there are no trees in close proximity
to the apiary, it may be advantageous to erect
a few poles, previous to the swarming season,
twelve or filteen paces in front of the stands,
and suspending therefrom, at an elevation of
ten or twelve feet, some pieces of black oak
bark, with the rough side turned towards the
ground. Experienced bee-keepers allege that
bees will readily settle and cluster on such suspended bark, and this may then be taken
down for the more convenient hiving of the
It

swarm.
3. It is scarcely necessary to remark that a
supply of empty hives should be prepared before the svv^armiug season comes, to receive the
swarms.
If they are to be painted,
this
should be done so early that thej'^ may become
perfectly dry and free from smell; betore they

are used.

Prime swarms rarely attempt to abscond,
usually settling on some tree or bush in the

:
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neighborhood of the
be what is termed a
oue_ issuing from a
lost its queen early in

apiary, unless indeed it
mujlug swarm that is,
stock that changed or
the spring, and has been
successful in rearing others.
Such a swarm,

—

having a young and uufecundatcd queen, and
thus resembling perfectly an after-swarm in
this respect, is apt, also, to be of the same vagrant disposition, especially if several queens
accompany it. But even second swarms com-

monly

settle before taking their linal departure
for parts unknown, and if then promptly attended to may easily be hived.
Squirting ^vater or throwing sand among the
swarming bees to induce them to settle, is sek'.om

serviceable and

may sometimes

be injurious
return hurriedly to the
parent hive. It is better to look on patiently
till they select a spot on which to cluster, and
then let them congregate without interference,
unless the place be one from which it would be
very inconvenient to dislodge them for hiving.
4. "When bees swarm, the bee-keeper should

by inducing them

to

remain perfectly calm and

collected.

Swarms

arc generally very tractable if taken in hand
immediately after they have clustered, and
there is then no need of a bee-hat or veil, as
they will not sting unless rudely treated. As
soon as the mass of the bees have entered the
hive prepared for them, it should immediately
be removed to the place where it is intended it
should remain permanently that is, where the
parent stock stood. The few individuals still
out will then promptly rejoin it, and those returning from foraging will not be constrained
to look for a home elsewhere.
If any bees remain on the hiving cloth or sheet, this should
be carried to the new hive, that these laggards,
which are mostly young bees, may unite with
the swarm, or they may be carried to the parent
stock and allowed to enter there, if this has
been greatly depopulated. They will aid in
nursing the brood.
Where a large number of stocks are kept in
oue apiary, ami they are managed in the ordinary manner that is, not managed at all, but
indulged in the "largxbt liberty," two or more
swarms will sometimes issue simultaneously and
cluster together. This rarely happens where the
business is conducted systematically, for though
in cottage bee-culture you cannot have command of the combs, you can still, to a great extent, control the bees, and subject them to your
own regulations. On the system which we pursue and recommend, few stocks are permitted

—

—

to

swarm, and after-swarming

is

prevented by

transposition.
Hence we are seldom annoyed
by double or triple clustering. But if it should
occur, and one or more after-swarms unite with
a first swarm, we put the whole in one large
hive, and set it in a cool dark place, giving it
ample ventilation, and on the following day remove it to the permanent stand designed for it.
But when several first swarms unite, and we
desire to separate them, we proceed as follows
Hive them unitedly, then spread a large linen
sheet on a level place or lloor, and set thereon
as many empty hives as there are swarms united,
underlaying each with small wedges to elevate
them suificientiy to permit the entrance of the
:
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bees, and placing the hives nearly equidistant
shake out
as far asunder as practicable.
on the sheet in front of each hive a portion of
the bees, proceding thus from one hive to another, till a nearly equal division has been made.
Then carry each hive to a dark chamber, and
if the bees in each remain quiet, the operation
1ms been successful, and they may, at dusk, be
removed to their allotted stands. But if the
bees, in any one of them, become restless, we
must renew the process by shaking out the quiet
portion once more, and letting them run into
two separate hives again. As the number of
bees is now much smaller, the queens may generally be seen moving forward in the crowd.
If only one is seen, she should be gently seized
and given to the hive which is restless and remains in the dark chamber. If only two swarms
had clustered together, the division will now
have been afi'ected ; but if three or more had
united, we may have to repeat the process till
all the queens have been separately secured. It
requires in expert to perform this operation
satisfactorily ; and without the assistance of an

Now

experienced person we would not advise a
novice to undertake it. When only two swarms
unite, we never deem it expedient to separate
them, as the united body is sure to constitute a
good stock, worth much more than two weak
ones.
5. Bees will sometimes continue to "hang
out" for weeks without swarming. This is particularly vexatious when honey abounds, and a
large number of workers are idling away their
time. In such cases we add a super to the hive,

or give the bees access to a surplus honey box,
thus enlarging the room. But if the hive is
populous, and the season favorable, we prefer
to cut the matter short by driving out a swarm.
The most convenient mode of securing a first
swarm is to capture the queen as she issues from
the Iiive. She commonly makes her ai^pearance
when half the swarm is out. There is then usually a brief pause in the outpouring stream;
then she issues, accompanied by a few workers, and may be caught on the alighting board.
As she should not be handled roughly, those
who fear she might be injured may secure her
unharmed by inverting a gill glass over her,
and shoving a small piece of tin or a thin card
between the glass and the alighting board, and
thus confining her. When the entire swarm
has Issued, the hive should imniediately be removed to some other location, and an empty
one resembling it substituted fofit. Then when
the returning bees are crowding on its front, liberate the queen at the entrance, and tliey will
promptly take possession of their new home
though, if there is an opening in the top of the
hive, we prefer introducing the queen there,
and immediately closing it.
6. Afterswarms, as has already been stated, are
to be prevented by removing the parent hive,
and setting the first swarm in its place. But what
is to be done when this has been neglected, and
an after-swarm issued and if, moreover, we do
not know from AVhich hive the after-swarm
came ? It is easy to ascertain whence it came,
if a few hundred of tiie bees be put in a narrownecked bottle, and its mouth be presented suc:

;

cessively to different hives. They will refuse
any of those from which they did not

to enter

come, but will at once commence fanning and
eagerly rejoin their parent stock.
They must
not, however, be reunited with the latter, as
that would almost certainly lead to the issue ol'
another after-swarm. Place it where the parent
hive stood, and give the latter a new location,
It may, howas in the case of a first swarm.
ever, be advantageously united with some other
colony, thereby strengthening this, and avoiding the probable vexation of having to nurse a
feeble stock.

The process is as follows The swarm should
be hived in a box or basket in the usual manner, and set in a cool, dark chamber till evening.
Meanwhile dig a hole in your yard or garden of
such dimensions as suit the size of the box or
hive which contains the swarm and that of the
stock to which it is intended to be united, and
six or eight inches deep. Soon after dusk carry
both hives thither, set that containing the swarm
on the pit, and by stricking a smart blow on it
with your hand, cause the swarm to drop into
it.
Instantly throwing the empty hive aside,
lift the other from its bottom board, and set it
over the pit, closing any holes or openings there
may chance to be between the hive and the
ground by covering the line of junction with a
strip of cloth or a napkin.
The bees of the
swarm will at once begin to hum, and immediately ascend and join. the colony placed over
them. Let them so remain till next morning,
and then replace the hive on its former stanu.
We have often removed them the same evening
as soon as the bees had ceased humming ana
were quiet. In this process of uniting it xs indispensable that the hive to which a swarm is
to be added, should be already at least partially
filled with combs, else both queens may be destroyed.
If it contains combs, its queen will
be as secure therein as in a kind of fortress, and
only the one pertaining to the swarm will be
destroyed as supernumerary.
This process,
:

lirst

recommended by

Spitzner,

we have

in-

variably found etiicient. it was known and practiced in Tliuringia for more than a century.
After-swarms, like stocks from which
7.

swarms have

issued, have young queens which
must leave their hives in order to become fertile, and hence are more liable to become queenless than first swarms and old stocks which fail
to produce swarms.
We have never known an
instance, in our apiary, where a first swarm be-

came

queeuless.

On

the contrary, stocks that

have produced a succession of swarms the same
season are very apt to prove queenless in the
end. These two kinds ot colonies consequently
demand constant and close supervision during
the swarming season, andlor some weeks after;
and the bee-keeper should at that period carefully avoid standing in ironl of such hives, so
as to obstruct the flight of the bees, particularly
in the afternoons Of fine days, as thereby queens
may be disconcerted and lost.
may finally adveit to a circumstance
8.
sometimes observed in the swarming season.
Bees are then occasiomillyseeu pass in and out
of crevices in walls, fissures in buildings, <uholes in hollow trees, frequenting such places

We
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from clay to day, but always forsaking them at
Gvcuing.
These are scouts or fourier bees,
busied in seeking and preparing quarters for
some inchoate swarm, which is sure to establish
itself there, if not seasonably arrested by the
bee-keeper when it makes its appearance. By
sprinkling some of these scouts with meal, we
may trace them to their home, and thus not only
learn from which hive a swarm is to be expected, but also be fully prepared for its receptioh

when

it

issues.

Artificial

Swarming.

Swammerdam

already, in his ''Bible of ]^ature,^'' mentioned that an intelligent bee-keeper
in his day possessed the art of supplying himself with cjueen bees at pleasure, and of producing four times as many swarms annually as
were usually obtained in his cold district. GrceiDcll, in his '' Braiuleburgiaii Apjyroved Bee-cul(Berlin, 1762,) taught how to make
ture,''''
swarms ^nd divide colonies, and in 1770, ScMrach published a special treatise on the art of
making artificial swarms.
Then followed a
large number of publications discussing the
subject more fullj% and suggesting improved
processes. But all these are now obsolete, having, with the sole exception of division by driving, proved worthless or injurious.
The hive best adapted for the multiplication
of colonies by artificial processes is undoubtedly the movable comb hive, because it enables

us to take out combs containing brood, honey,
and pollen at pleasure, and to furnish each artificial colony with such portions and proportions of each of these as seem to be required
and even to select brood combs containing
sealed queen tells and worker brood nearly maIt also enables us to select the requisite
ture.
materials from difi'erent hives, and taking from
;

each just that which

it is best able to spare.
of dividing stocks by severing one
or more ekes or sections from a hive by means
of a thin wire, deserves to be condemned and
rejected as causing a lamentable destruction of
bees and brood. No sensible bee-keeper any
longer resorts to it. Even that of using hives
virtually divisible into two equal parts, though
at first highly commended, has long since been
abandoned, as it was found impracticable to
divide the bees,honey and brood combs equally;
and in one or the other of the divisions the experiment was sure to prove a dead failure.
Where common cottage hives, or hives Avith
immovable combs are used, there is only one
sure mode of artificial multiplication that is,
by driving out the first swarms when these do
not naturally issue early in the season. But
the standing rule, to cease multiplying as soon
as the apiary contains the normal number of
stocks we purpose keeping, must be rigidly ad-

The mode

—

hered

to.

The means by which such normal

number may be reached

safely

and

early,

have

already been explained. But when once he
has supplies of honey at command, and can furnish hives with empty combs and the nccided
stores, the beginner had better buy from less
provident neighbors, such afterswarmsas have
fertile queens, and transfer them to his own
ready furnished hive. If such a colony, with

its

added
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supplies, should cost him three dolbe cheaper than to permit second
to issue from his own stocks.
To

lars, it will still

swarms
make artificial colonies himself requires
and labor, much watchful attention, and

care
con-

siderable skill in manipulating, and yet not unfrcciuently results in failure.
Knautf proposed to improve Schirach's method
of multiplying by superiug the hive in which
the brood combs were taken, on the inverted
hive from which the bees were to be transferred.
If the hives are precisely alike in size, so that
no vacancies occur between them, a mass of
bees will rise and cluster on the brood combs
during the night, while thus united and early
next morning they may be parted, the new colony set in place of the parent stock, and the
;

removed elsewhere. But this, too, was
found to be objectionable, as the new colony
which contained only some brood and bees sellatter

dom

prospered, ancl ofttimes failed to rear a
queen. Even if one or more sealed queen cells
were given to it, the impatience of the workers
usually caused their destruction before reaching
maturity.
In the case of a large stock. Bitter recommends a somev/hat similar process. The front
of the hive is to be removed, and reijlaced by
an eke or box of suitable size, and mh-nished
with worker comb. A week after, this may be
taken away and will contain bees and brood
sufl3cient to form a nucleus, which, by transposition with the parent hive, will be at once
placed in a thriving condition. But this method
also is liable to various objections.
If it
should happen that the old queen is in the added box or eke at the time of the removal, the
parent stock may become queeuless, and unable
to supply their loss from the want of suitable
worker brood; and if she is still in the hive
proper, then the inter, ded nucleus may not have
a sufficient supply of honey to maintain itself,
should unfavorable weather intervene while
rearing a young queen.
But if for sake of the experiment it be
preferred to increase the number of stocks by division, then select a po[)ulous colony well supplied with honey about the first of May, and
set it on an eke or sectional hive eight or ten
inches high, furnished with clear worker comb,
taking care that the direction of these combs
shall cross those in the main hive.
About the
first of June the eke will contain a large amount
of brood in various stages; then, by blowing a
little smoke in the entrance, the queen will be
driven up into the combs above, the eke can
be separated and treated as a nuclues after the
main hive is removed to a new stand. The
main object here is to retain the queen in her
old home, and that there should still remain in
a sufticieucy of sealed worker brood to recruit
the population after the removal.
The nucleus
should receive a super containing honey in
worker combs, to secure it against starvation
in bad weather.
This, too, is a troublesome
mode of operating, and is apt to fail in the
hands of the inexpert.
AVe greatly prefer division by driving to any
other mode; and if this be resorted to when by
the increase of population in spring, the bees are
it
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beginning to be constrained to "hang out" at
it can be expeditiously done, and seldom
fails to be successful. First drive in the bees by
a few whiffs of smoke, then remove the hive
some twenty or thirty paces from the stand, invert it and set over it an empty hive as nearly

night,

same size as may be, and tie a strip of
muslin around them at the line of junction, to
of the

confine the bees during the operation. Now
take two sticks or light mallets and commence
tapping or drumming below near the now inverted top of the hive. Continue to do so five
or six minutes; and after pausing a few moments
resume drumming, passing slowly around the
sides of the hive upwards, occasionally recomGorging themselves with
mencing below.
honey after their first alarm, the bees Avill commence humming and ascend in a regular stream
into the upper or empty hive, usually accompanied by the queen. In twenty or twenty-five
minutes from the commencement of the drumming the exodus will be complete and if it is
designed that the driven swarm shall remain in
the hive in which it then is, this may at once
be set in place of the parent stock, and the latter removed to a new location. Should several
days of bad weather ensue, preventing the bees
from flying, the driven swarm should be fed
with honey and the parent hive should have
some water given it. An empty decoy hive
should be substituted for the parent hive, when
The returning
it is removed for drumming.
bees will collect about it, and thus be kept from
joining other stocks and being killed.
This method is always successful, if the queen
accompanies the emigrating bees into the upper
But this docs not invariably happen,
hive.
and it is hence necessary to ascertain whether
she has passed vip, before proceeding to locate
them permanently. Return the old hive to its
former location to receive the bees hovering
there, and set that containing the driven swarm
on a sheet or on the ground, slightly elevated
If it contains the queen, the bees
to admit air.
if not, they will speedily
will remain quiet
begin to desert the hive and rejoin the parent
stock, and the operation has been a failure.
We append a few useful suggestions
1. Driving should not be undertaken till the
bees have been "hanging out" several day's in
succession, rather from want of room than from
The colony should be a poputoo much heat.
lous one, the hive be full of combs well stored
with brood, and mature drones should be seen.
Such a stock ought, however, to be taken in
hand promptly, for each day's delay involves a
loss of honey.
Driving is ahnost indispensable
in seasons when honey is abundant, because
tlien the bees gather supplies so eagerly that the
;

;

;

:

(pieen finds no cells in which to tleposit eggs,
and the colony grows weak in numbers as it

increases in stores.
may occasionally succeed in capturing
2.
the queen of a hive tilled with brood and honey
by giving it a small super or a glass jar containing empty combs, into which she will ascend to
supply the cells with eggs. This should be lifIf the queen
ted next morning and examined.
is not found, replace the super or jar, and
examine it again the ensuing morning and if

We

;

unsuccessful, proceed to drive out a swarm.
if the queen is found in the super, remove
the old hive from its stand to a new one; at
noon set an empty hive in its place, on Avhicli
place the super containing the queen, and open
the communication between them.
supply
of bees will thus be provided for the nucleus,
and we are spared the trouble and risks of driving out a swarm.
8. If driven swarms cannot be introduced into
hives furnished with combs and honey, they
must be carefully fed in bad weather, till they
have had time to establish themselves. The
honey thus supplied will be liberally repaid by
them sooner or later; and feeding is, moreover,
still

But

A

now

we would hope to make
Until we attain the full
which we purpose having in

indispensable

if

store hives of them.

number of such,
the apiary, liberal feeding must be resorted to.
He who stints his bees here is sure to be a loser
in the end.
5. The hive into which a driven swarm is
placed should resemble the parent hive in form
and color as much as possible and have its entrance in the same position, or the returning
bees will be loth to enter, preferring often to
join some other colony.
All other modes of making artificial colonies,
whether by inserting brood combs or queen
cells, or by introducing unimpregnated queens,
are useless and vexatious experiments, when
common cottage hives are used in poor honey
districts.

Honey

is

a vegetable secretion

which appears

at different seasons of the year, especially

when

fiowers in general are in bloom.
The bees lick
it from the flowers with their long tongue or
proboscis, swallow it, and on their return to the
hive, disgorge it into the mouth of the cells.
Being a vegetable production, its properties
depend entirely on the nature of the plants

from which it
from mignonette

is
is

That gathered
of superior fragrance.
collected.

It is commonly believed that an apiary is not
well situated vmless it stands in the sun. This
is an error; bees like the shade when working
at home, and like the sun only when in the
fields, as it then animates and sustains them.
They thrive well in dense forests, and delight
in them, because they there find a uniform temperature and a propitious shade.

Whether we consider bees in the light of machines, a sort of clock-work, or as having a soul
connected with the maclnne. it is certain they
All
never improve in instinctive sagacity.
their wonderful works, habits, and economy
are precisely the same now as they were known
to be in the infancy of their history.
Bees should be carefully protected from the
heat of the sun in summer, which in some situations is at times so intense as to dissolve the
adhesion of the comb, which in its fall crushes
the bees, and the hive is ruined.
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" The ancient Egyptians used the Nile to
obtain rich harvests, and the ancient Egyptian
bee-keepers understood also how to use the
river for profiting from the plants through their
bees by carrying on an extensive wander-beekeeping on the great river. As Upper Egypt is
hotter than Lower Egypt, and the country there
is sooner freed from the inundation, the honeyyielding plants also develope themselves earlier.
In Lower and Middle Egypt the bee-hives,
having been previously numbered, were piled
of the recommendations of the Italian bee."
in a pyramidal form on boats especially conAnnals and Magazine of Natural History for structed for this purpose, and were taken up the
May, 1863.
Nile with the wandering bee-house.
" When the chief gathering in Upper Egypt
Some time bcfere the appearance of Mr. Dallas' epitomised translation of Dr. Gerstiickcr's
was over, they were shipped a few miles lower
paper on "The Geographical Distribution and down the stream, and a halt was again made
In
Varieties of the Honey Bee," from which the so long as the bees found plenty of food.
above extract is taken, I had become aware of the beginning of February the stocks arrived in
the value attributed by the learned German to Lower Egypt, where they were again delivered
The bee-keepers of Upper
the Egyptian race of honey bees (Apis fasciata,) to their owners.
and had taken steps for obtaining it by Egypt who had accompanied them, after their
sending an order to a distinguished mercantile hives had profited by the pasture near the sea,
firm in that country, to whom I had obtained went home again with their heavy stocks up
an introduction, for three colonies of bees, the stream, in April.
accompanying nij'^ order with full instructions
"The civilization of Egypt fading by degrees,
for packing and transporting them to England.
and becoming worn-out and effete, ultimately
This order was, however, never executed, for expired under the rule of the fanatical Mahoreasons which I could not at the time compre- metans. With the vanishing culture, bee-keephend, but which the follo'wing narrative explains ing in Egypt, old and extensive as it was, sunk
clearly enough, and the whole affair remained too; at least modern travellers no longer see
in abeyance until last year, when I learned that anything of wander-bee-keeping on the Nile.
the Berlin Acclimatization Society had taken
change has taken place in Egypt also in
At present it is only those
the matter in hand, with what success Herr modern times.
Vogel, the distinguished German apiarian who Arabs (Fellahs) who are settled and carry on
has acted for the society, shall relate for him- agriculture, and a few Copts who keep bees,
Devonshire Bee-keeper.
self.
whilst the Beduins, living on the borders of the
"
believe that Egypt was included in the desert, keep none at all. From the small numrange of the creation of the bee, since, on ber of inhabitants in the country, (about three
account of the obscurity and insufficient millions,) we may judge of the very small
knowledge we possess of the ancient history of number of bee-keepers there. Bees are most
They
this country, we can neither prove that our extensively cultivated in Upper Egypt.
favorite insect spi'ead by degrees voluntarily arc kept there in movable earthenware vessels,
into it, nor that it was man wlio introduced the and it is said that these vessels are immediately
bee into the valley of the Nile.
walled in. In Middle and Lower Egypt there
" The historical fact that tlie ancient Egyp- are but few apiaries.
An architect named
tians were a cultivated people gives us reason Kindler travelled in the neighborhood of Cairo
enough to suppose that the bee was domesticated for some time without discovering one apiary.
Although we Besides earthenware vessels, the bee-dwellings
in Egypt in the earliest times.
do not find it reckoned among the animals that here also consist of clay cylinders. Straw hives
were considered sacred, yet different anti- do not seem to be in use, and when the word
quaries are of opinion that the mythical sacred- korbe (straw hives) is used in accounts of travels
ness of the bee was likewise intimated in the in Egypt, when speaking of the bee-keeping in
name of Apis, by Avhich name the sacred bull that country, it probably means bee-hives
of the Egyptians was called, as the name of the only.
" I only know the Egyptian cylinders by
sacred bull is identical with the later Latin
denomination of the bee. It would be overhasty sight... They are made of the Nile mud, from
to infer from the biblical account that because which material also the poor people in that
the old patriarch Jacob, amongst other presents, country construct their miserable cottages. Such
also sent honey to " the man" in Egypt, that a cylinder is about 15 inches diameter inside,
the bee did not exist in Egypt at that time, and by 3 feet long, and has, therefore, about the
that therefore Jacob wished to make present of same internal dimensions as a large Dzierzon
honey to Joseph. According to the opinion of hive. It is l^- to 2 inches in thickness. The
biblical commentators the honey (^JD'bascJi,)
hive is closed at both ends by means of cirmentioned in Gen. liii, 11, was not the honey cular dises made of the same material and the
of bees, but a kindofsuccedaneum, a thickened entrance, which is but small, is made in one of
grape juice, which was afterwards also taken these discs. Cross sticks are not employed.
from Palestine into Egypt, which was poorer The cylinders lie in a horizontal position, and
in honey.
It is still at the present day called
are placed, like draining tiles, under the shade
Dibs.
of a tree. The stock which was introduced into

The Egyptian

Bee.

ITS MANAGEMENT IN EGYPT, AND ITS INTRODUCTION INTO GERMANY.
" In conclusion the author enters upon the
question of the acclimatization of new forms of
For Europe he thinks tlie most valuable
bees.
form would be the Egyptian, partly on account
of their beauty, and partly because of their unwillingness to use their stings, which appears to
be common to all African bees, and is also one

A

—A
We

;
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Germany stood in Egypt until its removal under
the large tree in tlie English churchyard at
The hive of the imported slock was a
Cairo.
cylinder, only about one-third of the size of the
usual hives, made so small purposely for transportation. February is the swarming season in
Upper, and March in Lower Egypt. The imported stock is a small second swarm, which
An artificial
issued in the latter end of March.
increase of stock is not known. Bee-caps are
unknown. The Egyptian bee-keepers always
approach their bees with their faces unprotected,
hive the swarms, and deprive the bees of honey
according as they have gathered. The Egyptian clover, Trifolium alexandrinum, is the
favorite plant of the bee.
" Of animals hostile to bees which exist in
Egypt," continues Herr Vogcl, "only hornets
and wasps are known to me. At a certain time
in summer a boy must always be stationed near
the bee-hives, in order to drive away the
hornets, or else these animals would rob all the

of the cylinder, he puts old combs on a small
forked stick, Avhich is exactly as long as the
cylinder is high inside, and fixes them in the
hive Avhich is to be stocked. The bees fasten
the inserted combs to the surface at the top of
the cylinder and to the twig, and after they have
been loosened at the top the Fellah can take
them out with the stick, and also insert them
The Fellahs have also partially movaagain.
The new combs which the bees
ble combs.
make in the cylinder they make parallel to the
inserted ones, and the excision of honeycombs
is

thereby much facilitated.
" The Egyptian bee, which

is

distinguished

from all otlier known varieties by its small size
and light pubescqnc6, is spread over the whole
of Egypt.

As

the vallej^ of the Nile

is

rather

isolated in apiarian respects, this species cannot
intermingle with other varieties, and therefore

This has been
its purity intact.
proved by single bees collected from different
maintains

parts of the country. Arabia, in nature African,

honey from the stocks. He who knows how has likewise the Egyptian form of honey bee,
rich Egypt is in troublesome insects may form which is proved by the specimen in the Berlin
an idea what a pest the hornets especially are entomological collection, which was brought by
Ehrenberg from Arabia Felix. The Syrian bee
for the bees and their keepers during the hot
season in Egypt. If robbing a stock by wasps differs only from the Egyptian in being somehas once commenced, it is difficult to afford what larger, and having a hairy yellow corselet;
It is, therefore, the chief task of the it is, in other respects, so much like the Egyphelp.
watchman to ward off the first attacks of these tian variety that it may be considered as
belonging to it. Even at the present day the
enemies.
"As but a few Fellahs and Copts keep bees, Syrian form of the Egyptian bee exists in
Palestine in hollow trees and clefts of rock, and
it requires a good deal of time to find out an
apiary.
A European who does not know the it was from this bee that honey was obtained
Arabian language can discover an apiary mostly by Samson. Besides the Northern and Italian
only by chance. Moreover, the Fellahs are so hybridous bees, and the so-called Grecian or
intolerant as often to throw great difficulties in Hymettus bee, bees are frequently found in
the way of discoveries of this kind in Egypt, Asia Minor, which by their light-colored corsewhich difllculties cannot often be overcome, let-plate and small size again approach the
and travellers are frequently attacked by rob- Egyptian bee. The Egyptian form of the sjiecies
bers.
In Mauzur a Copt keeps bees, who is with dark hairy crown of the head, goes through
said to be the Egyptian master of bee-keeping. the Himalayas as far as China, and Avas tailed
Herr Hammerschmidt, a photographer, Avent to by Fabricius Apis cerana.*
"As the subtropical zone is the home of the
this man in 1863 to buy a stock for the Berlin
Acclimatization Society the gloomy, distrust- Egyptian bee, it Avas feared that this variety,
Avhich exists only in hot countries, would soon
ful, and very superstitious Egyptian did not,
however, give a decided answer. Not even a perish in tlie climate of Germany. A friend of
dead bee, which was to be sent to Berlin as a mine informed me in 1864, that he had heard
sample, could Mr. Hammerschmidt obtain from of the Egyptian bee having been introduced
him. For 15 to 20 this. (£2 o«. to £o) only was into England years ago, and that it had died
he willing to part Avith a dead bee. Herr Ham- there on account of the climate, f I can readily
merschmidt fortunately succeeded, in 1864, in believe that the acclimatization of the Egyptian
finding out a small apiary in Old Cairo. The bee has been attempted in England, and that it
hut, judging from
proprietor, a Fellah, who liad been brought up soon became extinct there
in a European family, gave a bee as a sample, the nature of the Northern and Italian bee, I do
and parted Avith a small swaxm for a consider- not believe that it perished on account of the
He also made the hive for climate. Any effect of the Egyptian climate
able sum of money.
transportation, and had the box for packiug it upon a being reared in Germany could only be
This
in made by his son, who was a joiner.
* The name " Eifyptian bee" is, strictly speaking, incorFellah was only induced to sell the swarm by rect, because this bee is also met witli in Arabia but tlio
Mr. Hammerschmidt, who is a perfect master species being thus styled in works on natural history,
cultivated in Egypt from the
of the Arabian language, remarking to him that having been domesticated aud
earliest times, and finally introduced into Uormany from
his name would not only be mentioned in tliat country, we do not seek to change it
Tlie unEurope, but become immortal. This alone had Uerman name, Apis fasciata, (fascio, avi, atum, are, to
;

;

;

Tlie Fellah Avould not hive
the desired effect.
the swarm in a wooden hive, being of opinion
the bees were not accustomed to v/ooden hives,

wind or bind bauds around,) was given

and would die in it. He, however, is notquiie
an unpractical bee-keeper. In <n-der to compel

white bauds.
-j-This appears to bo a mistake, as I believe no such
attempt as that referred to was ever made.— .\ Devonshire

tiie bee.) tu

make combs

jjarallel

lothe diamcLer

to it

by the French

naturalist Latrcillc (1S3S,) because he considered it a
species of that genius. The Latin name no doubt signifies
that this bee appears to be adorucd with reddish-yellow aud

liliC-KEEl'F.U.
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imagined if tlie so-called cellular or preformation
theory were true. According to the imitative
theory which rests upon the
all being from the bud or germ,^
it is quite natural to suppose that the germs of
propagation, like the germs of the other organs
of the animal body, should be formed and
develope themselves in time, so that the influence of the Egyptian climate upon beings
developed in Germany cannot be supposed.
From the beginning I inferred that if the
Egyptian bee could not at once bear our climate,
it was doubtful whether it would ever become
accustomed to it. If Apis fasciata, in order to
be kept with profit, must be compelled to alter
its nature, the acclimatization of the insect
would become impossible; for the native nature
of the bee is, according to our experience, unalterable, whilst its inborn impulses are unchangeable, the Creator not enabling it to
develop new instincts. The belief that bees in
the West Indies leave off storing honey, because
they find food there uninterruptedly during the
whole year, is founded in mistake. Such a
change in the nature of the insect cannot be
imagined, as it is in direct opposition to the
immutable laws which govern the nature of
the bee. Horses may be broken in, dogs may
be trained, nay, even lions, &c., may be tamed,
but the nature of the bee neither man nor
climate can alter. The latter can only regulate
its instinct in every country of the earth in
accordance with the variation of the seasons."
or

epigenese

development of

fFrom the American Agricnlturist.]

Observations on Burying Bees.
BY BID WELL

BROS., ST. PAUL, MINN.

In a prosperous colony, during a yield of
honey, the Queen or mother bee continues laj^ing to supply the place of bees lost from accident or continued labor, causing death. When
the yield of honey fails, Avhich often happens in
summer, and always in autumn, the Queen
ceases laying, and a gradual and certain reduction of numbers and stores takes place. In this
way we are confident that more than one-half
the relative value of all stocks is lost in the
ordinary methods of wintering bees. After a
yield of honey, if the weather continues warm,
many bees are lost during each successive day,
in fruitless attempts to collect honey, requiring
also an expenditure of stores for the exertion.
From this cause alone, bees at the South arc reduced to a mere handful during their mild winters.
This can be obviated in a measure by
darkening, not closing, the entrance to the
hive.
Another waste occurs by disturbing the
bees in any way, allowing the wind to jar or to
cause a draft of air through the hive, making
them uneasy this most frequently happens in
windy situations at times, in all places. The
opposite extreme, a want of ventilation, is
equally bad, giving the bees much labor to replace with pure air the impure air accumulating
in the hive. In moderate weather each rise
and fall of the thermometer outside is followed
by a similar change of temperature within the
;

—
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hive, the bees expanding their bulk in warm
terms of weather, and contracting in cold ones,
keeping in a circle to best maintain their heat.
Having to do this between several combs, some
are left between outside ones, which become
chilled and perish.
In our climate, where the
bees are compelled to remain in their hives
several months during the winter, as they have
no opportunity to carry out their dead, these
accumulate on the bottom.
Placing thermometers in several hives, and
outside, we ascertained that when the thermometer outside fell below freezing, and during
all the time it remained so, the bees maintained
a temperature within, of one degree above
freezing, though the water in the open air indicated a temperature as low as 37 degrees
below zero, or 68 degrees below that of the bees.
Giving three of the stocks a hard rapping, the
temperature arose within to 84, 88, and 89 degrees above zero, or an average of 124 degrees
above that outside.
In the union of the oxygen of the air with
the carbon and hydrogen of the honey eaten,
heat, carbonic acid and water are produced, a
chemical phenomenon similar to common comUnless the ventilation is very good,
bustion.
the watery vapor is condensed in cold weather
to water and ice in the upper part of the hive.
The carbonic acid, which is fatal to the bees,
if not removed by ventilation, causes death.
Hence the need of ventilating the cellars in
which bees are kept. In warm terms of weather
the ice or frost melts, and running down
wets the bees. Should the weather change
back to cold immediately, it would cause them
to freeze, or closing the entrance with ice, they

would smother.
In some of these ways the numbers of the
bees are diminished, and they seek to replace the loss by raising brood, which is also
attended by many losses. For maturing the
young bees, honey, which supports respiration,
is consumed, and also pollen, which is necessary to support the growth of the body, and
this is attended by a high degree of heat. The
honey which is fed to the young bees with the
bee bread must contain a large proportion of
water, (more than is contained in sealed honey,
and if the bees cannot obtain water to dilute
In unthe honey with, the brood will perish.
favorable weather it should be given to them in
a sponge or similar absorbent, placed Avithin
their reach.
The proper consistency of honey
fed to brood is about that of honey just gatherecl,

By observing when
is half water.
bees collect water, one can be sure they are
If bees
raising brood and consuming honey.
remain quiet and are strong in numbers, only
honey is needed to carry on respiration. This
causes comparatively little waste, but should
exertion become necessary, and new bees be
required to replenish the hive, pollen is needed,
which consists of nutriment and residuum.
The latter, if not expelled, accumulates in the
bodies of the bees, causing uneasiness and diswhich

ease.

In burying properly under ground, the prinways,
are saved by an even temperature, (v/hich we
ciple losses attending bees kept in other
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have found to remain at about 50 degrees,)
ample ventilation, complete dryness, and total
darkness these constitute all the essentials to
After burying, the bees gradually besuccess.
come quiet, usually requiring two days, then
;

very certain that the "fine puss gentleman"
disgusted the brave Hotspur Avith his
"pouncet box" and praise of " 'parmacoti for

feel

who

an inward bruise," Avould have been speedily
driven from an apiary in ignominious flight.
an even stillness i:)revails, which is not inter- Ocassionally, even a skilful apiarian may inadrupted throughout the time they remain, unless vertently crush a single bee such a mischance
heavy jaring occurs on the ground immediately is detected by the community with much more
adjoining. The time bees should be buried is facility than by any " croAvner's quest," and
when they cease collecting honey, even though their prompt verdict decrees the summary punthen the num- ishment of the olTender. There Avould be much
it happens in v/arm weather
bers, which are always large, can be preserved less fear of stings if it Avere always remembered
In burying 7 lots of that bees are never aggressive. "Defence, not
imtil a yield occurs again.
bees last winter, numbering from 1 to 40 colo- defiance," is their motto. They scarcely ever
nies, in all 224 stocks, we found burying bees attempt to sting wdien away from the hive, and
in trenches to require only half the material very seldom indeed at the time of SAvarming,
and labor that placing them in pits, did, as de- for then they are gorged with honey. When
scribed in the Sei^tember number, last year. molested by angry bees, the safest and best reWe ascertained it required but one pound per treat is a green bush. Thrust your head into
month to winter a strong colony, numbering this, and the bees will soon leave you.
from 40 to 50 thousand bees. Where the winYet some people appear to think they must
ters are not too severe, as the next best plan to inevitably be stung if they meddle with bees;
burying, we would advise letting them remain and for their sakes it is needful to explain why
on the summer-stands, remoAaug the honey- it is that a sting is painful, and how the Avound
board, and placing in its stead a straw mat like inflicted by the bee may be cured.
Those
that described in the February number of the familiar with the usual microscopic objects will
Agriculturist for 1863, page 49 place over it knoAV how marvellously delicate and yet effecthe honey-board and stand-boards, evergreen tive is the mechanical structure of abee's sting.
boughs, or brush with the leaves on around the This Aveapon, as Ave see it with our nacked eye
hives to keep off the Avarm sun and cold wind,
finer than a needle's point
is only the sheath,
removing occasionally in pleasant weather. Avhich lengthens or contracts like the tubes of
This is far better than the usual practice of de- a telescope. Froni the sheath is projected the
stroying the bees in autumn, or allowing them dart, which is double, each half of it piercing
to waste away in winter, and might, we think, alternately deeper into the Avound made by the
add millions of dollars annually as profit to sheath. The dart is barbed on each side, so
;

;

;

—

—

bee-keeping.

that the bee, vihcn'veri/ angry, is scarcely ever
able to withdraw it
:

Stings—Their Prevention and Cure.
of our readers may deem us neglectful
in having, as it Averc, left them to struggle
through their bee-keeping noAatiate Avithout in-

Some

how to avoid being stung by their
docile but Avell-armed flock. Of course, having
described the bee-dress, we have supposed that
forming them

was clad, if not "in complete
steel," at least in the head-gear and gloves,
Avhich will render him invulnerable. The best
the apiarian

—

safeguard from the anger of bees as, indeed,
the malice of men is a quiet and peaceable
The apiarian Avill learn to handle his
spirit.
bees not only as "if he loved them," as the
quaint angler says but as if he fully believes
that the bees love Jiivi. This they will do
Avhenever he approaches and treats them gently.
There are some cases of exception to this
generally peaceable disposition of the bee; sometimes a fcAV bees are dispeptic, and rel\ise to be
pacilied let their master seek to bribe them

—

—

—

—

Then, too, sometimes the
l^ee-master himself may be dyspeptic, Avhich

never so

Avisely.

the unerring olfactory sense of the bees speedily
detects, and their anger is immediately aroused.
Some fcAV persons, owing to constitutional peculiarities iu their 1)reath or insensible presijiration arc objects of constant animosity Avith
bees, who, by driving them from the apiary,
are giving a physician's advice Avithout charge
Some of the choicest perfumes usfd
for a fee.
by ladies are ofl'ensive to bees; and one may

"Deems

vengeance well resigned
Dies on the wound, and leaves the sting behind.
life itself to

;

If a patient who receives the sting could only
it patiently, it would not prove half the
inconvenience to him that often is the case.

take

There are indeed some happy mortals whose
"blood such an CA^en tenor keeps" that a beesting is to them simply a puncture, and nothing
more. Dr. Bevan has suggested that lovers
should subject themselA'csto the ordeal of a beesting in order to prove, we suppose, that their
temper is proof against " the stings and arrows
of any outrageous fortune" that matrimony can
bring.
It is the homoeopathically minute tincture of
poison injected by the bee AAdiich causes inflammation. The first thing to do is to remove the
sting, Avhich, CA'cn when detached from the
bee, Avill continue to penetrate still further into
Next, press the hoUoAV point of a
the wound.
watch-key exactly over the place stung this
Avill express a.considerable portion of the A'irus.
Then dip the hand or bathe the part Avith cold
or tepid Avater, for the poison is volatile, and
On
Avill thereby be dissipated to a great extent.
no account Avhatever should the part alfected
be rubbed to do that Avill diff'use the poison,
and increase the inflammation. The specific
remedy for a bee sting is taught us by chemistry; the A^enom is an acid, Avhicli an alkali AA'ill
immediately neutralize Avhen brought into contact Avith it. Spirits of hartshorn Avill generally
;

;
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be found effectual for the purpose, and should
always be kept in an apiary. There are also
several other remedies, more or less effectual,
according to the special constitution of the pastrong infusion of tobacco water aptient.
plied to the wound after the sting has been extracted, is a specific for many persons
otiiers
find relief from the application of a sliced
onion.
have heard the remark from several who
iiave kept bees for years, that the poison from a
sting has little or no effect on them after receiving many inflictions their flesh appears to
become so little affected that the swelling and
pain at one time experienced no longer trouble
them. NeigJibour'' s Bees and Beeculture.

A

;

We

;

Pollen;
Bees,

when

or,

Food for Infant Bees.

fully

on honey; but the larvce require for their development a more substantial kind of nourisliment. Such solid fare is found by the bees in
the pollen of flowers, a farina which contains
some of those nitrogenous elements in which
honey is deficient. The body of a worker-bee
is covered with hairs, to which the pollen adheres when, by contact Avith the bee, it is rubbed
from the anthers and staments of flowers. The
bee with its fore-legs then brushes it off, and
moulds it into the pellet shape suitable for carrying it in the "baskets" or grooves on its
thighs.
Dewy mornings or humid bowers suit
the bees for the gathering of the pollen.

own community. ¥/hilst humming through
our gardens they are assisting to propogatc our
floAvcrs, and their merry buzz in our orchards
indicates that the blossoms of spring will in autumn fulfil their promise by abundance of fruit.
In Mr. Darwin's remarlvable work, " Tlie Fertilization of Orchids," the mystery of the fructification of flowers is scientifically explained
but before the subject was so fully understood,
it v/as quite believed that bees in passing
from
flower to flower performed some important service.
Owners of fruit trees have noticed, in a
season generally unfavorable for the orchard,
that if during only one flne forenoon the bees
had spread freely amongst the blossoms of a
l^articular tree, that it would prove more fruitful tnan its fellows. On this account the orchard
;

is

grown, feed almost wholly

;

One of the objects of the apiarian is to assist
the bees in providing for the nurselings of the
German pastor, Herr Dzierzon, first
hive.
suggested the plan of providing the bees with
"unbolted rye meal" as a substitute for the
He had observed that, in
farina of flowers.
early spring before the flowers were open, his
bees returned laden with rye flour. Since his
discovery, most bee-keepers, in early spring,
place either rye or wheat meal near the apiaries;
to this artificial store the bees repair by thousands, and seem to rollick in the enjoyment of
so much plenty, many of them returning to the
hive as dusty as millers. The object in thus
supplying them is that the brood may be rapidly
brought forward and early swarming induced.
In this way a few pounds of ryu meal, at one
penny per pound, may tend to the production
of very many pounds of honey at twelve times
the j>rice.
In gathering pollen from flowers, bees are

A

doing more than merely providing for their

I

a

good place

for

— more abundant

an apiary,

for

it

seems

honey, more plentiful will
be tne fruit. Bees bear the fructifying matter
from one sex of flowers to the other, but they
confine their attention to one kind of flower
during each excursion, and the careful observer
tlie

may see how the color of the pollen on the
bodies of the bees will vary from yelloAV, to red
and brown, according to the kind of flowers
from which it has been gathered. The gathering of pollen, its use by the nursing bees, and
the storing of it in the ct^ls, afford to the beekeeper opportunity for observations of exceeding interest. Neighbour.
Propolis

If the

atmosphere be too dry for kneading it into
pellets, they roll themselves in the blossoms,
and trust to the good offices of the bees at home,
who, on their return, brush off the farina into
the cells intended for it. A portion of this
" bee-bread" is taken at once by the " nursing
bees," which are supposed to subject it to some
change before offering it to the larvae but the
greater part of the pollen is stored away and
sealed over in the cells for future use. In April
and May the bees are frequently busy " all the
day" in gathering pollen, and often one community of bees will collect about twenty pounds
weight of " bee-bread" in one season.
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;

or,

Bees' Cement,

The old notion that wax is gathered by bees
from flowers as they gather honey, has long
since been set aside by the discoveries of Hornbostel and Huber.
Wax is an oily substance
secreted from the honey in the bodies of the
bees, on which it forms in thin flakes.
But

there is " a resinous substance, very tenacious
and semi-transparent," which is indispensable
for the bees as a cement wherewith to fix their
combs and fortify their hives against intruders,

and

this is "propolis."
The bees, in working
the propolis, often soften it by blending it Avith
a portion of wax
but they have to extract it
in its natural state directly from the bark and
buds of certain trees. The bark of the willoAV,
the leaf buds of the poplar and alder, and the
unopened blossoms of the hollyhock, are very
usual sources of the propolis. In the case of a
ncAV SAvarm, as bees must have this glue before
they can begin to build their combs, they will
resort to most unlikely places to obtain it.
Sometimes they will enter a paint shop and attack the varnish, and it is said they have been
seen to obtain propolis from the jfitch and ri"-.
ging of a ship. These circumstances afford intelligible hints to the apiarian, Avho, if his bees
have not easy access to firs, poplars, or aa'HloAvs, Avill provide some glutinous or resinous
matter which may serve for a substitute. The
extracting of the propolis costs the bees very
considerable labor,' which they should be relieved of as much as possible, in order to facilitate their great work of honey gathering. Bees
choose the warmer part oftheday during which
to gather propolis, as then it does uotso'rapidly
;
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stiffen.

hive

it

Frequently when they arrive at the
has become so hard that the other bees

are scarcely able to gnaw it from their thighs.
With propolis bees fasten clown their hives,
stop lip crevices to exclude moths and ants, and
sometimes use it to narrow the entrance of their
hive against the invasion of wasps. Extraordinary anecdotes are told of the prompt and ingenious use they make of this substance. Reaumur relates that a suail having been observed
by the bees on the window oV the hive, they
proceeded to glue the shell to the glass, and
there sealed down the intruder in hopeless durance.
In another case, that of a slug or snail
Avithout a shell, the bees having slain it with
their stings, were quite unable to remove it
from the hive. With Avonderful foresight they
then proceeded to secure their community from
the noxious effects likely to arise from the decay of the carcass; and this they did by completely enveloping it with a coating of impervious varnish. Huish relates a similar occurrence in the case of a mouse caught in a hive
by bees. Propolis yields benzoic acid, and conNeighb&ur.
tains some aromatic properties.

Pasturage for Bees.
•'

Bees work for man, and yet they uever bniise
Their master's flower, but leave it, having done,
As fair as ever, and as fit for use."

Apiarians generally agree in the opinion that
very little can be done in the way of providing

Yet bee-fanciers
special forage for bees.
are always interested in observing which the
flowers are that the bees prefer ; and there are
certain well-established conclusions as to the
kind of district and season which are the likeThere
liest to produce a good honey harvest.
is an old saying that a country which produces
the finest wool also yields the best honey and
a pastoral district is decidedly better than one
under tillage. The principle of the matter is
that the bees are best suited with a long dry
season— an early spring, a hot summer, and a
late autumn. As not one of these blessings can
be commanded by the apiarian, his art must be
applied to provide some mitigation of the injury suffered by the bees when the season is
short or wet. For early spring, the crocus, the
blue hepatica, and the violet, all afford good supplies of honey, and if cultivated near the apiary
will be of great service when the wild floweis
All varieties of the willow and
are backward.
poplar furnish early supplies of honey, as Avell
as of the propolis of which we have spoken; the
blossoms of the gooseberry and currant are very
Wet, when it enuseful for the bees in May.
ters flowers of any kind, prevents the proboscis
of the bee from reaching the secret source of
honey. On this account it is well to know, as
does the bee, that the drooping blossoms of the
raspberry escape the effect of the showers, and
honey is gathered from them when other
flowers are drenched withtn as well as without.
For a similar reason, the borage (borago officinalis) is valuable for bees, and, also, because
that plant continues to flower until the frosts
The honey,, both from raspberry blosset in.

any

;

soms and borage

very superior. Mr. Lang" the precipitous and rocky
lands of New England, which abound with the
wild red raspberry, might be made almost as
valuable as some of the vine-clad terraces of the
is

stroth says that

mountain districts of Europe." The "golden
rod," and also asters, afford superior honey for
autumn gathering. Dzierzon strongly recommends buckwheat being sown in the winter
stubbles on behalf of the bees, and he tries hard
to persuade farmers that it is to their interest
It should be named that all the
to cultivate it.
ordinary fruit blossoms, especially those of the
apple, supply abundant stores for bees.
It is, however, to wild or field flowers that
the bee-master must chiefly look for the raw
material on which his myriad artizans shall
exert their skill. The wild clover of the pasture, the Avild thyme on the hill, the heather on
the moors, the furze and the broom on the sandy
waste, offer cxhaustless stores for a greater

number of bees than can ever be located near
them. There are also two or three peculiar
sources of honey which one would not have
suspected, as, for instance, the blossoms of the
onion plant, of turnips, and, in still greater degree, the flower of the mustard plant. In those
districts of England where mustard seed is cultivated so extensively, it would be well worth
while for the farmers to keep large colonies of
Another, but a very uncertain source of
bees.
honey, is the "honey-dew," which in some
seasons appears in large quantities on the leaves
of the oak, the lime, and some other trees.
It is important to mention that bees in the
principal breeding seasoji require a plentiful
supply of water. Owing either to their carelessness or eagerness, they are frequently
drowned when drinking from any large quanthe becrkeeper should, therefore,
tity of water
place near the hives shallow vessels of water
containing pebbles, on Avhich the bees might
alight to take frequent but temperate draughts.
;

Tl

t

IglB^

1

BT'

Extra Queens.
In Italianizing my stocks, I have found the
old queen and a young laying queen at the same
time, in five hives. They had not swarmed for
three years. One old queen was in a cluster on
the bottom, being worried to death. One of the
five was renewed at the swarming season; and
there were three cases of a renewal of j^oung or
There seems to have been
this year's queens.
a perfect mania among the bees to get rid of
their old queens, as some of them have done so
J. M. M.
since killing their drones.
St. Ouarles, 111.
Difficult as the science of bee-keeping may
seem, it is not beyond the reach of attentive
perseverance; and the very difliculties, as in
most cases, only serve to enhance the pleasure
and gratification of the bee-keeper.

Every

village

and town can support a hunnow have existenca

dred fold more bees than

among

us.
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The Egyptian Bee.

We copy in this

number, from the London

''Journal of Horticulture,^'' a portion of Mr.
Woodbury's translation of an article relative to
the introduction, into

Germany, of the Egyptian

This variety of the honey bee, hitherto
known in Europe only to scientific entomologists, now engages the attention of practical
apiarians there, and will doubtless be brought
We have received a
to this country ere long.
bee.

copy of Mr. Vogel's treatise on the subject,
with the remaining portion of Mr.
Woodbury's translation, and several articles in
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a desire to have mine, and Ave had a little
difference on the suljject, whicli I cut short by
ordering my wishes to be promptly attended to,
whereupon the fellow went half-unwilling,
half-sulkily away, saying
TIic bees will all
die
they'll all die, because there's been words
about them.' Now, as I did not wish hia
words to come true, I took the liberty of smoking my last weed at night up and down the
garden-walk by which the bees stood, and by a
curious coincidence the gardener came prowling
round there, and was rather surprised at finding
me out at that time. The same thing liappeucd
the next night, and finding that I did not mean
to permit an epidemic amongst my bees if I
could prevent it, he did not come again, and
my bees did not die after all. If I had not
suspected that the rascal would strive to serve
me out, no doubt my bees would have perished,
and I should have been requested to believe
that it was in consequence of there having been
:

'

;

words about them, which, after all, would no
doubt, in one sense, have been perfectly true."

—Journal of Horticulture,

(^London.')

which,

the Bienenzeitmig, will enable us to place before

our readers a full account of what, we
may prove to be a valuable acquisition.
~

iim

»

trust,

ugp^— 111

lE^" We heard recently of

a bee-keeper who
bees by brimstoning
them, and sold the honey, with the intention of
introducing the Italian bee in his apiary next
Should all his neighbors who keep
spring.
bees "go and do likewise," he will probably not

"killed olT' his

common

be much annoyed with hybrids next summer,
provided he makes a fair start with pure stock.
But had he been a subscriber to the Bee
Journal, he might have discovered that there
Experience is a
is " a more excellent way."
dear school yet some folks will take lessons in
;

no other

Bee

Superstition.

Zealand papers
gives the following story as being told by a
Buckinghamshire bee-keeper. He relates as
follows

" Superstition indulged in with regard toBeoe^

when

many and

curious.

There

is considerable interest felt in beein this region.
There were in the
summer of 1863 about four thousand colonies in
this (Harrison) county.
That season was so
extremely unfavorable for honey-gathering that
the number was reduced by starvation to about
one thousand before the next spring, notwithstanding nearly four thousand dollars worth of

culture

Cuba honey was purchased and
Bee Journal.

to the

fed.

Success
R.

W.

Cadiz, Ohio.

AM

pleased with the appearance of the Bee
far, and hope it will prosper
abundantly. In New England we have had the
hardest season for bees that has been known
for many years, and some of the older beekeepers who manage bees on antiquated principles are discouraged.
But the enterprising
and scientific apiarian is not disheartened by a
single unfavorable season.
J. L. H.
I

Journal thus

Walpole, N. H.

A correspondent of the New

— These are

[Correspondence of the Bee Journal]

.1

Bees did not do much here this summer in
swarming or gathering honey, on account of
the wet season.
M. W.

Venango

Co., Pa,

remember

Buckinghamshire and kept bees
there, noting some strange beliefs respecting
Bees have done poorly here. Pew swarms
them. One evening I was stopping at the and little honey. I have twenty-fiTC Italian
house of a farmer whose mother had died that stocks.
J. T. M.
morning. His wife went out in the evening,
Geanga Co., Ohio.
and tapped at every hive, repeating before
Bees, bees, your mistress is dead
each
and
I have received the July and August numshe gravely assured me that if she had not done
There are but
so, the bees would inevitably have forsaken the bers of your excellent paper.
spot.
One day a difiiculty occurred between few bees in this country yet but it is about to
myself and my gardener in respect to the bees. be revolutionized and made of some note in
He wanted to have his way in reference to bee-culture.
A. K.
Fort Dodge, Iowa.
some arrangements for them, ;ind I had rather
:

I lived in

'

!'

;
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Ca.re of the

Young.

The common liive-bec and the wasp in their
attention to their young exliibit the same
Both build for tlieir reception
general features.
ficxagonal cells, differing in size according to
the future sex of the included grubs, which as
Eoon as hatched they both feed and assiduously
tend until their transformation into pupae.
There are peculiarities, however, in their
modes of procedure, which require a distinct
notice.

The economy of a nest of wasps differs from
the bees, in that the eggs are laid not by a single
mother or queen, but by several; and that these
mothers take the same care as the woi'kers in
feeding the young grubs indeed, those first
hatched are fed entirely by the female which
produced them, the solitary founder of the
colony. The sole survivor probably of a last
year's swarm of many thousands this female,
as soon as revived by the warmth of spring,
proceeds to construct a few cells, and deposits
in them the eggs of working Avasps.
The eggs
are covered with a gluten, which fixes them" so
strongly against the sides of the cells that it is
not easy to separate them vmbroken. These
eggs seem to require care from the time they
are laid, for the wasps many times in a day put
their heads into the cells which contain them.
When they are hatched, it is amusing to
witness the activity with which the female
runs from cell to cell, putting her head into
those in which the grubs are very young, while
those that ai'e more advanced in age thrust their
heads out of their cells, and by little movements
seem to be asking for their food. As soon as
they receive their portion they draw them back
and remain ciuiet. These she feeds until they
become pupae and witliin twelve hours after
being excluded in their perfect state, they
eagerly set to work in constructing fresh cells,
and in lightening the burden of their parent by
assisting her in feeding the grubs of other
workers and females which are by this time
born. In a few weeks the society will have
received an accession of several hundred
Avorkers and many females, which, without
distinction, apply themselves to provide food
for the growing grubs, now become exceedingly
numerous. With this object in view, as they
collect little or no honey from flowers, they are
constantly engaged in predatory expeditions.
One party will attack a hive of bees, a grocer's
sugar hogshead, or other saccharine repository;
or, if these fail, the juice of a ripe peach or
pear. You will be less indignant than formerly
at these audacious robbers now you know that
self is little considered in their attacks, and
that your ravaged fruit has supplied an exquisite banquet to the most tender grubs of the
nest, into whose extended mouths the successful
;

—

;

marauders, running

astonishing agility
disgorge successively
a small portion of their iDooty in the same way
that a bird supplies her young. Another party
is charged with providing more substantial
aliment for the grubs of maturer growth. These
wage war upon bees, flies, and even the meat of
a butcher's stall, and joyfully return to the nest

from one

Avitli

cell to another,

laden with the well -filled bodies of the former,
or pieces of the latter, as large as they can carry.
This solid food they distribute in like manner
to the larger grubs, which may be seen eagerly
protruding their heads out of the cells to receive
the welcome meal. As wasps lay up no store
of food, these exertions are the task of every
day during the summer, fresh broods of grubs
constantly succeeding to those which have
become pupae or perfect insects; and in autumn,
when the colony is augmented to 20,000 or
30,000, and the grubs in proportion, the scene
of bustle which it presents may be readily conceived.
Though such is the love of wasps for their
young, that if their nest be broken almost entirely in pieces, they will not abandon it, yet
when the cold weather approaches, a melancholy change ensues, followed by a cruel
catastrophe, which at first you will be apt to
regard as ill comporting with this affectionate
character.
As soon as the first sharp frost of
October has been felt, the exterior of a wasp's
The
nest becomes a perfect scene of horror.
old wasps drag out of the cells all the grubs, and
unrelentingly destroy them, strewing their dead
carcasses around the door of their now desolate
"What monsters of cruelty!" I
habitation.
hear you exclaim, 'what detestable barbarians!"
But be not too hasty. When you have coolly
considered the circumstances of the case, you
will view this seemingly cruel sacrifice in a
The old wasps have no stock
different light.
of provisions; the benumbing hand of Winter
is about to incapacitate them from exertion,
while the season itself affords no supply. What
resource then is left ? Their young must linger
on a short period, suffering all the agonies of
hunger, and at length expire. They have it in
their power at least to shorten the term of this
misery to cut off its bitterest moments.
'

—

sudden death by their

A

own hands

comparaThis is the only alteris

tively a merciful stroke.
native and thus, in fact, this apparent ferocity
is the last effort of tender affection, active even
I do not mean to say that
to the end of life.
this train of reasoning actually passes through
the mind of the wasps. It is more correct to
regard it as having actuated the benevolent
author of the instinct so singularly, and without
doubt so wisely, excited. Were a nest of
wasps to survive the wintcr,they would increase
so rapidly that not only would all the bees,
flies, and other animals on which they prey be
extirpated, but man himself find them a grievous
It is necessary, therefore, that the great
pest.
mass should annually perish; but that they may
suffer as little as possible, the Creator, mindful
of the happiness of the smallest of his creatures,
has endowed a part of the society, at the destined
time, with the wonderful instinct which, previously to their own death, makes them the
executioners of the rest.
Wasps in the construction of their nests have
solely in view the accomodation of their young
ones, and to these their cells are exclusively
devoted. Bees, on the contrary, (I am speaking
of the common hive-bee,) appropriate a considerable number of their cells to the reception
of honey intended for the use of the society.
;
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Yet the education of tlie young brood is their
chief object, and to this they constantly sacrifice
In a
all personal and selfish considerations.
new s\rarm the first care is to build a series of
little
and
or
no
lioney
cradles;
cells to serve as
is collected until an ample store of bee-hread^ as
it is called, has been laid up for their food.
This bee-bread is composed of the pollen of
flowers, which the workers are incessantly employed in gathering, flying from flower to
flower, brushing from the stamens their yellow
treasure, and collecting it in the little baskets
with which their hind legs are so admirably
provided; then hastening to the hive, and having
deposited their booty, returning for a new load.
The provision thus furnished by one set of
laborers is carefully stored up by another, until
the eggs which the queen-bee has laid, and
which, adhering by a glutinous covering, she
places nearly upright iu the bottom of the cell,
are hatched.
With this bee-bread, after it has
undergone a conversion into a sort of whitish
jelly by being received into the bee's stomach,
where

it is

probably mixed with honey and

re-

gurgitated, the young brood immediately upon
their exclusion, and until their change into
nymphs are diligently fed by other bees, which
anxiously attend upon them and several times
Dift'erent bees are
a day afi'ord a fresh supply.
Been successively to introduce their heads into
the cells containing them, and after remaining
in that position some moments, during wliich
they replace the expended provision, pass on to
those in the neighborhuod. Others often immediately succeed, and in like manner put in their
heads as if to see that the young ones have every

thing necessary

;

whic

i

being ascertained by
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gers, exhibit, nevertheless, marks of affection
for their young quite as strong as their more
polished neighbors. The females, like those of
wasps, take a considerable share in their education.
one of them has with great labor

When

constructed a commodious Avaxen cell, she next
furnishes it Avith a store of pollen moistened
Avith honey; and then, having deposited six or
seven eggs, carefully closes the orifice and
minutest interstices with Avax. But this is not
the Avhole of her task.
By a strange instinct,
AA'hich, hoAvever, may be necessary to Ivcep the
population within due bounds, the workers,
Avhile she is occupied in laying her eggs, endeavor to seize them from her, and, if they
succeed, greedily devour them.
To prevent
this violence, her utmost activity is scarcely
adequate and it is only after she has again and
again beat off the murderous intruders, and pursued them to the furthest verge of the nest, that
she succeeds in her operation. When finished,
she isstillunderthenecessity of closely guarding
the cell, Avhicli the gluttonous Avorkers would
otherwise tear open, and devour the eggs.
This duty she performs for six or eight hours
Avith the vigilance of an Argus, at the end of
which time they lose their taste for this food,
and Avill not touch it even when presented to
them. Here the labors of the mother cease,
and are succeeded by those of the workers.
These know the precise hour when the
grubs have consumed their stock of food, and
from that time to their maturity regularly feed
them Avith either honey or pollen, introduced
in their proboscis through a small hole in the
cover of the cell opened for the occasion, and
;

thencarefuUy closed.

a glance, they immediately proceed, and stop
only when they find a cell almost exhausted of
food.
That the office of these purveyors is no
very simple aflixir will be admitted when it is
understood that the food of all the grubs is not
the same, but that it varies according to their
age, being insipid when they are young, and,
when they have nearly attained maturity, more

They are equally assiduous in another
operation. -As the grubs increase in size, the
cell which contained them becomes too small,
and in their exertions to be more at case they
split its thin sides.
To fill up these breaches as
fast as they occur with a patch of Avax is the
office of the AVorkers, who are constantly on the
watch to discover Avlien their services are
sugary and somewhat acid. The larvae destined wanted and thus the cells daily increase in
for queen-bees, too, require a food altogetbor size, in a way Avhich to an observer ignorant
difl"erent from that appropriated to those of of the process seems very extraordinary.
drones and workers. It may be recognized by
The last duty of these afTectiouate fosterits sharp and pungent taste.
parents is to assist the young bees in cuttingaccurately
So
is the supply of food proopen the cocoons which have enclosed them in
portioned to the wants of the larvae, that when the state oi pu-pce.
previous labor, hoAvever,
they have attained their full growth and are must not be omitted.
The workers adopt
ready to become nymphs, no't an atom is left similar measures Avith the hive-bee for mainuncousumed. At this period, intuitively known taining the young pupa? concealed in these
to their assiduous foster-parents, they terminate cocoons in a genial temperature.
In cold
their cares by sealing up each cell with a lid of weather and at night they get upon them and
wax, convex in those containing the larvte of impart the necessary warmth by brooding over
drones, and nearly flat in those containing the them in clusters.
Connected with this part of
iarvte of workers, beneath which the enclosed their domestic economy, M. P. Huber, a Avorthy
tenants spin in security their cocoon. In all scion of a celebrated stock, and an inheritor of
these labors neither the queen nor the drones the science and merits of the great Huber as
take the slightest share. They fall exclusively Avell as of his name, in his excellent paper on
upon the workers, who, constantly called upon tliese insects in the sixth A'olume of the Linnean
to tend fresh broods as those brought to maturity Transactions, from Avhich most of these facts
are disposed of, devote nearly the whole of are draAvn, relates a singularly curious anectheir existence to these maternal offices.
dote.
Humble-bees, which inrespectof their general
In the course of his ingenious and numerous
policy, must, when compared Avith bees and experiments, M. Huber put under a bell-glass
wasps, be regarded as rude and untutored villa- aljout a dozen humble-bees Avithout any store
;

A

—
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of Avax, along -with a comb of about ten silken
cocoons so unequal in height (hat it was imposIts unsible the mass should stand firmly.
steadiness disquieted the humble-bees exTheir affection for their young led
tl•emel3^
them to mount upon the cocoons for the sake
of imparting warmth to the enclosed little ones;
but in attempting this the comb tottered so
violently that the scheme was almost impraetica])ie.
To remedy this inconvenience,
and to make the comb steady, they had
recourse to a most ingenious expedient. Two
or three bees got upon the comb, stretched
themselves over its edge, and with their heads
downwards fixed their fore feet on the table
upon which it stood, whilst with their hind
feet they kept it from falling.
In this constrained and painful posture, fresh bees relieving
their comrades when
weary,
did
these
affectionate little insects supported the comb for
nearly three days. At the end of this period
they had prepared a sufficiency of wax with
Avhich they built pillars that kept it in a firm
position, but by some accident afterwards these
got displaced, when they had again recourse to

former manoeuvre for supplying their
and this operation they perseveringly
continued until M. Huber, pitying their hard
their

place

;

them by fixing the object of their
attention firmly on the table.
It is impossible not to be struck with the
reflection that this most singular fact is inexplicable on the supposition that insects are
impelled to their operations hy a blind instinct
alone.
How could mere machines have thus
provided for a case which in a state of nature
has probably never occurred to ten nests of
humble-bees since the creation ?
If in this
instance the little animals were not guided by
a process of reasoning, what is the distinction
l)etween reason and instinct ? How could the
most profound architect have better adapted the
means to the end how more dexterously
shored up a tottering edifice, until his beams
and his props were in readiness? Kirby.
case, relieved

;

Bees.
Mr. Tegetmeier recently maintained before
London Entomological Society that bees
have no instinct in shaping their cells, as has
been usually supposed, but the form is the consequence of the law or property of space that
6f seven circles of equal radii, six will just surround the seventh. The cell of the bee is invariably hemispherical at its commencement, and
the section of a cell not in contact with anotlier
always circular.
the

;

The odor exhaled from

the hives, and the
on their return from foraging
excursions, arc always sure indications whether
size of the bees

the flowers contain honey.

Great progress is being made in bee-culture
in this country, as it has been concluded to be
a very profitable undertaking. We expect the
introduction of Egyptian bees in this country
shortly.

Habitations of Insects.

The solitary insects which construct habitations for their future young without any
view to their own accommodation, chiefly belong
to the order Hymenoptera^ and are principally
different species of wild bees and wasps.
Of
these the most simple are built by CoUetes succincta, fodiens, &c.
The situation which the
parent bee chooses is either the dry earth of a
bank, or the vacuities of stone walls cemented
with earth instead of mortar. Having excavated a cylinder about two inches in depth,
running usually in a horizontal direction, the
bee occupies it with three or four cells about
half an inch long, and one sixth broad, shaped
like a thimble, the end of one fitting into the
mouth of another. The substance of which
these cells are formed is two or three layers of
a silky membrane, composed of a kind of glue
secreted by the animal, resembling gold-beater's
leaf, but much finer, and so thin and transparent
that the color of an included object maj^ be
seen through them. As soon as one cell is
completed, the bee deposits an egg within, and
nearly fills it with a paste composed of pollen
and honey, which having done, she proceeds
to form another cell, storing it in like manner
until the whole is finished, when she carefully
stops up the mouth of the orifice with earth.
Our countryman Grew seems

to have found a
series of these nests in a singular situation
the

—
—

middle of the pith of an old elder branch in
Avhich they were placed lengthwise one after
another, with a thin boundary between each.
Cells composed of a similar membranaceous
substance, but placed in a different situation,
are constructed by AntMdium inanicatwm. This
gay insect does not excavate holes for their
reception, but places them in the cavities of old
trees, or of any other object that suits its purSir Thomas Cullum discovered the nest
pose.
of one in the inside of the lock of a gardengate, in which I have also since twice found
them.
It should seem, however, that such
situations would be too cold for the grubs without a coating of some non-conducting substance.
The parent bee, therefore, after having constructed the cells, laid an egg in each, and
filled them Avith a store of suitable food, plasters
them with a covering of vermiform masses,
apparently composed of honey and pollen; and
having done this, aware, long before Count
Rumford's experiments, what materials conduct
heat most slowly, she attacks the woolly leaves
of Stachys laiiala, Agrostemma coronaria^ and
similar i)lants, and Avith her mandibles industriously scrapes off the avooI, which with her
fore-legs she rolls into a little ball and carries
This wool she sticks upon the
to her nest.
plaster that covers her cells, and thus closely
envelops them with a warm coating of doAvn,
impervious to every change of temperature.
The bee last described may be said to exercise
Another i\umerous
the trade of a clptJdcr.
family would be more projierly compared to
carpenters, boring with incredible labor out of
the solid wood long cjdiudrical tubes, and
Amougsc
dividing them into various cells.
these, one of the most remarkable is Xylocupa
•
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egg will become a grub, and, consequently, a
perfect bee many days before the last.
What
then becomes of it ? you will ask. It is impossible that it should make its escape through
espaliers or vine props of which, and occasionally eleven superincumbent cells without destroying
in the garden seats, doors,and'window-shutters, the immature tenants and it seems equally
she makes her nest. In the beginning of spring, impossible that it should remain patiently
after repeated and careful surveys, she fixes in confinement below them until they are
upon a piece of wood suitable for her purpose, all disclosed. This dilemma our heaven-taught
With foreand with her strong mandibles begins the pro- architect has provided against.
First proceeding obliquely thought never enough to be admired she has
cess of boring.
downwards, she soon points her course in a not constructed her tunnel with one opening
direction parallel with the sides of the wood, only, but at the further end has pierced another
and at length with unwearied exertion forms a orifice, a kind of back door, through which the
cylindrical hole or tunnetnot less than twelve insects produced by the first-laid eggs succesor fifteen inches long, and half an inch broad. sively emerge into day. In fact, all the j'oung
Sometimes, where the diameter will admit of bees, even the uppermost, go ovit by this road
for, by an exquisite instinct, each grub, when
it, three or four of these pipes, nearly parallel
with each other, are bored in the same piece. about to become a pupa?, i^laces itself in its cell
Herculean as this task, which is the labor of with its head downwards, and thus is necessiseveral days, appears, it is but a small part of tated, when arrived at its last state, to pierce
what our industrious bee cheerfully undertakes. its cell in this direction.
Ceratina albilahris of Spiuola, who has given
As yet she has completed but the shell of the
destined habitation of her offspring, each of an interesting account of its manners, forms
which, to the number of ten or twelve, will its cell upon the general plan of the bee just
require a separate and distinct apjfrtment. described, but, more economical of labor,
How, you will ask, is she to form these ? With chooses a branch of briar or bramble, in the
what materials can she construct the floors and pith of which she excavates a canal about a
ceilings? Why truly God "doth instruct her foot long, and one line, or sometimes more, in
to discretion and doth teach her." In ex- diameter, with from eight to twelve cells sepacavating her tunnel slie has detached a large rated from each other by partitions of particles
and from the dead
quantity of fibres, which lie on the ground like of pith glued together
a heap of saw-dust, 'i'his material supijlies all sticks of the same plants in which they had
her wants. Having deposited an egg at the formed their cells in a similar way, M. M.
bottom of the cylinder along with the requisite Dufour and Ferris have bred in the sandy disstore of pollen and honey, she next, at the trict of the Lancles, in the south-west of France,
height of about three quarters of an inch, not fewer than twelve distinct species of wild
(which is the depth of each cell,) constructs of bees.
Such are the curious habitations of the carparticles of the saw-dust glued together and
also to the sides of the tunnel, what may be penter bees and their analogues.
Next I shall
When introduce you to the not less interesting struccalled an annular stage or scaflblding.
this is suiiiciently hardened, its interior edge tures of another group of bees, which carry on
affords support for a second ring of the same the trade of masons, (Ilegachile 'inuraria,)
materials, and thus the ceiling is gradually^ building their solid houses solely of artificial
formed of these concentric circles till there stone. The first step of the mother bee is to
remains only a small orifice in its centre, which fix upon a proper situation for the future mansion of her offspring.
For this she usually
is also closed with a circular mass of agglutinWhen this partition, which selects an angle, sheltered by any projection,
ated saw-dust.
serves as the ceiling of the first cell and the on the south side of a stone wall. Her next
violacea, a large species, a native of Middle and
Southern Europe, disting'uished by beautiful
wings of a deep violet color, and found commonly in gardens, in the upright putrescent

;

;

;

flooring of the second, is finished, it is about
the thickness of a crown-piece, and exhibits the
appearance of as many concentric circles as the
animal has made pauses in her labor. One
cell being finished, she proceeds to another,
which she furnishes and completes in the same
manner, and so on, until she has divided her
whole tunnel into ten or twelve apartments.
Here, if you have followed me in this detail
with the interest which I wish it to inspire, a
query will suggest itself. It will strike you
that such a laborious undertaking as the constructing and furnishing these cells cannot be
Conthe work of one or even of two days.
sidering that every cell requires a store of
honey and pollen, not to be collected but with
long toil, and that a considerable interval must
be spent in agglutinating the floors of each, it
will be very obvious to you that the last egg in
the last cell must be laid many days after the
are certain, therefore, that the first
first.

We

is to provide materials for the structure.
chief of these is sand, which she carefulh"
selects grain by grain from such as contains
some mixture of earth. These grains she glues
together with her viscid saliva into masses the
size of small shot, and transports by means of
her jaws to the site of her castle. With a
number of these masses, which are the artificial
stone of which her building is to be composed,
united by a cement preferable to ours, she first
forms the basis or foundation of the whole.
Next she raises the walls of a cell, which is
about an inch in length, and half an inch
broad, and, before its orifice is closed, in form
resembles a thimble. This, after depositing an
egg and a supply of honey and pollen, she
covers in, and then proceeds to the arectiou oi'
a second, which she finishes in the same manner,
until the whole number, which varies from tour
to eight, is completed.
The vacuities between
the cells, which are not placed in any regular

care

The
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order, some being parallel to the wall, others
perpendicular to it, and others inclined to it at
dilFerent angles, this laborious architect

fills

up

with the same material of which the cells arc
composed, and then bestows upon the whole
group a common covering of coarser grains of
sand. The form of the whole nest, which when
finished is a solid mass of stone so hard as not
to be easily penetrated with the blade of a knife,
is an irregular oblong of the same color as the
sand, and to a casual observer more resembling
a splash of mud than an artificial structure.
These bees sometimes are more economical of
their labor, and repair old nests, for the possession of which they have very desperate combats.
One would have supposed that the inhabitants of a castle so fortified might defy the
attacks of every insect marauder.
Yet an
Ichneumon and a beetle ( Clems ajnarius) both
contrive to introduce their eggs into the cells,
and the larvae proceeding from them devour
their inhabitants.

Other bees of the same group with that last
described use different materials in the construction of their nests.
Some employ fine
earth made into a kind of mortar with gluten.
Another, (Osmia ccarulescens^) as we learn from
De Geer, forms its nest of argillaceous earth
mixed with chalk, upon stone walls, and sometimes probably nidificates in chalk-pits.
0.
licorms, according to Reaumur, selects the hollows of large stones for the site of its dwelling;
but in England seems to prefer rotten posts and
l)alings, in which it bores upwards, and then
forms the partitions of its cells of clay and sand
glued together. One species of this genus ( 0.
(jallarum) saves itself trouble by placing its
cells in an abandoned gall of the oak, and others
select, with the like object, empty snail-shells.
One remarkable peculiarity of some of these
insects is that they conceal the place where their
cells are situated with some extraneous material.
Thus 0. gullarum hides the galls it has adopted

round them oak leaves, and a species
wliicli M. Goureau conceives to be 0. Mcolor
employed a whole day in arranging over the
mouth (as he supposes) of its cell pieces of

by

glueing-

grass about two inches long, in a conical or
and that this species employs
tent-like form
this material for some purpose connected with
;

nest is confirmed by Mr. Thwaites, who
observed a female for a considerable time
its

fetching similar pieces of grass, and laying them
over a snail-shell, where he had every reason
to believe she had formed her cells.
Unfortunately neither M. Goureau nor Mr. Thwaites
could pursue their observations, not having
been able the following day to find any trace of
the labors they had observed on that preceding.
The works thus far described require in
general less genius than labor and patience, but
it is far otherAvise with the nests of the last
tribe of artificers amongst wild bees, to which
the hangers of tapestry or
I shall advert
those which line the holes excatifliolsterers
vated in the earth for the reception of their
young Avith an elegant coaling of fioAvers or of
leaves.
Amongst the most interesting of these
is MegacMle Papuveris, a species Avhose manners

—

—

have been admirably described by Reaumur.
This little bee, as though fascinated with the
color most attractive to our eyes, invariably
chooses for the hangings of her apartments the
most brilliant scarlet, selecting for its material
the petals of the Wild poppy, which she dexterously cuts into the proper form. Her first
process is to excavate in some pathway a burrow,
cylindrical at the entrance, but swelled out
below to the depth of about' three inches.
Having polished the walls of this little apartment, she next flies to a neighboring field, cuts
out oval portions of the flowers of poppies,
seizes them between her legs, and returns with
them to h^r cell; and though separated from the
wrinkled petal of a half-expanded flower, she
knows hoAV to straighten their folds, and, if toe
large, to fit them to her purpose by cutting off
the superfluous parts. Beginning at the bottom,
she overlays the walls of her mansion with this
brilliant tapestry, extending it also on the surface of the ground round the margin of the orifice.
The bottom is rendered warm by three
or four coats, and the sides have never less than
two. The little upholsterer, having completed
the hangings of her apartment, next fills it with
pollen and honey to the height of about half an
inch then, after committing an egg to it, she
wraps over the poppy lining so that even the
roof may be of this material, and lastly closes
its mouth with a small hillock of earth.
The
great depth of the cell compared with the space
which the single egg and the accompanying food
deposited in it occupy deserves particular notice.
This is not more than half an inch at the bottom,
the remaining tAVO inches and a half being subsequently filled Avith earth.
When you next
favor me Avith a visit, I can show you the cells
of this interesting insect as yet unkuoAvn to
British entomologists, for which I am indebted
to the kindness of M. Latreille, who first scientifically described the species.
;

MegacMle centuncularis^ M.

Willughhiella^

and

other species of the same family, like the preceding, cover the Avails of their cells Avith a
coating of leaves, but are content with a more
sober color, generally selecting for their hangings the leaves of trees, especially of the rose,
Avhence they have been known by the name of
the leaf-cutter bees. They differ also from M.
Papaveris in excavating longer burrows, and
filling them Avith several thimble-shaped cells
composed of portions of leaves so curiously
convoluted, that, if we were ignorant in what
school they have been taught to construct them,
Ave should never credit their being the Avork of
an insect. Their entertaining history, so long
ago as 1G70, attracted the attention of our

countrymen Ray, Lister, Willughby, and Sir
EdAvard King
but we are indebted for the
most complete account of their procedures to
Reaumur.
;

The mother-bee first excavates a cylindrical
hole eight or ten inches long, in a horizontal
direction, either in the ground or in the trunk
of a rotten AvilloAV-tree, or occasionally in other
decaying wood. This cavity she fills Avith six
or seven cells Avholly composed of portions of
leaf, of the shape of a thimble, the coua'cx end
of one closely fitting into the open end of
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terior coating,

first

How May

is to form the excomposed of three or

process

which

is

four pieces of larger dimensions than the rest,
and of an oval form. The second coating is
formed of portions of equal size, narrow at one
end, but gradually widening towards the other,
where the width equals half the length. One
side of these pieces is the serrate margin of
the leaf from which it was taken, which, as the
pieces are made to lap one over the other, is
kept on the outside, and that which has been
cut within. The little animal now forms a third
coating of similar materials, the middle of which,
as the most skilful workman would do in similar
circumstances, she places over the margins of
those that form the first tube, thus covering and
strengthening the junctures.
Repeating the
same process, she gives a fourth and sometimes
a fifth coating to her nest, taking care, at the
closed end or narrow extremit}^ of the cell, to
liend the leaves so as to form a convex termination. Having thus finished a cell, her next
business is to fill it to within half a hue of the
orifice with a rose-colored conserve composed
of honey and pollen, usually collected from the
fiowers of thistles and then having deposited
her iigg, she closes the orifice with three pieces
of leaf so exactly ciicular, that a pair of compasses could not define their margin with more
truth and coinciding so precisely with the
walls of the cell, as to be retained in their situation merely by the nicety of their adaptation.
After this covering is fitted in, there remains
still a concavity which receives the convex end
of the succeeding cell and in this manner the
indefatigable little animal proceeds until she
has completed the six or seven cells which
compose her cylinder.
The process which one of these bees employs
in cutting the pieces of tbe leaf that compose
her nest is worthy of attention. Nothing can
be more expeditious she is no longer about it
than we should be with a pair of scissors.
Alter hovering for some moments over a rosebush, as if to reconnoitre the ground, the bee
alights upon the leaf which she has selected,
usually taking her station upon its edge, so that
the margin passes between her legs.
With
her strong mandibles she cuts without intermission in a curve line so as to detacli a
triangular portion.
When this hangs by the
last fibre, lest its weight should carry her to the
ground, she balances her little wings lor flight,
and the very moment it jjarts from the leaf files
off with it in triumph
the detached portion
remaining bent between her legs in a direction
perpendicular to her body. Thus vrithout rule
or compasses do these diminutive creatures
mete out the materials of their work into portions
of an ellipse, into ovals or circles, accurately
accommodating the dimensions of the several
pieces of each figure to each other. What other
architect could carry impressed upon the tablet
of his memory the entire idea of the edifice
which he has to erect, and destitute of square
or plumb-line, cut out his materials in their
exact dimensions without making a single mistake ? Yet this is what our little bee invariably
does. So far ai;e human art and reason excelled
by the teaching of the Almigh'y.
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Formed?

Store Stocks ba

By

placing populous colonies in hives proportionally large, atfording ample space for the
accommodation of brood and the storage of
honey. Populous colonies can be secured by
supplying the swarms with empty combs or
comb foundations.
2. By uniting weak colonies with stronger
ones in the fall, giving to the united stock all
the stores which the two hives contain, and
reserving all the pure empty combs for the
use of the late swarms in the ensuing spring.
3. By wintering exclusively one or two year
old fertile .and vigorous queens substituting
healthy fertile queens for young and feeble ones,
1.

;

and such

as are poor laj^ers; at the same time
keeping constantly on hand a supply of fertile
surplus queens in nucleid, for the prompt cure

of occurring queenlessness.
4. By restraining the consumption of stores
during winter as much as possible; withdraAving
the hives from the influence of varying temperature; sheltering tUem from cold winds, rain,
and snovv'; or where practicable, placing them
in a cool, diy, dark chamber or cellar.
5. By encouraging the production of brood
in the spring using diluted honey every other
evening as a stimulative food, and admiuislering
it in liberal doses of from three to four pounds
in the course of every three days.
0. By thorough examination of all the colonics
at the beginning of full pasturage, and equalizing
them in numbers and quality as nearly as may
be practicable. Combs containing honey and
brood are to be taken from the stronger colonies
and given to the weaker. The bees of queenless colonies should be given to neighboring
stocks not so bereaved.
Drone combs should
be removed, and clean worker combs substi-

;

;

;

;

tuted.
7. At the opening of full pasturage, supers
and surplus honey boxes must be made accessible to the bees, though not to the queens.
Drone combs, removed from the main-hive or

;

;

'

:

:

brooding cliamber, may be very advantageously
inserted in the surplus honey box.
8. While engaged in multiplying stocks for
the enlargement of our apiaries, avc must not
expect to obtain largo harvests of hone}^ The
main etfort must therefore be to attain the
normal number of stocks intended to be kept, as
early as practicable, without falling into the
pernicious error of multiplying more rapidly
than the season and the amount of pasturage
available will justify.
9. By preventing the bees from hanging out
idly at any time, and by checking brooding
and comb-buildiug at improper periods. The

queens should always be removed, at least
temporarily, at the close of the term of full pasturage.

'

'

i

'

10. By improving the pasturage of the vicinage by encouraging the cultivation of honeyyielding crops,and the planting of locust, linden,
and other advantageous shade trees.
Dr. Voigt.

|

;

We

'

ticle

have, on page 87, a very interesting
about Egyptian beus.

ar-
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Bees and Blossoms.
It is

a striking fact that in

many

districts

flov/crs will be much frequented by bees, which,
in others, are entirely neglected by them; nay,
that in the same locality those which are commonly disregarded, will occasionally be visited
by crowds of these busy insects. To account
for this seeming capriciousness may be thought
by some to be an easy task. Thus it may be

alleged that the neglected blossoms yield no
in that particular district or season, or
that other plants there found, and then in blossom, yield nectar so superabundantly that the
bees prefer Avorking on them.
In many, perhaps in most cases, this may not only be a satisfactory, but the true solution of the question.
Yet it is not always correct. Thus, for example,
during my residence in Russia, the bees of my
apiary in Podolsk, during more than ten years,
totally neglected the blossoms of the wild jas-

honey

mine (Philadelphus coronarius Linn) growing
there in every garden, and rich in nectar. But
in 1802 I was greatly surprised to find them
visiting these blossoms in crowds, and gathering
honey. So likewise with the poppy, which is
extensively cultivated there every year. During
a series of years its blossoms were unfrequented
by the bees. Suddenly, however, I observed
that a change had occurred, and the poppy was
now become a favorite with them, and visited
by such multitudes tliat I could always find
several individuals busy in every flower, colNow what was the
lecting pollen with' a will.
cause of this singular conduct V It cannot be
ascribed to the absence of honey in the blossoms
of the jasmine, nor to the deficiency of pollen
in those of the poppy, in the years when they
were respectively neglected, for, as I remarked,
there was then an abundance of honey in the
nectaries of the jasmine blossoms, and plenty of
Was lliere
pollen on the anthers of the poppy.
a peculiar scarcity, at the time, of other honey
and pollen producing flowers By no means.
The trees, shrubs, and plants of the district were
then in blossom as usual, and as rich in nectar
and pollen, as in the years when jasmine and
poppy had no attractions for the bee.
How then is this strange contrariety to be accounted for ? I must confess it is a mystery
which I am unable to fathom. To be able to
explain it, or in general to attain to any correct
results as regards the be(!-flora of a country or
district, it is requisite that we should obtain
reports of observations made in every section
of it, enumerating the plants resorted to or
disregarded by the bees, in ordinary times as
well as in special instances. But these observations must be very carefully made to preclude
error, which, once admitted, is so dilficult to
And especially must Ave be
be eliminated.
heedful not to confound the various species of
'i

bees (Melitta;, ttc.) with our common
honey-bee a mistake Avhich Gleditsch so frequently made, that to me the larger portion of
Avild

—

his observations are, in this respect, utterly
So, also,
valueless, or at best apocryphal.
should the proper name of the tree or plant be

invariably given, and

its;

botanical Latin

name

subjoined, if possible, that the particular plant
treated of may be unmistakably recognized.
In the report of such observations, the following particulars should be especially attended
to
First. Whether the plant in question produced honey only, or pollen only, or propolis
only, or both of the former, or all three together.
Second. The quality and quantity of the product yielded. Third. Whether the honey
obtained is procured as nectar from the blossoms, or as honey-dew from the leaves or glands
of the plants; and whether the honey-dew is
the product of aphides or an exudation of vegetable juices.
Fourth. The time of blossoming
of the plant, and, if practicable, the kind of soil
in Avhich it grows, should be noted.
:

—

Dr. Asmusz.
For the American Bee Joaroal.

Two Queens

an Observing Hive.
many bee-keepers who are

in

There are a great

kept in ignorance of the habits of the bees for
the want of proper hives.
The Langstroth hive I consider the best for
practical purposes now in use. There is no hive
It
equal to the Langstroth Observing Hive.
enables one to see all the changes that the bee
is subject to. By the assistance of an observing
hive, I have, within the last two months, had
an opportunity of witnessing the building of a
queen cell, and the raising of a young queen.
On the 17th of August, 186G, I took a frame
from the Langstroth hive, and transferred it to
an observing hive. I then watched it closely,
aud on the 6th of October I saAV the young
queen emerge from her cell. I was ajixious to

how the old queen would receive her. I
was not long kept in suspense, for the young
queen was very active, and frequented every
see

part of the hive in a short time, frequently
coming in contact Avith the old queen, Avho
received her very kindly. The young queen is
a fine specimen, and I am anxious to see if the
tAvo Avill be permitted to remain in the same
hiA'e.

The young queen was fecundated on the 17th
of October, and on the 20th she commenced
laying eggs. From that time to the present
both are laying eggs incessantly, depositing a
great many outside of the cells, Avhich they
necessarily must for the Avant of brood cell s.
My hive has no drone cells, but there have
been drones raised in the Avorker cells up to this
They, of course, Avcre mere dAvarfs.
ime.
t

J.

Salem, N. C, Oct.

W. H.

26, 1866.

The goodness of a hive is determined by its
Aveight; a hive of tAveuty-five pounds may be
considered excellent if in the mouths ot February or March if in September or October,
but of a secondary character.—
is then
it
;

Huish.

In Avinter the bees occupy the top of the
hive; in spring and summer they occupy the
middle aud the bottom.— /6td.
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An abundant honey-harvest can, of course,
be looked for only after the apiary has been
\vell established and organized, containing the
full number of store hives of which its proprietor
designs it shall consist for till then the daily
gatherings are largely devoted to the multiplication of stock, and the equalization of colonies.
But even when that point is attained, a rapid
and lucrative accumulation of stores can only
be secured if those colonies are healthy, vigorous, and populous early in the season, and reach
the culminating point as regards strength just
prior to the blossoming of the white clover.
Only when in this condition can honey be
rapidly and plentifully gathered by them. The
briefer the period during which pasturage
abounds in any district, the greater the necessity of having strong colonies ready to take the
held at the opening of the season; and hence it
is frequentlj' very advantageous to stimulate
the production of brood at the close of Marcli,
or the beginning of April, by feeding them
moderatel}^ yet regularly, with diluted honey.
Another chief requisite in the formation of
store stocks is that they should be placed in
capacious hives, affording ample space for the
storage of honey and the accommodation of
brood, so that swarming always injurious to a
store stock may be effectually prevented. The
accumulation of honey is now our exclusive
Our ample hives, having a diameter of
object.
tifteen or sixteen inches, and being eighteen or
twenty inches high, are still regularly enlarged,
when pasturage abounds, by the addition of a
surplus honey-box and from many of these
hives we have taken from fifty to sixty pounds
of honey each in autumn, leaving them a full
supply for the winter. But this can only be
done, even in the case of such hives, by never
undertaking to winter any with a supply of
less than
from forty to fifty pounds clear
honey. Such an investment is sure to yield
;

room.
In default of surplus or collateral boxes con-

empty coi;nbs, narrow strips of worker
combs may be attached to the interior tops of
the hive by dipping them in melted wax or
strong mucilage, and will serve both to attract
the bees and give direction to their labors. And
when no such strips are at hand, the bo^ may
be made more attractive to the bees by brushing
taining

interior surface with liquid honey.
In
supering we find it useful to place the top-board
taken from the hive on the super, as the bees
will readily start combs on the comb-foundations
adhering to its inner surface, and are thus induced to fill up the vacant space below
much sooner than they otherwise would. But
we must also be careful to place the top-board
so as to cause the new combs when built to
cross those of the main hive below, as the super
can thus be more easily taken off when filled,.
Bees generally refuso to build in surplus or collateral boxes till the main hive is full
yet it is
advisable always to make these accessible to
them a short time in advance, as that helps to
prevent swarming, and the bees become seasonably apprised that they need fear no deficiency
its

—

—

;

of

;

large profits.
It is very advantageous also to be provided
with a liberal supply of empty combs in surplus

G.

or collateral boxes, in Avhich the bees may at
once deposit their gathering, thus saving time
and honey, which are indispensable requisites
The preservation of empty
for comb-building.
combs is difficult at times, because they are
liable to bo attacked by the larva? of the Avax
moUi or miller. But ihe depredations of these
pests can be prevented by making air-tight the
boxes containing combs for preservation, and
occasionally filling them Avitli the fumes of
burning brimstone. In the fall, winter, and
early spring, they should be kept in a cold

Bee-Culture in Cottage Hives.
No.

No.

room

in their domicile.

Supers for surplus honey are preferable to
collateral boxes, where the hives used are
standards but in enlarging lagers we prefer
;

the surplus honey-box in the
because in the hinder part of such hives
setting

rear,

brood

is .seldom found.
!

To prevent swarming during
season,

by moderating the internal temperature,
ventilate our hives, a8 stated in a ^u-evious

it^ly,

we

the gathering

and keep the bees from hanging out
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number, and seek besides

to provide them with
shade during the heat of the day. When pasturage is very abundant, we enlarge the entrances of our hives, or open additional ones
higher ui). thus giving free passage to an in-

But this seems literally to be " robbing
Peter to pay Paul." It would be a spl -ndid
financial operation if a man could enrich b.im
self by transferring half the contents of his full
purse into his empty one. By such transpocreased number of worlvcrs.
sition we merely v.'caken one hive as much as
jfndiring that is, introducing ekes or sec- Ave strengthen the other an equalization of no
tions at the bottom of a hive, does not promote, value at the gathering season, however useful
!Ut rather prevents, the accaninhition of si ores, it may be at a later period.
Besidesthe weak
I'f'.eause tlie bees are tliereby tempted to build
colony is never nearly so much benefitted by
combs therein, and the ([ueen to supply tliem such an accession when jjasturage abounds, as
v/ith eggs.
We therefore avoid this mode of the strong one is injured by the loss, since a proenlarging, unless avo desire to provide combs portionably much smaller number of bees can
and brood for a nucleus or a queenless stock.
then be spared for out-door labor. If the Aveak
Another mode of aiding store stocks in the colony has a feeble or superannuated queen, all
accumulation of honey is by transporting them such efforts to rcinlbrce it must prove abortive
from one district to another, according to season in the end. They are only admissable in a
or the abundance or scarcity of pasturage. This, case where a colony has been greatly reduced
one."?.

—

—

though a common practice in some countries,
such as Lunenburg, is not gen-rally avinlablc,
and may not,' therefore, ho looked upon as

among

the ordinary resources of bee-keepers.
it happens that by a removal of a t'aw
miles bees can be placed within reach of fields
of buckv.'heat, esparcctte, mustard, or white
clover in blossom, or extensive ranges of basswood or locust trees in bloom, the cost and
trouble of tlic transfer will bo richly rijpaid, if
the weather be favorable to honey-gathering.
It is the practic3 in some sections, and has
been recommended by such expert apiarians as
Strausz, Knauff, and Yitzthum, to drive out tiie
bees of strong stocks at the beginiung of full
pasturage in the spring into an empty hive,
placing them on their accustomed stand, uu'l
appropriating the contents of the full hive.
Tliis is to be done, indeed, only where further
enlargement of an apiary, or multi[)lication of
stocks, is no longer desired, and a mere renewal
of the combs is designed.
But unless the queen
has b(^m removed or lost nearly three weeks
before, this process involves the destruction of
a large amount of eggs and larvte, and much
unpleasant labor. To avoid this, some place the
deprived hive oa some other strong stock,
opening a communication with the toj), and so
let it remain till fall.
It is then removed, and
the contents extracted.
But this operation wiil
be successful only in case the lower nive is
filled
otherwise the stores in the upper will be
carried down into the lower, while the brood is
maturing.
The supposed advantage of thi^
operation consists in the construclioa of new
comb;>, for which, however, much hon<'y and
precious time are required.
All this would

But when

;

by some accidental

cans::,

and

avc

are certain

contains a young, healthy, and prolific (pven.
In all other cases, the surest course
is promptly to unite a Aveak stock to a strong
one. There is, indeed, one mode of strengthening stocks, Avhich is ahvaj^s commendable the
union, namely, of aftersAvarms Avith old stocks,
or that of tAvo or more affcersAvarms Avith each
other.
But, as on our system of management
t'lc expert apiarian Avill prevent afterswarmiug
that

it still

—

" bailiAvick"- as much as possible, licAviil
seldom be under the necessity of availing himself of this process.
But Avlien the occasion
in his

occurs, he

Avill find that the strong stock i?.
aided by the accession
and he Avill
save himself the A'exation of nursing up conS'itutional invalids
prcdoomed victims of the
moth.
Tiie Baron of Berlcpsch regards restriction
of brooding from the latter end of June as a
principal means of securing an ample honey
liarA^est.
For that purpose he remoA"cs all the
old queens from_his colonics, and lets the beesrear young ones Avhereas Dzierzon confines
them in qu(;en-cages from about the same time
to the close of the gathering season, thus preventing the 'pro Inction of brood altogetlier
during a prolonged period.
Berlcpsch says
lie obtains from twelve to tAventy pounds of
hone}' more from colonies deprived of their
queens than fi"om those not so treated. The
dilFereacc seems to us enormous, for it Avould
thus ap))ear that I'roni tAvelvc to tAventy pounds
of honey Avonld be required for the use of tJy.
brood from the end of June to about the first of
August, Avhen the young queens Avill haA'e

greatlj-

;

—

;

become

fertile,

and

new brood make

—

its

till fall, then driving them out, uniting
them with some oilier colony, and preserving
such of the empty combs as arc still in good

appearance, in the combs though ordinarily,
in nndei^rived colonies, brooding begins graduBe this
ally to diminish after the first of July.
as it ma A', it in no easy task to catch and remove

Where an apiary contains its full
stocks, or the owner does not

the queen from a large cottage hive, AvhichAvill
usually be found, at the end of June, croAvded

have been saved by letting them remiin

in their

old hive

condition.

complement of

desire further increase, it is more judicious to
drive ouL the bees of his oldest and heaviest
co'onies, unite theni with others, and appropriate tlie stores. The renewal of combs should
be etfectcd at a period when the labor of the
bees is of less value than it is at the time of lull
pasturage in the spring.
It has furthermore been proposed io strcngfh 'u

v/cak coloniu'j by tr.mspoi-sing

lu';ni

witii

iull

and crammed Avith honey and avc
must hence forego any advantage Avhich might
result from such deprivation while using such
hives. The most avc can do to restrict bro;)ding
in them is to cease enlarging tliem by nadir in;/
or adding sections at the base.
As soon as surplus honey and collateral boxes
avc filled Avith combs and honey, and the latter
\3 ciii'otly capped in the (?ells, thoy arc to be roAvith bees,

;
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moved, and empty ones substituted, if i^asturage
continues to be abundant. We remove them
easily by slightly raising them after dusk, so as
to admit air freely, and cooling the interior.
During the night most of the bees will withdraw
into the main hive, and the remainder can be
expelled by means of smoke. Be careful to ascertain that the queen is not in one of the
removed boxes. By gently tapping on a surplus
honey-box, the queen will be induced to leave,
and if found therein
if she happen to be there
be immediately
after removal she should
restored to the hive, unless she be an old one,
for Avhich you can substitute a fertile young one
from a nucleus hive.
;
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The Egyptian Bee.
ACCLIMATISATION IN THE NORTH OP GERMANY.
[Continued from Page 89.]
Herr Yogel next discusses whether the Egyptian bee is more sensitive in rough weather
during summer than the Northern and Italian
varieties.
In reference to this question he
says " Although the average annual temperaITS

:

ture of a countrj'' or place is all that is generally
stated wiih regard to its climate, it is not sufficient merely to quote the medium annual temperature of Egypt and North Germany, in order
to judge of the probability of the successful
acclimatisation of the Egyptian bee, but a
statement of the average temperature of shorter

We

It Stings.

spaces of times becomes necessary.
will,
compare the temperature of Egypt
and North Germany for the first five months in
the year, according to Reaumur's thermometer.
therefore,

"How

pretty !" cried little Sam, as his little
hand grasped a bunch of white lilac which
grew near the gate of his father's mansion.
The next moment the child's face grew red
with terror, and he dashed the lilac to the
fat

groung, shrieking,
•'

It'stings

!

What made

it

stings!"

it

sting

?

May.

was

a bright, beau-

and sweet-smelling flower. How could it
hurt the child's hand ? I will tell you.
A jolly little bee in search of a dinner had
just pushed his nose in among the lilac blossom, and was sucking nectar from it most
heartily when Sammy'sfat hand disturbed him.
So, being vexed Avith the child, he stung him.
That's how Sammy's hand came to be stung.
Sammy's mother washed the -wound with
hartshorn, and Avhen the pain was gone, she
said: " bammy, my dear, let this teach you
that many pretty tldngs
have very sharp
'

"

Fob.

Marcli. April.

June.

July.

May.

Aug.

Sep.

Berlin 50^ 20^ N.
lat., and 31° east

long
It

tiful,

stings.''

January.

Cairo(30°N.lat. .10.60 10.72 14.48 20.40 20.5G

10.92 13.94 15.04 14.43 11.75

"Between the temperature of the winter
months at Cairo, and the summer months of

we

find a dilFerence of but a few
In Cairo the thermometer in winter
sometimes falls as low as 3" below zero of Reaumur, but only fur a short time. The chief
harvest time of the Egyptian bee in its own
country is during the coldest months of the
year from January to March.
In May the
harvest is finished in
the lowlands, and
many districts in Egypt then look like a
dead desert. The Scharaki districts only, which
in consequence of artificial watering give three

Berlin,
degrees.

—

many harvests annually, furnish occasionally some
PRETTY THINGS HAVE VERY SHARP STINGS. It pasture for the bees. In districts in Germany
may save them from being stung if they keep which are poor in honey, the chief gathering
takes place in May, June, and July, and these
this truth in mind.
Sin often makes itself appear very pretty. A months have the same temperature as the
boy once went to a circus because the horses Egyptian winter. The Egyptian bee is, therewere pretty and their riders gay; but he learned fore, quite at home in our summer as happy
Let every child make a note of this

—

to swear there, and thus, that pretty thing, the
circus, stung him.

Another boy once thought wine a pretty
He drank it, and learned to be a
drunkard. Thus wine stung him.
A girl once took a luscious Bartlett pear from
a basket and ate it.
"Have you eaten one?"
thing.

asked her mother. Fearing she should not get
another if she said yes, she said "no," got
another pear, and then felt so stung that she
could not sleep that night.

Thus you see that sin, however pretty it
looks, "stings."
It stings sharply, too.
It
The Bible says "The sting of
stings fatally.
death is sin."
If you let sin sting you, nothing can heal the
wound but the blootl of Jesus. If you feel the
smart of the sting, go to Jesus with it, and he
will cure.
After that never forget that many
pretty things have very sharp stings, and be
careful not to touch, taste, or handle such things.
:

—

^'.

*S'.

Adoocate.

as 'the

little fish at

the bottom of the sea.'*

" At from 10^ to 12- of Reaumur (55^ to 60°
Fahrenheit,) the Egyptian bees are in full
flight, at which temperature our native bees
generally only begin to take wing.
When the
bees of an Egyptian stock begin to fly, it is not
only a few single bees that fly out for some
time, but the Avhole stock is immediately in lull
flight.
The Egyptians always rush forth from
the entrance like ants from a hole made in their
During mild days in November the
nest.
Egyptians carried in pollen and honey, and
came home in full flight, whilst only a few
single bees of the other species were to be seen.

A

German or
I never saw Egyptians chilled.
Italian bee is very soon overtaken by an Egyptian bee in a race ; the quickness of the children
of the Nile is, however, most apparent in the
fertile German or Italian queen
queens.
walks but slowly and heavily on a comb, Avhilst
an Egyptian one runs as quickly from one side

A

* "Wie's Fischleiii aut' dein

Gruud."

— Gokthe
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of the comb to the other, as the comb can be
turned round. Great activity, quickness, and
agility are tlie general characteristics of the
natives of warm countries, and by this observation in natural liistory, the above-mentioned
peculiarity of the Egyptian bee may be explained.

society in the hive produces a higher temperawhich may be felt. According to experience, the production and supply of animal
warmth is intimately connected with the process of breathing and nutriment.
The bee possesses a trachean system like no other insect
known to Leuckart {ride Yon Berlcpsch, The
ture,

'

"During the hot season in Egvpt, the ther- Bee and Bee-keeping,' page 188.) The more
mometer stands at 26^ to 30- K." (92^ to 100= severely the bee is aUacked hx cold in winter,
F.) in Upper Egypt, even in the shade, 30° to the more food it consumes, and the more it ac34= R. (100= toll0= F. ) Cairo has an average
temperature of 22.96= R. in June, 23.92° in
July, 23.92° in August, and 20.96° in September.
One might suppose, therefore, that the
Egyptian bee would continue to fly out and to

work

in

because

Germany even
it

in the greatest heat,
to as

must have been accustomed

great a heat in its native country.
Such, however, is not the case.
Tlie Egyptian, like the
Northern and Italian bees, cease working when
the temperature of the interior of the hive has
reached about 30-' R., (100 F.,) and like them
they remain inactive, some on the combs and
inner walls of the hive, and some outside the
entrance.
If the bees were by their activity
still more to increase the temperature of the
interior of the hive, the waxen combs must
soften and fall down.
The inactivity of the
bee, therefore, during very great heat in the
interior of the hive, is evidently an effect of
instinct.
In Egypt, also, the bee is inactive in.
the liot season, for the country is then bare of
flowers.

" The Egyptian Bee in the Winter op
Germany. In Egypt the bee is able almost

—

every day to hum jo3^fully through the air but
Germany has a winter in which the temperature notuufrequently falls to 20° or more below
zero of Reaumur, and the cold keeps the bee
imprisoned in its hive. Already before the
actual introduction of the Egyptian bee, the
question has been mooted whether the hivebee of Egypt could survive our severe winters.
From the beginning I believed the Egyjitian
bee capable of wintering here, and I supported
my opinion by the following passage from 'The
Acclimatization Journal' for 1864, page 40
The genus Apis has a very peculiar nature i.
all the
e.,
species, including the different
varieties of Apis, have a similar and unchangeable nature and manner of living.' Let us consider, then, that the genus Apis lives in permanently organized societies, and in tliis forms
an exception among the class of insects.
Humble-bees' and wasps' societies are dissolved
the fertile females only hybernate
in autumn
during winter, and survive till spring. Our
ants also certainly live in lasting communities,
but at about 1° R. they likewise hybernate,
and the genus Termes, which belongs to warm
climates, is not to be compared with the bee.
The bee does not hybernate, it only passes into
;

:

'

;

;

which state is evidently
conditional upon the want of that degree of
Avarmth which is necessary for its activity. Any
organic cause for the winter's rest of our bee
does not exist, as it prospers equally well
between the tropics without any rest in Avinter.
The speciflc or personal temperature of an individual bee is very low indeed, yet the whole
a state of rest in winter,

its breathing, until by actual humming
produces that degree of warmth necessary for
its existence.
Tlie extremity of the abdomens
of those bees wliich hang on the outside of the
cluster often come very near to the hoar frost

celerates

it

in the hive, whilst in the heart of the cluster
It is
there are from 9° to 12° of warmth.
universally acknowledged that the lethargy into
which our bee falls in winter is contrary to its
nature. Likewise it cannot be disputed that the
winter of Germany is contrary to the nature of
'-^

the Egyptian bee it will, however, survive our
winter just as well and just as badly as our
Northern bee, if it be kept in hives which
afford shelter against too great cold. The genus
Apis belongs to the cosmopolites among animals, and is able to prosper in countries the
seasons of which have an extreme climate.
"Dr. Buory also states from experience, in
'The Acclimatization Journal,' (1863, pp. 295,
&c.,) that a transplantation of animals from
warmer to colder countries is more frequently
successful than unsuccessful.
" The Egyptian stocks are quiet in winter.
During only the most severe cold (3d and 4th
of January,) they caused a low humming to be
heard, just like the German and Italian stocks.
It may also Avell be supposed that the trachean
system of the Egyptian bee will be strengthened
by a greater activity during our winter. On
the 16th of this month, (January, 1865,) the
bees of an Egyptian stock were flying quite
strongly at 4° in the shade, and 9° R. in the
sun, between 10 and 11 o'clock in the morning.
No bee got chilled, and no sign of dysentery
could be perceived. I could not suppress my
an Egj^ptian stock.
curiosity, and opened
When 1 merely looked over the floor of the
hive I was greatly delighted, for but a few dead
bees lay there. The stock was perfectly healthy,
and the queen, with her abdomen full of eggs,
paraded the combs as if in summer. In two
hundred to three liundred cells, eggs and larvce
were found. To-day (January 28th,) at noon
some bees were seen at the entrance of all the
stocks, and in the Egyptian stocks also there is
as yet no trace of dysentery. These observations
speak strongly for a fortunate wintering of the
Egyptian bee."
1 may here add that Herr Vogel's favorable
His
anticipations were completely verified.
Egyptian protegees passed the ordeal of the
German winter of 1804-5 unscathed, and were
introduced into my apiary rather late the fol;

—

lowing summer, with what result will in due
course be related by A Devonshire Beekeeper.
[to be continued.]

—

» SS to 59*

Fahrenheit.
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[From the (London) Jourcal of Horticulture.]

With regard to the life of the working bee,
particularly during the Avorking season say

—

August, I think it is very short,
rarely exceeding two months.
In proof of this
a singular circumstance happened to one of my
hives containing Ligurian- bees, obtained in
]\Iay from Mr. Woodbury, which I will here
till

On the 1st of June I had a jirime swarm
from an ordinary stock of black bees, which
had hardly settled in an adjoining hedge, when
my only Ligurian hive unexpectedly threw a
swarm, which at once joined the other. As I
was absent at the time in the city, my gardener
relate.

was

afraid to hive them together, irrespective
of the chance of being stung, as they were evidently in a state of great excitement. On my
return home, I, after some difficulty, got them
into a, large hive, having first captured the
Ligurian queen, Avhose person during the
operation I could not mistake from the large
size and golden color of her body.
I then
determined to return the united swarm to the
original Ligurian stock, which I did during the
evening (a process which I have always per-

formed satisfactorily without any fighting, many
times during successive years, simply by giving
three puffs of tobacco-smoke to each swarm to
be united, and so making them all smell foully
for the time.)
I, of course,
put on a large
straw top, otherwise thej^ could not then all
have found room, and looked forward to at
of honey from this immensely
As it was, however, they now
dint of squeezing to keep nearly
all in the centre box, and though I had guide
combs in the super, they did not extend them,
evidently bent on not remaining. I looked out
tbe next afternoon and evening to see which
queen was turned out dead, as I have almost
always found one on the ground in this plight
within twenty-four hours, but could see nothing
of her.
On the 19th of June, at 11 o'clock, the
whole united mass swarmed again, and such a
swarm I never had in all my experience. The}'
tried to settle on two or thi-ee shrubs and trees,
but all the boughs gave waj% and the whole
mass kept falling to the ground at last they
wont into a hedge, which sustained them, and
they were hived in a large straw cover ready
least 50

lbs.

strong hive.

managed by

;

at

hand.

On examination I found that the Ligurian
and common bees were so intermingled, both in
swarm and the stock from whence they
came, that it was impossible to state which was
Ligurian and which not. Now also came the
question, which has the Ligurian queen ? I
thought this a good opportunity to test the respective ages of each sort of bee, should it so
happen that the old Ligurian queen remained
in the stock, and the common queen with the
swarm, or vice versa. I therefore put the combined swarm into a Stewarton hive, and on the
next stand to the Ligurian, so as to afford the
greatest facility in watching.
At first I noticed
the

*Iu England, wliat
rian.

[Ed.

we

eall

Itaham

swarm was

pretty equally divided
bees, perhaps,
if anything, the former being in the majority.
As regards the stock, I should saytheLiguriaus
were as five to three, a decided majority. Both
worked well, and considering the comparatively
empty state of the stock hive immediately after
swarming, it was wonderful how rapidly the
latterincreased again in numbers. Witjiin three
weeks I began to notice in the slock that the
common bees were dwindling away, althougu
in the swarm they were still about equal.
AVithin the month the stock became live to one
in favor of the Ligurian, and the swarm then
began to show three or four to one in favor of
the common bee, and I could casil}' see in the
swarm numbers of the young black bees daily
coming out on the alighting-board. In a similar
way I could see in the stock the young Liguriaus.
This at once showed to me that the old
Ligurian queen had remained in the slock hive,
whilst the old common ciueen had led out the
swarm. Within five or six weeks the relative
proportions rapidly became twenty to one in
favor of the Ligurians in the stock, and ten to
one in favor of the black bees in the swarm,
and so on, until last Saturday, (July 23,) 1
could not detect a single black bee in the Ligurian stock, and only six Ligurian bees in the
swarm, after half an hour's close watching at
the entrances in the middle of a fine working
day, when the bees were out in great numbers.
I may add that the six Ligurians which I saw
were almost worn out, their wings being ragged,
and their bodies showing that peculiar dark
look indicative of old age.
Both stock and swarm are very strong in
bees, the latter having filled a super of about
20 lbs. of honey, which I shall shortly take off.
What has become of the Ligurian in the one
ease, and the common bees in the other
It is
quite clear that they have all died off, and their
places been supplied by young bees; for there
is no diminution of numbers, but rather the
reverse in both cases.
It also follows, of
course, that if the Ligurians in the one case,
and the black bees in the other, have gradually
and visibl}' died away, heir contemporaries in
each case, pari passu, must have perished too;
the result is, therefore, that at all eveirts during
the working season the whole hive is renewed

between Ligurian and common

Longevity of Bees.

iroui April

the
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bees, are called Ligu-

'i

I

within two months.

—

Another fact is also proved that the duration
of life of the Ligurian and common bee is about
the same.
Now, it does not follow that the
age of the bee is always limited to tAVO months;
on the contrary, during the late autumnal anc.
winter months, when little or no hatching o
eggs can take place, I expect that the bee ma}
live four or five months, as there is then ]\i\~
or no wear and tear, and their fiights are limii
to the neighborhood of the hive
but it is quite
evident that during the working months the
mortality is immense, and only replaced by the
great fecundity of the ciueen bee.
From the little experience which I liave had
of the Ligurian bee, I should say that the queens
of this sort are decidedly more prolific than
those of the common bee, as the increase ot
population in the stocks of the black bee which
._

;
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is not nearly so large as that of
Ligurian stock. The latter also seem to
carry into the hive tAvice the quantity of farina

[Prom the Bienenzeitung.]

on their legs as compared with the other sort
a sure sign of extensive breeding.
Allow me to add that, as a whole, I consider
this season to have been a bad one for honey.
Our main resource here is the Limes, which,
although well flowered, soon withered, owing
to the excessive heat of the direct rays of the
The Avhite clover is now their last
t^un.
resource, but it is not so abundant as last year.

In most treatises on bee-culture, after-sM'arming is spoken of as highly disadvantageous, if
not positively ruinous, and various modes of
preventing it have been proposed. For myself,
I have no objection to second swarms, but am
pleased to see them, as they enable me to form
valuable store stocks, because such swarms have

nave swarmed

After-swarming.

my

'—A BLACKHEATn'AN.
For tho American Bee Jcurnal.

What

Is It?

In stopping with a friend of mine, living in
an adjoining county, (Moultrie,) I found a
malady which proved fatal to his and his neighbor's bees, and which I never heard or read of
before.
He said that two years ago, at about
the middle of October, his bees were attacked
by what he called the " Bee Cholera" for the
want of a better name. Out of forty-two stocks
he onljr saved two. All the bees in the neighborhood fared about the same way. All the
bees died on the stands in about two days after
they were first taken with the disease. The
honey stored in the boxes was said to be bitter
in taste, and it made those sick who ate it. But,
after leaving the honey-stand over winter, it
was used the next spring; it was then as good
as any honey.
One man says the same disease
bee.s this fall.
Some think the
the result of a peculiar honey-dew;
Some Pennsylvabut this is only a surmise.
nians residing in the neighborhood say they
saw the same disease prevailing in the mountain
regions of their native State.
What is this disease, and what are the remedies ?
J. B. R. Sherrick.
Decatur, III., Oct. 23, 1866.

has attacked his
disease

is

Prop. Gerstaker, of Berlin, Prussia, thus deEgyptian bee

scribes the

:

" Tlie Egyptian bee {Apis fasciata L.) is
nearly one -third smaller than the common bee,
or the Italian.
Her abdomen resembles that
of the latter, but her corslet or shild is yellow.
The downy hairs of the thorax and abdomen
are whitish."
"Her native home," he adds, "is Egypt, Arabia, and Syria; and she is found also, with
slight variations, on the northern declevity of
the Himalaya mountains, and in China.
She
was successfully introduced into Germany in
1863 by the Berlin Acclimatization Society, and
carried thence to England in the summer of

186—."

The

laying of worker eggs by the queen bee

commences usually

in February; sometimes as
early as January, especially if it be an Italian

queen.

Drones take their flights only in fine
weather, during the warmest part of tlie dny.

young queens sure to prove prolific for several
years.
They also enable me to save and reinvigorate queenless stocks, if I happen to have
any such, or to build up rapidly some weak
colony that has from any cause become reduced.
has frequently been objected that by yielding
one or more afterswarms, the parent stock loses
much of its store honey and the mass of its
population, and is in danger of perishing, havIt

ing literally " swarmed itself to death." Now
this ruin of the stock results either from the
loss of the last hatched young queen, or from a
deficiency of honey stores.
But these are mishaps or disasters to which every other stock in
an apiary is exposed, even if it have not swarmed
at all.
The old queen may perish from age or
accident, and the bees may fail to raise another;
or if one has been raised, she maybe lost on one
of her excursions, or may prove to be a drone
breeder, so that sooner or later the stock
perishes.
In like manner, any other colony
may, from causes known or unknown, fail to
collect adequate supplies for the winter, and
die from starvation, if its destitute condition is
not seasonably discovered and remedied.
Swarming in general, and not afterswarming
alone, may certainly prove to be highly deleterious, as, for example, if it occur when the
bees have just begun to build combs in tho
spring, and have gathered only a small supply
of honey, which is frequently the case with what
are known as singing swarms. The small number of bees remaining in the hive after such
swarming are unable to prosecute brooding
largely, and at the .same time to gather sufficient
stores from fields presenting ample but transient
pasturage.
Under such circumstances brooding is commonly neglected to some extent, for a while, in
an unavailing effort to gather stores; and when
it is subsequently recommenced, and the colony
increases in numbers, a large part of their
surplus has been consumed, and liberal feeding
is required to fit them to survive the winter,
unless they be among the fortunate few that
have the advantage of late fall pasturage. But
when one of my stocks has gathered plentifully
from the early spring pasturage, and has become
so heavy that it may scarce be lifted, I am well
content to have it yield one or two afterswarms.
The parent stock will still have bees and brood
enough, and if the young queen is not so unfortunate as to be lost, she will ere autumn have
produced such a mass of workers that the hive
will certainly be among the most populous in
the apiary next spring.
When afterswarms
leave, all the brood in the parent hive is already
capped, needs no further attention from the
workers, and will not therefore perish from
neglect.
As soon as the young queen becomes
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broodiug will again be vigorously pro- other stock and almost any one will be beneand the mass of the population will fitted by such reinforcement. The young queens
thus be composed of young bees which arecon- may be preserved in nuclei, and used to great
stitutionalljr best qualified to endure the rigors advantage in cases of
queenlessness, or as subof winter.
If the stock be deficient in supplies,
stitutes for feeble old queens.
it should he fed, while brooding, with starchOccasionally a strong stock which has yielded
syrup or some other cheap substitute for honey, a natural swarm, or from which a forced swarm
which will then be used for the nourishment of has been drummed out, fails to produce an
the brood, leaving that of better quality in store afterswarm, though still exceedingly
populous;
for their support in the winter.
an occurrence I much dislike. Brooding will
Afterswarms having young queens which then be prosecuted with great energy in s'uch a
usually prove very prolific, are well fitted to stock, the young queen being very prolific; and
become the best store stocks next season. To as with us pasturage ceases to abound after the
stimulate and aid them, I furnish them with as grain crops are harvested, an enormous conmuch clean empty combs as I can preferiing, sumption of honey folloAvs, without any opnoron that account, to put my early first swarms in tunity to replenish the combs. The result is,
empty hives. In very warm weather, after- colonies very populous in the fall, but ill-proswarms are apt to desert hives containing much vided for the coming winter. To prevent this,
comb, wherefore I confine them after hiving, I drain off a portion of the superabundant popuwith sufficient ventilation, and ^t them in a lation as early as practicable, by transposing
cool place till evening.
If the queen has been the hive Avith one much Aveaker or, if I
have
captured, I place her in a cage as an additional none such, I take a fertile reserve queen Avith
guarantee that the swarm shall not forsake its her nucleus colony, place them in a hive reassigned quarters
and, to make assurance sembling that of the stock I design to tap, indoubly sure, I insert a piece of brood comb in sert empty combs enough to furnish the interior
the hive before placing it on its stand in the well, then remove the strong stock to a disapiary.
By selecting a brood comb containing tance, and sef the prepared hive in its stead.
both eggs and young larvte, the possible loss of The returning bees ha\'ing been queenless for
the young cpieen will be rendered less damaging some time, or accustomed to the presence
of an
than it otherwise Avould prove to be, because infertile one, or of queen cells only, will readily
queen-cells would be immediately started, and accept the fertile queen now introduced, so that
all the energies of the population be dcA^oted to
I never find it necessary to confine her even
honey-gathering, as there Avould be little brood temporarily. The bees thus tranferred from the
to nurse, and no combs to be built.
parent stock labor Avith surprising energy, as
Afterswarms, and the parent stock from though resolved to turn the remainder of the
which they came, must be carefully watched to season to the best possible account. Though
see whether the young queens have not been the parent stock, removed to a ncAV stand, may
lost.
In the case of the parent stock it is oft- have lost a large proportion, if not the most of
times very difficult to ascertain the fact, because its honey-gathering force, it will still retain
the workers, now accustomed to be without a enough to re-establish itself; and the young
queen, scarcely manifest any consciousness that bees, hitherto mainly employed in nursing
their newly-hatched sovereign has failed to re- brood, noAV to a large extent relieved from that
turn.
It is hence prudent to insert a piece of duty, Avill speedily join the corps of
active outsuitable brood comb in every suspected stock, door laborers, there being no more uncapped
that those really in want may have an oj^por- brood in the hive requiring their presence on
If the combs. If the young queen is not lost on
tunity and the means to supply their loss.
queen cells be started, we have conclusive her wedding excursion, the population Avill soon
evidence of their destitute condition. We may be recuperated, and in a fcAV weeks it could
then either permit them to rear a queen, or in- hardly be seen that the hive had contributed so
troduce a fertile one from a nucleus, if we have largely to the establishing of another colony.
The clear "silken sound" of the bees' It may, indeed, in the fall surpass in strength
such.
wing as they leave the rapidity of their de- colonies Avhich fldled to sAvarm, and possess this
parture in hot haste for forage the large sup- further decided advantage that it consists almost
fertile,

;

secuted,

—

;

;

;

;

plies of pollen they carry in,

and the

size

and

well-rounded proportions of the pellets, as well
as the general deportment of the population,
clearly indicate to an expert the presence of a
But when a colony has been
fertile queen.
queenless for some time, and especially after a
fertile worker has commenced laying drone
eggs, indications are oft-times fallacious, and
•we may easily be deceived, even if brood comb
be inserted, for queen cells will seldom be
started when there are no young bees in the

exclusively of young bees.
The sum of the matter is that afterswarming,
or Avhat amounts to the same the Avithdrawing
of the surplus force of a strong stock, is by no
means an evil, and may, indeed, be decidedly
beneficial in districts supplying no late fall pasturage, as it removes from an overpopulous
stock a large body of consumers, and converts
them into active producers, on another stage,
indeed, b«t still for the advantage of their
common OAvner.
O. Rothe.

—

hive.
If afterswarms

come late and are not strong,
not wise to hive them separately, as they
may not be able to collect stores enough for the
winter, even though furnished with empty
combs. It is better to unite them with some

it is

Bees are, without exception, the most industrious of all insects in the world.
They are
a treasure to those Avho k'now how to properly
manage them.
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For the American Bee Journal,

The Fox and

mission.
The poultry and domestic animals
were savagely attacked, and some of them died
from the effects of their stings, v>^hllc the unfortunate owner of the dead fox laj^ upon his bed
for more than three months, barely escaping

the Bees

OB,

An

Old Man'^s Reason for Haling Bees.

with his

life.

"Now,

More than fourteeu years
in conversation with a

after hearing my hQe story, can you
wonder that I perfectly hate bees; and all the
more as from the time of that unfortunate ex-

ago, while engaged

friend at

tlie

periment I have never been able to approach a
without being attacked or stung by
them."

table of a

hive

upon our favorite topic, "the
bees," I noticed an old man, who listened to us
with fixed attention. Taking advantage of a
public house,

When the laughter, caused by both the matter
and manner of the old man had somewhat subsided, my friend and myself freely acquitted
him of any unnecessary uncharitableness for
saying '' I hatehees.''''

break in our conversation, he said, in a very
decided manner: "You seem to be great admirers of bees, but I hate them., and if you will
hear my bee story, you will sec that I have good
reason for such feelings :"

years ago, when I was a lad in my
teens, I had a tame fox which was left chained
to a hollow log, in my father's garden.
It was
an amusing sight to see how fond this fox was
of killing bees
few that came within his
reach making good their escape. One Saturday a number of my playmates came to spend
the afternoon with me, and among us the idea
was suggested that we might get some rare fun
No sooner
out of Reynard and the bees.
thought than done. By our united etforts we
moved the log much nearer to a large row of
bee-hives, and with true boyish zest enjoyed
Fox, for a
the slaughter of the innocent bees.
while, seemed to be in all his glory, and the
more he killed, the louder we laughed; nor was
our enjoyment at all diminished by his curious
antics as every now and then a bee made an
effective lodgement upon his hairy hide; but the
bees, beginning very soon to resent such liberties, attacked in increasing numbers their wanton destroyer, and it Avas evident that he was
not only getting the worst of the fight, but that
if 1 did not interfere there would soon be a dead
fox on the field of battle. Approaching the logto unchain and remove him, the bees sallied
from their hives as it seemed in countless thousands.
A scene speedily ensued more easily
imagined than described. My companions fled
with what speed they coukl to the house for
protection, the bees attacking and stinging them
not quite to their heart's content before they
could make good their retreat. Seizing my fox
I made for the nearest W"ater, into which I
dropped him all covered and blackened with
bees.
Finding that nothing further could be
done to save my poor pet, I left him in the agonies of death to attend to my own safety, for
the bees by this time were covering my person
and stinging me so furiously that I was almost
frantic with fear and pain. By the time I reached
the house the air was filled with them, and as I
opened the door I carried in a new reinforcement, who began to sting more thoroughly my
"

L. L. L.

Many

[From the

!

;

companions and all the members of the family.
We were noAV compelled to retreat to the cellar
and abandon the upper works to the enemy,
who by this time had fairly darkened the Avia-

\

j

j

;

j

\

\

;

j

j

clouds, furiously seeking ud-

Farmer.]
!

Now is the

Time.

Eds. Prairie Farmer : If your readers will go
now into the fields and gather the dried tops
and seed bulbs of old mullein stalks, they will
see that each one of them at a little distance,
Avhen inverted, looks almost exactly like a long,
round cluster of bees. Now, if they will lay

them carefully away in a cool, dry place, and
next summer, when their bees are swarming,
have ready three or four of the stalks tied together on the top of a long pole, and Avhen the
swarm is all out, before they begin to light elsewhere, run this decoy up among them as they
fly, and they Avill all pitch toward it and light
on it at once, thinking that it really is a cluster
If they Avill
of bees and a part of their SAvarm.
pop it up among a SAvarm determined to go off
or on their flight overhead, it Avill in like manner deceive them, and they can in either case
then be SAvarmed with all ease.
This pole or decoy should be usually kept out
of sight at all times except Avhen in use, lest it
should lose its effect from becoming too Avell
kuoAvn.
Pieces of the same, however, laid
round in the branches of the trees, Avhere it
Avould be convenient for them to light, Avill
usually determine them to light there rather
than on any other part of the same tree, or
any one very near to it. Try it.
J.

;

B.

Turner.

\

j

The Queen's Retreat.

I

i

'

to the observations of an old and
bee-keeper residing near me, the queen
bee commonly retreats into the super of a hive,
Avhen thcAvorkers begin to disport of an afternoon
in front of the hive, seemingly to escape from the
He states that he retumult in the interior.
gularly found her there on such occasions. If
this be so, she could readily be caught, even in
a cottage hive, by providing it in season Avith
a super fitted with combs removable.
Semlitsch.

According

;

skilful

i

I

i

|

[

|

[

dows with black
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Bee-culture in Movable

Comb

Hives.

undoubtedly true that movable comb
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Under the head of preparation we may appropriately advert to the union of colonies, for
which purpose we no longer employ either
puff'ball or any other anastethic.
The process
adopted by us is as follows
remove the
queen from the hive intended to be united to
another, taking away at the same time the best
filled honey combs it contains.
At evening, or
on the following day, but invariably towards
evening, we open the hive, and transfer from
it to the hive or hives intended to be strengthened, comb after comb with the bees adhering
to each, first placing a divider with a suitable
passage between the combs in the hive, and
those we are transferring. The few scattering
bees, if any, remaining in the deprived hive,
are gently brushed out and given to their late
companions, and the entrance to their emptied
hive closed. Very few bees will be lost by this
process, and it is unattended with danger to the
queen of the strengthened colony.
2. Wintering.
:

Lives are preferable to those in vi'hich the
combs are a fixture. They not onlj^ furnish the
bee-keeper with greater facilities for observing
the habits and proceedings of bees in the interior of their dwellings, but they also enable
him to secure greater material advantages.
Hence, if there be still instances and such,
alas
are only too numerous where movable
comb hives are less productive than the oldfashioned kind, the cause is to be found solely

—

!

—

and wholly in improper management.
Of course, we can here indicate in general
terms onlj', in what the proper management of
such

hives

consists.

Discussion

in

detail

would embrace the entire subject of practical
bee-culture with movable combs, and transcend
the bounds of an essay.
It would require a
volume to do it justice; and we must therefore
content ourselves with general hints and suggestions, and these
must have reference
specially to the local conditions and circumstances under which our own experience was
acquired. In other localities, and under different
circumstances, considerable deviations and
modifications would probably be necessary,
though the fundamental principle remain essentially the same.
I contemplate, in

colonies

my

apiary,

two

classes of

:

1. Such as are designed and treated for the
production of honey.
2. Such as are designed for the multiplication

of stock.

For convenience
servations

my

I shall subdivide
into six sections or periods,

ob-

and

commence with
1.

Preparation for icintering.

For honey producers in the ensuing year I
select the colonies having the older queens; reserving those with younger c[ueens for the
formation of artificial colonies and nuclei, or
the production of natui'al swarms.
Both kinds
must be populous and richly supplied with
honey and pollen. Each colony should have
from twenty to thirty pounds of honey, to be
secure in any probable emergenc3\ If the hive
have two tiers of combs or frames like most of
those of Dzierzou and Berlepsch, the full combs
or frames are to be placed in the upper tier, and
the empty ones, and those only partially filled,
In colonies designed for honey
in the lower.
producers no drone combs must be admitted, or
circvmistances render their introduction unavoidable in the fall, they must, without fail,
be removed early in spring, before brooding
commences. But in colonies intended for the
multiplication of stock, it is advantageous to
insert a few drone combs even in the winterseat of the bees, to secure the seasonable production of drones, so that artificial colonies
may be formed early. The winter-seat of each
should be as circumscribed as practicable, and
separated from the empty part of the hive by
means of a divider well adjusted and fitting

if

closely.

We

It is still an open question which is preferable
on the whole wintering bees on their summer
stands, or placing them in a clamp or in a cellar,
or in some other convenient repository. For
our part, we prefer leaving them in the open
air.
Though we have tried other modes,
we regard this as the most advantageous if
properly effected, not only because attended
with least trouble, Init because the bees are
thereby less disturbed, and have the opportunity
of embracing any casual change of weather to
disencumber themselves of ffecal accumulations.
Hives, on their sunmier stands, can be protected
from excessive cold with less trouble than the
removal of a large apiary involves, and at less
cost than the construction of a clamp or the
erection of a suitable building would require
and few bee-keepers have at their disposal a
cellar large enough and otherwise adapted to
accommodate an extensive apiary.
3. Preparation for sptring.
On our system of fall and winter management, matters proceed so regularly and consecutively, that the needed preparation for spring
is very simple, indeed.
On the first mild day
when the bees fly, I scrutinize their deportment
very closely, andreadily ascertain if any colony
is queenless.
Such as manifest symptoms of
queenlessness are at once opened and examined,
and, if found destitute, immediately united in
the manner already described with some other
colony.
When the weather is sufficiently
warm, every hive is to be opened, and all the
droppings and dead bees removed; but at other

—

;

times

leave

them

entirely undisturbed.

this period, especially

At

when brooding has been

bagun, bees frequently suff"er from want of
water, much of which is required in the preparation of food for their young, while the
coldness ol the weather prevents them from
loud humming within
going in quest of it.
the hive usually indicates their destitution, and
ceases as soon as they are supplied with water,
which may be given to them in a comb inserted
near the cluster, or by gently sprinkling it
on the tops of the bars or frames after tern,
porarily remoying the h<3ney-board.
All thlg

A
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should be clone with as as little noise or disturbances as possible.
4. Management from spring to fall pasturage.
The first requisite alike in honey producing
and stock increasing colonies is to promote
and this we do by resorting to
brooding
If extensive brooding has
stimulative feeding.
ah-cady drawn heavily on the stores of the hive,
and these are still rapidly diminishing, we furnish them first, if possible, of all, with additional
supplies of honey in the comb, selecting such
comb, if any, which have large intermixture of
pollen, and in default of the latter we supply
them with unbolted rye-meal.
With the increase of brood, as the weather
grows warmer, enlargement of the room for the
accommodation of the colony becomes necessary, especially in the case of those designed
forlioncy producers. If this enlargement be
effected at the proper time, the disposition to
swarm will not be likely to arise. But in the
case of colonies intended for the multiplication
of stock, enlargement must take place at a much
later period, if, indeed, it be required at all. To
the former, empty worker combs should be
given when the room is enlarged, and again at
And if the
ithe opening of spring pasturage.
colony has become so populous tliat access to
the surplus honey receptacles must be given,
we supply these also with empty combs, using
drone combs by preference, if we have any.
The multiplying colonies Ave treat differently.
When enlarging their brooding space, we
seldom give them entire combs, unless we have
some fine and fresh, preferring to give them
frames furnished with strips of guide combs
These will be speedily extended and
only.
Additional comb is, of
supplied with eggs.
course, not to be introduced in any case till the
bees arc sufficiently iiumerous to be able to
cover them completely.
5. Management during full pasturage.
When this period arrives, we change our
treatment of the honey-producing colonies, so as
to give them, besides entire empty combs, some
fraines also, with rudimental guide pieces, and
indulge their comb-building propensity with
If they build drone comb, and
lull latitude.
the queen supplies them with eggs, we at once
;

transfer them to the surplus honey receptacles,
where the eggs and laryaj will be quickly dislodged by the workers, 'and the cells filled with

honey.
If the multiplying colonies have been previously properly managed, they will be in a
condition to bear division at the time when full
])asturage opens. But how is this to be known ?
We may, indeed, describe it prettv^ accuratelj^,
but still it requires practice and experience to
endow the bee-keeper Avith prompt decisive
iudgmont. The chief indications are these
The colony must be populous and contain an
abundance of brood; and the drone brood must
be so far matured at least that some individuals
:

selves with observing that whether tlie colony
be formed with or without a queen, care must
iuA'ariably be taken that the parent stock as
Avell as the .young colony possesses, as regards
both bees and stores, the requisite means of
securing its further development and ultimate
prosperity.
This is equally essential also in
the case of later colonies formed perhaps ten
days after from some of the honey -producing
stocks.
If, under peculiar circumstances, or
from special causes, it be impracticable to commence forming artificial colonies at the opening
of full pasturage, it must still be done, if to be
done at all, before the culminating period of the
gathering season has arrived; and similar precautions are to be used as those already described.
Colonies which are rearing young queens are
to be carefully watched fourteen days after they
Avere formed, to ascertain whether the C[ueen has
become fertile. If this is not the case, or the
queen has been lost, the colony must be supplied Avith another, or supplied with the means
of raising one as soon as possible.
At the height of the gathering season we
make another change in our treatment of the
honey-producing colonies. In favorable years,
with abundant pasturage, the honey stocks Avill
naturally restrict brooding soon after the culminating point of the gathering season is
reached, for the cells are mostly filled with
honej^, fcAV remaining in which the queen can
deposit eggs.
But should this not be so,
especially in unfavorable j^ears, then repression
of brooding must be effected by artificial means,
as being indispensably required.
recommend, as the best means of effecting this, the
formation of small nuclei, by transferring from
the honey stock to a small hiA'e, one or more
brood combs, together with the queen.
6. Management at the close of full pasturage.
In good houej^-yielding years this is an easy
matter.
The multiplying slocks and the artificial colonics Avill luiA^e procured their supplies
for the Avinter, and may, moreover, have someAvhat to spare, and the honey stocks yield an

We

ample

harA^est.

In unfavorable years Ave liaA^e to apportion
the supply of honey on hand, the surplus stores
namely of the honey-producing stocks, among
the tAvo other classes— the multiplying stocks
and the artificial colonies if the apiary is to
remain enlarged. But it' this is not the case
contains the normal
if the apiary already
number of stocks of which Ave design it shall
consist, some Avill haA'c to be broken up, and
there Avill thus remain a surplus Avhich may be
appropriated and the point is, hoAV to do this

—

;

judiciously.
The younger and more fertile
queens of the colonies to be broken up are given
to those intended to be multiplying stocks in
the ensuing year, and the bees are in like manner distributed among them as directed in the
first section.
This leaves the honey and combfi
for our own use.
will now describe our

We

are ready to emerge.
To describe in detail the

introducing queens:

adopted or reconmiended

one

various processes
formation of
artificial colonies, would be a Avearisome task,
uncalled for at this season.
content ourfor the

We

We

present

mode

oi

remove the queen of the colony to Avhich
to be giA'cn, and eight or ten days afterwards destroy all the queen cells, and immediately give them the queen, unless Ave perceive
is

rTHB
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uneasiness or commotion among the bees. In
such case we confine her in a cage, insert this
between two crowded combs, and observe how
If they appear
the bees deport themselves.
kindly disposed, we liberate her at once, and
generally find her acknowledged as their head.
We have often introduced queens in this manner
without losing any.
Whoever manages his movable comb hives
in this way, adapting his artificial processes to
the nature and instincts of the bees; is not incessantly trying experiments; does not perpetually disturb and annoy Ihem; will, besides
enjoying the pleasures and gratification afforded
by his pursuit, not find himself altogether without pecuniary renumeration, even in unfavorable years.
Bee-culture, as a source of profit
and a subject of study, will be to him a delight

and

Radlow.

a blessing.
««»— «S^-»—«>"

Honey Ant

of Texas.

Ill

For the American Bee Journal.

Patent or Latent?
September number of the Bee

In the
Gazelle,
Mr. W. A. Flanders, of Shelby, Ohio, claimed
to have patented a process for rearing and preserving queen bees.
In the October number of the Gazette I endeavored to show first,that he had not patented
any such process
second, that the Patent

—

;

Ofiice, as

shown by

their records, directly refused to patent said process in his application,
under which the letters patent for 18G4 were
issued; and third, that the process with all its
details Avas taken, with very slight and unessential variations, from the first, second, and
third editions of my work on the Honej^ Bee.

In a secret circular which Mr. Flanders is
selling to the bee-keeping public, and which
has come into
hands under circumstances
that fully justify me in furnishing it to the
readers of your Journal, it will be seen that Mr.
Flanders claims, under the same patent of 1SG4,
to have patented another process.
I give the circular, verbatim ei literatim :

my

A Texas paper of a late date, speaking of the
honey ant, says
" TO CAPTURE W^ILD BEES
" We have often heard of the 'honey ant' of
Texas, but the account seeming so romantic, WITHOIJX CUTTING THE TREE OR FINDING IT.
we have heretofore been hardly able to credit
it, but as we now have a specimen before us,
Patented April 5, 1864, by W. A. Flanders.
furnished by our friend Leo Smith, of this city,
we can no longer have any doubts on the subTake an empty hive and bore a five-eighths
These ants are a medium size between inch hole through its side, and introduce a tin
ject.
the large and small red ants, and are of a red- tube which fills the hole, and long enough to
dish and brown color. Appended to the rear reach into the centre of the hive. Now drop
of each one is a transparent sack or globe filled
with pure, clear honey of a most delicious flavor.
These sacks vary in size on different antsranging between the size of a buckshot and a
pistol -ball.
On this sack, at short intervals, are attached thin layers about the length

navy

and width of half a grain of

and of a dark
and keep it in

rice,

color, evidently to strengthen

it

shape.
These interesting animals, when they
crawl, draw their delicious load after them, and
if the sack is empty, they set themselves to
work to replenish it again. Whether they deposit this honey in their great general reservoir
among the rocks, to draw from it as occasion
may require, or hold and use it as individual
property, we are not informed. Here is a
curiosity that we believe has heretofore escaped
the eyes and pens of our celebrated naturalists."

When a bee on a foraging expedition has
completed her lading, she returns to her hive to
dispose of it. The honey is disgorged into the
cells by the alternate contraction or dilation of
the honey-bag.
The pollen is deposited in
separate cells, and is sometimes covered with a
layer of honey.

Bees can bear cold, however
have food and are kept dry.

Warm winters make

intense, if they

sad havoc axnong poor
and rich ones have sometimes
nearly empty combs with wliich to begin their

three or four fZ;'6>j9S of
Charm" into the hive.

W.

A. Flanders' "Bee
(This Charm* is com-

pounded and prepared from the extract of
Queen Bees, Fenugreek, and anise. Price 50
cents per bottle. Sent by mail postpaid.) Then
bore an inch hole opposite the tube's end, so
that when the hole is covered with glass the
light will shine through this tube.
Now take a box with a hinged cover (smaller
than the hive) with one side wanting, and bore
a five-eighths inch hole into this box, and place
the open side of it to the hive's side, where the
tube is put into the hive. Now lift the cover
to this box, and set into it a j)late of sugarwater honey is better. The box should fit the
hive's side so as to exclude the light, &c., having another tube, like the one in the hive, with
the curtain over the end, so fixed as to exclude
the light, but admit the bees, &c.
The hive is
to be closed and ventilated.
A i^iece of brood
comb can be put into it before the bees are introduced for, the captured bees to raise a
c^ueen, or a queen may be given them afterward.

—

—

OPERATION.
Being near where Ave suppose the tree is situated, we catch a bee (from a flower) in the
curtained tube, and run it into the feed-box,
(through the hole,) and after the bee has had
fill itself, Avithdraw tlie tube.
The bee
soon go home loaded, and return with ita
companions for more feed. In a short time the

time to
will

stocks of bees,

spring labors.

* A humerous correspondent suggests that a few drops oi
the liee-charra rubbed on the right elbow, might prevent
bees from stinging you on the left heel.
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"wliole

swarm

will be at work,

carrying off

the feed. Now put the tube through the Avhole
The bees go
into the box, and let it remain.
through the tube as they did the hole before the
tube was put into it; and as the curtain over its
ends prevents the light from shining into the
feed-box, and as the light shines through the
glass and tube in the hive into the feed-box,
the bees pass into the hive and hive themselves
of course.
Now, if you suspect that they belong to your
neighbor's hives, you can easily satisfy j^ourself
by carrying the hive near by, and if a few
bees, which you will let out, pass to your neighbor's hives and enter, you will let the swarm
go, of course, to the hives.
You can try them
at your hives, and ascertain if they are your
bees, and if they are, operate as you like.
Confine them four days with brood comb or queen,
and give them water and feed, and they will go
to work when let out in the evening of the
fourth daj^ even if they were "disloyal robbers" belonging to several hives ofyoar own.

|

;

I

are made like the ordinary rule or table joint,
in order to prevent the crushing of the bees.
Claim.
First, in combination with a dividing

—

constructed substantially as specified"^
bringing the comb frames by means of the extension hinge E F to the back or front walls, so
that in opening the hive the comb-frames are
brought out of the hive in the manner and for
•
the purpose set forth.
Second, so hinging the back or front of a
hive, and so attaching the comb frames thereto,
that on opening the hive all the frames attached
to one section may be swung out of the hive together, as and for the purpose specified.
Third, in combination the curtained tube J,
the division board H, tube H', and glass H''^,
operating as described for the purpose specified.
Fourth, the queen and drone cages when constructed and operated as specified.
Fifth, the disk K, with the openings 1, 2, 3,
and 4, in combination with the openings L, arranged and operating as and for the purpose set
hive,

|

!

|

|

j

f

forth.

SWAKMING.
Sixth, forming the joints of any position of
On a warm day at one o'clock, afternoon, the bee-hive that opens and shuts, so that the
move the hive which you wish to obtain a angles and edges of the parts forming the joint
swarm from a rod or more from its stand, and or joints will not separate upon opening the
set the decoy hive in its old place.
Arrange hive, or impinge upon each other when the
the decoy hive for capturing the bees, and let parts are being closed, substantially as specified
the column on to the feed, and, after a few for the purpose set forth."
In his secret circular, given above, it will be
moments, put in the tube, and you will capture
and hive them as before.
Give them a queen seen that Mr. Flanders makes no allusion to the
or brood comb, and let them have their liberty. peculiar arrangement of his own hive for capturing wild bees, but gives such directions as
HANDLIKG BEES.
would enable any skilful bee-keeper to practice,
"
Rub a few drops of W. A. Flanders'
Bee with any kind of hive, what he calls his patent
Charm" on the hands and lips, and blow the process.
I

i

!

breath

among

the bees.

KEMOVING HONEY.

To

take honey from your bees, prepare as

above for handling bees, also feed them freely
with sweetened water, in which a few drops of

Charm

is incorporated, and they are quiet.
All parties who get these instructions are
bound by their honor and a forfeiture of one
hundred dollars, not to give i^ublicity to the
above, they haviug signed an agreement to that

Prof. M^

effect.

.

A. Flakdeks,
Shelby, Ohio."

I propose to show in this number of your
Journal first, that Mr. Flanders has patented
no such process; and, second, that no person
can patent a secret process. In the specification
of his patent for 18G4, Mr. Flanders describes
the peculiar arrangement of the hive by which
he captures wild bees; and his claim, Avhicli I
give, shows that he has patented not the process, but his mechanical devices for carrying it
out

—

[From the Patent

Office

Report for 1864.]

"No. 42,181.— W. A. Flanders,

Shelby,
Ohio. Bee-hive. April 5, 1864.
In this hive
the comb frames are hinged to the doors of a
centrally divided hive by means of extension
hinges in such a manner that when the parts of
the hive are separated by opening on the hinges
the frames of either half thereof may be thrown
out together by the opening of the door to
which they are hinged. The joints of the hive

—

—

Mr. Flanders seems to have forgotten the
leading object of the Patent Office, which is, to
induce inventors to «iaA:tf /tVif^w/;. their inventions
for the public good, and not by throwing around
them the protection oi a monopoly, to aid them
in keeping secret their valuable discoveries or

improvements.
Patent

—to

is

make

derived from the Latin
public; to

word

make known;

patere
but Mr.

Flanders seems to have confounded it with
Latent, (yom latere to keep secret; to conceal;
and instead of acting under the broad seal of
the Patent Office, he ought to have obtained his
Professorship from some Latent Office, whose
authority is unrecognized anywhere outside of
his "Bee-keepers' Institute."

—

L. L.

Langstroth.

Oxford, Ohio.

Honey is never found in the second stomach
The latter
of the bee, but only in the first.
contains only the Myme, being the digested or
partially digested food, which passes into the
intestines, and the final excreta there show that
the food consists mainly of pollen or beebread.
In the months of April and May the bees
trom morning to evening, but in
the warmer months, the great gathering of it
is from early dawn to about ten o'clock.
collect pollen
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We

little

over-ripe before

retain its leaves before

mow, without any
claim credit for having

first

till

the

middle of November, in the Middle Shites, is
far beyond anything in that line to be got from
red clover. Moreover, a clover is wanted that
will ripen concurrently with timothy, and the
cutting of which need not be hurriedly forced;
which will not become slimy and semi-putrescent for six inches above the root, if allowed to
get a

Alsike Clover.

113

brought to

curing;

and the

thrown

and

mowing; which will
after

it is

extra-scientific

put in the

process of

and which, above all, will not be
and branch, by frost in an open
Swedish, or Alsike Clover, and urged the in- winter. Such a clover is wanted by the farmer
troduction of each as likely to prove a valuable for his ordinary purposes; and the bee-keeper
acquisition.
The superiority of the Italian bee wants the farmer to have just such a clover as,
is now universally conceded, and it is already
besides possessing all these good properties,
very generally diffused in every section of the shall furnish to the bees a pasturage as abundant
country.
We have no doubt the Swedish in quantity, as choice in quality, and as proclover, when once properly tested, will likewise tracted in duration, as that which the neglected
rapidly win its way to public favor. Of course, common white clover yields where (sorry it
we do not mean that just anything sold or should be so stigmatized) slovenly farming perfiOAvn under that name will commend itself to
mits it to '• come in." Such a clover, we are
notice, in this country, the Italian bee

the observant farmer,
sold under the

be more

out, root

anymore than everything persuaded,

name

of an Italian bee is sure to
valuable than the common kind. Be

you have the genuine alsike clover seed,
and you may confidently look for satisfactory
results from the cultivation of it, provided the
soil you till is suited to the plant.
Whether it
is equally satisfied with every kind of soil, or
on what kind it will best thrive, is not yet
ascertained here, but this we know, from our
own experience, that on limed slate land, where
the abundance of small stones still remaining
on the surface, prevents close mowing, an acre
of growing alsike is worth more for hay than
three acres of red clover on similar ground, and
certain

the alsike will be found to be, not,

perhaps, on
of

them

to

all soils,

make

it

but on a sufficient variety
generally available in a

country so extensive and diversified as ours.
The following account of the experience of
the Shaker family, near Albany, New York, in
the cultivation of this species of clover,
furnished to the " Country Gentleman,''^

was
by

Chauncey Miller, a member of that familj-,
aad will particularly interest bee-keepers
jMi\

:

"We find the

Objection has been made to this clover
ns not producing a second crop the same season.
But why should it, when its first crop is worth

Alsike Clover a very superior
grass in the following points
1. For its value as a hay crop, on a great
variety of soils, being of a growth, in height,
varying according to quality of soil, from ten
inches to two-and-a-half feet, and yielding from
one-and-a-half to three tons per acre, according
thus comparing with our best red
to soil
clovers, though, of course, not so high as the
great Western pea vine clover, but, with us,
one-third higher than the small Southern red

more twice

clover.

is

greatly superior to

it

in quality as

feed for

cows.

over, for

hay and

seed, than both

crops together of the red clover

obtained from the

first

The seed

:

;

is

2.

crop; and the haulm,

2.

?

For fineness of stalk or haulm.
For its multitude of sweet flowers, bloom-

ing, perhaps, three

r four times

as

much

as

by cows red clover, making, when in bloom, literally a
to any red clover hay we ever saw, and the
"sea of flowers."
4. Its adaptation to heavy soils, clays, or
milk-pail will show that it does them somewhat
as well as sandy soils, not
more good. C'ceteris paribus, we should suppose heavy clay loams,
being so liable to heave out by frosts in winter
the cows and the dairy-maid to be rather the
and spring as red (Xlover, on account of the root
better judges of quality.
The hay and the seed being more fibrous, jf^artaking somewhat of the
are obtained at one mowing; and the latter can character of the whitic clover, (trii'olium repens,
be threshed out by the farmer on his own barn- being the product of a cross between the red
No bawling rowan miles to a mill, and and white clovers, originated in Germany.*
floor.

after the threshing, will be preferred

then bawling the seed "bock agin" after being
cleaned and tolled, besides leaving the offal to
augment the miller's manure heap! Then, the

*Tlu8, we tliinl;, is a mistake, originating probably in tLe
botanical misnomer, trifolium liybridum, wliich the buperscientific folks have applied to it. The agricultural papers of

Germany call it a distinct species, and it is now regarded to
[ED. B. J.
be saph, as fally as the red clover or tho vrhite.

—
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5. To all farmers who keep bees largely, the
crop would be of great value, as bees can work
upon the flowers equally as well as upon
white clover, as they are about the same size,
and precisely the same habit, as the latter, but
arc much more abundant in honey bees appear
as fond of the flowers as of mignonette, and, in
its season of flowering, which lasts about six
weeks, are continually upon it, from dewy

Poiilbrood.
Mr. Eugster, of Constance, communicates tha
following to the editor of the Baden Journal for
Bees and Bee-culture

;

" You request me to give j'ou my experience
I will do so fully next fall or
of foulbrood.
winter, and meantime say only that for four
morn until dusky eve.
weeks past I have not found a trace of foul6. To those farmers raising clover seed for
brood in my apiary, now numbering more than
market, the Alsike Clover, in our opinion,
fifty stocks, and that during the last six years I
would be of great value, as it seeds enormously,
liave carefully studied this pestilential malady,
and the seed threshes easily, by flail or machine,
having in that period had more than forty disleaving a beautiful quality of hay, the stalks
eased stocks, not one of which were destroyed
retaining their greenness, when most of the
me, but all were preserved for observation
by
seed is quite ripe.
I have even fed healthy
experiment.
and
7. It holds many weeks in bloom, thus giving
stocks with honey taken from colonies suffering
the farmer lee-way of time and weather, in
from the disease in its worst form. In short, I
regard to securing the crop.
used all conceivable means to ascertain how the
In the past three years we have spent about
disease is diffused, and to discover some effectual
sixty dollars for Alsike Clover seed to sow
the beginning of last March I still had
upon our lands; we have tried it upon a variety cure. At
five infected colonies, and now these are healthy
of soils.
like it so well, that should all cirand populous, not the slightest symptom of discumstances favor the enterprise, we think of
ease being perceptible; and all the rest of my
seeding, next spring, in considerable cpiantity
stocks have remained unaflfected. If there is
to this grass, and, if practicable, it is possible
evil this fall, I will send you a
we may import pure seed from Germany for no return of the experiences."
narrative of my
that purpose, not raising enough of our own
The editor proceeds to remark: "Thus it
seed to sow; as we find, on trial, that much of
seems that this dreadful and devastating malady
the seed of this plant, which has been imported
is about to be stripped of its terrors, and a large
into this countrj^ otherthau through the Patent
number of worthy bee-keepers relieved from
Office Department, has been largely adulterated
what seemed a never-ending struggle.
with other clovers, daisy, &c., &c either before
fought it for years in our apiary at O., and now
or after entering this country; possibly we may
dread it no longer. But we subdued it only by
not be able to obtain it p;M-<?, even in Germany,
As soon as
resorting to extreme radical means.
but we hope to do so.
mention this inciwe observed traces of the disease in a colony,
dentally, as much futile inquiry has been made
Ave contracted the entrance, used the queen for
by farmers, apiarians, and seedsmen, where
forming an artificial colony; and if the stock was
pure seed could be obtained, and we fear it is to
still populous, we permitted it to raise another
be obtained only in Germany.
party in
which was likewise removed as soon as
Vermont has affected to distribute much Alsike queen,
she became fertile, and then applied the brimClover seed to apiarians within the past three
stone. After the bees, brood, combs, and honey
years, five dollars worth of which we tried, and
were removed and destroyed, the hive was
found it did not contain one-thousandth part of
thoroughly washed with a solution of chloride
Alsike clover seed, but was quite pure white
of lime, as recommended in the Bienenzcitung
clover seed.
No. 5, for 1864, and it could then be used again
Again, we would say to farmers that we have
without risk of communicating the malady.
found it to be necessary, in order to be sure of
The cure proposed by the Rev. Mr. Schieberle
seed, to order it in the fall, or early winter, as
has been tested at Pforzheim, and its eflicacy
the demand is generally such that it is all sold
seems to be no longer doubtful. But how is a
off before sowing time in the spring.
If we are
knowledge of such processes and remedies to
successful in sowing in larger quantity, we will
be communicated to the mass of common beeagain report, and we propose to try it on a
keepers in districts Avhere foulbrood prevails ?
greater variety of soils."
Apiarian Conventions rarely meet of Beekeepers' Clubs and Associations few exist, and
M. Ejiile DrcHEMiR states, in a communi- Bee Journals are seldom read by that class prethey would be most useful.
cation to the Paris Academy of Sciences, that cisely to whom
L. Huber.
That's the misery !"
he has discovered a new parasite of the honey

We

We

,

We

A

;

microscopic mite which is found on
the common sunflower, attaches itself to the
body of the bee, and finally kills it. We are
not aware that it has yet been observed in this
country.
bee.

July, 1866.

It is a

Schiller, the celebrated
a great admirer of bees.

German

poet,

was

'^M^

of the

From an advertisement in this number
Bee Journal, it will be seen that the

Egyptian bee has already been brought to this
country by the enterprise of the Rev. Mr. LangIt is in good hands, and a short time
stroth.
will

now

suffice to test its value.
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of honey on hand
if not in
year, still in the second.
If not.
why has the money been so fruitlessly spent V
have now six hives, and among them
several heavy ones.
Brimstone the two
heaviest, dear husband, and let us enjoy the
investment.'" In vain does the good man protest that the apiary could not be kept in a
thriving condition if the best stocks be thus
sacrificed; and that these precisely must be
retained if permanent success in the business is
Remonstrance is useless. Imto be assured.
portunity becomes more urgent, and begins to

be a store

[From the Bienenzeituug.]

the

Enemies of Bees.

;

first

"We

Erery bee-book you open contains a chapter
on the enemies of bees, carefully enumerating
them, and describing their modes of attacli so

minutely, that the j^oung apiarian is horrified
continually with apprehensions for the fate of
his little favorites, surrounded perpetually, as
thej^ would seem to be, with scores of alert and
In a recent treatise on bees, I have
active foes.
found a list of thirty-seven of these, and yet the
The compliant
Avriter omitted to mention the chief of them all be somewhat declamatory.
the very corypheus of destrucrtveness— the husband yields, and with a heavy heart and a
ignorance of man, Avhich probably does more rueful countenance, the two best and heaviest
harm, ruining more colonies, and annihilating stocks in the little apiary are set over the brimmore bees, than all the other hostile powers stone pit, and the brief career of the busj''
combined. That, in defiance of all these adverse workers terminates amid suffocating fumes.
surroundings, bees are still found in the land of " Ah how delicious is your honey, luisband
the living; that the entire race has not long Really, 'tis worth while keeping bees; they
since been consigned to the realms of paleon- take up so little room, and more than pay their
tology, is indeed a perfect marvel, and forces way as they go !"
The honey-jar is not
short time passes.
on us the conviction that for the preservation
of this interesting and invaluable insect special found to be as inexhaustible as the oil cruse of
arrangements are made in the economy of the widow of Sareptum, and the children, like
"Mamma,
nature, and that its survival is then the neces- Oliver Twist, cry for "more."
sary result of assigned causes. Were it otlier- can't you give us some more honey-bread this
wise, the whole tribe must, even in the years morning V" " No, child don't you know that
before the flood, have been exterminated, and tlie honey is all eaten ? There's not a drop
occasional specimens only would now be found left !"
Autumn comes apace, "in russet mantle
by archcEologists among the fossiliferous strata
Yet with all the research and clad," and the bees must be prepared for the
of the earth.
visit from an old bee-keeping friend
care of entomological ccusus-takers,and the most winter.
" Your stocks are
strenuous efforts, to complete their catalogues of is invited for consultation.
bee-devouring and hive-devastating miscreants, too light, my good friend they must be fed
I still miss one from tlio list, and, in my judg- plentifully if you v/ould hope to winter them
ment, the greatest of all. Bee-keepers, con- safely." But the wife objects to buying sugar
cerned for the Avelfare of their favorites, will be at present high prices, and suggests it had better

—

!

!

A

!

A

;

alarmed Avhen they hear another foe announced
as in waiting to pray on tJieir apiaries.
But the
truth musi. be told, and I am resolved not to be
mealy-mouthed about it. The innocent need
not talfe offence; but let lier, whom the cap fits,
wear it. The very special and most dangerous

—

—

till spring.
The husband yields,
and when spring arrives, he is told " Oh, its
impossible to buy honey now; besides, there
will be pasturage in plenty in a few weeks, and
then the bees can sliift for themselves." The'
good-natured easy soul knows well enough the
impoverished and starving condition of his

be delayed

enemy of the bee faint no*, ladies
is the
good wife herself of the confiding bee-keeper. I bees, but his exigent impccuniosity at the time,
state the fact deprecatingly, lest some half together with his desire to preserve domestic
dozen fair hands pull my wig in displeasure, or peace and tranquillity, easily persuade liim to
my own better half put ipecac in my coffee. omit the feeding. Honey -taking was an easy
Tile hundreds of colonies which perished last operation, but money-spending is a very different
And what is the state of the apiary
spring, within a circuit of five miles radius in matter.
my own neigliborhood alone, could they be now ? The four exhausted colonies vainly explaced or replaced on the stand, would doubt- plore every cell and cranny in their hives
less name this foe as among the chief causes of spring is still backward, and the Aveather too
their melancholy demise.
But that I be not cold; the needed supplies are not furnished;
misapprehended, let me give specifications.
and finally the struggling, suffering insects
There are now in the land a very respectable succumb and die of sheer starvation. No
The populous and
number of intelligent bee-keepers, whose anxious sugar need now be bought
desire is to give a still more extensive diffusion heavy stocks Avould certainly have survived the
!

!

to their favorite pursuit

by enlisting others

engage in

New

con amore.

it

to

converts are thus

winter, and their surplus stores wouUl have
adequately provided for the wants of the

frequently made, and these start fair with afcAV weaker. They, however, had to be sacrificed
good stocks and encouraging prospects of at the pressing importimity of the wife, and the
ultimate success. Still more elated, and buoyant childi-eu luxuriated for a brief season on a dearwith hope, (bee-keepers are rarely bachelors,) bought delicacy. Bee-culture has been brought
is the wife of the incipient apiarian.
Stocks to a close in that family, and it is lucky ii
have been purchased, a bee-house perhaps a reproachful epithets are not sometimes interbee-palace lias been built, the bees have changed between " the lord and lady there."
been busy, and consequently there should The (.Committee of Wavs and Means refuses tc

—

—
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provide funds for the purchase of another outfit.
Would not some benevolent friend come to the
rescue, and present the unfortunate apiarian
with a few stocks for a first start ? Possibly,
matters would now be better managed. It was
not exactly ignorance that caused failure here,
It originated
for the good man knew better.
in a culpable and pitiable compliance on his
part with the unreasonable solicitations of the
many promising apiaries are anwife.
I conceive
nually ruined by similar causes
position that
that i have clearly established

How

!

my

there is a worse enemy of the busy bee than
any yet mentioned in the books.

LORENTZ.
[From the Bienenzeitung.]

A

Winter's Supply.

How much honey is required, on an

average,

medium-sized colony during the
winter ? This is an important question to a
Writers differ very
novice in bee-culture.
much on the subject, and with most of them
the statements they give are probably mere
guesswork, based on the partial experience of
others.
I have devoted some time to an investigation, and it may be interesting and useful
to make known the results obtained by carefully weighing a number of .locks, monthly,
during a series of years.
In most districts the actual gathering season
embraces only four months jNiay, June, July,
and August. Rarely do the stores increase,
even inltiue weather, in April and September;
and it is doubtful whether, in those months, bees
ever do more than sustain themselves. During
the remainder of the year they are consumers.
A medium-sized colony, wintered in the open
air, will require and use, of pure honey, in
to support a

—

September

.

.

4 pounds
"

October. ... 2

November
December

.

.

1

.

.

2

"
"

January
2 pounds
"
February .2
.

.

March ...

5
April .... 3

"
"

The

greatest diminution of weight takes
place in March and September; the least in

November.
Nine pounds of honey Avill suffice to sustain
a colony from the end of September to the end
of February; or seven pounds will carry it from
the end of October to the beginning of March.
From three to five pounds will suflice for a
colony from the close of November to the first
If we would avoid the necessity of
of March.
feeding from the end of October to the opening
of the season in Maj', a colony should have at
least fifteen pounds of honey; andat least twenty-one pounds will be needed if the weighing
take place on the first of September, and the
supply is to suffice till the beginning of May.
When brooding is recommenced in a hive, at
the approach of spring, the consumption of
stores is largely enhanced, and the supplies
must be adequate to the exigency, or the population will not increase, but rather decrease, as
the eider bees, enfeebled by the rigors of winter,
are daily disappearing.

Heubel.

[Froiu the Bienenzeitung.

]

Another Exception.
commonly believed

that when a queenat the side, the royal emcither
died
bryo
before maturity, or was killed
by an earlier-hatched rival, and then torn out
the
cell.
of
Until recently I was firmly of this
opinion myself, but an observation made in
It is

cell is

found opened

my

own apiary

satisfied

me

that

it is

not invariably

correct.

One of my common
whatever

stocks

made no

progress

on the contrary,
Yet the colonj%

this spring, but was,

evidently dwindling away.
though smalJ, appeared to be healthy, gathering
honey and pollen diligently, and promptly repelling assailants from other hives.
I was certain it did not suff'er from want of supplies, and
I knew that its queen was only two years old,
and should therefore still be vigorous and prolific.
I fed it repeatedly with diluted honey to
encourage brooding. The honey was readily
taken up, but no increase of bees followed.
Finally I made a closer examination, and found
a comb filled with drone brood in worker cells,
a number of drones already hatched, the dronebreeding queen perambulating the comb, and
no worker brood whatever. 1 killed the queen,
and on the 18th of May inserted an eight-day
old Italian queen cell, which was well received.
Subsequently I found the bees in part covering
the queen cell, and in part congregated on the
drone brood.
On the 23d of May I made another examination, and observed that the queen cell had been
opened on the side, and supposed that the embryo queen had perished before hatching, as I

had brought the cell in my pocket-book from a
distant apiary, and it might thus have been
injured.
I examined the cell
closely, and
having satisfied myself that the cap had not
been removed or opened, I cut it to pieces with
my pen-knife, which I was afterwards sorry for.
On the 25th of May I was about to introduce
another cpieen cell, when I saw the young
Italian queen of t|^previous cell moving about
the bees. T3ut how she got out of the
mysterj^ to me. If the colony had been
populous and disposed to build comb, I should
have been inclined to believe that the queen
had emerged in the normal manner that the
cap had then fallen back, reclosing the orifice,
that some of the bees finding
as often happens
it in this state had reattached it with a film of
wax; and that others, seeing a closed royal cell,
and knowing a ciuecn " was out," tore it open
Yet it seems altogether unlikely that
laterally.
But
this would be done in so weak a colony.
if not, why was the cell opened on the side V
Did the embryo queen lie in it in a reversed
position, (which I have known several times to
happen,) and then cut her way out through
that part of the cell not lined by the cocoon V
Or was the opening made by the workers, to
I confess I can
liberate the mature queen V
give no satisfactory explanation of the occuris
evident that
rence.
So much, however,
there was a deviation, in this case, from the
and
that
it constitutes
usual course of things
an exception from the general rule. O, Rothe.

among

cell is a

;

;

—

;
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How Do

Bees Track Honey?

In the second edition of " The Bee Flora of

Germany and

Switzerland^''' its author, Di'.
Alefield, undertakes to show, hy very phiusible
reasoning, that bees, when in quest of honey or
pasturage, are guided, not by the sense of smell,
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f^W The correspondence between the Revs.
Messrs. Langstroth and Kleine, contained in
the present number of the Bee Jouknal, corroborates the opinion expressed by us in the
September number, that the ultimate test of the
purity of the Italian bees is not in the color or

makings of either queens or drones, but in those
but by that of sight.
Little as might be objected to this theory so of the workers.
long as it regards only individual bees in search
of honey, there still remains the further query,
Bee Funeral.
how do other bees become apprized of the
discovery, and by what means are they guided
A correspondent of an English paper transto the spot where the blossoming field, or the
accessible honey-pot is found ? In my view, mits the following
Dr. Alefield should likewise have answered this
"On Sunday morning last I had the pleasure
query and as he has not done so, I submit the of witnessing a most interesting ceremony,
following solution
which I desire to record for the benefit of your
Every observant bee-keeper is aware that readers, and if Dr. Gumming, the Timeft' beethe returning honey-laden bee is besniff'ed as master, happens to be one of them, I would
she drops on the alighting-board, or passes particularly commend it to his notice.
Whilst
through the crowd at the entrance of her hive, Avalking with a friend in a garden near Falkirk,
and is at times even very ofliciously overhauled we observed two bees issuing from one of the
and pertinaceously detained by the vigilant hives, bearing between them the body of a
Whether or not she defunct comrade, with which they flew for a
guards there stationed.
gives up to them any portion of her gleanings, distance of ten yards.
We followed them
matters not. She is examined and diligently closely, and noted the care with which they
watched, and Avhen she re-issues, after storing selected a convenient hole at the side of the
away her contributions to the common fund, gravel walk— the tenderness with which they
the guards, now on the '''qui vire,^'' eagerly committed the body, head downward, to the
brush the dust from their eyes with their front earth and the solicitude Avith which tlrey afterfeet, and keenly scruliiuze the direction of her
ward pushed against it two little stones,'doubtBefore losing sight of her, one of the less 'in memoriam.' Their task being ended,
flight.
guards follows in hot haste a second pursues they paused for about a minute, perhaps to
in the same airy path, and is rapidly succeeded drop over the grave of their friend a sympathizby a third and fourth and thus, in due order ing tear, Avhen they flew aAvay, and, as John
and succession, they arrive at the placer where Bunyan says in his dream, I saw them no
the first 'prospectincj explorer accidentally dis- more.' "
covered the coveted nectar or exposed honey:

;

:

—

;

;

'

pot.

Foulbrood.
is sustained hy the facts
That the bees of one colony in an apiary
sometimes long frequent a spot, or even

This view
1.

will

rob a hive, before those of a neighboring colony
will seem to be conscious of the game, or parThere must consequently
ticipate in the spoil.
be some mode by which the bees of the same
colony are conducted to the place frequented.
And the explanation I have given seems to be
the most simple and natural.
2. That during the gathering season, the bees
do not leave their hive in masses in the morning,
but separately, one after another, in Indian
file, passing on in a sort of "goose march" in
the air to their journey's end; and the line of
march being once established, bees of other
colonies not yet conversant of the way may
join in the procession, thus reach the quarry,
and become patchers of the common spoil.

July, 1866.

Niehring.

1^" We have

received a copy of the " Beekeeper^ s TextBook,^''by H. A. King, of Nevada,
Ohio. It is a small and very neatly-printed

volume, with a full reference index, and thus
be conveniantly consulted by practical beekeepers on their operations.

Mr.

Herman has shown,

in the Bienenzeitung
No. 6, page 6-7, that foulbrootl can and
does originate from the use or consumption by
the bees of honey contaminated by verdigris.
When rendering honey I have never permitted
copper vessels to be used; but Avheu diluting
honey for feeding bees, I generally make use
of either a silver spoon or a small tin ladle.
If
for 1864,

I happened to let the silver spoon lay in the
honey awhile, it would become quite black,
and if not soon cleaned, the remainder of honey
collected in the bowl of the spoon would become

surrounded with a black border.

Silver, as is

known, contains a portion of copper. The
same appearances presented themselves when
a tin ladle was used.
Diluted honey appears lo
be a powerful solvent, and it is hence an interesting query whuther greater caution be not
commendable in the use of silver and tin vessels at. receptacles for honey intended for bee-

Avell

food. An old practical bee-keeper once assured
me that he always found that colonies fed with

lukewarm honey became foulbroody.

He

said

he sacrificed several colonies in experiments to
assure himself of the correctness of his observations ;_ but I cannot say Avith Avhat degree of
care his investigations Avere made.

Graz,

Semlitsch.
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For the American Bee Journal.

What is

l\Ir.

time in July last I noticed indications
of queenlessness iuone of my Italian stocks,
and as it contained a queen for which I had
paid Mr. Langstroth twenty dollars, I felt
somewhat mortified to find that she was indeed
dead, and that the bees had failed to supply
her place with another. 1 immediately gave
ihcm eggs and immature brood, intending,
when tiiey should have sealed queen cells
nearly ma'ture, to remove these, and give them
In ten days I examined then),
a fertile queen.
and could liud neither queen cells nor young
bees of any kind. Felt beat, but as I wished
to save the stock, I gave them a choice Italian
queen, taken from one of my most populous
stocks, for wliich they seemed very thank-

Some

ful.

•

Bee-feed.

the Matter ?

all to be Avell now, I paid no further
them for about three weeks, when
I examined them again, and could find neither
queen, egss, nor brood in any stage. Here was
a pozer. "The bees had probably killed her
I now took a young
before she laid any eggs.
fertile queen from a nucleus, and introduced
They fought her for nearly two weeks,
her.
and then stung her to death in my hand.
I now let them remain for a few days, hoping
they would repent and finally I ofltered them
another 'queen, which shared the fate of her
Supposing now that they had
predecessors.
exalted one of their own number to the royal
throne, I moved the hive to a new stand, and
when the bees were in full flight, I placed on

Supposing

attention to"

;

the old stand a similar hive supplied Avith full
combs. When nearly all the bees had gone
back to the old stand, I smothered the rest with
brimstone, hoping thereby to destroy the false
queen. After their old hive was given them
again, they manifested unmistakable symptoms
of loss of queen, and I now gave them a full
swarm, taking the pl-ecJiution to confine the

A.

Hoffman,

Blankenheim,
to

near

the Bienenzeitung

the following recipe for preparing an economical

which, he says, can be safely and
advantageously used where honey cannot be
procured except at an exorbitant price
"Into an enamelled iron vessel put four
pounds of crushed loafsugar, two pounds of
water, and one ounce of cream of tartar.
Stir

bee-feed,

:

the wliole well, and set it on the stove or a fire,
and keep it boiling for half an hour. Add as
much Avater as evaporates Avhile boiling, so as
to prevent the syrup from l)ecoming discolored,
and take care not to overheat the sides of the
vessel, the bottom of which only should be exposed to the fire. When the syrup is perfectly
formed, remove the vessel from the fire, pour in
a little more water, and stir in very gradually,
in small portions, two or three ounces of prepared chalk previously mixed with water. The
introduction of the chalk will cause ebullition,
so long as the mass contains any acid.
When
this ceases, the acid is completely neutralized,
and litmus paper dipped in the syrup will not
turn red. The vessel must now be replaced,
and the boiling continued, till no more foam or
scum rises, and the weight is reduced to six
pounds, or fifty per cent, more than that of the
sugar used. Then cover and let it stand till
the following morning, when the syrup is to
be poured off carefully from the white deposit
in the vessel.
The syrup thus prepared is a
transparent pale yellow, of about the consistence
of new honey; has a pure sweet taste; is readily
consumed by the bees, and maybe safely fed at
any season. It will keep for years without crystalizing, and if in lime it thicken somewhat,
quickly liquifies again on the application of a
moderate heat. The preparation of it is practically much less difficult than the process
described would lead one to suppose."
For the American Bee Journal.

queen.

In two
well.
days I liberated the queen, and in an hour afterward had the satisfaction of finding her at the

The workers agreed very

Having one more fertile
queen, I resolved to make one effort moi'e to
save the stock, and after she had been caged

entrance— dead

!

week, I liberated her. An hour later I
examined, and found her on one of the combs,
and the bees fondling her. "Got 'em now,"
thought I, as I closed the hive. But judge of
my feelings when, this morning twenty hours
afterward— I found her on the ground in front
of the hive, with a teacupful of dead bees. She
was still alive. I fed her and gave her to
another stock. As the bees of this perverse
stock are still killing each other off, Ipropose
to run the thing my own way, and will brimstone them.
If any one can offer a solution of such
"strikes" of the usually easily-managed inmates of the honied workshop, I would be
for a

—

edified.

During

of

Weimar, communicates

all this

time

brood.

CriAKLESTON, IlL.

I

could find no eggs nor
H. C. B.

A

Large Stock of Bees.

A

few jeaTs ago I Avintered 163 stocks of bees
in a room eight feet broad by twenty-eight feet
The live last days of February being
long.
Avarm and damp, and having neglected to remove to their stands soon enough, tlie bees left
their hives in such numbers as to conceal the
hives by hanging in front and in every available
The ceiling above was nearly covered.
space.
One bunch was as large as eight or ten swarms
that get together at swarming time. I supposed
at the time that the queens had left their hiA'es,
and expected to save but a few stocks. Smoke
Avas introduced to drive the bees in, but it increased the number outside. They were carried
out at night, the bees being brushed out of the
Avay of the hands to take hold of the hives.
The bees Avere brushed off from the bottoms or
bunches of hay before placing the hives on their
stands. After flying, the number was equalized
Each queen
in each hive by changing places.
staid in lier own hive, and no stocks were
J.

lost.

St.

Chakles, Koe Co., III.

M. M.
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attempted

to introduce

the

Rev. Ge rge Kleine on Color, as a Test Italian be;; into Germany, I demanded of those
from whom I imported hem, queens wdiosc proof Purity in Italian Bees.
i

1

;

i

Mr. Editor

:

After reading the

iu

tirticle

1

your July number, from the pen of Rev. George
Kleine, I sent him an order for an Italian

j

I

queen.

From

his letter to

me you

will see

tliat

his
I

experience in queen raising agrees fullj^ with
the following statement iu my circular
"The color of the queens and drones raised
from pure raothei's varies greatly, but all their
worker progeny show distinctly the three yellow
bands or riugs. Queens reared from them in
good colonics, where forage is abundant, arc
generally h.andsome, while those reared from
impure mothers are seldom highly colored."
I cannot j-et rc»oncile Mr. Ivleine's article
with his letter to me, but doubt not that there
is a satisfactory solution of the seeming contradiction.
Like Mr. ICleine, I have procured
queens from the best sources in Italy and Germany, but have never met with one whose
queen and drone progeny vv'cre invariably

j

:

higlily colored.

Oxford, Butler

Leuthorst, Hanover,
October 20th,
Sir

iJ-jGO.

me

great pleasure to
send j'ou as good an Italian queen as I Iiave in
my apiar3^ If I had received your letter
earlier iu the season I might have procured for
you a cfueen whose drone progeu}' would per:

It

gives

haps have been handsomer.
since I obtaineil the Italian bee, I have
given special attention to the drones, and have
come to the conclusion that if they are from a
pure queen, their lighter or darker color has no
influence upon their posterity.
I have ordered
queens from the best sources, and while I have
constantly found among them a great diversity
of colors, they liave invariably proved themselves to be pure.
When I commenced raising these bees, I
selected for the breeding of drones only such
qutens as would produce those most hi>;hly
colored, but I now pay no attention to this,
finding it unnecessary when I know that my
queens are pure, and that the less highly-colored
di'ones produce likewise a pure and "beautiful

progeny.

According to my experience, the country iu
the vicinity of Lake Maggiore possesses the
Italian bee in its highest purity.
That the
lightest-colored queens often proiluce dark-colored queen progeny seems to be the general
at least among all my queens, imported
rule
from the best sources, I have not found a single
;

however,

to

this

rule.

Such dark queens,

purely fecundated, give a beautiful
more beautiful than that from the
handsomest mothers. I had one which was
darker even than the darkest queens of the
black race, and yet her v;orkers Averethe handsomest I could show.
if

posterity,ofteu

:

i

;

^

;

1

!

I

George Kleine.
j

[From tho Bicneuieitung.]

Cure of Foalbrcod.
In the Biensnzeitung, No. 18, for 1863, I inquired of bee-keepers whether a cure for foulbrood was not known to some of them, which
they would be willing to communicate to me.
1 received numerous letters in reply, suggesting
various processes; and several prescriptions,
said to he etlicacious, Avere sent to and published, in the Bienenzeitunrj.
Of these latter I
have used two, and, as 1 firmly believe, with
the best results.
The /rs^ was as follows Grate and pulverize
a nutmeg, and mix with honey sufficient for ten
feeds.
Give an infected colony one dose every
alternate evening.
The second Take li ounces pulverized s.'ar
aniseed, anil pour on it a quart of boiling water.
After cooling, pass the water through a fine
sieve or strainer, dilute therewith two quarts of
honey, and add one dram -tincture of opium.
Feed fotdbroody stocks therewith morning and
:

Ever

exception

I

L. L. Langstrotii.
Co., Ohio, jS'ov., IbtiO.

Extrac's from a letter from the Rev. Georg-3
Kleine to Ilcv. L. L. Langstroth.

Dear

I

geny would invariably be highly colored, olFering to pay for such tiic highes't price. They
replied that though they had none but pure
bees, they could not send me such queens as I
desired.
Since, although dark queens were
very often found in their apiaries, such queens
were as pure as the lightest-colored. So it
seems to have been iu the time of Virgil, nearly
two thousand years ago, v.'ho advises to discard
such dark-colored queens. Like him, I prefer
to
select
as
breeders the highest-colored
queens.
All the visiiors to my apiary have expressed
the ir pleasure at seeing the liive you sent me,
and it unquestionably attracts attention above
all my other hives.
I shall not fail to give a
full description of it in my Bee Journal.
I remain,
with the greatest esteem and
respect, your obedient,

—

evening.

This quantity

is

sufticient for

twelve

colouies.

These remedies have been used by mc and
several other bee-keepers iu my neighborhood.
I say advisedly,
"and several other beekeepers," for there are .5ome who abominate the
very name of foulbrood. Their stocks may be
ever so weak and disinclined to labor. Colony
aifer colony may decamp even while the finest

pasturage surrounds them; and though every

monthly revision of their apiaries adds to the list
of perished stocks, and places ochers on the
sick list; yet foulbrood, "oh, no, they never
mention

it."

Since using the medicine, I have frequently
examined my hives, anxiously inspecting every
brood-comb— fearing lest I should detect some
new trace of the malady. But I rejoice to say
that I have not found one suspicious cell in any
of the hives which had been under treatment; nor
has the disease reappeared iu those oi myueiudi,
bors, though I huvo seen that the evil is still ox-
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For

tending in the apiaries of others whose practice
it is to "let nature take its course."
I shoukl saj', dccidedlj^ that we liad affected a
cure of foulbrood by means of tliose remedies,
were it not for the fact- that there are some colonies in

my

tlie

Americau Beo Journal.

Extraordinary Swarming.
I presume the readers of the Jouknal would
like to know when anything unusual happens
in Bee-land.
I am not much of a writer, but

neighborhood which were certainly

more of an observer. Last year I had a hive of
half-breed Italian bees that beat anything I
have heard of in the swarming line, having
produced an increase of ten from one— all
natural swarms. They came otf in the following order: The first on May 12th; the second,
May 16th; the third, ]May 18th. The first
young swarm sent off two about the same time;
and tlie old stock swarmed again in August,
thus making in all ten young swarms. The
old stock gave 37^ pounds box honey.
Delhi, Ohio, Nov. 15.
J. L. Davis.

foulbroody last year, and which are apparently
thriving now, and have swarmed this spring.
But these are mostly such stocks as are usually
looked after with attention only once a year
about the time of the honey harvest. It is therefore far from certain whether these, nothwithRtanding their fair seeming, are really free from
the disease. I have, however, seen with my
own ej'cs that stocks which were thoroughly
foulbrood,y last year, and to which the medicine
was freely administered, are entirely free from
Another season will fully
the disease this year.
J. Coxiiad.
decide.

Draining

Bees in Russia.

Honey from the Combs.

Those of our readers who j^refer eating " run
honey" to lioney in the comb, may be glad of
some instruction as to the best way of separating
the two.
For this purpose it is better to let the
honey run without squeezing, in order to preserve both its transparency and flavor.
Take a sharp knife and slice the combs on

In the northwestern parts of the Governments
of Novogorod, Peskov, and the former Polish
provinces of Ismolensk and Witebzk, the iiives
are wintered in the open air on their summerstands, without being protected by straw or
other covering. Even the cracks and crevices
The hives in general
are not closed with clay.
use are lagers, and as they are placed at a small
elevation from the ground, they arc often so
covered with snow that they are scarcely visible.
Though they are exposed to very severe cold
the thermometer being irequently as low as 30'^
Reaumur these colonies generally pass the

both

sides, keeping the knife parallel with the
partition wall, so that cveiy cell may be laid
open. Place these broken combs in a sieve or
on a piece of muslin stretched across and tied
round the opening of a pan or large-mouthed
jar.
Allow the honey to flow out of the combs
spontaneouslj^ and reserve the squeezing process for a separate jar, so that the drained honey
of the first jar may be perfectly pure, both in
appearance and flavor. That which has pressure put on it will be waxy in flavor and thick.
Some persons recommend that the opened
combs be placed in the sun, as the heat will
cause the honey to run more freely. The great
disadvantage of this is the temptation the honey
will ofl'er to the bees, who will be eager to gain
a share.
Honey, whilst in the combs, keeps remarkably well when left in the supers; if cutout, the
combs should be folded in writing paper and
sealed up, so as effectually to prevent the free
entrance of air. They should be placed in a

—

winter safely. Perhaps the snow in which
they are almost buried contributes to their preservation. They are placed, not horizontally, but
with the end containing the entrance considerThe end-pieces are movable,
ably elevated.
and are taken away in hiving, or when honey
Vfliile I resided in the Government
is wanted.
of Ismolensk, in the winter of 1860-Gl, the
lower end-pieces of two hives belonging to one
of my neighbor's dropped out, and the end, six
inches square, remained open till spring; yet
I subjected one of my
the bees survived.
own hives to a similar experiment in the
winter of 18G1-G3, leaving the lower end open
all the time, and exposecl to storms and snow.

warm

the 20tli of April the bees few finely for the
time, and I found less than loOdead. Next
day they gathered pollen from the Anemone

On

first

dry

The

closet.

culture of bees would be greatly proa knowledge of it were considered
necessary as one of the regular qualifications of
So little time is needed to gain
a gardener.
For the Amcricaa Bee Journal.
the skill requisite for the tendance of an apiary,
Editor Bee Journal : I wish to correct or re- that it seems only reasonable to expect it of a
write my last article see October number, p. 80. well-taught gardener, and he should feel a
"Having the empty combs, I have taken pleasure in the circumstance of its forming a
In Germany, where a
from three swarms of bees 75 pounds of honey part of his duties.
From a stock of country-gentleman's table is kept constantly
each worth $23.50 each.
supplied with fresh honey, the gardeners are
Italians, three hundred pounds, or ninety dollars worth, was taken; and seventy-five pounds expected to understand the management of
each was taken from two stocks that deserted hives, and in Bavaria, modern bee-culture is
or sioarmed out last spring for want of food. taught in the colleges to all the horticultural
They were rehived and fed five pounds of students. Travellers in Switzerland will call to
honey each, leaving a balance of seventy pounds mind the almost invariably practice of placing
new honey on the breakfast tables at hotels iu
J. M. M.
to each hive."
that country.
St. Chaules, III.
'

'Pulsatilla.

moted

Dr. Asmutz.

—

—

'

if
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Bee-C\iltnre in Cottage Hives.

No.

7.

Qucenlessness consists iu the want ofa queen
bee in a colony. It proves fatal to the colony
ouly when it occurs at a season when a young
queen cannot be reared or fertilized, or when
eggs or brood suitable for queen-raising are
not to be found in the hive. The total barrenness of a queen, or her inability to lay any
other than drone eggs, is, in its results, precisely similar to queenlessness; and cure involves
the removal of such a queen, and the substitu-

The two

normally

No.

7.

thesealso may be averted by simply removing
the hive which has swarmed to a new stand,
and setting the swarm in its stead.
first
swarm rarely becomes queenless, even in the
second year; and a parent hive thus transposed
with the prime swarm has never become so in
our apiary.
On the other hand, queenlessness almost invariably ensues in a hive greatly reduced by
reiterated swarming.
During the issuing of
successive SAvarms, and even during the confusion and tumult attending abortive attempts
at swarming, it frequently happens that several
young queens emerge from their cells, and the
whole of them accompany the last swarm,
leaving the parent hive queenless and without
the means of supplying the want.
But the
most common occurrence when a number of

A

QUEENLESSNESS.

tion of one

D. C.

fertile.

latter are cases of rare occurrence,

that where a queen, from
as is likewise
disease or super-annuation, ceases to produce
The most common case is thut wheie
eggs.
the queen is missing or lost.
Her death or
destruction may be the result of various causes
She may have died from disease or super-annuation; she may have been accidentally killed
while the combs were being examined in the
spring or fall; or she may have been inadvertantly removed when a super or a section Avas

young queens have simultaneously left their
cells, and circumstances then jirevent swarming, is that each young queen having its own

adherents, all will be killed or expelled by the excited workers pertaining to the contending
factions.
Occasionally, too, several queens
may encounter each other during the reign of
confusion, and if both be not killed in the conflict, the survivor may be so seriously injured
taken away without due examination of its con- as to be unable to fly, and be thus disqualified
tents.
These, originating in the carelessness of from becoming a normally fertile queen. For
the bee-keeper, are avoidable cases.
and this is the great danger
If it every young queen
happen that at the time of the loss or removal to which every colony containing anewly -reared
of tlie queen there are no eggs or no suitable qj.ieen is exposed must make at least one, and
worker brood in the hive, from which a young usually several, excursions to meet the drones
queen could be reared; or if it occur at a season on the wing, and may then perish from various
when no drones exist, or when the weather causes." Even if she return from a successful
does not permit the bees to fly, the young excursion, she may, in her haste, enter a wrong
queen could not be
fertilized,
and the hive and be slain, or she may even be destroyed
colony must ultimately perisli.
Sometimes, by the bees of her own hive, which happens
too, the embryo queen perishes in her cell much more frequently than is usually thought.
before attaining maturity, or the workers open But when the parent stock and swarm are
transposed immediately after swarming, there
the cell prematurely, and destroy her.
refer now chiefly to cases where the effort is to is no reason to apprehend the loss of the queen.
replace a lost queen at other periods than the We have never known it to occur in such ease.
swarming aeasou, for when a hive swarms The reason probably is that all the tumult and
naturally, a number of queen cellshave usually confusion attending afterswarming are prebeen started and are more or less advanced, so vented, as the supernumerary queens are at
that in such cases the casualties adverted to once destroyed after transposition, and the
rarely present themselves, though even then selected young queen no longer incurs any
other dangers may impend. But nearly all of risk i'rdm internal foes.

—

—

We
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The chief means of preventing the occuiTence
of queenlessness in an apiary are these First,
that the sAvarm must invariably be set where
tlie parent stock stood, and the latter removed,
immediately after swarming, to as great a 'distance in the apiary as practicable, from its
Second, that the hives of
former location.
parent slocks be set as much apart as possible
irom all others in the apiai-y, and made to differ
iVom them in external appearance by affixing
to tliem some prominent mark in front, easy to
be recognized by the returning young queen;
and that the hives of any afterswarms we choose
to preserve be treated in the same manner.
Tiiird, that care be taken not to stand in front
of any hive containing j^oung unfertilized
queens, from noon to eve, so as to interfere with
the flight of the l)ees, or mislead the queen on
her return. Fourth, that the queens of tlie nonswarming store stocks be removed before becoming super-annuated doing this at a time when
there are eggs and worker brood in the hive,
and at a season when drones still abound.
Fifth, that care be taken not to injure or muli-

which of his colonies are queenless, oral len.st
in a suspicious condition, while remedies iire
yet available. Among these indications are tlie

:

—

queen when stores are removed, orth-.it
she be not carried off where a super or a surplus
honey -box is taken away.
It is easily ascertained
by examination
whether a queen is or has become a dronebreeder, because such a queen deposits her eggs
almost exclusively in worker ce!ls,and the brood
is as compactly placed as the worker brood in
normal stocks, but the cells are covered Avith
elevated or concave caps, and the great mass of
the emerging young are small-sized drones.
It is much more difficult to ascertain seasonably whether a queen is barren or not, either
from disease or advanced age, or from not having had concourse with a drone. In these cases
there is a qu-eu present, though she produces
no eggs. The only certain evidence here is the
gradual decrease of popidatiou, and the entire
absence of worker brood. It rarely happens
that a fertile worker begins to lay drone eggs in
the presence of u young unfecundated queen.
When there is no queen in a hive, the fact is
more readily ascertained. The surest evidence
thereof is when, in spring or fall, we observe
drone brood placed in irregular patches or
clusters.
Frequently a number of such cells
are built together, and have only one common
cap or cover, or some few arc more elevated
tate the

than others, and capped distinctly. No worker
^rood whatever is seen; the population is weak;
the bees are scattered about on the combs, and
on lifting the hive they do not rush forward in
crowds, but come singly, with a kind of intermitting plaintive Vv'ail. When such appearances
present themselves, the colony is almost infallibly lost, whether it have a drone-breeding
queen or none. The bees have become dispirited, and, being now old, will generally refuse
or neglect to rear a queen, even if suitable brood
be offered them, and the season be otherwise
favorable.
The winding up is usually a sudden
inva^iou by hordes of robbers, and an entire
abandonment of the premises. A competent
apiarian will of course not let matters come to
this pass.
Seasonable observation will have
enal)led

him

to discern

by ceriain indications

j

'

I

j

j

i

i

following
1. In the evening of the day on which a colony has lost its queen, the bees will be excee-.Tingly restless and excited, running in and out
of the hive, and over the alighting-board, hurriedly and frecpiently jostling each other, apparently in great uneasiness and alarm, as
though in search of something. Equally striking are the sadly mournful tones they occasionally utter in the hive, followed by prolbund
silence.
This is an evidence of queenlessness
described already with minuteness by old
writers on bee-cuUure, and of the correclnesa
of wjiich we had the misfortune to have ocular
proof in our apiary the first year we kept bees.
It will be found to present itself even in the
case of the strongest and most populous store
stocks and magazine hives, if we happen to be
present when the loss occurs, though in such
:

j

I

[

the commotion is more transient, as the bees,
consciotis of their strength, are apt to neglect
taking the needed prompt measures to repair
then- loss, and thus remain queenless.
It is
hence judicious to watch the hives daily, in
spring and summer, from about four o'clock in
the afternoon to eight in the evening, so that
anything suspicious in the deportment of the
bees at such time may not escape observation.
Populous colonies especially, and such as have
roomy hives, should be regularly inspected,
because in such the diminution of numbers is
not so soon noticed, and they frequently continue gathering pollen much longer after losing
their queen than weaker stocks do.
Store
stocks also should be daily subjected to close
scrutiny, because, as they do not swarm, they
change tlieir queens occasionally, and are therefore exposed to the danger of becoming queenless on such occasions.
3. It is much easier to detect queenlessnessin
stocks which have produced a swarm.
Lift the
parent stock early on the morning of the twenty-eighth day afLer the first swarm left.
If the
drones are then found lying compactly on the
bottom board of the hive, it is evidence that
the young c[ueen is fertile and has begun to lay
eggs. If the drones are not so found, the colony
is queenless.
If the first swarm and the parent
stock were transposed after the swarm was
hived, this evidence will present itself still
earlier, often as early as on the fourteenth day,
and can be confidently relied on.
Koautr says "If we cut out a piece of drone
comb densely covered b}' Avorkers, on the 28th
day after the colony has produced a swarm, and
lind eggs in the cells some of these even containing several eggs we may conclude that the
colony is certainly queenless." This is doubtless
so; but occasionally no eggs are found, as there
happens to be no fertile Avorker among the bees,
and yet the colony may be queenless. On our
system of transposing the parent stock and the
:

—
—

can ahvays tell in about ibiu'teen
days hoAV matters stand. If in that time the
bees have been quiet, manifesilng no symptoms
of uneasiness, and if on the tweiuy-eighth day
or sooner the drones are literally packed down

frAvarm, Ave
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board, (or in layers against the
certainly present and
fertile, for so soon as the bees are conscious
that drones are no longer needed, and there is
no such superabundance of stores, nor such
density of population, as to encourage fnrthcr
swarming, they will systematically crowd the
drones away from the houejr combs to the bottom-bjDard or such part of the hive as contains

on the
front,

)

the

young queen is

no honey.
3. If we wish to ascertain whether an afterswarm has a fertile queen, we cutout a piece of
the newly-built worker comb on the tenth day
after the swarm was hived. If it contains eggs,

the queen is fertile; if it contains none, the
colo.'jjr is queenless.
This is Knaufl''s rule.
think it cannot always be depended on. TVe
re-examine the hive three or four days after,
and if we lind that the bees have refilled the
place from which the piece was cut, with
worker comb, and lengthened out the rudi-

We

mental worker

around it, tlie colony is
But if the bees- have built
drone combs there, or have omitted building

not

cells

queenless.

altogether, the colony is certainly queenless.
These tests hold good also in the case of
parent stocks, if made twenty-eight days after
the first swarm issued.
In the case of afterswarms, even a moderately
experienced bee-keeper can readilj^ ascertain
the true condition of these swarms within two
weeks after they were hived. If the queen was
lost, the activity of the bees will decline obviously within that time, if it do not wholly
The workers appear dispirited, flying
cease.
languidly, and crowding in a cluster against
the top of the hive inside, daily diminishing in
number, and dispersing.
4. It is much more diflicult to detect queenlessness in colonies which have produced no
swarms, especially in large store stocks, unless
we casuallynote the indications referred to under
No. 1. But we may easily fail to observe these
in those mouths (from October to March)
when the stocks are less frequently examined.
If queenlessuess occur in sucli colonies in the
summer mouths, or prior to October, the indications can scarcely fail to attract the attention
of an observant bee-keeper, for, in the first
place, he will see, from the diminisiied activity
of the bees, that some untoward occurrence has
taken place. He will also occasionallj^ observe
dead drone brood cast out on the alightingboard; and no young workers will ever be seen
on the wing in front of the Jiive, testing their
ability to fly. . In the second place, the bees
will neglect to expel the drones, but suffer them
This is a sure
to pass in and out unmolested.
few solitary drones
sign of queenlessuess.
may be tolerated out of season in a normal
In the
colony, but masses ef them, never.
third place, if we tap gently on the hive, or lift
it, a mournful
and
it, or blow some smoke in
The
long-continued humming Avill ensue.
workers will present themselves scatteringly
between tlie combs, and not in dense columns
colony that has a feras in normal colonies.
lile queen will respond brusquely when thus
Vi-ealed, the tones quickly subsiding to a gentle
humming, and the bees will rush up in crowds

A

A
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from between the central combs. If, in the
fourth place, drone brood presents itself, placed
regularlj' in worker cells, or irregularly in
drone cells, there can be no further question as
10 the destitute condition of the colony.

On all these points, careful revision of the
colonies in autumn will supply the needed elucidation, and a careful bee-keeper will consequently rarely be misled into attempting to
winter a cpTeenless stock.
Less sure are the indications furnished by a
colony which has become queenless in winter,
particularly if populous and well-supplied with
honey.
The bees are then in their winter
quarters, and we must disturb them as little as
may be. On this account, we may even scarcely
venture to visit them daily. When the queen
perishes in the winter, efforts to rear a youngone to supply her place are seldom successful,
because drones are then rarely found, and the
inclemency of the weather does not permit the
young queen to leave the hive. At the same
time the colony may still be populous, and be
very active in early spring, gathering honey
and pollen apparently with as much zeal and
eagerness as others. This may, for a time,
deceive the most watcliful bee-keeper.
If the colonies be attentivelj^ observed Avhen
the bees are flying on occasional mild days in
winter, we may easily form an accurate judgment of their condition. If the bees fly briskly,
cleanse their hives diligently, making a joyful,
self-satisfied humming the wiiile, it is fair to
infer that they have a queen; while the contrary
are indications of queenlessuess, or at least
furnish grounds for doubt and suspicion. Sometimes, too, in winter, queenlessuess manifests
itself by a certain restlessness of the
bees,
especially when the weather suddenly changes.
This may be accompanied by a long melancholy moan or whine not easily described, nor
soon forgotten when once heard. This may be
brought on in a queenless colony if it be suddenly jarred, as once occurred with us when
bringing a hive out from its Aviuter receptacle
to replace it on its summer stand, wiiereupon
the bees rushed suddenly, in large numbers, oui
of the entrance.
sound colony will flare up
likewise on such occasums, but they do not
become alarmed and confused, and soon relapse
into cpiietude.
The hive we were r* moving
proved to be queenless, as I presumed at the

A

time

it

was.

—

The question now recurs What is
done when a colony becomes queenless

'i

to be
Tlie

answer depends in the main, on two circumstances.
First, on the district in which the
colony or apiary is situated; and, secondlj^, on
the season in which the queenlessness is first
observed. For if in the former pasturage ceases
to be available as early as in July, and a colony
becomes queenless in June, it will hardly be
worth while to attempt a cure unless the colony
be still populous, and we have a fertile queen
in reserve. But even then twenty-one days will
elapse before the first young bees will emerge,
and it rarely happens that such a colony will
secure srtores enough for the winter.
Still, if
such a queen is available, the queenless colony
to be treated must nevertheless be a strong or
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populous one, for

it

would be -wasting time and

to give a fertile queen to a mere
of workers at so advanced a season.

handful
Better
drive out the bees and unite them with some
other colony, and give the hive and its contents
as a super to some thriving stock, or reserve it
If Ave
for the use of some swarm next spring.
have a supply of reserve queens in June, and
desire to increase the number of our stocks, it
will be better to use them in forming artificial
colonies than to introduce them into weak
stocks in which, moreover, they run the risk
oi being destroyed, unless carefully supervised.
In poor honey districts, therefore, it must be
regarded as a settled rule to drive out the bees
of queenless stocks, and unite them with those

money

of other thriving colonies, and to decline all
attempts at re-queening, except when, perchance, a populous stock loses its queen in
April or .Via3\
^^ such case, the young bees
reared might render service in June, if the
effort at c|ueen-raisiug prove not a failure, as it
is apt to do in inexperienced hands.
It is
surest and best always to unite the bees of a
queenless stock with some other colony, and
reserve the combs for supers or new swarms.
If a stock be found queenless in the winter
months, the best that can be done is to let it
alone.
Knauff, indeed, advises in such case
that the hive be inverted, and another containing a queen set over it, letting it remain thus
superposed till the first mild day. If it be then
found that the queenless bees have ascended
into the upper hive, replace the latter on its
stand; but if the bees are still hanging down in
a cluster into the lower hive, interpose an
empty eke or ring between the two hives, and
the bees will soon withdraw into the upper.
This plan will succeed, if the queeulessness of
the stock be discovered earlj^ in the winter;
otherwise both colonies will be apt to become
excited and unruly, as disturbance at such time
induces increased consumption of honey. The
bees then uncluster, spread through the hive,
Thus,
soil the interior, and perish from cold.
instead of succeeding in saving one colony, we
run the risk of losing two. It is therefore best
to defer operations till a fair day or the return
of mild Aveather enables the bees to fly and
evacuate their faeces, andthereupon to unite the
queenless bees with some other colon}^
Various processes for uniting have been proposed and adopted. Some simply expel the
queenless bees from their hive by means of
smoke from rags, wormwood, or tobacco, and
let them seek for quarters b}^ dispersing among
the other stocks in the apiarj'.
That they may
be kindly received and accepted in those, all
the stocks are fed a day or two previous Avith
diluted liouey, strongly scented with peppermint, anniseed, or lavender.
Avarm, clear
day should be chosen for expelling the bees,
diid such as obstinately adhere to the hive
should be brushed olf and carried to the stock
Avith Avhich they are to be united.
If it be preferred to effect the union by stupifying the
queenless bees by means of ether, chloroform,
or fungus, they should not be previously fed,
or many of them Avill suffer from the operation,
ine laiier process is the more expeditious and

A

The stupified
efiectual, if properly managed.
bees should be gently brushed from the combs
and out of the hive upon a sheet of paste-board
or st^out paper, and laying thereon some stri]!s
of inch stuff, place on them the hive to which
they are to be joined before the bees have
Thej' will then'
recoA'cred from their stupor.
ascend as they revive, and unite Avith the other
inmates, without endangering the ciueen. The
fume of the fungus, or the A'apor of ether or
chloroform, must be introduced suddenly and
plentifully, so that the bees come under its influence quickly and thoroughly, or many of
them Avill take refuge in the cells of the combs,
from Avhich it will be difficult to dislodge
them.
Mr. Hubcr recommends as

a safe

mode

of in-

troducing a queen that the bees of a colony be
stupified late in the CA'cning, and to place upon
the fallen mass, before its revival, the queen
designed to be given to them. He says it is
not necessary that their old queen should be
Mr. Kaden, however,
previously remoA'ed.
thinks that prudence requiresthat the old queen
be first taken aAvaj", and from our own observations, we think the precaution entirely proper.
"We prefer also to undertake the operation in
the forenoon, prcA'iously remoA'ing the hive to
a ncAV location, to Avhich all the bees tliat are
Those
stupified Avill tlienceforAvard adhere.
Avhich were absent at the time, (by which alone
the new queen Avould be endangered,) Avill
join some other stock in the neighborhood;
and conscious that they are strangers thery,
they Avill not be disposed to molest the queen
of such stock, should they encounter her.
Knauff suggested, half a century ago, and Ave

haA^e frequentlj" employed, always Avith good
results, a somcAvhat similar process for introducing a queen. The bees are to be stupified
and then confined in any empty hive, provided
with adequate ventilation. After the lapse of
three or four hours, Ave introduce a queen
through an opening in the top, and let them
remain undisturbed tAvelve hours longer.
then return them to their old hive by setting
this, on the one containing the bees, and opening

Wn

The queen
the communication betAveeu them.
be readily accepted Avhether fecundated or
not; but if the bees Avere not queenless before
Avill

their queeu must be sought for and removed
Avhile they are in a state of stupor.
If a colony be found queenless at any time
from the beginning of March to the mitldle of
May, and Ave desire to preserve it as an independent stock, we* adopt the following plan:
stupify the bees after placing' the hive on
eke five or six inches high. AVhen they have
all fallen, avc remove the hive and set on the eke
another similar one, in Avhich a brood comb con-

We

taining eggs and larYte,and another with honey,
haA^e been placed, and on Avhich a top-boartl
has been adjusted. Setting them in a dark
chamber for tAventy-four hours, avc, meantime,
remove any drone brood and drone comb Avhich
the hive may contain, and removing the topboard from the ekes at dark in the evening, avc
The bees Avill immediset the hive thereon.
ately resume possession Avithout deserting the
brood-comb beloAV, and, if undisturbed, Avill
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proceed to rear a queen. The hive is, of course,
to be replaced on its former stand; and the
ekes arc not to be removed until the young
queen has become fertile. If, in addition to the
eggs and larvte, a scaled queen cell can be given,
much valuable time will be gained, if the em-

bryo queen be not destroyed.
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Fertility of the
r>Y

Queen Bee.

THE UARON OP BEKLKt»SCH.

[The substance of a portion of the following
appeared originally in the series of elaborate essays in demonstration of the truth of
the Dzierzon theory, a translation of which was
article

volume of the American
was
subsequently re-written
The first swarm that issues from a stock of
bees in the spring is called the "p?-i??ie" swarm, by him and enlarged, and forms the tenth
and is usually the strongest and best which such a chapter of his comprehensive work on ''the
stock may be expected to produce that season. Bee and Bee-culture,'''' from which we translate
The second swarm, or first afterswarm, is anew.]

termed a " casi!," and usually issues from ten to
fourteen days after the prime swarm. It is
commonlj^ weaker than the prime swarm that
is, composed of fewer bees; and coming later in
the season, does not always secure suflicient stores to pass the winter safely.
It has
the advantage, however, of possessing a j'oung

published in the

first

Bee Jourkal.

It

That the

fertility of a queen bee varies accordseason, circumstances, and personal
capacity, can hardly have escaped the notice
of any careful observer, and we have therefore
only to inquire first, what may be the extent
of a queen's productiveness in any case that
is, how many eggs may she be able to lay in a
queen.
Should a third swarm issue from the same given time, as, for example, in a day ? Second,
stock, it is termed a "foZ;," and a fourth swarm -^rhat produces a diminution of her fertility ?
is called a "_/f^??/."
These are rare, 1)ut when And, third, what causes it to cease ?
This inquiry, moreover, is to be made in
they make Iheir appearance, follow the second
swarm, after an interval of only one or two view of the well-ascertained fact that a healthy
queen has it in her power to lay many eggs, or
days.
swarm from a swarm is called a " maiden'^'' a few only, or, finally, none. To-day, for inswarm, and is accompanied by the same c[ueen stance, a queen in a feeble colony may lay only
which issued with the parent stock when it twenty or thirty eggs; but being transferred to
a populous hive, she may in a few days lay two
swarmed.
In ordinary honey districts, good bee-keepers thousand eggs daily, and again, in autumn,
generally strive to prevent the production of none wliatever. This augmentation, diminution,
any afterswarm bj^ adding.?!;p<3?'s to their hives. and ultimate cessation can only be dependant
But as this is not always efi'ectual, they catch on the greater or smaller quantity of food which
and destroy the queen of the young swarm, the queen takes. But as in every department
of the commonwealth of bees, as I have elseand let the bees return to the parent stock.
where stated, the workers are the guides and
controllers, they no doubt here also," under the
Feeding.
impulse of their own instinct, feed the queen
liberally when they would have much brood,
modera'tely when thay would have little, and
little food in the spring stimulates the
so sparingly when they would have none, that,
queen to lay more abundantly, for bees are
though she receives enough to sustain life in
provident, and do not rear the young so rapidly
health and vigor, there is no surplus available
Avhen the supplies are short. In this particular
for the production of eggs.
the intelligence of the bees is very striking;
How many eggs can a queen lay ?
they have needed no Maltlius to teach them that
As regards the productiveness of a queen, it
the means of subsistence must regulate the inis only necessary to turn over a hive at different
crease of a prosperous population.
Judgment
seasons of the year and inspect the combs, to
has, however, to be exercised by the apiarian
see that in May and June, if the weather be fine
in giving food, for it is quite possible to do
The bees, when over- and warm, and pasturage not tooabimdant, the
miscldef by overfeeding.
productiveness of the queen is most fully
fed, will till so many of the combs with honey
developed, and the number of eggs laid daily
that the queen in the early spring cannot find
very large. But how many eggs can a healthy
cmptj'- cells in which to deposit her eggs, and
by this means the progress of the colony is much fertile queen, under the most favorable circumstances, lay in one day
Dzierzon says three
retarded, a result that should be guarded
thousand, as he has found sixty thousand cells
against.
supplied with brood in a highly i^opulous hive,
"when circumstances were peculiarly favorAky sudden or clumsy movement which jars able."
the combs or frames will excite the bees, and if
I have made various experiments in relation
but one be crushed, the odor of their slaughtered to this matter, four of which I will here advert
comrade rouses them to a pitch of exaiiperation. to.
Their powers of smell are very accute. The
1. In the year 184G, the queen of an extrabest time for most operations is in the middle ordinarily strong swarm, which I hived when
of a fine day.
the rape-fields were in blossom, laid 4,831 eggs

—
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—
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in sev3nty-two hours, whicb, if deposited uni- what ah ordinarily fertile one commonly does.
formly, is at tlie rate of 1,604 per day. But t-liis And how frequently is a queen prevented from
case cannot be regarded as settling the question, ovipositing by the want of room. Many hives
because before leaving with a first swarm, the during the best brooding time are so compactljqueen restricts oviposition, partly to qualify filled with honey and brood from b.ase to apex
herself for flying, and partly from the want of that scarcely a single empty cell is to be found.
empty cells; and hence, when coming into a new Here obviouslj^ the queen is constrained to reMve, some time will be required to restore her strict herself to supplying such cells as are
Besides, as vacated by the maturing brood, and even of
ovaries to their previous activity.
in this instance, new combs had to be built, these the Avorkers will appropriate some intjieir
there may not always have been empty cells eagerness to store up honey when fields and
flowers yield it superabundantly.
I repeat that
at her disposal.
I do not estimate the average daily deposit of
2. On the 28th of June, 1850, witli the aid of
my assistant, I counted all the brood in a large eggs, during the most favorable season, at more
found 38,619 cells supplied. Hence, than 1,200. In most hives, I am persuaded, it
colony.
assuming twenty days as the average term re- is much smaller.
By what is increased oviposition condiquired for the develepment of the bee, the
queen must have laid, on the average, 1,913 tioned ?
1. By the personal health and vigor of the
eggs daily. But this case also is not conclusive,
because the bees had to build the combs within queen herself. It can hardly have escaped the
the preceding three weeks, and the queen may notice of even ordinarily observant bee-keepers
not always have found as many empty cells in that there is a striking difference in the fertility
readiness as she was prepared to supply with of queens, even when they are alike young, and
all other circumstances are similar.
In April
eggs.
I cite these two cases mainly to guard nov- we find two colonies having queens of the same
age, alike in quality and equally populous.
In
ices, who may be induced to make similar
investigations, against" drawing erroneous in- May, the one still in statu quo, the other ready

We

swarm.

ferences.

to

In June, 1856, one of my stocks had so
striking an amount of brood tliat I resolved to
make another enumeration. I did not, indeed,
count the cells individually, but calculated the
contents by the number of square inches of
brood comb actually supplied, which the' hive
contained, there being fifty cells to the square
inch on the two sides of the comb. I thus

The most remarkable example of the fertility
of a queen which I have ever known is the following: In the summer of 1853 1 found clustered

3.

ascertained that there were at least 48,000 cells
stored with brood, which gives an average of
2,400 eggs per day.
4. Shortly after this I introduced a new comb
about a foot square in a very populous hive,
containing a remarkably prolific queen, which
I had seen laying at the rate of six or seven eggs
per minute. I placed her gently on this comb,
and waited till I saw her Iny eggs in the empty
cells, and felt satisfied by her demeanor that
she would not easily surcease laying. I then
replaced the anterior combs and closed the hive.
After precisely twenty -four hours I found 3,021
eggs in the cells of that comb. This was a decisive experiment.
I now enumerated the entire mass of brood then in the hive by ascertaining the number of square inches in the occupied
combs, and found that at least 57,000 cells were
supplied, so that the queen nuut have laid
nearly three thousand eggs daily, on the
average, within the next preceding twenty
days.
Nor need this seem surprising, for if a
queen lays six eggs in a minute, she v>fill lay
360 in an hour, and three thousand in little
more than eight hours, leaving her, of the twenty-four, nearly fifteen hours for rest and recuj^eration.

But such enormous fertility is certainly rare,
and, on an average, a queen will probably not
lay more than 1,200 eggs a day even in a very
]iopulous hive during the most genial season.
There is a vast difference between what a iteculiarly prolific queen may occasionally do
iiuder specially favorable circumstances, and

on a willow tree a very diminutive secondswarm. I placed it in a hive furnished with
empty combs, and was astonished already in
the first season by the unbounded fertility of
the queen, and still more so when I saw her.
She was a perfect giantess, and remarkably
light-colored.
In the summers of 1854, 1855,
1856, and 1857, she displayed the same enormous fertility; her hive was always the most
populous; and it was her that laid the 3,021
eggs in twenty-four hours, though she was then
In 1857, on the 13th of June,
four years old.
she issued with a swarm weighing seven
pounds. In the fall she was no longer found,
and her successor was much smaller. At a
moderate estimate this queen laid at least one
million three hundred thousand eggs in the
course of her life.
2. By defective limbs, especially crippled
feet, which are particularly liable to be injured
in casual conflicts; and if a queen loses even
one of her small claws, her walk will be
unsteady and insecure. From fear of falling
she will then hesitate to advance to the lower
margin of the combs, and the workers finding
that cells remain uusupplied, will cease to
build.
3. By weather, season, and plentiful supi^lies.
In our climate, where in May and June nature
wears her gayest garb, the fertility of the queen
reaches its culminating point. At that time, if
the weather is moist and warm, and honey not
too abundant, hives having healthy young
queens will be literally crammed with brood.
That temperature and pasturage, however, do
not alone conduce to the profuse production of

brood, but that the season also largely contributes thereto, is manifest from this, that in
July, when the yield of honey surpasses that of
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the preceding months, and the weather is delighti'ul, brooding no longer proceeds as extensively
or as energetically as bel'ore midsummer.
Old queens are
4. By the age of the queen.
naturally less prolific than young ones, thougli
exceptions very frequently occur.
Brood is
5. By size and shape of tlie hive.
commonly more abundant in hemispherical
liivcs than in quandrangular ones, because in
the former all parts of the interior are more

equably warmed.

It is less

abundant compara-

tively in hives tliat are l)road and deep, and
still less in lagers tliau in standards, because
the hinder portion of the lager hives is cooler,

and the brooding space is consequently restricted to a narrow space.
Naturally, too, in
hives of the same shape or form, those largest
in size will ordinarily contain tlie most brood.
6. By warmth and ample store of honey, at a
time when flowers and blossoms dispense no
nectar.
Warm hives and rich supplies of
honey, with plenty of pollen, and ready access
to water, greatly promote brooding, jiarticularly
iu the spring.

By

populousness. The queen of a strong
stoclv will produce proportionally much more
brood, and commence brooding earlier, than one
connected with a feeble colony, because a certain degree of heat is required whicli a populous
stock readily generates, maintains, and diffuses
in all directions within the hive.
And if there
be a want of laborers to build, repair, and
cleanse cells, and to cover and nourish the
brood, tlie most prolific queen will bo unable to
develope her fertility to tlie same extent as
might be feasible under different conditions.
8. By the kind and quality of the combs
which the hive contains. Colonies with new
clean worli;er combs will contain a larger quantity of brood than such as have old combs,
black or mouldy, and partially composed of
7.

drone

till

fertility ?

With advancing age queens become gradually
and the brood is no longer so compactly placed in the combs, as at first. Finally
ovipositing ceases because the ovaries supply
no more eggs. But mechanical causes may
Thus
also prevent laying, or make it difficult.
an accumulation of foeces in the rectum may
surcharge the abdomen, and prevent or at
least obstruct the passage of the eggs in the
oviduct.
But queens, barren from superannuation, are
rarely met with, because they commonly die
naturally before their ovaries are entirely
exhausted, or are killed by the workers when a
diminishing production of brood shows that
their natural force is abating.
less prolific,

Tallow -tre 9 of Algeria.

cells.

wing. The former have no empty cells within
reach for some time before the swarm leaves,
and hence repress their energies, and thus become slender and agile. The other, takcu unawares in the full discharge of her functional
duties, is unprepared for the change, heavy
and clumsy, and disqualified for flying.
What causes a diminution of the queen's fertility

my

hives, and from the
Christmas none whatever,
except in cases where the bees had been liberally
fed with liquid honey.
This latter fact of
course proves no more as to the natural condition of stocks, at that season, than the blossoming of a fruit tree in a conservatory proves
in regard to out-door fruit culture.
Frequent
disturbance, which temporarily incites the bees
to action, may also cause the production of
brood at this ungenial season, unless the cold
be very severe, or the hive be in a sheltered
winter of 1856,
location.
In the mild
Dzierzon found brood in several of his hives in
the month of December. In such winters,
very populous stocks, well-supplied with honey
and pollen, Avill usually have some brood about
the first of January, and almost invariably
towards the end of that mouth. Weak stocks
commence brooding much later; many of them
not before the middle of March.
What causes the total cessation of the queen's

in

middle of October

By

the number of empty worker cells the
combs contain. This is natural, for when
empty cells are wanting, the queen has small
chance to display or develope her power of
This deficiency of cells usually
ovipositing.
occurs just before the departure of the first
Bwarm; and this fact explains how it is that the
old queens, with uninjured wings, which accompany the first swarms, are so well able to
fly, though the fertile queens accompanying
driven swarms are scarcely ever able to take
9.

dom found any
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?

This question has already been iu great part
answered indirectly in the preceding remarks.
1 shall merely subjoin that in August there appears to be naturally a very considerable reduction of brood. Stocks which have not produced swarms, and early first swarms also, often
have none whatever from about the middle of
September. In the beginning of October I sel-

This remarkable
called

tree, a

native of China, and

by botanists Groton sehiferum or

Stillingia

has now been successfully acclimatized
in Algeria, through the exertions of the French
Government. Its cultivation would diminish
the cost of candles.
A tree ten years old, according to Galignani^ yields from one to two
kilogrommes of tallow; fifteen years later it
sebifcra^

would yield from three to four. It requires no
care or watering, and may be planted on the
road side. In the island of Chusan large quantities of oil and tallow are extracted from its
fruit.
In hot weather the candles made with
the tallow are apt to become soft and even
liquid, but to guard against this inconvenience
they are dipped into melted wax.

Honey, like most vegetable products, should
be fresh every year. It may easily be kept
from one season to another; but when kept
beyond that time, unless very carefully stored
in a warm temperature, it will crystalize iu
the comb; and it is liable to ferment when in
jars separated from the comb.
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The Wax-tree of Japan.

[From the AgriciJtural Report

Changing from

for 1865.

]

Common

to
Italian
On this remarkable plant, the RJms succedanca
Bees.
of botanists, the Bulletin of the Society of Acclimatization of Paris, publislies an interesting
The ease with which this is accomplished
paper by M. Eugene Simon, noAV at Nagasaki.
The vegetable wax of Japan is one of the chief brings Italian bees within the reach of all, in
every part of our land. Pure ciueeus are raised
articles which that country exports.
It is not
exactly of tlie same nature as common bees-wax, by reliable persons, and sent, as ordered, auyIf it was necessary
since it melts in summer at the ordinary tem- wliere with perfect safety.
perature of the air. But tliis inconvenience is to purchase and transjDort full colonies, the
obviated in Japan by protecting the candles Avork of introducing the new variety would be
made Avitli this wax by a coating of bees-wax. much more difficult and expensive. Now, any
one who is convinced tliat the Italians are
It appears that in England a process has been
discovered for increasing its consistency, since better and more profitable can order one or
the demand for the article from that quarter more Italian queens, and from them raise others
has considerably increased of late. The tree to .supply all his hives. Many and full directions
itself might easily be acclimatized in the south- have been given hoAV to Italianize, but still the
plain, simple way seems to be little understood.
ern parts of France and the United States.
It
thrives on mountains and in stony and barren Having been engaged in the work for three
ground unfit for other agricultural purposes. seasons, I shall try to give some hints which
Mr. Simon has sent about twenty kilogrammes may be valuable to those commencing in it.
The queen being the mother of the Avhole
of the seed to France for trial. The young
trees are planted in Japan along the highways, colony, it follows that if a pure Italian queen
when they are two years old, leaving a distance be given them instead of their own, all the bees
of about three feet between tlie stems; but if reared after the change are Italians; and as the
planted in squares, the distance must be double. bees already there die off, they are replaced by
!

I

!

I

:

:

j

I

!

I

;

i

I

'

[

The trees are kept low by lopping, and trimmed
in the shape of pyramids.
In llie fifth year
after planting, each tree yields on an average
four pounds of seeds; in the eighth year, six
pounds; in the tenth, eighteen pounds; in the
twelfth, forty pounds in the fifteenth, sixty
pounds. In the eighteenth year tlie tree enters
upon its decline. Four hundred pounds of
seed yield one hundred pounds of wax. At
present, one hundred pounds of this wax are
sold in London for two pounds, ten shillings, so
that a plantation of 10,000 trees in their prime
would produce 4,000 pounds.
The seed is
gathered toward the end of autumn, threshed,
and then left to drj^ about a fortnight, after
which it is slightly roasted. It is next Crushed
under a mill-stone, and the produce ex^wsed
to the heat of steam, in canvass bags.
The
;

wax

then obtained by the action of a screw
This wax is of the third or lowest
quality; to bleach it,it is rasped,rinsed in water,
and then exposed to the action of the sun and
dew for three days.
still higher quality 'is
obtained by repeating the operation.— i«?/8is

press.

A

tratecl

London

J^ews.

If the weather be wet
after hiving a

swarm,

tlie

next day or two

will be well to give a
little assistance to the ncAV colony in the shape
of food, for, though when a swarm leaves a
it

the others, and the stock, in a short time, is
By a pure queen, I mean
fully Italianized.
one of pure stock, and which has been fertilized
by an Italian drone. There has been much
stock reared in this country which is hybrid.
~By this I mean the progeny of a pure Italian
This, in
cjueen fertilized by a common drone.
in the first generation, is hard to be distinguished
from the pure; but it soon degenerates. As the
drones are invariably like their mother, those
rearedfrom such hybrid queens are ulwayspure.
This fact should be borne in mind, as it makes
it comparatively easy to keep the stock right.

The queen with which you commence should
Purchase of some one
warrant her, and whose guarantee

be pure beyond doubt.

who

will

you can trust, remembering that in the beginning you v/ill be no judge of their purity. The
best time to purchase your (jueeu,
because she will then be ready for early
operations the next season. Introduce her into
the best and strongest colony you have for
If you have
safe-keeping througii the winter.
but a fcAV colonies, tlie work for the next spring
About the middle of May, if
is very simple.
you examine the hive containing your Italian
queen, you Avill find drones in all stages. Then
take the queen out and confine her in a cage
fall is tlie

made by rolling a piece of Avire cloth, lour
inches square, into a tube, tying it firmly, and
hive almost every bee composing it fills itself putting a Avooden stopper in each hand. Next
with honey, we have known not a few instances remove from another hive its queen, and havin case of very wet weather, in Avliich the whole ing killed her, insert the queen cage betAveen
swarm perished from starvation for the want of the tAVO frames, and keep her there forty-eight
this little timely help.
Of courre, the first work hours. Then release her, and that hive has an
of the bees is to l)uild themselve.« combs, and Italian queen. The one from Avhich you took
these combs being produced by the secretion of her will preserve its pure drones Avitli care, and
wax from honey, a great drain upon their re- immediately proceed to rear queens. In ten
sources immediately begins; and any little out- days you will find from six to tAvelve cells
Then take from as
lay at this juncture is abundantly compensated nearly ready to hatch.
by its enabling these industrious emigrants the many hives as you have queen cells their
more quickly to push forward the furnishing of queens, and leave them queenless about ten or
their new home.
Then from one of the hives take
tAvelvc hours.
f.-i:aiii'^x..a£--.^y-i

TIIK
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a centre frame coutaining brood, cut a hole
two iuches in diameter; cut one of the queen
cells from the hive containing them, with a
little comb each side of it, being very careful
not to press or injure it in any way; dip the
edges of it in a little melted wax, and insert it
In
in the frame, and put it back in the hive.
nine cases out of ten this cell will be gladly received by the bees, and hatch in a few days.
This process can be repeated with as many
hives as you have cells, and if done by the last
of May or first of June, you may be quite sure
that these young queens will be fertilized by
Italian drones, because you will Jiaveno others in
your apiary so early in the season. One or more
cells must be left in the hive where they are
reared, that it may be sure of a queen; and all
j'our hives should be examined, from time to
time, to see that the cell in each hatches, and
then to be sure that the young queens all lay at
the proper time.
I usually find them depositing eggs between
the third and twelfth days after they hatch. If
any colony fails to secure a fertile queen in this
way, insert into it from the hive, which now
contains your Italian c^ueen, a frame containing
Beeggs, and from that they will rear others.
fore doing this, look over all the frames carefully to see that they have not commenced cells
from their own eggs.
Alter jou have a fertile queen in each hive,
watch the young worker bees as they hatch,
and if all, or nearly so, are slender in form, and
have three distinct golden rings, you may hojie
they are pure. If there is a doubt about any
one, you can exchange it for another at your
Bear in mind that the main thing the
leisure.
first season is to get a young queen in every
That
hive, reared from the one you 'purchased.

accomplished, all your drones Avill afterwards
be pure, and young queens reared from that
time forth will be quite sure to meet pure
drones.

The following spring your hives will have
drones in them two weeks in advance of
all black bees in the neighborhood; and if yours
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colored, you may be sure she is purely impregnated.
I had a number of fine queens last season
whose worker progeny was so well marked that
I had little doubt of their purity. Yet, on rearing
queens fromtheir eggs they were not like their
mother, and their eggs, when tested, produced
queens hard to be distinguished from common
ones.
This fact Avill explain why the Italians,
in careless hands, so soon degenerate.
There
is no need of this if the queen you purchase is
pure, and you take pains the first season to put
a ciueen reared from her into every hive you
have; and, in the second season, to replace all
whicli show impure marks.
The most difficult part of this process, as I
have described it, (and it is more easily done
than described,) consists in finding the old
queen. At swarming time (the best season to
do it) the hives are or ought to be papulous;
and to the beginner it seems a formidable
operation to look the frames over, and find one
bee among so many. Place an empty hive by
the side of the one you wish to examine; after
opening the latter very gently, sprinkle it well
with sweetened Avater. It is better not to alarm
them by the use of smoke when you wish to
find the queen. Begin near the centre,, and take
out a frame, and look carefully on each side of
it.
If she is not on it, put it in the empty hive,
and take out anotlier, proceeding in the same
way. If the queen is found on neither of them,
spread a sheet before the hive which now contains the frames, and empty upon it the bees
that remain clinging to the hive.
If she is
among them you will see her as she passes into
the hive.
If you do not find her, return the
frames to the other hive, examining them with
care.
I have often found the Ciueen on the first
frame I took out; and then, again, have taken
them all out three times before seeing her.
There is little difficulty in finding Italian queens;
they are not disposed to hide, and their bright
color make them very conspicuous.

more easily managed, and less easily provoked
If you open a hive of them and lift
to anger.

Those who are Italianizing large apiaries, or
rearing queens for sale, need no advice in the
matter, yet may be interested in some items of
my experience. I have succeeded better in
rearing ciueens in moderately large hives than
in the small ones generally used for the purI now have my nucleus hives containing
pose.
three frames, the size of my large hives.
hive containing twelve frames, Avliich can be
divided into four parts, at Avill, is very convenient, the entrance into tAvo of the parts being
at the ends, and in the others at the sides.
Such a hive is Avarmer than a single nucleus,
Avhich is important in the early part of the

out a frame, instead of flying about in all
directions, and getting in a rage, (as do the black
bees,) hardly a bee leaves the comb— all cling
Where you
to it quietly until it is replaced.
find them thus clinging" to the comb, you have
one good mark of purity.
The only certain test that I rely upon is tlie
color and markings of a queen's royal children,
or the queens reared from her. The female bee
is invariably like the father, and the queens are
If you rear queens
the only perfect female bee.
rom a queen, and they are well marked and

year.
If such a hive contains a pure Italian queen,
and she be taken from it in May, there Avill be
eggs in each of the four parts Avhcn the dividers
are put in, and from thirty to forty queen cells
In ten days as many
will be started at once.
of these as you please can be cut out and given
to other hives, but four or more should be left
The young queens hatched in these hives
in it.
are very sure to mark their place when they go
out for their excursions, as the size and entrance
make it pectfiiar in appearance.

arc strong,
chances are

and you make early swarms, the
in favor of your queens being

much

purely fertilized.
The second season of your operations all
doubtful queens should be replaced; and if
pains be taken you can easily have none but
pure queens in your hives while the original
queen which you purchased lives. I find the
temper and disposition of the bees a better test
of purity than their markings. The Italians are

A
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complaint is made that the wliole colony
apt to go out fi om a nucleus hive when the
queen leaves for impregnation, and does not
There is a
return; thus queen and all are lost.
sure remedy for this. Bees never desert a hive,
If,
large or small, while there is brood in it.
then, a frame containing eggs nnd larva? be
given to the small colony from another hive,
about the time the queen will hatch, the bees
will not desert it. Some have trouble in making
iio bees build more than one or tv/o cells in
That is because they do not
iiese little hives.
nave a large proportion oi young bees in them.
The young bees of the current year arc the ones
that work the wax and Imild queen cells. They
may be seen Ijefore they are twentj^-four hours
Keep plenty of bee-bread
old at Avork on them.
and lioney in the small hive, and supply it Avith

Much

is

proportion of your queens will meet them. I
raised one hundred and forty-three queens the
first season, which became fertile, and though
I had many Italian drones in a dozen hives,
and suppressed the common drones as much as
possible, only twenty-six of my young queens

by Italians.
and I doubt not with truth, that in
all Italian stock brought to this country, there
This is of little conse
is a taint of impurity.
quence if Ave keep our slock pure. By exercising proper care, Ave can not only keep them as
good as the original, l)ut also do much to improve them. I have several young queens CA'en
more beautiful than those I bought, and queens
reared from them are as fine as any I have ever
seen.
Every one which does not produce pure
were

fertilized

It is said,

drones should be replaced as soon as this is
discovered, and those which are only hybrid
may be changed before SAvarms are taken from
them. All this requires care and patience, but
are rearing queens, there arc no eggs except it pays Avell to take this care.
from a queen of undoubted purity. It has been
In no Avay can the yield of honey be so
declared impossible for bees to remove their eggs sensibly increased as by introducing the Italian
from one cell to another, but I now knoAV that bee into different localities. As it replaces the
they do so. Last year I put into nucleus hives, old A'ariety a great change Avill be observed. -each, a frame containing eggs, while the other
I cannot think it wise for those rearing queens
combs, full of honey and bee-bread, were those to sell to send out any but those attested and
preserved from hives from which the bees had proved pure. The practice of selling hybrid
been taken, and which had been all Avinter in cjueens, or of sending those not tested, to those
By no probability could an egg who are commencing in the business, promising
a cold room.
have been in these, yet repeatedly wei'c queen to replace them if not pure, is a bad one. The
cells built in them, and perfect queens hatched
beginner (avIio, perhaps, has never seen an
from them. I do not pretend to say hoAV the Italian bee) cannot himself be a judge of purity,
bees remoA^e so delicate a thing as one of those and in nine cases out often will l)e satisfied Avitli
little eggs Avithout injury; but is it really any
what he gets, and rear from it. Though he will
more wonderful than some of their other find any mixture of the Italian blood an imoperations ?
proA^ement on his old stock, yet, in the second
I have reared queeiis every week from the 1st generation, he will have nothing pure, and be
of April to the last of October, and could per- disappointed and discouraged. One had better
ceive no difference in size or coloring at the pay a large price for a queen Avarranted pure by
different seasons; but out of eighteen reared in one Avhosc reputation is at stake in the matter
April last only two became fertile; and of twen- than to get a hybrid cheap, and find, in a year
Ly-two reared in October, all but four were lost, or two, that he has all his trouble for little or
Avhile nearly all those reared In May, June, and nothing.
I Avould advise every one purcliasing
July were impregnated.
a queen to clip her wings before putting her in
It not only prevents her leaving
I do not find the pure Italian queens larger in a new home.
size than the common ones; but queens reared the hive Avith a swarm at any time, but you are
from a pure Italian mother, fertilized by a com- ahvays sure that she is the one you bought, for
mon drone, are often very large and handsome. bees often destroy a queen for no apparent
The colonies of such queens are, in every reason.
All such queens
respect, equal to the pure.
mvkj b(?safely preserved, as tJieir drones are pure.
Singular as it may appear, there is no tribe
But no queens should be raised from them, and
of insects which like the ox, or sheep, or other
if swarms issue from their hives, the queens
should be taken from them and pure ones given hoofed animals— can be termed absolutely dothem, for nothing pure comes from a queen mestic, or capable of administering, in a direct
way, to the Avants of man. And yet a little
reared from such queens.
consideration Avill show us there are many
IS[o one should be contented to stop short of
giving a queen Avhich Avill produce pure drones strong points of analogy between the ruminatBoth are the
the first season to every hive he has, Avhether it ing quadrupeds and the bees.
be one or one hundred. This accomplished, most gregarious of their respective classes the
your work is more than half done. The im- elephantln one, and the hive-bee in theother,
portance of this is manifest, for you will then show us the highest development of instinct in
the animal creation; and if the latter does not
iiaA'e no common drones in your apiary the
second season. When this is the case, you can spontaneously yield us its honey, it will yet inkeep your OAvn colonies strong, "swarm" habit those artificial mansions Ave prepare for

water and young and hatching bees, and you
will have numerous cells.
Be always sure that, in the hives where you

—

'

—

tliem early,

and have

little

to fear

from out-

siders.

So long as you have

common

drones, a large

securing its sweets, so that, in some degree, it
may be said to be not only a social, but a somewhat domesticated insect.
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The Egyptian Bee.
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IT

INTO JIY

like brittle character, and under this
cartoon, for the edification of German as well
as of English readers, appeared in three lines,
thus

MIT SOKSPALT
" WITH CARES
"EGYPTIAN BEE !"
'

APIAllY.

'

As soon a.s I had ascertained the fact that the
Egyptian bee had actually reached Germany, I
lost no time in putting myself in communication
with lierr Vogel, to whom the Berlin Acclimatization Society had deputed the task of multiplying and disseminating these interesting
strangers, and in due course received the following two letters from him, the first being dated
the 2ud July, 1865:

"Mr "Woodbury: I am very much honored
by the charge given me of sending you a fertile
Egyptian queen bee.
"It raaj'' be permitted to me to inform you
previously that I will despatch a very fine queen
bee with its necessary companions on the loth
of July.
"The transport will be the happiest if the queen
bee has only few companions. Therefore, having
received this letter, I propose to you depriving a few populous bee-hives of its mother bee,
and destroying, after nine days, all mother-cells.
This bee-hive resting, deprived of its mother
bee, you may make use of it to strengthen the

new comers.
"You wish being informed

if the Egyptian
bee (Apis fasciata) coupled itself with the northern and Italian! Apis fasciata is a constant
stereotype variety of Apis mellifica. Its temper is
very lively, and its voice higher than that of
Apis mellifica. Therefore the virgin queen bees
of the Egyptian race flying out choose regularly
Egyptian mates. It will be also easier to keep
this race genuine than the Italian bee (Apis
ligustica).
Your affectionate, addicted beefriend F.W. Vogel."

—

—

The second letter was dated the loth July,
but did not reach me until the 38th, and an examination of the Prussian post-mark showed
that it was not posted in Germany until the 25th.
It heralded the approach of an Egyptian queen
in the following terms
"Mr. Woobury You receive adjoined a
:

:

fertile

Egyptian mother

bee.

The Egyptian

are covered with fair hair, and have a yellowish
shield on the breast-plate.
"Is Avinter coming on, I advise to put the
Egyptian bee-hive into a quite dark room
where they cannot freeze to death; in such
room the bee-races winter generally the best.
"If the queen bee arrives dead, against all my
expectations, it may be permitted to me to send
you another which is not to be paid. Your
affectionate, devoted bee-friend
F. W. Vogel. "
The result of this correspondence was, that on
the 30th of July I received a somewhat weighty
deal box, 13 inches long by 9^ wide, and 8]- inches
deep, which, in addition to
address, was or-

—

my

—

!

!

The two first lines being likewise repeated on
the three remaining sides of the rather large
label which concealed fully two-thirds of the
box cover.
On applying my ear to the wire cloth which
coveretl an aperture for ventilation, I was
somewhat concerned at finding all within as
still as death, nor could I by tapping the sides
of the box elicit the slightest response from the
little prisoners, whose answering hum is usually
so prompt and ready under such circumstances.
It Avas therefore with no little trepidation and
misgiving that I sought for tools and set to
work to prise off the well-secured cover, which,
like the box itself, was made of wood nearly
an inch in thickness, the latter being dovedtailed together, and of such strength as might
well have fitted it for the conveyance of bullion
from the Antipodes, instead of merely the safe
custody of a few hundred bees. On raising
the lid a small cluster adhered to it, having apparently removed' themselves as far as possible
from a large square piece of dark-colored
honeycomb, out of all proportion to their wants,
a portion of the contents of which having escaped had so clogged and soiled the unfortunate
little prisoners, that fcAV indeed were able to
use their wings.
On separating and carefully
examining this cluster, I found it to consist of
worker bees so similar to Ligurians that I could
not at that time detect the slightest difference,
two or three small but very handsome drones,
the whole being in a sad plight, and what
seemed to me to be a diminutive Ligurian queen
in nearly as bad a case as the rest.
This certainly appeared extremely small change for my
outlay, and it was with no very pleasant feelings or agreeable anticipations that I proceeded
to make the necessary attempt at placing my
forlorn Semiramis at the head of a small lot of
Italians, which, having themselves failed in the
attempt to raise a queen, appeared more likely
than any others to tender their allegiance to an
alien monarch.
I, of course, took Ihe precaution of presenting to them this aspirant to the
vacant throne in a queen-cage, through the
bars of which her future subjects were at liberty
to make her acquaintance, and well was it
that I did so, for dire Avas the onslaught made
upon her bedraggled attendants which I added
to the Ligurians at the same time.
"Italian
Unity!" or Avhatever may be its apian equivalent, was at once vociferously Ijuzzed forth,
and perseveringly and relentlessly reiterated,
as one by one tlie unhappy Egyptians Avere

namented with sundry printed labels, one of dragged out, untill their expulsion was at last
which declared it to be " aus Zechin," and as absolutely complete as that of their fellowanother " par Ostende." There was also in Africans, the Moors, from Spain by tlie Avarlike
one corner a rough pen-and-ink sketch of a Ferdinand and Isabella of Castile.
drinking-glass, meant, I suppose, to convey
This Avas in truth an unpromising commencethe intimation Lo railway porters and all whom ment, but I could do nothing to calm the strife
it miglit concern, that the couients of the box
AA'hich continued nearly until the sun went
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For

-with gloomy forebodings
massacre contest it could
not be caired and beheld the ground in front
of the hive strcAvn with dead and dying bees.
Si ill I hoped tliat the animosity of the vindictive Italians might be satiated with the slaughter
of lier worker attendants, and that they might
yet tender their allegiance to the captive Semiramis, whose dynasty might by their means
be perpetuated in Great Britain; nor were my

down, and

was

it

that I witnessed

—

—

tlie

fiery Italians so far moderated and Subdued
as to induce me to set the imprisoned monarch

Remaining unmolested, and being
followed only by admiring and caressing antennas in this her first royal progress in her new
domain, I was encouraged to hope for the best,
and successive examinations during the same
and following days proving to my satisfaction
that she indeed reigned in the affections of her
at liberty.

excited, and when I approached them to
replace it on its stand, they aliacked me so
turiously that I concluded to wait until night.
I Avas that evening suddenly attacked with
rheumatism, and did not again get out of the
house until the middle of March. I had not,
during that time, thought of the bees. It Avas
the coldest winter Ave have had here in many
The thermometer marked as Ioav as 18^
years.
Snow fell to the depth of 15 inches,
beloAV O.
and must have blown through the hiA^e, as the
bottom of the hive Avas facing the northwest.
In the classic language of the poet

—A

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

"

The Candleberry Myrtle.

when

it

position

is fit

for market.

Its

chemical com-

to be

— carbon,

Mew,

It snew and it
It friz and it chew,

And
And

When

is

was found by Lewy

74;

hydrogen, 12; and oxygen, 14. It is found to
be the most accessible source known for pure
palmitin and palmitic acid.
In illuminating

power it is scarcely inferior to the best beeswax, whilst it can be produced at less than oneIt also forms an excellent soap.
a substitute for bees-wax, Mr. Moore considers that the myrica wax has not received due
attention, and says there is no reason why increased cultivation should not constitute this

fourth the cost.

As

Avax an important article of commerce. Further
details will be found in the Journal of Science.

Death?

much

alien though adopted children, I set myself by
the careful selection and gradual addition of
ripe brood-combs, so to increase the population
of the hive as to admit of tlie propagation of
Apis fasciata before the season, already so far
advanced as to make success improbable, should
be so far passed away as to render it entirely
hopeless.
Devokshire Bee-keeper.

the subject of a paper by
Mr. G. E Moore, in Silleman's Journal of
He states that it is a hardy plant,
Science.
thriving best on poor soils near the sea, and
producing abundant crops. Its fruit yields a
wax, which, under the names of myrtle wax,
candleberry wax, and barberry tallow, has been
for some time an article of commerce to a limited
extent in the United States. The wax occurs
as a white incrustation on the small globular
nuts of the plant. To obtain it pure, the berries are inclosed in bags of coarse cloth, and
immersed in boiling water, until the fused wax
collects on the surface.
It is then poured off
into pans, in which it solidities on cooling,

to

the great stress that most writers lay
on wintering bees by housing them, or otherwise keeping them warm, one would be led to
suppose that they would die from extreme cold'.
Is it so ?
On the 24tli day of December, 1864, in passing
near my bees, I noticed one hive liad been
thrown down from its stand, and, in falling, the
top was split, and about one-third of it entirely
knocked off. It was a common box hive,
12x12x12 inches, or just one cubic foot inside.
It was laying on its side on the ground, thus
exposing the bottom of the comb, and about
The weather
one-third of the top of the comb.
being Avarm, the bees were flying about very

tlie

Ccrifera

Ameriran Bee Gazette.

From

favorable anticipations entirely vain. On examining the interior of the hive the next
morning, I found the hostile demonstrations of

Myria

tlie

Do Bees Fresse

!

j

j

j

|

|

it

it

blew and it suew,
friz and it tkew again."

I got out I

thought of

my

poor bees,

and hobbled to Xhciv stand, or rather '^lay,''''
and was astonished to see that they were alive
and Avorking vigorously out of both ends of the
hive.
I righted them up, and from them I got
the first swarm of the season, out of twenty
hives, and two after-SAvarms, and took from the
cap about 25 pounds of honey, and from tlie
first swarm I took tAVO boxes of 10 pounds each,
besides two other boxes partly filled say 5
pounds; in all 50 pounds. I had but one or
two other sAvarms that yielded so much. Can
you imagine a severer test of the ability of bees

—

to

withstand cold

?

While I Avould not recommend wintering bees
by knocking them ofi' their stand, and splitting
one-third of the top off, and let the wind and
snow blow througli them all Avinter, yet I think
there is a great deal of nonsense Avritten about
strong
bees being kept Avarm in Avinter.
colony Avill winter in a box-hive made of boards
one-half inch thick, in the open air, in Siberia;
Avhile a Aveak sAvarm might not stand a single
Nor'Avester in Texas. Keej) your colonies strong,
and they will talce care of themselves.
Yours, &c.,

A

D. L. Adair.

Hawesa'ille, Ky.
In the aculeated division of the Ilymenoptera

"What person, in fact, whether naturalist or order of insects, there is a tangible character
not, Avho knows anything of the bee or the whereby the sex of the indiA'idual may be disant, would ever think of classing them in the criminated, for the males have one joint more
scale of creation as inferior to a spider, a wood- to the antennae and the abdomen than the
louse, or a scorpion

?

females.
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tW The American Bee Journal

is

1867.

now pub-

lished monthly, in the City of Washington, (D.

C)

All communications
at
per annum.
should be addressed to the Editor, at that pla<;e.
ft2

G^" The subscription list and good will of
the " American Bee Oazette''' having been transferred

the editor

to

and proprietor of

this

Journal, the papers have been united, and will

henceforward appear under the combined
of the

title

"American Bee Journal and Ga-

zette."

It is

hoped that

this

arrangement
and tend

will be satisfactory to all interested,
to secure the

permanent establishment in

country of

a periodical

this

devoted to bee-cul-

ture.

Our chief endeavor has been,

as

it

will con-

tinue to be, to render available to our readers

new and

valuable in practical and
scientific bee-culture, furnished by the German
journals devoted to this speciality.
Those

everything

publications are increasing in

number and

in-

E^^The following article contains a singular
blunder, wlxich, we presume, is to be attributed
rather to the ignorance of the reporter than that
of the "President of the Entomological Society"
of London.

Tlie Braida cmcaiii a parasite of
rather apt to infect queens, rarely if
ever proving fatal, and certainly never directly
" destructive of the honey in bee-hives :"

the bee,

Mr. Waring has exhibited to the Entomolosome dead pupfc of drones which
he found near the entrance of one of his beehives.
They were not fully matured, and it
gical Society

would seem

that the bees must have cut off the
caps of the cells, and cast out the dead pupce;
but he was unable to throw any light upon the
cause of their death.
The President of the Entomological Society
has exhibited specimens of the Bmula ccecu,
which, on the Continent, has been found to ba

destructive of the

honey

in bee-hives.

It

had

only recently been found in this country, and
had been imported with the Ajns Ugustica, in a
hive of. which species the exhibited specimen
had been discovered.— T^Vms' " Year Booh of
Facts 1864.
^

1[;^"The subjoined paragraph shows that
folks in England have yet much to learn
respecting the " puzzle which has exercised the

some

terest, and still constitute the only source from
which a satisfactory knowledge of the progress wits of naturalists and philosophers for many
making in Europe in this regard can be derived, ages. " Professor Leitch will have to reconsider
and reconstruct his "new theor3\"
as no similar periodical is published in England.
Having these at command, and receiving
Queen Eee.

besides, as they appear, all the

new publications

emanating from the most eminent and experienced apiarians abroad, our supplies of
material will be ample. Yet we earnestly desire, and respectfully solicit,
from the cor-

respondents of the Journal and Gazette, u
continuance of their contributions as heretofore.
These are always perused with peculiar
zest

by apiarians, and many of them show that

while American bee-keepers are not less observant than their foreign compeers, there is
frequently moreshrewdnessin their suggestions
and more ingenuity and directness in their
processes.

The American Bee Journal and* Gazette
henceforward be issued on the
each month.
will

first

Prof Leitch has announced a new theory in
the Queen Bee, a puzzle which has exercised
the wits of naturalists and philosophers for many
ages.
How is a queen Itee produced from an
Qg^, which, under ordinary circumstances,
would produce a sterile worker
It is commonly j>uppose^l that this change is eflected by
the supply of a peculiar food (a "royal jelly" it
has been termed) to the larvfe. Prof. Leitch
considers that the change is effected by an increase of the temperature of the cell containing
the larva intended for the production of a queen
bee, and that the object of the isolated position
of the royal cell is to admit of it being surrounded by a cluster of bees, who, by their
rapidly-increased respiration,
produce the
warmth necessary to accomplish the growth of
the Qineen.—AthencEinn.
'?

day of

Extract from a Letter to tho Editor.
'J^W

The

report of the Commissioner of Agri-

culture for the year 1865, lately published, con-

an interesting

article on bees and beeby Mrs. Tupper, of Brighton,
Iowa. We have extracted from it, for this
numbev of the Bee Journal, a section on

tains

culture, written

ItaliauizijiL^

common

stocks.

"The December number

of the French

B

j

Journal announces the departure of a colonj- jf
native bees from the Island of Bourbon or ieUniou the Apis unicolor and wishes the/n a
safe arrival in France.
If successfully i-jtroduccd there, we may have them in the Ujited
Stales by next autumn."

—

—
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[From the Agricaltural Keport

for 1S6-5.]

Alsike Clover.
[Translated from the "Hand-Book of Swedish. Agriculture,"
J. AnuHENins, Secretary to the Eoyal Academy of Agri-

by

culture,

and

lato Superintendent of the TJItuna Agricultural

Institute.]

Alsike CLOvER(trifolium liybridum) is a palered perennial species of clover, which, mixed
with grass, is cultivated with great advantage
on permanent grass land, whether employed
This species of clover
for pasture or mowing.
thrives best on marly clay with a somewhat
moist bottom.
Alsike clover has obtained its name from the
parish of Alsike, in Upland, where it was first
discovered, and where it grows in the greatest
abundance in every field ditch. Besides this,
Helit is found wild with us from Skane up to
singland, and also in Norway and Finland,
where, on fallow land, we have seen it growing
This species of clover is conseluxuriantly.
quently native to our country, and proves itself, both here and in the border countries, to
be a hardy plant, especially adapted to cultivaIt was not until
tion in our rigorous climate.
the beginning of the present century that this
species of clover was cultivated by us, and in
1834 it was introduced into England by Mr.
George Stephens, under the name of Alsike
Both by this name, as well as by that
dover.
of Sioedish clover, it is now known not only in
England and Scotland, but also in Denmark,
Germany, and France, into which countries

now annually imported from Sweden.
This species of clover has pale red flowers,
a somewhat lank stalk, and oval obtuse leaves,
which are less and of a lighter green than those
of red clover. The flower-head, growing from
the upper leaf joint, is globular, and formed
supported by stems.
of fragaut blossoms
Those blossoms are at first whitish and
upright, and subsequently of a pale red, which
when the flowering has passed, become brown
and somewhat bent. The caly:^is smooth, and
it is

tags of equal length.
The seed pods, containing three or four grains of seed, extend out
of the calyx, surrounded by the withered crown.
The seed is much less than that of red clover,
is in the form of a kidney, and dark green or verg-

its

ing somewhat towards violet. Yellow green seed
of this plant is not ripe.
Alsike clover does not attain its full luxuriance until the second or third year after it has
been sown, and during the first year seldom arIt is thererives at any great degree of growth.
fore best adapted to mixture with grass, for
permanent grass land. It yields, on suitable
and fruitful soil, rich and good fodder. It loves
clayey soil, especially marly clay, with a somewhat moist position; but it also thrives on cultivated fens and marshes.
Alsike clover grows
but little after mowing, and no second crop
can be expected from it, as is the case with red
clover.
Both in this respect, as well as in the

longer time it requires before it yields a full crop,
Alsike clover stands after red clover. Its great
and undeniable advantage, on the other hand,

the fact that it is far more Jiardy than
red clover, and can be cultivated on moist soil,
and land that is flooded at certain times of the
year, on which red clover will not grow.
If
Alsike clover be mixed with white clover and

lies in

suitable grass, it yields rich and certain crops,
and when cultivated on arable land common

red clover may and should be mixed with the
seed with which the field is sown, by which
the gr-eat advantage is gained that, the first
year after sowing, two crops of fodder may be
gathered, chiefly consisting of red clover; and
that the following years, in the same proportion
as the red clover declines the Alsike clever appears in its place, and yields rich and certain
crops, together with the grass with which it is

sown.

With reference to cultivation and tending,
the same prescriptions will apply, in the main,
that are usually given with respect to red clover,
with the addition of the following
Alsike
clover, in full vegetation, has a greaf tendency
to lodge, it should always, when cultivated for
fodder, be sown together with grass by preference with meadow or fox-tail grass on marshy
land, and with timothy grass on drier soil. The
:

—

crops by this means become much richer, and
the grass supports the Alsike clover, so that
it does not fall down to the ground and rot.
As Alsike clover seed is not more than about
half the size of red clover seed, no more than
about half as much, in measure, of the former
is required as of the latter,
and may be sown
winnowed or in its pods like red clover. Every
farmer will soon learn by observation what quantity of seed is required to the acre.
If he uses
the unwinnowed, or seed in the pod, the
C[uantity required is four or five times greater
than if he used the clean seed.
The quality of grass and other kinds of seed
that should be mixed with Alsike clover in
sowing, when it is cultivated for fodder, we
will specify below. Alsike clover seed, both
winnowed and unwinnowed, may be sown in
the autumn, directly after the sowing of autumn
grain, or in the spring.
When the seed is
unwinnowed it is considered best to sow it in
the autumn; it may, however, also be sown in the
spring on the last snow. From the time Alsike
clover first Ijegan to be cultivated by us, it hasbeen found "the unwinnowed seed produces a
stronger growth than the winnowed," which
has been rightly attributed to the fact that
"the tender shoot derives, in part, its first
nourishment from the husks that surround the
(Annals of the Academy of Agriculture
seed."
for the year 1819, 2d vol., p. 223.)
The yield of mixed grass and Alsike clover
seed is, on good and rich soil, very considerable.
Lundstorm (Hand Book for Farming, p. 294,)
considers that it should yield, with certainty,
from two to three tons per acre. At Frotuua,
in Nerike, in four year.s, one of which was a
very dry year, the average yield was nearly
two tons of Alsike clover and timothy hay per
acre; the largest crop, on well manured and
lime-strewed soil, amounted to between four
and five tons per acre, (Farming Transactions,
2d vol., p. 104,) a yield that certainly cannot
be expected, excepting on very rich soil and in
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rainy years, in which Alsike clover especially
thrives and attains much greater luxuriance
than in ordinary dry summers. It yicld'^,

however, in general, good and

safe

crops,

and

both in the middle of Sweden, (especially in
Nerike,) as well as at several places in Upland,
Gestrickland, and Helsingland, Alsike clover
mixed with grass is prized as being far more
Alsike clover yields,
reliable than red clover.

and finer hay, and, when
stalk is not so hard as red clover.

too, better

ripe, the

Gathering the seed of Alsike clover demands
espodial care, as it is of importance to gather
seed for homo use; the purchase of such seed
being always connected with considerable expense.
In addition to this, however, the
gathering of Alsike clover seed for sale may be
attended with considerable profit, it being in
great request in the foreign markets, and fetching high prices. It is also well known that the
gathering and sale of Alsike clover seed is now
prosecuted on several estates as the main object,
and it is desirable that the production of this
seed for sale were more generally carried out,
.i,s from it might be
derived a very profitable
article of export.
On one estate in Sweden, where twenty acres
were set apart for raising the seed, the average
annual production for five years was 133 pounds
per acre, while the production one year was
When it is recollected
200 pounds per acre.
that Alsike clover seed generally obtains in the
market about double the price of the red clover
seed, it is evident that tlie gathering of the former seed must render a very handsome return.
Alsike clover seed is more easily threshed
than red clover seed. When cultivated and
threshed together, the Alsike clover seed always
comes out of the pods before the red clover seed.
The ripened seed-head of Alsike clover, however, falls off easier than that of red clover,
and therefore in mowing Alsike clover that
has been allowed to ripen, still greater care must
be taken than with the seed of red clover.
The mowing of ripe Alsike clover should
always be elfected either early in the morning or late in the evening,, while it is moist
with dew; otherAvise the riper seed pods fall
olf with the best and finest seed, however careThe
fully the mowing may be performed.
mowed Alsike clover is left lying as it falls, and
is turned once or twice while moist with dew,
In carting
after which it is housed when dry.
home canvass lining should be used in the carts,
of suflicieut size to cover the whole of the bottom
and a part of the sides of the carts, so that those
seed pods that fall ofi" in carting may not be
lost.
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found amongst another kind of seed which is
intended to be perfectly winnowed, must be considered as weed seed, 'and the worst weed in
Alsike clover that is left to ripen is timothy
grass.

Eed clover seed may be separated from
Alsike Clover seed by means of a fine riddle
adapted to the purpose, so that the former
remains, while the latter passes through the
riddle; but this is not the case with timothy
seed, which is so fine that even in the last
riddling (of which more below) it cannot be
separated from the Alsike clover seed. It is
therefore best in tiie early summer, if it be observed that the Alsike clover is mixed with
timothy, to mow the timothy as soon as it lias
shot into the ear, provided the seed of the Alsike
clover is intended for the market.
Alsike clover is threshed like red clover. The
experience of the farmer will direct him to the
best method of separating the seed from the
pod.
It may be done by passing the straw
through a threshing machine, and then carefully
separating it from the pods, which must be
again (and perhaps more than once) passed
through the machine to open them. But a better
method, probably, is to thresh with the flail;
for by this method the seed is disengaged from
the pod, and falls on the floor, in.stead of being
blown away and often lost !)y the action of the
machine. The pod is also more cffectuall}' and
surely opened by the use of the flail.
When the seed has been winnoAved on the
corn sicA^', it is riddled through three riddles of
different degrees of fineness adapted to the purpose.
The coarsest riddle is iTsed first to separate coarse Aveed seed and anything else that
may be mixed with the Alsike clover seed; then
the second; and, lastly, the third and finest
riddle.
If the seed be dusty when it has passed
through the last riddle, then, as a final process,
it is sloAvly and cautiously passed througli the
corn sieve once more, by Avhich means the dust
is

bloAvn away.

Many

persons Avho

are well-informed on
extraordinarily ignorant of
the natural history of bees, and the economy of
the bee-hive.
Perhaps Ave might venture to
suggest that more pains shoufd be taken at
schools or by parents to inform young persons on this, in connection Avith kindred subjects.
As an amusing illustration of the ignorance referred to, Ave transcribe an order Ave
received a short time since from a seminary in
the north of England.
The young gentleman
thus writes: "Master
presents his compliments to Messrs. Neighbour, and begs thej^
Avill send him a swarm of bees; he encloses sii
postage stamps, and hopes they Avill send him ;i

most

subjects, are

If Alsike clover be employed for home use, it
may, as mentioned above, be used uuwinnowed
This embryo naturalist Avas
or winnowed, and if in such case it be mixed good swarm."
with the seed of red clover or timothy grass, no evidently of a mercantile turn, and had a mind
iujuiy would be caused, as, for the reasons be- to buy in the cheapest market, for in a post"Please let it be four pence, if
fore stated, the seeds of these plants mayinauy cript he adds
We need scarcely say that in reply
case be advantageously mixed with the seed of you can !"
seed
is
to
be
clover
we endeavored to enlighten our juvenile corAlsike clover. If Alsike
sold, and especi'ally if it is to go abroad, it respondent as to what constitutes a SAvai'm of
from
adfree
and
clean
bees, and returned the stamps Avith our thanks.
should be perfectly
:

mixture with other seed.

Every grain of seed

—

jS'eighhour''s
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pleasant odor of the Globe-flower.

jAHiilysis of Pollen.

Skimmed

and alloAved to cool, this was found to be a
soft wax, melting at a temperature of 133~' F.
It was readily soluble in ether, hot alcohol, and
ofi"

BY DK. ASMUSZ.
Dr. Doniioff-\vas

tlie first to

subject the pollen

gathered by bees to analysis, and communicated
the result to the Bienenzeiturig, vol. 12, No. 19.
'

I

undertook the same task

last

summer, and

am

able to furnish some lurther details.
This substance, as I'ouud in the hives, is commonly called iiollen; but as it undergoes considerable change after being collected by the
bees, that designation is not entirely correct.
Bee-brcad\s the more appropriate term.
When bee-bread is immersed in water, it
separates into a powdery mass resembling potato
meal, and becomes loosely deposited on the
bottom of the containing vessel, while the water
This
assumes a translucent yellow color.
liquid, according to the quanity of water used,
has a more or less sweetish taste, somewhat disagreable, resembling that of Rhamnus fraaf/ula,
(Alder-Buckthorn,) with an acid of reaction.
If filtered and boiled, the fluid becomes turbid
at 122^ F., and a quantity of white flakes are
These consist almost wholly of pure
deposited.
albumen, and become more abundant the higher
Soon after reaching
the temperature is raised.
the boiling point, llie coagulation of albumen
ceases; and if now again filtered, the clear liquid
will be somewhat deeper colored than before.
When again boiled, it becomes gradually inspissated anol syrupy, with a more sweetish
On cooltaste, and the odor of boiling lioney.
ing, a clear yellowish jelly is formed, which is
insoluble in ether and alcohol, and consists
If
essentially of pectic acid and grapesugar.
set in a warm place, butyric acid will speedily
be generated in the jellj'. Butyric acid, indeed,
is found free and in considerable quantity in
old bee-bread, and is perceptible from its
pungent acid odor. The quantity of jelly inspissated to a syrupy consistence, obtained by
boiling, equals about thirty per cent, of the bee-

bread employed.
Let us now examine the bee bread, or rather
pollen proper, deposited in the containing vessel.
If this meal be digested in alcohol several
days, the liquor will be colored intensely yellow, and have a
taste.

When

somewhat bitter and astringent
and mixed with a large

filtered

proportion of water, the liquid immediately becomes turbid and assumes a milky appearance.
In a few seconds, whitish or cream-colored
flakes are seen, which at first float on the surIf tliese be
face, but are soon precipitated.
collected on a filter, and dried between tissue

paper, they form an amorphous, yellowish,
resiny soft mass, with an agreeable odor, resembling that of TrolHus Europeus, (European
Globe-flower,) and a bitter, strongly astringent
This mass is partially soluble in cold
taste.
On cooling,
alcohol, and entirely so in hot.
myricen is separated.
The alcoholic solution has a bitter astringent
taste.

When mixed

with

water

it

becomes

turbid, though no precipitate is formed; at least
not speedily. On boiling this liquid, a reddishcolored oi' collects on the surface, luiving the

benzine; but only slightly so in cold alcohol.
It was found to contain, besides myricine, acid
of palmatiu, stearine, oleine, and oxyd of
gi.ycyi.

A

solution of this wax in alcohol, subjected
to distillation, yielded a product from which,
when dih;ted with water, a reddish etherial oil

having the odor of the Globe-flower separated.

Dropped on paper and allowed to evaporate, it
communicated thereto an odor resembling the
most fragrant tea. I designate the oil as Authosmin.

On

further evaporation of the liquid referred
the wax had been skimmed off", resin
was deposited on the bottom and sides of the
vessel.
When nearly altogether evaporated, it
was removed from the fire, and set aside. In a
few minutes, small needle-shaped, bitter-tasting
crystals were deposited along with the resin.
to, after

These contained hyppuric acid, and were
separated from the resin by means of waiuu
water, thus obtaining the resin pure.
This resin is of a dull green color, hard, but
can easily be pulverized. It is inodorous, with
an astringent taste. It is readily soluble in
ether, alcohol, and benzine, imparting to these
When heated, it does
a yellowish green color.
not properly melt, but swells up like amber.
Dissolved in a small cpiantity of hot alcohol, it
soon crystallizes in slender, greenish, satiny
spicula.
It belongs to the group of coloring
I will call it Cerethin.
substances.
After treating it with alcohol, the pollen was
digested in ether, which soon became colored
deep-red.
It was then separated from the insoluble matters by filtration, and allowed to
evaporate, leaving as a residuum a soft, beautiful red- colored fat, which was found to be
identical with the wax previously obtained,
except that it contained more coloring matter,
which could not be separated from the wax. I
had consequently to recur again the unadulterated bee-bread, and adopt a special process to
separate the coloring matter.
This insoluble portion of the bee-bread or the
meal was a dull white, inodorous, and insipid,
delicate powder, consisting of pollenin and cellulose.

To

obtain the orange coloring matter, a quan-

tity of fresh bee-bread was digested in water,
to remove the sacharine gelatinous elements.
this was etfected, the meal was collected
on a filter, and then shaken in ether to extract

When

After decanting
the fatty portion and the wax.
the ether, and pressing the meal, the latter was
boiled some time in a solution of carbonate of
potash. The decoction was then filtered, and to
the liquid thus obtained, neutral acetate of lead
was added, sufficient to precipitate the coloring
matter, which settled, in yellow flakes, at the
bottom of the containing vessel. It was separated from the liquid acetate of lead by filtraIt Avas
tion, and Avashed in distilled water.
then mixed with sulphate of hydrogen, thus
converting the oxj'd into sulphate of lead. It
was then again washed Avith water, and the
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coloring matter of the precipitate extracted by
means of boiling alcohol, which became colored
intensely yellow, with a slight tiugo of green.
The alcohol was then evaporated in a water
bath, and the moist powder which remained as
a residuum dried on tissue paper. After desiccation it formed a greenish yellow, amorphous,
inodorous, and nearly tasteless powder, readily

and aqueous alkalies,
yellow color, with a faint

soluble in ether, alcohol,

having a

brilliant
greenish tinge.

This greenish tinge is derived from another
substance accompanying the coloring matter,
the resin, namely, already referred to, (Cerinthin,) which adheres obstinately to the yellow
coloring matter. Only a very small quantity
of this powder (which I will call Erithalin) is
obtained chiefly because the greater portion of
the coloring matter was extracted by the ether
with which

The

the red
process.
live

it

was

Erithaliu

is

treated.

contained entirely pure in

wax obtained by the above-described
One grain of this wax suffices to color

ounces of alcohol a splendid yellow, so

intense

is its

coloring quality.

Hence, according to my investigations, beebread consists of the following substances
;

1.
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Do Drones Go from One Apiary

to

Another, and Enter a Strange Hive ?
This is a question that I should be pleased to
I am inclined to believe that
see answered.
they do. First, because Italian drones ]\ave
been found in hives of black bees. Second, because bees bearing marks of Italian blood have
been in stocks of black bees in this section of
the country, at least foiu- miles from where
any Italians were known to be kept, two inThis
stances last season, and one this season.
is the first season that I have kept Italians; and
in opening hives of black bees I found Italian
drones in some of them. This induces me to
believe that they go from one apiary to another,
and are v.-ell received. If this be the fact in the
case, it will be difficult to keep Italians pure
while there are any black bees left in the country,
and that it is true is not contrary to the nature
and habits of the honey bee.
I have written the above in order to bring
that particular subject before the public, as I
think it a subject of importance to bee-keepers.
You are at liberty to tVrow this in the fire if
you think proper to do so.
Yours, very truly,

MoREia Smith.

Hermaphrodite Insects
Mr. Bond has exhibited to the Entomological
Society, hermaphrodites of the AntocJiaris Gardamines and Papilio MdcJiaon^ the former captured near London, the latter from Whittlesea
Mere. In both specimens the right side of the
insect was of the female form, and the left side
of the male form.
The President of the Society has also shown
drawings of two hermaphrodites of the honeybee.
In the first specimen the right side partook of the male characters, the antenna, eye,
anterior and intermediate leg being male,
whilst the Aving and posterior leg were female
or worker, and the left side was entirely
The second specimen was partly
worker.
male and partly worker, the left side partaking
of the male characters; the left eye, antennae,
wing, anterior, intermediate, and posterior leg
being of the true male form; the abdomen was
Year
considerably enlarged on the left side.
Booh of Facts, 18G4.

—

For

Langstroth says

tlie

American Bee Gazette.

"It should, therefore, be
considered a first princi])le in bee-culture never
But how is the honey
U) melt good combs.-"
I have not been able to relo be obtained ?
move the honey from ncAV combs without melting them. I find tho application of heat sufficient to cause tlie honey to drain, makes new
comb very soft. Will some of your readers say
how lioney can be taken, and the combs preserved ? Also, what is tiie best manual for
beginners in apiculture?
:

Novice.

Editor Bee Gazette:
It is a long time since I promised something
occasionally for your paper. I have been too
much engaged to fulfil that pledge till now,
when I am just ready to begin, and trust for the
next few months at least I may be able to make
amends. Let me say, however, that I think
you have done quite as well without me. A
few articles only need criticism, otherwise, you
have given us a great deal of valuable inform-

ation.

In the one article relative to the new process
of straining honey, I hope we have the germ
that will grow into results of more real value
than anything that has been given us in a long
while.
The idea of obtaining the honey from
the old combs of the hive pure, free from all
taste of bee-bread, preserving the combs to be
filled again, gives me vision of a revolution in
bee-culture; of how we shall establish another
character for the flavor of our strained honey,
with an increased demand. Of how we shall
get along with a simple hive having the honey
stored in the hive and relieve the patent
vender from all further contrivance for supers.
Of how we shall doul^le or treble that quantity
of our surplus by having it stored in the body
of the hive, with the combs ready made, &c.,
&c. As but few bee-keepers can realize the advantage of this, I will not venture any further
anticipations just now.
I do not feel quite sure of success, but have
sufficient faith to make a trial some time next
season.
I shall make the strainer.
If it Avill

—

—

begin to do what

is

claimed for

it,

I

cannot

wiiat it will.
In its construction I may not follow the pattern
exactly, but retain the principle, and if the result is anything valuable, or otherwise, it shall
be made known through the Gazette. I hate
monopolies; and I here enter a protest, if the
afford to

cfo

Avithout

it,

let it cost

thing does Avork, and any one makes an improvement or alteration claimed as such, that
it shall not be covered Avith a patent.

M. QUINBY.
St. JOHNSAaLLE, N.

Y.
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Mixing

of

Black acd Italian Bees.

on this subject in
the October number of the Gazette, and tliinking that an instance of it, Avhich came under
my notice, might be interesting to some of your
readers, I take the liberty of sending it.
This spring, AA'hile watching an after-SAvarm
belonging to one of my neiglibors, which Avas
cast by a'hive of black bees, I Avas mucli surprised to sec that about half the bees were Avellmarked Italians. Noav at this time I kneAV
that tlicre were no Italian hives nearer than
three miles, where tliere Avas a single hive, and
at the distance of seven miles there was a large
Noav the drone Avhich met this
Italian apiary.
queen must have flown at least three nules
I liaA'c just read the article

from his hive.
Elkridge, Md., Nov.

W.
7,

180G.
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ITon't Kill

Your Bees.

not easily got rid of. But Avhen it first pravailed, there might have been some excuse for

is

There are three reasons why you should not
your bees. It is unthrifty, unnecessary,
and unnatural.
because, in the worst of seaIt is unthrifty
sons, bees wili always maintain tliemselves;
and, in better seasons, thi' more bees you have
the more honey you will obtain.
because there is no ordiIt is unnecessary
nary hive, which, in the end of the year, will
not hold one or two additional swarms. A full
hive in August will be very difTereut in October.
In the first place, the drones have been

j

I

—

now there

is none, for, with a little attention
practice, your bees may be handled Avith
safety, and rendered as tractable as stupor and

it;
I

kill

and

helplessness can

make them.
Mrs. Pkatt.

—

For the American Bee Gazette.

Raising Queens

— Cause

of

Swatniif.g,

&;c.

!

I am unable to reconcile with my observation Mr. Flanders' description of the interior
of the hive just before sAvarming.
(See
" chapters on the honey-bee on page&^8,
and

dispatched. The writer of this article has
counted, fiom one hive alone, eleven hundred,
which the bees had been assisted in killing, independent of those that had escaped by flight.
These large and cumbrous denizens of the hive
having been disposed of, leave room for a consideraljle nnuil)er of additional bees.
Secondly,
manj' of the old workers have been rendered
useless from their wings being Avorn out; and,
lastly, the cold and sudden showers of autumn
have laid low many more, never to rise again.
Hence, if there Avere no other reasons for putting two or three hives into one, this incidental
diminution of these numbers would be a sufficient one.
But, admitting that the additional number of
bees would crowd the hive too much, this may
easily be remedied by adding an extra eke, till
the cold of Avinter drives the bees into closer
contact with each other, Avhen the eke should

'.),

By W.

75.

A. Flanders.")

•

The cause of swarming is different, and
much more removed from sight than the one
he assigns. That " the queen finds no empty
cells in Avhich to deposit her eggs," on account
of accumulated stores of honey, Avill possibly

be found true in some cases. That "she locates
herself generally in a remote place on the edge
of a comb and extrudes her' eggs" is an assertion very difficult to prove "correct.
That
" the whole SAvarm assumes the condition of a
swarm that has lost its queen" is very uncommon, and equally difficult to prove; and Avhen
he asserts "and Avhen the young queen
emerges from the cell, the old queen gets up a
rivalry and undertakes to destroj^ the qneen or
queens, and being unable to do so, by reason of

—

the Avorkers, she sallies forth, etc.," I find it so
greatly at variance with all my observations,
that I cannot let it pass for correct teaching of
natural history, Avithout a protest.
Correct
practice will floAV only from correct kuoAvledge.
This matter is easily tested Avith the movable

be removed.
With regard to the supply of food. Avhich is
the difticulty generally apprehended, I may
obserA'e that it is a maxim Avith all intelligent
writers on the subject, that if there be food
enough in the hive for the original SAvarm,
there will be enough for as many more as the
hive will contain, for they keep each other
warm, and the toarmer they arc, the less they loill
eat, provided the heat be not so great as to produee violent perspiration. And let it be remembered, that the stronger the hive is in
winter, the earlier it AviU be ready to send forth
a SAvarm in spring.

combs.
,

,

Whoever observes close enough to know
whereof they report, will not find, I think,
more than one case in fifty or one hundred
Avhere the old queen leaves Avith a SAvarm after
her rival daughter has left her

cell.

Other than

the swarming season, I have known a fcAV instances where the mother Avas superceded by
her daughter, maturing Avhile she was present.
But this must not be confounded with the
swarming season, as no swarm issued, and
probably had no intention to do so. On
examination in these cases, the old queen

You have
And, lastly, it is unnatural.
watched through the long summer's days these
little busy householders toiling on Avith exemplary Industry, and exhibiting in their domestic
economy

a Avonderful instance of the Avisdom
significant
hint of the existence of a Avorld, near, but external to ourselves, the mysteries of Avhich Ave
have yet been permitted only partially and imAnd can you, Avithout a
perfectly to fathom.
Iv'cling of remorse, consign to a Avholesale and
murderous destruction, these useful auxiliaries;
this vigilant commissariat of nature's OAvn providing ? It is a cruel and unnecessary practice,
to which custom has hardened the heart, and
blunted the senses. It is cruel, and it is posiAnd, if
tively injurious to your own interests.
no other considerations Avill Aveigh Avith you,
at least let this last one influence you in sparing
the lives of those useful insects.
The destruction of the bees in order to take
the honey is an old custom; and an old custom

139

and goodness of God, and affording a

always showed some defect.
Again, I hardly think his "patented" method

I

!

of queen-raising will speedily groAv into favor
Avith the masses, especially Avith such bunglei-s
as myself.
I have repeatedly tried the "gral'ting fluid," Avhich he says is the means of
"starting any number of queens," Avithout succeeding in raising a single queen from any. I

sometimes had nuclei refuse to "rear
queens from the best brood I could give them.
Cells Averc often commenced, and" the larva

haA^e
\

'

seen floating in this "fluid,"
Avas abandoned, removed,
raised.
I

I

;

mention

—

because it is the rule to
not but to show that the
not ahvays reliable to raise

this, .not

refuse Avhich it
" grafting fluid"

is
is

and yet the Avliole
and no cpieens

—
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of queens." Neither do I think
introduction would prevent raising them. I
consider it simply labor lost; doing neither good
or hurt; and all contention as to who first discovered the application, unless it can be shown
to effect more in other hands than mine, had
better be dispensed with.
Another point in Mr. Flanders' management
That is, the four days lost
I do not approve.
time in rearing brood in one-half the hive.
prolific queen during that time might secure

"any number

MONTHLY MANAGEMENT.

its

A

from

foitr to six

thousand bees, which is thrown

protracting her absence that time
longer than necessary. I should not be surprised to find nearly all the eggs hatched into
larv?e by that time, and thereby suffer a defeat.
The cages for hatching queens, "constructed
by boring holes through a board," no doubt
answers a good purpose, but as it separates the
bees, and sometimes they leave one side exposed
to a chill, I have made a different arrangement
that I like better not patented which I will
describe, if j'ou wish, some time when I have

away by

—

—

more room.

M. Quinby.

Johnsville, N. Y.

St.

The

on ''Extraordinary Sicarmnumber, dated at Delhi, Ohio,
should have been dated at "Delhi, Ingham
It was an iuadvertant
county, Michigan."
article

Care of Bees.
As during the mouth of January there ia
usually little for the bee-keeper to do, beyond a
general supervision of his hives, it may not be
out of place here to submit some general remarks
on the care and treatment of bees.
We are by no means to suppose that the care
of bees means a continual officious interference
with them lifting the hives to ascertain their
weight; turning them up to inspect the condition of the combs, or opening the sidelights
to see what may not well be seen. Every such
disturbance is felt to be an annoyance by this
quiet-loving insect, produces more or less excitement in the mass, and causes an increased
consumption of honey.
This of course is less injurious during the
working season than at other periods, but even
then it is a disadvantageous interruption of
their labor, which should be avoided when possible.
Important objects may sometimes make
it indispensable to subject the bees to rather
handling;
rough
but whatever is thus undertaken should be executed with all possible ex-

—

hive will consume no mora honey
winter than a single one. The reason of
it seems to be, that where there are many bees
in a hive, they can keep warm by crowding

Most of the old Avriters caution beginners against such frequent intermeddling,
asserting that those colonies in an apiary which
are least disturbed and even rarely visited by
their owner, generally accumulate the largest
stores of honey.
Our own observation and experience corroborate this.
The recent discovery, too, made by Hubler
Rothe, and Keding, that such disturbances often
cause the workers to encase and kill their own
queens, shows how important it is that colonies
should never be exposed to needless or avoidable annoyances.
Even standing in front of a
hive when the bees are flying, after noon, at a
time Avhen queens are being reared, may cause
the loss of one returning from abroad.
While thus discountenancing all unnecessary
interference, we would earnestly recommend a
regular and observant supervision of the hives,
noting the deportment of the bees of each
colony.
To this end it is not necessary to
stand watching them hour after hour. A single
glance is ofttimes sulficient to ascertain the condition of a colony, and the practiced eye will
speedily detect any unusual appearances, by
which one colony differs in deportment from
another.
Should aught suspicious be observed,
investigation of the cause should immediately
be made, though as gently and quietly as possible.
Passing and repassing in front of the
hives, calmly and se .lately, to accustom the
bees to your presence,is in no wise objectionable,
provided it be done at proper times, when nor.
interfering with the flight and labor of tlie busy

instead of eating, so that in a
the same quantity of honey goes further
ban in a weak one, as each bee eats less. They
keep themselves warm from the outside, and so
do not require to be heated in the inside, as a
man who can, by keeping bees, or any other
honest way, have a good coat on his back, is
Avarm enough without a brandy bottle.

Bee-culture, this season, promises to make
great progress, as much unusual interest is taken
by bee-keepers for the cultivation of bees.
will soon be able to make favorable comjiarison,
in that line, with that of Europe.

ing'''

in our last

error, such as will

at

times occur,

much

to the

annoyance and vexation of the proof-reader.
For the American Bee Gazette.

HOW

IT

Robbing.
COMMENCES GENERALLY.

A bee or two fly around the entrance; the
heated air from within makes them and
others of the same scent, with those in the hive,
and they acquire boldness by not being attacked
at the entrance, enter, and are not molested, as
they have the pass or same scent of the owners
of the hive; take a load home; others go through
the same process, until the hive is robbed, unless stopped by changing the scent of the bees
of either party. We stop it best by putting
something in the robbers' hive like a piece of
onion; any kind of mint, or feeding a little
scented feed at night
keep the entranco
close'; keep strong stocks
jAiiEs M. Marvin.
;

St.

Charles,

Kane

Co., Ills.

A DOUBLED

in

tlie

close together,
lull liive

pedition.

multitude, or, as above stated, endangering the
safety of a newlj'-bred queen.

I

We

'

^ISTD
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in the hive, they will sometimes take post
there, and strive to work their way in; returning to the work, again and again, if driven

8.

away.
So long as only a few such explorers present
This is so great an evil, so annoying and themselves, their appearance need cause no
vexatious, that if itbcfalsthe apiaiy of anovicc, alarm, though it should always excite suspicion.
In spring and fall they arc to be seen in almost
it may thoroughly dissipate his fond visions of
])leasure and profit from bee-culture. It is hence every apiary when the weather is mild, and
But when they come in
important that he be instructed in advance how pasturage scarce.
to detect it in its incipient stages. If discovered large and increasing numbers, the affair beearly, it can generally be stopped without diffi- comes more serious; for if the attacked colony
culty; whereas,when it has reached an advanced does not actively repel them and speedily drive
stage, the ruin of the attacked colony is almost them off, it is either very weak, or has lost its
inevitable.

ciueen.

Every bee goes naturally and instinctively in
search of honey, and strives to appropriate it
wherever found. The sense of smell is highlj''
developed in all workers, and this conducts
them, in poor seasons, when flowers and forage

But at this stage more unmistakable evidence
of robbing is usually furnished by the combats
betAveen the assailants and the defenders, for
even queenless stocks will at first struggle
bravely in self-defence, unless there be several
entrances or openings by which the robbers can
get access to the interior of the hive.
But if
unable to repulse the repeated and protracted
assaults, and the robbers once gain admittance
and succeed in carrying off a portion of the
coveted spoil, they will rapidly increase in
number, coming by troops and squadrons to the
The struggle becomes a general melee;
fray.
the alighting-board is the scene of conflicts
fieixe and furious, while the dead and dying strew
the ground.
Even at this stage, the attacked colony, if
not queenless, and the mouth of the hive is not
large, sometimes, though rarely, succeeds in
repulsing the assailants. If it succumbs, the
strife gradually ceases, and a continual stream of
bees is seen entering and issuing from the hive.
Those which leave have their stomach distended
with lionej', and generally crawl up the front of
the hive or along the alighting-board before
they take wing, and their flight is heavy and
If the hive be lifted, the bees will be
slugLrish.
found dispersed through its interior, natives and
strangers intermingled, the cells torn open, and
the combs bedaubed with honey; fragments of
comb and dead bees lie on the bottom-board;
and when finally the stores have been plundered
and carried off, the victims join their conquerors, and accompany them to their home.

are scarce, to the hives of other colonies than
their own.
Spring and fall are the seasons
when robbing occurs or is to be apprehended;
but it is folly to assert that only poor and impoverished colonies will engage in the nefarious
business.
On the contrary, strong and wellprovided stocks are precisely those most disposed and most prompt to commit depredations

when

occasion

offers.

The bee-keeper should

therelbre be ever watchful, that he may at once
interfere and check the evil at its origin; and
to aid him we shall endeavor to describe the
indications which
should arouse his suspicion.

At

a few individuals are seen hovering on
in front of the hive, now timidly
approaching the entrance, and anon retreating
with switl evolution, and as speedily reappearing to renew their prying approaches. While
thus engaged, their hinder legs are stretched
first

erratic

wing

out at

full

what

is

length rearward, very different from
seen in the case of returning foragers

belonging to

tiie

hive.

The

proboscis, too,

is

remarkably distended, and it would almost
seem as if tlicy designed therewith to transfix
the vigilant guards at the entrance, as they
rush Towards them with a desperate dash forwards, though wheeling away again with a
sudden whirl If there be any crack or crevice
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We

have repeatedly witnessed this procedure
own apiary, and between our own colopermitting the drama to be enacted from
to last, and convincing ourself that the

in our
nies,
first

colony assailed will defend

itself so

and prcseveringly, that

never overpowered

it is

resolutely

if the attack is discovered early enough to permit tho needed aid to be given.
It is likewise easy to ascertain, either in
spring or fall, whether a colony is robbing. At
the mouth of such a colony, an unusual crowd
of workers is then seen congregated, and humming complacently in a sort of undertone.
Other workers are busily passing in and out,
and returning bees are kindly received and

caressed.

The workers begin
in the

morning,

to fly unusually early

even in unfavorable

wea-

ther, and continue to make their excursions
Few of the
till late in the dusk of evening.
returning bees bring in pollen; and the hive increases remarkably in weight, though the latter
alone is no sure indication of robbing, at a

when

pasturage is very abundant, especolony be very populous. But we
are now speaking only of spring and fall, when
such abundance is not to be looked for. At
those periods, too, strong colonies will occasionally allow individual marauders to enter and
appropriate honey. We have at times seen
such entering a hive Avith a rush, and reissue
Avith the speed of an arrow, without producing
But even
excitement among the inmates.
mai'audings may result in a regular and combined attack, if the bees are not early made
aware that their stores are thus abstracted by the
dashing and daring intruders.
We have so far sketched the indications of
robbing as they usually present themselves in
its incipiency and progress, where the assault
But we
Avas gradual and slowly in-^reasing.
have also known instances Avhere, Avhile our
bees Avere busily and undisturbedly at work,
robbers in large number suddenly made their
appearance, and simultaneously assaulted every
hive in our apiary. This sometimes continued
to be repeated for several days, and then gradually ceased.
The Baron of Berlepsch experienced the
like, and neither of us could give any satisfactory
explanation of the phenomenon. They appear,
hoAVCver, to be unusual occurrences, and the
danger resulting from them is diminished by
the fact that all the hives are simultaneously and
violently attacked, and the inmates thus at once
aroused to make vigorous resistance.
When bees are flying unusually brisk, it is
sometimes difficult to determine Avhether robbing is taking place or not, for in hot Aveather,
amid the burning rays of the sun, bees will
at times hover about the mouth of their own
hives in a manner so resembling the deportment
of robbers that a novice may easily mistake
them for such. But if no conflicts take place
alter he has aroused the attention of the bees by
brushing them from the entrance with a feather,
he may dismiss his fears as ungrounded.
We likewise are of opinion that Avhere robbing occurs the fault is Avith the party that is
robbed. For though it were true which we

time

cially if the

—

—

are not disposed to believe that bees could be
educated to become robbers, still populous colonies having young, vigorous, and fertile queens
Avill iuA'ariably succeed in repelling attacks, if
their hives arc in proper condition, and they
rcceiA'c some seasonable aid.
But, before proceeding to state in what such
aid should consist, Ave shall briefly adA'crt to
the inducements and causes Avhich lead to robbing, and Avhich it behooves every bee-keeper
to avoid or remove.
1. Queenlessness is the chief cause of successful assaults, for the prying explorers speedily
discover whether a colony is queenless or not;
and aware that such a community is either Aveak
or dispirited, an attack is immediately begun,
the ultiuaate issue of Avhich is never doubtful, if
the OAvncr do not interfere.
Weak colonies,
too, are in danger of being robbed because they
do not efficiently guard the entrance of the
hive in spring and fall, thus alloAving a few
explorers to make their Avay in, and a general
assault then speedily follows.
2. Carelessness in feeding bees is another not
unfrequcnt cause of robbing. This occurs Avhen
the feeding-box is so placed as to be accessible
to the bees of other hives, or when Avarmed
honey is fed, the odor of which attracts others
from a distance, or when partially emptied
combs are set out in an apiary for the use of the
bees; or Avhcn honey is accidentally spilled near
a hive; or Avhcn the troughs or plates used for
feeding bees at night are negligently suff'ered to

remain unremoA'cd

till

late

next morning.

Here

the evil result is attributable to mere carelessness or negligence; but Avhen robbing is superinduced by stimulative feeding in the open air,
the bee-keeper must attribute his loss solely to

own

rashness and folly.
Injudicious pruning of stocks in the vicinity of the apiary on a Avarm day often leads to
robbing, as not unfrequently honc}^ is spilled on
the ground, or ihc partially-depriA'ed hive is besmeared therewith; or knives, plates, and empty
combs arc set out to be licked clean by the b«es,
and thus prove to be a source of attraction for
those disposed to rob.
entrances or side-openings give
4. Large
ready admission to stranger bees in search of
honey, and such hives are sometimes robbed of
a large part of their stores, before their OAvn inmates become aAvare of their loss. When pasturage is scarce, the entrance of a hiA^e should
not be more than an inch in length by half an
inch in height, and all otlier side or bottom
openings should be cai'cfully closed.
To one or another of these causes almost any
case of robbing can generally be traced; and
hence it may be alleged Avith truth that the beekeeper himself is at fault if he suffers loss. It
is almost ahvays in his power to obviate or remove the cause; and more especially should he
seek never to permit a queenless colony to remain in his apiary, Avhen no means of supplying
Robbing commonly ocits Avant are provided.
curs in the Avarm days of spring and fall, Avhen
honey cannot be procured from its usual natural
sources; and the apiary at such times demands
li-om its owner daily careful supervision, that
damage may be prevented; for if the incipient
his

3.
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attacks of robbers be detected, their evil designs
may be readily frustrated.
The means or processes to be adopted to tliis
end are the following
1. If we perceive that individual workers
enter aud leave a hive without appearing to attract the attention of the inmates, the latter
should be roused and excited by breathing into
the entrance, or by running a feather into it, or
by rubbing it with a branch or twig of nettles.
Tiiey will then speedily detect the intruders and
exclude them. This commonly suffices to prevent further attempts, if these occur at a time
when pasturage abounds, provided the hive is
not queeuless. If it be queenless, it must at
once be removed from the apiarj', for it is far
better to approjiriate the contents of sU'"h a
colony, than
time in
repelling
to waste
attacks.
2. If those means should not suffice, or the
robbing have been discovered only at an advanced stage, the entrance or mouth of the hive
should at once be masked. For this purpose
make a mixture of potter's clay, chaff, and soot,
forming a mass of about three inches diameter.
Insert in the mouth of the hive a rod threefourths of an inch in diameter, laying it on a
level with the bottom-bi^ard.
Then press the
prepared mass of clay over it, so as to close the
entrance of the hive, leaving nnly a passageway through the channel under the clay when
the rod is withdrawn, so contracted at its outlet
as to admit only two bees to pass at a time.
Provision is thus made for the ventilation of
the hive, and by the changed appearance of
matters the robbers will be deterred from enter:
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But how is the ass liling colony to be discovered ? Bestrew the departing robbers with
meal or pulverized chalk, aud have observers
stationed at the neighboring apiaries to ascer-

where the bees thus marked enter. Or
number of the robbers and confine them
in a narrow-necked l)o'ttle.
Carry them to a
distance from your apiary, and liberate a few.
tain

catch a

After describing a few circles in the

air,

these

in a direct line to their hive.
Following
in the course thus ascertained,
liberate a few
more, and watch in what
direction they fly. Repeat this till the liberated
bees either turn to one side or fly to the rear.
repair to the nearest apiary in the quarter
indicated, liberate a few more bees, and these
will enter the hive to which they belong.
Worse than useless, nay, frequently highly
injurious, is the plan adopted and recommended
Avill lly

some distance

Now

by some, of covering the robbed hive with a
sheet, and using smoke in front of its stand to
These, intent on agscare away the robbers.
gressive acts, disregard the smoke, which serves
the more effectually to annoy the bees at liome
there; and both parties thus acquiring the same
odor from common exposure to the smoke, the
assailants are no longer Iietrayed by th'.' peculiar
odor derived from their own hive, and are thus
enabled to prosecute their nefarious designs to
greater advantage and without detection.
For the American Bee Gazette.

have received

pleasure from the
perusal of the American Bee Journal, and
am heartily glad you have decided to continue
its publication.
I consider myself fortunate in
ing.
possessing tlio first volume, which I have well
if at evening the attacks have not ceased, or bound, and would not part with it from my
very sensibly diminished, the hive or hives library for many times its cost. The informashould be carried into a cool chamber or cellar, tion which you gather and dis.seminate in the
and left to remain there till next day. Next monthly issues of the JouuNxVL is worth to any
morning place an empty hive resembling in intelligent bee-keeper, and to those at all
Bhape and color the removed one on the stand interested in the rural economy and progress of
of the latter.
If the robl>ers return in force,
our country, more than its subscription price,
they may be dispersed or driven off by smoke, aud I am sure the seventy -thousand bee-keepers
and towards evening the removed hive may be in our country will not allow it to suffer for
replaced on its former stand. If the attack bo want of patronage.
renewed next day, the same procedure must be
Knowing my position, my dear sir, you can
re-adopted; but assaults will rarely be renewed form some idea of my duties, but I turn from
on the second day, unless the hive be queen- them long enough to write jon a word of conless, when its re-establishment should not be
gratulation and encouragement, and to assure
attempted.
By this means we have frequently you that I shall lose no opportunity of urging
baffled and defeated very violent and determ- the claims of your most valuable publication
ined attacks. The robbers are greatly discon- upon the attention of our readers.
certed by the blackened mass of clay, whilst the
The past season has been a very unfavorable
The abundnative bees seem not to regard it, but are one for bee-keepers in this State.
enabled to defend themselves more successfully ance of v.'et weather throughout the best part of
by means of the advantage secured to them.
the year for storing honey, rendered it imposMany bee-keepers reeomm(;nd that the at- sible for the bees to secure the necessary amount
tacked colony should be transposed with the demanded for their own winter needs, to say
attacking one. But not unfrequently the latter nothing of a surplus. I am told b}- bee-keepers
cannot be discovered or is not accessible, and that a hirge number of swarms have not honey
the process is not always efficient, at times doing enough to carry them through the winter, and
much what is stored is of very poor quality.
injury instead of saving the colony.
better plan is to arrange with the owner of the
I am not engaged in keeping b(;es, and am
assailing colony to confine the bees on alternate interested in agriculture only, as I am interested
If the former have a cpieen, and pastur- in whatever relates to any branch of rural indays.
age be not entirely wanting, the robbing colony dnUry practiced by our countrymen.
Sincerely j'ours,
S. L. B.
will usually cease making hostile demonstrations
Augusta, Me., Dec, 1866.
In a Aveek or ten days.

A

I

great
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the bees I could not find a queen.

I therefore

an Italian queen run among them. Waiting
to see what the bees would do with her, I saw
in a few minutes a very small black queen
chasing my Italian queen. This black queen
was killed, and the swarm then rehived. The
stock raised a good number of bees yet, and is
in good condition now.
let

Editor American Bee Gazette:

Being a reader of your Bee Gazette^ I found
you desire contributions for your paper
from all bee-keepers. I therefore send j'ou the
following lines, for use, if you find them important enough
1. By an examination of a colony of black
bees that was forced about six or eight weeks
before, I found it without brood of any kind,
and only a small number of bees. I therefore
concluded that the colony was without a queen,
and introduced an Italian queen. This queen
I found was killed three or four daj^s afterwards. Not having taken auj' precaution in inthat

troducing her, I considered tiiis the fault of the
queen's being killed. I concluded to introduce
another queen, and not being sureof thequeenlessness of the stock, I forced most all the bees
out of the hive, and carefully examined them,
but could not find a queen. I then let my
Italian queen run among these bees, and they
The
seemed very much pleased with her.
swarm then was put back into its hive. The
queen so introduced was also found dead in a

About four weeks after this, the
hive was found still without brood, and I concluded that it had one of those little workerlike queens which usually do not become ferfew days.

tile.
2. Mr. A, Fuerbringer had divided an Italian
colony ten days after swarming the first time,
giving some queen cells to botli parts. One of

its queen before she became ferSupplied with broodcomb, it built a number of queen cells, some of wdiich were taken
away. One of those left hatched, and the young
queen destroyed the remainder of the cells. By

The foregoing caused me
lowing rules

for the future

to lay

down

the fol-

:

a. If a hive is found without worker-brood
forty days after the old queen was taken from
it or has swarmed out, and it is heavy enough
to winter, the bees in it are to be brimstoned;
and the queen and bees of a light colony are
to be put into it, after ^the hive of the killed
swarm ir. placed on the stand of the light

swarm.
hive, forty days after swarming or
forced, is found with drone-brood in
worker cells, the bees are to be killed, and the
hive treated as above.
c. If a hive,
forty days after swarming or
being forced, is found with drone-brood in dronecombs, a queen is to be introduced with caution, if the swarm be not too small, or the season
not too Irtte.
Some reader may ask Is killing the bees necessary ? I say, no
But the few bees found
in such hives are not worth the time necessary
to hunt out one of the small queens mentioned.
b.

If a

being

—

!

A. Grimm.

Jefferson, Wis., December

10, 1866.

,hese parts lost
tile.

a close examination two weeks afterwards, no
ferbrood, eggs, or cjueen could be found.
tile queen given to Mr. F. by a neighboring
bee-keeper, was, after being caged in this hive
for forty-eight hours, introduced and accei)ted.
Tliis queen was found killed before the eutriince
of the hive about eight days afterwards.
On
examining the hive, two combs were found
filled with sealed brood, egg.s, and larvos.
On
examination a week later, no queen or ([ueencells, or any eggs, or very small brood, was
found.
Informed of all this, I concluded to examine
this vexatious swarm.
By carefully looking
over the two brood comb.^ 1 found a little
queenlike-looking bee, almost smaller than a
worker, but showing the queenshape in her
abdomen. This bee or queen w^as killed, and
in the evening the swarm showed all the sisjus
of a hive that had lost its queen.
fertile
queen, afterwards inti'oduccd, was accepted by
this hive, and it is in good condition now.
3. A stock that had been forced about seven
weeks before w^as found, on examination, to

A

[From the (London) Journal

of Horticulture.]

The Egyptian Bee.
Part V.

HOW I PROCEEDED

TO INCREASE AND MULTIPLY
IT.

Before entering upon a description of the
attempts which I made to propagate the Apis fasciata during the autumn of last year, and the
degree of success by which they were attended,
I may be permitted again to refer to my correspondence with Herr Vogel, which terminated
on his part with a long letter in his own language, which reached me in September, and
from which I make the following extracts
" The Egyptian queen which you received
was reared in June last; she is, therefore, about
four months old.
This queen has received a
true impregnation, because the mothers that
were reared from her brood here prochiced true
Egyptians. I sent you this queen because the
queens that were thus reared became all beautiful and true Egyptians.
A
"The cells of the Egyptian bees are onetenth narrower than the cells of our northern
bee, so that ten Egyptian cells, including tlie
partition Avails, arc equal in width to nine c(;lls
tfontain drone brood in worker comb, and I of our l)ces.
If the Egyptian bee is bred in the
concluded that it had lost its queen. I intro- combs of Apis mellifica, and fed l)y natire bees.it
duced a queen into it, but could find no other becomes bodily somewhat larger, and also
than drone-brood two weeks afterwards. I makes somewliat larger cells. The black or
therefore concluded that the queen put in was the Italian bees no doubt feed the Egyptian
cither killed by the bees or by a rival queen, larva? with abundance of pollen, wherefore tlie
and forced to swarm. By an examination of young bees bred in tlieir larger cells arc of un-
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If, however,
usual size when hatched out.
there are only Egyptians in the hive, all the
bees will ultimately revert to their original

queens this summer. Next spring you will
have Egyptian drones in greater abundimce.
The latter are on the whole of a more beautiful

size."

color than the Italian drones, which, as a rule,
vary in color."
Being willing to conclude what I thought
worth extracting from Herr Vogel's letters, I
have advanced somewhat too far in point of
time, and must therefore go back to the end of
July, when I received the Egyptian queen. As
before stated, she alone survived the journey
and the hazards of an introduction to a small
colony of Italians, which I immediately proceeded to strengthen by the careful selection and
gradual addition of ripe brood-combs from other
and stronger stocks. This process being necessarily somewhat slow, I could not wait for its
conclusion, but was, of course, compelled to
defer operations until my Lilliputian Semiraniis
had so far recovered from the fatigues and
dangers incident to her journey and translation
to an alien stock, to commence the all-important
duty of oviposition in her new realm. It was
not, therefore, until the 7th of August that I
found myself in a position to take the first step

Herr Vogel then gives his opinion of my
hives, of wiiich I had sent him a description,
accompanied by a sketch of one of my frames,
which in respect to size occupy an intermediate
position between the large ones in use in
America, and the diminutive ones of Germany,
and are, as I believe, the best adapted for our
climate.

He

says

The Egyptian bees require as large a hive
as the Italian.
I think your hive is too wide.
Tlie Dzierzonhive is made but ten inches wide,
'

'

(Prussian measure.)
Hives provided with
frames are eleven inches in width, but the
combs are then also but ten inches wide, as the
frame stands otf a quarter of an inch on each
side, and each part on either side is a quarter of
an inch thick, consequently four c^uarters, or
one inch, must be deducted. We find here that
the bees winter better in narrow hives, because
the warmth is better kept together in tliem.
Our hives have three stories, one above
another, (stiinderstock,) and each story con- towards propagating my new and very interestAs it was essential that in entains from ten to twelve combs, so that the ing acquisition.
stock, when filled, contains from thirty to tliir- deavoring after this end I should not deteriorate
ty-six combs, each ten inches wide, and about even in the slightest degree the little colony
8 inches high. The
lagerstock' has but two presided over by the illustrious stranger whose
stories,
each story containing about fifteen dangers and adventures formed the subject of
combs, both taken together, about thirty. My my last paper, I may be excused for entering'
opinion as to the size of your hives may, how- somewhat into detail in describing the process
ever, be wrong, because I know England, its by which the prosperitj^ of the original colony
climate, and bee-pasture only from books, and, was not only not retarded, but was even actually
therefore, may be mistaken.
The breadth of advanced by the measures adopted for propaour comb-bars is exactly an inch, and differs gating the new race. Selecting, then, one of
from t lie breadth of your bars. Your bars are the original combs in Vtiiich her Egyptian matoo narrow, as a brood-comb is exactly one inch jesty had by this time deposited a good many
thick; but will just suit the Egyptian bee, whose eggs, I, on the above-mentioned day, swept
every bee from it back into the hive with a
comb is not so thick."
regicidal attacks on young feather, and supplied its place with a comb full
Referring to
of sealed brood from another hive, thus actually
queens, Herr Vogel says
"It has frequently happened to me that young benefitting and strengthening the Egyptian
queens were killed by their own workers; but stock. Putting the abstracted comb into a
this was only the case after their returning from nucleus-box, I added to it two honey-combs,
For certain rea- placed on each side, and brushed into the box
a successful wedding flight."
sons which Herr Vogel states, they then seem all the bees from three brood-combs lifted out oi'
strange to the bees, wherefore they are often a strong hive for that purpose.
Substituting a
sheet of perforated zinc for the crown-board of
treated hostilely, nay, even killed.
"You are quite right," continues Herr Vogel, the nucleus-box, and closing the entrance by
" in saying that Egyptian queens mating with means of the same material, I at once conveyed
Italian drones produce only Egyptian drones. it to a dark room, where it remained until
Observation has shown this also in the present dusk. As soon as darkness had pretty well set
Likewise Egyptian queens impregnated in, it was placed on its intended stand, the enyear.
by black drones bred only pure Egyptian drones. trance unbarred, and the crown-board replaced.
If the young queen is a true one by birth, the A grand rush was, of course, the result, but it
mating with a drone of another species has no was too dark to take wing, and the iuvokmtary
truants were, perforce, compelled to remain
intluence whatever on her male offspring.
"I do not find that the Egyptian queens quit where they were until the next morning, when
numbers, doubtless, returned to their own hive.
If this lias
their cells sooner tlian the Italian.
been the case with you, then the bees have Notwithstanding this desertion, so many bees
chosen a larvae more than three days old, from remained lliat had never taken flight, and, conwhich to raise a queen, wherefore your queens sequently, knew not their way home, that royal
hatched sooner. It has repeatedly happened to cells were started in due course, and the Ih'st
me that queens left their cells on the tenth day; queen was hatched on the 22d of August, just
but this was only the case when the bees had fifteen days after the formation of the little artificial colony.
larva', lour or five days old, from which to rear
I had a few, but only a very few, full-sized
a (lueen.
" You did well to raise young Egyptian Italian drones remaining, and my principal
'

:
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of the tree, if they know that they are but
making a black hole of Calcutta, in which it is
only a question of time as to how long they will
live ? And by reading the Oliio Cultivator they
could tell exactly, by a little figuring, how long
the " candle of life would hold out to burn."
State the sum thus
therefore, watched for with no little anxiety,
If a swarm of bees could fill with carbonic
and it will readily be conceived with what exultation the fact was hailed, that on the 9th of acid gas a room, say 12 feet square and 10 feet
September, and on the eighteenth day of her Iiigh,"l3xl2xl0— 1440 cubic feet in "a few," say
existence, it was found that this, the first English- three days, how long would it take them to fill
bred Egyptian queen-bee, had become fully a hole containing Ixlxo 3 cubic feet ? If
capable of performing every duty connected figures don't lie, it would take just nine
Devokshike Bee- minutes.
with her position.
But, seriously. In the northern part of Gerkeeper.
many it is quite common to bury the hives in
the ground, stopping up all air-holes; and they
For the American Bee Gazette.
let them so remain for months; and the bees not
only come out alive in the spring, but consume
Ventilating Eee-Hives.
far less food than they do when eveiy cold blast
There are many errors in bee-culture that of winter can find passage through them. Mr.
pass for truth. This is owing, perhaps, td the Bruckish, of Texas, states, in the Patent Ofiice
fact that authors qf books and articles in the Report for 1800, that he has made repeated expapers are in the habit of copying from others periments on the subject. In November, 1848,
and from each other what they do not know he buried two hives two inches deep, pressed
Consequently, most of the errors the earth down rather hard, and allowed no airthemselves.
On the 11th of ]\Iarch, 1849, they were
of tlie early writers are handed down through holeti.
allot the different '' orirjinaV works on bee- dug out again. They were all lively.
I, on one occasion, in the heat of summer,
culture, and vouched fc 'ly the authors, thus
causing them to b« received as authentic facts stopped the only hole there was in a hive the
by such green ones as myself, who do not know entrance for thirtj^-six hours or more, without
any better. But I have noticed bees some; I any injury to the bees, but I thereby kept a
have studied bees some; and I have read some swarm that would otherwise have gone off to
about bees. The more I do of either, the more the woods.
If these learned apiarians would go out into
I am convinced that there is a great amount of
haxh in the Avritings of most if not all of those the "rural districts" where bees are kept in
who are received as authority on this subject. hollow log gums with a two-inch plank nailed
I have been led to these remarks by reading an over the top, and caulked Avith tow, or pointed
with mud where no wire-gauze-covered airarticle in your July number on Wintering Bees,
from the Ohio Cultivator^ wherein it is laid holes are left, and ventilation never thought of;
down as a rule that " cannot be controverted," where the entrance hole is half the winter stopped
" to afibrd them a. free ventilation of air under up with ice, and not the least bit of air admitted; and there talk about smothering bees to
all circumstances."
The editor says " Ventilation is as essential death, they would be laughed at for their
dozen hives of ignorance.
to bees as pure air is to men.
D. L. Adair.
bees placed in a close room, ten or twelve feet
Hawesville, Ky.
square, would destroy the purity of the air in a
few days, so much so, that a lighted candle
would go out on being placed therein, &c." Mr.
For the American Bee Journal and Gazette.
E. Kirby in same number goes into a learned
Classes of Hives.
argument about oxj-gen and nitrogen and carbonic acid gas, to eiiow Mr. Fairchild why his
There are but two classes of hives, but of each
Turning from class there are many styles or kinds. These
Italian bees died last winter.
your valuable paper to some half dozen authors two classes are made up o{ box-hives and frameat hand, I find them all talking in the same
hives.
The combs in box-hives are stationary,
strain about "ventilation" and "smothering," but in frame-hives are wn'a^^c.
and all seem to be under the impression that a
If writers on the bee-subject would keep the
bee-hive is a kind of gas-works, where the little above facts in remembrance, they will l)e saved
people that live therein, when they are not the trouble and annoyance of using a multiplimaking honey, are making poisonous gases to city of terms, such as movable combs, common
smother themselves with. Is this so? And if bee-hives, «&c.
so, should not bees be informed of it, so that
I am decidedly in favor of using simple, pracwlien we make air-lioles for them, they won't tical, and yet purely technical terms.
spend their valuable lime in hunting up someM. M. Baldtiidge.
thing to stop them up with ? Some of the newSt. Charles, Kane Co., III.
fangled Italians or Egyptians may know better,
but (>W7' poor, ignorant bees don't. If so, why
Nothing can be more interesting to a naturwill they, when they select a tree in the woods
for their abode, often go in at a little hole in a alist than to witness the process whicJi the bee
limb, and go dijwn instead of up into the body employs in making her nest.

dependence for the fecundation of these latebred princesses was on the services of a number
of small Liguriau drones bred in worker-cells,
and which have on this account been deemed
by some to be incapable of fulfilling: their proper
Evidences of fecundation were,
functions.
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Washington, Pa., Dec.

29, 1866.

Dear Bee Journal
began bee-keeping with one good stock of
came in possession of my second when
taking possession of n\y country residence at
West-End on the first day of April, 1865; obtained in March, 1866, of a neighbor, on shares,
four stocks, (one of wliicli at the time was
dying with a superabundance of bee-bread and
mice-nests,) and now I have twenty stocks in
all, and all in good condition, none of which
I

bees;

cost

me

sists

"

anything, and, in

this,

they say, con-

tJie luck.''''

is my mode of operation
stock I began with in 1864 was very
heavy in the spring of 1865, and, in accordance
with woman's '' aboriginal instincts,'''' Mamma
must have some honey, to give, as Mr. Lorenz
has it, "the children some honey-bread this
morning." Accordingly the bee-man was summoned to produce this longed-for treasure, and
the more the bee-man produced, the more
Mamma and the children were delighted. The
bee-man even was delighted with his labor, and
approvingly quoting Mr. Quinby, was "in favor
of performing the whole operational once," and
at once did it.
Of the stock of bees which were left on the
premises by its former owner, as not worth
moving, the bee-man said " They must surely
die, for why, you see, they haven't as much
enough as the others have had too much of it,
and so, you see, the black combs stay better in
there, to help 'em fill up the skep."
This

Here

The

:

moralizing was beyond

ni}^

comprehension, and

nodded assent to its profundity. The beedeparted, and so did the honey from my
poor bees; and what could I do, now, to save
them ? Listen, gentle reader, to what you have
so I

man
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Hive and Honey-Bee." I read and re-read the
book with much interest and satisfaction, especially those pans treating of artificial swarming, the rearing of queens, and the Italian bee.

my

Early in the year one of
neighbors offered
to me his bees on shares.
I agreed to the proposition, provided, however, tliat he furnish me
with an Italian queen from the apiary of L. L.
Laugstroth &, Son. The queen was ordered.
All the stocks were meanwhile snugly transferred into frames, and liberally fed with sugar
syrup, (equal quantities of soft water and white
sugar boiled to a syropy consistency,) increasing the dose from a gill to a half pint, to a pint;
from a pint, diminisliiug to a half pint, and to
a gill again, till June.
The Italian queen arrived, was introduced secundum artem, but was killed a few days later,

and so

I had to wait till August for another pure
queen, from which I raised six hybrids, all of
which I introduced safely to as many artificial
swarms, made in June. During the month of
June and early part of July, whenever a hive
Avas full of comb and bees, I divided it, giving
it either a queen-cell or a laying black queen;

and early in August I had fifteen stocks of bees, all
furnished with full combs and plenty of workers.
Towards the end of July, when pasturage began
to fail, I helped them to white sugar, as above,
only in smaller doses.
My neighbors now began to become very uneasy.
Their bees, which did not swarm, hung
in heavy clusters beneath their alighting-boards,
and fearing there would be too many bees to winter on the honey stored by them, came from all
directions, entreating

from the outside,

me

to take

them

all

away

they go in again.
I, of
course, helped myself to three more good
swarms by shaking three or four such outside
clusters upon a sheet, before a hive together,
giving them two combs of honey for a dowry,
and a young queen to keep them company.
These collected swarms I placed in a field of
buckwheat, and, subsequently, fattened them
up to the desired standard as an experiment in,
lest

never heard before.
There stood beneath the cellar-stairs the remQants of a barrel of sorgho molasses, and, as
" necessity is the mother of invention," every
wintering bees on sorghom.
time Mamma gave the children some "honeyAnd there was yet another chance left me to
bread," Papa helped his pets with a jug of
obtain two more strong swarms to complete the
Uasscs, and by the time the former were out of
score, to wit
honey, my bees were in condition again "to
The time came when those condemned aftershift for themselves,"
swarms were to be " taken up." One man had
'^lorsd—Esta fabula manifesta.
five of them, at fifty cents each, and another had
1st. That ^n 1865 the Avriter knew nothing
three, all for one dollar.
I took them home,
about bees.
cut out their combs, fastened them with wire
2d. That bees ought not to be pruned in and wire-thread into frames, shook out the bees,
spring.
hunted out all the young queens, except two,
3d. That bees can be fed on sorgho molasses; one of which I left to every four swarms put
and
together into one hive, adding a frame or two
4th. That it is not recommended to feed them of honey from a well-provided hive, and fed
The young queens thus obtained I
on sorgho molasses.
these also.
So much for my bees in 1865, with this ad- exchanged with those I knew were older, and
dition, that from the 5th of May till the blossom- this operation was the last of the series during
ing of white clover in June, I fed to them the the year, with the exception of ascertaining that
sorgho molasses, at the rate of a tea-cup full each hive had a fertile queen, before placing
each, daily, and that they did neither swarm them into a well-darkened, dry, and airy cellar,
nor store any surplus, but were in excellent con- over winter.
Having thus increased my apiary from five
dition to winter.
This year (1866) I endeavored to manage swarms to twenty, I shall be thankful if nine'
Last winter, namely, I procured Rev. teen of them survive. But whether those I
better.
L. L. Langstroth's excellent treatise on "The dosed with sorgho molasses will do so or not,
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a problem more difficult to solve than the
transmuting of thirteen stocks of blacks and
six stocks of hybrids into pure Italians, from
one mother, in one season.
The reader, moreover, need not be told that
I had no use for a " scientific lioney-takef this
Alsatius.
year.
is

[From the (London) Journal of Horticulture.]

Apiarian Varieties.
The following
article written

extracts are taken from an
by the great German apiarian

Dzierzon during the spring of the present year.
I have
thought it better to alter the thermometrical
readings from Reaumur's scale to that of Fah-

For the convenience of English readers
For the American Bee Journal.

Latent Patents!
Mr. Editor
last number from Mr. Langstroth
:

in relation to
" circular" and patent of April, 5, 1864.
While admitting that said patent covers the
"mechanical devices" describe:!, he egregiously
asserts that I claimed the manipulations of the
"circular" as a "process" of \X?<%\.i patented.
That is a mistake. I claim the combination of

my

the "devices," "when constructed and operated
as described," as granted, whether used in my
hive or any other; and Mr. L. ought to see the
propriety of marking patents (with dates, &c.)
as such.
Since Mr. Langstroth has been so kind as to
attempt to "ventilate" my patents, it might appear quite as well to modify his claims to

"Patented Movable

Comb Frames,"

since,

by

reading his advertisements, the public are led to
believe that his extended patent is granted on
"Movable Comb Frames," instead of his improved ''features''' in the use and arrangement
of such frames.
I am aware that "mistakes

happen

in the best families."

W.
Shelby, Ohio, Jan.

3,

A. Flanders.

1867.

For the American Bee Journal.

Barren Queen.
To make

a journal of this kind interesting,
For this reason I
variety of topics.
present to its readers the following incident
which came under my observation during the
past summer. It is this a fertile queen, to all
appearances, incapable of laying eggs.
On account of the beautiful color of this
queen, (Italian,) I felt choice of her, and was

we need a

—

very anxious to have her become fertile.
She was betAveen two and three weeks old
before she showed signs of fertility, but as she
did not commence to lay eggs in the nucleus, I
transferred her to a full swarm, and still she
I often examined the
remained unfruitful.
combs, but never saw an egg while she
remained. I often saw her with her abdomen
I
in the cells, to all appearances ovipositing.
made an examination of the cells as soon as
she left them, but never discovered any eggs.
To all outward appearance she was a perfect
C[ueen; large in size, and moved among the
bees as a fertile queen. I think it is evident
that there was a defect in her organs or muscles
Perhaps this is a frequent
for depositing eggs.
occurrence with many, but it is entirely new

with me.

Perkins viLLB, Vt., Dec,

C. B.
1867.

BiGLOW.

—

A Devonshire Bee-Keeper.
Early Breeding. As we Ivnow that

renheit.

I noticed an article in your

—

strong
stocks of bees often begin breeding in January,
we find that in former years, when a little mild
weather has occurred during that month, a
tolerably large quantity of brood has been
destroyed by severe weather in the beginning
of February, owing to the bees being compelled
to cluster together and betake themselves to the
combs which contain honey, leaving the brood
exposed to the cold. It was, therefore, to be
expected that during the winter of 1865-6, which
was ibr the most part exceedingly mild, egglaying would have commenced earlier, and have
been more extensive than usual, but this has
been by no means the case. During an examination of strong stocks well provided with pollen, which I undertook after the middle of
February, I found either no brood at all, or else
much less than existed three weeks earlier in
former years, and in much weaker stocks. How,
then, is this phenomenon to be explained ?
Many would, perhaps, believe that the bees,
taught by instinct, foresaw a-still greater degree
of cold during a second winter; but, if so, why
did they not foresee the same in former years ?
Evidently something remains to be explained.
Moisture, of which we are aware bees have
great need in the preparation of food for their
young, will, it is well known, promote breeding, whilst its absence, during even a higher
temperature, will restrict and hinder it; but
with a mild atmosphere, when the temperature
outside and inside the hives differs but slightly,
it is natural that little or no moisture should be
condensed in their interior.* Then, also, during mild weather the bees remain much quieter,
as they require to make no great exertion to
supply the loss of heat, whilst the temperature
in the centre of tlie hive may even fall lower
than usual without danger of the bees on the
outside of the cluster becoming chilled, just as
an oven in a mild atmosphere needs not so
much fuel as during severe cold. The queen
and nurses, therefore, which dwell in the centre
of the cluster, derive from it a greater degree of
warmth during cold than in mild weather, and
may in this way be impelled to the deposit of
eggs, and to the nurture of brood.
* Owinfj, probably, to their distance from the sea, and
the air being denuded of its moisture during its passage over
the vast sandy plains of the Continent, there appears no
reason to doubt that the atmosphere of many parts of Germany is much drier than that of England. For this reason,
and in order to supply the bees with water, without compelling them to seek for it in the open air during cold
weather, German apiarians endeavor to promote the condensation of a certain amount of moisture within the hive
itself, thus reversing the practice ofEnglish bec-kcepers,who
generally regard the presence of internal moisture as an unmitigated evil, and one that is by all means to be avoided.

—A

Devonshire Beb-keefeb,
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It may be rciiiarked, however, that it is only
tbo hatchiug-out of brood which can be beneThus, egg-laying is
ficial to the bee-keeper.
desired in order that the stocks by its means
may not only be kept from retrograding, but
may even make progress. If, however, breeding slops at this stage by reason of the stores of
honey and pollen falling short before the temperature of the outer air permits of their being
replenished, then are the disadvantages of
early breeding found to be greater than its advantages.

On the Df.gree op Warmth Necessary for
THE Bee. The limits of temperature within

—

wiiich a single bee can exist have been far too
widely extended. It cannot be denied that
bees arc capable of a short flight with the thermometer at 45°, or that they may, at any rate
when heated, take wing and return cjuickly to
the hive when it is even a few degrees colder;
but the question is, At what temperature can
they exist singly for an extended period outside
the hive ? And it is certain that they may become chilled at as high a temperature as 62°,
whilst with the thermometer at 52° they gradually lose the use of their limbs until they can

U9

Bee-Cells in Honey-Combs.
[From "Homes Without Hands."]

The bee has always been one of the most interesting insects to mankind on account of the
direct benefit which it confers upon the human
race.
There are many other insects which are
in reality quite as useful to us, and, indeed, are
indispensable, but Avhich we neglect because we
are ignorant of the importance and value of
their labors.
The bee, however, furnishes two
powerful and tangible arguments in its favor
namely, honey and wax, and is sure, therefore,
to enlist our sj^mpathies in its behalf.
Independently, however, of these claims to
our notice, if the bee never made an ounce of
honey; if the wax were as useless to us as a
wasp-comb; if the insect were a mere stinging
creature, with a tetchy temper, it Avould still
deserve our admiration, on account of the wonderful manner in which it constitutes its social
home, and the method by which that home is
regulated.
I need not, in this place, repeat the wellknown facts respecting the constitution of the
bees, nor describe the duties of the queen,
drones, and workers.
Suffice it to say that the
former is the mother as well as the queen of the
hive, and that the workers are undeveloped
females, which are properly called neuters, and
that the drones are males which do not work

crawl nor eat. When, however, Herr
Schonfeld extends the opposite limit to 134°,
he evidently goes much beyond the truth. Such
a more than semi-boiling heat permits very little
animated nature to quit the shade, but least of
all is the bee able to withstand it.
Herr Schonfeld has evidently confounded the heat com- and have no stings.
There are three kinds of cells in a hive the
municated to solid bodies with the temperature
of the surrounding air.
Never but once have worker cell, the drone cell, and the royal cell,
which latter is usually destroyed, or at least par1 seen the thermometer stand so high as 134°,
even when exposed to the full noontide heat, tially razed by the workers after the young
but even then it was certainly only the adjacent queen has been hatched. It is totally unlike the
window-frame and the thermometer-bulb which nursery of a subject, whether drone or worker,
had become so heated from long exposure to and is almost always placed on the edge of a
It is very much larger than an ordinary
the sun in a confined situation, as I am satisfied comb.
that the temperature of the surrounding atmos- cell, and is built with a lavish expenditure of
phere did not exceed 100°. As heated air be- wax that aflbrds a curious contrast with the
comes rarefied, and therefore lighter, it ascends, rigid economy observed in the structure of the
other cells.
its place being constantly supplied by that which
Although the primary object of the worker
is cooler.
Hence the shimmering haze which
overspreads the plains when exposed during a and drone cells is to serve as nurseries and
calm day to the glowing heat of a summer's sun. storehouses, they are also made to answer other
Thus does continual fluctuation produce a con- purposes. When the bee seeks repose, it almost
tinual balance of the disturbed equilibrium; the invariably creeps into a cell and buries itself
bees themselves assisting, when exposed to the deep therein, the whole head, thorax, and part
burning rays of the sun, by fanning with their of the abdomen being hidden. If a hive be
wings, and driving the heated air behind them, examined in the winter time, every cell that
and in this way producing a cooler temperature. happens to be empty, within the range of the
That bees do not drown readily is well known, cluster, will be found tenanted by a bee; and
but put them in water heated to 134°, and ob- when the poor insects are put to death by the
serve the consequence. Herr Schonfeld may absurd and cruel plan of smothering them with
convince himself, by careful observation and the fumes of burning sulphur, they will be found
experience, that the extremes fixed by him at to have vainly sought escape from the suffocating vapor by forcing themselves into the reiS-^ to 134° are much too wide, and should be
reduced by nearly one-half— to the limits of 59° cesses of the empty cells.
As a general fact the bees place the honey in
to 105°.
DZIERZON.
ueitlier

—

—

The hive-bee is probably never, strictly
speaking, torpid in the winter, though, with
regard to the precise state in which it passes
the winter, a considerable difference of opinion

has obtained.

the coolest part of the hive, and the young
brood in the warmest, so that bee-keepers are
enabled to procure honey-comb of wonderful
purity by affixing glass or wooden caps to their
Lives.
These caps are necessarily cooler than
the body of the hive, and therein the bees will
store large quantities of honey.
The chief point which distinguishes the comb
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of the hive-bee from that of other insects, is the
manner in which the cells are arranged in a
double scries. The combs of the wasp or the
hornet are single, and are arranged horizontall}', so that their cells are vertical, with the
mouths downward, and the bases upward, the
united bases forming a floor on which the nurse
WMsps can walk while feeding the young inclosed in the row of cells immediately above

found that in each lozenge the large angles
measured 109-28^ and the smaller 70-32^ the

two together making
two right angles. He

the apex of the three-sided cup was formed by
The
the union of three of the greater angles.
three united lozenges are seen at Fig. 1.
Sometime aflerward, Reaumur, thinking that
this remarkable uniformity of angle might have
some connection with the wonderful economy
of space which is observable in the bee-comb,
Without menhit upon a very ingenious plan.
tioning his reasons for the question, he asked
Koenig, the mathematician, to make the following calculation
Given a hexagonal vessel
terminated by three lozenge-shaped plates, what
arc the angles which would give the greatest
amount of space with the least amount of ma-

them.
Such, however, is not the case with the hivebee.
As every one knows who has seen a beecomb, the cells are laid nearly horizontally, and
in a double series, just as if a couple of thimbles
were laid on the table, with the points touching
each other, and their mouths pointing in oppoof
the number
Increase
site directions.
thimbles, and there will be a tolerable imitation
of a bee-comb.
There is another point which must now be
examined. If the bases of the cells were to be

:

terial

like those of the thimbles, it is clear
that they would hive but little adhesion to each
other, and that a large amount of space would
The simplest plan of obviating
be wasted.
these defects is evidently to square off the
rounded bases, and to fill up the ends of each
cell with a hexagonal flat plate, which is actually done by the wasp.
If, however, wc look at a piece of bee-comb,
we shall find that no such arrangement is employed, but that the bottom of each cell is formed
Now, if we
into a kind of three-sided cup.
break away the walls of the cell so as onl}' to
leave the bases, we shall see that each cup consists of three lozenge-shaped plates of wax, all
the lozenges being exactly alike.
These lozenge-shaped plates contain the key
to the bee-cell, and their properties will thereBefore doing so,
fore be explained at length.
I must acknowledge my thanks to the Rev.
Walter Mitchell, vicar and hospitaler at St.
Bartholomew's Hospital, who has long exercised

Maraldi. The reader is requested to remember
these angles.
Reaumur, on receiving the answer, concluded
that the bee had very nearly solved the difficult
mathematical problem, the difference between
the measurement and the calculation being so
small as to be practically negatived in the
actual construction of so small an object as the
bee-cell.

Mathematicians were naturally delighted with
the result of the investigation, for it showed
how beautifully practical science could be aided
by theoretical knowledge; and the construction
of the bee-cell became a famous problem in the
economy of nature. In comparison with the
honey which the cell is intended to contain, the
wax is a rare and costly substance, secreted in
very small quantities, and requiring much time
and a large expenditure of honey for its production.
It is therefore essential that the quantity of wax emploj'ed in making the comb
should be as little, and that of the honey which
could be stored in it as great, as possible.
For a long time these statements remained
uncontroverted. Any one with the proper instruments could measure the angles for himself,
and the calculations of a mathematician like
Ktenig would hardly be questioned. However,
Maclaurin, the well-known Scotch mathema-

his well-known mathematical powers on this
subject, and has kindly supplied me with the
outline of the present history.
If a single cell be isolated, it will be seen that
the sides rise from the outer eilges of the three

lozenges above mentioned, so that there are of
course six sides, the transverse section of which
gives a perfect hexagon. Many years ago,
Maraldi, being struck with the fact that the

was not satisfied. The two results very
nearly tallied with each other, but not quite,
and he felt that in a mathematical question precision was a necessity.
So he tried the whole
question himself, and found Muraldi's measuretician,

70O32'

F
109O28'

ment correct— namely, 109^28', and 70-'32'.
He then set to work at the problem which
was worked out by Kcenig, and found that the
true theoretical angles were 109'^'28' and 70^32',
precisely corresponding with the actual mea-

109^28'

70O32'

surement of the bee-cell.
Another question now arose.
How did
this discrepancy occur ?
On investigation, it
was found that no blame attached to Ka?nig,
but that tlie error lay in the book ,of Logarithms

70O32'

Fig.

?

Koenig made his calculations, and found that
the angles were 129^26^ and 70^^34^, almost premeasurements of
cisely agreeing with the

rounded

A

180°, the equivalent of
also noted the fact that

Tlius a mistake in a mathemawork was accidentally discovered by mea-

wliich he used.
1.

lozenge-shaped plates always had the same
angles, took the trouble to measure them, and

ticial

i

suring the angles of a bee-cell a mistake sufflcicntly great to have caused the lo«f of a skip
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captain

wTiose

Jiappened

to

use a copy of the

same Logarithmic tables for calculaiiny Ms longitudes.

Now

let

us see

how

this heautiful

lozenge

is

made. There is not the least difhculty iu
drawing it. Make any square, A B C D, (Fig.
2,) and draw the diogoual A C.

draw
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his pen-knife half through the card-board

He will then find
at all the lines of junction.
that the card-l)oard will fold into an exact model
of a bee-cell, the three lozenges which project
from the sides forming the base, and the others
This cell will of course have very
the sides.
short sides; but by the simple expedient of
widening the lozenges whicli form tlic sides,
without altering the angles, the imitation cell
can be made of any desired length.

Fig. 2.

to

Produce B A toward F and A D both ways
any distance.
Make A E and A G equal to A C, and make

AF

equal to

A B.

Join the points

E FG

B,

and you have the required figure.
Mow comes the beautiful point.

If we take
being one side of tlie square on which
the lozenge is founded, A E and A G will be
equal to the square of 2, and E F, F G, and B E
will be equal to the square of 3, as can be seen
at a glance by any one who has advanced as far
as the 47th proposition of the first book of

AB

as

1,

Fig. 4.

Euclid.

Perhaps some of my readers

may say that all
may be very true, but that they do
not show how the cell is formed. If the reader
will refer to Fig. 3, he will see how the theory
these figures

way of showing this beautiful strucmake two models, one to lie flat or be
folded and opened at discretion, and the other
formed into a cell, and the angles written on
the card-board.
A little gummed paper will
hold the sides together, so that the model can
be handled without breaking.
A very amusing
puzzle may be formed by cutting out the nine
lozenge-shaped pieces of card-board, and requesting that they may be so put together as to
form the model of a bee-cell.
have not yet exhausted the wonders of
the bee-comb.
If we take a piece of comb from which all the
cells have been removed, and hold it up to the
light, we shall see thai the cells are not placed
opposite to each other, but that the three lozenges which form the base of one cell form part of
the base of three other cells, as is seen iu Fig. 8.
Thus a still further economy of material is attained, while the strength is enormously increased, each of the edges formed by the junction
of two lozenges making a buttress which performs precisely, the same oflice as the buttresses
of architecture do.
The same principle is observable throughout
The

ture

We

Fig. 3.

may

be reduced

to

practice.

After

he has

drawn the lozeuge-shaped figure which has just
been described, let him draw upon a curd-board
nine of them, as is shown iu the illustration,
Fig 4. Then let him cut out the figure, and

best

is to
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the cell, which even at its edges is supported by
three cells, and gives a partial support to three
As the walls of the cells are extremely
others.
thin, the bee always strengthens their mouths by
a thick edging of harder wax than that with
Avhich the cell itself is made. The engineer who
plans girders, boilers, and other objects of a
similar character, acts in precisely the same
manner, and strengthens the comparatively thin
and yielding plates by flanges and angle-irons.
Many inquirers have asked themselves how
the bee constructs the comb, and on what principle it proceeds.
To this question there have
been several answers, none of which appear to

be satisfactory.

One ingenious entomologist

that, when the bee placed the claws
of its fore-feet against each other, the limbs em-

remarked

braced a hexagonal space, of which the thorax
formed the side.
Another very popular solution of the question, is that which may be
called the " sculpture" theory.
The bee that commences the task is supposed
to work a lump of wax on the stick or bar which
supports a comb, and then to excavate a circular hole in one side, the interior of the hole
being shaped like a concave line. Round this
hole or basin the bee then excavates six other
holes of equal diameter, so that their edges
nearly touch each other. It then cuts away the
wax from each basin until the material is reduced

and thus obtains the
In the meantime, another bee

to the requisite thinness,

hexagonal

cell.

same manner on the opposite
wax, taking care, however, to make
the centre of its first basin correspond with the
union of three basins on the opposite side. A
similar system of sculpturing is carried on, so
that at last a series of hexagonal basins is
formed, from which rise the walls of the future
is

working

in the

side of the

cells.

There is an amount of plausibility about this
theory which is very attractive. It must, however, be remembered that the bee is still supposed to execute problems which are as difficult
as that which they are presumed to explain.
In the first place, on this theory, the bee must

from centres, the distance
of which from each other must be accurately
adjusted. Again, these centres must be so
strike perfect circles

placed that the centre of the circle sculptured
on one side of the comb must be equidistant
from the centres of the three adjacent circles on
the other side a problem of no easy accomplishment, even with the aid of rule and comThen, if the circles be not perfect, or
pass.
these centres be wrongly placed, or the hollow
of one cut deeper than that of another, or the
hemispherical form of the hollow not precisely
just, the whole accuracy of the angles is destroyed, and the entire comb would be as distorted as the first essays of a young carpenter.
Then there is another explanation which
may be called the "equal pressure" theory.
The bee is, according to the advocates of this
theory, supposed to construct all the cells of a
cylindrical shape, and the cells are supposed to
assume the hexagonal form by equal pressure

—

Every one knows that cj^linin all directions.
ders made of a yielding substance always become
hexagonal if pressed together, and a similar

process was supposed to cause the hexagonal
shape of the bee-cell.
There is another theory which I believe to
be entirely original, which is suggested by the
well-known mathematician and crystalographer
above-mentioned. Mr. Mitchell writes to me
as follows
" It may not be out of place to remark that
the bee-cell forms a mould, as it were, of the
natural form of a crystal. There is in nature a
great variety of crystals, hexagonal prisms
terminated by three planes, like a bee-cell.
These have- many different angles. But there
is one form, called the rhombic dodecahedron,
very frequently found in natural crystals of the
garnet, which has precisely the same angles as
the bee-cell.
" Certain crystals split naturally into planes
precisely like the lozenges which have already
been desci'ibed in giving the key to the structure of the bee-cell.
May it not, therefore, be
possible that wax, which is a crytalline substance, cleaves in this particular direction; and
does not the bee use thispropert^y in forming its
cell ?
Though this vague conjecture should
prove to be true, we shall not less admire the

marvelous instinct which combines
with the structure of the cell."

this fact

It would of course be easy to fill many pages
with the account of the hive-bee and its habits;
but we shall here only mention particularly the
material of which the comb is made.

The other hymenoptera obtain their materials
from external sources. The hornet and wasp
have recourse to trees and branches, and bear
home in their mouths the bundles of woody
fibre which they have gnawed away.
The upholsterer and leaf-cutter bees are indebted to
the petals and leaves of various plants, and
various wood-boring insects make their homes
of the woody particles which they have nibbled
away. The bee, however, obtains her wax in
a very diff"erent manner.
If the body of a worker-bee be carefully
examined, on the under sides of the abdomen
will be seen six little flaps, not unlike pockets,
the covers of which can be easily raised with a
pin or needle. Under these flaps is secreted the
wax, which is produced in tiny scales or plates,
and may be seen projecting from the flaps like
Plenty of food,
little semilunar white lines.
quiet and warmth are necessary for the production of wax, and as it is secreted very slowly,
it is so valuable that the greatest economy i»
needed in its use. It is indeed a wonderful
substance; soft enough, when warm, to be
kneaded and to be spread like mortar, and hard
enough, when cold, to bear the weight of brood
and honey. Moreover, it is of a sturcture so
close that the honey cannot soak through the
delicate walls of the cells, as would soon be tho
case if the comb were made of woody fibre, liko
that of the hornet or wasp.
Indeed, it is a most remarkable fact that the
bee should be able to produce not only the

honey, but the material with which is formed
the treasury wherein the honey is stored. Honey
itself is again scarcely less remarkable than

wax.

The bee

goes to certain

flowers,

inscJlB
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hair-clad proboscis into their recesses, sweeps
out tlie sweet juice, passes the laden proboscis
througli its jaws, scrapes off the liquid, and
swallows it. The juice then passes into a little
rccoptacle just within the abdomen, called the
"honey-bag," which is apparently composed of

For the American Beo Journal.

its

an exceedingly delicate membrane, and seems
to discharge no other ofRce than that of a vessel
in which tue juice or nectar can be kept while
the bee

is at

work.

As soon

as the honey-bag is filled, the bee
back to the hive and disgorges the juice
into one of the cells.
All the food that is eaten
by the bee passes through the honey-bag, which
is closely analogous to the crop of a bird, and it
would seem that the honey ought rather to pass
into the stomach than be disgorged at the will
of the insect But the bee is enabled to perform
flies

this operation by means of a little valve which
leads from the honey-bag into the stomach, and
is plainly perceptible even with the unassisted
Under ordinary circumstances the valve
eye.
just permits the food to pass gently and gradually into the stomach; but the violent effort
which is made in ejecting the food closes the
valve, and only allows the honey to flow upward through the mouth.
The ofiice of the worker and drone-cells is
two-fold—first, to act as nurseries for the insects while passing through their preliminary
stages, and, next, to serve as repositories for
food, whether liquid or solid.
The egg of the
queen-bee is placed nearly at the bottom of the
cell, exactly on the angle where the points of
It is soon hatched into a
the lozenges meet.
little white grub, which is assiduously fed by
the nurses, and grows with wonderful rapidity.
As soon as it has eaten its last larvfe meal, it
spins a silken cover within the cell, and remains
there till it has become a perfect insect.
It
then bites its way out,:and after six or seven

days devoted to hardening and strengthening
limbs in nursing the young brood, repairing
the combs, &c., it issues from the hive and

its

joins in the out-door labors of the older
bers of the community.
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Frame Hives

vs.

Box

Hives.

" I wish to manage my bees as they did a
century ago, or, in other words, let them
manage themselves; and when the season is
over, take them up.
Now, which class of hives
would you advise me to use the box-hive or
the frame-hive V"
My advice to every bee-keeper is, use the
frame-hives by all means. They can be made
almost as cheaply as box-hives, the only
difference in cost being the expense of a set of
frames. A set of ten can be had, ready made,
for fifty cents.
Swarms can be put into framehives with as little trouble as into the other
class, and they will work just as industriously,

—

and

store as

When you

much honey
wish

at least.
to " take them up,"

you

will

save at least fifty cents in time and trouble.
There will be no cutting of combs, and consequently no waste of honey. In the central part
of the hive you may find two or three frames,
last used for brood, filled with valuable comb, in
which is considerable bee-bread, and but a
small quantity of honey. These combs are of
little worth to the bee-keeper; but if saved till
another year, and then given to new swarms,
they will add much to their prosperity.
A
frame of empty comb is richly worth 25 cents,
or a set often, $2.50.
All the comb, therefore,
saved in the way indicated, is clear gain, and
so much in favor of frame-hives.

Now, it seems to me that any person, whether
a keeper of bees or not, can see the tmth as
pointed out, and will be forced to the conclusion, however unpalateable, that the frame
hive is the better class for all bee-keepers to
use.
There are many arguments that might be
used in support of this proposition; but let what
has been said suffice for the present.
M. M. Baldridge.
St. Charles,

Kane

Co., III.

mem-

The combs of bees are always placed by them
at a uniform distance from each other, somewhat more than one-third of an inch, which is
at least is evident from the following anecdote
just wide enough to allow them to pass easilv,
related by Huber
and have access to the young brood. On one
"One autumn some honey was placed on a occasion, in consequence of Huber's arrangewindow; the bees attended it in crowds. The ments in the interior of a hive, the bees began
honey was taken away, and the window closed to build a comb near to the adjoining one than
That

bees can

remember agreeable

sensations

:

with a

sliutter all the winter.
was re -opened, the

In the spring,
bees returned,
though no fresh honey had been placed thei'e."

when

it

I—

•

«•

««»

—

the usual interval, but they soon appeared to
perceive their error, and corrected it by giving
to the comb a gradual curvature, so as to resume the ordinary distance.

From

the earliest times the little citizens of
the hive have had the character of being an irritable race.
says Virgil,

Their anger is without bounds,
and if tliey are molested, this char-

Some individuals,
acter is no exaggeration.
however, they will suffer to go near their hives,
and do almost anything with them, and there
are others to whom they seem to take such an
antipathy, that they will attack them unprovoked. A great deal, perhaps, depends on this
whether anything has happened to put them
out of humor.

—

Bees are extremely neat in their persons and
habitations, and remove all nuisances with
great assiduity, at least as far as their powers
enable them. Sometimes slugs or snails will
creep into a hive, which, with all their address,
they cannot readily remove. But here their
instinct is at no loss; for they kill them, and

afterwards embalm them with propolis, so as to
prevent any offensive odors from incommoding
them.
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WASHINGTON, FEBRUARY,

E^^The

letter

of the Rev. George Kleine,

Hanoand editor of the '' BienenwirthscJiaftliches
CentralblaW of that kingdom, which has been

the eminent apiarian at Liiethorst, near
ver,

1867.

furnished to us for insertion,

was addressed

to

The American Bee Journal and Gazette is now published monthly, in the City of

the foreign editor of the Be« Gazette, whose
assistance we hope to have in the "Foreign

Washington, (D. C.,) at $2 per annum. All
communications should be addressed to the Edi-

Department" of the American Bee Journal
AND Gazette.

tor, at that place.

[The

Honey from Old Ccmbs.

following article, marked for insertion
number of the Bee Journal,

in the October

was inadvertantly
Mr. Mehring, of Bavaria, known as the inventor of the stamps for impressing honey-comb
foundations, announces iu a late number of the
Bienenzeitung, that after a long series of ex-

periments he has succeeded in devising a simple
apparatus for extracting or separating honey
from old, discolored, and black combs, with
ease and despatch, so as to be entirely free from
bee-bread and other impurities. He says that
by means of his apparatus and process no
" second quality" of honey is produced, but the
whole perfectly resembles "virgin honey," and
is fully equal to any obtained from new combs.
No heated chamber, or any special arrange-

ment of stove

or hearth,

is

required.

misplaced at the time.
as an interesting item.
Nothing of the kind was observed here, nor
have heard that aught similar was noticed in

We

insert

now,

it

any other quarter.]
For the American Bee Journal.

Disease of Baes.

Have you seen anything of a strange disease
among the bees in this section
Towards evening, say from four
last month ?
that prevailed

to five o'clock, the bees could be seen carrying
out hundreds of living and apparently' healthy
workers, but, upon examining tbem, thej' would
be found to have a number of golden-colored
vesicles attached to their legs, about the thirtysecond of an inch in length, sometimes three

The growing

out of a common stem, sometimes two,
and often singly. They would sometimes commence just behind the claw on the leg, and project beyond it, preventing, I should think, the
bee from clinging to the combs. I have heard
the loss to some stocks estimated at thousands
The Italian and the naof bees in a few days.
presents tive stocks seemed equally affected.

operation can be successfully performed at any
season of the year, iu any room free from frost.
The combs, being old and of no further value
except for wax, are expecjitiously cut in small
pieces; and though candied honey requires

somewhat more time for extraction, it
no other material difficulty. The bee-bread
remaining after tlie removal of the honey can
be preserved and used as a valuable spring-

food for bees.
The apparatus consists of three parts, costing
about two francs in specie. To prevent defective or erroneous construction, Mr. Mehring,
for the present,

makes the apparatus

himself,

and furnishes it for the price stated, accompanied by detailed instructions for using it.
For these instructions a separate fee is charged,
the amount of which is not mentioned.
There is no reason that we are aware of for
questioning the truth of Mr. Mehring' s statement; and if his invention and process really
accomplish what is alleged, another great and
highly important advance in apiculture has

been achieved.

A
the

STRONG swarm, put in an empty hive at
swarming season, Avill sometimes, if the

weather be favorable, construct a comb twenty
inches long by seven or eight inches wide, in
twenty-lour hours.

C.

HULMEA'ILLE, Pa., Sept.

Care of

To

W.

T.

11, 1866.

Empty Combs.

protect empty honey-combs from deby the wax-moth or miller, suspend

struction

them singly

in a dry

airj"-

chamber,

them occasionally

or,

if

in

few days
in the hive of a strong colony, or keep them in
an air-tight box, and fumigate them once in
three weeks with brimstone.
frames, insert

Mungo

for a

mission to Africa, he
the attack of bees, probHis
ably ofthe same tribe with our hive-bee.
people, in search of honej^ disturbed a large
colony of them. The bees sallied forth by myriads, and attacking men and beasts indiscrimiOne hoise and six
nately, put them all to rout.
asses were either killed or missing in consequence of their attack, and for half an hour the
bees seemed to have completely put an end to

In

Park's

last

was much annoyed by

On another occasion he lost one
his journey.
of his asses, and one of his men was almost
killed by the bees.
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with eggs ? I maintain confidently that a moderately pruned hive will speedily contain more
Spring pruning is injudicious and inexpe- brood than an unpruned one, because the indient in sections of country "where early bee-pas- creased activity of the workers v/ill superinduce
turage regularly abounds, or where honey- increased activity on the part of the queen also,
yielding crops, such as rape, for instance, are and brood will speedily be extended to a greater
annually cultivated. There honey is usually so number of combs; and because the queen can
plentiful at that season, that the great want of more easilj" and more rapidly deposit eggs iu
the bees is a supply of empty cells in which to half-finished cells than iu such as are of full
store up their gatherings.
It would hence be
depth.
But whether the colony will yield an
much wiser and better to aid them by inserting increased product is doubtful, and depends
old combs, were it in our power to furnish them, mainly on the fact whether or not pasturage
rather than to increase their difficulties and em- continues to be abundant.
If, subsequcdtly,
barrassments by pruning off and removing any there be nothing for the bees to gather, the hive
portion of those which the hives contain.
will naturally contain the more empty cells and
But the case is bravely altered iu districts comb, the more of them were filled with brood
where the supjilies of pasturage, though early at the period of full pasturage. The more poand ample, become available only very gra- pulous colony will also consume more of the
dually, in orderly succession, and where the garnered stores, and thus be the poorer as winter
principal honey-harvest docs not occur till June approaches. The injury resulting from pruning
or July, or possibly not till August or Septem- will besides be the greater the more drone-cells
ber.
There spring pruning is proper and in have been built, in consequence of the carelessplace, and may be unhesitatingly recommended ness or inattention of the bee-keeper, who
and employed.
might easily have prevented the construction
Ample proof of the correctness of this and of of such cells by seasonably inserting strips of
the resulting advantage can be furnished from worker comb as guides.
various sections of country, almost every year.
If non-pruning prove to be useful in certain
But the reason why it is beneficial in such sec- districts peculiarly situated, where, for instance,
tions is not that commonly assigned for it
summer immediately succeeds winter, it is
namely,that the precocious developmentof a col- simply because when this sudden opening of
ony, and consequently premature swarming, are full pasturage occurs, the bees find themselves
thereby prevented. The effect is the very re- in possession of large numbers of empty cells to
verse of this. If we desire that a colony should receive their gatherings, bj^ the rapid tilling of
husband its resources in the spring, and main- which they, to a certain extent, circumscribe
tain a sure but gradually progressive develop- the production of brood; whereas, if brooding
ment, it should remain undisturbed and unex- were circumbscribed or limited by the operation
cited as long as possible.
of pruning, and the growth and development
Pruning a colony will as certainly stimulate of the colony thus restrained, pruning would,
it to activity, as pruning a tree will rouse its
under all circumstances, be disadvantageous
dormant powers, and incite to renewed growth. and to be discountenanced iu districts having
In certain circumstances, swarming may indeed early spring pastiu'age only, because the recepthus be delayed or entirely prevented; but not tacles for honey would thereby be removed at
because the colony did not become populous in precisely the time when needed; and in districts
season, for it is well-known that populousness with late pasturage, because there would then
is not the sole cause or the sole condition of
be fewer laliorers when large numbers would
swarming. Not unfrequeutly do we find a be essentially important.
swarm issue unexpectedly from a weak stock,
And what intelligent bee-keeper would desire
while from another twice as strong none what- to retard the development of his stocks ? On
ever issues. If a pruned colony yield a swarm, the contrary, he will strive by all proper means,
while an unpruned one does not, it is because, even by the use of stimulating food, to hasten
in the latter case, a different direction was given their development, when the probability is that
to the activity of the bees.
A pruned colony a season of abundant pasturage is approaching.
builds comb primarily from the exigency of the The increase must be gradually progressive, and
case, and continues doing so subsequently the greater the number of stocks, and the larger
simply from habit, and if full play be given to the number of workers at midsummer, when
this comb-building impulse, the bees, whatever pasturage is usuallj' most abundant, the greater
their number, will remain a united body, never the harvest, and the most ample the surplus.
separating into distinct swat ms, unless the state Every interruption of brooding in the spring,
of the weather urgently impel them to divide. whether from want of suppli- s or from cJiange
Moderate pruning will certainly not prevent or of queen, will be felt later in diminished prodelay swarming. We all know how very rapidly ductiveness. But, in districts having late p sa young swarm will build when placed in an turage, spring pruning is not attended by such
empty hive where all has to be started from the disadvantageous consequences. It can, therevery foundation, and what masses of combs it fore, there not possiblj'- retard the development
can show in the course of two or three weeks. of the colonies, but will, on the contrary, proAnd if in such case the queen is enabled to dis- mote it.
DziEr.zoN.

Pruning Stocks.

—

fertility in its fullest extent, is it likely
that iu a moderately pruned hive as many new
cells could not be built, nor as many old ones
emptied, as the queen, would be able to supply

play her

The Turks have some odd sayings. Among
them is this " You' not sweeten your moulh
by saying Honey "

—

'

I

!'
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LUETHORST,
Trof. Birkenstock

Dear

Sir

:

I

:

Lad already, iu

new edition, in the preparation of which I
was united with the editor, Andrew Schmid. I
conceive that I may properly recommend to you
the course of this new, revised, and systematically arranged
a

Oct. 31, 1866.

edition, presenting as it does the Dzierzou
but only obtained sight of it theory and practice of bee culture from its origin
through your special kindness, for which I hear- to its ultimate triumph. The work was published
at Nordlingen, in two large octavo volumes.
It
tily thank you. A perusal of the first three numbers satisfied me thatyour undertaking startswith is peculiarly adapted to your purpose, and may
broad practical views, and will doubtless be be regarded as the repository of all Geriuan atprosecuted with gratifying results. It was cer- tainments in theoretical and practical bee-cultainly a happy thought to devote special atten- ture to the year I8G3.
In later years, the Bienenseitung has had to
tion, in the "Foreign Department" of your
paper, to what has been accomplished in the Old encounter the competition of numerous rivals.
World iu apistical science, since it cannot be This is readily accounted for from the increased
denied that here, in the field of practical bee- and still growing interest felt in bee-culture,
culture, much has been achieved, a knowledge which it is nevertheless not calculated to benefit,
of which must be highly advantageous to the as it tends to fritter away energies which rebee-keepers of tne New World. That you es- quire to be concentrated to become efficient in
For this reason I desire that
pecially have taken charge of this portion of the securing progress.
work, appears to me to give assurance that it your Bee Gazette may long escape such
rivalry.
Avill be executed with skill and success. As the
You complain that much of the contents of
name of Birkenstock is already favorably known
in German apisticks, so, I am firmly persuaded, German treatises on bee-culture is, for you, practically unavailable, because it is, iu part, of
it will through you obtain similar estimation in
this regard in the New World.
Your Bi:.e Ga- local application, and in part controversial. The ^
zette cannot fail to exert an influence for the former is natural and incidental, and the latter
advancement of bee-culture iu North America, unavoidable. How could we, without controWe had, and
like that which the Eichst kit Birnenzeitung versy, have achieved victories ?
still have, to assail antiquated and erroneous
exerted, and sLill exerts, iu Germany.
I do not
doubt that North American bee-keepers will notions; and that cannot be done without elicitsoon turn to it with the same eagerness with ing strife. But hence, too, Ave may boast that
which, according to the humorous sketch of we have thoroughly rid ourselves of much useyour German correspondent, our bee-keepers less trash. But how readily error may creep in,
and thus obtain seeming sanction, I can perhere turn to th3 Eichstadt Bienenzciiung.
I anticipate also the approach of the time ceive even from your Gazette. Thus youliave
when we Germans shall turn to your Gazette adopted this from Dr. Asmusz "Our honeyto learn in what respects the American apiarians bee originated as it seems, and is now generally
are surpassing us. We confidently look forward accepted, in Syria, or at least iu some more
{Bee
to the time wiien we shall be enabled to appro- suitable climate than that of Europe."
Yet we are still altogether
priate much of a practical nature from the ex- Grt3e«e, page 41.)
periments of your countrymen, while, we trust, in the darlTas its original couutry. Though it
on the other hand, to be able still, in future, to must unquestionably be sought for on the Old
place in the scale our advances in theoretical Continent, it must still be deemed a vain concert to assume for it a definite locality, or to asscience, and thus maintain an equipose
Your correspondent also extols the merits of sign it to a particular country. Just as it is imWell, I possible to say with certainty where any of our
the German clergy in bee-culture.
shall by no means question their claims, yet it domestic animals originated, or whence their
would be invidious not candidly to recognize distribution proceeded, so also we do not find
those of others likewise. There are brilliant anywhere an original type of the honey-bee
names Avhich present themselves on every side, from which its native country might be inferred.
a few of which, as they recur to me, permit me To assume, in the present state of our knowledge,
to recount, viz Dr. Alefield, Dr. Barth. Baron that hyria was its original home, is purely ridiAgain, it is stated, in the same place :
of Berlepsch, Baron Bose, President Busch, Dr. culous.
Dimhoff, Baron Ehrenfels, Mr. Gundelach, Mr. " In the ye^ir 184i5, the Italian bee was introIlerwig, Dr. Hofmanu, Dr. lliibeler, Dr. Juhne, duced into Germany by Captain Baldenstein."
Commissary Kaden, Mr. KnaufF, Dr. Kiichen- Whereas the truth is that Captain Baldenstein
meister. Prof. Leuckart, Mr. Mehring, P of. never brought Italian bees to Germany, much
Meuzel, Prof. Ratzeburg, Commissary Riem, less iu 184;3. Undoubtedly some suggestious
Mr. Ramdohr, Prof. Von Siebold, Director made by him in the Blenenzeitung of 1H51 first
Stohr, Count Stosch, Prof. Treviranus, Prof. impressed Dzierzou with the importance of the
Zenker, and many more, who have displayed Italian bee in elucidating and solving various
distinguished merit in scientific and jDractical controverted theoretical points, and induced him
to procure a colony from Italy; and thus the
bee-culture.
The most influential and important journal of Italian bee was really first introduced into Gerbee-culture is, for us, unquestionably, the Eich- many by Dzierzou.
I might call your attention to much besides,
stadt BianenzeUung, which has been in efficient
operation for more than twenty-two years. Of but do not by any meaus design thereby to
last

summer, heard of the existence of your

Bee Gazette,

j

i

:

:

its

importance you

in the year 1861,

it

may judge from

the fact that,
to publish

became necessary

undervalue your publication. I would simply
show how very easily occasion may be givCj^
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controversy.
Yet, if the controversy be
concerning aught in itself important or valuable, and be maintained with equal vigor and
in a becoming manner, we may always congratulate the paper which entertains it. The period
during which an animated discussion was carried ou in the Bienenzeitung, respecting parthefor

nogenisis

and other theoretical topics

—

— the

namely, from 1848 to 1858 was unquestionably the most brilliant part of its career.
A similar period, with a similar controversy, I
might well invoke for 5^our Gazette.
That you have in your "Foreign Department"
alluded favorably to my apistical labors, I duly
appreciate, and shall not fail to acknowledge ou
all proper occasions, by transmitting articles to
period,
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[From the (London) Journal of Horticulture.

]

Regieidal Attacks by Bees.
In the hope of assisting in the investigation
what still appears to me a most extraordinary
and most unsatisfactory chapter in the natural
history of our little favorites, I purpose stating
briefly the conclusions at which I have myself
arrived; pointing out, at the same time, iu
what respects my views coincide with or differ
of

from those propounded by others.
Regieidal attacks by bees nuiy,
divided into three classes

I

think,

be

:

1st. Those iu which a matron is imprisoned
by her own children.
2d. Those wherein the regieidal frenzy is set
you.
For the present I send the last number of on foot through the introduction of stranger
the (Jentralblatt^ and will duly forward the suc- bees by the apiarian.
3d. Those in which a juvenile monarch is
ceeding numbers.
For your obliging care of the bee-hive of one attacked by her worker sisters, before she commences egg-laying.
of your correspondents in
I am thankInstances of the first class, in which a matron
ful, though it has not yet come to hand.
I had
the pleasure, last summer, to receive from the is assailed by her own children, seem to be comRev. L. L. Langstroth one of his hives and his paratively rare, nor do they otten come under
the direct observation of the apiarian.
When
treatise on the " Hive and Honey-Bee."
Should I be able in any way to manifest my they do occur, however, they appear to be inreadiness to serve you, you can unhesitatingly eviidbly fatal. A queen may possibly survive

command
1

me.
remain, vath the highest esteem,
Yours, &c.,

George Kleine.
Populous swarms inhabiting hives formed of
the hollow trunks of trees, used in many northern regions, or of other materials that are bad
conductors of heat, seem able to generate and
keep up a temperature sufticient to counteract
the inteusest cold to which they are ordinarily
exposed. At the same time, however, we may
infer that though bees are not strictly torpid in
winter at that lowest degree of heat which they
can sustain, yet that when exposed to that
degree they consume considerably less food
than at a higher temperature, and that, consequently, the plan of placing hives in a north
aspect in sunny and mild winters, may be
adopted by the apiarian witli advantage.

Maky means have been resorted to for the
dispersion of mobs and the allaying of popular
In St. Petersburg, a fire-engine
tumults.
p'r^yiug upon them does not always co 1 their
cnoler; but were a few hives of bees thus employed, their discomtiture would be certain.
The experiment has been tried. Lessier tells us
that in 1525, during the confusion occasioned by
a time of war, a mob of peasants assembling at
Hohnstein, in Thuringia, attempted to pillage
the house of the minister of Elende, who, having in vain employed all his eloquence to dissuade them from their design, ordered his domestics to fetch his bee-hives and throw them
The ellect
in the middle of this furious mob.
was what might be expected; they were immediately put to liight, and happy if they escaped
unstuug.

several initiatory attacks, but these are repeated
uncertain intervals, until at last she suc-

at

cumbs. In such cases, and in such only, can I
endorse the suggestion that a queen, once imprisoned, forfeits all regard from her subjects,

and that, therefore, interference on the part of
the apiarian can scarcely lead to any good
result.

Cases of the second

class, in which the regiis set up by the introduction of
stranger bees through the manipulations of the
apiarian, are, of course, equally rare in wellmanaged apiaries. But when such instances do
arise, experience justifies me in declaring that
the best results may be hoped tor from prompt
and judicious intervention-"-; since, if the hupless queen can but be kept aiive in a queen-cage
within the hive itself, until the regieidal mania
has abated, she will be received by her whilom
rebellious sul)jects, and no maiter how furious
the attack may have been, she will be no more
liable to a repetition of it than if it had never
occurred.
Although the third class, in Avhich young
queens are imprisoned before they have entered
upon the duties of oviposition, appears to have
been rarely observed by bee-keepers, it is in
reality by tar the most common tbrm of regieidal
attack among bees, and is, moreover, very frequently fatal. In these cases also I have iound,
by experience, that interveulicm on the part of
the apiarian ma}- often be beneficially resorted to,
whenever the chmger is perceived iu lime. Although the attack may be repeated more than
once, it is not even then necessarily attended
with a fatal result; and if by the assistance of
the apiarian, or by her own unaided tenacity of
life, the juvenile but distressed monarch can

eidal frenzy

*In iutroduciug a queen, a number of her companions
may be prcviou>ly di.smissed, but llie final release sliould
only be ventured r.pou within doors, where the queeu may
be leadily recaptured iu tlic evout oi her takiuf wiui<.
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last out till she begins egg-laying; lier
subjects tlienccfonvard a,ppcar as heartily loyal
as if she had never been incarcerated.
In conclusion, I may observe that while some
endorse my
declare themselves unable to
opinion that the imprisonment of a young queen
by her worker sisters can be characterized as a
regicidal attack, they totally ignore the fact that
I have supported this opinion by relating three
several instances which came under my own
observation, and in which the incarceration of
such queens by their workers has been attended
by fatal results. According to their views, our
verdict in all these cases should, of course, be
" Killed by kindness." But from this conclusion I, for one, must entirely dissent, and would
record my unhesitating conviction, founded on
considerable experience and many opportunities
of judging, that in all cases, and under all circumstances, whenever a cpieen, either old or

Artificial Queenraising.

only

:

is imprisoned by workers, her life is invariably in great jeopardy, and that no such
thing ever occurs amongst bees as what may
be termed the "friendly arrest" of a queen.

young,

A

Devonshire Bee-keeper.

Much abuse has, from the earliest times, been
lavished on the drones, and their indolence and
gluttony have become proverbial. Indeed, at
first siglit, it seems extraordinary that seven or
eight hundred individuals should be supported
at the public expense, and to common appearance do nothing all the while, tliat may be
thought to earn a living. But the more we
look into nature, the more we discover the truth
of that common maxim that nothing is made
in vain.
Creative Wisdom cannot be caught
at fault.
Therefore, where we do not at present
perceive the reason of things, instead of cavilling at what Ave do not understand, Ave ought to
adore in silence, and Avait patiently till the veil

—

is

removed, Avhich, in any particular instance,

conceals the final cause from our sight. The
mysteries of nature are gradually opened to us,
one truth making way for the discovery of another; but still there will always be in nature,
as well as in revelation, even in those things
that fall under our daily observation, mysteries
to exercise our faith and humility, so that we
may always reply to the caviller " Thine OAvn
things, and those that are groAvn up with thee,
hast thou not knoAvn; how then shall thy A'essel comi^rehend the way of the Highest?"
:

Reaumur

observes that in a hive, the popu-

amounts to 18,000, the number
that enter the hive in a minute is a hundred;
Avhich, alloAving fourteen hours in the day for
their labor, makes 84,000.
Thus every individual must make four excursions daily, and some
five.
In hives Avhere the population was
smaller, the numbers that entered Avere comparatively greater, so as to give six excursions
or more to each bee.
But in this calculation
Reaumur does not take into account those that
are employed Avithiu the hive in building combs
or feeding the young, Avhich must render the
excursions of each bee still more numerous.
lation of Avhich

The first in England to test the practicability
of raising queen-bees from Avorkcr larvae or
eggs was Bonner, the well-known British apiarian.
It appears, however, to haA'C been tried
by him merely to gratify his curiosity, for \re
do not find that he applied the process to practical uses in his apiary.
Thenceforward, till
about the time of the publication of Kirby

&

Spencc's Introduction to Entomology, it is
scarcely more than casually alluded to in any
English work on bee-culture. Kirby & Spence
furnish a somcAvhat detailed, though defective
and partially erroneous historical account of it,
without claiming to have any personal knowledge of Avhat they call " this miracle of nature,"

and merely giving, in their first edition, the observation and conjectural inference of Mr.
Payne, of Shipdam, in Norfolk, in confirmation
of the " extraordinary fact."
Subsequently, in a later edition of their work,
the}' insert in a note the following extract from
Mr. Payne's diary, Avhich, so far as is now
known, entitles that gentleman to rank next to
"Old Bonner," in England, in experimentally
verifying "this most extraordinary circumstance in the natural history of the bee." The
extract from the diarj' is as follows
"July 10,1820.
late second-SAvarra was
hived into a box constructed so that eacli comb
could be taken out and examined separately.
On the 7th of August the queen was removed,
and each comb taken out and closely examined.
There Avas not the least appearance of any royal
cells, but much brood and eggs in the common
ones., On the 14th, three cells Avere ob.served,
nearly finished, Avith a large grub in each. On
the 18th and 31st they remained in the same
state.
On the 22d, tAvo queens Avere found
hatched; one Avas removed, and the other left
Avith the stock, the remaining royal cell being
still closed.
On the morning of the 2;^d, a dead
queen Avas thrown out of the hive; upon Avhich
examination being made, the royal cell left
closed on the 22d Avas found open, and a living
queen in the stock, Avhich Avas allowed to re:

A

main."

Sixteen days is the time assigned to a queen
for her existence in her preparatory states, before she is ready to emerge from her cell.
Three days she remains iu the egg; when
hatched, she continues feeding, as a larva;, five
days more; Avhen covered in, in the royal cell,
she begins to spin her cocoon, Avhich occupies
another day; as though exhausted ])y this labor,
she UOAV remains perfectly still for two days and
sixteen hours; and then assumes the pupa;, in
which state she remains exactly four days and
eight hours making in all the period just

—

named

above. This is on the assumption of
ordinary summer temperature. Colder Aveather
Avill somewhat protract the period; and a higher
The
temperature may hasten it sligiitly.
workers require four days more to Ijriug them to
days the
maturity, and the drones eight
former remaining twenty days in their preparatory state, and the latter tAventy-four.

—
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Stinging Insects.
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Dropsy in Bees.

When "J. Devonshire Bee-lce.e'per^'' first hinted
that he had experienced a new disease amongst
his bees, I must confess I was a little perplexed,
thinldug and hoping that he was mistaken, and
that it would turn out little more than an advanced stage of what was already known as
dysentery.
When, however, he explained its
nature, it flashed across me that I had had a
similar case in the preceding year in a weak
colony, and in which all succumbed to the disease save the queen, which I gave to another
hive; but in a few daj'S afterwards found her
abandoning the hive in a weak state and much
swollen.
This case was allowed at the time to pass uninvestigated, and now I regret to say that another instance came under my observation only
a few days since, in which I have to add to my
obituary the loss of another queen from dropsy.
The hive in which it toolv place was at the time
in good condition in every respect, but quite
dry, well ventilated, and well stored, and to all
appearance a perfectly healthy stock, although
had sometime previously been breeding
drones and workers successively. I happened
to be taking a cursory glance at my hives, when
unusually
large on the
seeing something
alighting-board, I stepped forwartl and found
it to be tne queen in a weak state and much
I took her in my hand, and tried to
swollen.
I next endeavored
resuscitate her, but in vain.
by gentle pressure to expel the accumulated
water, but she did not survive tlie operation.
In this instance the queen and one worker are
I may now say with
as yet the only victims.
certainty that the misfortunes which have befal"^
Devonshire Bee-keeper^''
len the apiary of
have made themselves no less conspicuous in
it

— A Lancashire

that of

Bue-keepek.

The wars

of bees are not confined to single
General actions now and then take
Reaumur witplace between two swarms.
nessed one that lasted a whole afternoon, in
which many victims fell. In this case the battle
is still between individuals, who at one time
decide the business within the hive, and at another at some distance without. In the former
case the victorious bee flies away, bearing her
victim under her body between her legs, sometimes taking a longer and sometimes a shorter
flight before she deposits it on the ground. She
then takes her repose for a brief while near the
dead body, standing on her four anterior legs,
and rubbing the two hinder ones against each
If the battle is not concluded within
other.

combats.

the hive, the enemy is carried to a
tance and then dispatched.

little

dis-

or apprehend from us.
Foremost in the list of
these are those with four wings, which, according to the observation of Pliny, carry their
weapon, an instrument of revenge, in their tail.
These all belong to the Liunean order Ilijmenop'era; and the tremendous arms with whicli
they annoy us, are two darts finer than a hair,
furnished on their outer side with several barbs
not visible to the naked eye, and each moving
in the groove of a strong and often curved
sheath, frequently mistaken for the sting, which,
when the darts enter the flesh, usually injects a
drop of subtle venom, furnished from a peculiar
vessel in which it is secreted, into the wound,
occasioning, especially if the darts be not extracted, a considerable tumor, accompanied by
very acute pain. Many insects are thus armed
and have this power. But those wliich principally attract our notice by exciting our fears
are the hive-bee, the wasp, and the hornet. The
first of these, the bee, sometimes manifests an
antipathy to particular individuals, whom it
attacks and wounds without provocation.
The
effect produced by the sting of these insects is
dilTerent in diiferent persons.
To some they
occasion only very slight inconvenience or a
momentary pain; others feel the smart of the
wounds which they inflict for several days, and
are thrown into fever by them
and to some
they have even proved fatal. Yet ihey are certainly, in general, but a trifling evil. They become, however, especially wafjys, a very serious
one to man}% from the dread of being stung by
them. An insect of a tribe never before suspected of being endowed with such a mode of
annoyance, or.e of the order of Lepidoptera,
found at the Cape of Good Hope, is said to defend itself, when captured, by stinging, whence
it is there named the Bes-moth, and it is added
that the puncture, which is very painful, is
speedily followed by swelling and inflammation.
Kirby and Spcncc.
;

—

Reaumur made a calculation, based on observations, of the quantity of bee-bread that
may be collected in one day, by a hive containing from 18,000 to 20,000 bees. He found, supposing only half the number to collect it, that
it would amount to more than a pound; so tbat,
in one season, one such hive might collect more
than a hundred pounds.

The

degree of heat in a hive in winter

A

How

abode without deviation, has never been

Besides the insects which seek to make us
their food, there are others which, although we
are apt to regard them with the greatest horror,
do not attack us with this view, but usually to
revenge some injury which they have received

satis-

is

one, in the open
7'^ F. below the
freezing point; upon the insertion of the bulb a
little way into the hive rose to 23^ above it; and
could it have been placed between the combs,
where the bees themselves were clustered, it is
probable the mercury would have risen as high
as it does abroad in the warm days in summer

thermometer, near
great.
air to stood in January at

Bees, when laden and returning to their
nest, fly in a direct line, which saves both time
they are enabled to do this,
and labor.
with such certainty as to make for their own
factorily explained.
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MONTHLY MANAGEMENT.
February.
The "bee-year" commonly commences

in

month, as we have then the first indications
and evidence of reviving activity in tlie liive.
A f-mall amount of brood is indeed not nnfrequently found aire idy in January, in strong
stocks, when the weather is mild,
Italian
queens particularly being inclined to early, we
might say premature, oviposition. This, how-

this

ever, is not a desirable condition of affairs, as
such early brooding is always hazardous, and
involves a large consumption of stores, which
might be more iisefully reserved till later in the
spring.
It is hence advisable to repress brooding, wherever practicable, till towards the
middle of March, if we wish to be sure of having strong colonies when the gathering season

opens.
Stocks wintered on their summer-stands
should, therelbre, remain undisturbed till after
the bees have been able to fly and discharge
their faeces, and are carrying out their dead.
This is the proper time, too, to change the bottom-boards, substituting new and clean ones
therelbr, or cleansing and drying the old ones.
The dead bees found on the bottom-board of
every hive should be carefully examined, to
see whether the queen be among them; and if
she be found there, the stock should either be
broken up at once, or united with some weak
colony having a fertile queen. The hive should
now remain undisturbed,and requires no further
attention, till a mild day occurs, enabling the
bees to fly, when their deportment should be
carefully observed, to see whether any of the
stocks show signs of queenlessness.
If any
such are noticed, they should be disposed of as
directed above, for it is much too early in the
season to think of enabling them to rear a

queen by supplying them with eggs and larvfe,
unless perchance a drone-breeding queen have
been wintered in the apiary.
Stocks in movable comb-hives should also be
examined on the first day when bees are able to
ascertain the condition of their stores,
supply such as are deficient; and the
opportunity should likewise be used to look for
End-combs containing honey may
the queen.
now also be set nearer the luiddle of the hive
where the bees have been clustered, to render
the stores more readily accessible to them, and
to restrict the brooding space to narrower
fly, to

and

to

general transfer, any colony be found restless
or heard humming loudly, it should be taken
out separately and examined, to be fed if in
need of stores, or otherwise disposed of, if
queenless.
If stocks in movable comb-hives need supplies at this time, these can be most advantageously furnished bj'' inserting frames containing honey in the comb.
ButTif such frames
are not at hand, rock-candy may be placed on
the tops of the frames, the honey-board taken
away, and its place supplied by a piece of thin
blanket or strips of stout flannel. This will
enable the bees to supply themselves as their
wants require. Where rock candy cannot be
obtained, sticks of common sugar candy may
be pushed down among the bees, between the
combs, and the honey-board then replaced, or
apiece of blanket used as a substitute.
Where brooding commences early, the bees
need large supplies of water, and many are lost
from exposure to cold or wind, when leaving
their hives to procure it.
Damage from this
cause can be prevented by pouring water in a
piece of old comb, and inserting it in the hive,
that the bees may help themselves without going
abroad. Afterwards, when the weather becomes
milder, and the bees can safely leave home,
water should be placed for them in a shallow
dish, in some sheltered nook near the apiary.
Cracks or crevices in common box-hives
should be closed by means of mixture of clay
and chatf, to prevent the escape of heat, and
keep out marauders.

The amputation of one of the antennae of a
queen-bee appears not to affect her perceptibly;
but cutting off both these important organs produces a very striking derangement in all her
proceedings.
She seems in a species of delirium, and deprived of all her instincts. Everything is done at random, yet 'the respect and
homage of the Avorkers towards her, though
they are received by her with indifference, continue undiminished.
If another in the same
condition be put in the hive, the bees do not appear to discover the difference, and treat them
both alike. But if a perfect one be introduced,
even though fertile, they seize her, keep her in
confinement, and treat her verj' unhandsomely.
If two mutilated queens meet, they show not
While
the slightest symptoms of animositJ^
one of these continues in the hive, the workers
never think of choosing another; but if she
leaves it, they do not accompany her.

limits.

Colonies wintered in a dark chamber or cellar
should not be replaced, or their summer-stands,
till the winter is thoroughly broken; and a mild
day, when the bees can fly, should be chosen
for the removal.
Stocks intended to be placed
aside of each other on the stand, should not be
brought out at the same time, as the one which

makes

the loudest

bees from

its

humming

neighbor,

if

will

attract

many

the bees of both be

flying at the same time, when set out.
It is
better to remove, first, such as can be set remote from each other. If before removal, and
while the weather does not yet permit the

a saying of bee-keepers in Holland that
swallow and the first bee foretell each
This, perhaps, may be correct there;
other.
but with us the appearance of bees considerably
precedes that of the swallow; for when the early
crocuses open, if the weather be warm, bees
may always be found busy in the blossom.

It

the

is

fii'st

m * ^^t ^ —
thing of the first necessity to
bees; but they are not very delicate as to its
quality, but rather the reverse, often prefering
that which is stagnant and putrescent to that of
a running stream.

Water

is

a
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EARLY SPRING TREATMENT.
At the approacli of spring, as the weather
gradually grows milder, bees speedily feel the
change, become uueasj^ iu their winter quarters, and prepare to avail themselves of the
The first
first opportunity to roam abroad.
clear day, when the sun shines bright and

warm,

will

tempt them forth; and the careful

bee-keeper will exert himself to encourage and
facilitate their egress.
By placing small blocks
under the Cvlges of the hives, the warm air will
the more freely enter, and the entire mass of
of bees be the more speedily roused.
It is oft-times important that the movement
be rapid and gf^ueral, that the workers may
speedily discharge their fajces, as otherwise, by
a sudden change of temperature, large numbers
may be caught abroad and so chilled as to be
unable to return to their homes. There need
be no fear that by thus elevating the hives,
robbers would be attracted, for when thus issuing for the first time in spring, bees have no
disposition whatever to appropriate the stores
of other colonies. They are so busily and intently engaged in their own appropriate duties,
on the proper discharge of which they are instinctivelj^ conscious that much of their subsequent welfare depends, as not to be lightly induced to neglect them; and the gieed for honey
is at this time yet iu a good degree dormant.
At evening, after the masses have re-entered
their hives and become settled, the blocks or
wedges should be withdrawn again, the hives
readjusted on the honey -boards, and all holes
or openings, except the proper entrance, carefully closed, not only to prevent the escape of
heat, but to preclude the ingress of prying
later in the spring.
When practicable also, the opportunity may be used to
change the bottom-boards of the hives, substituting clean and dry ones for those in use during winter.
When this cannot be done, the bottom-board
may be cleansed by elevating the hive and
gently scraping off the deposited debris and

marauders

ISOr.

D. C.

No.

9,

by means of a paddle or spatula. This
will save the bees a great deal of labor, and keep
many from perishing. But a single supernumerary honey -board will enable the operator to
accomplish his purpose by substituting it for
that of one of the other hives, cleansing the
latter, and using it to exchange for the next,

filth

and thus proceeding

till

the

whole have been

cleansed in course.

always more or

bees
occurs while the
ground is covered with snow, especially if the
sun shines when the bees come forth. Many
are thereby blinded, drop into the snow, and
perish.
On such occasions it is advisaljle to
scatter hay or straw on the snow in front of the
If many
hives, or to strew ashes upon it.
bees thus get lost in the snow, they may
be collected and put into a tumbler, which,
after being covered with a piece of thin muslin
Most of
or gauze, may be set in a warm room.
the bees will soon revive, and may then be
weaker
stocks.
given to one of the
Should a spell of cold weather follow after the
bees have been enabled to fly, they will cluster
again in their hives, and ought then to remain,
undisturbed. The longer they can now be kept
It is

issue

less injurious if the

when such mild weather

opening of spring, the betbees are then lost, and as brooding
proceeds gradually, an increase of population
will be very perceptible when mild weather requiet, before the full

ter.

No

curs.

While the bees are thus flying for the first
time, the bee-keeper should carefully observe
their deportment at every hive, to ascertain
whether any are qucenless. It is a favorable
symptom when the bees come forth in masses,
fly briskly, carry out their dead, and otherwise
cleanse their hives, all seeming busily engaged
in regular labor.
Inaction and sluggishness on the other hand
are unfavorable symptoms, as are likewise a restless and discontented roving to and fro, as
Such stocks
though in quest of something.
should be examined again late iu the evening,
and the bees have not yet become settled, they
may be regarded as qucenless, and will almost
surely prove to be so.
If satisfied that a colony has a queen and is
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populous, the only remaining question is as to
Bees managed in the
the state of the stores.
manner directed in these essays, rarely need
feeding in ordinary years, for prime swarms
and the transposed parent stocks seldom fail to
secure ample supplies for the "winter.
Spring
feeding, to supply actual want, is hence never
necessary in s«ich an apiary.
But spring feeding may be resorted for another and at times highly usefvd purpose
namely, to stimulate the bees to earlier and
more energetic brooding. When thus employed
by us, we usually divide the allotted quantity
of honey commonly three pounds into six
portions, giving them half a pound at each dose,
and feeding these at such regular intervals that
the last portion shall be administered just before full spring pasturage opens, thus preventing
any interruption or cessation of the brooding
process.
Of course, we feed only those stocks
which it is intended shall swarm, and which,
consequently, alone need stimulating.
For food nothing besides pure honey or sugar
candy should be used. Which of these is to be
preferred depends on the season.
If this be already much advanced say the end of March
or the first of April, use diluted honey, or two
parts honey mixed with one part water; or
take one part honey, one part sugar candy, and
one part water. Earlier feeding for stimulating
purposes is objectionable, and should never be
resorted to, and where from some unusual cause
winter feeding appears to be necessary, undiluted honey should alone be used, or sealed
houey in the comb when it can be made accessible to the bees through an opening in the top
of the hive. We prefer, however, in every case
to unite a colony that appears to require feeding
in the winter with some other stock well sup-

—

—

—

plied with stores.

Experience has taught us that winter feeding,
colony is feeble, is not only troublesome

if the

and expensive, but rarely of any

real use, because, if such do not at last perish in the spring, it
will require continual nursing during the ensuing summer, and prove to be a source of vexation instead of pleasure.
Stimulative feeding as early as in February or
,

the beginning ©f

March

is

almost invariably in-

jurious, as the bees arc thereby tempted to fly
out, even in cold days; become chilled, and
perish; or if the rigor of the weather is still
such as to keep them confined, they are likely
to suffer from dysentery.

mentioned, should be regarded by the beekeeper as an annoyance to be guarded against.
He should be careful not to winter any stocks
not sujjplied with sufficient stores to carry them
safely through the longest and hardest winter.
Better, far better, to unite his weak colonies
early in the fall, and feed them plentifully while
they can yet cap the honey in the cells. He
will thereby save himself much uneasiness in
the winter, and vexation in the spring.
His
stocks will be in a condition to begin brooding
as early as it is desirable or safe for them to do
so; early swarms may then be expected; or his
bees will at least be in a condition to avail themselves of the pasturage which the country
around may supply, when the season fairly

opens.

We have made no reference to any of the
numerous substitutes for honey which have
been proposed, recommended, or used as beefeed.
We have never resorted to any of these
ourselves, and have not found that those who
did so derived any permanent benefit therefrom.
times

They cannot safely be used, except at
when the weather permits the bees to fly,

and are thus unfitted for winter or early spring
feeding; and they are of no account whatever
Avhen the season is so far advanced as to* allow
bees to roam abroad. Besides, were they not
ofcJierwise objectionable, it would be found,
from the cost of the articles and the trouble of
preparing and administering them, that there is
no saving in the end. Hence, if feeding must
at any time be resorted to, it will be cheaper,
more convenient, and certainly far more safe,
as being conducive to the health of the bees,
procure houey for their use.
But even this, if it cannot be given them in
the comb, should be boiled, skimmed, strained,
and diluted by the addition of one-third the
to

quantity of pure water, before it is used as feed.
Much of the honey imported from Cuba is impure, or at least from some cause noxious to
bees; and the introduction of foulbrood in
apiaries, where it was used, has been in repeated
instances attributed to it.
Copper and brass
vessels, too, have been said to impart poisonous
properties to honey kept in them; and German
silver has recently been added to the catalogue
of suspected articles.
Whether these are really
contaminating or not, has not yet been clearly
asceitaineil
but prudence will admonish the
cauiious bee-keeper not to let his bees have access to honey kept in such vessels.
;

From about the middle of ]\Iarch onward, bees
should also be fed with rye-meal or wheat-Hour
Some critics have found fault with the poet
whenever the weather permits Ihem to fly. It Soutlie}'-, for ascribing, in his ^^ Curse
of Kemay be put in a shallow box or in the cells of Jiama,''^ to Camdeo, the Cupid of Indian
myone Side of old drone combs, and set in some thology, a bow strung with bees. The idea
is
sheltered nook near the apiary, to which the not so absurd
as thej^ imagine; and the poet
bees may be attracted by previously placing doubtless was led to
it by his knowledge of the
there, for their use, a plate containing a small natural
history of these creatures, and that they
quantity of diluted honey. They will carry in form themselves
into strings,
festoons, or
flour or meal freely, so long as they cannot
chaplets.
gather pollen, for which it is found to be an excellent substitute; but they will totally neglect
Anger is no useless passion in bees. It is
it as soon as they can procure pollen from nanecessary to them for the preservation of themtural sources.
selves and their property, which, besides those
This whole matter of spring feeding, how- of their own species, are exposed to the ravag.,3
ever, except for the stimulative purposes already of numerous enemies.
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[From the (Londou) Journal of Horticulture.]

their appearance, I did not
portance to the loss of what

The Egyptian Bee.
Part

HOW

I

IT, AJSD

FINALLY

Without entering into particulars, which
may, ho%yevcr, be ascertained by referring to
No. XXVI. of "Bee-lieepinginUcvon," wiiich
appeared in No. 241 of " our Journal," I may
brieliy state, that during the latter end of August and the first week of September, seven
more young Egyptian queens were hatched
out, whereof six were fecundated in due course,
whilst one fell a victim to a regicidal attack
made upon her by her worker sisters. It
is a remarkable fact that whatever might have
been the case with the first queen, the whole of
the last six were unquestionably fertilized by
small Italian drones bred in worker cells, the
last few full-sized drones that I possessed having been destroyed about the middle of September.

The remainder

autumn was devoted
Egyptian element in my

of the

to strengthening the

made
much im-

this time

attach

was at best but a
hybridized queen, and accordingly set to work

VI.

PROrA-GATED IT, TESTED
GOT RID OF IT.
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apiary, which now consisted of the first stock,
with the original queen, and seven young colonies, all the produce of the solitary queen
which, having been received so late as the SOth
of July, alone survived the massacre of her attendants, and was placed at the head of a small

nucleus on her arrival.
The spring of 18GG was, of course, looked
forward to with great interest, and found me
in the possession of eight fine Egyptian colonies,
which had passed the ordeal of an English
winter perfectly unscathed. In point of fact
the original Egyptian cjueen (owing, doubtless,
to the extra care and pains bestowed upon her)
was at the head of by far the strongest colony
in my apiary, whilst the seven otiiers would
compare advantageously with any seven of my
Italian stocks that could be selected, and I
looked forward with much delight to the accomplishment of the pleasing task of propagaiiug
what I at that time believed would turn out to
be a race of bees superior even to the Italians
But here occurred a
in docility and beauty.

to exchange brood-combs with the original
stock, so that the whilom regicides might be
compelled to raise a pure queen.
Bat this was no easy task; the little rascals
showed fight with all the fiery impetuosity of a
body of Prince Rupert's cavaliers, combined
with a stern determination and indomitable resolution which would have done credit to a
corps of Cromwell's redoubted
Ironsides.
Quickly was 1 compelled to put on India-rubber

bee-gloves, (a piece of armor which I had long
disused,) and soon afterwards discovered that,
whilst wearing slippers, I labored under the
same disadvantage as Achilles, in being vulnerable at the heel.
Nor was this all. When the
exchange had been effected, the hive restored
to its normal state, and, as I thought, a truce
proclaimed, these indomitable little Amazons
would have none of it, but attacked and stung
all and sundry that ventured into the garden,
until I became convinced that it was in vain to
indulge further a hope for peace, and was ultimately compelled to banish them to a secluded
position a mile and a half distant, where they
remained until the evening of the 7th of May.
On examining them the next morning, I found
that two royal cells had arrived at perfection,
whilst all the rest were destroyed; and a stricter
scrutiny revealing the fact that the two recent
denizens of the naturally-opened ciueen-cells
had not yet met in mortal combat, but were
still surviving within the hive, its inhabitants
were forthwith divided into two colonies, with
a young queen at the head of each.
The remarkable display of spirit on the part of my
recent acquisition caused me to pause in the

attempt to propagate Apis fasciata, but it required much more than this to force me to the
course which I was afterwards compelled to
adopt.

Any one who

turns back to No. 241 of " our
I have before referred, will

Journal," to which

see that the fifth Egyptian queen developed
some extraordinary phenomena, which I there

described as follows
" When she was about ten days old, I noticed a single agg in a worker cell which apfirst hint as to
peared to be the signal for the destruction of a
of my African prvtigees.
Whilst examining one of the young colonies few full-sized drones which existed in the hive
on the 20th of April, I noticed what appeared at the time. More eggs were gradually deposisomething like a small regicidal cluster at the ted in the adjoining cells, and all receiving the
bottom of one of the combs. Seeing the queen, raised convex coverings appropriate to drones,
however, almost the next instant run across the whilst the abdomen of the queen (a very small
same comb at perfect liberty, I deemed myself one) remained undistendf^d, I doubted not that
mistaken, closed the hive in all haste, and she would turn out a eonlirmed drone-breeder.
thought no more of the matter. The result When rather over twenty days old, I noticed,
proved that I had treated this occurrence too much to my astonishment, a remarkable change
lightly, for next morning the poor-deposed in her appearance, which suddenly assume ;Uhe
sovereign lay dead in front of the hive. As, graceful degree of embonpoint proper to an imhowever, she happened to be very fresh and pregnated queen. This was accompanied by
retained her beauty in a remarkable degi'ee, a an equally notable change in the manner of her
clever entomological friend succeeded in stufiing oviposition, which from being sparse and unand setting her up most admirably, and she now equal became copious and regular. Soon afterfigures in the British Museum as the only spe- wards it also became evident that iier progeny
cimen in that vast collection of a queen-bee of would not be entirely of the male sex, a few
cells of worker brood appearing here and there
But this is by the way.
Ai)is fasciata.

gave me the
the true character and disposition

mischance which in

its

results

:
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amidst the protruding cradles of tlie drones; and
proportion lias gradually and steadily increased until I have'cvory reason to believe she
has assumed the status of a fully-developed
queen, breeding workers only as is proper at
this season."
It is not a little singular that after breeding
•workers only, as is usual during the early spring,
she, as summer approached, reverted to the condition of a drone-breeder, depositing male eggs
tliis

onlj^ in the worker cells, until I ultimately decided on removing her, and sent her to my
friend, Mr. F. Smidi, of the British Museum, to
be by him killed and set up as an entomological
specimen.
In the mean time, as I had ceased the propagation of the Egyptian variety, that element in
my apiary became somcAvhat diminished. One
stock, transferred to the Acclimatization Society, took its departure for the gardens of the
Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington, where it has done well, and has partially
filled a super with the first honey taken in England from Egyptian bees. The queen and bees
of another slock went to Leeds, there, I hope,
in some measure to compensate Mr. F. H. West
for a stock of Italians, which became very much
weakened during its transit from my apiary to
the north. What it has done, and how it has
succeeded, we may probably learn from him in
due course. The original stock was sent to Mr.
Lowe, of Edinburgh, who will, I hope, relate
the result himself.
Having, therefore, materially reduced my
stock, the imwelcome conviction slowly but
surely forced itself upon me that Egyptian bees
were wholly unsuited for experimental purposes when kept in a garden adjoining a public
and well-frequented thoroughfare. So long as
they were not meddled with they were peaceable enough, but let but a crown-board be removed, and every bee that could fly was instantly on the wing to resent the invasion,
leaving the hive and combs in the occupation
only of the queen and such juveniles as had
never taken wing. How they searched out and
penetrated every weak point in the bee-armor;
how they crept up under the sleeves and
crawled up the trowsers, it boots not here torelate; suthce it to say that if they had contined
their attentions to the actual aggressor all might
have been forgiven, but such unfortunately was
not the case. The slightest operation upon an
Egyptian stock became the signal for a most
appalling outcry out of doors. Helpless infants in perambulators were stung nearly into
fits; lagging errand boys were startled from
their usual loitering gait, and sent blubbering
to their destination at a pace which must have
highly gratified their employers; wretched little
lap-dogs with whizzing yellowish-white pellets
viciously embedded in tiieir well-washed coats
ran yelping piteously for protection underneath
the petticoats of their horrified and distracted
mistresses; most potent, grave, and reverend
seignors sprang headlong into the arms of
affrighted serving-maidens, each rushing in opposite directions to escape the unforeseen attack; whilst, to crown the whole, a large school
of young ladies was not only frightened from

Gx\ZETTE.

propriety, but put to the most utter and
ignominious rout. It says much for the forbearance of the Exoniaus that no formal complaint was made either to or of me; but I could
not but be aware of what was going on, and
came to the conclusion that the remaining
Egj'ptians must be got rid of. After transforming some by an excliange of queens, I had yet
five remaining, which I disposed of in the following manner: three were exchanged for common stocks with my friend Mr. S. Bevan Fox;
one I presented to Mr. George Fox, of Kingsits

bridge, and the last, which was a nucleus without a queen, I fairly stifled and buried, thanking
Heaven as t trod in the earth over their grave,
that I was at length happily c|uit of the Egyptian Bee.
Devonshire Bee-keepeb.

—A

On the evening of the 6th of June the stock of
Egyptian bees most kindly presented me l)y my
friend, Mr. AVoodbury, arrived safely.
These
bees comprised the entire tenants of one of his
frame hives, and had been transferred by driving to a flat-topped straw -hive for facility of
transit.
Although they had just experienced a
coach journey of ten miles or so over rough
roads, with the customary bustle at the inn-door,
and not over-careful porters, yet when delivered
into my hands nothing could be quieter or more
satisfactory than their condition.
As it was
late when I received them, I thought it better
not to transfer them to their future tenement
until the following day.
I therefore placed
them upon theii' stand, after removing the net
which had &(} amply provided them with air
but effectually confined them during their journey, at first taking a peep into the hive, which

my

revealed, to
exceeding delight and satisfaction, a cluster of the beautiful little fellows
occupying fully two-thirds of the space. There

were no manifestations of resentment upon the
removal of the wrappers, not a bee having left
the cluster; in fact, I was struck by their quiet
behavior under the circumstances; but the i)revious

summary proceeding

in expelling

them

from their own hive may, however, have subdued them for the time.
On the evening of the 7th a nine-frame box
prepared witn strips of impressed wax-sheets of
home manufacture was ready for the bees, and
with great facility they were transferred to their
new abode, settling in it so quietly and quickly
that I was enabled soon to close up, cover, and
lower down the hive, and place them upon their
stand. I was surprised at the number and great
beauty of the drones, their superiority in the
latter respect over the Italians being very manifest.
They worked well through June,
quickly filling their hive with comb andhonej'l
increased in numbers until densely crowded,
gave me also a few pounds of honey in a glas.s
super, and now, in the middle of November,
are far more populous than any black stocks in

my

possession.
I am inclined, therefore, from
this satisfactory state of affairs to think that
their queen is a most prolific creature, and I
look forward to and expect notable doings next

summer from them.
And how about their extreme

irascibility

?

I
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must tell my tale, as well as those other fortunate possessors of Apis fasciata but how difI have manipulated
ferent mj^ experience
them as freely as upon any other hives; neither
myself nor any of my friends have yet experienced any manifestations of their anger.
This is so adverse to the accounts given by
others, that some extenuating cause must be
found to account for it. In the first place, lam
S'ugularly fortunate amongst my bees, my constant presence may have rendered them peaceable and tame, and coolness and quiet in my
operations amongst them have their influence
in subduing anger.
Surely there must be something wrong when
our friend, Mr. Woodbury, so used as he is to
the repeated examination of his hives, should
have been so troubled by them. Just now,
whilst jotting down these remarks, I have tried
their temper by stepping into my garden and
removing the crown-board of their hive, passing
my hands over the frames amidst a dense mass
of bees covering the bars. I experienced no

—

I
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F'lr

The Egyptian Bee— Apis

Fasciata.

: Having been the first to import
the New World, I desire
your
columns
to answer some of the
through

Mr. Editor

this

variety into

numerous

inquiides addressed to

me

respecting

them.

As

these bees were received late last fall, the
most that I can say of them from exijerience is
that the workers excel in beauty the Italians,
having rich yellow, black, and whitish

bands.

mention that I find made of the Apis
in 1804 by the celebrated French
naturalist Latreille, ("Ann. Du Museum Hist.
Nat. Tom. V,") who gives the following de" Blackish brown, the
scription of the worker
down on the top of the head; the corselet and
the base of the abdomen, yellowish grey, the
shield, the first two rings of the abdomen and
the base of the third, reddish; the third and folinconvenience from this operation. Whether lowing rings of an ashy grey; the posterior
border of all of them of a deep brown."
it may be different by-and-by I do not know;
In those I have examined, the first ihree rings
but at present, and since I have been the possessor of this stock of Egyptians, I cannot en- are of a reddish or rich orange color, and the
dorse the character given them of extreme base of the fourth. A single droue which survived the journey was very beautifully colored.
irascibility and impatience of manipulation.
The queens have the last two rings of the abGeokge Fox, Kingsbridge.
domen dark-brown or black, and the others a
^m 9 <i •
rich orange, bordered with dark-brown or black
bands. Latreille gives the measurement of the
For the American Bee Journal and Gazette.
Egyptian worker as 11 French millimetres, and
that of the black worker as 12, showing the
Questions for Consideration.
Egyptian to be considerably smaller than our

The

first

Fasciata

is

:

III'

No.

common

1.

bee.

Herr Vogel is of opinion that the Italian bee
Will
is a hybrid from the black and the Egytian bee.
How
for honey
When we consider howextensive was the intermany acres would keep one hundred colonies course between Greece and Egypt in the time
days
in
bloom
How
many
while
in
?
busy
of Herodotus, nothing seems more likely than
average seasons, and how long each day, does that the Egyptian variety was introduced into
What soils are best adapted to Europe, thousands of years ago. Spinola, who
it yield honey ?
Is it an annual or a perennial ?
its growth ?
first described scientifically in 1808 the Italian
bee, giving it the name of Apis Ligustica, says:
No. 2.
"Aristotle and all the later ancient writers
How can specimens of dead bees be preserved agree in describing the variegated or colored
it

pay
'?

to cultivate any plant expressly
If so, which plant is best ?

without losing color or shape

No.

What
some

3.

the cause of honey creating colic in
persons, and not in others ?
i?

No.

What
does

?

it

is artificial

work

well

4.

honey -comb made

of,

and

?

No.

5.

How

large a quantity of sugar or feed could
be fed to one stock of bees and their artificial
increase from the first of April until the last of
September, or in six months ?

No.

6.

Can

a stock of bees troubled with dysentery
void their excrements in a wire basket attached
to the hive, and the hive placed in a warm
room ? And will the bees return to the hive V

M.

bee as of a smaller size." Now, as it is well
known that the Italian bee is not smaller than
the black bee, it would appear that those writers
were describing, not the Italian, but the Egyptian species.

AsAjjis Fasciata is evidently a fixed or stereotype race, it will probably be much easier to
keep it pure than the Italian variety; and if it
should in other respects prove equal to the
Italian, it will, of course, have the preference
among our bee-keepers.
Ha\4ug furnished to the Bee Journal, the
London Journal of HortirAdture., which gives
such an unfavorable account of the temper of
the Egyptians, I shall venture the assertion that
Mr. Woodbury's experience in the moist and
cool climate of England, the exact opposite to
that of Egypt, can hardly be accepted as a proof
of the bad temperof the "children of the Nile."
All Mr. Woodbury's stocks also, with one exception, had hybrid queens, and our experience
with hybrid Italians has been such as to prepare
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us for almost auy amount of ferocity from such

Italian race, and to Vogel for giving us the
opportunity of experimenting with the Egyptian
bee, are, as we happen to know, even now preparing to introduce into this country all the
leading varieties of honey-bees known to exist
in Europe, Asia, or Africa; satisfied that only
after we have given to all a fair trial, can Ave
ther.
The following is Vogel's account of the tem- safely say which is the best.
per of the Egyptians as given in a letter to Mr.
I cannot close this communication without
paying a deserved tribute to Mr. Woodbury
Woodbury
"You were kind enough to inform me that for the admirable manner in which he prepared
the Egyptian bees were very much inclined to a colony of bees with an Egyptian queen exThe pressly imported by him for me from Vogel's
sting.
This
experience contirms.
Egyptian bees cannot bear tobacco-smoke; if apiary. Although the bees had been detained
used during an operation they get very angry. nearly a Aveek in the Custom-house at
They do not in Egypt employ tobacco-smoke, York, I found, on opening the hive at Brookbut use that of dried cow-dung. Mr. Soliman, lyn, that they had suffered little, if at all, from
an Arabian, who has a hundred hives, always their long confinement, few more if any having
employs the latter when performing an opera- died than would have perished had Vhey retion.
I use the smoke of decayed wood, but mained on their stand in his apiary.
The arthis does not prevent their attacking me. You rangements for giving the bees air were excelare perfectly right in saying that the Egyptian lent, and the devices for preventing the combs
bees are very easily irritated, whilst on the from being broken, were superior to any I have
other hand they are very good-natured, and if ever seen.
people study their temper, they are very easily
L. L. Langstroth.
to be managed."
Oxford, Butler Co., Ohio, Jan. 10, 18G7.
Vogel's opinion agrees with that of Columella, who nearly two thousand years ago, in
describing the smaller variety as more peaceFor the American Bee Journal.
able than the larger kinds, says the anger of
the better variety of bees is easily assuaged by

None of us who have liandlcd even
mixtures.
the pure Italians in such damp and cool days as
usually prevail in England, can have failed to
notice that they are far less peaceable then,
than when operated upon in our hottest wea-

:

my

New

^

the frequent presence of those who have the
charge of them, for the oftener they are handled,
the sooner they become gentle.
It would have been highly gratifying to the
many admirers in this country of the celebrated
Dzierzon, to have had him give us his experience with the Egyptian bees. The following, however, from a communication of his to
tht! Bienenzeiiung, will show that he has determined not to introduce it into his apiary
" i have received so many letters from persons who imagine that I have already obtained
the Egyptian bees, that, in order to prevent
similar inquiries, I wish to state that interesting
as are the observations which Herr Vogel has
already made with regard to this bee, 1 have
taken no steps whatever to establish it in my
apiary, inasmuch as one cannot keep two races
perfectly pure in the same place; but I am so
tirmly convinced that the Italian bee is the
queen of all races; that she is the ne plus ultra
in beauty, good nature, industry, and ability to
defend herself; that, for this reason, I would
exchange her lor no other. That she may be
maintained thriving and pure in our climate is
manifested by thirteen years experience, during which she has been improved by careful
breeding. This was proved at the last exhibition at Brunu, where, of the four (meens
brought from Italy, none were equal in Ireauty
to the one louud in the hive exhibited by me."
It may well be that the Italian bee is the "?ie
plus uUra''' of the honied tribe, but we shall be
all the better prepared to yield it the palm,
when we have from actual trial of the other
:

Our American
its superioiity.
apiarians, gratefully acknowledging their indebtedness to Uzierzon for the introduction
into Germany, and wide dissemination of the

kind proved

Bees Building

in a

Room.

a gentleman in Amherst
C. H., Va., having lost a great many of his hives
by theft, determined to secure the remaining
ones by putting them in a room, in a vacant
house on his premises.
Last season being uncommonly favorable in
that section, his bees soon filled their hives, and
began to build between them and the wall, some
of the stronger swarms extending their combs
nearly to the ceiling, and all of them storing
great quantities of honey.
During the summer
of course no one could enter the room, for it resembled a mammoth bee-hive. But when the
cold weather set in, the bees all returned to their
hives, and the honey was removed Avith care.
I am anxious to know how the bees will do
next summer, for in all cases I have before
heard of, attempts to induce bees to build in

In the

fall

of

186;"),

rooms have been
The success in

failures.
this case

may have been owing

to the very favorable season, and I Avould not
advise any one to try the experiment on ac-

count of

W.

it.

Elkkidge, Md., Feb.

*
Honey

is

water bath.

i8

5th, 1867.

»

»

^

by means of a hotThis may be readily improved by

best clarified

putting the jar containing

it

in a saucepan

or

which should be placed on the
fire, and boiled vmtil the honey becomes perfectly clear, all impurities being removed by
boiler of water,

skinuniug as they arise. Store
and keep it in a cool place.

jars,

nal of Horticulture.

it

in

ah'-tight

London Jour,
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Inmates of the Hive.
As every reader is not aware of the differences
of form that distinguish the queen, drones, and
worlcers from eacli other, a technical description is here given of those pertaining to tlie
common black or brown race.
The body of the female bee or queen js considerably larger than that of either the drone or
the worker.
The prevailing color in all three
is the same, black or black-brown; but with
respect to the female this does not appear to
be invariably the case. Eeaumur affirms, after
describing some differences of color in different
individuals of this sex, that a queen may
always be distinguished from the workers and
males by the color of her body. If this observation be restricted to the color of some parts of
her body, it is correct; but it will not apply to
all generally,
unless by the term body, he
means the abdomen In all that I have had an
opportunity to examine, the prevailing color,
as I have stated it, is the same.
The head is not larger than that of the
workers; but the tongue is shorter and more
The manslender, with straighter maxillce.
dibles are forficate, and do not jut out like theirs
They are of the color
into a prominent angle.
of pitch with a red tinge, and terminate in two
teeth, the exterior being acute, and the interior
blunt or truncated. The labruni or upper-lip
is fulvous, and the antenuse are piceous.
In the trunk the tegulce or scales that defend
The
the base of the Avings are rufo-piceous.
wings reach only to the tip of the third abdominal segment. The tarsi and the apex of the
The posterior tibice are
tibiiE are rufo-fulvous.
plane above, and covered with short adpressed
hairs, having neither the corbicula (or marginal
fringe of hairs for carrying the masses of pollen) nor the pecten; and the posterior plantm
have neither the brush formed of hairs set in
strife, nor the auricle at the base.
The abdomen is considerably longer than the
head and trunk taken together, receding from
the trunk, elongato-coi\ical, and rather sharp
The dorsal segments are fulvous
at the anus.
at the tip, covered with very short, pallid, and
in certain lengths, shining, adpressed hairs; the
segment being very short, and covered
with longer hairs. The ventral segments, exfirst

cept the anal^ which

is

black, are fulvescent or

and covered with soft longer hairs.
The vagina of the spicula (commonly called
rufo-fulvous,

curved.
The male bee or drone is quite the reverse of
his royal paramour; his body being thick, short,
and clumsy, and very obtuse at each extremity.
It is covered also, as to the head and trunk, with
the sting)

is
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The trunk is large. The wings are longer
than the body. The legs are short and slender.
The posterior tibia? are long, club-shaped, and
covered with inconspicuous hairs. The posterior plantaj are furnished underneath with
thickset scopula;, which they use to brush their
bodies.
Tlie claw-joints are fulvescent.
The abdomen is cordate, very short, being
scarcely so long as the head and trunk together,
consisting of seven segments, which are fulvous
at their apex.
The first segment is longer than
any of the succeeding ones, and covered above
with rather long hairs. The second and third
dorsal segments are apparently naked; but
under a triple lens, in a certain light, some adpressed hairs may be perceived the remaining
ones are hairy, the three last being inflexed.
The ventral segments are very narrow, hairy,
and fulvous.

—

The body of the workers is oblong.
The liead is triangular. The mandibles

are

prominent, so as to terminate the head in an
angle, toothless, and forficate.
Tho, tongue anCi
maxiUai are long and incurved; the labru?n and
antennce are black.
In the trunk the tegulae are black.
The
wings extend only to the apex of the fourth
segment of the abdomen. The legs are all
black, with the digits only rather piceous. The
posterior tibiae are naked above, exteriorly
longitudinally concave, and interiorly longitudinally convex; furnished with lateral and recumbent hairs to form the corbicula, and armed
at the end with the pecten.
The upper surface
of the posterior plantfe resembles that of fibige;
underneath they are furnished with a scopula
or brush of stitF hairs set in rows. At the base
they are armed Avith stiff bristles, and exteriorly
with an acute appendage, or auricle.
The abdojncn is a little longer than the head
and trunk together, oblong, and rather heartshaped a transverse section of it is triangular.
It is covered with longish flavo-pal'id hairs;
the first segment is short with longer hairs; the
base of the three intermediate segments is covered, and, as it were, banded with pale 'hairs.
The apex of the three intermediate ventral segments is rather fulvescent, and their base is
distinguished on each side by a trapeziform
wa.t-packet covered by a thin membrane.
The
sting, or rather vagina, of the spicula, is

—

straight.

The society of a hive of bees, besides the
j^oung brood, consists of one female or queen,
several hundreds of males or di'ones, and many
thousand Avorkers.

Long before Linnaeus had discovered the necdense hairs.
tary of the flowers, those industrious creatures,
The head is depressed and orbicular. The the bees, had made themselves acquainted and
tongue is shorter and more slender than that of
intimate Avith every form and variety of them;
the female, and the mandibles, though nearly
of the same shape, are smaller. The eyes are and no botanist, even in this enlightened era of
very large, meeting at the back part of the botanical science, can compare Avith a bee in
head. In the space between them are placed this respect. The situation of these reservoirs,
the antenna and stemmata. The former coneven Avhere the armed sight of science cannot
sist of fourteen joints, including the radicle,
the fourth and fifth being very short and not discover it, is in a moment detected by the
(o^sily distinguished.
microscopic eye of this little creatnr<>..
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Early in the morning of the 17th I proceeds
to the cellar and removed the hive in (lucptic .i
to an up-stairs room, brought an empty hivv*,

.

Unaaimosity of Bees, as Effected by Ex-

two wash-tubs, and

tilled one of them with
clean water, kindled a fire in the grate, spread
a wollen blanket on the carpet, an old bed sheet
thereon, the empty hive in the midst thereof,
the outside frames of the mcphytic hive in the
middle herein, the central, froth-covered combs
round about it, and left with a heavy heart to
attend to a more cleanly stock.

perimental Science.
Mr.

Editor

diffidence,

:

T\'itli

mingled

feelings of unavoidable

witli a

good share of

tre-

pidation, I solicit of you the favor to allot to
me, occasionally, a column or so in your Journal, that I may lai/ before your readers my

many

experiences, philosophic experimenta-

I, during my absence from
bees will be sure to enter the new
my
hive, and cluster among the comparatively
my
clean combs, and thus will be out of my way
dation in anticipation tliat my communications when I shall attempt to cleanse the filthy ones.
may, at times, collide with the views of those But judge of my consternation when, after an
of maturer years who have copied after the hour of absence, on re-entering the room, I
blind Geneva philosopher, and others less en- found the fire brightly blazing in the grate, and
Yet, though my articles the bees a-humming and a-buzzing around and
tit' ed to lyerfert msion.
may not always meet with general approbation above me, thousands of them endeavoring to
from this class of observers, whose crude, im- escape through the window panes, other thoumetamorphosed aboriginalities I shall avoid as sands crawling over the costly tapestry, the
much as possible, they may, on account of this clean, wliite bed-clothes and the French plate,
very novelty of treating the subject, possibly be gilt-framed mirror
Horror of horrors
What
the means of evolving one or more fact or facts a buzz, and what a fuss, and what a mess they
before unknown, and thus save, perchance, many made
They did not attempt to sting, for they
a sting and half a dollar to my younger and well knew I expected a bottle of Prof Flander's
For these Bee-Charm, per mail, that day. My
more inexperienced bee-friends.
My
reasons, therefore, Mr. Editor, I propose to W'hat's to be done
exhaust the subject under consideration withThe liees, to be sure, were out of myAvay,
out an apology.
but look at the walls, and the mirror, and the
*
The three experimental swarms of bees which bed, and
*
Just at this moment
were obtained in such a novel manner from my a sprightly, little, alternate bee popped its head
old-fashi ned bee-keeping neighbors, as stated from the China-urn beneath, when I was struck
in the February number, page 147, of your Jour- instanter with the idea that this must be what
nal, were placed, after they had been brought our old-fashioned bee-doctors call "Dis-endto their standard weight with sorgho molasses, airy, " and the more thought and study I beat some distance from all others, on isolated stow upon the matter, the more sure am I that
stands in the cellar entrance open, with half it was a disease nearly akin to the above, and
honey-board removed. Here they stood till the which I will commemorate in apistical litera16th day of January, when late in the night I ture by the more modern and appropriate name
discovered that the occupants of one of these of kalccjexy.
But to return to our unclean
stocks were very boisterous inside the hive.
I
combs.
procured a light, and found, to my surjirise,
I took each of them individually, holding it
that hundreds of bees were perambulating the Avith one hand over the empty wash-tub and
entrance-end, whisle a great number of them pouring one dipper full of water after another
continually entered and reissued in precipita- over it, till it was free from the protruding,
tion.
I also found that moisture was oozing
j^east-like froth, and when all were made as
out from between the hive and the bottom- clean as could be well expected, I immersed
board. Immediately I took off the cap, and each one separately into the clean water remainwhat do you think was the matter ? Why
ing, gave it a good shaking over the other tub,
had forgotten, in tliis instance, to remove the and placed them again around the hive from
holes
of
which
honey-board, the
were covered which the bees had previously absconded, and
with pieces of glass hermetically sealed thereto. thus allowed them in a measure to dry. After
steam
quite visible cleaning the old hive of dead bees and other
On removing the board, a
ascended from the combs, emitting at the same impurities, I returned all the frames into it,
time a mingled perfume of Allspice, not in the and it thus was ready for the reception of the
least gratifying to a refined sense of smell. On bees; but,
examining the combs, it Avas found that those
" A Bee or not a Bee, that was tho 'xuestion;"
on the outside, the honey of which being capped
over, were in good condition on top, but mouldy
at their lower extremities.
The middle combs, and not till I thought of the empty bottle of
the contents of three of which being mostlyun- "Prof. Flander's Voluble Extracts (see note)
covered, presented themselves to my view as if of the Quinbee, A. Nisc, Funny Greek, and
they had been dipped in brewers' yeast, and other vegetable productions,'.' (Home, Sw-cet
were, of course, the cause of the unpleasant Home, and other songs,) page 14, could they
odor. I now replaced the frames, leaving this be induced to stir from the walls and the wintime the cover and the honey-boards off for the dows.
night, and retired.
These cunning little insects, as soon as they

tions, as well as practical manipulations in apiculture! I
only a few years old bee-keeper,
diffidence, of an unabateable philohence
sophic turn of mind, and, therefore,
trepi-

Now, thought

am

my

them

!

!

!

!

!

j

—

—
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became aware of what I was after, formed iuto
a cluster on the ceiling, directly over the hive,
and, on showing to them the flandriu bottle,
they, PreMo! as if touched by a magician's
wand, " unanimously'^^ dropped from the ceiling
among the frames, when, in a jitFy, I clapped
on the cover, placing the hottU on top as a sentinel to keep them in.
And here I propose to leave them till your
readers shall feel interested in what became of
,

them thereafter.
Most delightfully, yours, &c..
Prof. A. P. Aster Alsatius A. M.,
Ph. D. Asst. Experimental Philosopher in EnMolecular
tomological Metempsychosis,
Micromimics, and Corresponding Secretary
of Coon Island Golden Apiary, West End,
Pa., 12^ miles from shore.

Note.

know

— Professor

Flander says "

Taint;''''

I

by

a certain alexi^Astralterial subjection of these ^.rirwis to
better; I say It

is,

for

my

omeliphagostic Pantalembickosmatrabilarium,
have obtained a substance in every respect

I

identical with the

thrasico-ti'igoneilaniso-hege-

microcosmological fluidity of Prof. Flanders, f

The additional powers inspissated by the
above laborious process to this already wonderful "Charm," have induced me to apply, byand-by, (Oh my !) for letters patent wherewith
to protect the bottles before sending them, per
mail, to my customers.
Mr. Editor, if you Avill send me three stamps,
I will forward to you a quart of it for trial next
season.
It does not smell very bad, and I

think

it is

very good.

—

*P. S. For the benefit of those of your readers who do
not, like we Professors, understand the meauing of the
above chemical expressions, I would s-ay that the first is the
machine newly invented and patented, by the use of which
we caa extract the volatile oil of "Funny Greek "
t The second

"Funny Greek"

the oil obtained so
cannot evaporate.

is,

"fixed" that the

The larvre of bees, though without feet, are
not without motion. They advance from their
station at the bottom of the cell in a spiral
direction.
This movement, for the first three
days, is so slow as to be scarcely pcrceptilile;
but after this it is more easily discerned. The
insect now makes two entire revolutions in
about an hour and three quarters; and when
the period of its metamorphosis arrives, it is
scarcely more than two lines from the mouth of
Its attitude,
the cell.
which is always the

first

same

metamorphosis approaches, is a
strong curve. This causes the inmate of a
horizontal cell to be always perpendicular to
the horizon; and that of a vertical one to be
parallel with it.
till

its

Bees

are generally thought to foresee the
state of the weather; but they are not always
right in their prognostics.
Reaumur witnessed
a swarm, which, after leaving the hive at halfpast one o'clock, was overtaken by a heavy

shower

at three.
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[From the American Agriculturist.]

Impurities of Cross-bred Drones.
BY BID WELL BROS.

,

ST.

PAUL, MINN.

The best apiarians, both in this country and
Europe, consider that a pure Italian queen, in
mating with a less pure or black drone, though
producing cross-bred queens and workers, will
nevertheless produce pure Italian drones. In
our experience we have not foimd it so.
The great multiplication of Italian bees in
Europe as well as America, isby what is termed
Italianizing that is, removing a black queen
and substituting an Italian in her place. Her
progeny in time replace the black bees. Queens
for the remaining hives of the apiary are reared
by removing the Italian queen nnd compelling
the queenless bees to rear one or more " forced
queens " from her worker eggs or larvae. After

—

hatching, these tiy out to meet the drones, which
at that time are for the greater part black drones,
the progeny of the previous black queens,
or belonging to neighboring hives.
The drones
of these "hybrid queens," so-called
(Italian
queens which mate black drones,) are claimed
to be pure Italians, and are allowed the second
season to mate with queens subsequently reared
from eggs of the original pure queen, thereby
aftecting, we claim, in a degree, the greater
part of the apiary.
In bee-breeding these, facts are established,
viz
Queens tliat have never met the drones
will lay fertile eggs which will all hatch into
drones.
Queens never meet the male but once,
and after this they are called "fecundated
queens." Their eggs are directly influenced
by thefecundative principle, or not, at volition.
These eggs which are thus fecundated produce
workers or queens; those which are not fecundated, as is the case with the eggs of the nonfecundated queens, produce drones From these
premises, and from the fact that an Italian
queen crossed with a black drone produces
droues more or less closely resembling pure
Italians, apiarians argue that the drone progeny
must be of the original purity of the virgin queen,
and advise the use of such drones in apiaries.
Now we claim that a jmre Italian queen, in
mating loith a less pure drone, or with a black
drone, is tainted, and remains a cross-bred ever
after.
Certain it is that the seed of the drone
forms a part of her system, requiring the blood
or fluids of her liody to circulate into it and
back iuto her for its nutrition and development.

—

:

An

Italian

queen having mated an Italian

drone, produces handsomer, and hence purer
drones than similar and sister queens having
mated black drones; this we have observed in

many diflerent apiaries. Our experience on
this point is as fclloAvs
In raising Italian queens
in the summer of '05, the first queen that mated
:

with a black drone produced drones of an
inferior colcri', and apparently less pure than
those of sister queens mating with Italian
drones.
We were compelled to remove her
from our apiary. We repeated the experiment
afterwards with similar results. To prove that
this queen must have mated with a black drone.
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For the American Bee Journal and Gazette.
that, 1st, its mother was the only Italian
queen within 20 miles, and the nearest crossbred queens were 18 miles; 3d, black drones Groat Number of Queen Colls and
were in an adjoining apiary; 3d, the queen
Queens Secured from One Hive.
was one of five sisters reared from the aforesaid
queen, all hatching on the same daj% and
On the twentieth day after the first swarm
reared from eggs laid on the same day, and
their brothers (Uie drones) were hatched G days had come out, I killed the unfertile queen of
before them; 4th, 4 of the sisters, after impreg- an Italian stock of lioney-bees on account of her
nation, all produced progeny similar to their being poorly marlccd, and introduced a broodmother, and this one different. Fertile Italian comb from another hive. Eight days afterworkers, and uufecuudated queens, have better wards I examined that stock, and found fortydrones than queens, reared from similar eggs, three perfect sealed queen-cells. Nine of these
and mated with a black drone.
Another I removed on that da3% and calculated to remove
marked characteristic of such cross-breeding is some more on the 10th. On taking off the
that the bees are more irritable and unmanag- honey-board, I noticed a young queen on top of
able.
Continued cross-breeding with only oc- the frames, and immediately secured her. At
casional additions of strains of black blood, tlie same time I heard another queen teetinrj,
together with the imperfections of forced queens and some more quawking. I examined the
and drones, will rapidly reduce the standard of brood-comb, and caught one more queen. Being
purity of Italians. The evidences of this degen- afraid that some more queens might be at liberty,
eration are unfortunately too apparent in very I placed the combs with all the bees on it into,
an empty hive, hanging the two hatchecl queens
many apiaries.
in cages into the swarm.
I then went for a
dozen riueen-cages. With these on hand I took
For the American Bee Journal.
out my brood-comb, listening for quaicldng
Contrast of Difforently-managed Hives, queens, and immediately heard one. With my
No. 1 has ten pounds of honey to commence knife I opened the cell wherein she was, and
with in the spring. No. 2 equal, with the ex- she came out. Securing her, I went on with
ception of the honey.
Each stock can get the same game until I had fourteen queens in
enough supplies till the white clover blossoms. all.
Having no more queen-cages on hand, I went
June 10th. No. 1 uses the honey in the hive
away to procure some. On returning to the
to raise a stock of young bees, and can swarm
comb, I found on it two queens out of their
and make surplus honey generally before the
cells.
These were both secured. At the same
flowers fail.
time five more issued, and I saw one of them
No. 2 commences June 10th, when they can
kill another, the slain one falling to the bottom.
get feed enough, fill their combs with brood; in
About a minute later two more queens hatched.
twenty or thirty days, when the young bees are
Seeing another confiict going on, and one slain
ready to work, the yield of honey fails, and
on the ground, I took ott' all the five remaining
the stock can neither swarm nor make surplus
on the comb, and dropped them into the grass
honey. Remedy feed No. 2 one or two dolbeside the hive before I caged them.
Even
lars worth of sugar, and get a swarm and surthere a feud commenced between two of them,
plus honey, and the old stock good for winterand I could only part them by giving them a
:

ing.
If

movable comb-hive sare used, and there are
over ten pounds of honey in the hive in the
spring, change combs, and benefit each stock,
as the empty cells in each hive will soon be
filled with brood, and the j'oung bees be ready
to work and pay the owner for the little time
spent in changing combs.

James M. Marvin.
St.

Charles, Ills.
For the American Bee Journal.

Honey

Gathering.

The increase of honey in six artifi-^ial swarms
of Italian bees, placed in hives of empty combs,
June 20, 1806, with one comb of eggs and honey
in each hive, was as follows, viz the least increase in one day was 5 pounds, 14 ounces; the
largest increase in one day was 7 pounds, 2
ounces. Decrease in weight during the night
in each hive from 9 to 15 ounces.
The amount
varied but a few ounces for five days, when they
became too heavy for the weights.
:

James M. Marvin.
St.

Charles, Ills.

dose of tobacco-smoke.
After securing those, I again examined the
brood-comb, and found two more hatchecl
queens, which I caged. I then removed three

more

queen-cells,

and as

it

had become dark

before I got through inserting them, I took the
brood-comb into the house. Holding another
examination there by candle-light, 1 secured

one more ciueen, and only two more cells remained sealed on the comb.
After putting away the hive with the broodcomb, I hung the whole number of queens in
cages into the mother hive, and found that I
had secured twenty-four queens. The bees fed
all the queens over night, and I succeeded next
day in placing each one of them in a separate
nucleus.

One
Only three of them were killed.
of the queens in a cell on the brood-comb had
hatched during the night, and the brood-(",omb
with bees and queen was returned to the parent
hive..
I had killed the queen of this hive early
in the forenoon, and in less than un hour the

bees were in great agitation b»foro I put in tlie
brood-comb. At this time the bees had very
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good feed on the bassAVOod (^American Linden)
account for the great uumber
of queen-cells, and the early ripening of them.
A. Grimm.
Jefferson, Jeff. Co., Wis., Dec. 26, 1866.
trees.

This

may

For the American Beo Journal.

Tha Experience of a Novice in Beekeeping.
I have always been an enthusiastic admirer
of Old Dame Nature's mysterious Avays and
Avorkiirgs.

In August, 1865, just as I had been reluctcompelled to give up some researches
into the depths of Old Mother Earth, (in shape
of an oil-well, with the tools stuck fast far down
antlj'

in the soapstoue, shale, &c.,) and was casting
about for some new field of research for
leisure hours, a swarm of bees passed over near

my
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I Avas going up in the middle of the day to
see hoAV they came on, congratulating myself
that there must be some pounds of honey by this
time, and thinking that I should have to get
What means this
glass-jar fixed up, Avhen lo
unAVonted stillness ? Do bees, then, as well as
other mortals, take a rest after dinner ? Or
have they decided to await the cool of evening

As

!

my

—

before resuming labors ? At any rate, where
before had been the busy stir and bustle, now
On raising the box, Avhat a deall Avas still.
serted appearance; not i bee; not a particle of
TheyAvere all gone, gone! as effectually
comb
and surely beyond my reach as the drill and
tools at the bottom of my well fast in the
rock.
In my ignorance of their habits I had placed
them before a west Avindow with the sash raised,
exposing them to the full heat of the afternoon
sun; and after Avaiting tAVO dRys, they had
probably concluded they could suit themselves
!

better.

Although they were gone, the interest they
had awakened still remained, and I had learned
membering that I had
swarm of bees, jokingly asked what I would a few facts in regard to bees by experience, not
give for them, as they were circling slowly known to every one at least.
First, (which by the way I shall call fact No.
along in mid-air. Thinking it impossible for
liim^o get them in their position, I offered him 1,) bees arc sometimesat fault in their organ of
a dollar for them securely boxed. Telling me location, as a Avorkman at a windoAV adjoining
that I could have them, he started in pursuit, as them soon that is, before they left comhe had noticed that they were rapidly nearing plained grievously of the number of bees that
our place of work.

One

of the employees reexpressed a wish for a

—

terra firma.
He shortly returned with
sala3ratus box, and asked me

have

my

After a hasty con-

property taken.

sultation, I decided

them in an old
where I would

upon what

I

then thought

location for them, viz an
unoccupied third-story room of our manufac-

would be a splendid

:

tory.

My first business was, of course, to begin an
acquaintance Avith my new pets, as I had heard
thatthey were capable of becoming domesticated
to a certain extent, and was soon deeply interested in Avatching their departure and return,
taking points from their new location, &c.
In the evening my instructor in the mysteries
of bee-keeping, (the person that hived them,)
raised the box, and shoAved the busy multitude
gathered into a comiwct cluster in the top, (an
operation,

by the way, which seemed

to

me

almost equal to facing a lion in his den,) and
informed me that my sAvarm was not a large
one, although the countless numbers seemed to

me an immense

multitude.

—

flew in at his window and about the room, apparently lost, as there were eighteen windows
nearly all alike, but still situated as much as 10
Is it not so with hives all
or ISfeet apart.
alike Avhen placed near each other ?
I soon procured a copy of Langstroth's work
on the Honey Bee, and read it Avith an interest
and awakened enthusiasm only known to those
Avho have been similarly situated. I do not
know that I ever perused a Avork that afforded
me more satisfaction. At first the facts presented seemed too novel to be real, and I caught
myself many times Avondering that I had lived
so long in a world full of bees, and had passed
them by, knowing or thinking so little of their
wondrous Avays and habits; and I would here
remark to all those interested in bees, that they
will find both Langstroth's and Quinby's works
on bees, aside from the instruction they im-

more interesting and amusing than any
work of fiction.
The first volume of the Bee Journal also,
obtained some time after, was a Avhole library
part,

That evening the books, paper, &c., on ge- of instruction and endless amusement, as they
ology and petroleum had to be laid aside for were read and re-read scA'eral times, more
especially after I had commenced Italian queeneve^iythir.g pertaining to bees and bee-culture.
Our book-stores contained nothing on the raising. But more of this anon.
Of course, I soon had another swarm of bees,
subject, and I had to content myself Avith Avhat
although it seemed to me for a Hme as if I
I could learn from the agricultural papers.
The next day I had but little time to devote shouUrnever think as much of any other as I
to the subject, but as they seemed busily en- did of the first.
I had first made a liive according to Mr. Langgaged about something, I supposed them all
As I must have some way to see them stroth's directions in his book, although I
right.
at Avork, I was informed bj'- a friend that all that thought with my friend that it was the homeliest
Avas necessary Avas to put a glass jar inverted looking thing for a bee-hive, and a patent one,
over the top of the box with a hole cut too, that had ever been seen in this vicinity;
and was warned by others that the whole thing
through.
The third day they were still at Avork, as I was impossible. To take a hive of live beea
supposed that is, they Avere doing something. apart and put them back wap sheer madness,

—
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had gone crazy on bees. But I
I could show them their error.
The new bees were brought, (in a patent
moth-proof hive of course;) were carried home
on a Slick by hand a wliole mile, as it was hot
weather; were placed in an upper story over a
wood-house, to be out of the way, (the Ohio
Farmer had recommended an upj)er story;) and

and that

I

[From the Bienenzeitung]

thought that

the next morning, before daylight, I Avas watching for the first bee to sally forth. But as I have
gone as far as I iutended, I will give my further
bee-trials and success in a future article.

A.

i^

J.

K

tlie

American Bee Journal.

I see in the last number of the Journal a communication from a Kentucky correspondent
about ventilating bee-hives, in which he assumes that it is impossible to smother bees.
This from one who has "noticed, read, and
it

were not

some"

is

a

little

surprising,

and

if

for the risk of misleading the inex-

perienced, a reply would hardly be worth the
space it would occupy in your valuable journal.

—

affects to talk seriously and says:
these learned apiarians will go out into the
rural districts where bees are kept in hollow
lo"- gums, &c., and there talk about smothering
be'es to death, they will be. laughed at for their

But he

"

if

ignorance."
I have no doubt of it. There is a saying that
the ignorant are wise in their own conceit; and
that knowledge is on a par with such old time
superstitions asthese— " If any one dies in your
family you must hang crape on the bee-hives,
or they will surely all die;" " If you would be
lucky in keeping bees, you must not buy them
vfiih money, hnt must steal them and then go
and pay for them with sheep," and many more
equally as absurd notions. Yet some people
that cherished these ideas have learned to their
With all
cost that bees can be smothered.
deference to the writer's belief— "to shut up a
swarm of bees in a perfectly air-tight hive, for
thirty-six hours in the heat of summer, without
any injury to the bees," is simply an imposLong before that time expires, they
sibility.
will be one stinking mass without a sign of
life.

I have no doubt your correspondent expresses his honest belief; but with bees kept in hol-

low log gums, with movable bottom-boards, and
crevices stuffed with mud, as he describes, it
would be a matter of difficulty to get them airtight, if desired.

In burying bees in the ground, the cool, fresh
earth so purifies the small amount of air they

need when

It has been usual to attribute the extraordinary development of heat occasionally observed
in a hive of bees to mechanical action.
Sometimes it is assumed to be the result of the mutual attrition of the clustered bees; sometimes
the effect of the tremulous motions or the rapid
vibrations of the wings of the individual bees.
Each of these has been regarded as the genera-

tor of

no inconsiderable amount of

heat.
I
to show
the untenableness of this position; but find it so
frequently restated and relied on, that I am
induced to recur to it once more, in the hope of
showing that it is entirely unfounded.
It is well known and freely conceded, that

Ventilating Bees.

studied bees

Action.

have on several occasions undertaken

^-^^^—*n"*
For

Heat from Muscular

in winter quarters, that stocks, particularly small ones, can be wintered successfully in that way, although I have known
several experiments of that character to result
That " ventilation is as esin perfect failure.
sential to bees as pure air is to men," is a fixed
D. C. Hunt.
fact.
NOKTH TuNBBiDGb;, Vt , Feb. 8, 18C7.

a great degree of heat can be generated by friction.
Compression also invariably produces
heat, and expansion or dilatation cold.
Wood
may be excited by friction till it bursts into
flame; lead may be fused, and iron brought to a
glow, by rapid hammering. Nay, the spark
thrown off by the stricken flint is molten steel,
which indicates a temperature of 1400. C"
Nevertheless, bees are unable, by any mechanical i^rocess of attrition or compression, to
raise the temperature of their bodies even the
For the production
fraction of a single degree.
of heat in this manner, the development of au
amount of force is required, such as insects cannot command. The heat produced by compression manifests itself only when the body
with which, either as free or latent, it is combined, is brought within a more contracted
space. To effect this confessedly transcends the
power of the bees, and they would annihilate
themselves by friction, before they could by attrition, in the slightest degree, elevate the temperature of their bodies.
But all motion, all friction, all alar vibration,
involves muscular action; and possibly bees
might, in this way, indirectly generate heat.
must, therefore, inquire whether the very
considerable increase of temperature at times
observable in hives, may not, at least in part,
be the result of increased muscular action. For,
since Ilelmholz has shown (in Midler's Archives for 1848, page 114,) that a muscle in
action always developes heat, it is regarded as
an incontrovertible truth in physiology, that in
the muscle, as in the steam-engine, active force
is produced by combustion, and that, consequently, the oxidizable substances and the oxygen stored up in the muscle are drawn upon
and consumed for the evolution of heat. Aye,
and long before science became cognizant of
this fact, man instinctively knew how to warm
himself in a low atmospheric temperature by
It was hence quite naactive bodily exercise.
tural that scientists and intelligent bee-culturists should early conceive the notion that
the increased heat occasionally manifested in
the hive, was the result of peculiarly energetic
muscular action. This the more so, since it
Avas obvious that the muscular force of insects,
and of bees more especially, is enormously
great, and that hence great results, in all direc•

We
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But
to be looked for therefrom.
subject to careful scrutiny the experiments and observations made in this regard,
we shall soon find that we can place only an
infinites! mally small portion of the increased
temperature of the hive to the credit of muscular action.
Reaumur appears to be the first who directed
his attention to the subject.
In his '' Mevioires
l)Oiir sorvir a PMstoire des iiisecfes,''' volume 5,
part 2, page 3G2, he says
"Bees generate heat
by the active jnotion of their wings and legs, as
we warm ourselves in cold weather by violent
exercise." But Reaumur failed to furnish the
proof of this assertion; and it is not easy to conceive how he could have proved it. It need not
be denied that bees are able thus to raise the existting internal temperature of the hive one or two
degrees. But beyond this they cannot go, as will
be manifest from what will be hereinafter stated.
Besides, they are able to effect this for a very
brief period only, when suddenly exposed to
cold, or otherwise disturbed or annoyed.
The
idicreased heat thus produced not only vanishes
again as soon as the muscular action from which
it arose ceases, but it diminishes already even
while that action is in continued operaiion, as
we shall presently see.
The statements of Newport, who took up the
subject long after Reaumur's views were expressed, are much more precise.
Still, they are
utterly untrustworthy, which fact is of the more
importance, since subseciuent inquirers rely
wholly on him, without having made any observations themselves.
Newport says: "On
the 2d of January, 1806, at 7.30 in the morning,
with an external temperature of 17^^ F., the
thermomet/r indicated 30^ F. in the interior of
a hive, while the bees were wholly quiescent.
But when they were roused into activitj'- by
beating against the exterior of the hive, the interior temperature rose to 70-' F. in sixteen
minutes. The 30'^ of F. scale corresponds with
0,30 of that of Reaumur, and 70^^ F. to 17,8° R."
It is hence manifest that Newport, when inserting his thermometer, did not introduce it in
the cluster of the bees, but placed outside thereof
in some vacant space, else he would have found
not 30fF. or 0,3" R., but at least 55^^ F., or 10°
R. Then,too,while he was pommelling the hive,
and exciting the bees, these gathered and
clustered around the thermometer, and thus
elevated the mercury to 70° F., or 17,8° R.
The increase of temperature consequent to the
pommelling was therefore not 17° R. and upwards, but actually, under the most favorable
supposition, (for the bees in their quiescent
state undoubtedly maintained more than 10° R.
of heat,) not more than 7° R. But even these
7° are not to be regarded as the effect or result
of muscular action.
This is evident from the experiments made
on the elevation of temperature by muscular
action in the individual insect, as well as from
the increased temperature of the iudididual
Accurate experiments, touching the
muscle.
tions,

were

when wo

:
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By those means he found that the internal
temperature of a Maybug, so confined that it
could not move its legs, exceeded thit of the external atmosphere by from O,O0G° to 0,009.° But
when its legs were liberated, the internal temperature of the struggling insect rose to 0,31°,
or about 0,22° or 0,25°, in conseciuence of muscular exertion. This, however, was the greatest
amount of increased temperature produced in
the individual insect. When we compare therewith the numerous experiments made by other
physiologists to generate heat in mammalia by
muscular action, and which never exhibit moi"e
than an increase of from 2° to 3° R. at most,

we are certainlj'^ justified in assuming that, in
the hive likewise, the increase of heat resulting
from muscular action cannot be greater. This
elevation of temperature, as has already been
remarked, can only be sustained for a short
time.
The degree of heat prevailing in the
hive in the brooding season has hence no connecwhatever with muscular action.
"We infer this with the greatest probability
from the skillfully-deAised experiments of Dr.
tion

Heidenhain on the development of heat in a
pending increased action. After
a long course of most precise investigations, by
which it was first established that the heat manifested during the irritation and contraction of
a muscle was not to be regarded as caused by the
increased fiow and circulation of the blood, but
really and truly, as generated in the muscle, he
deduces and announces the following law
" With the increasing exhaustion of the muscle,
the development of heat always decreases more
rapidly than
the
action of the
muscle
single muscle,

:

diuiinishes."
In the active muscle the development of heat
proceeds only to a certain extent small, indeed, under any circumstances, and never exceeding one degree of the thermometer; and
thence sinking again while the muscle is still in
Hence, if the heat decreases in the
action.
muscle during continued action, it must, of
course, decrease also in the insect or animal it-

—

self.

It would transcend the limits I have prescribed to myself were I to give a full and detailed account of the interesting experiments

made by Dr Heidenhain. Those who would
pursue the subject more at large can do so by
referring to his treatise "On Muscular Action."
For our purpose it suffices that, by the ascertained and announced law, the assumption
that brooding heat is generated by energetic
muscular action, is refuted and altogether exSCHONFELD.

cluded.

August

10, 1866.

For the American Bee Journal.

Egyptian Bee.
Can any of the foreign writers of the Bee
Journal throw any light upon the comparative fertility of the cpieen bees of this species

?

former point, were made about twenty years Also, upon their honey-storing capacity as comago by Dutrochct, who first availed himself of pared with the black and Italian varieties?
L. L. Faikchild.
the aid of a thermo-electric apparatus in his inRolling Praikie, Wis.
vestigations.
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most eminent and expert German apiariap^*,
more than fifty years ago, to lay down the following as an easy practical application of
the principle:

" A queenless colony will readily and under
circumstances accept a fertile queen, even
though accustomed to tlie presence of unfertile
one, if she he offered to it in. an empty hive.
In
a hive containing honey-combs, bees accustomed
to an unfertile queen will not accept even a fertile one, except under constraint or by comtor, at that place.
pulsion.
This seems obviously to be in accordance with nature, for the stores accumulated in the presence and under the auspices of
Italianizing.
the old queen, appear to serve as a constant
reminder, k(!eping her memory fresh in the
The safe introduction of queen-bees is a houseliolcl. Even when a colony has sent out
matter of such vital importance to bee-keepers a swurm, or one lias been driven or forced out,
who are procuring Italian queens for the pur- and sufficiency of queen-cells have already been
pose of Italianizing their apiaries, that the dis- started, the bees will destroy an introduced
fertile queen cpiite as promptly as they would
covery of some sure and convenient method of
an unfertile one; nay, ofttimesmore so. This,
accomplishing the object is everywhere regarded too, seems natural, lor that is the period of
All the modes hitherto change, and of an oversupply of embryo
as highly desirable.
practiced have occasionally proved inefficient, (queens an overstocking literally of the queen
and many a "far-fetched and dear-bought" market. But if we drive out queenless bees, and
place them in an empty hive, they will readily
queen has become the victim of an unsuccessful accept an offered cpieen, the more especially if
the
head
of
what Ber- she be fei'tile. Confine a deprived colony in
effort to instal her as
lepsch denominates "the fierce democratic" of an empty hive, and let it bustle and buzz as it
Such losses, even when the unlucky pleases for a while, then introduce a fertile
the hive.
queen, unaccompanied by workers, through a
manipulator can "afford" them, are ever an
hole in the top of the hive, and at the same inannoyance; but to one who has invested in the stant open the entrance. The bees will rush
venture a portion of his slender means, in the out in masses, but almost immediately return
fond expectation of "quick returns" and ample and become quiet and content. All natural
renumeration, failure is not onlj^ a grievous dis- again, for under the circumstances the bees are
appointment, but a serious injury and a lasting conscious that they have no option in the matter; they must either accept what is within
Complaints and inquiries
discouragement.
their reach, or perish miserably."
that
show
this
is
every
side,
reaching us from
These results of Knauff' s experience and ob"an evil under the sun" very generally ex- servation merit special attention at this time,
perienced in these days, though probably one
and bee-keepers who intend to procure Italian
with which Solomon was unacquainted.
queens would do well to experiment previously
We shall not undertake to prescribe an in- with common queens, so as to familiarize themfallible method, for in our experience and exselves Avith the theory and the requisite maniperiments, while our failures have been frepulations, in case the process proves to be safe
quent and mortifying, we have as j^et met with and efficient on trial. By driving out a swarm
nothing that could be regarded as a specific, from each of two common stocks, removing the
though we have tested some very highly re- queens, and confining the bees of each swarm
commended nontrums. AVe believe we have in an empty hive well ventilated, till they have
read most of what has been written on the sub- become thoroughly aware of their
queenless
ject, by observant and reflecting bee-keepers,
condition, and then interchanging the queens
present
the
time;
Schirachto
from the days of
before introducing them as directed by Knauff,
and the sum and substance of the whole seems the question of safety could easily be decided,
to us to be briefly this that, to induce deprived
without hazarding the life of a valuable Italian
bees to accept readily an offered queen, they
queen.
must be made conscious of their destitute con»
dition, and of their utter inability to help themare always glad to receive com(t^"
Anything short of this gives no as- munications from practical bee-keepers. Even
selves.
surance of success, however favorable the issue the briefest statement of observed facts is ever
It was evidently his welcome.
Though seemingly unimportant at
may sometimes be.
knowledge of this fact, derived from personal the time, they may lead to higlily valuable reobservation, that enabled Knauff, one of the sults if published. Thft same system of maBt^^TiiE American Bee Journal and Gazette is now published monthly, in the City o
Washington, (D. C.,) at $3 per annum. All
communications should be addressed to the Edi-

all

—

—

We

<

I
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nagement is not precisely ac^apted to every district, and mucli may be gained from a knowledge of the deviations and variations which
have been found advantageous in any special
Processes, too, may be modilied or
simpliiied; or a lucky thought may have led to

locality.

the adoi>tion of more convenient or more efficient modes of operation.
Accounts of these,
if

communicated, can hardly

tical benefit, especially to

fail to

new

be of prac-

beginners.

The

freaks of bees, too, are endless and wonflerful,

and there

is

scarcely a rule laid

down

in the

books to which we do not find exceptions in
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Impure Drones.

We copy on another page, from the ^'American AgricuUurisf,'" a communication of Messrs.
Bidwell Bror's, respecting the quality of crossbred drones, in which the opinion is expressed
that all such drones are necessarily more or less
impure. This opinion is based on the assumption that the semen of the drone "forms part of
the system" of a fertilized queen, "requiringthe
blood or fluids of her body to circulate into it
and back into her for its nutrition and development."

practice.

All these furnish food for reflection
and study, and a notice of them and of the devices to which they have led, may relieve many

The subject is an interesting one, and has
claimed the attention of apiarians and physiologists ever since the Dzierzon theory was pro-

a novice from the embarrassment and discouragement he feels when encountering such

mulgated in the Bieiienzeitung. The more fully
it has been investigated, the more decided has
been the conviction that the drones are always

own experience. Beenot all enjoyment.
It has its annoyances as well as its delights. Troubles and
trials and difficulties will present themselves.
An account of them and of the means by which
for the first time in his

culture

is

they were overcome, will serve to encourage
those who are laboring under similar perplexities, and tend to infuse into them the spirit

precisely of the same character
the queens producing them.

and quality as

The spermatheca of an unfertilized queen is
usually found charged with a pellucid liquid,
deposited therein by secretory glands. It is

consequently a secretion which, as such, remains there, unless discharged through the oriwhich actuates the mathematician, who takes fice of the organ into the oviduct, and voided as
pleasure in solving difficult problems.
Of other secretions and excretions are. It does
course we desire to have detailed accounts of not return into the circulation any more than
new manipulations, successful operations, and do the contents of the poison-sac, at least no
satisfactory results in bee-culture.
They will vessels have yet been detected, in either case,
be to us as gratifying as to those who commu- fitted to reconvey. Moreover, the sperm is not
But do not omit to tell us likewise of a fcetus, requiring circulation for its growth and
nicate.
your mishaps and failures, of plans frustrated development. It has simply vitality, and that
and hopes disappointed for you can hardly vitality is preserved for the time by the liquid
have escaped being harrassed by such and your in which it is immersed, just as the simple
contributions will assuredly prove to be not only vitality of the egg can be preserved for a proacceptable to us, but interesting, instructive, tracted period by immersion after extrusion.
This is the view of the case now entertained.
and useful to a large number of inquiring bee-

—

—

keepers.
«

fii >

»

—

TiiEKE is little danger to be apprehended
from the bees when they swarm, because at that
time they are well gorged with honey, with
which they take care to supply themselves
richly before leaving their maternal home, as
an outfit for organizing their contemplated new
establishment. At such times the naked hand
may be thrust up into the middle of a swarm as
it hangs on a bough, without tlieir showing the
least resentment; which, were they in their
hive, they would not suiter without the utmost
indignation. But if they have been hovering
about long after swarming, before alighting and
clustering, or have been clustered on a limb an
hour or more after swarming, so that much of
the honey with which they had supplied themselves has been digested, they will be apt to

become
ing.

irritated, if

not gently

managed

at hiv-

Until vessels are found, fitted for the reconveyance into the queen's system, of the liquid contents of her spermatheca, so as tore-introduce
it

into the circulation, Ave shall have to accept

the theory as correct,

ances

however much appear-

may sometimes seem

to militate

against

Again, if the suggestion that cross-bred
drones are necessarily impure, is to be received
as a ruling principle, it ought to be found to
work conversely also that is, common queens
fertilized by an Italian drone should produce
hybrid, or at least contaminated drones. But
this is conceded not to be the case.
No evidence, of any such contamination, has ever j'et
been found, though often looked for.
The
proof here is more satisfactory and conclusive

it.

—

also, as

it is

much

easier to obtain

queens of undoubtedly pure race

to

common

breed from
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than it is to procure Italian queens wholly free
from taint, since it is claimed that even the best
to he found in Italy have some fragmentary
admixture of black blood.

[From the Bieneuzeitung.]

Honey-dews and Aphides.
make no

pretensions to scientific knowledge, but profess simply to state facts as they
my observation, such as may
present themselves before the eyes of ever}- intelbgent person, leaving the final judgment to
those who have a clearer insight in matters of
cause and effect, or of antecedents and sequences, than plain folks like myself have.
Since honey-dews and aphides are phenomena t^hich commonly make their appearance
almost simultaneously, it would seem that there
is some intimate connection betAveen them.
Honey-dew can be produced in a small way on
pot plants in our chambers and greenhouses, if
exposed several hours in a window to the direct
warm rays of the sun, placing them at night in
a colder temperature, and repeating the process
several days in succession.
Such plants, particularly monthly roses, &c.,
thus treated, will have their circulation excited
by the solar heat, till twig.s, buds, leaves, and
I

have come under

Phora Inerassata and Foulbrood.
In a notice of Dr. Asmijsz's treatise on the
Parasites of the Honey-Bee^'''' the Eev. Mr.
Kleine says he cannot concur in opinion
with the author that the Phora incrassata is the
cause of foulbrood. "This insect," says Mr.
Kleine, " is universally diffused in Europe, depositing its eggs in hives in which it finds dead
bees; yet we do not find foulbrood as universally prevailing. Certainly that which is caused
by the Phora in one section of country, should
also be caused by it in another, if instinct induces it to deposit its eggs in the larvae of the
bee.
Such, however, according to my observations, is not the case.
The Phora never makes
a nidus of living organisms, but instinctively
selects dead bodies for that purpose.
But if, as
the author believes his microscopic investigations show, it does exceptionally lay its eggs in
the living larvae of the bee, it would be exceedingly strange, indeed, if the immediate total
decomposition of the larvae should be thereby
induced. Nothing like tliat is known to take
place, under similar circumstances, in the case
of any other parasitic insect which selects the
body of another as the nidus of its eggs. If the
author's views were well founded, the pupae of
the Phora would be found as abundantly in
foul broody hives as they are found in such as
contain dead bees to which the Phora has had
access.
Yet such is not the case. Foulbrood
in fact continues to be a mystery and a puzzle,
the solution of which bee-culturists are anxiously
awaiting, as the discovery of its nature and
cause might enable us to devise a preventive or
cure.
We trust that some advance in this
direction will be, or has been, made by Mr.
Fisher, of Vaduz, who entertains a new theory
of this disease, and bases his presumed remedy
thereon.
expect an exhaustive treatise from
his pen on this important and perplexing subject, and trust he may succeed perfectly in unravelling it."
''

We

For the American Bee Journal.

Patent Latent?
Mr. Editor
the Journal

— Reply.

I notice in a recent number of
a seriocomic article headed " Pa:

tent Latent" from L. L. Langstrotli.
Justice
to myself demands an answer or reply to his
egregious conclusions. Mr. Langstroth very
well knows that devices unexplained would
render a "patent" "latent," and as he remarks
that the object of patents is to induce inventors
to make known their valuable discoveries, it
was very proper that I should mark my "Circular" "patented," as it contained the elements
of
patent of April 5, ISG-l.
Very respectfully,

my

W.

A. Fl.ANDEKS.

blossoms become surcharged with ve"-etable
juices. These juices are again suddenly checked
in their flow and chilled, by removal of the
plants to a colder pos>ition or into a lower temperature.

A

diseased condition

is

the result,

which good Mother Nature makes an effort to
remove or cure. The inspissated circulation
which, like all vegetable juices, contains more
or less saccharine matter, is thrown out or expelled through the pores of the leaves.
If it
now happen that this extruded matter is so
abundant that it cannot be speedily dried up, or
is not soon washed off, or carried away by
nectar-loving insects, continued warmth will generate fermentation, followed by the production
of myriads of aph des, or plant lice, as they are
often called.
These are probably designed by
nature to consume and remove the "clammy
coating from the leaves, and thus cleanse the
plant.
If we remove these aphides, without
washing off from the leaves the clammy
saccharine mstter, the following day will witness a renewed production of aphides in as
countless numbers as before.
Hence the cause
or antecedent must be displaced before the
effect or sequence can be got rid of.
In this vicAV of the subject we may also
readily understand why the honey gathered
in 1860, consisting in large part of fermenting
honey-dew, proved so deleterious to the bees.
It was probably collected and deposited in the
cells before being thoroughly fermented, and
thus retained noxious
qualities, producing

when consumed.
As honey-dew may thus be produced nn

dysentery

a

small scale "in a ptivate establishment," so likeit is produced in grander proportions in
the vast laboratory of nature, when favoring
external circumstances concur.
Thus as when
cold suddenly succeeds heat dew falls, a similar
effect follows in the vegetable kingdom, resulting in the phenomenon called honey-<iew.
Hence, at times, honey-dew and aphides may
be seen on nearly every variety of plants, when
temperature and condition of the atmosphere,

wise

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL AND GAZETTE.
state of the vegetable juices, concur for
production. Thus honey-dews only occur
if cold suddenly follows humid warmth, at a
time when trees and smaller plants are turgid
with the full flow and circulation of sap, and

For tho American Bee Journal and Gazette.

and the

its

exuberantly filled with still
unchanged saccharine juices; and aphides fellow in course if the subsequent state of tiie
weather cause fermentation in these extruded

every leaf-vessel

is

juices.

J.

Mueller.
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began bee-culture in this country with the
common box and basket-hives, in which the
bees were when I procured them, using magaI

zine hives as my stock increased; but for some
years past I have used the Dzierzon standard
and lager hives exclusively more especially
of late his twin hives, with which I am well
pleased. In my practice I prefer liars to frames.
I intend in future to use the Laugstroth hive

—

also.

For

To Obtain

tlie

American Bee Jouroal.

the Largest Amount of Surplus Honey.

m

In June, 1865, I placed a strong swarm
a
large Laugstroth hive, 18 inches square, and 9
inches deep, holding 13 frames. -This hive was
completely filled during the season, and the
colony wintered well on its summer stand.
June 1, 1866, I removed the honey-board, and
placed six boxes directly over the frames, the
boxes being made six inches deep, and large
enough to precisely cover the whole top of the
hive, the outer ends of the boxes resting on the
sides of the hive, and the inner ends resting on
a thin slat placed on the top of the middle
frame, thus preserving the shallow chamber
above the tops of the frames, and allowing free
access to all the boxes.
These six boxes were
all filled with honey during the season, weighing,
I

when

taken

otf,

From an

queen procured from Mr.

good cause.

S.

M.

Cincinnati.

61 -i lbs.

For the American Bee JournaL

was absent from home during the swarming

season, but have reason to believe that thishive
threw a large swarm. The bees had been noticed to hang out in immense numbers for
several weeks, when they suddenly ceased to
do so, although the weather continued as warm
as before; but no one saw a swarm leave. Last
year was considered a very poor honey year in
this vicinity, very few colonies casting swarms
or storing any surplus honey.
I attribute the success of this colony, as compared Willi those of my neighbors, mainly to
the form and size of the hive.
It contains, exclusive of the space occupied by the frames,
about 3,500 cubic inches, giving full scope to
the most fertile queen, and thus keeping up a
strong stock. Then, its area for surplus honeyboxes is the largest possible, and the distance
to be traversed by the bee to deposit its load of
honey is the shortest pessible. I am satisfied
that, withiu reasonable limits, the larger the
simce given to bees for surplus honey, tlie more
they will deposit, other things being equal.
One great merit of the Langstroth hive is that
its broad and shallow forrn affords abundaut
space for surplus boxes.
Some bee-keepers have raised objections to
this form of hives, thinking that bees did not
winter well in them. I believe that any failure
to winter bees successfully in the Laugstroth
hives is due to some other cause than its form.
I have used them for several years, and never
lost a swai-m, and would not do without them
for twice the patent fee charged, for they pay it
back in extra surplus honey Ihe first season.
R. BiCKFUKD.
Seneca Falls, N. Y., Feb. 11, 1867.

Italian

Langstroth, I have already by division and
the use of nuclei increased my stock of that race
These Italian bees render
to twelve colonies.
bee-culture so peculiarly attractive that I shall
as speedily as possible substitute Italian queens
for all the common queens remaining in my
apiary.
For this purpose I shall resort exclusively to artificial swarming, because natural
swarms usually come too late in the season.
The past year was not altogether favorable for
bee-culture in this region, though I was still
able to take from twenty to thirty-five pounds
of honey from each of my stronger stocks.
I shall endeavor to contribute all I can to the
diffusion of improved bee-culture in this neighborhood, mainly for the sake of advancing the

Failure of Honey.
Mr. Editor: I wish to inquire of you, or
through the Journal, whether the honey resources of a country become impoverished as
the country grows old.
When this part of the
country was new, almost all the bee-trees and
hives were full of honey in the fall of the
year.

At that time, and before the forests were
cleared, those that cut bee-trees and killed otf
their bees in the fall, thought nothing of taking
from one hive from fifty to one hundred pounds
of honey, and now it seemshardly worth while
to keep bees, or take them up in the fall.
It
a new swarm will gather honey
is seldom
enough to keep it through the winter, except it
is put into a hive with combs.
New or first
swarms last summer did not gather only from
two to ten pounds of honey; and there will not
be one out of ten that will see the first of April
next without they are liberally fed; and old
There is certainly somestores are very light.
thing wrong. The honey has become exhausted,
the seasons are not right, the honey-producing
flowers have failed, or the country has became
overstocked with bees. There seems to be a
steady decrease of honey in single hives. There
were plenty of flowers with us last summer,
especially White Clover and Apple blossoms,
and more buckwheat sown than for any three
I wrong
years previous, in this section.
in attributing a failure to the age of the coun-

Am

try?

TnOS. PlERSON.

Ghent, Onio, Feb.,

1867.
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For the American Bee Gazette.

[From the Bienenzoitung.]

Range of Bees'

Hermaphrodite Bees
One morning

earl}^ last

summer

the entrance of one of the hives in

I

found

my

at

apiary

two hermaphrodite bees, still alive, though too
young to be able to fly. These bees were differently formed from any heretofore described
by observers, having the head and thorax of a
worker, and the abdomen of a perfect drone.
AVith every effort I was unable to discover the
queen which had produced these malformed
bees, nor could I find any more similar specimens.
I thence inferred that, under peculiar circumstances, even from a healthy queen, generally producing normal brood, otfspring of such

mixed

characteristics

why

may

proceed.

But how

?

do not undertake to say. Still
that the assumption of an insufficient infusion of spermatozon that is, of a
quantity inadequate to effect the perfect transformation of the germ from male to female
might serve as the basis of a satisfactory eluBeyond this I
cidation of the mysterious fact.
shall not venture to go.
fully reI may add here that I have been
or

seems

I

?

to

it

me

—

for my sedulous attention to the cultivation of the Italian bee, not only by securing
a large number of purely fertilized queens, but
by obtaining from my apiary, thus improved,
persevering
an increased supply of honey.
support and defence of this valuable variety of
the honey-bee has likewise resulted in overcoming and removing the strong prepossessions
against it, which the Baron of Berlepsch has for
some years entertainad, growing out of certain
unsuccessful experiments. The Baron has at
last begun to Italianize the apiary established

compensed

My

by himself and Mr. Kalb, near Gotha.
H. A. HoPF.

.

The following
torian

which had been deprived of their queen, at first
destroyed some of the grubs in these cells, but
they clustered around two that Avere covered
in, as if to

impart warmth to the pupce they

contained; and on the following day they began
to

work upon

the portions of

comb with which

he had supplied them, in order to fix and lengthen them. For tAvo or three days the work
went on very leisurely, but afterwards their
labors assumed their usual character of indefatigable industry. There is no difticulty, therefore, when a hive loses its sovereign, to supply
the bees with an object that will interest them,
and keep their works in progress.

be interesting to
his-

;

Having learned

several years since that there

were no bees on " Kelley's Island" on Lake
Erie, in the spring of 1800 we established an
apiary of the Italians there for the purpose of

producing queens which were
admixture Avith the natives; to

free

from any
advan-

test the

and ascertain how far
they would go for feed. We established them
on one end of the Island, and in five days they
Avere found on the other end of the Island,
tages of liberal feeding,

(Oj) miles distant from our
apiary.
As there were no Italians within twenty miles
of ours, they surely Avent the above distance
from our hives. Where there is an unintercepted supply of flowers to call them ofi", we
know tiiey Avill fly the above distance, but it
may be considered questionable Avhether they
Avill fly more than three miles across loatcr for
feed.
have a case in point. "Johnson's
Island" (celebrated as a depot lor prisoners) is
about four miles distant from our apiary, across
the Avater; and none of our bees Avere seen
there during the season.

five-and-aludf

We

This season Ave shall carry some of our bees
from " Kelley's Island" to " Johnson's Island"
in a hunting-box, and ascertain Avhether they
can be induced to go back across the water and
return for feed.

We
above

are

satisfied of the importance of the
connected Avith Italianizing or

facts, as

overstocking an apiary. We expect to report
this matter at the close of the season in the
Journal.
W. A. Flandebs.
Shelby, Ohio, Feb. 10, 1807.
IM

« II l» »
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Bees— Their Bange of

royal cells con-

and then introfifteen hundred
These workers,

may

your readers, as well as valuable to the

To ascertain whether the expectation of a
queen was sufficient to keep alive the instinct
and industry of the worker bees, Reaumur
placed in a glazed hive some
taining both grubs and pupas,
duced about a thousand or
workers and some drones.

facts

Plight.

Plight.

I have seen several articles in the Journal in
which the writers say bees Avill fly three and
If the
four or more miles in search of honey.

common

bee is referred to, I question the statements, and Ijhink it would be very diflicult to
find them at Avork over tAvo miles from home.
I am an old bee-hunter; have hunted bees
in the Avoods, more or less, nearly cA'ery year
for tAvenly years, and have never found the
native bee at AVork on floAvers, or succeeded in
getting it to work on honey, over tAvo miles,
very seldom more than a mile and a half, from
its

home.

I have frequently
them at work on honey three miles Irom
home; and think their being greater honey
gatherers is in part the result of their more ex-

Since keeping the Italians,

liad

tended range of

flight.
J.

H. TOAVNLY.

Tompkins, Jackson Co., Mich.
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[From the Mouut Holly

experience leads

me

(N. J.) Mirror.]

Lecture on Bees.

The Value of Combs.

My
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—

to think that the

Burlington County Lyceum. At the regular mpnthly meeting on Saturday afternoon
last, Prof. James E. Giffin, of Muorestown, delivered an interesting lecture upon The Bee
hives
In the summer of 1803 our bees in Wis- the diliercnt classes, their habits and peculiaiiconsin gathered a very limited quantity and a ties. He called attention to the structure of the
very poor quality of honey. The following honey-comb, shoAving that the cells are so
winter Avas very severe, and the mortality formed as to hold the greatest quantity of
among the bees was the greatest ever known honey Avith the least Avax in their Avails, and
in the State.
In uniting my stocks for winter that the base of each cell has a firm support upon
1 had a large number of frames filled with the junction of three others.
The number of
empty combs. I had also a considerable ad- bees in a SAvarm A'aries from 25,000 to 50,000,
dition to this number from the hives of th?>5e including from 500 to 600 drones, Avhose only
that perished during the Avinter.
These were office appears to be the perpetuation of the specarefully preserved and made use of by giving cies.
It is still a matter of doubt how it is that
more or less of them to artificial and naturai the queen should lay eggs, some of Avhich hatch
swarms in the summer of 1804. It was sur- into neuter or Avorking bees, Avhile others beprising to see how soon a swarm would fill the come drones or perhaps queens.
It has been
breeding chamber of the hive with stores when supposed by some that this Avas OAving to their
supplied with combs, and go to work in the being deposited in dilTereut kinds of cells, or
surplus boxes. Two swarms that came off re- fed Avhile in thelarvte state Avilh dill'erent food.
spectively on the third and fourth days of July The Professor intimated his disbelief in both
were each supplied with ten frames neai'ly these theories.
filled with empty combs, some of which conBees, he said, should be alloAved to build their
tained bee-bread. From each of these hives I comb downAvard, which they Avill ahvays do in
removed two comb-frames filled with honoy, their Avild or natural state. The old comb
and surplus boxes holding from thirty to thirty- should be removed every j'ear, as tlie cells,
five pounds. Both hives filled the empty comb- Avhen used a second time, are lessened in size,
frames with comb, but one of them stored little and a dwarfish insect is produced.
honey in them. In the fall both w^erc populous
The political economy of the hive is a very inwith bees, and in good condition for wintering. teresting subject. Devotedly attached to their
Two or three days later two other equally po- queen, the Avorking-bees guard and cherish her
pulous swarms that came olf I gave no combs. Avith the greatest solicitude. A cordon of senThey spent so much time in comb-building that tinels reaches from outside the hive to her
they scarcely laid in stoi'es sufficient for their throne Avilhin, to Avatch tor the common enemy,
the bee-moth, and to protect her from danger.
winter food.
No storm of Avind or rain can driA^e them fiom
I am aware that tw^o or three days in the
height of the honey harvest makes many pounds their posts, and every one of the vast colony
difl'erence in the amount of honey stored; but Avill fight lor the common Aveal, though, Avhile
this will not account for the difl'erence, as still he stings the intruder, he loses his own life.
The division of labor is also full of interest.
later swarms that I supplied with combs stored
sufficient honey for Avinter.
The season was a Some lay the groundAvork, or rather the ceiling
moderately good one.
Every experiment I for the comb others build the hexagonal cells
others again spend their lives in feeding the
have tried has convinced me more and more of
the utility of saving combs.
Of two swarms, young bees Avith bee-bread, made of honey and
nearly equal as may be the one supplied Avith pollen of floAvers, brought by another set of lacombs, came out a long way ahead of the one borers.
Prof. G. stated some curious facts in regard
that had its OAvn to build.
The value of good combs in movable frames to the propagation of bees from the Italian
He refor the use of the bees is many times greater variety, Avhich is of a yelloAV color.
marked that it is not the nature of this insect
than their mercantile value, reduced to wax.
Every bee-keeper should be careful to pre- in its domesticated state to sting, unless proserve all the good brood-combs for the use of A'oked, aud that, last year, he had a hive in ids
his SAvarms.
All white clean pieces should be own house, Avithout being incommoded or ancemented into the surplus honey-boxes. Only noyed by the busy Avorkers, Avho produced more
honey than those out of doors.
refuse -comb should be melted into Avax.
The remarks of the speaker of Avhich tho
If the movable frame of Mr. Langstrotli was
of no other service, its value in enabling the above is an imperfect sketih occupied about
bee-keeper to preserve his combs for future use an hour, and Avere attentively listened to
Avould be a great boon. Its general adoption throughout.
Upon motion, the thanks of the Lyceum Avere
in the United Slates might be made to save millions of pounds of honey now Avasted by bees unanimously tendered to Professor Griihn for
his interesting and instructive address, and he
in constructing comb.
was requested to continue the subject at a fuL. L. Fajkchild.
ture meelmg, Avhich he promised to do.
Rolling Prairie, Wis., Feb. 11, 1807.
mass of bee-keepers place by far too little value
upon the empty combs. Their full value can
only be realized hy the use of movable comb-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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bees and combs may be quickly distributed,
among other stocks, strengthening the weaker,
and converting even mishaps to benefit.
As the season advances, and the bees are
Marcli.
enabled to fly, while yet pollen does not abound,
it is advantageous to place wheat-flour or ryeIf, as is frequently the case in northern dismeal where the bees can readily have access to
revision
of
permit
a
did
not
weather
tricts, the
it.
It should be put in the ceils of some old
earliest
tlie
Fcl)ruary,
in
made
to
be
the hives
drone-comb, or in a shallow wooden box, and
should
be
month
this
in
occurs
that
opportunity
set in some nook not exposed to driving winds
used to give them a thorough examination. On or strong currents of air. The bees can be atto
fly,
the
bees
permits
that
day
the first mild
tracted to the spot by placing there also a plate
every straw or box-hive should be gently containing honey or sugar-water.
These
bees
redead
and
droppings
the
all
raised, and
should be replenished as long as the water or
examined
carefully
should
be
latter
moved. The
flour and meal are carried away by the bees.
to ascertain whether there is not a dead queen
We would not advise new beginners to resort
the
colony
found,
is
if
one
and
among them;
It is a matter requiring
to stimulative feeding.
that
has
other
some
with
united
be immediately
great judgment to determine when to do it,
setting
it
by
done
easily
can
be
This
a queen.
and demanding special care in the doing. Withon the one to wliich it is to be united, and open- out this it may prove to be an entire waste of
through
them
between
communication
ing a
time and honey.
the top of the latter. The droppings fouud on
t
>
brushed^into
box,
a
should
be
the bottom-board
as they contain much wax, and in a large apipoison of bees exhales a penetrating
THE
As
ary the saving thus made is an object worth at- odor, Huber was curious to observe the eficct
The mass can be put in a coarse bag it might have on them. Having extracted the
tention.
in boiling water, and, Avhen melted, the wax can sting of a bee with its appendages impregnated
be pressed out by wringing, and lifted off in a with poison, he presented it to some workers
The bottom-boards which were settled very quietly at the entrance
solid cake when cold.
should be well cleaned, and, if possibly, dried of their mansion. Instantaneously the little
before replacing them, which can be accom- party was
none, however, took
alarmed;
plished by the use and substitution of a few flight; but two or three darted upon the poipurpose.
the
for
kept
extra boards
soned instrument, and one angrily attacked the
The occasion should also be used to ascertain observer. When, however, the poison became
supplies
of
need
colonies
the
of
whether any
coagulated, they were not in the least afi"ected
When this is wanted, the best article by it.
food.
tube impregnated with the odor of
can
be
if
it
sugar-candy,
is
given
that can be
poison recently ejected being presented to them,
openan
through
combs
the
on
directly
placed
This ciralTected them in the same manner.
ing in the top of the hive— covering the opening cumstance may sometimes occasion battles
heat,
and
the
confine
to
cloth
woolen
with a
amongst them, not otherwise easy to be acprevent the entrance of robbers. If the candy counted for.
sticks
of
the
top,
through
introduced
cannot be
it may be inserted among the clustered bees, by
gently pushing it among them between the
It^" Owing to some inadvertance, the subbelow. The next best article for

MOI^THLY MANAGEMENT.

—
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A

combs from
feeding

is

pure liquid honey somewhat diluted

with water, introduced below in the hive on a
shallow dish or feeding through.
This, however, must be used only in the evening and at night, removing the vessels again
early in the morning, that robbing bees may
not be attracted to the ruin of the colony.
When liquid honey is fed, as much should be
given at one dose as the bees can carry up
during the night, and the feeding repeated
only at intervals of two or three days, till the
season enables the bees to supply themselves
abroad.
This revision of stock is much more easdy
and efiectually accomplished where bees are
kept in movable comb-hives. On removing the
honey-board, a single glance usually sultices to
show the condition of a colony as to its health
and supplies. The frames can be lifted out,
and the dead bees and droppings removed,
mouldy combs taken away, combs with sealed
honey inserted, and the hive closed again in a
brief space of time, with the gratification of
knowing precisely how matters stand. And
where a colony is fouud to be queeuless, the

joined cut was inserted in our last number
We therefore
without the proper references.
re-insert it, supplying the omissions.
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Bse-Culture in Cottage Hives.
No.

ISO^.

D. C.

No.

10.

except ants, are thus excluded; and even the
can more easily be kept out, when they
become so numerous as to be an annoyance.
The aspect or exposure of the front of the
hives is a subject about which writers on beelatter

10.

Miicli has been written about the proper location and arrangement of the apiarj^, and great
contrariety of opinion appears to i>revail among
bee-lieepers on tlie subject.
Some thinli that a
bee-liouse is indispensable; others deem a simple
stand sufficient; while others again prefer placing their hives, singly, in any convenient spots
in their yards or gardens.
On one point, however, they agree that the
apiary should be near the dwelling-house, and
so placed as to be always in view.
The erection of a bee-house is always attended with considerable cx|)ense, andif it afterwards proves to
be ill-arranged or injudiciously located, it becomes a source of annoyance and vexation. The
sum it Avould cost had perhaps better be spent
in procuring hives built more substantially and
durably than those commonly used, and Avhich
will not need protection from the weather.
Mistakes made in locating these can then be
easily remedied; and a system of management,
requiring occasional removal or transposition,
may be adopted and followed with entire
freedom and ease. There is great advantage.
Too, in not being constrained to crowd the hives
closely together as stocks increase
The more
isolated they stand, the more easily are thev
supervised, and the less apt are the bees to
interfere with each other or queens to be lost.
The situation selected should be slightly elevated, if possible, above the common level of
the surrounding grounds.
It should be free
from dampness, and not exposed to strong currents of air or driving winds.
If pai-iially
shaded by low-growing evergreens or dwarftrees, or by grape-vines trained on trellice.s, tlie
labors of the bees will be greatly facilitated in
warm weather, and a screen of evergreens v\'ill
greatly benefit them in the winter months.
For the apiarian's convenience, it is well to
Isave the hives set on posts or pedestals four or
five feet apart, and elevated about eighteen
inches from the ground. They can then^be ap-

—

proached from all sides, and nearly all needed
operations can be performed among them without stooping. Vermin, and insects in general

though much the greater
in recommending a south-easterly exposure as most advantageous.
Where
cottage-hives are used, much depends on the
apiarian
has
in
end the
view. If he desires to
obtain the greatest number of swarms, a southern aspect should be chosen. But if his object
ciilture differ greatly,

number concur

the accumulation of honey, an eastern or
northern exposure is to be preferred.
We once had two apiaries one with a southeastern exposure, where the sun shone on the
front of the hives till three o'clock in the afternoon; another with a north-eastern exposure,
the sun shining on the fronts only till 11 o'clock
in the forenoon. This one was, moreover, in
is

—

the shadovv' of several large fruit trees.
The
former produced numerous swarms; the bees
" hung out" idly on every warm day; robbing
and pilfering bees were continually hovering
about; and the yield of honey was very small.
In the latter, early swarms Avere produced by
the colonies designed for swarming, the bees
rarely hang out, ample surplus stores were ac-

cumulated, and few robbers were ever seen
about them. During the last four years we have
an apiary with a direct northern aspect. Here
also we obtained some early swarms, and the
honey product was quite as large as we could expect it to be according to the seasons. AVe have
likewise another apiary with an eastern exposure, at which rather more swarms proportionally were produced, and the yieul of honey from
colonies equallj' strong and similarly managed
was the same as at that with the northern ex-

posure.

Staudmeister gave the northern exposure the
preference very decidcdh^, more than half a
cen'auy ago, and though Ehrenfels urged various
objections against it, our own experience fully
corroborates Staudtmeister's statements. There
is undoubtedly much truth in the Gorman
adage " the bees love to labor in the sun, and
That heat is a powerto dwell in the shade."
ful agent in generating and stimulating the

—
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swarming impulse, is undeniable; and where
swarms are desired, this fact should be turned
But if bees are to gather honey
to account.
with energy and success on warm days, the
hives must be in a cool and shady location.

catch returning bees, and felt considerably elated at my success, as they seemed perfectly
tiiunderstruck, and of course perfectly docile.
For a decoy-hiA'e to catch returning bees I had
used my new hive, thus, as I thought then, kil-

A western exposure is generally to be avoided,

two birds Avith one stone, as I supposed
they Avould go right in and at Avork. But it Avas
so unlike their former home that they only flcAV
around in dismay, and refused to even so much
as look inside.
Well, Langstroth's Avork (that Avas prepared
near by Avith a heavy chisel across it to hold it
open) informed me that the next thing Avas to
drive them into the box, which I did systematically, and removed the box and bees to a
smooth board, so that they might not fly away
as my first ones had done.
I soon demonstrated fully that bees must have ventilation notwithstanding a correspondent (in your February number) theorizing to prove the contrarj^;
and Avho that has had much to doAvith bcesL:as
not seen them smother.
NoAV, the next thing, according to the bonk,
AVas to pry ofl" one side of the hive with the stout
chisel aforesaid.
All right; but the hive Avas
screAved together with A^ery heavy screws that

as our heavy, dashing gusts and rain storms
usually come from that quarter. From our own
experience, however, we do not regard it as so

We

should
injurious as commonly supposed.
not, of course, select it as a matter of choice, but
where circumstances left us no option, we would
unhesitatingly adopt it.
For the Americau Bee Journal.

The Experience of a Novice

in

Bee-

keeping.
[continued from MAllCn NUM3ER.]

my

last article as I sat watching,
I left otf in
just at daybreak, for the tirst bee to make his
ai)j)carance, Avhich it did as soon as it was light

But from the disturbance of the night
or from the unusual surroundings, it
seemed to think proper to make a few tours of
inspection about its new abode before leaving
for the fields.
It was soon followed by another, and then
two, three, half a dozen, until wc had quite a
scene of activity; all hovering about witli their
head turned toward the hive, to mark its locaenough.

belbi'e,

tion.

After having been called several times in vain
to breakfast, I finally concluded that they would
work just as Avell without being watched, which
is saying more than we could safch^ say of many
human beings.
I had, before this, manufac1»ared aLangstroth
frame-hive, and taken great pride in having it
Avell made, just as he recommends in his book,

and began

to feel

very anxious to see

how much

work in the improved hive than in
the one thej' then occupied.
Mr. Langstroth's direction for transferring
were rather brief for a beginner, but I had unbounded confidence in my skill with bees, after
having read so much on the subject, and
intended to transfer them as soon as they liad
got a little used to their location.
But in the afternoon they seemed so much at
home, that I concluded that the thing might be
better they

aljnost without their knowing it.
It
a hot day, and Mr. L. cautious us
about handling honey-combs in hot Aveather
particularly, and njy wife bid me remember
prevailing fault of doing everything in a hurry
just when I happened to take a fancy for any
But I could not bear to
l)articular subject.
bees being any longer Avithout the
tiiink of
•rrcat conveniences of movable frame-hives, so
ir.insfer was the order of the day, or rather P.

managed

is

true

it

was

my

my

:.i

I had provided a bee-liat, (a clumsy wii"ecloth institution, before I had learned that a
piece of millinet drawn round a common hat
Avas much better,) gloves, &c.
Commenced by
blowing in a little smoke, and turned the hive
boUom-up, removed the slidiuf/ bo to la-hoavd
placed on my enii)ty box dccovhive in jilacefo

ling

were so rusted in that the heaviest driver
Avould do nothing more than to spoil their
heads.

As a last resort the combs must be taken out
at the bottom, and one side, Avhere there had
been a light of glass, which I removed; and
in consequence, (as the combs Avere pretty full,
it

being August,) some of the combs did 'get a
bruised in removing, so much .so in fact,

leeiie

that I called to my Avife for a large pan, and
poured the honey out of the hive Into it; bees
and ail, as some of them remained in the hive.
1 hese were strained out and carried back to
lick each ollitr off as the books said they Avould,
and I busied myself in tying combs such as I
could into the frames, thinking at the same
tijne that there seemed to be a grcdt many bees
about, but supposed it to be those that av ere out
foraging.
I felt quite relieved after getting the last piece
into the frames, and put them safely in the liive,
where it had stood all the time.
The next thing Avas to put the bees in. Ou
opening my box they looked about as bad as
those that had been strained out of the honey.
I put some in front, and they Avould not crawl
in, (fly they could not,) and finally put the
wiiole on top of the frames, and poked them
down through; but they only craAvled out again
down into the dirt, until the ground looketl as
if so many ants Avere craAvliug in every direction.
part of them that Avere better otf Avonld
persist in clusteiing up by the AviudoAV, on the
roof overhead; in short, anywliere except in
that Langstrolli hive.
Finally, after much time and trouble by
night, I had some of them in the hive, the robbers having licked them off, and also having
licked their hive out clean that is, pretly
near.

—

—

A

—

The robbers were on hand next morning
bright and early, but I closed the entrance
nearly, and as tiiere Avas not much in the liive,
T niHiinged Avith great care to keep them two or
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three days, but noticed that they were continually "crawling all over the hive, and seemed
disconcerted, until one morning I discovered a
cluster of bees, apparently almost dead, on the
underside of a bench a few feet from the hive.
I placed them on the alighting-board, and was
much surprised and elated to see a very strangeshaped long black bee stalk majestically from
the midst of the cluster to the entrance, and go
in, and then there was rejoicing both by the
bees and myself, as 1 knew then that I had actually seen that famed personage, (whose existence was so much doubted,) a Queen Bee.

«

«9—-<^"*—
For

tlie

[From the Bienenzoitiing-

The Bee Moth.
This insect is justly regarded as one of the
worst enemies of the honey-bee, as its depredations involve the destruction of combs, brood,
and stores. Happy the bee-keeper who knows
how to exclude it from his hives, or arrest and
prevent its devastations.
The scientific name of this pest is Tinea inelThere are said to be three kinds of it,
lonella.
one of which has been called Tinea cereana; but
it seems probable that two of these are mere

That of medium size is regarded as the most destructive. The smaller
kind is often seen at dusk in summer evenings,
hovering about in front of the hives, seeking
sexual varieties.

American Bee Journal and Gazette.

Worker Brood from

a Wingless Queen.

entrance.

On

the 3d of August, 1866,
I grafted two sealed royal cells into a nucleus
containing a few drones and a fair stock of
workers. The first queen, a beautiful Italian,

Mr. Editor:

emerged from her cell August 5th. The remaining cell was at once removed to another
nucleus.
August 19th I examined the nucleus
in which the first ciueen hatched, and found
abundance of brood in all stages, except sealed,
and my beautiful ciueen entirely destitute of
wings.

Not doubting her inability to lay worker eggs,
was at once removed. Twelve hours after
another sealed royal cell was grafted in; but
what was my surprise, two days later, to find
tlie brood from my Avingless queen being sealed
without lengthening the colls. I watched the
maturing brood carefully, and found it matured
she

workers, beautifully marked.
I am
forced to conclude that this queen must have
been impregnated in the hive, however contrary to my previous experience and the experience of others.
T, F. Bingham..
Italian

GOWANDA, N. Y.
[The probability is that this queen lost her
wings from a " regicidal attack" on her return
from her matrimonial trip. Instances of similar
occurrences are on record. Ed.]
iw

«
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For the American Bee Journal.

ExcEi.siOK, Mm., Feb. 16, 1867.
Editor Bee Journal :
Sm Can you inform us through the medium
of your excellent Journal, whether "Mehring's
Houey-Comb Foundation" can be obtained in
this country; if so where, and at what price V
Should be glad to obtain and try some. An
:

answer would doubtless oblige many apiarians.

Very

respectfully,
J.

[We have

W. MUKRAY.

understood that "honey-comb
foundations" made by Mehring's apparatus",
have been used in Jersey City, by a person with
whose name and address we are unacquaintiid.

-Ed.]
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on noticing

When

The bees evidently become excited
its

approach, and angrily resist

it.

successful in efi'ecting an entrance, these
moths deposit their eggs in the droppings and
refuse-matter on the bottom-board, if any be
found there; and from it the larvae, when
hatched, derive their nourishment. The larger
kind does not usually make its way into the
hive till after the smaller kind have elfectually
secured possession- and made extensive proThe color of
gress in the work of devastation.
the medium kind is grey.. The egg greatlj^ resembles that of the queen-bee. The fullgrown
moth may often be seen sitting quietly on a hive,
near its entrance or on some projeciiiig ledge or
corner.
It frequently deposits its eggs in cracks
or crevices through which the heat and odor of
the hive escape.
As soon as the larvse are hatched, they endeavor to crawl into the hive through some
opening or cranny, however narrow; and if
successful, at once take post in and live on the
otfal and particles of wax they maj^ chance to
They grow very rapidly,
find on the bottom.
mount the combs as soon as they can reach
them, and enter the cells. Arrived there, they
speedily construct their galleries, tunnelling
passages along the common base of the cells,
and extending their devastating course towards
the centre of the comb, in quest of cells containing poll(?u. These appear to be their favorite resort, whence they advance, revelling
Nor
in the delights of havoc and destruction.
do those portions of comb which contain brood
larvae
perish
escape attack. The defenceless
when the side-walls of the cells are broken down
or undermined; and the ruin of the colony is
sure to follow quickly, if the bee-keeper do not
come to the rescue. Even though a worker occasionally lays open the gallery, the passage is
too narrow to permit her to enter and dislodge
the insidious foe, which, moreover, qtiickly
retires to a safe distance.
Since only feeble stocks are overpowered by
the worm; or such as, not being very populourf,
are at the time engaged in rearing a queen, and
are consequently daily growing weaker, it occasionally happens that the bees are literally
crowded out and constrained to abandon their
mansion. The inexperienced and inexpert beekeeper, seeing numbers of workers constantly
massed at the entrance, fancies lie has a strong

184:
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till suddenl_y, on some fine
ul'lcrnoou, the bees come tumbling out helterskelter, and hastily take French leave of their
astoLished owner. If such absconding colony
was well supplied with comb, a strange spec-

Felling a Bee-Tree.

and growing colony,

tacle of universal ruin will present itself when
mixed multitude of
the hive is opened.
larger and smaller cream-colored worms with
brownish heads, will be seen hastily wriggling
into their hiding-place a dark, web-strung
pile of mingled excreta and crumbling comb.
Hosts of fluttering moths, too, hover like harpies on duskj^ wing, and a nauseous odor exhales from the filmy and cocoon-spangled mass.
All this is disheartening; but if the dismayed

A

—

bee-keeper would have his good humor restored,
and himself put in the mood of paying more
heedful attention to what may thenceforward
be going on in his hives, let him carry the lionmoth-proof box or basket to his hen-yard, and
present its contents as a bonne louche or tid-bit
to his Shanghais and Brahmapootras, and he
will see such an eager rush and scramble and
hasty gobbling up of the multidinous host that
"worked him harm, as well may mollify his tem-

—

aad restore his equanimity so far as a
hearty laugh can thereto contribute.
Then, for prevention 1. Watch your hives
closely, especially those that have swarmed, or
that are rearing queens. 2. Frequently cleanse
the bottom-boards of your feeble stocks, and
inspect the combs.
3. See whether there are
any black droppings under the combs, or
whether the bees are carr_ying such out. If so,
search for and remove the worm.
For preservation of comis 1. Suspend them
singly in a high and airy chamber. 2. Insert
them at times for cleaning in the hives of your
stronger colonies; and o, keep them in an airtight box, and fumigate them every two or
three weeks with fumes of burning sulphur.
In elevated mountainous districts, moths are
not apt to be troublesome, but in lower level
and warm districts they will, without great
care, be found a numerous and intrusive pest.
per,

—

—

Braun.

Our party reached the rendezvous only a few
hours beyond the appointed time. Here, as a
bee-tree had just been reported, it was unanimously determined to commemorate the deliverance and safe arrival of our friends by a
special jollification.
In other words, it was
voted to obtain the wild honey; and then, in a
compound of honey, water, and whiskey, to
toast our undrowued heroes, and their presence
of mind and bravery no small honor, if the
trouble of getting the honey is considered. For^
on following the serial trail of the bees, the hive
was ascertained to be in the hollow limb of the
largest patriarchial sire of the forest a tree
more than thirty feet in circumference. And
this is a fair chance to say a Avord about' the

—

—

enormous circumambitudialitariness (.0 of many
Western trees. It is common to find such from
six to seven feet in diameter; and we have more
than once sat on stumps, and measured across
three lengths of my cane, nearly ten feet; and
found, on counting the concentric circles, that
these monsters must have been from seven to
eight hundred years old an age greater than
Noah's, and almost as venerable as that of Methusaleh
Shall w^e feel no sublimity in walking amid and around such ancients v_treesthat
hiive tossed their branches in the sun-light and
winds of eight centuries !^that have scorned
the tempests and tornadoes, whose fury, ages
ago, prostrated cities and engulphed navies
that have sheltered wild fowls in their leaves,
and hid wild beasts in their caverns from the
doomsday-looking gloom of many total solar
eclipses
and have gleamed in the disastrous

—

!

I

!

light of comets returning in the rounds of centenary circles
Such trees, but lor the insidious and graceless axe, that in its powerlessness
!

begged a small handle of the generous woods,
would j^et stand for other centuries to come, at
for they are
least decaying, if not growing
herculean even in weakness and while dying.
And dare finical European tourists say that we
poor souls
have no antiquity ? Poor souls
Our trees w^eie fit for navies long before their
old things existed
Aye, when their oldest
castles and cities were unwrought rock and un-

—
!

!

!

For the American Bee Journal and Gazette.

Bee

burnt clay

Battles.

trees

belong to the era of

—they are coeval with the

!

In almost every work on bees you find accounts of bee-battles; but in not one of them
(at least so far as I have seen) do you find any
attempt to explain the causes of them.
Now, any one Avho has observed bees at all,
will readily agree with me that they are far too
sensible to engage in causeless war, and I am
surprised that some one has not, before this,
found out that it is caused by starvation.
In every instance of it which has come under
my observation, (and I am sorry to say they
are not a few,) it has l)een the effect of want of
stores.
The starving bees attempting to join,
and strong stocks wlio make violent resistance
to the union, and tluis ensues desperate war.

W.
14, 18(J7.

Our

a proverb, " He that would eat the fruit
must first climb the tree and get it;" but when
that fruit is honey, he that w^ants it must first
And that was the present
cut down the tree.
No sooner Avas this resolved, hoAVnecessity.
ever, than preparation Avas made for the execution, and instantly six sturdy felloAVS stood
Avith axes, ready for the Avork of destruction.
They Avere all divested of their garments, excepting shirts and troAvsers, and noAv, Avith
arms bared to the shoulders, they took distances
around the stupendous tree. Then the leader
of the band, glancing an eye to see if his neighbor Avas ready, stepped lightly forAvard with
one leg, and swinging his Aveaponlithely, struck
the first bloAv; and soon the startled echoes from
the "tall timber" of the dark dens were telling
each other that the centuries of a Avood monarch
It is

Elkricge, Md., March

!

Egyptian architecture
pyramids
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wore nnmlicred. That blow was tlie sig-nal for
the next axe, and its stroke for tlie next; till
cut after cut brought it to the leader's second
blow; and thus was completed the circle of rude
harmony, while the lonely cliffs of tlie further
shores and the grim forests on this, Avere repeating to one another the endless and regular notes
oflhe six death-dealing axes. And never before had the music of s!x axes so rung out to
and a smaller
enliven the grand solitudes
number was not worthy to bid such a tree
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Unammosity
Mr. Editor

:

ages of the world it has been the lot of
invevtive genius to be either hooted at bj'' public ignorance, malice, or old established prejudices, or to remain buried to the world, unrequited and unsung. When Arclumedes invented his Eurclia^ a machine with which he
fall
Long was it, however, before the tree gave could move the world, he only asked of King
even the slightest symptoms of alarm. What Hiero the small favor to grant him a I)o)< Pou
had it cared for tlie notcliiug of a Imndred Sto, or, in other words, a place where he might
blows
Yet chip after chip had leaped from "_p?;i it up;'" but the King laughed outright,
the wounded body each a block of solid wood and Avould not comply with the request.
Vv^hen Doctor Jenner, the inventor of smalland the Ivceu iron teetli were beginning to
gnaw upon the vitals. Alas oh noble tree, pox^ vaccinated thefin^t cow in England, he was
prosecuted for misdemeanor; and just so, after
it is not the deep and acyou tremble
All
customed thunder of the Heavens that shakes spending precious money, time, and labor, in
perfecting a machine for extracting the volatile
you now !— no mighty quaking of the Earth
That is a strange sluvering; it is the chill oil of Funny Greek, parties interested in the
shivering of death
But what T.oes death mean wholesale manufacture oi' the article for charmwhere existence was deemed immortal ? Why ing bees, inform me that I have rendered myare those topmost branches, away off towards self liable to prosecution for infringing upon
how nigtlie blue Heavens, so agitated.
Tree tree J— their patent. Ungrateful world
tliey incline towards gardly dost thou reward thy g'reatest benefacno wind stirs them so
the earth.
Away hunters, away away tors
As, however, this "Bee Charm'' is such an
And
Hark the mighty heart is breaking
now onward and downward rushes yon broad excellent thing, with which bee-lveepers are not
expanse of top, with the cataract roar of eddy- yet generally acquainted, and as I do not wish
ing whirlwinds; and the far-reaching arms have to fall asleep upon Prof. Flander's bed of roses,
caught the strong and stately trees; and all are I must submissively state that to this powerful
hurrying, and leaping, and whirling to the " Bee Charm" I attribute the greater portion of
Their fall my success with bees. Although I dare not now
earth, in
tempest and fury!
In the overwhelming thunder legitimately manufacture the article mj'sclf, T
is heard not
of that quivering trunk, and the tliousand cannot well afford to be without it.
In attestation of its unearthlj^ power, permit
crushings of those giant limbs, and the deep
groan of the earth, are lost all other noises, as me to state the following
Tliere lives on Coon Island an old bee-keeptlie light crack of our rifles amid the sudden
There lies tlie ing woman, who, duiing my earlier experimenbursting of the electric cloud
Once more the sun pours the tal manipulations of the hive, liad much to siy
growtli of ages
She would
tide of all his rays over an acre of virgin soil, in derision of my apistical labors.
I
tell wonderful stories about my ignorance.
barelj' discovered bj^ him for centuries
Well might Gleuville feel rewarded and was, in her eyes, a humbug, physicking and
honored when for liini such a tree lay prostrate ruining my bees. My bee-hives slie called rabAnd yet in all this was fulfilled the bit-liutches, and me she called bee-quack.
at his feet
Now it happened that oue day during the
saying the sublime and the ridiculous are separated bjr narrow limits; for could anything be swarming season, when my bees were all artigrander than such a tree and such an over- ficially swarmed, and everything worked to perthrow V C'ould anything be meaner than the fection in my yard, this woman, during an hour
purpose for whicli it fell V viz To get a gallon ofrecreation,when I Avas engaged in ni}' garden,
The New came, about 4 o'clock P. M., all out of breath,
of honey to sweeten a k"g <>f wMslcey.
and perspiring like a post-horse, rushing into
PUKCHASE.
my presence, beseeching me to come right awaj'Says she " They
with her to see her bees.
Thk queen-bee has no regular guard, eitlier swarmed tliree times, but wouldn't stay into
wlien she traverses the combs, or when she is the gum; they flied a way to the woods, an'
In either case, as we have fre- th'others are in such a plight, a-building combs
stationary.
quently observed, the working bees that hap- before and behind, but not in the middle; I've
pen to be near her, for the most part, turn their not been a-swallering a bite, but throAving up
head toward lier after the manner of courtiers since ten o'clock, but they wouldn't mind the
in the presence of royalty, and wherever she dirt at all, at all, for shere hurriment, an' so I
moves, clear the way to allow her to pass, or cum along for you to help me fix 'em up." I
rather get hastily out of her way, forming a endeavored to console her by stating that I
circle around, but never accompanying her.
would do anything in my poAver to assist her,
Occasionally during her progress, they fawn Avere it not tliat I Avas otherAvisc engaged just
upon and caress lier, touching her softly with noAV; but she Avould not be conilbrted.
Bevak.
their anteunse.
"Well, madam," said 1, "if in the future you
!
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both were made as clear as
aud I have not been under the necessity of wearing them ever since.
No doubt,
three drops of it, spilled in the same manner
into my right ej'e, would be sufficient to diseye, wlien, presto

bridle your Tin ruly tongue iu yillifying both
aud myself. I will help you without
Understand me
stirring from this very spot.
You behold in me a veridical
well, madam.
professor in Thaumaturgy, who is willing to
convince you of ids miraculous powers. You
also behold that old black stocking lying prosReach it hither, inadame, and
trate before you.
observe I here drop three drops of this enclumted " liquiditip'' uron it; I hang it upon this
bean-pole; take it, hinry home, aud stick it iu
the si'rouud in front of your bee-stand, and that's

•will

my bees

a silver

pense with the microscope altogether.
The only instance on record in.my Apistological
Annals where this "Bee Charm" has temporarily failed to do what is claimed for it, by its
immortal originator, Prof. Flanders, is the following
On making the last artificial swarm duriug

—

:

all.''

b^he

turned as

if

attracted

by a magnet toward

her home, and on reaching the outskirts of her
orchard, her fugitive bees began to gather from

impeding licr furtlier jirogress.
She thrust the bean-pole into the ground, when,

all directions,

unaiiimously'''' c\\\spresto! her truant bees
tered upon the enchanted stocking, which she
carried home in triumph, where she hived them
without further trouble. Meanwhile the hubbub iu her yard had ceased, and the bees which
before built comb 'Everywhere but in the
middle^ stopped from building hehind and be-

j

i

'''

i

|

i

i

I

j

fore.

Next day, important business demanded of
to pass her dcror, when out she flew, iu precipitation, exultingly relating to me the mirific

me

success of
ease with

my

incantation, dilating upon the
which she secured her fugacious

" Oh," said she,
fessor, do come up
circlar-hive I made

"my
and

dear, cliarminrj Prosee them aud
demi-

my

for them; they be a-doing
wonders; they be a-workiug day an' night with
She fairly dragged me along
all their might."
with her before her bee-stand. "Juss look at
them, and what a nice home I made for them.
You see I'm very poor, and can't buj^ them new
fashion skeps, so I went a-sawing some old
hoops of a flour-barrel in two, an' nail them
strips 'cross each lialve of 'em, and then hang

'em, like yours, in this here old cider-barrel.

The empty place up there, you see, cum very
handy to stick iu honey-boxes, and when I take
'em away, I can poke in a dried turkey
'em from starving over winter."

to

keep

Here, then, parsimonious reader, is a hint for
you. Go aud do likewise in these days when
lumber is so dear, aud every good thing for the
beesis "^)ai'.6?i'ed," substantially in the manner
and for the puri)oses set forth.''''
This converted woman, next day, madeither
especial business to publish the jiowers of this
wonderful "Bee Charm" in every household on
thereof
the Island, beseeching the inmates
never to say another word in derision of my
operations, for, said she, "a man that can keep
her bees from flying to the woods, and bring
three swarms Avhich she saw fly away with her
own eyes, with three drops of suthin, could
surely kill every bee on Coon Island with less
than a gill o' the same kinder drops.''''
This " Bee Charm" is a first-rate thing for
man and beast. I have been obliged, on account of occasional fits of scientific biiuduess, to
'''

wear spectacles

was

|

|

the past season, the rose of the sprinkling-can
would not work satisfactorily. In a fit of philosophic dismals, I abstracted the movable rose
from the can, and stamped it under my foot.
The can itself I suspended by sticking its tube
through the knot hole of a board-fence enclosing my apiary, aud threw the towel over its
larger opening to dry.
The "Bee Charm" during this paroxj^sm of
rage mysteriously disappeared, and having
made the swarm witliout it, to my sorrow, 1
decided, in the words of Prof. Plandei', page
43 of his ISweet Home., on a hasty retreat, as a
"military necessity." I durst not approach
that swarm again during that whole week. Observing, however, soon after, that the bees of
this irate swarm had left for parts uukuown, I
lost all interest in them, till, when late iu the
season, it became necessary to unite two weak
families.

bees.

till,

!

bell,

iu

my

inicroscopial operations,
a diop of the " Cliarni^'
spilled, in a provincial manner., into my left

wheu

last season,

and in absence of the
advisable to sprinkle
the bees with scented sugar-water; but behold,
wheu on endeavoring to take down the sprinkling-can from the knot-hole, it was found to be
could not be moved. I iimmedin. fixture ; it
ately removed the towel, when, to my utter
coufusiou, then- was found sticking to it a dripplug new piece of honey in the comb. A new
light now began to shine in upon my practical
apiculture, iilumiuatiug the mystciy of the obstreperous rose-less sprinkler. It was filled with
houey from top to bottom. I called together
the whole neighborhood to witness the pheno-

During

this operation,

"Charm,"

I

thought

it

menon.

Now, as chance would have it, the following
day was the Fair- Day of our Agricultural Society, and my neighbors gave me the assurance that I would of a certainty obtain the first
premium

for the best bee-hive, should I be so
condescending as to exhibit it at their Fair. 1
did so; aud how can I repress my exultaiiouin
informing your readers that it did not only take
the first premium over Langstroth's RabbitHutches, Townley's Trigonometric Premiums,
King's Side-openers,HarL)ison's Curtain Stand?,
Kelsey's Illustrious Renovators, and Professor
Flander's leaf-less Book-Hive, but I also ob-

tained the first premium for best box of honey.,
because, as the Committee on Bee-Hives said,
it was stored in the handiest manner for carrying it to market.
I sold the honey on the spot for fifty cents per
pound. There were of it just 100 pounds, and
when the last co.mb was cutting out, what do
you think I Ibuud V My dear sir, it was the
'missing bottle of Prof. Flander's "Bee Charm,"
which who can doubt it V attracted the bees

—

—
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from the truant artificial swarm, tlirough tlie
spout of the sprinkler, cu the opposite side of
the close fence, into the can, thus becoming the
cause of my sweetly-begotten gains.

The bees, of course, were all ''icn animosity''''
(luring the whole operation of cutting out the
hone}', and, on being requested on the part of
the Committee on Bee-Hives to give a public
specimen of my proficiency in the arts of "taming bees" and molecuhir micromimics, I opened
mj' mouth wide, and said
:

Ladies and Oentlemeti and Committee on BeeHives ;
1 thank you for the literal patronage you have
awarded to my original immovable inventions in
hee-hives, and the contents thereof. The science
of the apis, and the art of obtaining their mellifluous, regurgitated sweeiicli y, have engaged my
scruiinizi7ig ingenuity in the discovery of a
fluidity so charming to man and beast, that i
cannot, in spite of
youthful timidity, abstain

my

from the complication of your highly J'aoored
Behold the power of Prof. FUmder's
bequest.
" Bee Charm !" Here I dropped three drops
of the '' TairW into my throat, drawing my
breath within me, when, presto the whole
swarm of bees, queen, drones, robbers and all,
!

''unanimouf^ly'''' liew in, and,2;isi;t4/tie7' I clapped,

shut

my

mouth.

And

so 1 submit to keep it shut till your
readers shall feel a curiosity to know whether
I shall ever be able to say anything at all, herei(,fter.

am, most delectably, yours.
Prof. Apiastek Alsatius,
Apicultura3 Magister, and
Corresponding
Secretary of Coon Island, Golden
Apiary, West End, 12j miles from
I

shore.

Iksects, in various contingencies, often exhibit the most ingenious resources, their instincts most surprisingly accommodating themselves to the new circumstances in which they
are placed, in a manner more wonderful and

incomprehensible than the existence of the

fa-

Take a honey-comb for
comb that bees fabricate
were always nmAo. x)recisely alike, with the same
general form, placed in the same posiLion, the
cells are exactly similar, or where varying with

culties themselves.
instance.
If every

—

always alike this structure
in reality be not more astonishing than many of a much simpler confirmation.
But when we know that in nine casesout of ten
the combs in a bee-hive are thus similar in
their properties, and yet that the tenth one shall
be found of a form altogether peculiar, placed
in a dill'erent position, with the cells of a different shape and all these variations evidently
adopted to some new circumstance not present
when the other nine were constructed we are
constrained to admit that nothing in the instinct
of other animals can be adduced, exhibiting
similar exquisiteness; just as we must coni'ess an
ordinary loom, however ingeniously contrived,
far excelled by one capable of repairing its deKirby.
fects when out of order.

the

variations

would perhaps

—

—
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Int.odueirig Queens.
Mr. Editor
During the last fix years I have Italianized
more than four bundled colonies of bees. For
the first four years I had some trouble to introduce an Italian queen safely; for the last two
years I have had no trouble at all. It is my
opinion that the Italian queen should be introduced before the one removed is missed by tlie
bees.
If the queen is taken from a colony of bees,
and in the course of a few days another one is
given to them, the bees know that the new
queen is a stranger, and will sometimes "hug"
them to death. Now, in the way I introduce
them, the bees have no chance to know that
their queen has been taken from them.
I have
taken black queens away from bees in a glass-

hive, which had only one sheet of comb, and
treated them as I do a full swarm. Then, when
I let the Italian queen run in, I could see how
the bees received her. The bees will not take
the least notice of her. They do not seem to
know that they have a new queen. This experiment I have tested several times, watcliing
the movements two or three hours each day.
mode of introducing Italian queens is
tills
After removing the black queen, let all
the bees run back into the old hive again; then,
give them enough tobacco-smoke to make them
all cling to the comb; not enough to make them
so drunk that they will fall on the bottomboard.
Give tJiem a little at a time for about
fifteen minutes.
Blow in a little smoke, then
put your mouth to the entrance, and blow it
among the beis as much as possible. As soon
as all the bees seem to be under the influence of
the smoke, let the queen run in through one of
the holes which connects with the surplus
honey -boxes. If thej'- do not get smoke enough
the first time, the bees will "hug" the queen
and kill her. If more smoke is then blown into
the hive, the bees will release her. So to make
a sure thing of it, I blow in smoke two or three
times in the course of two hours after.
To Italianize a new swarm, let the bees run
into the new hive, then give them enough
smoke to make it rather difiicult for them lo
hang on to the frames or top of the hive. Then
let the queen run in as stated above.
If plenty
of fresh air is given them, there is no danger of
bees smothering.
This last way of intj-odueing
a queen is perfectly safe.

Mj
:

Henry Alley.

Wenham,

Mass.,

March

8,

18G7.

When

Schirach once smoked a hive to oblige
the bees to retire to the top of it, the queen
with some of the workers flew away, tlpon
this, those that remained in the hive sent forth
a most plaintive sound, as if they were all deploring their loss.
When their sovereign was
restored to them, these lugubrious sounds were

succeeded by an agreeable humming, which
announced their joy at the event.
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Cause of Colic.

What

honey creating colic iu
in others? {American Bee
Journal^ vol. 2, page 165.)
There seem to be two prominent reasons why
honey, or that which honey contains, creates
colic or other deleterious effects on some persons.

some

is

folks

the cause of

and not

First. The liouey may have been gathered
from poisonous plants. Of such there is rarely
enough gathered in any part of the northwestern States to have any bad effect.
Second. The poison proceeding from the sting
of the bee.
Do bees poison their own honey
But the
or food ? Not usually or willingly.
manipulator causes them to doit by injudicious
management, or when, on cutting down a beetree, the combs come together in their fall,
pressing the stings oitt of the bees, and the drop
of poison that is invariably on the point comes
in contact with the honey and mixes with it;
and if it touches the comb, it is ready to mix
with the honey in broken or open cells. In
taking boxes of honey from the bees, doit without any sudden jar or the use of smoke, as either
will cause the bees to run their stings out; and
if the point containing the drop of honey touches
the comb, the side of the box, or the honey, it
is liable to mix.
How long will the poison last in ten pounds
of honey and comb taken from a fallen tree ?
It will enrage a stock of bees if fed to them after
remaining from the tree fifteen days. It will
not annoy the bees after it is capped in the cells.
To purify ten pounds of such honey, break one
egg in a pint of sweet milk, stir it well, and
add the mixture to the honey; then boil and

skim

it.

Persons with a diseased stomach should eat
no honey, unless it is taken from the bees with
great care.
If they want tliat kind of article as
a medicine, then I would recommend them to
get the pure article direct from the sac of the
bee.

Persons may get used to the poison, or the
system become fortified against it, after eating
of it often, just as they get used to the poison
by being strong frequently.
James M. Maiivin.
St.

Charles, Ills.

What

animals can be adduced,

Avliich,

like

the hive-bee, associating in societies, build regular cities composed of cells formed with geointo dwellings
metrical precision, divided
adapted to different orders of the society, and
store-houses for containing a supply of provisions ? Even the erections of the beaver, and
the pensile dwelling of the tailor bird, must be
referred to a less elaborate instinct than that
which guides the procedures of these little insects, the complexness and j'et perfection of
whose operations, when contrasteil witlitheiusiguiticance of the architect, have at all times
caused the reflecting observer to be lost iu
astoiiishmeut.
Kirby.

[From the Bienenzeitung.]

Tenacity of Life in Bee Larvse and
Queens.
The

late

Mr. Donhoff, whose premature

dis-

ease every intelligent bee-keeper may well deplore, furnished some exceedingly interesting
communications respecting the tenacity of life
manifested by the larvaj of the bee, and by the
mature insect.
somewhat detailed reference
to some of these may possibly serve as an incentive to investigations of a similar character.
If the larva of a bee be removed from its cell
and preserved several days, it will speedily exhibit motion on being placed in the warm rays
of the sun, or in a glass set in water of the temperature of 80° or 85° F. Nay, which is still
more remarkable, if a larva be taken out of its
cell, and kept till it has changed color, and become greyish-black, it Avill still retain life for
some time yet. If putrefaction has not already
advanced too far, this greyish-black larva being
exposed to the sun, a tremulous reflection ot
light will be displayed on the rings, resulting
from minute scarcely perceptible contractions
of the skin. Gradually these contractions grow
stronger, the rings are more rapidly moved,
and the head moves to and fro.
Incredible as it seems, that a creature whose
juices are already putrescent, still survives, it
is nevertheless true in tlie case of the larvse of
ihe honey-bee.
Numerous experiments have
conclusively demonstrated the truth of this,
though we can scarcely credit our own eyes
when an apparently putritying larva is thus
seen iu motion.
The drones, too, are less able to endure cold
Drone-brood Avill be killed
tlian the workers.
outright at a temperature in which workerbrood will still survive and mature. Dr. Donhoff made various experiments with mature
He placed a drone and a worker in a
drones.
box on a comb containing honey, setting the
box in his cellar. Next day the drone was
dead, but the worker lived three days longer.
He repeated the experiment three times. The
drone invariably died within twenty-four hours,
whereas the worker always survived several
days.
He plaeed three boxes containing drones,

A

workers, and queens iu an ice-house. Three
hours thereafter he took out one of them. All
the workers and the queens revived within half
an hour after being brought out, but only a
portion of the drones. JSine hours later he took
out another box. All the workei's and queens
All the drones were dead, except a
revived.
few which slightly moved their limbs and then
After sixteen hours he brought out the
died.
third box. The workers and queens recovered,
but every drone was dead.
So, likewise, drones are less able to Avilhstand
the effects of stupefying fumigation than woi'kers
or queens. Dr. Donhotf stupefied a colony with
tobacco-smoke, in order lo iuiroduce a queen.

The

result

was

that all the

—

drones— several thou-

sands in number perished, while of the workers
only a few hundred died. Inclose a drone and
and blow
a worker in the hollow of the hand,
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Another proof of the tenacity of life in a
queen came under mj- observation last iSeplemslir ugain.
The drones are unable to endure ber. At aboitt thi-ee o'clock in the afternoon of
niechauicnl injuries as well as the workers or the 9th of that mouth, I removed the queen of
queens. A moderate pressure on the thomx or one of my colonies, confined her in a cage, carabdomen will kill a drone, whereas the workers ried her to my study, and ijlaced her on a table.
She was still very active next morning, moving
will long survive a severe injury of the thorax;
and how little they are affected by the very about discontentedly in the cage. At neon i
crushing of the abdomen is evident from the offered her some honey, of which she took no
laet that bees, thus damaged, are not unfre- notice till I touched her autennaj with it, when
tjuently seen returning from foraging excur- she ate the whole of it.
I repeated the experisions, apparently as busy as those entirely un- ment in the afternoon, but could not induce her
to do more than drop her proboscis in it a few
injured.
times slightly and she evinced no more disJS'ot less tenacious of life is the queen-bee.
Stupified with ether, and prematurely trans- position to partake of it, when it was again
fixed with a needle, she speedily recovered, and offered to her in the evening
But on the llih
showed signs of life still in the following day. she ate of it freely, nor did she entirely reject it
IIow long she would have survived, I did not on the evening of that day.
feel disposed to ascertain.
On the moining of the I2th lagain fed her, and
Last summer I removed a common cjueen, in also let a few drops fad into her cage, without,
order to introduce an Italian. To preserve her however, perceiving that she ate auy of it. She
for future use, I sought to confine her on the appeared to be as active and lively as ever on
empty comb under a queen cage, but crushed this the fourth day of her confinement; but
one of her abdominal rings in the attempt.
about noon she began to ttei precisely like a
Regarding her as now no longer serviceable, young queen, grasping the wires of her cage
I slightly crushed her thorax and laid her aside,
with her feet, Mad pressing her wings close to
intending to remove her after my work was her body. She repeated this teeting treciueutly,
finished. When I returned, about an hour later, at longer or shorter intervals, but refused to
take lood.
I could not find her, and concluded that she
On the following day she couiinued
had dropped on the ground in her death- teeting at intervals till after noon, when she bestruggle.
Next evening I wished to ascertain came silent, and her movements began to be
liow the bees treated their new queen, and more languid. On ihe morning of the 14th she
finding that they still manifested great ani- was still living, though exceedingly feeble, and
mosity, deemed it advisable to defer liberating refused to partake of the honey offered to her.
her till the next day. But even then they were I left her in this condition about ten o'clock,
not reconciled to her, and I gave them another and when I returned, an hour later, she was
day for cultivating her acquaintance. On the dead. She thus endured the pains of solitude
fourth evening the bees seemed somewhat more or isolation, and the want of accustomed atcontended; but I did not altogether like ap- tention, for more than 139 hours.
pearances, and therefore managed the process
Such experiments unciuestiouably excite unWell was it that pleasant feelings, and if made from sheer reckof liberation very cautiously.
I did so, for scarcely was the cover lifted i^e- lessness, might fairly be denounced as involvfore a dozen angry bees enclosed her, and i Jiad ing cruelty to animals.
Yet they may pracmuch trouble to secure her from the assault, and tically subserve a useful purpose. Thus it is
In the course of the ensu- evident from these observations, that in the
<;onfine her afresh.
ing night it occurred to me that there must be transmission of Italian qtteens to great dissome special cause for the protracted animosity tances, by express or steamer, it is unnecessary
of those bees, and their continued refusal t) ac- that they should be acconq^anied by a large
cept the offered c^ueen; and I suspected the number of workers.
Our American corresponcause would be found in the queen-cells started. dents have frecjuently complained that the supNext morning I opened the hive to remove ply (^f Inmey was exhausted, and bees and
them, but was disappointed in not finding any. queens perished from starvation during the
Not a trace of a ciueen-cell could be discovered; voyage. This can be obviated by supplying a
but, to my surprise, newly-laid eggs Avere seen larger c[uantity of honey, and sending a smaller
here and there in the cells. As these were thus number of workers. There would then be no
scattered, I concluded that there was a fertile danger that the stock of food would run short,
worker in the hive, which caused the hostile and the ciueen would be adequately cared for,
demonstration towards the nfi"ered queen. With though not surrounded bj'' a dense crowd. A
a view of capturing and destroying the supposed few dozen workers are c]uite sufficient to secure
usurping worker, I transferred the comb con- her comfort, and insure her safety.
taining the eggs to an empty hive, and had alKleike.
ready commenced to shake into it the bees from
when
I
combs,
saw
at
large
the other
a ciuoen
Tiiouon it may Avith much show of reason
on the first comb I took in hand, and perceived
the
it
was
identical
one which be supposed that it is the sensation of heat Avhicli
that
glance
at a
causes bees to swarm; yet Avhat possible conI took
1 thought I had killed five days before
care to despatch her effectually then, and on ception can be formed of its being bodily sentobacco-smoke in

worker

till they are stupefied
The
will recover, Avhile the drone will never

;

!

introducing to the colony again the previously
rejected queen, she was received without further trouble.

sations that lead bees to send out scouts in
search of a place suitable for the new colony,
severid days before swarming ?
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Bees in Bretagne, (France.)

For the Americaa Bee Journal and Gazotto.

Bearicg and Saving Bees.
Mr. Editor:
I noticed Mr. Grimm's article in your last,
delailing the way lie secured " a <ireat number
of queens and cells in one hive." He made
good " ttj/ie,'^ hut I think if he -".vill conduct his
operations better next time, he will not get
matters so badly "mixed."
On the day he found his " fortj^-three perfect

cells,"

he should then have protected each

cell

in its original position by properly-constructed
queen-cages, or removed them to such cages

where

thej^

Bees occupy a prominent and important pohousehold in Bretagne, where they
are regarded and treated as members of the family.
All interesting occurrences alfecti ng the
welfare of the familj^ are formally announced to
them. When a child is born, the father, accompanied by the eldest son, (if there be one old
sition in the

vi'ould

be out of danger.

With

suitable cages all such cells may be protected,
and the virgin queens safely introduced to small
nuclei or full stocks withoutfcar of destruction.
It can be done by way of a " second hatching"
through an "artificial queen-cell" atthe bottom
of the queen-cage. I do not deem it advisable
to explain the matter further, as Prof. A. P.
Aster Alsatius (Nasby ?) might attempt to apply his "experimental science," and stultify
himself as heretofore.
I liaA'e a few questions I would like to ask
the " knowing ones." I think they can be fully
explained
First. If the impregnation of the eggs of the
queen to produce workers or females is produced by this compression of her abdomen into
the contracted workers' cells, as has been
claimed, how does it come that the queen lays
eggs in the royal or queen-cells that produce
females or queens invariably, since such cells
:

are quite as large as the drone-cells ?
Again; if the queen ever lays in neioly -prepared queen-cells.^ Avhy don't she sometimes use
old queen-cells for such deposits V
Are not the eggs ahvays removed from contracted worker-cells (after fecundation in such
cells by the queen) to queen-cells by the workers,
or the queen-cells built over such eggs in

worker-cells ?
I notice Mr. Quinby, in a recent article in
your paper, did not appreciate my plan of rearFrom his
ing cpaeens in large quuntities.

"Mysteries of Bee-keeping Explained," (1862,
page 250,) I infer that he had then almost
abandoned the idea of ever producing artificial
queens from "worker-eggs, "tts he called Uiem.
He remarks " Yet occasionally prolific queens
have been reared, Avhen I could account for
their origin in no other vray but from worker

enough

to Avalk,) arrayed in his best Sunday
dress, proceeds to the apiary, and passing from
hive to hive, announces the glad tidings, and
decorates each hive Avith a scarlet scarf. When
a marriage engagement is made, the fact is anirounced in like manner, the lady conducting
her betrothed to the apiary, and presenting
him to each colony. On the wedding-day each
hive is decorated Avith crimson trappings; and,
on the folloAving morning, the bridal-Avreath is

•

suspended on the stock which the OAvner regards
as the best, and is left hanging there till sunset.
When this lias Ijeen done, the young husband
feels assured that his Avife Avill prove to be a A^ery
frugal and industrious helpmate, and that happiness and prosperity Avill attend them through
life.

But the bees ai'e not expected to take an interest alone in the joyful events of the family.
They are also apprised in due form of any
mournful occurrences.
Every death is announced by a messenger arra3^ed in black, Avith
crape trailing from his hat and left arm; and
every hive also is immediately invested in
crape, Avhich remains there so long as the family themseh'es Avear mourning, unless mean"\vhile some joyous event occur, requiring to be
communicated by message, Avheu the crape is
removed, and the crimson trappings substituted.

The origin of these singular customs is unkuoAvn. Probably they arose from a regard to
the great value and importance of bee-eidture
in the district, especially of LoAver Bretagne.
The immense plains there covered Avith blooming heather at the proper season, supply the
bees Avith inexhaustible pasturage, and thousands of hives are seen there every summer,
without the guardianshi}) of any superintendent.
Yet robbing or theft is altogether unknown
there.

:

SwAMMERDAM tclls US he was informed by a
bee-keeper that a single hive which Avas left to
eggs.
But you will find they are not to be de- him after Count Mansfeldt overran Emden, bepended upon generally." From the above I came the parent and grand-parent of thirty fasuppose lie found it difficult to produce queens milies within the year folloAving. And Bose,
in the French Consul in Caiolina, told Feburier
artificially from eggs laid by the queen
worker-cells.
that he had eleven sAvarms in one season from
In his last work I notice he has clmngcd Jds a single stock; and that these, one with another,
^^ hisfory''^ somewhat on thnt point.
thrcAV ofl"as many moTe; so that, at the end of
Your suggestions, Mr. Editor, in last Journal, the year, he had twenty-two families, besides
on " Italianizing," are well placed., and may be losing several for want of hives to receive
them.
read and re-read with great profit.
W. A. Flandeks.
Shelby, Ohio.
The most advantageous

period for a
to be thrown olTis from the middle of
the middle of June.

swarm

May

to

The European Avasp sometimes takes posession of a hive, having cither destroyed or driven
aAvay its inhabitants, and consumes all tlie honey
it contains.
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Bees in Winter.

In another place, speaking of the custom in
of putting bee-hives during
The common liive-bee is probably never, winter into out-houses and cellars, he says that
though with regard in such situations the air, though more temperstrictly speaking, torpid
to the precise state in which it passes the win- ate than out of doors during the greater part of
ter, a considerable difference of opinion has obwinter, "is yet sulhcieutly cold to keep the bees
tained.
in that species of torpidity Avhich does aAvay
Many authors have conceived that it is the their need of eating. xind, lastly, he expressly
most natural state of bees in winter to be per- says that the milder the weather, the more risk
fectly torpid at a certain degree of cold, and there is of- the bees consuming their hon«y bethat their partial revivescence and consequent fore spring, and dying or hunger; and confirms
need of food in our climate are owing to its his assertion by an a«couut of a sLriking exvariableness and often comparative mildness in periment, in which a hive that he transi'ferred
winter; whence they have advised placing bees during Avinter into his study, where the temduring this season in an ice-house, or on the perature Avas usually in the day at from 54° to
north side of a wall, where the degree of cold 59° Fahrenheit, though provided Avith a plenbeing more uniform, and thus their torpidity tiful supply of honey, Avhich, if they had been
undisturbed, they imagine no food would be re- in a garden, would have served them past the
quired.
end of April, had consumed nearly their Avhole
So far, however, do these suppositions and stock before the end of February.
conclusions seem from being warranted, that
NoAV, how axe Ave to reconcile this contradicHuber expressly affirms that, instead of being tion ? for if Huber be correct in asserting that
torpid in winter, the heat in a well-peopled hive in frosty Aveather bees agitate themselves to
continues at from 80^ to SS^ Fahrenheit, Avheu keep off the cold, and ventilate their hive if,
it is several degrees below zero in the open air;
as both he and Swammerdam state, they feed
that they then cluster together and keep them- their young in the depth of Avinter it seems
selves ill moiiou in order to preserve their heat; impossible to admit that they ever can be in
and that in the depth of winter they cease to the torpid condition Avhich Reaumur supposes,
ventilate the hive by the singular process of in Avhich food, so far from being necessary, is
agitating their wings.
He asserts that, like injurious to them. In fact, Reaumur himself,
Eeaumur, he has in winter found in the combs in another place, informs us that bees are so inbrood of all ages; which, too, the observant finitely more sensible of cold than the generality
Bonnet says, he has witnessed, and which is of insects; that they perish when in numbers
contirmod by Swammerdam, who expressly as small as to be unable to generate sufficient
states that bees tend and feed their young even animal heat to counteract the external cold,
in the mid,>t of winter.
even at .jT*-^ F., which corresponds Avith Avhat
To all these weighty authorities may be added Huber has observed of the high temperature of
that of John Hunter, who found a hive to grow Avell-peopled hives, even in very severe wealighter in a cold than in a warm week of win- ther.
ter
and that a hive, from November 10th to
We are forced, then, to conclude that this
February Dch, lost more than four pounds in usually most accurate of observers has, in the
weight, whence the conclusion seems inevit- present instance, been led into error, chiefly, it
a'nle, that bees do not eat in winter.
is probable, from the clustermg of the bees in
On the other hand, Reaumur adopts (or rather, the hives in cold Aveather, btit Avhich, instead
perhaps, has in great measure given birth to) of being, as he conceived, an indication of torthe more commonly received nolion that bees, pidity, Avould seem to be intended, as Huber asin a certain degree of cold, are torpid, and con- serts, as a preservation against the benumbing
sume no food. These are his words: " It has effects of cold.
been established with a wisdom Ave cannot but
Bees, then, do not appear to pass the winter
admire with that wisdom Avith Avhich everj^- in a state of torpidity in our climate, and probthing in nature has been made and ordained
ably not in any otliers. Populous SAvarms inthat during the greater part of the time in which habiting hives formed of the hollow trunks of
the country iurnislies nothing to bees, they have trees, used in many northern region?, or of other
no longer need to eat. The cold Avhich arrests materials that are bad conductors of heat, seem
the vegetation of plants; which deprives our able to generate and keep up a temperate suffifields and meadows of their flowers, throws the cient to counteract the iutensest cold to Avhicli
bees inio a state in which nourishment ceases to they are ordinarily exposed. At the same time,
be necessary to them; it keeps them in a sort of however, I think we may infer that, though
torpidity in Avhich no transpiration from them bees are not strictly torpid at the lowest degree
takes place, or, at least, durmg which the quan- of heat which they can sustain, yet that Avhen
tity of that vv'hich transpires is so inconsiderable exposed to thai degree they consume considerthat it cannot be restored by aliment Avilhout ablj^ less food than at a higher temperature; and
their lives being endangered. In winter, while that, consequently, the plan of placing hives in
it freezes, one may observe without fear the ina north aspect in sunny and mild Avinters, may
terior of hives that are not of glass; for we may be adopted by the apiarian Avith advantage.
lay them on their sides, and even turn them John Hunter's experiment, indeed, cited above,
bottom upwards, Avithout putting any bee into in Avhich he found that a hive grcAV lighter in
motion. We see the bees croAvued and pressed cold than in AvarniAveeks, seems opposed to this
closely one against the other little space then conclusion; but as isolattid observations of this
kind, Avhieli Ave do not knoAV to have been insuffices for them."
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stitutecl with a due regard to all the circumstances that required attention, must not be allowed to set aside the striking facts of a contrary description recorded by Reaumur, and
corrobated by tlie almost universal sentiment
of writers on bees.
Alter all, however, on this point, as well as
many others connected with the winter economy
of these endlessly-wouderlul insects, there is
evidently much j^et to be observed, and many
doubts which can be satisfactorily dispelled

only by

new

Kirby

experiments.

«fc

Spence.

Baes in a Garret.
The Editor of
he saw in the

Fanner

the Ohio

way

relates

what

of keeping bees in a garret

chamber by a Mr.

ChatFee, of that State

:

"In the south gable end of

[Fi'om

tlie

Hanover Ccntral-Blatt.]

More igyptian Eees!
After

many unavailing efforts, I unexpectedly

received, on the oOth of April last, direct I'rom
Egypt, a colony of bees in their original hive.
Tins was a singular structure of tubrdar form,
lour feet long, and six inches in diameter, and
was made of i\ile mud. You can imagine the

apprehension with which I tapped on this tube
on its arrival, and how great was my relief and
joy when I heard, in response, a faint and
transient humming.
'i he tube
was immcdiatelj^ opened, and tlic
small circular combs I ut out.
It was in large
part empty, antl the first parcel extracted from
its dark and mysterious depth was a mass of

blackened combs, matted and permeated by
hundreds of waxworms similar to our native

this house, on the
years ago, Mr. C. enclosed
two small rooms, four feet square, being low
under the rafters of each corner of the chamber.
In each of these rooms he has a hive of
bees in tiie common box-hive, set eight inches
back from the siding, and up the same distance

tribe.

floor.
The room is perfectly dark.
enter through a slot in the siding of
tlie house, with a little foot-block to light upon.
Th'jy pass through the aperture into the dark
room, upon a board on which the hive stands,
travciling some eight inches on this open board
before they reach the hive.
In the houcy season the inside of the hive is filled first, then the
bees build comb on the outside of the hive and
along up tlie siding of ti
house, several feet,
very muL-h after the manner of bees in the tropical countries.
These colonies have never
swarmed, and from them the family have all
the honey tiiey desire to use, going In and cutting out a piece of the outside comb when they
like.
In ths outside comb the honey is not so
full as it is when saved in boxes, but as thej^
always have what they want, Mr. Chaftee says
the plan suits him Avell enough."

iously looked for eggs, as evidence of the presence of a queen.
With great care, and amid
constantly increasing anxiety, her Majesty was
sought for, but did not make her appearance
among a crowd of some fiiieen hundred workers.
There remained onlj^ twenty or thirLy bees
in the tube, when, finally, I perceived her running towards the mouth of the tube in evident
alarm, and succeeded in securing her.
To all
appearances she was still quite young, and
diUered remarkablj^ from other bees in shape
and color, being much smaller than an Italian,
chocolate-hued, with prominent black wings, a
rather short abdomen cerminaling obtusely.
She was really a beautiful creature; and wJioever once sees an Egyptian queen will readily
be able to distinguisii this type from among
thousands of the black or the ilalian race.
The workers are about one-third smaller than
our common bees. Their upper three rings are
of a splendid bright yellow, with a wliitish
tinge.
The remaining abdomcnal wings are of
a glossy black, with the interspaces white. The
anterior part of the boily is covered with greyish hair, seenung as though besprinkled wiih
ashes.
Their flight is very rapid, accompanied
Vvdih a peculiarly soft sound.
They ditfer as
widely in appearance from the handsomest
Italians as these latter do from common bees.
They have a tiugular habit, when leaving the
hive, of turning on the wing six in&hes or a
foot from the hive, and hovering in its front,

second

floor, several

from the

The bees

^

I EAVE often been amused with hearing the
indignant tones of a humble-bee while Ij'ing on
When I held my finger to it it kicked
its back.
and scolded with all its might
Hive-bees,
when irritated, emit a shrill and peevish sotmd,
coniinuing even when held under water, which

Jolin Hunter says vibrates at, the point of contact with the arr-holes at the root of their wings.
This sound is particularly sharp and angry
when they fly at an intruder. The same
sounds, or very similar ones, tell us when a
wasp is offended, and Ave may expect to be
But this passion of auger in insecls is
stung.
so nearly connected with their fear that I need
not enlarge further upon it. Kibcy.
— -'

In EVERY' apiary

.i

-

—^%^ r

iTni

_

should always be a
stock of hives, surplus honey-boxes, &c., kept
in readiness for the swarming season.
A
neglect of this precaution will olten be productive of great inconvenience and confusion, and

sometimes

tliere

result in losses.

had been badly vicEgyptian correspondent, wlio,
I feared, had sold me, at a high price, a miserable starveling stock ready to perish. The dissection was proceeded with.
I encountered
some bees, and soon after found also the anxI

began

timized by

to think that I

my

apparently to reconn"'i-tre their home. E'cerij
bee does tins, without exccpiiuii; and even the
hybrids consiantLy do so. This peculiarity doeii
not appear to have been- observed by Mr.
In
Vogel, at least he does not mention it.
fact, my Egyptians seem to dilfer considerably
from those of the Berlin impor'ation. Mine
were brought direct from the Delia of the
Nile, where bee-culture is extensively prosecuted; whereas Mr. Hammerschmidt procured
May not the like
at Cairo those sent to Berlin.
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difFerences exist there as in Italy?

From Mona

we

receive almost exclusively rusty-brown
Italians, while from the district, four leagues
lower down, Ave obtain beautiful j-ellow bees,
with strikingl}^ slender bodies.
The Egyptian bees seem to me to be manifestly hardier than the Italian, for they fly out at
times when the latter Avill not leave thc:r hive.
weel<; ago there was still plenty of brood in
their hives, though there was not a trace of any
to be found in the Italian colonics for the la&'t

A

My

original Egyptian colony has
other, notwithstanding I took brood from it every ten days
six weeks.

stored

up more honey than any

tlie summer.
Lakdjiseergen, Dec.

during

Meyer.
o,

18G6.

For the American Bee Journal and Gazette.

Mr. Editor:

An

article

from Bidwell Brors', headed "/to-

of Cross-bred Drones,'''' induces me to
report some few particular observations on the
same subject. On October 3, 18^ I think it
Was, when I received an Italian queen from
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, from which I succeeded
in raising twelve queens in that month
all of
•puritieii

lys

drones of a queen could not be pure, if tho
queen herself was not purely impregnated. It
would require further investigation to determina
this question, and I therefore suggest that other
bee-keepers also make experiments and observations on this subject.*
But the inference which Messrs. Bidwell
Brors' make, that the queen mentioned in their
article as producing drones of an inferior color,
niust have been impregnated by a black drone,
is not warranted.
All the seve"n queens above
mentioned must necessarily have been impregnated by Italian drones, as there Avas not a
black di'one in my apiarj^, or any other here,
Avlien they Avere impregnated.
After all, two
of the seven queens proved to be bastardized,
as they produced Italian and black Avorkers. I
have no doitbt that the queen from Avhich these
drones and young queens Avere raised, was as
pure as any sold in this country, as up to June,
1805, I raised forty-three pure queens, and only
three that turned out to be bastardized.
The
opinion of Dzierzon and others that the Italian
bee, even in its mother country, must have a
small dash of black blood, seems to me to be
correct.

Adaai Grimm.
Jefferson, Wis., March 11, 18G7.
which remained unimpregnated. I wintered
all of them in liope that some of them might
* In article published in the Pennsylvania Farm
come out fertile; but in vain. Five of these about iirteen years ago, we expre.ssed doubt as to theJournal,
virility
queens I lost by their swarming out in the of drones produced from the eggs of fertile workers. This
doubt was afterwards streugtheued by some observations
spring; the rest lived until I l^illed them.
The made by
Donhuff.
But when Professor Leuckart's
Bwarms in which they were, raised great num- copic investigations showed that the semen of such microsdrones
bers of drones, nearly all of which were of the coutidued spermatozon like those of ordinary drones, we
surrendered our doubt— yielding to what seemed to be consmall Ivind.
Being very anxious to raise clusive evidence. The facts now communicated
by Mr.
Italian queens, 1 liad some of them hatched as Grirnm give a new aspect to tiie matter, and revive our

—

On the 1st of May
early as the lUtli of April.
I had fourteen of them, then over two weeks
old.
These queens would go out three or four
times a day, on every warm day, accompanied
by large numbei-s of these small drones; but,
singularly enough, not one of them became fertile.
It was on the 25th of April that I found
the tirst hatched Italian drones in the swarm
containing the Langstroth queen. Two days
afterwards I took out the frame in whicli the
drones had been hatched, went around among
all my nuclei, and gave to each of them, and
to those hives which had unfertile queens, from
two to four drones, reinserting the frame in its
hive again. None of these drones made their
appearance betore the 3d of May. I examined
ail my young queens on the 4th, but none of
them was then laying. On the 5th I made another examination, and found seven of the
fourteen queens ovipositing.
Tliese queens became fertile just two days
after the lirst large drones made their appearance in the open air. If the drones from unimpregnated queens had, at least in this instance,
not efiected a fertilization of any of tiie fourteen
queens mentioned, is there not a strong picBumption that such drones are unable to ferAnd if this should jnove
tilize a queen at all
to be so, might we not further infer that impregnation has something to do with the ability
of a drone to fertilize a queen ? And if this be
'?

the case,

it

would necessarily Ibllow

that

the

doubt, so far aa tn induce us to regard
open question, [Ed.

it

as once

more au

It avas the opinion of the ancients that bees,
Aveather, carried Aveights to protect
them from being Avhiliied about in their progress through the air.
Virgil has observed
in Avindy

that

"Tjey with

light pebbles, like a balanced boat,

Pois'd throug

i

the

air,

on even piuious

float.

"

This assertion, wdiichAvas probably borroAved
by the poet from his predecessor, Aristotle, and
Avhich Avas afterAvards repeated by Pany, is
noAV ascertained to be erroneous. The error
has been noticed by both Swammerdam and
Reaumur, and ascribed by them to preceding
observers having mistaken the mason-bee for a
hive-bee.
The former builds its nest against a
wttll, Avith a composition of gravel, sand, and
its own saliva; and when freighted with the
former article, may easily have led a careless
observer into the erroneous opinion above alluded to.

When

the general massacre of drones takes

place, not only all those that have undergone
their full transformations, but every embryo,
in Avhatever period of its existence, shares the

same

fate; the

maxim

with beesbemg

to

attend

to the general welfare of the community, and
to alloAV not thos# to eat that are not useful in
some Avay.
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them from a brood-comb whicli I wished to remove, and instantly received eleven stings in
my face, and five on my hands. Next day I
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purposely used tobacco-smoke again, and, not
having on my bee-cap, was compelled to retreat in haste.
Subsequent observations and

1867.

(L^"The American Bee Journal and Gazette is now published monthly, in the City of experiments shovred that tobacco-smoke is as
Washington, (D. C.,) iit |>2 per annum. All sure to irritate the Egyptian bees as the human
communications should be addressed to the Edi- breath does our common bees or the Italians;
tor, at that place.
and when once thus excited, they remain illtempered for a long time. Even after thej^ have
recovered their equanimitj-, a few whifl"s of
C^" Several communications intended for
tobacco-smoke
suflice to revive their anger.
this number have unavoidably to be postponed
The violence with which they assail theotfender
till our next.
may readily be imagined from the extraordinary spirit and agility of these little creatures.
We have received from ?Jr. PIcnry Ally, of "For keeping them in due subjection, I now
Wcnliam, (Mass.,) a fumisaling pipe, accom- make use of rotten willow-wood, which concompanied by a note, in which he says You fuses and intimidates them, without arousing
will find it very useful for any purpose about their anger.
They will, indeed, still iiy in the
the apiary. It can be held betAveen the teeth, face and on the hands of the operator, and run
while the hands are at work. To examine bees about wildly, but leave again without stinging.
which arc in a Lnngstrothhive, gradually raise It is now apparent why the Egyptian beethe honey-board, blowing smoke in at the same keeper, from whom Mr. Hammerschmidt protime, to drive the bees down among the combs. cured the origiual stock, though an inveterate
If they attempt to sting Avhile removing combs, smoker, did not use tobacco-smoke when opergive them more smoke.
ating among his bees."
"Persons who do not use tobacco can use this
pipe, without any fear of being made sick. PerJt^" There has been recently published in
haps some will not believe that I can introduce
Italy a treatise on bees and bee-culture, prequeens with the use of tobacco-smoke. I would
wager the price of fifty queens tliat I will intro- pared by Anthony Caneva, which should certainly be translated for the special benefit and
duce that number v.'ith tobacco-smoke, and not
comfort of those bee-keepers who resolutely
have one of them Iviiled."
adhere to antiquated notions and practices iu
The instrument resembles the fumigator dethe management of their bees.
As a specimen
scribed in Mr. Quinby's "-Mysteries of Beeof his peculiar qualification to act as instructor,
keeping,'''' only that it has a wooden mouthtake the following
piece so shaped that it can be held between the
"We may not doubt that the quuen lays eggs,
teeth, leaving the hands entirely free.
:

we can credit those Avho say that they liave
found ovaries and eggs in her. I confess that I
have not made such discoveries, not even in the
if

Egyptian Sees.

We

are enabled to present in this

number

a

notice of a second importation of Egyptians
in Germany.

In a recent communication to the Bienenzeitung, Mr. Vogel remarks: "I formerly
stated that the Egyptian bees Avould sting o\i\y
when provoked to do so. I am of that opinion
still, though to prevent misapprehension, I now
add that, when thus provoked, they are exceedingly vindictive.

" When first handling the imported bees, I
used no smoke, and was neither stung nor in
any way incommoded, and hence felt warranted
in saying that they do not 9ting. But about
four weeks later, I used tobocco-smoke to diive

favorable months of May and June, and therefore suspect that those writers labored under
some misconception. If the queen lays eggs,

we

should be able to find these in the

cells

in

which they were laid. Yet I have never found
any in the cells, but always larvae instead, and
very young larva3, too, sucli as must have been
Moreover, we
quite recently ^introduced.
never find any cgg-sheUs on the bottom of the
hive, wliere tliey certainly should be found,
especially after several days of cold weather
has prevented the bees from carrying them
out.

" Tiie duties and functions of the queen are
to hold the reins of government. She diligently supervises everything

those of a ruler

—
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giving orders, in variously modulated toues, for
foraging excursions, the construction of royal
cells, the expulsion of the drones, stimulating
industry and reproving sloth, and giving orders
at stated times for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
tea.
If at certain times we cautiously listen at
the hive, we can hear a voice, alternately ap-

plauding or censuring, thus showing that there
present within some controlling personage

is

heedful of the weal or

woe

After that the old fogies

of the

may

community."

lake courage.

For the American Bee Journal and Gazette,

WinteriBg Bees in the Open Air.
Bees have not been able to fly in this section
till now.
The last flight they had was late in
November.
Our winter has been dry and
"steady hold," only about a week of extremely
cold weather.
Bees out-of-doors were flying
yesterday and to-day, and have emptied themselves nicely.
I liave been wintering a twostory frame-hive on the Avest side of a building,
but otherwise unprotected.
They were flying
briskly to-daj'.
I took out the

—

—

combs twenty in all to-day,
into a clean, two-story hive.
Found the colony in fine condition; plenty of
bees and honey, very few dead bees, combs
bright, and a few hundred egrjH no brood in
They are now in good
any stage of existence
shape to go on breeding, and, without doubt,
will give me an early swarm and a rich harvest
of honey. For large yields of honey we prefer
The honey
the two-story hive in this locality.
is stored in frames instead of small boxes.
treated
as above,
box-hive could not be
simply because the combs are statioriary.
important
it
is to have
Reader, do you see how
your bees in frame-hives ?
and put them

—

A

St.

M. M. Baldiudge.
Charles, Kane Co., Ills, Feb. 18.
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Bees and Grapes.
Is bee-culture to be
to grape-culture ?

regarded as detrimental,

Highly gratifying are the elTorts which are so
generally being made for the advancement and
improvement of grape-culture in this country.
Despite the deplorable obstacles interposed bymildew, rot, etc., perseverance and judicious
experiments will ultimately secure the desired
object, enabling us to produce excellent wines,
by the selection of such varieties of the vine as
are adapted to climate and location wines not
inferior to those produced in foreiii-n lands, not
only recompensing the vinyardist^for his exertions and sacrifices, but contributiua; largely
to
the moral improvement of the people.
Grape-culture consequently deserves general
appreciation and adequate protection, to cheer
and reward those engaged in it, who have still
annualy to contend with numerous discouragements. Thus, when a small portion of the crops,
perhaps, had escaped the devastating influence
of rot and mildew, it suffers again from the incessant depredations of passerine birds and
noxious insects. Among the latter, grasshoppers, Avasp and humble-bees, more especially,
incite the execrations of the vinyardist by the
extensive injuries they inflict on the ripening
ll-uit; and even the common hive-bee has
often
been' included in the list of the proscribed.
Against these latter— the honey-bees— complaints have been made, for some years past, in
various sections of the country, Avhich have led,
and may still lead, to sad disagreements and unhappy disputes. As a friend alike of grapeculture and of bee-culture, I thus feel myself
induced to communicate my own experience
and sentiments, on both topics, for the common
benefit of both branches of rural economy.
Bee-culture is justly prized in Europe and

—

in this country as a profitable pursuit, as is evident enough here from the almost countless

multitude of patented hives invented for the

For the American Bee Journal.

Correction.
Mr. Editor: Will you please oblige one of
j'our subscribers by inserting the following article on Extraordinarii Swarming in the December number, page 120
I presume the readers of the Journal would
like to know when anything unusual happens
:

Last year I-had a hive of halfbred Italiansthat beat any bees I have heard
of in this country, in the swarming line, having produced an increase of ten swarms in the
following way The old stock swarmed j\Iay
These were put in hives
12th, IGth, and 18th.
containing a few combs. The first or prime
one sent oSfour swarms in June, from the 12th
in Bee-land.

:

to the 30th.

These were hived, and did

well.

accommodation of the interesting

insect.

But

that Avhich is destined to give it an unprecedented
advance among the industrious arts,is the recent
development of the mysteries in Avhich the natural history of the bee was so long enshrouded
—thus making scientific truth the basis of practical operations, aud introducing certainty and
success to a large extent, where all Avas doubt
and haphazard before. Every friend of progress is noAV aAvare that by the observations and

researches of distinguished and eminent apiarians and naturalists, bee-culture has been
elevated to the rank of a science, and is enga"-ing correspondent attention from the intelligent,
cultivated, and enterprizing everyAvhere; and
hence the study is deserving of general appreciation

Who,

and encouragement.
indeed,

Avould regard Avith

envious

came off" May ISth swarmed twice feelings the busy bee engaged in gathering
The old stock swarmed again in Au- nectar and pollen from the blossoms of trees,
in June.
Eiglit of shrubs, and plants, and thus rendering them
gust, and gave STi pounds of honey.
available to human Avants, Avheuhe reflects that
these swarms had honey enough for winter.
all these stores of honey and Avax Avould otherJ. Lorenzo Davis.
wise be lost, since by no kuoAvu or conceivable
Delhi, Ingham Co., Mich.

The one

that
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process could the materials furnished by nature
be collected and converted ? And is it not
ascertained, moreover, that these insects liave
an important function assigned them in the
wise arrangements of nature the fertilization
of blossoms in the vast vegetable kingdom ?
The cultivation of fruit can only be successfully
prosecuted, in its widest range, where bee-culture is extensively introduced.
Bees, by their household economy, demonstrate the importance of harmonj^ and peace to
the general welfare, and

—

"

*

The

*

*

art of ordei' to a

teach
peopled kingdom."

the same time, ready weapons and
alacrity in rallying to the common defence seAvhil'-, at

cures

them against foreign aggressions or

at-

tacks.

Wlien we see a wagon laden with grain stored
torn bags, scattering the precious freight
along the highway, and find hens, pigeons, and
birds generally, running along and greedily picking it up, would it be right to attribute the loss
Even the teamster Avould
to these creatures?
have lo blush with shame should he attack in
angtr these hungry pursuivants. We should
rather ascribe to a mouse, or to some culpable

in

negligence, the origin of the anuojnng evil
complained of. Just as wrong is it to cast
suspicion upon and rouse opposition to the industrious bee, for supposed injury done to the
fruit of the vine.
Not the ifcs, but the wasxis
and their like, are the real transgressors, by
puncturing the overripe berries, so that the
juice can exude.
Now, if bees are occasionally
seen to frequent such damaged grapes in greater
number than even the wasps themselves, we
should not forget that in the supposed case of
the spilt and scattered grain, the mouse, mainly
instrumental in causing the damage, would be
still less apt to be visible on the scene than the

hens and birds.
Tlie wasps are very shrewd, and not apt to
allow themselves to be caught in the act of perpetrating the injury.
In the course of a few
minutes one of them will have punctured the
skins of many grapes; but no sooner does she
scent approaching danger, than she hies away
to some other spot, to renew her depredations
there, leaving the first damaged fruit to be rifled
of its sweets by the bees. Hence, if we destroy
the wasps, we shall clTectually arrest the cause
of the evil complained of, and shall have no
reason to desire the removal of the bees, or to
seek their destruction by poisoning a proce-

—

dure not only uacalled for, but highly reprehensible in itself, as being detrimental to beeculture, and highly dangerous besides.
I had myself at first great cause to complain
of the wasps in my own vineyard; but after
carefully and pcrscveringly destroying all the
nests which I could find in my neighborhood;
and killing the wasps which, in spring audfall,
visited my apiary in scores, I find myself amply
compensated for my trouble. My hives are
situated very near my vineyard, and there precisely are the fcAvest damaged grapes Ibuud.
Only in the remoter parts of the vineyard, near
the boundary wall and the neighboring thorn-

bushes, where the winged pilferers could not
easily be reached, was perceptible injury sustained, from this source, in the last few years.
I am well assured that the bees, including the
newlj' -introduced Italian race, do not injure
grapes or other fruit, if these have not pre-

viously been punctured by wasps, or have not
been ciamaged in some other manner, go that
the juices exposed may readily be extracted.
To convince others also of the truth of this, I

planted some of the choicest kinds of grapes
near my apiary; and the fruit remained unattacked, though bees Avere constantly passing and
repassing it on every hand. Both lilends and
foes couki thus easily satisfy themselves whether
the charges urged against the hive-bee in this
regard is well loimded or not.
i Avould respectfully request tliose who still
entertain doubts, whether viueyardists or others,
to read pages 85, 86, and 87, of Langstroth on
" The liive and Honey-Bee^'''' (third edition,
1806,) Avhere it is satisiactorily shown that bees
cannot i^uncture the skin of grapes or other
fruit.

In

my neighborhood, hitherto,

a hundred-fold

more has been spent for grape-culture than for
bee-culture; and I should certainly not continue to prosecute the latter if I had observed
that it was in the least detrimental to the former.

Where the ripe berries are occasionally punctured by Avasps and humble-bees, or by passerine birds, or are damaged by the rot, 1 do,
But I
indeed, find tliem visited by the bees
could never yet perceive that these derived
much advantage therefrom; and in fact they
Avere seldom attracted thereto wlien other
sources of supply abounded with nectar. And
it is besides Avorihy of consideration Avhether it
i* not, in many cases, better that the beesgather
the extravasated and putrefying juices, than
that these shoukl undergo still further decomposition, and thus contribute to the more geneNay, at the season
ral difi'usiou of the disease.
of grai)e-harvest, if the eiddemie prevailed
simultaneously, I Avould gladly remove my bees
or close the hives and confine the inmates, to
guard them liom destruction hj the introduction
of contagious matter.
Let the iriends of bee-culture and of grapeculture unite to protect both these branches of
rural economy from damage, by Avaging a Avar
The apof externiinalion against tlie Avasps.
proaching spring is the most suitable season for
such demonstration, because these insects are
then not only more readily captured, but as all
those then caught are fertile females, (for only
such survive the Avinter,) we not only destroy
the individuals, but prevent the production of
But let
entire broods the following summer.
us not content ourselves Avith Avaging Avar
against this in our OAvn immediate neighborho.d, for I am convinced by observations made
at my own apiary, that these destructive insects
visit us in large numbers, from great distances.
I liave found in bushes and hedges, and on lofty
trees, families of this pilfering tribe as large
as an ordinary swarm of bees. This shows that
Ave have to deal Avith no insignificant enemy
one Avhose strength must not be underrated.
No Avondcr that such extensive devastation is
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often witnessed in vineyards located between
packed with a tangled mass of

forests densely

underbrush. Nor should we fail to explore our
own premises and buildings thoroughly, for the
foe may be concealed even there, and we may
find that the cause of the damage is often harbored in our own vicinage.
A due estimate of the injuries sustained by
the proprietors of vinej'ards from this source,
would doubtless showthat the aggregate in neighborhood, where vineyards are numerous or extensive, vvould justify considerable expenditure
and sacrifices for its abatement or removal.
Hence, an intelligent vineyardist near me
(who has a number of colonies in his vineyard,
which lie would certainly long since have removed, had he found tliat tlie bees injured his
crops) proposed to those interested to malie war
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Two Modes

of Swarming.

Two modes

of increasing an apiary are now
before the public, and each has its advocates.

Natural swarming

is one method, and artificial
swarming the other.
Allowing bees to manage themselves by
swarming when they please, or not swarm at
all, to depopulate their homes by the departure
of too many swarms, and to have their own

way generally about the matter, is the wellknown definition of natural swarming.
Dividing families of bees when strong in both
bees and brood, at a time when honey is plenty,
any hour in the day most convenient to their
keeper, and regulating the increase of the apiary
according to the favorablenesa of the season,
and the desire of their owner, is what is known
at

on their common foe every spring, by offering
a reward for the capture and destruction of to many as artificial swarming.
wasps, and thus engaging the services of chilReader, which of these two methods do you
dren and others in the work. This course, re- prefer ?
solutely pursued, would speedily rid us of the
M. M. Balduidge.
evil.
It would show good results also as reSt. Charles, Kane Co., III., 1867.
gards fruit-culture in general, for the encouragement and extension of which such praiseworthy
efforts are now being made in all parts of the
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Eemove

the cause, and the injurious
eflects will be prevented.
We should then no
longer hear complaints of the damage done by
tlie honey-bee; but vineyardists and bee-keepers
would dwell together in unity and peace; each
devoted to liis favorite pursuit, patriotically engaged in enlarging and diversifying the resoiirces of our common country; and enjoying in
harmony the fruit of their laudable exertions.

country.

S.

February,

M.

1867.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1793,
Mr. Hunter has stated that whatever time the
contents of the honey-bag may be retained, they
still remain pure and unadulterated by the diMr. Polhill is also of this
gestive process.
Messrs. Kirby and Spence do not
opinion.
admit this statement; as the nectar of flowers is
not of so thick a consistence as honey, they
think it must undergo some cliange in the
stomach of the bee. They are countenanced in
Swammerdam and Reaumur.
thi.-5 opinion l)y
Tlie latter has observed that if there was a deficiency of flowers at the season of honeygathering, and the bees were furnished with
sugar, they filled their cells with honey, diifering in no other respect from honey gathered iu
the usual way, but in its possessing a somewhat
higher flavor, and its never candying or losing
its fluidity by long keeping.
Tliere is, however, some doulit about the correctness of this

A String of

Questions.

Some

use comb-frames 1 j inch wide, some
1^ inch, some 1 inch, others I inch, and still
others f inch.
Now, what is the best width forf
top-piece of comb-frame ?
Should it be any^
wider than the thickness of brood-comb? If so,
why? Comb guides are recommended in the
first volume of the Bee JotrRNAL for securing
straight combs.
Are they still used for that
purpose ? Is it advisable to use them, or has a
better way for securing straight been devised ?
Wlio will answer these inquiries ?

Querist.
Bees,

when swarming,

are generally peace-

may be hived without danger or difficulty.
A remarkable instance of their inolfensiveness at this period is
related by Mr. Thorley.
Wanting to dislodge
a swarm from the branch of a codlen-tree on
which it had clustered, he placed the hive in
the hands of a maid-servant, who, being a novice, covered her head and shoulders with a
cloth to guard her face.
On shaking the tree,
most of the bees alighted on the cloth, and
quickly crept under it"^ covering the girl's breast
and neck up to her chin. Mr. T. impressed her
with tlie importance of neither flinching from
able, and, if treated gently,

nor

bufi'eting the bees, and began immediately
to search for tlie queen, which, on finding, he

HuBER relates that once, when all the workerbrood was removed from a hive, and only dronebrood left, the bees appeared in a state of exAssembled in clusters
treme despondency.
upon the combs, they lost all their activity.
The queen dropped her eggs at random, and
instead of the usual active hum, a dead silence

gently seized and removed, but without effecting a dislodgement of the swarm. Thus dis.
appointed, he suspected there was a second
queen present, which actually proved to be the
On securing her and placing her in the
case.
hive, with a portion of the bees, the rest followed in multitudes, till in two or three minutes
not one bee remained on the girl, who was thus
released from her state of apprehension and
alarm, without feeling the point of a single

reigned in the hive.

sting.

statement by Reaumur.
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Editor Bee Journal : As I believe it to be the
duty of every person to contribute something to
the common stock of knowledge, I will endeavor
to do so by writing once in a while an article
To commence, I will give a
for your paper.
description of the hive I use in preference to
It is 12
others (I have no patent to sell.)
inches wide, 12 inches deep, and 18 inches long,
inside measure, with cap for chamber on top,
seven inches high, and same size of main hive.
The top of the main hive is beveled, so that any
wet will not run into the the hive. The cap is
bevelled to tit. The honey-board consists of
three pieces of half an inch stuff, six inches by
twelve, with slats or holes in the centre, for the
bees to pass into the boxes; with two bits of
double tin or sheet-iron in each end of each
piece, cut the same as to tin in window-glass,
only larger. Then the honey-boards project
one-half into the hive, and one-half into the
The cap is held in
cap, and rest on the tins.
its place oy hooks and staples, or wooden pins
or dowels in the top of the hive, and holes to
correspond in the cap. Three half-inch holes
in front for bees to enter, three inches below the
top of main hive. The bottom-board is 16 or
18 inches wide, and 24 inches long, with a channel cut slanting from the front side three inches
wide, for the bees to enter. This channel is in
the bottom-board, instead of in the bottom of
the hive. You can move the liive back, and
it closes the entrance, or move it forward, and
it enlargens it.
I use thirteen frames, 11 inches wide and 10
inches deep, inside measure. Thus, you see,
the frames go the other waj' from Langstroth's
and others. The object of this is first, by
hanging in a division-board in place of a frame,
you can contract the size of the hive to suit the
size of the swarm, and enlarge it as the swarm
increases. Second, you can coinmence a swarm
Avith one frame containing brood, larvae, honej^,
and eggs, and in ten days insert another frame
contaming brood, &c., to keep the bees from
leaving wiien the queen takes her flight. At
the time of inserting the first frame, you must
put in from three pints to one quart of young
bees; and, if you can give them a young fertile
queen, or a sealed queen-cell, all the better, as
there is much time gained.
Now, you have a swarm of bees commenced
as soon as you have a fertile queen, in a very
few days, if the weather is all right, and
they are gathering honey, move along your
division-board far enough to have another
empty frame inserted between the two full

—

—

In from four to six days you can intwo more empty frames, always remembering to insert the empty frame between two full
Also recollect that you must keep the
ones.
animal heat concentrated in a compass small
enough to suit the quantity of bees, and you are
If you hurry too much you spoil the
all right.
ones.
sert

whole.
I commenced last spring with one small
swarm, and transferred it in April that is, I
transferred comb enough to fill two of those
frames, and all the bees, (the balance of the

—

comb was

sp^.ilod,)

which was enough

to

scarcely occupy the two combs.
Built up a
strong colonj^ by the 8th of July, and after that
built up four from that one in the same wav;
a.nd to-day (March 10, 1867,) I have five good,
strong coionies, Avith abundance of honey to
winter on; and all of the comb is Avorkercomb,
except a small piece, about four inches square,
in one hive.
I also bought tAvo Italian queens,
raised four more, tAvo of Avhich are hybrids;
sold my old black queen to a neighbor to supply a queeuless stock, A;c. To sum up

Dr.

To

old swarm presented
5 hives, at $0 each
2 Italian queens

by

Uncle... $00
1.5

10

125
Ces.

By 3

Italian

swarms

2 hybrids

Gross

Nett
(I forgot to

profit

$75
25
...$100

$75

mention in the description of hive,

that I do not rabbet out for the frames to rest in,
but tack in a small strip. The rabbeting is patented, but the strip is not.)
After you have got ten or twelve swarms,
commence in the spring (as soon as you can
raise queens) Avith one frame as above for each
new swarm, and as soon as each has got a fertile queen, set them to building ucav comb, and
take from your other hives frames filled with
mature brood, and strengthen them upas fast as
possible; but do not Aveaken the okl stocks.
Insert empty frames in place of the full ones
taken from the old stocks. Keep no queens
over tAvo years old, unless they are very fertile.
Empty frames filled Avhere there is an old queen,
are apt to be filled Avith too much drone combbut with a young queen of the same season it is
almost invariably Avorker comb.

Here Ave Avill say you
SAvarms in the spring.

commenced with twelve

We

have by the 20th of
tAveiity-four SAvarms, all full of comb and
bees.
NoAv, if your object is to raise bees in-

June

stead of honey, have twenty-four more queens
started, and
commence tAventy-four more
swarms, and build-them up as before Avith the
assistance of the tAventy-four full stocks, and
you soon have forty-eight. After this, if you
wish to make more sAvarms, take thirteen
hives, and make up a full SAvarm at once. Those
frames should all contain brood in the various
stages.
Take them out of the hives, Avith what
bees are attached to them, in the fore-part of
the day; but do not take any queen with them
By the next morning, all of the old bees have
lett, and you can then introduce a fertile
queen
Avithout ceremony.
I close the entrance with
Avire-screeniug for four or five first nights, to
keep out the miller. You ran keep makin,f
swarms here as late as the 10th of Septembei^
and some seasons later. Last year Ave had natural swarms as late as the 10th, and a natural
swarm is not to de compared Avith an artificial
one.
The artificial is far supeiior, if i)roperly
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made. You can easily see that one-thirteenth
taken from the old stock has not injured it, and
you have a new swarm complete, so that if the
honey should be cut off, you have all complete
stocks, for twelve of those frames are suflicient
to winter on.
I have been here in this State but two seasons, (and they were called poor ones for bees
by old residents,) but I find that the great
trouble has been too much honey and too few
bees in the majority of stocks fhat I have
examined. Furthermore, I find that if you insert frames filled with empty comb, the bees
will fill it with honey; but if you insert it without comb, the bees consume so much honey in
making comb, that the queen tills it with eggs;
so that, taking away a full frame, and inserting
an empty one, is an actual benefit.

To my bee-keeping

friends in the

East, I

would saj^ do not be alarms d at this story, for
I have kept bees in Canada, Q^ miles north of
Vermont, and I have kept bees in Wisconsin,
20 miles west of Fond Du Lac City; and now I
am commencing here. What I have endeavored
to get at in this communication is, that a very
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Bees and Humble Bees.
Huber relates a singular anecdote of some
hive-bees paying a visit to a nest of humblebees pi ced under a box not far from their hive,
in order to steal or beg their honey, which
places in a strong light the good temper of the
This happened in a time of scarcity.
latter.
The hive -bees, after pillaging, had taken almost
Some humbleentire possession of the nest.
bees, which remained in spite of this disaster,
went out to collect provisions, and bringing
home the surplus after they had supplied their
own immediate Avants, the hive-bees followed
them, and did not quit them until they had obtained the fruit of their labors. They licked
them, presented to them their probosces, surrounded tb.em, and thus at last persuaded them
to part with the contents of their honey-bags.

The humble-bees

after this, flcAvaAvay to collect

The hive-bees did them no
harm, and never once showed their stings, so
that it seems to have been persuasion rather
than force that produced this singular instance
of self-denial. This remarkable manoeuvre was
small quantity of bees, v/ith a fertile dueen, in practiced for more than three weeks; when the
the right kind of hive, can be built up to a wasps being attracted by the same cause, the
strong and numerous colony.
When you take humble-bees entirely forsook the nest. Kirby
a good colony in the spring, and make 125 from & Spence.
it in two seasons, you have done nothing but
Avhat has been done before.
What has been
For fho American Bee Journal.
done once, can be done again.
And here let me say I do not wish to have it
Langstrotli says "It should therefore be conunderstood that the kind of hive that I use is sidered a first principle in bee-culture never to
the best.
By no means; but it is the principle melt good combs." But how, then, is the honey
Everybody knows that a small swarm in a large to be obtained ? I have never been able to rehive is good for nothing, and if put into a small move the honey from new combs without melthive that you cannot build up to the standard, ing them. I find the application of heat suffia fresh supply.

:

it is

the same.
Eltsh.^l

Osage, IMitciiell Co

,

Gallup.

Iowa.

A

VARIETY of experiments have been made
England to ascertain the quantity of honey
consumed by the bees, in that country, during
the respective monthsof winter and spring, and

cient to cause the

comb very

honey

to drain,

makes new

Will some of your readers say
how it is to be done ? Does the Lungstroth
patent extend to Canada ?
soft.

Novice.
C.

W., January,

1807.

in

they

lead

one conclusion

— namely,

that
eight
pounds, taking the season through, from the
beginning of October to the end of ]\lay. During the first six months the consumption was
not more than five pounds upon an average;
and the colder the weather, the less" the conThe quantity here stated is too
sumption.
small to be be depended on, by two or three
pounds, even in that country.
all

to^

upon the average

it

amounts there

to

Attextio^t to the following particulars may
guard the bees from many of their enemies,
viz: A frequent cleaning of the hive-floors; the
use of nev/ or well-cleaned hives; the timely renewal of the coverings; and keeping the ground
bare around the apiary, particularly in front of
This last precaution may also prevent the
it.
entanglement of the bees in rubbish or long
straggling vegetables, should they, on their
rt turn home, fall down through fatigue or the
weight of their loads.

Some have been of opinion that bees might
require to be protected against ants; -but Reaumur says that ants never originate the pillage
of a hive, though ready to join in it after it has
been commenced by others. In this I quite
agree Avith hini, having never known an instance to the contrary.
When, therefore, ants
are seen entering in a predatoi-y manner, it may
fairly be suspected that some other enemy has
been at work. Reaumur was of opinion that
ants are not to be reckoned among the enemies
of bees, and he relates an instance of their living very close neighbors, yet in perfect harBevan.

mony.-

The

usual time of the issuing of a

from ten o'clock in the morning

till

swarm

is

thr^e in

afternoon.
I have, however, known a
to rise as early as seven in the morning,
and as late as five in the evening. Butler nn ntions an instance of one rising later than five.
the

swarm

Bevan.
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MONTHLY MANAGEMENT.
April.

and

in cottage-hives it can be introduced by
setting a shallow plate or saucer containing it
on the bottom-board, and placing some small
pieces of broken comb in it, to save the bees from

immersion.

The weather

so changeable in this
mouth, and the average temperature so low,
that the bees will, during much of the time, be
confined to their hives. Still, they are not
idle, but diligent in attending to the nurture of
the brood, and like good housewives, intent on
" cleaning house." All parts of the hive arc
explored by strong colonies as soon as the season permits, and unseemly matters carefully
removed. Where this is neglected, it is evidence of weakness or ciueenlessness. If weak,
the stock should be well fed and reinfoi'ced with
bees or brood If practicable; and, if ciueenlcss,
it had better be promptly united with one in
good condition, lor it would r; obably soon be
is usua^lly

attacked and plundered of its remaining stores.
Where willows, maples, and other catkinproducing trees abound, bees will now be able
to collect pollen, whenever a tine day occurs.
But where such sources of supply are not available, they should be furnished with rye-meal or
wheat-flour, placed either in shallow boxes or
old drone-coml», in some sheltered spot to which
they can have ready access. These are excellent
substitutes for pollen, which is indispensable
for the due development of the brood.

The larvEB of the bee-moth may often be seen
in this month, under the edges of common
hives, and in the droppings below the combs.
These should be removed and killed, and the
bottoms cleansed of all impurities.
i

i

il

i

l

i <g|!)i-<

mm

Disparities of Location.
isles, in France, Switzerland,
countries, there are not only
great vicissitudes of temperature, attended on
the one hand by parching droughts, and on the
other by a long continuance of wet weather, but
there are also very marked differences in honey
sources, not only throughout extensive districts,
but even in the same vicinity; and each of these
causes, wherever it operates, must evidpntlj'"

In the British

and many other

produce a considerable effect upon the harvest
of honey.
To say, therefore, that a peculiar
system of management will, in any situation,
uniformly cause a great product of wax and
honey, betokens a Avant of due attention to the
sources whence honey is procured, and attributes to a system what is chiefly due to the loThere are
cality in which it has been adopted.
not Avanting instances in Avhich it has been necessary to feed bees, at the very time that those
in its neighborhood Avere attentively engaged
" At
in storing their ware-houses with honey.
the time of the revolution in France," says M.
Lombard, "M. Iluber lived at Com*, near Lausanne; but he had the lake on one side of his

Hives from v\diich immature worker-brood is
thrown out shoukl be examined and fed, because where such brood is destroyed, the bees
are either actually suffering want or are ap-

prehensive of approaching famine. The occasional destruction of drone brood at this season,,
though no disadvantage except where an early
He
supply of Italian drones is desired, is still evi- domicile and vine-yards on the other.
dence that the colony has no superabundance soon perceived the disadvantage of his position
When the orchards of
of stores. Timely feeding may prevent a similar (as regarded his bees.)
Cour had shed their blossoms, and the few measacrilice of Avorker brood, which would be a
dows in the neighborhood had been mown, he
serious injury now.
Mouldy comb should be removed from mov- saw tlic stores of his stock hives diminish daily;
able comlj-h;ves; and in others it should pruned
Drone-comb also,
out as far as accessible.
especially if situated centrally in the hive,
should be removed or cut out. But in other
respects the less pruning done in the spring, the
belter, except in districts in which there is usually plenty of spring pasturage.
It is not desirable that the bees should spend time in building comb while forage is scarce, and the brood
requires their attention and makes heavy requisitions on the stores.
Stimulative feeding should not be resorted to
middle of this month, in districts in
till the
which Avliite clover does not blossom before the
first of June; and such feeding, one commenced,
must be regularly continued, on every alternate
day, till spring has fully opened, and the bees
can gather abroad what they need. The best
food for the purpose is diluted honey, or syrup
made of sugar.
In hives containing much brood, a constant
suppl}^ of water is required for the preparation
of jelly for the larvse. This should be furnished
to the bees regularlj% when the weather docs

not permit them to fly. In movable comb-hives
it may be poured into one of the empty comV)s,

the labors of the bees-c5ased go entirely that.
cA'en in the summer, they would have died of
In the
hunger, had he not succoured them
meantime, though matters were going on so
badly at Cour, the bees at Rcaun, Chabliere, at
the Avoods of Vaux, of Cery, and places' at the
distance of only half a German league, were
living in the greatest abundance, thrcAv numerous swarms, and filled their hives Avith Vv'axaud

honey."
Again, Huber himself sajf-s
better at VcA^ay, although

no

that place to

:

"They succeeded

not more from
Haute ville, Avhere they thrive reit is

I

markably

Similar disparities, in the
Avell."
productiveness of neighboring localities, are by

no means uncommon

in this countrj^;

and

av1;o

can be so deficient in discernment as not to perceive that the adoption of any system, however
judicious, Avould be attended Avith dilfereut results in these different localities

?

Bea^an,

Bees have been known to construct combs
under the floors of their hives Avheu restricted
for

room

within,

their natural

mounting the impediments thrown
by want of enclosed space

activity surin their Avay
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Bee-Culture in Cottage Hives.
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There are some sections of the globe wholly
unsuited for bee-culture such as the northern
and southern polar regions; and in these the
honey-bee is not found. Almost everywhere

—

else that insect is met with, and wherever it is
found existing in a wild state, bee-culture may
be prosecuted with success, to a greater or less

extent.

This may be regarded as a fundamental
principle, though it must be conceded that in
all parts of the temperate zone the poorer honey
districts are more numerous and extensive than
those of prime quality.
The particular system
to be adopted, or the mode of management best
adapted to each section, is consequently a subject of investigation and study. Yet it does not
seem practicable to classify the various districts
rigidly as some writers, such as Palteau, Morlot, and Magerstedt have attempted to do.
The
three classes which they have arbitrarily assumed could only be characterized in general
terms, and a slight examination shows that each
of them may again be subdivided into rangesof

is6'7'.

D. C.

No. 11

genial, the bees will rarely be able to avail
themselves thereof to any appreciable extent
beyond what their own wants require.
Without attempting therefore to set up any
arbitrary classification, we shall merely specify
some of the leading characteristics by which the
chief districts are distinguished. Poor districts
are those in which bees, when left to their natural instincts, seldom swarm, and never yield
any surplus honey such, in fact, in which they
barely subsist, and in which nothing but intelligent culture on a scientific method can pi'o-

—

duce compensating results.
This unpropitious condition is caused chiefly
by late springs, high winds, and cold, wet weather prevalent in May, and not uufrequently
even in June. An elevated position, too, or a
location where converging narrow valleys form
a channel for chill currents of air, is an unfavorable site for an apiary, especially in the vicinity of lofty mountains from which the snows of
winter slowly disappear. In such situations,
bees generally derive small benefit from the
early blossoming shrubs and plants, nor even
from orchards, which, somewhat later, present
their boundless blush of mingled blossoms.
A
various degrees of importance. It is obvious jioor honey district may hence be designated as
likewise that what is said of any one of these one in which we cannot always feel assured that
classes, holds true in reality of onlj^ a very cir- prime swarms will be able to secure adequate
cumscribed area, determined by the location of supplies of honey for the winter. A medium
the apiary, as the radius of the bee's tlight for district, on the other hand, is one in which
profitable honey-gathering does not extend be- prime swarms are usually sure of lieing able to
yond two miles. The lioney product, more- provide for their wants during the entire year.
over, of the same district, even of the best The difference between these two commonly
class, differs greath' in different j^ears, accord- arises from the single circumstance that, in the
ing to the crops which happen to be cultivated latter, certain spring crops arc cultivated and
allowed to mature their seeds, so that when
there.
It is also affected to a very great extent by the differences of seasons, late frosts, propitious weather finally succeeds the winter,
continued rains, protracted drought, the occur- which has been long "liugeriugin the lap of
rence or non-occurrence of honey-dews all of May," ample and protracted pasturage is prewhich seriously interfere with the labors of the sented to the now liberated denizens of the hive.
bee and the secretion of honey. Hence it is But the crowning grace is found where, in adnot so much simply the abundance of honey- dition to this, white clover abounds as a natural
yielding plants on which the excellence of a growth, and buck-wheat is cultivated as a fall
district depends, as on the mildness of the cli- crop, though these are not included in the cusmate, the equableness of the season, and the tomary rotation of crops which constitutes the
agricultural curriculum of the district.
The
proximity and duration of forage.
However abundant the natural sources of difference is therefore to be regarded rather as
casual
and accidental than as permanent.
honey may be, if the climate be rough and un-

—
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Rich honey districts nre those in which not
only a regular increase of stocks, hy natural
swarming, can he counted on, hut where an
annual yield of surplus honey is equally certain,
though varying in amount.
This is the case, for the most part, where the
bees enjoy a regular succession of pastnrage,
and a mild climate fosters the secretion of
honey, and favors the indefatigable labors of
Wliere extensive
the nectar-loving insect.
orchards exist; where locust groves and linden
trees are found; where white clover abounds;
wliere rape and esparsette are cultivated, and
where the golden rod and the aster predominates in tlie autumnal flora, there the real Eldorado of bee-culture exists; but, alas, in all
our perambulations we have never yet chanced
to discover it.
In ever)^ countrj^ even the seemingly mostfavored region, there will always be found some
fiiaiiis sufficiently large and wide to prove that
the site comes short of that perfection wliich
constitutes the beau ideal in the bee.-l<eeper's
imagination. No such perfect scene is met with
in wide-spre-dd Germany, nor in la belle France,
nor in merrie England^ all of which are densely
populated and highly cultivated. The case is
bravely altered, however, already in such lialfreclaimed countries as Russia, Hungary, and
Turkey; and it reaches a still closer approximation to the desired acme of completeness in
the yet wilder southern regions of the New
World. In these latter, wliere an almost uninterrupted summer prevails, and bee revel amid
a profusion of flowers and everdistiUing nectar,
an almost incredible increase of stocks may be
effected, because it is there scarcely possible to
repress, or in any degree control natural
swarming. Tlius the two hives of bees which
•;

emigrated from Germany
to Brazil in 1852, took with him, increased to
twenty-eight the first season, and from these he
obtained three hundred and seventy-seven
swarms the following year.
Precisely the reverse .of this ocurs in those
In
districts of Europe characterized as poor.
them there is an almost total absence of the
swarming impulse, unless where generated by

Mr. Hanneman,

who

mismanagement, or fostered by the injudicious
use of small hives.

And, iu view of the comparative poverty of
even our best honey districts, when contrasted
with the superabundance of those more favored
regions, it might well be asked whether it were
not wise to abandon bee-culture altogether.
This might be so, if we were dwelling in a
country so barren of natural flowers that the
secretion of honey would be regarded as a rare
occurrence.
But such is not the case. Almost everywhere
supplies ample for an ordinary apiary exist;
and they abound especially where improved
agriculture has not yet been extensively introduced. Besides, in all ordinary districts, beeculture will in the main always he treated by
the farmers as a secondary pursuit, demanding
only a small portion of their time, and re((uiring no investment of capital. It is and can be
attended to without neglecting other engagements, and its products are thus in reality clear

gain, constituting in the aggregate an immense
saving' to the community.
Thws, in the late
kingdom of Hanover, there are hundreds of
common farmers who have from 100 to 200
hives on their premises, and superintend them
without any important inteilerence Avith their
ordinary labors on the farm; and in Poland
there are many farms on each of which more
than a thousand hives are kept with great profit, as a mere incidental adjunct of the establishment.
These are countries, the soil of which is

by no means celebrated

for fertility; and similar
results could undoubtedly be realized in more
favored regions.
number of writers, indeed, such as Putsche,
Morlott, Nutt, and others, have made minute
calculations to show the exceeding profitable-

A

ness of bee-culture when prosecuted on an extensive scale, by which they exhibit an annual
percentage of gains truly inviting' and delightdoing the
ful to men of speculative tendencies
whole matter up as ingeniously and as successfully, too, as Captain Bobadil used up the ene-

—

my's army "by computation."

They, how-

ever, forgot to take into account the fact that
for such success a perfect system of management, unflaggingly pursued by a skilled expert,

under circumstances everywhere and at all
times adapted to advance and sectire the object, and all this in a country and clin\atc in all
respects specially favorable, are absolutely indispensable, and as absolutely unattainable.

We must hence content ourselves with the
assurance that iu every part of the country
where utter barrenness does not prevail, beeculture may be prosecuted with profitable results, if it be managed judiciously; and that
under such management the present product of
honey and wax,

in

any

district,

may

easily

be

quadrupled.

Natural swarms require feeding if bad weather of several days continuance occur immediately after they are hived, as otherwise the
stores they carry with them from the parent
stock may be exhausted, and famine ensue.
Artificial colonies demand such attention more
imperatively, because the bees, being taken
unawares, when separated from the parent
stock, will not have provisioned themselves for
the occasion.

^

a> *

«*

for September,
In the MontJilfi
an instance is recorded of five swarms
being thrown off" and hived before the end of
The seaJul y7 from planting a single stock.
son, however, was favorable, and the situation
They did not all issue from
particularly so.
the first or parent stock, but from that and the

Magazine

1825,

earliest

swarm.

Tjir young queens that conduct the secondary
swarms usually pair the day after Ihcy are
Then the indiffersettled in their new abode.
ence with which their subjects have hitherto
treated them is exchanged for the usual respect
and homage.
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Multiplication of Stock.

The question whether artificial multiplication
of colonies or natural swarming is most advantageous in the management of an apiary, has
been greatly discussed. Some bee-keepers contend for natural swarming exclusively, while
others advocate with equal zeal an exclusive
resort to artificial multiplication.
Each occupies an extreme position, and the truth probbetween.
ably lies somewhere
Artificial
swarming unquestionably secures many advantages, if regulated by a due regard to season
and circumstances.
Artificial multiplication, as a means of enlarging an apiary, can obviously be beneficial
only when increase is of itself useful and desirIn poor or very ordinary seasons, when
able.
even non-swarming colonies find it difiicult to
secure an adequate supply of winter stores, a
free resort to this convenient mode of adding

number of our

stocks, could only prove
not ruinous.
Whereas, in seasons when honey resources are abundant, and
natural swarms issue early and numerously, artificial multiplication would be at least unnecessary and superfluous.
But, when the season is good though, owing
to the dryness of the weather or a temporary or
local cause, natural swarms do not issue or are
greatly delayed the artificial process may be
resorted to with great advantage.

to the

detrimental,

if

—

—

This was the case last summer in Germany.
The preceding winter had been unusually mild,
and the spring found our stocks in excellent
condition. Early in May already, they were
very populous; but natural swarms were exceedingly rare. The cause of this was to be
found, in part, in a long continuance of dry
\veather, conducing rather to the collecting and
garnering of stores than the production of brood,
but in part also by the unusually cold weather
prevailing after the 20th of May, when not
frost occurred, but ice was formed.
This
checked and repelled the swarming impulse
even in the strongest colonies, and caused them
to destroy their drone-brood to such extent, that
the ground in front of some Italian stocks designed to furnish an early supply of drones, was

only

literally

thrown

covered with the nymphs and larvre
out.
Only one colony produced a

swarm ou

the 2oth of May, the day after the
spring frost, and another yielded one in
June. Though the weather now rapidly improved, and tiie bees were soon again supplied
with ample pasturage, the swarming impulse
had vanished for the season, and all their energies Avere directed to the storing-up of honey.
In this condition of things I resorted seasonably
to artificial multiplication, and the early-formed
colonies throve remarkably, quickly filling their
hives with combs, and gathering a considerable
amount of surplus stores. If the old stocks,
Avhich supplied the bees and brood for these artificial colonies, were somewhat retarded thereby, this was more than compensated by the productiveness and value of the ncAv colonies. Experience has long since shown that, in favorable seasons, when pasturage is good and of
last
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long continuance, the parent stock, together
with the colonies formed therefrom, will be
much more productive than one which remained
undivided. For then, by seasonable division,
we obtain an increased number of colonies, in
which not only more brood will be produced,
but more active industry developed.
We are occasionally advised to use artificial
multiplication only so long as we desire to enlarge our apiaries, and depend on natural
swarming afterward, to keep up stock. The
ground for such counsel is not very obvious.
That which is advantageous in a small apiary,
is not likely to prove otherwise in a large one.
It is not the number of colonies we possess, but
the nature of the weather and amount of pasturage available, that must determine our course;
and no intelligent bee-keeper will doggedly
confine himself to a fixed number of colonies,
knowing that by uniting in the fall he can easily
reduce his apiary again to a manageable size
In the case of a large apiary
for the winter.
of colonies populous in the spring, I would
rather advise early and free multiplication, thus
subdividing the incident labor of superintendence, and preventing possible perplexity and
loss from frequent or excessive natural swarming. He that has had some experience in supervising a large apiary knows well the toil and
vexation which may be anticipated, when, at
the swarming season, a clear warm day follows
a long continued spell of cloudy and wet

weather.
It is precisely in a large and well-stocked
apiary that the advantage of artificial multiplication becomes manifest, and the practise of it
By
is at the same time rendered convenient.
taking a queen from one colony, a quantity of
from
comb
of
brood
a
bees from another, a
third, and one of honey from a fourth, we
colony,
without
in
the
new
quickly form a
slightest degree damaging the old. On the contrary, the occasional reduction of force keeps
the populous old stocks from making preparations for swarming, maintains their customary
honey-gathering impulse, and promotes the
steady accumulation of stores. The permanent
pix)sperity of the colonies can thus be simultaneously secured by removing superannuated
or enfeebled queens, and causing young ones
to be reared.
It is scarcely necessary to remark that it is
only by means of the movable comb-hive that
all the advantages here indicated can be secured.
With common liives in which the
combs are, as it were, a fixture, division, as we
Drumming or
employ it, is unpracticable.
driving must be resorted to instead, and frequently proves to be a failure in precisely those
cases in which success would be highly benethe removal, namely, of a superannuated
ficial
queen.
The possession of two apiaries, situated two
or three miles apart, greatly aids and facilitates
By means of a fertile
artificial multiplication.
queen a SAvarm may then be easil^^ and succesfully formed.
We add to her the requisite
number of workers taken from several populous
hives in the one apiary, and place them in a
hive on the stand in the other, and our object

—
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Such a colony differs from a naattained.
tural swarm in this, that the boes havinj: been
taken at unaivares, did not take with them a
supply of honey, and might suffer from want,
It is
if long conlined bj' stress of weather.
prudent, therefore, alwaj's to insert in these
hives, on placing them in their new location, a

For the American Bee Journal.

is

comb

Avell supplied with honey; and it is iiot
amiss to give them a comb with matuiing brood,
as they will thus be sooner reinforced with
workers, and will be kept from deserting their
hive, as they are otherwise at times disposed to

do.

Nearly all my artificial colonies were formed
manner, and not one failed to thrive.

A

Suggestion.

Experience has decided in favor of the superiority of the Italian over the common black
bee.
The difliculty of securing pure fecundation of the queens of the first-named variety
is the principal obstacle to its general introduction and exclusive cultivation.
The fact is well known that to prevent the
evils of breeding in and in, young queens instinctively direct their matrimonial flights to a
great distance, in order to meet drones from
unrelated colonies; hence, as the black variety,

in this

domesticated and wild, is the more common,
incredible quantity of bees may safely be very many of our young Italians will become
removed from a good colony in the course of impurely fecundated, though all of our own
the summer; and the number of stocks may stocks are pure Italians.

An

then be very largely increased, if pasturage
continues to abound during a protracted period.
The removal of bees for the supply of an artificial colony can be greatly facilitated by inserting a frame with empty comb in a populous
colony.
On this the workers will speedily coland, when lifted out, they are easily
shaken off to the ground by a stidden jar, and
may be allowed to run into the hive intended
lect,

for

them.

Where

the advantage presented by two separate apiaries cannot be enjoyed, a different
l)rocess of multiplication may be resorted to on
the somewhat Hibernian plan of forcing volunteer sioarms, by removing the (|ueen trom such
stocks as we wish to divide. Queens will then
be raised, and, if the weather be favorable and
the bees be encouraged by occasional feeding,
swarms will issue in about two weeks; and these
again may be rapidly built uji by transposing
them with some populous colonies, or queencells may be given to small nuclei composed
chiefly of young bees, which, if kept in a dark
chamber for forty-eight hours, will mostly adhere to their hive wherever placed. If kept
supplied with brood, they will not desert their
home; and by transfer to a large hive when the
young ciueen begins to lay, and the regular introduction afterwards of brood-combs taken
from strong stocks, the new colony may be rapidly built up and got into a flourishing condition.

DZIERZON.

Reaumur
glass-hives,

put some nesis of wasps under
and succeeded so effectually in

reconciling these little restless creatures to
them, that they carried on their various works

under

his eye.

example, there
history

still

in

were to follow his
no doubt many parts of their
darkness would soon be eluciIf others

is

dated.

In collecting honey, bees do not solely conthemselves to flowers. They will sometimes very greedily absorb the sweet juices of

fine

fruits.

In certain localities this difficulty

is

obviated

by raising and fecundating such queens where
no black drones exist. This may be accomplished on the islands in Lake Erie and Long
Island sound, and also on some of the extensive
prairies in the West.
Such localities are, however, not within the reach of a majority of the
bee-cultivators in the United States.
Some other reliable expedient is desirable.

Let me suggest one which
prove successful.

Any

desirable

may perhaps on

number of young

trial

Italian

queens can be reared in small nucleus hives at

midsummer, when flowers are yielding

a i)rofusion of stores, provided the apiarian can command one colony of pure Italians to turnish
worker eggs. No difficulty interferes till the
young fiuecus, on or subsequent to the fourth
day of their existence in the perfect insect state,
issue from the hive and fly in search of drones.
For this movement they usually select clear,
mild, and calm weather, about mid-daj', a
period when the drones take their out-door
exersise.
It is

now

well

known

that the union of the

two sexes takes place only while they are on
the wing.
I have good reasons for believing
that this meeting can be superintended and regulated at the will of an expert.

Suppose that at the close of the third day of
a queen's existence she be restrained in the hive
by the mode suggested in Mr. Langstroth's
Treatise on Tlie Honey-Bee, till a coincidence
of time and circumstances renders it proper for
her to make her excursion abroad. All thing-s
prepared, aided by an assistant, carefully secure
her and tie to one of her legs an end of the finest
and lightest filament obtainable of cotton, silk,
or spider's web of suitable length and strength.
Perhaps the spider web, obtained in the manner figured and described in IlavperH Magazine^ March, 1867, p. 455, would answer the
purpose. Tissue, a line, gossamer-like filament
of silk, found in a few of our best dry-goods
establishments, would be the preferable article.
In tying knots in such filaments, while performing certain analagous operations, I have
found it convenient to employ the aid of a welladjusted pnir of dissecting forceps.
The other end of the filament should be secured in one hand of the experimenter.
Thus managed, approach the front of a hive
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of Italian bees at the time a heavy cokimn of I then turned some diluted honey in amongst
drones is passing out and in, and then let the them, that they might get a taste, and so I
captive queen fly among them. It seems prob- coaxed them to the top of the hive, where I
able that she would soon attract the attention placed some empty comb, with some of my
diluted honey sprinkled over it.
After I had
otone or more of them.
When the intended process is completed, the fairly got them to eating, I covered the top of
knot in the tissue may be cut with a sharp- the hive with what Mr. Quinby calls "the cap,"
pointed pair of surgeon's scissors, and she be and went away and left them.
The next morning I fed them again, and I
returned to a colony.
A suggestion is often mistaken for an asser- could see that they were much more lively than
The reader will do me the justice to con- they were the day before. I kept feeding them
tion.
Who will test every day a little— not very much at a time
sider this as only a suggestion.
If health and circumstances per- for about two weeks, and then I became a little
it by trial ?
more irregular, feeding them perhaps twice durmit, I purpose to be one of the number.
ing the week. It did not take me any longer
Jared p. Kirtland.
to feed them than it did my chickens, and the
Cleveland, Ohio, March 27, 1867.
little
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fellows

became

they would meet

me

so accustomed to it, that
as readily as my chickens,

when I came to feed them. Thus weeks passed
Dear Bee Journal: Two things which I find away, and in due course of time nature began
the
make
upon
pages of your issue of March
to furnish supplies for the industrious bees, and
me bold to write to you. One is a kind invita- I set this poor, weak stock (now considerably
your
worthy
Editor,
all
ti'on, by
extended to
stronger than when I began to feed them) upon
practical bee-keepers, to write to you once in their summer-stand. Instead of their "requiring
while.
Now,
claim
to
a
I
be a practical bee- continual nursing during the ensuing summer,"
keeper, although I am older in theory than in I did not feed them at all after placing them
pi'actice, having read all the works on bees that upon their summer-stand, and instead of prov(and just here let me say I think
Langstroth on the Honey-Bee" is the mostin-

I could find,
*'

ing themselves a source of "vexation," they

proved to be a source of real "pleasure." They
and instructive work on bees that I succeeded, during the honey harvest, infilling
have ever read. Still, I have had some prac- their hive with honey, and made me about tioelve
tice, and hope to have more.
pounds of surplus honey. Now, was not this a
Another incentive to write to you is a state- source of "pleasure" as well as profit ? What
ment which I read in March number. That to an example of undaunted courage and untiring
which I refer reads as follows, viz
perseverance they set me
'*
Experience has taught us that winter-feedI do not know that I have written anything
ing, if the colony is feeble, is not only trouble- which will interest any one of your numerous
some and expensive, but rarely of any use, be- readers; but if, after reading this, any beecause, if such do not at last perish in the spring, keeper is persuaded to look at his bees, and
teresting

:

will require continual nursing during the ensuing summer, and prove to be a source of vex-

it

ation instead of pleasure."

Now, I very much dislike to disagree with
older people than myself, yet my experience has
been different, and I will give you one instance
as an example.
One pleasant day in February, 1862, 1 thought
I would take a look at my bees.
Everything
seemed satisfactory, excepting one swarm,
which I had in a Quinby hive. I went a little
nearer, but still saw no stir.
Then 1 rapped
gently as any gentleman would before entering
the house of an honest man; but I received no

my call. Thinking, perhaps, the senmight be sleeping, I knocked again, and
louder than before. Still I received no answer.
Surely, thought I, they have all perished; and

!

finds only one swarm in circumstances similar
to the one I have cited, find is influenced to feed
them and save their innocent lives, I shall be
fully paid in this feeble attempt at writing to

you.
But,

should you see nothing
at liberty to consign
letter to the waste-basket.

Mr.

Editor,

worth publishing, you are

my

Yours

truly,

C.

Windham, Ohio, March
I

me

t

I

Palmer.

16, 1867.

m
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Preveniion of Bobbing.

reply to

As

tinels

something said in the Journal with
regard to preventing bees from robbing, I will
give you my method, which I have never known

rudely turned their domicile
bottom-side up, and gazed in amongst the

to fail of success.

combs. Contrarj'^ to my expectations, I found
a very few bees; not more than a handful. Two
or three came languidly down to see what I
wanted. Recognizing in me a friend doubtless,
they told me, as well as they could, that the rest
of their comrades had perished from hunger,
but that they had preserved their queen. The
poor fellows seemed so downcast and sorrowful
that it filled my heart with compassion and
pity.
I immediately moved them to a convenient room, which I subsequently made dark.

found robbing,

so, like a giant, I

I see

or my neighbors' bees are
cut out one or two pieces of
comb containing honey from the hive that is
robbing; and when they discover such whole-

When my own
I

sale depredation committed on their stores, they
will all turn their attention to the protection of
their own household, and the repairing of
damages, and seem to conclude it is better
policy to take care of what they have lawfully
obtained, than to be committing such unlawful
A. Stiles.
acts on their neighbors.

Genoa.

Ills.
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"

Blessed

is

the

Man that

First Invented

Sleep."

—Sanclio.

Mr. Editor: In these inventive days, when
eveiy New England chicken-croop bears the
broad seal of the Patent Office impressed upon
it, and every dealer in soft soap pretends to sell
his meritorious wares under the protective cares
of legislation; when humbugs from every State
and county perambulate the nation,
"To

drnin the people's pockets of their hard-earned cash,
fill their greedy ears it it h senseless trash.''

And

When itinerant patent-venders make it unsafe
to use the side-walk, for fear of tumbling over
some altered butter-churn at every street-corner

founded upon the scriptural practise of a pious
antedeluvian apiarian.
In the Agricultural Report of 1865, page 461,
we are informed with a suavity truly suasory,
that "about two thousand square inches inside

by excellent comi)utation, as much as can
by a queen with brood, and allow room
for bee-bread and honey for present use," * *
and that " this size also admits of room for sufficient winter stores in any season."
The
writer, indeed, "once thought that much less
than this would winter a colony." Here^ then,
patent-inventors of deep bee-hives, your profundity of erudition and handiwork availeth not,
and you must needs yield tii-e point of shape and
size to him, to Avhom you owe what little knowledge you possess, and who, in a tangent manner, has taught you the real merits of his movis,

be

filled

and before every public house; when the char- able comb-frames.
latanism of every ciuacksalver stares you in the
The dimensions of the hive last referred to,
face from every drugstore window and show- lead us to the supposition, however, that the
case, through the gewgaw label of its every bottle writer furnishes his bees with woolen straitof bitters and hair-oil, and many an old maiden jackets, and the queen with a set of furs to
lady and look-at-me charming damsel is addicted winter in, but then the more serious objection
to the use of patent dentifrices, of elixirs, of would be that his hive were a leetle too shallow
hashish candy, cosmetics, and other beautifying to admit the bees and tlieir wardrobes both.
and sleekening agencies unnumbered and in- We nevertheless bow in submission to the
numerable; when prizes of one hundred dollars statement of the Agricultural Bureau, withdraw
are awarded by committees of judges to writers with a polite courtesy and a benignant smile,
on Domestic Economy, who are so far in ad- and say nothing more about it.
vance of the age that their readers cannot unFrom 1860 to 1865, a period of five years, the
derstand why it is that their bread-recipes con- American mellifics seem to have so rapidiy detain no flour; and when everybody squats down creased in size, if we may judge from the sizes
in fawning liumiliation before everybody else, of the respective hives under review, that not
in manifestation of unfeigned appreciation of till within a comparatively late period only. I
everybody else's superior learning and public could lay claim to having reached perfection in
services, I would like to ask
Is it a wonder
shape, size, and material for bee-hives, and
that the proverbial impecuniosity of learned here I would refer the reader to statement of
professors even should be stimulated into the invention in previous number of the American
love of public benefaction, and that the ampli- Bee Jonrnal and Gazet'e, page
tude of their charming rhetoric be displayed in
With this cylindric sprinkling hive and honeyexpounding to the short-sighted vision of their box combined, and Professor Flander's "Sweet
inferiors the astounding merits o? Xheir improved Home" and invaluable "Bee Charm," the time
bee-hives, their inimitable bee-charms, and the is not far off when any timid farmer's wife can
lilliputic outpouring of their humanizing, moleproduce honey with as much certainty of succular api-pedagogy ? Avalanche-like in its ag- cess as the professor and I can raise queen
gregated snow-flakes, the mellifluous literature bees for the wholesale manufacture of our preof the hive overwhelms you with the conscious- cious fluidities, or a market gardener raise cabness of your own, and every bee-keeping neigh- bage-plants for the wholesale manufacture of
bor's unimaginable and unutterable ignorance, "Sour-krout;" and therefore, Mr. Bee Journal,
and the sepulchral voice of Sancho Panza, re- I beg your leave for once more expatiating upon
sounds tit supra.
the persuasive ingredients that enter into the
In the Agricultural Report of 1860, page 296, charming originator's compound.
we are told that "in poor localities the capacity
As already hinted, Taint of queen bees conof a hive should not exceed two thousand, or stitutes, in itself, an unsurpassed eye-salve. In
two thousand five hundred cubic feet, while in combination with Anise, we recommend the
richer ones it may reach to from three thousand result as a valuable expeller of flatulent colics,
to four tJiousand cubic feet.''''
and as a most efficacious secretor of milk; but
Here the irrelevant thought forces itself into only when both of the above are combined
our pen, whether good father Noah sheltered a with funny-greek do we speak of the compcamd
whole swarm of bees from the impending flood, as a production at once truly astonishing and
or whether he took on board the queen and a magic in its assuaging effects upon the irascible
few workers only. The latter hypothesis ap- temper of bees. This last vegetable production
pears to be the most logical, and at once satis- was favorable known to the Greeks, and is the
fies all straight-forward thinking bee-keepers
literal hay with which Philip of Macedonia
that the queen is the mother of the whole col- lulled the voracious propensities of Buccephalos
ony, and that the holy practise of dealers in into quiescency; hence its perverted name
golden bees, in shipping one queen and nine funny-greek.
The Romans, likewise, were
bees for $10, or' three cjueens, twenty-seven acquainted with its unearthly strength and perworkers, and a bottle of Bee Charm for $15, is suasive qualities.

—

—

'
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Indeed, Horace was aware of

its

plasters, and cataplasms, and enemata; and,
finally, the reason why I present to you
charming composition, in monthly sections, is
the fear that the whole, in one bunch together,
would have lulled you all to sleep before you

my

had reached

its

middle.

now remains only to

be explained how the
apparent contradictious of the charming professor's chemistry can be reconciled to the various antagonistic purposes set forth in his
It
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humorous

properties, if we mistake not iu quoting
Lis '\pjenum habit incornuy us inapplicable to
the irritating epistles of satiric writers, and inasmuch as he might have been a zealous apiarian, we doubt uoj, lulled his bees to sleep
with an infus.ou of it, before he sent them to
bed.
Besides, its medicinal virtues have long
sustained an undisputed sway iu the composition of all kinds of salves, and ointments, and
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Poor

Districts, or

Poor Management.

Thomas Pierson, in the i\[arch number of the
Journal, inquires "if his region of country is
too old or has become overstocked with bees,"
since he finds that "of late bees do not do as well
The last two seasons in most
as formerly."
parts of the West have been the poorest known
years, and if, as he says, fruit blossoms, white clover, and buckwheat abounded,
the reason for the failure of honey must be
sought either in the state of the weather, or in
the waj^ in which the bees were managed.
In certain seasons, during peculiar states of
the atmosphere, little honey is found iu any
blossoms. Last season there was much such
for manj'

weather here, and often when fields and trees
in bloom, bees were idle, and their
hives losing instead of gaining iu weight. As
Sii^ei't Home and Private Circular, to wit
The a i-ule, however, in any part of the country
power of the Charm in repelling the attacking where bees having once prospered, have ceased
foes, in their attempts to inflict the viril stinc,
to do well, the reason is that they are mismanis attributable to the dispdUng virtues of the
aged in some respect. In this region the beeAnise. It.s power of attracting them from any pasturage is steadily improving, the loss of some
unknown locality to any desired habitation is few wild flowers being more than made up by
attributable to the cataplasmatic strength of the increase of white clover.
funny-greek, an infinitesimal quantity of which
When I commenced bee-keeping here, years
is all-sutficieut to draw a rusty ten-penny nail
ago, neighbors told me that this country was
" too much settled;" bees would do well no
from a two-inch oak-plank.
The English language too, is destitute of longer; the moth was so destructive
No wild
strength as compared with the dynamic pro- bees were to be found as lormeily, and the
perties of Prof. Flander's 'Taint; and, there- stocks of old bee-keepers had dwindled down
fore, I recommend both him and his thauma- till those who formerly had twenty or thirty
turgical productions to the critical demands of colonies, now had but one or two, and some
our progressive age, promising, however, that, had lost all.
should the Professor send j^ou" one of his fifty
Notwithstanding this state of things, my bees
cents bottles by mail, and your bees yet sting have always prospered and given large average
you in spite of it, the inefficacity of the applica- jnelds of surplus honey. In the very same seation must (by no means) be attributed to the sons when my bees have done best, those of
want of queen bees in its composition, for these, neighbors ouly two miles away died, because
the Professor and I, as is well known to the they did not gather winter supplies.
I do uot
public, can raise iu quantities sutficient to satisfy know an instance where bee-keeping has been
any demand. Honesty, therefore, in every undertaken intelligently and with the aid of
aspect of the case, and the plenitude of mate- movable comb-hives, and failed; but I do know
rials at all seasons of the year, should shut up of many who have begun in business where
the least suspicion of fraud, and the minutest bees were "run out and the country too old,"
idea of self-interest, into a very dark dungeon. that are succeeding beyond their most sanguine
And now, as I have been at such an enor- hopes.
mous expense to improve the Professor's ori
A letter just received from a friend in Northginal Bee Charm, and the law excludes me from eastern Nebraska is so much to the point that
the manufacture of the article, I have thought I quote a part of it

abounded

:

!

wise not to advertise it as Bee Charm, but
canimplicitely offer it, at wholesale prices, to
those who are fond of mush, and pap, and green
cheese, as the Greatest Mtlk Producer of the
Age, and thus I shall at the same time avoid
infringing upon Professor Flander's invaluable
extracts, and cap the climax of all things patenit

ted yet.
" Good friends

wo part, forgive one Patent rliyme,
111 prose you all to sleep some other time."

Most charmingly yours.
Prof. Apiaster Alsatius, A.

And

M

,

&c..

Corresponding Secretary of Coon Island,
Golden Apiary, West End, 12^ miles
from shore.

"When I came here, three years ago, beeculture had dwindled down to almost nothing.
Those who had colonies obtained neither
swarms nor surplus honey. Two years ago I
bought three stands from which I secured that
season three colonies and three hundred and
fifty pounds of box-honey.
The next spring
(one j'car ago) I took twenty-five colonies to
keep on shares. They were in bad condition
and so weak that I condensed ten of them into
five, and thus commenced the season
with
twenty of his, and six of my own. From those
on shares I secured eighteen swarms, and from
my own six, all now in Hue condition; and from
parents and swarms, I obtained twenty-two
hundred pounds of honey
From a few of the
hives I had one hundred pounds each, and from
all,

!
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No one else in the neighborhood
obtained avy surphts Jwney that season, except
You
a friend, whose apiary I superintended.
I keep none but strong colosee my policy.
nies, and all are strengthened early in the seaIf I cannot strengthen a colon}', I break
son.
I have lost none from the moth, while
it up.
my neighbors all have. Near the tiniber-Iands
pasturage here is most abundant. Early in the
spring we have willows, plum groves, and raspberry thickets, and a little later lindens, while
in the autumn months the golden rod, asters,

For the American Bee Journal and

a few none.

Gazctter.

Mr. Editor: Since yoti invite communications from the patrons of your valuable Journal, I propose to give my views upon the perplexed question of the complete fertilization of
That the female bee is subject
the female bee.
to three distinct developmcuts, I think few at
all conversant with the history of the bee are
inclined to question to wit toorkeis, fertile
icorkers, and queens.
The term itself "fertile worker" implies
two distinct and separate fertilizations, in order
and cuittle-weed abound."
The system of management so successful in to develope a perfect mother-bee. The questhis case, I am confident cannot fail to demon- tion then very properly arises, at wliat stage of
strate in any region of country, that there is in development do these fertilizations transpire ?
answer is, the first transpires at the time
all ordinary seasons honey enough, if tlie bees
are in a condition to gather it.
hundred col- the larva state is perfected. The next C[uesI reply
onies, strong and in perfect order in the begin- tion is, how is it brought about ?
ning of the season, will send out swarms and it is produced by the workers who sacrifice the
store a good quantity of surplus honey, where larvfc to obtain the fertilizing principle known
one weak in the spring might only gather as royal jelly.
I hold that the fertilizing fluid imparted from
strength to rear brood in time to consume the
the drone to the queen, and from the queen to
honey gathered later in the season.
Wherever complaints are heard of regions the egg, is not exhausted of its fertilizing powers
growing poor in honey resources, look first to until after the larva reaches a certain stage of
development, possibly not till the change to a
the condition of the bees there.
chrysalis.
Ellen S. Tupper.
Hence it seems rational to conclude that
Bbighton, Iowa.
this latent principle of life, previous to being
into action by developing nature,
called
For the American Bee Jourual.
should be as fully possessed of its fertilizing
Handling Queen Bees.
powers as when first imparted to the egg; and,
consequently, when duly supplied to the fullyIt is recommended by some writers to take
developed larva, as perfectly produces the
queen-bees by their wings, Avitli the thumb and
primary fertilization, so to speak, or drone-proforefinger.
That will do at times, but not if
ducing powers, as does the actual copulation of
the hands are dirty, moist with sweat, or have
perfect insects the secondary or female-producbeen handling o^.her hives or bees, especially if
ing powers.
a bee has left any of the poison of its sting that
If this view of the case be correct, it follows
the hands have come in contact with. Valuthat the two fertilizations are wrought upon
able queens should not be handled by some perConsetwo distinct nervous organizations.
sons hands at all, while others are comparaquently, why should it seem at all strange that
tively safe in handling at most times.
The the queen, when nbout to deposit an egg, should
queens are apt to contract an odor that is forknow from sensation which of the sexes she is
eign to the bees and their hive, by being
about to yield ? That she does know this, I
handled, as also sometimes from the cages they
think that all who believe in the two kinds of
are put in.
The cage should be left in the hive eggs will scarcely doubt. But that she has the
long enough to lose all odor that is foreign to
power to produce either drone or worker-eggs
the hive in which it is placed.
at will, I am not fully prepared to admit, any
Leave the queen on her own comb, or let her more than I am that she has the power to lay
run off the comb and in the hive in which she
at will, or to suspend laying at will.
is to be placed.
Daubing the queen with honej'
It is self-evident that in case the primary
will sometimes counteract the odor; but a better
fertilization originated with the bees which
plan is to sprinkle the whole stock with highly
nurse the larvse, if it were brought about by
scented honey, and in extreme cases with the
any principle inherent within themselves, indeuse of smoke in audition. That of rotten wood
pendent of the drone which fertilized the
is good.
mother, then the mature queen, if an Italian
Many a queen has been killed by her own raised
by a nucleus of black bees would be inbees, because the owner picked her off and put
herently impure that is, the same physiologiher back in her own hive; the bees no doubt
cal phenomenon would be witnessed, as in all
regarding her as a usurper, as she had acquired
other cases of mixed blood a hybrid progeny,
an odor which they did not like.
testifying to its parentage.
James M. Marvin.
The drones of such a queen, in this view of
St. Charles, Ills.
the case, would as assuredly show a cross between the black and the Italian, as would the
In Switzerland a whole village clubs to- worker progeny in case the mature queen co-

—

:

—

—

My

A

—

—

gether and hires a cold dry room, which they
darken and put all their bees in, each man taking away his own again in the spring.

pulated with a black drone.
G. A.

Osage, Iowa.

Wright.
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the cliief ingredient, is not adapted for transportation, unless the foundations be packed in

is

Honey- Comb.

Artificial

a

Several writers in the Journal have expressed
their views of the great value of empty honeycomb. I tully concur with them, and hope its
importance will be still further urged upon the
attention of bee-keepers.
So vakiable has it
been considered by European bee-keepers, that
attempts have been made to manufacture artificial comb for the use of new swarms.
Such
attempts, however, so far as I have been informed, have resulted in producing merely a
thin sheet of wax with the impression of the
bottom of cells fixed upon each side of it. The
production of perfect sheets of comb with cells
of full size, complete in every respect, and
ready for the reception (.if eggs and brood, seems
never to have been attempted, or, at any rate,
not to have been successful. Still, I believe it
can be made, and even more perfectly than the
bees themselves make it; and, what would be
of great importance, the amount of drone-comb
in a hive could be regulated exactly in accordance with the will of the bee-keeper having
much, a little, or none at all, as the whole body
of the hive could be completely filled with
worker-comb. I say it could be made more
perfectly than the bees make it, for all the cells
could be made of the same size, whereas, if you
measure across the mouth of a dozen or more
worker-cells in one part of any piece of comb,
and the same number from another part of the

manner both troublesome and

beautiful

think

will find

some

difference.

I

have devised a plan by which perfect
comb can be made, and made cheaply and strong
enough to bear transportation by express. The
machinery necessary for making it would be
rather expensive, but, once made, comb could
be produced rapidly. But the question arises,
would there be any demand for it ? I simply
know that I want it, and would be glad to pay
any one who would produce it for me. Whether others want it is what I wish to learn
through this Journal, and what it would be
worth to a bee-keeper, per sheet, of the size of
a Langstroth frame say eight inches by sevenI

—

teen.
One bee-keeper, in reply to the question
of value, said it would be worth a dollar a sheet,
I think that too much.
Still, if you will
refer to an article, page 179 Bee Journal, by
Mr. L. L. Fairchild, you will see that a swarm
placed in a hive filled with empty comb, produced two frames of surplus honey and thirtyfive pounds in boxes, fully fifty pounds in all
worth, at thirty cents per pound, ^lo, while a
swarm two or three days later, placed in an
empty hive, " scarcely laid in stores suflicient
for their winter food."
In this case, if ten

but

trames of comb were used, each comb was

worth

$1.50.

R. BiCKPORD.

Skneca Falls, N.

Y.,

March

28, 18G7.

[Several years ago we devised and patented
an apparatus for making artificial honey-comb
foundations having rudimental cells, with ease
and mathematical accuracy. We found, however, that wax, or a composition of which wax

and

costly.

Very

light foundations, sufficiently firm

new, can bo made
of gutta percha; but they soon become so friable even when not used, that that material
to bear transportation while

cannot be employed.
We have also experimented with other materials, though without
satisfactory results so far.

What

is

W:;nted

is

some substance combining cheapness, lightness,
strength, and durability.
If such be found it
remain to be ascertained whether there
any advantage in using artificial foundations, if honey-combs, as built and filled by
the bees, can be rapidly emptied by the centrifugal apparatus lately invented and about to

will

still

will be

be tested.

]
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Early Superseding of a

Q leen.

Visiting a friend's apiary in Danville, Ky.,
month, (Feb.,) I noticed on the 27th, on
the alighting-board of a last year's hybrid
Italian swarm, a dead drone, apparently just
emerged from a cell. Thinking it rather early
for drones even in that latitude, (;37j°,) I
opened the hive, and was surprised to find a
queifii-cell, with the end opened, and the lid
still hanging to it, as if a queen had just
emerged. Further examination revealed another queen-cell opened on its side, and on
the other side of the frame another cell still
closed, and a slightly, well-developed young
last

queen near it.
Further examination was not so critical as
I now wish it had been, but no other drones, or
drone-brood, or worker-brood were seen, nor
was the old queen found. Tiie sealed queencell was cut out and given to a queenless colony, and this colony strengthened with a wellfilled trame of sealed brood from a strong colony. The bees from all the colonies in the
apiary were carrying in pollen freely on the
2Gth and 27th of February.
I have not yet
learned whether these young queens became
fertile, nor can
I understand why a fertile
queen, as this one 7mist have been, was superseded so early in the season.
H. BiCKFOKD.

Seneca Falls, N. Y., March

27, 18G7.

If yon wish to catch any of the bees, make
a bold sweep at them with your hand, as tliough
there were no such thing as a stiug in the
world. The bee will bf so astonished that he
will not sting at first.
Then hold him in 3rour
closed hand, without pressing him, and he" will
not sting. I have so caught three or four at a
lime.
If you want to do an^^tliing with a single
bee, catch him "as if you loved him" between
your finger and thumb, where the tail joins on
to tiie body, and thus he cannot sting you.
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Does the Treatment of the Larva Effect
the Color of the Queen?

A

String of Questions Answered.

J/?'. Editor : As I have used the Langstroth
hive for several years, I will with pleasure
answer the "string of questions" for "Querist."
the following' passage
In answer to the first two questions What
"Accept my most cordial thanks for the very
beautiful queen you sent.
Her progeny also is is the best width for top-pieces of comb-frnraes ?
particularly beautiful; each individual is in Should they be any wider than the thickness of
itself a pearl.
But the forty young queens brood-combs? I will say that the top-piece
reared from her eggs do not appear to me to be should be 1| inches wide for the following reasons
If the top-piece is only | of an inch wide,
all equally yellow.
I have had queens raised
from her brood by both common and hybrid or no wider than the brood-comb, the bees will
stocks, and it would seem to me that those bred build their comb above and between the frames,
by the latter are more yellow. Still, I may be and fasten it to the honey-board so firmly that
mistaken.
I will continue my observations the latter cannot be removed without disturbing
the bees very much; and before it is put back
next year."
If I understand the foregoing correctly, the again the comb and honey must be scraped off,
writer is of opinion that the diverging grade of to avoid killing the bees. Now, if the topthe brooding colony has exerted a peculiar and pieces are made 1^ inch wide, and allowing ten
advantageous influence on the beauty of the frames to a hive wiiich is 14| inches wide in the
queens produced. I have heard from other inside, and only | of an inch is allowed between
the lioney-board and the top of the frames, the
ciuarters also the notion that queens reared in
strong and populous stocks are always hand- bees will not put much comb between, and the
somer and more perfect than others. Both honey-board can be removed at anytime withopinions are based on substantially the same out disturbing the bees but very little. Where
view namely, that the construction of the the tops of the frames are only | of an inch
royal cell, the preparation of the jelly or food, wide, the bees invariably fill the holes for the
the nurture of the larva, and the general treat- surplus honey-boxes nearly full of comb,leaving
ment, so affect the inchoate and maturing queen only a very small passage to pass up through.
as to produce a change in her color and appear- But where the top-pieces are 1| inch wide, the
ance; and that diversity of race especially, and holes are kept clean.
I have not seen the comb-guides used for a
the vigor and populousness of the colony thus
engaged, perceptibly enhance and improve this number of years. Bee-keepers found it too
much trouble to get straight combs that way.
change.
My own experience is directly opposed to A much better way to secure straight combs is
In my practice I have been unable to use old brood-comb cut into .strips only about
this view.
to detect any difference, in this respect, between three or four cells thick, and stuck in the
strong colonies and weak ones,- or between frames with a mixture of honey and rosin. If
Italian, hybrid, or common stocks.
True, in put on properly it will not come off. Broodweak colonies, the royal cells or rather larva comb can be straightened by warming it a little
are more apt to fail of development, and a and pressing it between two pieces of boards
smaller number are usual'y started; but I have until it is cold enough to remain as the boards
never perceived that the young queens were im- leave it.
Instead of a triangular comb-guide, a fiat
proved in appearance by the nutritive power of
strong colonies, though composed of bees of a one should be used on which to stick guidedifferent race.
In my judgment the color and comb. After the guide-comb is fastened to the
race-peculiarities in general, are predetermined frames, turn off the edges till it will be as sharp
This is a sure way to
in the egg, and undergo no change or modifica- as a triangular guide.
I never knew a case
tion from either nutriment or nursing.
If the secure straight combs.
writer found the j^oung Italian queens reared where the guide-comb was put on properly,
in common or hybrid colonies, either yellower that the bees did not build their combs throughor handsomer than others, the difference, if out exactly within the frames.
Those using Langstroth's hives in this part
real, is certainly merely casual.
But since all persons are liable to err, and I of New England, use a honey-board threedo not deem myself an exception, I trust the eighths of an inch thick, with holes for passages
writer will prosecute his investigations. And to the surplus honey-boxes 1^' inch in diameter.
Fourteen boxes are placed on a hive at the
if other bee-keepers have made observations
differing from mine, I would request that these time, which hold, when full, three pounds each.
be communicated. For if the writer's views This kind or size sells best in the Boston marshould prove to be correct, it is important that ket.
IIeniiy Alley.
Wenham, Mass.
the fact be made known, so as to render it
available in rearing Italian c^ueens, in order to
improve the race.
G. Dathe.
I always feed my bees for two or three days
Eystrup.
after they have sw\armed, be the Aveather foul
It saves time, and helps them to get
or fair.
When one wdio is stung by a bee or by fate their combs sooner made. Nothing you give
does not keep still, the sting tears off and is your bees is thrown away. All is repaid with
left behind,
Jean Paul.
interest.

A

letter -u'hicli I recently

received contains

:

:

:

—

|
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Timely Care.

Oviposition.

The abnormal

condition of some qiteens is
such that, from the time they become fertile,
thej' continually lay worker and drone eggs intermingled.
Seldom does a year pass that I do
not find among the great multitude of my
queens one or more thus affected, and producing from 25 to Toper cent, of drone brood among
their worker brood.
When the drones thus
produced are handsome, I gladly use such
queens in the spring to secure an early supply
of Italian drones. Thus I preserved one last
fall, which, during the whole of the previous
Slimmer, had laid about three-fourths droneeggs and one-fourth worker-eggs. Both woik-

and drones are exceedingly fine specimens
of Italian coloring and marking; and this iners

duced me

to retain her.
If colonies having such queens are left to
themselves, they will of course rapidly decrease

Most people know that Avhcn they are hungry
they must ha.ve something to eat. But they
judge otherwise of their poor bees. For if one
of the strong winter stocks, ««fZ<?r the old cottage plan, is left to itself in a rich houej' country, it AviJl, in the course of May, June, July,
and sometimes in August, throw off its superabundant population to seek storeroom in some
new home away from the parent hive. Hence
plain that the stearin in June will have more
itself than the cai^t thrown off
in July, and the July cast will have more than
that of August.
Yet so regardless of their interest are many people in this matter, that,
sooner than give the latest weak stocks some
little food to aid them, they will allow them all
to starve with hunger.
Bees can bear cold,
however intense, if they are kept dry and have
plenty of food.
Bagstek.
it is

time to establish

in population, destroy drone-brood occasionally,
start royal cells, and sometimes assail and expel
the queen.
In this way, probably such and
similar abnormal conditions are removed, without having been observed or investigated. If
it be
desirable to preserve such a colony,
worker-brood must be introduced from time to
time, and feeding resorted to when pasturage
is scarce, Avhereby the bees are induced to regard their queen as not defective, and the constantly accruing drone-brood as appropriate to
the season.
But what is the cause of this phenomenon?
Does it result from some organic defect ? Docs
it arise from imperfect fertilization, or is it the
effect of some injury sustained ?
It would be
gratifying to have the mystery elucidated.

Dathe.
Eystkup.
In time the combs in the hive get old and
black, because bees store up more bee-bread
when it is plentiful than they can use; and they
never entirely clean out the cells in which the

young bees are bred, but leave a sort of cloak
which the larvpe spin around themselves before
undergoing their change, and

remains atIn very old
hives these two things help to make them very
heavy, so that in weighing them an allowance
of several pounds should always be made on
this account, if you want to know whether they
have honey enough for the winter. In this
tachecl to the sides of the

this

cell.

too, after many years, the cells become
too small for breeding, and the stock dwindles
away and dies a natural death, if not properly

way,

For the Americau Bee Jmirnal aud Gazette.

Artificial

Corab Foundations.

notice an inquiry in regard to artificial
comb foundations in the April Journal, which,
with your permission, I will answer.
In February or March, 1866, I called upon
Mr. Henry Steele, of Jersey City, as I had previously learned that he manufactured artificial
comb foundations. At that time he told me,
if I rememlier correctly, that he procured the
I

apparatus for manufaciuring

it in London, and
came originally from Switzerland.
He showed me some foundations manufac-

that

it

tured in Switzerland, and kindly presented me
with a box of the article to experiment with.
I have not heard from him since then, and
do not know whether he manufactures it now
or not.
Last summer I used the comb, and found that
the bees work on it readily and build out the
cells.
It can only be used to start a small part
of the combs, and my impression is that it will
not come into general use fortius purpose.
want something strong enough to furnish the
foundations for an entire comb Avithout breaking; and I think we ought to have it, and that

We

we

shall

have

it.

•

Wax

alone is so brittle that it can be used
only in small sheets; but I have a ])lan by
which I think this difficulty may be overcome.
It may not succeed, but I would like to present it to the readers of the Journal for a starting point, as I believe this to be the next great

reform in apiculture.
I hope in a few years to see hives with tlie
foundation combs complete, so tliat the bees
will only have to build out the cells aud use
Bees in their excursions furnish themselves them. I propose to use some fabric which is
with three different materials the nectar of thin, cheap, and free from nap. Saturate this
flowers, from which they elaborate honey and thoroughly with melted max, and when cool
wax; the pollen or fertilizing dust of anthers, enough, impress the foundations.
Perliaps
treated.

:

of which they make what is called bee-bread,
serving as food both for old and young; and
the resinous substance, called propolis by the
ancients, with whicli they close up cracks and
crannies in the interior of their hive.

light cotton-cloth will do.
To fasten this in
place, make the comb-frames in two parts, each

part half the ordinary witltli of the frame. Lay
one-half on a bench, then lay on a piece of
foundation, aud then lay on the other half, and
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rivet

them

together.

The frame

is

then ready

for use.
If this or any similar device succeeds, we
shall be benefitted in the following respects:
1st. Each comb will be as straight as a board,
and may be trausjiosed, and fit just as well in
another place.
2d. AYe shall know what kind of cells are
to be built bel'ore the bees are put
The hive.
This will give perfect control

going

into

over

the rearing of drones, unless they are reared in
worker-cetls.
od. The honey can be scraped off, and the
foundations returned for the bees to use again.
4th. Tlie combs cannot break down or fall
out while handling the frames
These advantages and others which might be
named, are to be found in no hive that I have
yet heard of, and I ask, are they not worth
laboring for ? I admit that this is theory, and
that theorj^ does not always work well in practice; but theory always does and always must

precede practice.
J.

L.

Hubbard.

Walpole, N. H.

When swarming, bees are always in good
temper, unless rudely interfered with. Every
person accustomed to bees knows how safely
he may go into the midst of a newly-issued
swarm, not one of whicli will molest him unless
he accidentally crush or injure it during the act
of hiving. They are so intent on the great object of their emigration, the acciuisition of anew
abode, and so anxious about the safety of the
queen, that what on ordinary occasions would
draw forth their vengeful sting, now passes utterly unheeded by them; and a person may, in
the event of a swarm clustering in a spot inconvenient for hiving, lift them in handfuls,
like so much grain, without in the least suffering for his boldness.
Feeding bees costs something undoubtedly,
but every pound of honey given at the right
"in a cold late spring, will be richly repaid by them when the weather changes. Another time when feeding is recjuired is when
the weather comes bad within two days after a
swarm is put into a hive. Tlie bees swarm
with their honey-bags full; but this store may
be exhiiusted, if they cannot fly to gather any,
while building combs in their new home.

time, as

Ip more cottages kept bees, much of the
honey whicli is now wasted would be gathered.
The flowers, too, are all the better for the honey

being taken. I have heard a farmer say that
his orchard bore double the crop it had done
And what is the reason
before he kept bees.
honey is found in flowers ? Its only use, or
rather its chief use, is to draw bees and honeyeatiug flies to the flowers. They carry the pollen or fertilizing dust on their hair and legs
from flower to flower, which makes tliem bear
fruit.
If there were no bees or flies, there
would be few apples.

[From the Bieuenzeitung

]

Italianizing.

The easiest mode of establishing an apiary of
Italian bees is undoubtedly by the introduction
Yet, though this may readily be
of a queen.
done, and almost every bee-keeper now knows
where genuine Italiin queens can be obtained,
there are still many who hesitate to procure
them, fearing that the attemi)t to introduce
them may be unsuccessful; and they are unwilling to incur the expense and mortification
But since a single queen
of repealed trials.
can furnish adequate supplies for the largest
apiary, and the resulting advantages are great
and gratilying, over-anxiousness about the
issue should not deter any one who is at all accustomed to operate among bees, from engaging
A careful compliance with the
in the work.
instructions which accompany the purchased
queen, will usually insure her .safety, and when
once domiciliated in her new home, she supplies
the means of qui.'kly supplanting the common
stock all round though tlie rapidity and ease
with which this can be accomplished depends
much on the time at which the work is begun.
The swarming season is certainlj' the most
favorable period; and as I have experimented
considerably in that line, I will give a detailed
account of tlie process employed. Whoever
will use his prime and afterswarms in the same
manner, can scarcely fail of success.

—

Hive the swarm

in the usual manner; but, as
bees are passing in, search for and secure
Confine her in a cage, and insert
the queen.
They will
this in the hive among the bees.
immediately commence to build comb, regardless of the confinement of the queen, being content with the consciousness of her presence.
Leave them thus two or three days, then remove the queen and insert a piece of workercomb containing eggs and larvae from your
Italian queen.

tlie

The bees, especially if it was a prime swarm,
will soon become restless on discovering that
their queen is gone, and immediately begin to
This usually takes place
build royal cells.
already during the first night after the removal
of tlie cpieen; and when once queen-cells are
While this
started, success is almost certain.
going on in the prime swarm, an afteris
swarm will probably issue from the parent
This is to be treated precisely like the
stock.
former, excepting that instead of inserting
brood-comb after the removal of the queen, I
insert a sealed royal cell taken from the
prime swai'in. Thus the al'terswarm is likewise
Italianized, for it willingly accepts the royal
cell, and thus is furnished with a young queen
A sealed
in the course of three or four days.
royal cell must never be ofi'ered to a deprived
prime swarm, because in nine cases out of ten
As
it will be promptly destroyed by the bees.
your apiary Avill at this period probably contain comparatively few Italian drones, the
chances are that the young queens now reared
will be impurely fertilized, but provision is
nevertheless thus made for an ample future H\\\rply of pure drones, since, in accordance with
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the accepted Dzierzon theory, the drones pro-

duced b)' impurely fertilized Italian queens will
still themselves be pure Italian.
A further advantage of the process here proposed consists in this, that we thereby secure
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A Query

Answered.

Editor Bee Journal and Oazette

In your March number several questions are
colonies sure to gather sufficient stores for the
which is a very important considera- asked, among which is the following "Can a
tion.
The reason of this is found in the inter- stock of bees troubled with dj^sentery void their
ruption of brooding, at the precise time when excrements in a wire-basket attached to the
pasturage is abundant. Swarms which retain hive, and the hive placed in a warm room; and
In this artheir queen, have their time and attention will the bees return to the hive ?"
largely occupied with attendance on tlie brood, ticle I will give my own experience in a case
and can devote comparatively little of it to Hia somewhat related to this, and which will parcollection of stores.
Dzierzon and others have tially answer the question. On the 7th day of
therefore long since recommended the tempor- February, 1866, I examined a colony of bees
ary confinement of the queens in the mouths of belonging to a neighbor, which were situated
in a common hive.
I assured him thej' were
May or June.
For the purpose here suggested, undoubtedly very near out of honey and must shortly
only strong populous stocks can be employed. pcii-ish, if not removed to a warm room and fed
The swarming season is usually contempora- liberally. This he requested me to do, as he
neous with that of the best pasUirage, and the stated he was not at all versed in bee-managebees must therefore be in a condition to avail ment, and consequently could not venture to
themselves to the utmost of the offered supplies. do it himself. I now took them iuio a room at
It is utterly in vain to operate in this manner my own residenice, and immediately transferred
with weak stocks; it would certainly end only them to a Langstroth hive. On opening their
in "vexation of spirit."
But if several weak hive, I found them, as predicted, nearly out of
colonies are previously united, the operation honey, but in possession of some maturing
brood, which I carefully transferred, placing it
may be rendered successful.
conviction of the superiority of the Italian in the centre of the combs, and arranging the
remaining small amount of honey in its immebees led me to devise and adopt this process
Formerly I was among those who regarded diate neighborhood, on either side of the brood,
them as a mere fancy article, like Shanghai so as to make it easy of access to the bees. This
chickens, tumbler pigeons, and lop-eared rab- having been accomplished, I turned in the bees.
bits, without having the least conception of I next put wire-cloth over the front of the portheir intrinsic value, or the slightest desire to tico, to prevent the bees from flying out into
possess them.
But observation and subsequent the room; and before permitting the room to
experience have long since changed my opinion become cold, I gave them some syrup made of
and satisfied me that they are incomparably common sugar. This I poured into clean
better than the common kind.
They are at combs, placing it directly on top of the frames.
work earlier, in the morning and later in the Then covering them over with a heavy comevening, and visit many flowers and plants on fortable folded three or four thicknesses, and
which common bees are never seen. They so arranged as not to prevent the bees from
have a keener scent, too, for honey or nectar, passing to and from their feed. Putting on the
and larger honey-bags; and having stronger if cap, I now left them for the night.
This feeding process I repeated each evening,
not longer wings, their range of flight is Comparatively more more extensive, and their labor just at nightfall, for two weeks; and on each
day, after being thus fed, they would come out
consequently more productive.
into the portico of the hive, after the room beNeidholt.
came warm, seeming very anxious to get through
the wire-cloth in their front.
This excitement
Borage is a useful plant for bees. It con- was kept up, to a greater or less extent, until
tinues in blossom till the frost destroys the the room again became unpleasantly cold, when
stem. Its seeds drop, and will continue to come they would again retire to the interior of the
up in the same place for years. It is an annual. hive and become quiet.
few seeds may be sown in some by-place,
At the end of two weeks, I found, on examiwhere it will continue without further trouble nation, they still had nearly or quite all the
lor years, only requiring to be kept free from honey which I had transferred with them. They
weeds. It has been called the King of bee- had also constructed a piece of comb some seven
flowers.
In cold and even showery weather, inches quite, which at this time contained mathe bees feed on it in preference to many other turing brood. In the meantime the brood taken
plants.
Its flowers are pendulous; thus the
from their old hive had hatched, and they were
nectar they contain is not injured or washed now giving special attention to the new comb
out by rain, and shelter is also afforded to the and brood.
bees while in search of the sweets it secretes.
During those two weeks I fed them some four
pounds of sugar made into a syrup, a considerable part of which they had stored away fur
Warm winters make sad havoc among poor future use. I now placed them on their sumslocks of bees, and rich ones have sometimes mer stand; and during the remainder of the
nearly empty combs with which to begin the spring, on warm days, I fed them some five or
new year.
six pounds more of sugar in the form of .syrup.
"winter

A

A

—

:
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Their old comb coulained some pollen, but not
a large amount; much less, I think, than is

common

-with

good colonics

in

the

mouth

Escape of Queens.

of

February. I gave them no flour or meal.
This colony was not diseased when transferred, a scarcity of stores being the only obWhen they were clustered
stacle in their way.
quietly in their hive at night, I could find perhaps the usual ciuantity of excrement dischnrged
on the wire-cloth and walls of their portico. I
feci very conlident that, had they been troubled
with dysentery, they Avould have done just as
tiic}^ did in health with regard to discharging
tlieir excremenr, and would have been restored
to perfect health, if similarly treaied and taken
in

hand before

their

numbers

Avere

too

Repeated instances have been reported where
valuable Italian queens have made their escape
when the transport-hive for the purpose of
transferring them to their intended new quarters was opened.
As such an occurrence must
be anuojiug and mortitying to the operator, it
may be well to submit a few suggestions by
which the loss may be guarded against.
Where the queen is in a small box, and accompanied by a small number of workers onl}%
it should be opened in a room with closed windows, the c^ueen seized and confined in a cage.
Here, if she should chance to slip through the
operator's fingers, she would merely fly to the
window, and could there be recovered and secured.
But where a larger number of bees a small
swarm, for instance— accompanies the queen,
and it is inconvenient to make the transfer indoors, it may be safely effected in the open air,
if the lly-hole be opened, and the bees •allowed
As soon as they become settled, the
to issue.
top can be removed, and the entire mass of bees
transferred to their new home, without danger
that the qeeen will desert. They may be either
shaken from the combs, or brushed out Avith a
feather if adhering to the sides or top of the
box. Still, the operation should not be undertaken in the near neighborhood of other hives,
at a time when the bees are flying, as troublesome and damaging interference might thereby
be induced.

much

reduced to admit of their keeping up the requisite amount of heat to sustain animal life during the late and consequently cold hours of the
night, when ihe tire was allowed to burn down.
This, Mr. Editor, I think in part answers the
question above quoted, and perhaps may be of

some value

to

new

beginners,

if

—

made known

them, enabling them to save a starving colony, and convert it into a valuable one
The
colony referred to is now one of my best stocks.
At any rate, I was willing to introduce to them
last tall, for safe-keeping during the winter, a
splendid Italian queen just obtained from Mr.
Langstroth.
This morning they are in good condition,
and I could sell them for twenty dollars. I am
quite sure it did not cost me one-fifth of that
sum to save them through the winter. But
to

when we

take from the above the price of the
black colit leaves still a good
ony, in a movable comb-hive, worth twice what
I am
it cost me to keep them over the winter.
well satisfied that I can save nine colonies out
of every ten, by managing them as I did the
one here spoken of, allowing their condition to
be perilous, either from dysentery or from want
of sufHcient stores. They will soon begin to do
well, if put into a dry clean hive with their
comlb and brood, and fed on healthy s3-rup.
I see that sorghum or sorgho, as he calls it,
is mentioned by a correspondent of the Bee
Italian queen,

Journal and Gazette as a bee-feed. I find him
also starting with a colony of bees badly diseased, doing, as he declares, his best to clean
their combs and restore them.
I feel very confident that he is likely to have just such trouble
as long as he feeds this putrid and worthless
syrup, which I am slow to believe fit either for
man or beast, unless it be differently manufacif this contured from what it is at present,
tains anything of interest, Mr. Editor, you are
at liberty to publish

it.

Godfrey Bohker.
Alexandria, Ind., March

18, 1867.

—

P. S.
If question No. 3 is not answered in
the ne.xt number of the Journal, I shall probG. B.
ably try to answer it.

Man takes 7m suff'ering for that of huinanity,
as the bees take tlie droppings of their beestand, wlien the sun already shines out again
for rain, and stay in-doors.
Jean Paul.

j

j

A

remote or more isolated spot somewhere
the garden should be chosen; and if the
queen then take wing and fly away, she will be
sure to return and rejoin her colony if it be left
in that position till the bees manifest uneasiness
at her absence, unless meantime she shall be
hastily "gobbled up" by some insect-loving
bird that chances to espy her.
Wherever at all practicable, therefore, I advise operating in a room with closed windoAVs,
Avhatever be the size of the transport-hive or the
number of the accompanying bees. When certain that the queen has been secured or transferred, the AViudoAV should be opened, and the
Tlie old stragglers
ucAV hive placed before it.
Avill quickly join the colony; and the youngbees, not yet Avell able to flj% should be collected and placed at the entrance, Avhere they
Avill be kindly received.
Usually Italian bees are sent to the purchaser
in miniature box-hives, Avith one or two small
movable combs; and there can consequently be
no difficulty in securing the queen, if the precaution be taken to operate in doors Avith closed

in

Inexperienced persons should never
neglect to do so, and it is only for such as they
There
that these admonitions are intended.
are other and subsequent risks Avhich those
must unavoidably encounter w^ho desire to
But the chief matter
Italianize their apiaries.
of all is, to be sure that they have an Italian
queen securely housed to begin Avith.

windows.

O. P.

April,

18()7.
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The Experience of a Novice

in Bee-

keeping.

WASHINGTON, MAY,

ISC';

No.

BI^TnE American Bee Journal and Gazette is now published monthly, in the City of
Washington, (D. C.,) at $3 per annum. All
communications should be addressed to the Editor, at that place.

We haye given up to correspondents so mtich
of our space this mouth tliat we have little room
left for even brief editorial matter, and several

communications are still unavoidably postponed.
Articles intended for the Journal
should be in our hands prior to the 15th of the
month in which they are sent.
Communications, it must be understood, express merely the views and opinions of their

and we must not l)e regarded as endorsing them because the Journal is made the
medium through which they are presented; nor
do we deem it necessary that we should always
express dissent where our opinion differs. We
writers;

prefer that, within proper bounds, all should
fair hearing, conceiving that, however
various and contradictory the statements at
times seem, the truthwillultimately be evolved
by discussion. The following extract from a
letter recently received, regards this matter in

have a

its

proper light

" To a person

like

in apiculture, the

me,

many

who is almost a

novice

conflicting theories of

your correspondents and those from whose
works you copy, are hard fully to comprehend,
and still harder to reconcile with the natural
economy of the bee; but, I sujipose, to live and
learn can do no harm."

Eees should be fed in a dry summer when the
flowers have no honey. There are occasionally
intervals of several weeks when such is the
case.
The bees will then cast the larvfe and
immature young out of the cells.
This,
though seemingly cruel, is in reality a kindness, for when thus thrown out thej^ speedily
die, whilst, if kept in the hive, they would
linger a long time, dying of starvation. If food
l)e olFered to the colon}', when it begins to cast
out the larva, they will at once cease to do so,
and the population of the hive will continue to
grow.

the bee to work hard and waste
and remember that nothing worth
doing can be done without a little trouble.

Learn from

nothing,

3.

After I found that my bees had got their
queen, and no mistake, my anxiety for them
was a little relieved, and 1 had no doubt that,
uuder my careful management they would yet
come out all right. To make all sure, I fed them
the honey 1 had strained thent out of, thinking
it would be better for them to take it back after
they had got strong again.
Of course the frames had to be taken out occasionall}', to see that they were all right, and
to get an occasional glimpse of that mysterious
queen once more.
Mr. Langstroth's description of an observatory hive had quite captivated my fancy, and
as soon as 1 could get one made to my satisfaction, my small colony were compelled to spare
their best comb of brood for that purpose, and
anxiously we watched tor a queen-cell. It was
several days before that curiosity appeared, but
it did at last, and it was hard to say who. paid
the most attention to it, the bees or ourselves.
But they had the advantage over us, as they
could poke their heads into it incessantly,
whilst we were forbidden the coveted privilege
of seeing what were tlie wondertul contents of
that cratlle of royalty.
Here we were doouied
to a little disappointment, as my wife one day
informed me that they had left the queen-cell,
and that it contained just nothing at all ! As
they had been at work at it only a tew daj's, I
was compelled to go to Langstroth again lor a
solution of the dithcnlty. Sure enougli, lie does
mention that bees, like other folks, sometimes
make mistakes, but unlike other lolks, they are
always willing to convct them, if an opportunity is olfeied in the shape of new broodcomb. This we furnished them with, and they
went to work anew and made a better royal
,

cell,

and

all

seemed

right.

here mention an occurrence which I
should like to know if it is common. In capping one of the worker cells, which was near
the glass, they had made the glass form a part
of the capping, so that we could see plainly the
operation of the larva even after it had been
sealed up.
I was quite elated at this, as I could
thus have an opportunity of seeing the whole
I will

But trom some unknown cause, after
had watched its movements about two daj'S,
I think, the cell was changed so as to obstruct
the view.
In that time the head had nearly
approached the glass, and seemed to be moving
process.
i

slowly almost incessantly.
Our queen did hatch, although it was so late
in the season that she probably never left the
She was hunted up and admired by all
hive.
our friends; her majestic gait, and the homage
paid her by the workers, were fully observed,
until I got an idea that an Italian queen, in
her stead, would be just about the desideratum.
From the American Agriculturist I learned
that our friend, as I thought he must be alter
reading his work, L. L. Langstroth, still lived,
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and had Italian queens for sale; but on writing
him he informed me that my project would be
quite expensive and quite sure to fail, but that
he could furnish me a queen to be put into a
full swarm as well late in the season as at any
other time, or perhaj)s better.
Well, as I had got the Italian queen fever, I
was bound to have one; $20 was a big price to
pay for a single bee, as my friends expressed it,
but I thought that in bees as in other things the
best was generally the cheapest and surest; and
so away goes the $20 greenback with an anxiety and impatience for the result not equaled
by any other transaction where several hundred

were

at stake.
at lengtlt passed as days always do,
I believe, and a reply came, and, shortly after,

The days

the tiny movable frame-hive, and the beautiful
little strangers as kind and gentle as kittens.
At first, great preparation were made in a
room on purpose to open the little hive before
a window, as we supposed of course they would
fly, but not a bee moved off from the combs;
they were taken out and looked at, handled,
carressed, and even breathed upon, without
stirring a wing, and the retiring modest little
queen, with her beautiful tapering form, was
already worth the $20 just to look at.
Great was the fear that that important ceremony of introduction to the black natives might

miscarry in some way, and over and over
again were the instructions read before commencing.
But my persecuted swarm probably thought
there was to be no end to the innovations on
their home, or rather mine, and so concluded
to submit quietlj'- to all that was imposed on
them, and rebelling little at being deprived of
their queen, which I came very near never
finding.

and

so did the bees, and as she silently disappeared between the combs, I drew a long
breath of relief, for I knew that my highly .esteemed $20 queen was safe.

For the American Bee Jourual and Gazette.

Bee-keeping Without a System
just as injudicious as farming or mechanical

is

work without a proper system. More depends
upon attention and careful management, and
that at the right time, than upon good or bad
luck.

Now, Mr. Editor, I have read much in the
Journal and other periodicals about the profits
of bee-culture. I would like to ask bee-keepers,
through your paper, if it is profitable to let bees
starve for want of a little attention and a few
pounds of sugar properly prepared. If so, the
bee-keepers in the northwestern part of Massachusetts have realized a very large profit the
past winter.
Nine-tenths of all the bees in
Franklin county have perished for want of

food and proper care. My experience extends
thirty-four years in bee-culture.
The past season was the poorest by more than three-fourths
of any season during that time
few, by
proper feeding and careful management, have
saved their bees.
I have frequently been asked the question
what proportion of my swarms of bees I lose in
wintering. In reply, I ask them, being farmers
or dairymen, what proportion of their cows
they expect to lose in wintering. I expect to
lose about as many colonies of bees as they do
the past winter with
cows.
I went into
seventy colonies, which is considered a very
large stock for this section of the country. They
all came through in good condition, except four
that proved queenless; and they were turned
to some advantage by adding to others that

A

removed the combs nervously, thinking that
was like looking for a needle in a hay-stack
for all the world, when I accidentally came
upon her, but had not yet faith enough in the were
I

it

partially depopulated-.

Wm. W.

to believe the romantic idea that she had
a sting, but would use it only in case of an in-

books

vasion bj' royalty itself, and so was afraid to
take her in my fingers, as I should do now, but
allowed her to get out of sight while I was tryfriend
ing to poke her off Avith a slick.
offered to help me hunt her if I would get him
a bird-cage to wear like my own, (referring to
my bee-hat which I then always wore when
about bees,) but I thought I could find her mythat is, I knew
self, as I knew where she was
what comb she was on, or supposed I did; but
after a long search she was found on the tioor,
hid in a crack, a trick which I believe Italian
queens are never guilty of. She was secured and
kept for a royal combat with my unfertile queen
in the observatory hive, which, by the way,
took place according to programme, ending in
the downfall and death of the old queen, and
victory of the young one. I intended to preserve the remains, but the bees had disposed of
her by taking her out and carrying her away
up in the air before I could get to them.
After six hours the Italian queen was placed
in a cage on the frames, and, at the proper time,
as the cage was opened, my heart stood still,

A

—

Gary.

CoLERAiN^ Mass.

A swakm

from a swarm is called a virgin
If in the following year this maiden
swarm throw off a swarm later than the middle
of June, it is a good practice to return it to the
maiden stock, or the chances are that both will

swarm.

be

lost.

All stocks in cottage-hives, whether of wood
or straw, that have missed swarming for two
successive years, and more particularly if they
have lain out and shown other symptoms of
swarming, are very hazardous to keep as
stocks.
Stocks weak as to number die; and stocks
honey die. Even if they survive the
winter, in the early spring months there is but
little chance of their doing well.
But constantly giving food, and keeping them warm,
are means that may save such stocks.

light of
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[From the London "Field."]

A Swarm
In June,

Settling

1854,

on the FacQ.

Jumes Simmonds, a
Brool^lauds Farm, Wej^-

Mr.

farmer, residing at
bridge, was dressing, in order to attend a rent
audit at Woburn House. Before putting on his
coat, he perceived from his window an unusually large swarm of bees, filling the air with
It was in fact, as he
their cloud and noise.
afterwards ascertained, two swarms that had
come out of two distinct hives, and had united
He ran out in his shirt-sleeves, and
in the air.
Avithout his hat, to see where they would alight.
The bees, after making some circles in the air,
led him otf to the bank of the river Wey.
Thinking that they might cross the river, and
perhaps escape, he adopted a plan not uncommon with bee-masters namely, that of throwing dust into the air among the bees. This
They did
often makes them settle quickly.
settle quickly, and this more so than he expected, for in a short time the whole of one of
the largest swarms he had ever seen settled
upon his head, face, and breast. They hung
down in fi out like a great beard to the bottom
of his waistcoat. Had he not been well accustomed to bees and perfectly collected, his situation would have been a very dangerous one;
lor, had he at all irritated this mass of armed
insects, he would no doubt have received a sufficient number of stiugs to have placed his life
He was obliged to close his eyes
in peril.
slowly, and keep his mouth shut. Then, in
order to prevent their entering his nostrils,
which they endeavored to do, he slowly thrust
one hand through the mass, and with two

—

there.
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Fearing, therefore, that the

— rendered lighter
— might crush, or at any

tightness of the waistbaml

whenever he breathed

rate irritate, this part of the swarm, he slowly
unbuttoned the front of his trousers.
It is not easy to conceive a more helpless condition than that to which Mr. Simmonds was
now reduced. He that was master of forty

hives, from which he could usually levy what
spoils he pleased, killing his thousands at pleasure with a brimstone match, was now completely in the power of one detachment of his
own army, and was reduced to the most supEven to call for help would
pliant position.
have been dangerous, as the bees near his mouth

would undoubtedly have been irritated, and
would probably have entered his mouth. At
this moment he heard a railway train on the
Chertsey Branch Railway, from which he was
about fifty yards. It fortunately happened that
the engine-driver M^as known to him, and had
a little commission from him to sound his railway whistle if he saw anything wrong among
his cows or sheep.
The engine-driver seeing Mr. Simmonds on
his knees,

with one arm extended as

if for

help,

and something odd hanging from his face,
sounded his whistle. This was heard by Mr.
Simmonds' wife, who, supposing that some cow
was ill, sent her son and a farming man out

They soon found Mr. Siminto the fields.
monds in the predicament above described. In
addition to the hanging mass, there was a cloud
of bees still flying around him, so that that to
approach him was not the most agreeable office.
However, they came near enough to hear him
which he did very gently, merely say-

speak,

ing "bring me a bushel hive well rubbed with
honey, and some bricks."
While they were gone at the top of their
The tickspeed, he remained perfectly still.
enter, he
This w^as necessary, as bees are ling of the bees' feet on his face was almost unpossible.
generally irritated by being breathed upon. He bearable, and the danger of irr.tating those
then began to consider what course he should that were down his neck and back was imtake.
He was some distance from his house, minent.
The most difficult part he had to perform,
and no one near him or within call. His first
thought was to walk slowly into the river Wey, however, was that before mentioned, of dissuaand gently sink his head under the water, and ding the bees with the ends of his fingers, from
These bees were not
thus throw oft" the swarm. But a moment's getting up his nostrils.
consideration dissuaded him from that at- in good humor, as they were breathed upon,
tempted remedy. He could not have disen- and were also deterred from doing as they
gaged them all, for many were between his pleased; and one bee showed his displeasure by
neckclotn and skin, and still more were crawl- stinging Mr. Simmonds at the fork of his two
ing down his back. He found that if he walked fingers. This was not pleasant of itself; but it
he could not help disturbing the hanging mass, was a serious occurrence, as it might be the
and that everj^ little agitation, however slight, preclude to a more extensive attack. He avoided
caused a hum and a hiss from some thousands. making any start, and continued to push away
He then remembered the account given in as gently as he could those that were near his
This was the only safe place to
Thorlcy's work on bees, of a swarm settling on nostrils.
the face and neck of a servant-maid, who es- breathe from, as it was necessary to keep his
caped unhurt by the care and advice of her mouth entirely closed. Of course, the few
master, he, without irritating the swarm, hav- minutes that elapsed before the return of his
ing hived it from off her with a hive well son and servant seemed a terribly long period
smeared with honey. To avoid agitating the to Mr. Simmonds, and. during the whole of it
swarm, Mr. Simmonds slowly knelt down on he remained as motionless as possible on his
He knees.
the grass, and remained perfectly still.
On their arrival, the hive was placed on three
thenfound that a number of bees were gathering in a mass under the waistband of his trou- bricks, with its mouth downwards, and Mr.
Simmonds slowly laid himself on his breast on
sers, in the hollow of his back, to which spot
the others were drawing, indicating that the the grass, with his head close to the hive. The

managed
them away from
fingers

to keep pushing and drawing
his nostrils as they tried to
breathing all the while as softly as

:
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attracted the bees nearest to it, and
a slow movement of them took jilace, till at
length the whole swarm gradually gathered itself under and within the hive, except a few
patches of bees, which, in walking away, Mr.
Simmouds easily disengaged from his dress

honey soon

be rapidly gathered up, thus stimulating their
energy, and causing speedy and rapid combbuilding.

We may

with his hand, and made them join their companions. Mr. Simmonds thus escaped not only
a very disagreeable but a perilous situation. It
occupied two hours from the time that the bees
alighted on their master to the time of his re-

[From the Bieneazeitiing.]

Multiplication of Stocks.
is an important question
multiplication of stock is to
be adopted, or voluntary swarming is to be reThe decision depends in a great mealied on.
sure on locality^ for special reference must
always be had to that in the management of
bees.
I once put the question to Dzierzon, and
his reply was— "If bees in your neighborhood
are apt to swarm, you must not make artificial
colonies; but where natural swarming is of rare
occurrence, artificial multiplication should be
resorted to, and can be used to great advantage."
In accordance with this advice, I made few
artificial colonies in the last four seasons, because bees here commonly yield numerous
lot of ten stocks in straw-hives,
swarms.
purchased two years ago, proved to be particularly productive in this respeet, and beneficially so, though artificial multiplication, too frequently resorted to here by some in the last few

In bee-culture

it

artificial

A

why

a natural

consider that it consists exclusively of older
bees already accustomed to out-door labors, and
which moreover took with them a full supply
of honey when leaving the parent hive.
They
are thus prepared to go to work immediately in
their new home, and nearly all can leave to
gather honey abroad, as they have no brood to
nurse at home. Their activity, moreover,
stimulates the queen to renewed and increased
oviposition, which duty, likewise, she can discharge with greater despatch in the half-finished
cells of the combs now being built, than in the
full depth cells of the older cx)mbs given to artificial colonies.
This is the reason why such
large quantities of brood are often found in natural swarms, a few weeks after they were
hived.
Wedell.

lease.

whether

readily understand

swarm produces more wax, at first, and builds
more comb than an artificial colony, when we

In the season of oviposition the queen-bee
be discerned traversing the brood-combs
in all directions with a slow step, seeking for
cells proper to receive her eggs.
As she walks,
she keeps her head inclined, and seems to
examine, one by one, all the cells she meets
with.
When she finds one to her purpose, she
immediately gives her abdomen the curve necessary to enable it to reach the orifice of the
cell, and to introduce it within it.
The eggs
are set in the angle of the pyramidal bottom of
the cell, or in one of the hollows formed by the
confiux of the sides of the rhombs, and being
covered with a kind of gluten, they stand nearly

may

|

;

!

\

which were poor in honey, was obviously
Hence I am grateful for upright.
disadvantageous.
Dzierzon' s advice, and glad that 1 followed it.
At the Bee-Convention in Gotha, I put the
The life of the drones is of very short durasame question to the Baron of Berlepsch, re- tion, the eggs that produce them being commarking at the same time "you must concede, monly laid in the months of April and May,
sir, that a natural swarm is more industrious
and their destruction being usually accom^and makes more rapid progress than an artificial plished in July and August. The Avorkers exone." The Baron's reply was— "I will tell pel them from the honey-combs, and they colyou how to make an artificial colony which wnll lect in a dense mass on the bottom of the hive.
be quite as industrious and make as rapid pro- Finally, weakened by the want of food, they
Take a populous stock and shake all its are ruthlessly expelled, and either perish from
gress.
bees into a hive furnished with empty comb, starvation, or are worried to death bj' the insat this where the populous stock stood, and cessant persecution of their relentless foes.
place the hive deprived of its bees on the stand
of some other populous stock, removing the
latter to a new location, and you will find you
In olden time, in England, any man who
have a very industrious artificial colony." I wished to begin bee-keeping, had no difllculty
am thankful to the Baron for this instruction, in borrowing a swarm from a neighbor; and a
As year or two afterwards he repaid it by a first
for colonies thus made cannot be excelled.
I do not intend enlarging my apiary much swarm, with from five to ten pounds of honey
more, I shall make colonies in this manner for interest, according as two or three years
yearly hereafter.
had passed since he borrowed.
I have found it to be very advantageous also
to feed each of my young stocks, whether naNot a single ounce of honey was ever wasted
tural swarms or artificial, Avith diluted- honey
every evening for three or four days after they by bees since the world was made. You do not
are hived. If the honey is diluted, the bees will waste your honey by feeding, but only, as it
carry up and use a larger quantity than they were, pour it out of one pot into another, Avhcre
you may find it whenever you want it; and not
will take from a comb of sealed honey inserted
in their hive.
They seem to regard the diluted only so, but you find a gallon where you put a
article as supplied by nature, and therefore to
quart.
years,

,

|

—

i
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arc completely filled with sweet; also sprinkle
what few bees remain in the hive with he
sweet preparation. Then liberate your Iialian
queen with the bees that are drummed out of
the hive, and they will accept her forthwith.
As they have no comb to deposit their sweet
in, they are obliged to retain it, and the queen
will become acquainted with the bees, and vice
versa.
After letting them stand in the box
twenty or thirty minutes, return them to the
hive again, queen and all. She will be received
all right in ninety-nine cases out of one hundred.
I have repeatedly introduced them into
common box-hives in this way with perfect
success, and I find no trouble in introducing
queens when the bees are gatliering abundance
of honey.
I have tried R. Colvin's, K. P. Kidder's, L.
L. Langstroth's, J. W. Sharp's, Flander's,
l\Iack's, Bidwell's, Quinby's, and King'splans,
but they all keep the stock to be supplied without a queen for a longer or shorter period.
stock of bees should never be without a
fertile queen over twenty-four hours in the
breeding season, if it can possibly be avoided,
and it certainly can be if the apiarian understands his business, and has the right kind of
1

Mr. Editor : Your article in the March number on introducing queens agrees so near -with
my experience, that 1 enclose an article published in a January number of the Iowa Ilviiie11'

stead.

into u

bees are

drummed

out of the hive

box or half bushel, and their queen taken

away, they will invariably discover their loss
from live to fifteen minutes.
After introducing the queen into the box or
half bushel, set it up leaning against something
in the shade; the same side up that you would
The sweetening process
if it was full of grain.
in

is

not necessary in

all cases,

only in obstinate

ones.

In Mr. Adam Grimm's article in the April
number, he says that two of his seven queens
proved to be bastardized, but he says that they
must necessarily have been impregnated by
Mr. Grimm lives in a timber
Italian drones.
country, for I have been there, and there might
be wild bees near him.
On the first day of this month I found a large
swarm of wild bees in a butternut tree, and I
removed them home without disturbing them
They have a perfect queen, and
in the least.
about one dozen perfect drones. This is the
fourth wild swarm that I have found, at different times, with perfect drones saved over win-

A

Elisha Gallup.

hive.

Osage, Iowa.

ter.

in Wisconsin I Jfound a swarm on the
of February with about two dozen perfect
drones, and the queen was all right. 1^ think
that bees in their natural and wild state are
apt to keep a few drones over winter. Mr.
Grimm might have had a wild swarm near
him, with drones kept over winter, Avhich met
should be careful about
his two queens.
our conclusions.
Querist wants to know Avhich is the best
width for top-bar to frames. Let him, or any
one else, make one frame with the top-bar onehalf inch thick, sharpened to an edge on the
The bees will commence on the
underside.
knife-like edge, and as they build down, they
will build out and up over the side of the bar,
and attach the comb to the honey-board. If
he takes off the honey-board, and puts on the
honey-box, they will continue right up into the
box.
So, Mr. Querist, you can vary the thickness
to suit yourself.
About 1^ inch thick, or one
inch, they will not attach to the honey-board
as much as where thinner ones are used.
All
the comb-guides I use have the underside of
the top-bar bevelled to a
thus v, and they are
all that Querist will want.

Once

For the American Bee Journal.

first

We

V

would like to know through your Journal
what advantage it would be to anyone keeping"
I

—

—

"common black bees" to Italianize a
few of his stock, and let them mix with the
black bees ? If in a few years it would improve his apiary, since it is impossible to keep
them pure together ?
W. W. C.
LlGHTSTREET.
bees

[No advantage whatever would result from
such a course. Ed.]

"Whenever

I

have wanted to study

fools at

great parties, I have always looked round reThey gather round
gularly for a great beauty.
such a one like wasps around a fruit-woman.
And if I had no other reason I have, however
for marrying the handsomest woman, I would
do it for this reason, if for no other, that I
might always have the queen-bee sitting in the
hollow of my hand, after whom the whole
Jean
foolish bee-swarm would come buzzing.

—

—

Paul.

Elisha Gallup.
Osage, Iowa.

not from want of pasturage that beeis "a small business" inmost countries,
but from want of knowledge of the proper
management. Climate and soil will generally
be found well enough adapted to the business,
when intelligence guides skill, and diligence
Oravenhorst.
directs the labor.
It

is

culture
[From the Iowa Homestead.]

Introducing Italian Queens.

Drum

out your bees and remove the native
queen; then take honey or common white
crush sugar, diluted with water, so as to be
quite thin, but sweet; sprinkle the bees freely
it, and stir them up with a spoon until they

with

CouKTiNG your hives
Weighing them

is

of small account.

tells their real value.
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MONTHLY MANAGEMENT.

For the American Bee Journal and Gazette.

A

Large Crop of Bees.

While the subject cf

May.

restricting the

of drones reared iu each stock

is

amount

appropriated

by many bee-keepers, a majority doubtless
gard

re-

as a matter of little practical imporfor the benefit of such 1 will give an

it

and

tance,

item of

my

experience.

The summer of 1860 being

a favorable one
had a large hive to
which I attached a drone-trap iu June, and
caught and destroyed 4,900 drones, and did not
for bees in this locality, I

The stocks afterwards
get them all either.
sent out one prime and two afterswarms, besides yielding twenty or twenty-five pounds
surplus honey.
This amount of drones will not be surprising
when we reflect that lo4 square inches of
drone-comb would produce them at one brood,
or, iu other words, four drone-combs 6 by G^
inches.
I have repeatedly found twice that
amount, in transferring, (particularly from
large hives,) to the Langstroth hive.

W.

J.

Davis.

YouNGsviLLE, Pa., April, 1867.

A ROW of

hives well stocked with bees

is

sign.
It shows that the owner
takes pleasure in his home. He has something
to fill up his spare minutes better than the grogshop, and far more profitable, too.
Whenever
I stop to have a talk with him about the bees, I
always get a civil answer, and thanks for any-

always a good

thing

I tell

him.

HAVE observed

flowers which are
some situations, are in
others passed over by them with apparent indifference. I think that this shows that climate,
soil, situation, as w^ell as seasons, have more
I

that

favorites with bees in

influence

many

in adapting flowers to bees
persons would imagine.

Men

in great States,

and bees

than

in great hives,

courage and v/armth; accordingly now-a-days they join to small countries
other small countries, as they do to bee-hives
colony-hives. Jean Paid.
suffer a loss of

Honey, whilst

the combs, will keep releft in the supers; when
cut out, afterwards, the combs should then be
folded in writing-paper or envelopes and sealed
up, so as effectually to prevent the free entrance
of air.
They should be placed in a warm dry
in

markebly well when

closet.

DziEKZON, the celebrated German apiarian,
discovered the production of males from
unfecundated queens, and to him the thanks of

first

bee keepers are due.

The increased and steadily increasing activity
of the bees now demands constant supervision
and attention. The hives should be regularly
inspected, and all droppings and impurities removed from the bottom-boards. These will
be accumulating so long as the bees are cleansing and repairing the combs, and if not
promptly taken aAvaj', will become a receptacle
for the larv.T of the bee-moth, from which they
will make rapid and destructive inroads into
the yet unoccupied portions of the hive, and
prove ruinous

to

weak

colonies.

not impracticable,

As

it is

diffi-

dislodge these
pests from cottage hives, it is wise to deprive
them, so far as we may, of all facilities for encult,

if

tering.

The empty combs

to

in

movable comb-

hives should also be carefully reinspected at
this time, and the worms removed, if any are
found.
If the weather is fair and mild, the bees will
be able to gather sufficieut supplies for themselves and their brood from the early wild
flowers and the blossoms of the fru;t trees. But
if cold or rain prevent them from foraging freely
on these, they should be liberally fed, to prevent any interruption in brooding till a favorable change occurs.
In some locations, strong colonies will, in
propitious seasons, produce swarms about the
middle of this month. These coming at a time
when pasturage is not yet abundant, and while
the weather is still unsettled, require special
It is always advantageous to feed
attention.
such early swarms plentifully, particularly if
they cannot be furnished with a supply of

empty combs, because then much honey

will

be needed for the elaboration of wax. But
when bad weather follows the hiving of such
swarm, feeding may be absolutely necessary
for their preservation, and should hence on no
account be neglected under such circumstances,
even if these arise at a late period.
An adequate number of empty hives should
have been provided in anticipation of the
swarming season. These must be kept clean,
Damp, mouldy, or
sweet, dry, and well aired.
tainted hives are unacceptable to bees, and will
not unfrequently be deserted by the swarms introduced therein.
Artificial colonies may be made from strong
stocks as soon as drones make their appearance
in an apiary, or drone-brood is found so far
advanced towards maturity as to be sealed
Drumming or driving out a colony from
over.
a cottage-hive should not be undertaken till the
population has become sufficiently numerous to
compel a portion of the bees to cluster outside
of the entrance over night; and then it should
be promptly done.

Poor

seasons for honey are school seasons
He is the best scholar who

for bee-keepers.

soonest learns to profit most by his losses.
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Variations of Ins'inct.
It is into the history of the liive-bee that

we

must look

for the most striking examples of variation of instinct; and here, as in every thing
relating to this insect, the work of the elder

Huber is an unfailing source of the most novel
and interesting facts.
It is the ordinary instinct of bees to lay the
foundation of their combs at the top of the hive,
building them perpendicularly (i!6«wM^/iar(f.« ; and
they pursue this plan so constantly, that you
might examine a thoiisand (probably tea thousand) liives without finding any material deviation from it. Yet Huber iu the course of his
experiments forced them to build their combs
perpendicularljmpward and, what seems even
more remarkable, iu an horizontal direction.
The combs of bees are always at an uniform
distance from each other, namely, about one
t'liird of an inch, which is just wide enough to
allow them to pass easily and have access to the
;

l)rood.
On the approach of winter, when
honey-cells are not sufficient iu number to
contain all the stock, they elongate them considerabl3% aud thus increase their capacity.
By this extension the intervals between the
combs are unavoidably contracted but iu winter well-stored magazines are essential, while
from their state of comparative iuactivity spacious communications are less necessary. On
the return of spring, however, when the cells
are wanted for the. reception of eggs, the bees
contract the elongated cells to their former dimensions, and thus re-establish the just disliinces
between the combs which the care of their
brood requires*. But this is not all. Not only
do they elongate the cells of the old combs wheu
there is an extraordinary harvest of honey, but
they actually give to the new cells which they
construct on this emergencj'- a much greater diameter as well as a greater depth.

young

llieir

•

The queen-bee

in

ordinary

circumstances

places each egg in the centre of the pyramidal
bottom of the cell, where it remains fixed by its
natural gluten
but iu an experiment of Huber,
;

one whose fecundation had been retarded had
the first segments of her abdomen so swelled
that she was unable to reach the bottom of the

iser.

D. C.

No.

12.

cells.
She therefore attached her eggs (which
were those of males) to their lower side, two
lines from the mouth.
As the larvre always
pass that state iu the place where they are deposited, those hatched from the eggs in question
remained in the situation assigned them. But
the working-bees, as if aware that in these circumstances the «ells would be too short to conUiin the larvse when fully grown, added to their
length, even before the eggs were hatched.
Bees close up the cells of the grubs, previous

to their transformation,

with a'cover or lid of
hanging its abode with a silken
tapestry before it assumes the pupa state, the
grub requires that the cell should not be too
short for its movemeuts.
Bonnet having placed

wax

and

;

in

swarm in a very fiat glass hive, the bees constructed one of the combs parallel to one of
the principal sides, where it was so straight
that they could not give to the cells their ordinary depth. The queen, however, lakl eggs in
them, and the workers daily nourished the grubs,
and_ closed the cells at the period of transfora

mation. A few days afterwards he was surprised to perceive in the lid holes more or less
large, out of which the grubs partly projected,
the cells having been too short to admit of their
usual movemeuts.
He was curious to know
how the bees would proceed. He expected
that they would pull all the grubs out of the
cells, as they commonly do when great disorders in the combs take place.
But he did not
sufficiently give credit to the resources of their
instinct.
They did not displace a single grub
they left them in their cells but as they saw
that these cells were not deep enough, they
closed them afresh with lids much more convex
tlian ordinary, so as to give them a sufficient
depth and Irom that time no more holes were
;

;

made iu the lids.
The working bees,

in closing

up the

cells

containing larvse, invariably give a convey lid
to the large cells of drones, and one nearly flat
to the smaller cells of workers; but iu an experiment instituted by Huber to ascertain the
influence of the size of the cells on that of the
included larva?, he transferred the larvse of workers to the cells of drones. VVhatwastheresult?
Did the bees still continue blindly to exercise
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their ordinary instinct ? On tlie contrary, tliey
placed a nearly flat lid upon these large
cells, as if well aware of their being occnpied
by a difiereut race of inhabitants.
On some occasions bees, in consequence of
Iliiher's arrangement in the interior of their
habitations, have begun to build a comb nearer
to the adjoining one than the usual interval:
but they soon appeared to see their error, and
corrected it by giving to the comb a gi'adual
curvature, so as to resume the ordimirj' distance.
In another instance in which Tariv'>us irn §•i;larities had taken place in the form of the
combs, the bees, in prolonging one of them, had,
contrary to their usual custom, begun two
separate and distinct continuations, wliich in

now

approaching instead of joining would have inhad not the bees, ap-

terfered with eacli other,

paiently foreseeing the ditficiiltj', gradually
bent their edges so as to make them join with
sucli exactness that they could afterwards continue them conjointly.
In constructing their combs, bees form the
that by which the comb is
first range of cells
attached to the top of the hive of a different
shape from the rest. Each cell, instead of being
hexagonal, is pcntag^onal, having tlie fifth
broadest side fixed to the top of the hive, whence
the comb is much more securely cemented to
that part than if tlie first range of cells had
been of the ordinaiy construction. For some
time after their fabrication the combs remain
but at a certain period the bees
in this state
attack the first range of cells as if in fury, gnaw
away the sides without touching the lozengeshaped bottoms and liaving mixed the wax
with propolis, they form a cement well known
to tlie ancients under the name of Mitya, Commos-iii, and Pissoccros, which they substitute in
the place of the removed sides oi' the cells, forming of it thick and massive walls and heavy
and shapeless pillars, which they introduce
between the comb and the top of the hive so as
Huber,
to agglutinate them firml}': together.
whofirst in modern times witnessed this remarkal)le modification of the a;rchitecture of bees,
observed that not only are they careful not to
touch the bottoms of the cells, but that they do
not remove -At once tlie cells on both sides of
the comb, which in that case mig-ht fall" down ;
but tiiey work alternately, first on one side and
then on the other, replacing the demolished
cells as they proceed with mitys, which firmly
fixes the comb to its support.
Tlie object of this substitiition of mitys for
wax seems clear. While the combs are new
and only partially filled with honey, the first
range of cells, originally established as the base
and the guide for the pyramidal bottoms of the
subsequent ones, serve as a sufficient support
for them
but when they contain a store of severalH)ouiids, the bees seem to foresee the danger of such a weight proving too heavy for the
thin waxen walls by which the combs are suspended, and providently Iiasten to substitute
for them thicker walls, and pillars of a more
comiiact and visrid material.
But their foresight does not stop here. When
they have sufficient wax, they make their combs
jf such a breadtli us to extend to the sides of the
'

—

;

;

;

—

hive, to which they cement them by constructions approaching more or less to the shape of
cells.
But when a scarcity of wax happens before they have been able to give to their combs
the requisite diameter, a large vacant space is
left between the edges of these combs, which
are only fixed by their upper part, and the sides

and tliey might be pulled down by
;
the weight of the honey, did not the bees ensure their stability by introducing large irregular masses of wax between their edges and
the sides of tlie hive.
striking instance of
this art of securing their magazines occurred to
Huber.
comb, not having been originally
well fastened to .the top of his glass hive, fell
down during the winter amongst the other
combs, preserving, however, itsparallelrsm with
them. The bees could not fill up the space between its upper edge and the top of the hive,
because they never construct combs of old wax,
and they had not then an opportunity of producing new at a more favorable season they
would not have hesitated to build a new comb
upon the old one; butitbeinginexpedientat that
period to expend their provision of honey in
the elaboration of wax, they provided for the
stability of the fallen comb by another process.
of the hive

A

A

:

They furnished themselves with wax from the
other combs, by gnawing away the rims of the
cells nfore elongated than the rest, and then
betook themselves in crowds, some iTpon the
edges of the fallen comb, others between its
sides and those of the adjoining combs and
there securely fixed it, by constrncting- several
iieit of different shapes between it and the glass
of the hive: some were pillars, others buttresses,
and others beams artfully disposed and adapted
"Nor
to the localities of the surfaces joined.
did they content themselves with repairing the
accidents which their masonry had experienced;
they provided against those Avhich might happen, and appeared to profit by the warning
given by the fall of one of the combs to consolidate the others, and prevent a second accident of
These last had not been disthe same nature.
placed and appeared sfflidly attached by theiibase whence' Huber was not a little surprised to
see the bees strengthen their principal points of
connection by making them much thicker than
before with old wax, and forming numerous ties
and braces to unite them more closely to each
other and to the walls of their habitation. What
was still more extraordinary, all this happened
in the middle of January, at a period when the
bees ordinarily cluster at the top of the hive,
and do not engage in labors of this kind.
You will admit, I think, that 'these proofs of
the resources of the architectural instinct of
bees are truly admirable. If, in the case of the
substitution ot mitys for the first range of waxen
cells, this procedure invariably took place iu
CTcr// bee-hive at a fixed period— when, for example, the combs are two thirds filled with
honey—it would be less surprising but there
it.
is nothing of this invariable character about
It does not, as Huber expressly informs us, occur at any marked and regular period, but appears to depend on several circumstances not
always combined. Sometimes the bees content
tkcmsclves with bordering the sides of the upper
;

;

;
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with propoMs alone, without altering their
form or giving them greater tliiclvness. And
it is not less remarkable that, from the instances
cells

it appears that they are not confined
one kind of cement for strengthening and
supporting their combs, but avail themselves of
propolis, wax, or a mixture of both, as circum-

last cited,

to
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a larger diameter, Avithout leaving anj^ void
spaces, and without destroying the unilormiiy
and regularity of the comb V This problem
would puzzle an ordinary artist, but is easily
solved by the resources of the instinct of our

workmen.

little

When

tliej^ are desirous of constructing the
of males below those of workers, they form
several ranges of intermediate or transient cells,
of which the diameter augments progressively,
until they have reached the range where the

cells

stances direct.

Not to weary you
ifications of instinct

with examples of the mod-

we are considering, I shall
introduce but three more
the first, of the mode
in which bees extend the dimensions of an old
comb; the second of that which they adopt in
constructing the male cells and connecting them
with the smaller cells of workers and the last,
of the plan pursued by- them when it becomes
necessary to bend their combs.
:

—

;

You must have

observed that a comb newly

made becomes gradually

thinner at its edges,
the cells there, on each side, progressively decreasing in length but in time tliese marginal
cells, as they are wanted for the purposes of the
hive, are elongated to the deptli of the rest.
Now suppose bees, from an augmentation of the
size of their hive, to have occasion to extend
their combs either in length or breadth, the process which they adopt is this
they gnaw away
the tops of the marginal cells until the combs have
resumed their original lenticular form, and then
construct upon their edges the pyramidal lozenge-shaped bottoms of cells, upon which the
hexagonal sides are subsequently raised, as in
their operation of cell-building.
This course of
proceeding is invariable they never extend a
comb in any direction whatever without having first made its edges thinner, diminishing its
thi; kness in a proportion sufficiently large to
leave no angular projection. Huber observes,
and with reason, in relating this surprising law
which obliges bees partially to demolish the cells
situated upon the edge of the combs, that it deserves a more close examination than he found
himself competent to give it for if we may to
a certain point form a conception of the instinct
which leads these animals to employ their art of
building cells, yet how can we cor.ceive of that
which in particular circumstances forces them
to act in an opposite direction, and determines
them to demolish what they have so laboriously
constructed V
Drones or male bees, are more bulky than
the workers and the cells which bees construct
for rearing the larvae of the former are larger
than those destined for tlie education of the
larvae of the latter.
The diameter of the cells
of drones is always 3^ lines (or twelfths of an
inch), that of "those of workers 2^ lines; and
these dimensions are so constant in their ordinary cells, that some authors have thought they
might be adopted as an universal and invariable
scale of measure, which would have the great
recommendation of being everywhere at hand,
and at all events would be preferable to our
harley-corm.
Several ranges of male cells,
sometimes from thirty to forty, are usually Ibund
in each comb, generally situated about the middle.
Now as these cells are not isolated, but
form a part of the entire comb, corresponding
on its two faces by what art is it that the beel
unito hexagonal cells of a small with others of
;

:

—

:

;

;

—

cells commence and in the same manner,
thej^ wish to revert to the modelling of
the cells of workers, they pass by a gradual decreasing graduation to the ordinaiy diameter
commonly meet
to the cells of this class.
with three or four ranges of intermediate cells

male

;

when

We

before coming to those of males the first ranges
of which participate in some measure in the
irregularity of the former.
But it is upon the construction of the bottuns
of the intermediate ranges of cells that this vahinges.
riation of their architecture chiefij^
The bottoms of t-he regular cells of bees are, as
you are aware, composed of tliree equal-sized
rhomboidal pieces and the base of a cell on
one side of the comb is composed of portions of
the bases of three cells on the other but the
bottoms ofintermediate cells in question (though
their orifices are perfectly hexagonal) are composed oi four pieces, of which two are hexagonal and two rhomboidal and each instead of
corresponding with three cells on the opposite
side corresponds with four.
The size and the
shape of the lour pieces composing the bottom
vary and these intermediate cells, a little larger tlian the third part of the three opposite
cells, comprise in their contour a portion of the
bottom of the fourth cell. Just below t!\e last
range of cells with regular pyramidal bottoms
are Ibund cells with bottoms of four pieces, of
which three are very large, and one very small,
and this last is a rhomb. The two rhombs of
the transition cells are separated by a cor siderable interval
but the two hexagonal pieces
are adjacent and perfectly alike.
cell lower,
we perceive that the two rhombs of the bottom
are not so unequal; the contour of the cell has
included a greater portion of the opposite fourth
cell.
Lastl3% we find cells in pretty considerable number of which the bottom is composed
of ibur pieces perfectly regular namely, two
elongated hexagons and two equal rhombs, but
smaller than those of the pj-ramidal bottoms.
In proportion as we remove our view from the
cells with regular tetrahedral bottoms, whether
in descending or from right to left, we see that
;

;

;

;

;

;

A

—

the subsequent cells resume their ordinary form
that is to say, that one of their rhombs is graduallj'^ lessened until it finall}'^ disappears entirely and the pyramidal form re-exhibits itself,
but on a larger scale than in the cells at the top
of the comb. This regularity is maintained in
a great number of ranges, namely, those consisting of male cells afterwards the cells diminish in size, and we again remark the tetrahi dral
bottoms just described, until the cells have once
more resumed the proper diameter of those of
:

;

;

workers.
It is, then,

by encroaching

in a small degree
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cells of tlie otlicr 'face of the comb,
that bees at lenglh succeed in giving greater
dimensions to their cells and the graduation
of the transition cells bfing reciprocal on the
two facesofthe comb, it follows thaton both sides
each hexagonal contour corresponds with four
cells. When the bees have arrived at any degree
of this mode of operating,they can stopthere and
continue to employ it in several consecutive
ranges of cells but it is to the intermediate degree that they appear to confine themselves for
the longest period, and we then find a great
numberof cells of which the bottoms of four
They might, then,
pieces are perfectly regular.
construct the whole comb on this plan if their
object were not to revert to the pyramidal form
In building the
with which they set out.
male cells, the bees begin their foundation with
a block or mass of wax thicker and higher than
that employed for the cells of workers, without
which it would be impracticable for them to preserve the same order and symmetry in working
on a larger scale.
Irregularities (to use the language of Huber,
from which the above details are abstracted)
have often been observed in the cells of bees.
Keaumur, Bonnet, and other naturalists, cite
them as so many examples of imperfections.

upon the

;

;

"What would have been their astonishment if
they had been aware that part of these anomalies are calculated; that there exists, as it were,

Having placed in front of a comb which the
bees were constructing a slip of glass, they
seemed immediately aware that it would be
very difficult to attach it to so slippery a surface ;
and instead of continuing the comb in a straight
line, they berit it at a right-angle, so us to extend
beyond the slip of glass and ultimately fixed it
in an adjoining part of the wood-work of the
hive which the.glass did not cover. This deviation, if the comb had been a mere simple
and uniform mass of wax, would have evinced
no small ingenuity but you will bear in mind
that a comb consists on each side, or face, of
;

having between them bottoms in common ;
and if you take a comb, and, having softened
the wax by heat, endeavor to bend it in any
part at a right angle, you will then comprehend
the difficulties which our little architects had
cells

to encounter.

The

resources of their instinct,

however, were adequate to the emergency.
They made the cells on the convex side of the
bent part of the comb much larger, and those
on the concave side much smaller than usual
the former having three or four times the diamBut this was not all. As the
eter of the latter.
bottoms of the small and large cells were as
usual common to both, the cells were not regular prisms, but the small ones considerably
wider at the bottom than at the top, and conWhat conception
versely in the large ones.
can we form of so wonderful a flexibility of
instinct ? How, as Huber asks, can we comprehend the mode in which such a crowd of
laborers, occupied at the same time on the edge
of the comb, could agree to give to it the same
curvature from one extremity to the other or
how could they arrange tqgether to construct
on one face cells so small, while on the other
they imparted to them such enlarged dimensions ? And how can we feel adequate astonishment that they should have the art of making
cells of such different sizes correspond ?
After this long but I flatter myself not wholly
uninteresting enumeration, you will scarcely
hesitate to admit that insects, and of these the
bee preeminently, are endowed with a much
more exquisite and flexible instinct than the
But you may be here led to
larger animals.
ask, Can all this be referred to instinct ? Is not

a movable harmony in the mechanism by which
the cells are composed ? If, in consequence of
the imperfection of their organs, or of their
instruments, bees occasionally constructed some
of their cells unequal, or of parts badly put together, it would still manifest some talent to
be able to repair these defects, and to compensate one irregularity by another
but it is far
more astonishing that they know how to quit
their ordinary routine when circumstances require that they should build male cells; that
they should be instructed to vary the dimensions and the shape of each piece so as to
return to a regular order and that, after having constructed thirty or forty ranges of male
cells, they again leave the regular order on
which these were formed, and arrive by successive dimunitions at the point from which
How should these insects be able this pliability to circumstances— this surprisingtliey set out.
adaptation of means fcr accomplishing an end
to extricate themselves from such a difficulty
from such a complicated structure ? how pass rather the result of reason?
You will not doubt my allowing the apposfrom the little to the great, from a regular plan
to an irregular one, and again resume the iteness of this question, when I frankly tell you
former ? These are questions which no known that so strikingly do many of the preceding
system can explain.
facts seem at first 'view the eff"ect of reason, that
It is observed by Mr. P. Huber, in his appenin my original sketch of the letter you are now
dix to the account of his father's discoveries reading, I had arranged them as ilQstances of
But mature consideration has
relative to the architecture of bees, that in gen- this faculty.
has
eral the form of the prism or tubes of the cells convinced me (though I confess the subject
great difficulties) that this rule was fallacious
is more essential than that of their bottoms,
and that though some circumstances connected
since the tetrahedral-bottomed transition cells,
and even those cells which being built imme- with these facts may be referable to reason, the
facts themselves can only be consistently exdiately upon wood or glass were entirely without bottoms, still preserved their usual shape of plained by regarding them as I have here done,
hexagonal prisms. But a remarkable experiment as examples of variations of particular instincts:
and this on two accounts.
of the elder Huber shows that bees can alter even
In the first place, these variations, however
the form of their cells when circumstances reall bees
quire it, and that in a way which one would singular, are limited in their extent:
to avail themnot hfvve expected.
are, and have always been, able
;

;

;

;

—
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selves of a certain number, but not to increase
Bei's cemented their combs,
that number.
when becoming heavy, to the top of the hive
with mitys, in the time of Aristotle and Pliuj''
as they do now and tliere is every reason to
believe that then, as now, they occasionally
varied their procedures, by securing them with
wax or with propolis only, either added to the
upper ranges of cells, or disposed in braces and
But if in thus proties to the adjoining combs.
ceeding they were guided by reason, why not
under certa n circumstances adopt other modes
;

of strengthening their combs

V

Why not, when

wax and propolis are scarce, employ vM«f^, which
which they might see the martin avail herself
of so successfully ? Or why should it not come
into the head of some hoary denizen of the
hive, that a little mortar with which his careful
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PoMEROY, O., April 6, 1876.
Mrs. E. S. Tuppek:
In your "Letter III," published in the Prairie Farmer of the aOlh ultimo, I was pleased to
see presented, in a very condensed lorm, the

economy of the bee-hive, which, although not
new to me, was nevertheless intere-stiug and instructive.
The theory that worker-bees are undeveloped or imperfectly developed temales is
fully sustained by the researches of the most
distinguislid apiarians.
But the thoughts which have been suggested
by these focls have led me a step beyond the
practiciil.
I could not resist the temptation to
speculate about the manner of protiucing the
difierencc between queens and workers, for, according to the admitted and current theory on
the subject, there existed the embryo of a perfect female in all the eggs, which afterwards
became workers. The mere statement of the
matter suggests the idea, that the c/umge, whatever it may be, is necessary to produce the

master plasters the crevices between his habiand its stand might answer the end of
mitys ? We might say of the phenomena in
question Show us but one instance of Iwies having submitted mud or mortar tor mitys, pissoceros, or propolis, or wooden props for waxen worker, otherwise all eggs would become
queens.
lies, and there could be no doubt of their being
How this change is produced and what it is,
here guided by reason. But since no such instance is on record; since they are still confined we liave no means to decide with certainty,
to the same limits however surprising the because positive and direct evidence is wanting
range of these limits- as they were two thous- on the subject. But the known tacts and cirand years ago and since the bees emerged from cumstances connected with this interest ng subtheir pupfe but a few hours belorewill set them- ject induce me to believe tiiat the Creator, in
selves as adroitly to work, and pursue their bestowing upon bees their instincts, taught the
operations as scientifically as their brethren, workers not only to fted the young bees in their
who can boast the experience of a long life of laiva state, but also to perform a surgical operatwelve months duration we must still regard tion^ (I can find no other terms to express the
tation

—

—
—

;

;

these actions as variations of instinct.
In the second place, no degree of reason that
we can with any share of proliability attribute
to bees could ue competent to the pertbrmance
of labor so complicated as those we have been
considiriug, and which, if the result of reason,
would involve the mo.st extensive and varied
knowledge in the agents. Sui)pose a man to
liave attained by long practice the art of moddelling wax into a congeries of uniform hexagon-al ^ells, with pj'ramidal bottoms composed
each of three rhombs, resembling the cells of
workers among bees. Let him now be set to
make a congeries of similar but larger cells
(answering to the male cells'), and unite these
with the lormer by other iiexagonal cells, so
that there should be no disruption in the continuity or regularity' of the whole assemblage,
and no vacant intervals or patching at the junctions either of the tubes or the bottoms of the
cells
and you would have s» t him no very
easy task— a task, in short, which it may be
doubted if he would satisfactorily perform in a
twelvemonth, though gifted with a clear head
and a competent store of geometrical knowledge, and which, if destitute of these requisites,
it may be safely asserted that he would never
perform at all. How then can we imagine it
jjossible that this difficult problem, and others
of a similar kind, can be so completely and exactly solved by animals of wliich some are not
two days old, ethers not a week, and probably
none a year V The conclusion is irresistible
it is not reason but instinct that is their guide.
;

idea,) in which the ovary of ea.ch little Avorni,
in a worker cell, is destroyed.
Among the facts tiiat point to the truth of
this conclusion I will name but a few.
For
instam e, the fact that after a certain age of the
larva in a worker cell a queen cannot be j^i'oduced from it, and the occasional imperfect development of the ovary in a worker, are facts
that convince me that something more is necessary to produce the difiereuee between the

queen and worker bees than mere extra care
and the '"royal lood" we read about.

The operation suggested 1 think will also account lor the ditiereuce in the time required to
develop and mature the queen and worker
seventeen days tor the first, and twenty-one for
the latter.

But in the nests of other bees, such as the
humble-bee, hornet, j'ellow-jacket, «tc., there
are workers during ail the summer and early
part of autumn.
The individuals of these insects which make their appearance first in the
spring are the mothers of the colonies lound in
mid-summer and much larger than their progeny. The last brood of the sea on, however,
are as large as the mother was in the spring.
Of these, as many as survive the Avinter start
again, single-handed, as the head and mother
The iulerence is, that the
ot a new colou3^
workers are produced in the same manner as
above suggested in the case of the honey-bee.
If il is said that the iustiuLts and habits of the
queen differ mater. ally trom the instincts iind
habits of workers, il is answered tliat tliey are
difiercntly constituted and all over the animal
kingdom instinct accords with constitution.
;

KiRBY & SpENCE.

We
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For tner American Bee Jonrnaland Gazette.
are uot wanting in examples of domestic animals
Mr. Editok Since writing the first article
having their habits and instincts cliangedin accordance with a material altera' ion of their cou- on tbe kind of hive I vise, in your journal, I
stitulion. That a queen bee docs not secrete wax have had a jiumber of imquines for a better description of the hive.
In order to answer theirs
is sufficiently accounted for by the fact that she
lays her hundreds and perhaps thousands of all, I will just say it is the Ke'sej'' hive, with
eggs per day. And after this manner other the lower apartment cut down to 13 inches Id
height, frames and all; with the permauent di
differences may be reconciled.
As j'oiir article above leterred to introduced vision board taken out, and three more frame?
this subject, I thought I should be pardoned in insevted, with a channel cut in the bottom board
making these additional suggestions, in the hope for entrance, instead of bottom of hive; and a
that you may publish anolher article inviting transient division board to divide otf the hive
further investigations upon this very interest- tor raising queens, building up colonies, &c.
ing subject. Exery etiort at discovering the I raise my queens in this hive in preference to
operations of nature, secret or open, is sure to the miniature hives. By raising queens in this
enhance in our esteem the wisdom and gornl- way, and leaving her in the hive long enough
ness of the Great Giver of all things, although f€>r her brood to mature before taMng her away
we may not succeed in the particular purpose I can build up a good colony by fall, and raise
a succession of queens all summer.
Thus you
with which we started out.
perceive there is no cutting or mutilating comb,
I am, very truly, yours^
and no loss in any way ; for all the comb your
Maktin Heckakd.
queen-raising colony builds is all right, provi;<»
ding you do allow them to build comb only
For the American Bee Journal and Gazette.
while they have a fertile ciueen. And here let
Bee Battles Again.
me say that in dividing a swarm by making
two ovit of one, in the manner the most of people do it, and trusting to one part raising a
If I have not trespassed too much upon your
queen, is the ruin of more stocks than almost
patience by my communication published in the
anything else, except bad wintering. The old
April number of the Joukkal, I beg to send you
colony .where the queen is should be kept
an account of one of the battles which occurred strong and numerous under all circumstances
;
That year the
in my apiary in the fall of '65.
and you should build up your young colony as
spring pasture was very good, and all stocks
soon as they have a fertile queen, by the help
swarmed *wo or three times ; but early in June of the old one. I have taken away one frame
the terrible drought set in, and continued until
from a numerous colony, and had them to fill
about the middle of September.
an empty one with comb in one night, and the
In consequence of the total failure of the sumciueen has nearly filled it witli eggs in the same
mer flowers, the late swarms were in a starving
r

One morning

in the latter part of
of October, I was much surprised to see that violent eti'orts were being made
lo rob (as I thought,) one of my strongest hives-,
but upon making a-closer examination, I found
that one of my after swarms, being entirely
without honey, had deserted its hive, and made
an attack upon its more wealthy neighbor.
The main body of assailants hung in a cluster
under the portico of the hive, and made frequent
Fortunately the blocks
rushes for the entrance.
were not more than an inch apart, and the defenders easily held their ground. Now and
then a party of the besieged would sally forth,
when a skirmish in the air would take place,
each bee stinging an enemy and never relinquishing her hold until one or the other fell to
the ground dead or wounded.
The tight continued several hours, and when
it was over, the ground was covered with dead
bees for several rods around the hive, and the
Whether they were
attackers had disappeared.
all killed or whether some succeeded in joining
Soon after the
the hive, I am unable to say.
fight began, 1 found the queen of the swarm in
front of the hive they had attacked, and removed her; but her bees did uot seem to be afThis same
fected in the least about her loss.
scene wasreeuactedin several of my hives, and
in every instance the aggressors were desitute
of stores.

condition.

September or

first

EnsHA

time.
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Anolker of tho^e Exceptions which
Prove the Utile.

On opening

a small hive in which had beeru
only one ciueen-cell, I found that from it
had hatched a crippled Italian queen. Her
wings were imperfect, one of them was wanting,
and there was some trouble with her legs, one
1 should have
of them appearing to be useless.
killed her at once, but eggs Irom pure queenswere not at that lime very plenty, and I knew
that to take her away would make the others
uneasy, unless I supplied them w.ith the means
of rearing another, so I left her unliarmed tor
More than a week after on opening
a while.
the hive to destroy her, I found eggs in it, and
her appearance indicated that she was fertile.
Supposing she would deposit only drone eggs,
1 was about to kill her, when a triend with me
proposed that I let her be and see the result.
In three Aveeks fine workers appeared, afterwards some drones, and when as an experiment
I changed her from that hive into another, the
bees reared some fine queens from the eggs she
It seems impossible that she could fiy
left.
how then was f:he fertilized ? Has atiy one
observed a similar instance ?
left

Ellen

W.
Elkiudge, Md., April 24th,

1867.

GALLtiP.

Osage, Iowa, April 22, 1867.

Brighton, Iowa.

S.

Tupfer.
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Old Bee.

Bees in Canada.
[From the German of Johann Banmann]
Br " A Devonshire Bee-keeper."

How many journies
To distant

How

oft

hills

hast thou travcll'd

— to

di-<tant vales,

thn leafy maze unravell'd

Where Q;iylight into twilight pales;
With wing untiring day by day,
From morning's dawn till ev'ning gray.
With honey or with pollen freighted
Often and often can-'st thou home;
Brief was thy rest when overweighted,
But prompt to fill the waxea comb;
Sole end and aim of all thy zeal
The progress of the common weal.
ff wheu on guard Tjefore the city
Thy post were threatened by tte foe,
Tlien TiU'd-eterr'd by ruth or pity
All hostile schemes thou'dst overthrnw.
He who attack'd whilst thou hadst breath.
Trod but the path that led to death.
build the combs thy aid was given,
To feed the brood, to rear the young;
With willing mind and temper even,
Wi h active limb ard pliant tongue;
By day or night no rest for thee;

To

Mr. Editor

As I have not seen any notes
Journal from subscrbers in

:

in your valuable

Canada, I thought if you would accept of some
from a bungler like myself, that I would occasionally forward some to you.
I am always
glad to hear from bee-keepers of my native land,
<the United States,) and perhaps they would
like occasionally to hear from us here in Canada.
I will send you a few notes now, and if
you think them worth anything for your Journal
you can use them.
Last season was the poorest season fc> bees
that we have had for a number of years.
The
spring was fine and warm, aud bees bev,an to
breed finely, and drones began to make their appearance, and there were all signs of early
swarms; when of a sudden the weather changed,
and a number of weeks of cold raw weather fol-

lowed. Bees could not work, and they nearly
stopped breeding. They also killed off their
drones, and the consequence was, bee-keepers
that depended on natural swarming did not get
any swarms until the season was so far advanced
that the young swarms did not gather honey
Without remorse, when old and gray,
Tostai ve and die tho\i"rt turned away.
enough to carry them through the winter. Of
Thy wings that erst were full and rounded,
course many bee-keepers have lost a number oi
By willing toil are chafed anc worn;
stocks, and are feeding and will have to feed a
Yet with submission still unbounded
good many more to keep them alive until they
T.iou tak'st thy last sad flight forlorn.
And slowly flutt'ring to the earth
can gather for themselves. But we are hoping for
Fersak'st the home that gave thee birth.
a better season this year, although it would
T. W. WooDBURT.
look to some just now rather doubtful; for there
MoDKT Eadford, Exeter, 16th August, 1865.
has been but two or three days warm enough
for bees to gather pollen, and to-day, April 24,
For the American Bee Journal and Gazette.
the snow has fallen two or three inches deep.
Another Instance of Two Queens in
But I think we shall perhaps escape the long
One Hive.
cold spell we had last year.
The Italian bees
do far better here than the common bees. They
On examining a nucleus hive in which I was were introduced here some three j^ears ago, by
rearing queens, just at night, I found a fine myself and my brother, and now there are a
young Italian just hatched.
As there was good number of stocks scattered through Canada, and we are sending out a good many queens
little if any brood in the hive I went hastily to
a good strong colony and took out a frame of every season. I hope soon to see tliem take
brood to give to the small one, to prevent the the place of the common bees altogether.
bees leaving when the C|ueen made her flight.
H. M. Thomas.
/
Brooklin, C. W., April 24, 1867.
Two days aftei', on examining the hive to see if
the cjueen was depositing eggs, I found on the
first frame that I lifted out an old queen with
For the American Bee Journal and Gazetto.
one wing clipped and the cells all filled with
Smoke for Bees.
on earth ihy equal be?
Labor and toil thy portion ever,
Thou faithful, clever, noble thing?
What thy reward for such endeavor
What crowning blessing doth it bring?—
Say,

if

knew

queen as the mother of the
I had taken the brood comb
On the other frame I found my
so hurriedly.
young ciueen unharmed, quite contrary to my
expectation. To observe the ending of the
matter I left both in it. Several days of bad
weather followed. I looked in the hive each
afternoon, and found both ciueens doing well.
Then came a bright warm day, and about noon,
as I passed the hive; I saw the bees dragging
out what proved to be my young queen, and on
opening it, the old one was found in full poseggs.

I

the

colony from which

session.

My inference is that the young one left the
hive and had been fertilized, and on her return
was killed by either queen or workers, who before had not distinguished her from a common
bee.

Brighton, Iowa.

Ellen

S.

Mr. Editor

wish to call ,your attention
taming bees with smoke. I
use rotten wood, such as you can break to pieces
with j'our fingers. That called dry rot is best.
With a little care it will burn without a blaze.
To use it I take a common fire shovel with a
little fire on it, and lay some of the rotten
wood on it,' and then blow the smoke into
It will soon quiet the
the entrance of the hive.
:

I

to the subject of

bees, but will not stupefy them.
If the first
trial does not quiet them, blow more smoke into
the entrance of the hive.
I am opposed to
using tobacco, and puff ball, and old rags; it is
sickening
too
and disgusting. But the rotten
wood has no bad effects imd costs nothing, and
supply
the
is inexhaustible.

Tupper.

New

M. S.
Salem, Ohio, April 30th, 1867.
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Bees Fertil-zing Flowers.

Piiriiy of Italian Bees.

Eeading an article on this subject in No. 1 of
volume of the Bee Journal, page
17, I came to the conclirsion that the Italian
queens I ordered and purchased from Mr. L. L.
Langstrot»i were what Mr. Kleine terms bastardized, because none of them raised young
queens perfectly equal in color to their mother.
And who would not have come to the same
conclusion ? I vras still more convinced of the
correctness of my ©pinion, when I read an arthe .second

I am tempted to give one more instance
showing how plants and animals, most remote
in the scale of nature, are bound together by a
web of complex relations The exotic Lobeli?
fulgens, in this part of England, is never visitaby irrsects, and consequently from its peculiar

can never set a seed. Many of our
orchidaceous plants absolutely require the visit.'j
of moths to remove their pollen masses and
thus to fertilize them. I find from experiments
that humble-bees are almost indispensable to
ticle of Mrs E. S. Tupper, in the
Cliicago the fertilization of the hearts-ease (vi'o^a triPrairie Farmer, in which she says, "/ cannot
color), for other bees do not visit this fiowers'
consider a?t Itolia-n queen pure whoae royal
I have also found that the visits of bees are
d'tvghters are not duplicates of herxelf.''''
Of necessary for the fertilizalSioTi of some kinds of
course tlii.s }ed me to the o^pinion that Mr. clover.
Thus, for instance, twenty heads of
Kleine'.e and Mre. TiTi^per's queens were of this
Dutch clover {trifolium repens) yielded 2,290
descriptioa.
Having occasion to go to Chicago seeds twenty other heads protected from bees
on other business,. I concluded to visit Mrs. produced not ane. Again, a liiis-ndred
heads of
Tupper, but on arriving at her premises, found Ted c]over
(fi-ifolium j)refen»e) prodttced 2,700
that she had gone to the State Fair at Burling-'
seeds, but the same number of protected headston.
On examicjing some of her stocks, I soon produced not a single seed. Humble-bees alone
became satisfied that her Italian bees did not dif- visit red clover, as other bees cannot reach
fer from those I had raised from the Langstroth
the Bcctar.
It has been suggested that mothsqueens.
Meeting this learned and interesting may servQ to fertilize the clovers but I doubt
lady afterwards at Burlington, in a short conthis in the case of the red clover, from their
versation aboiTt luHan qi>eens she made the
weight being apparently not sufficient to deremark that we must be satisfied if we get a press the wing-petals. Hence we may infer
asmajority o-f handsome young queens from a
highly probable, that if the whole genus of
pure mother. Hence I concluded I could not
humble-bees became extinct or very rare in Enget what I wanted, a queen absolutely pure acgland, the hearts-ease and red clover would becording to Mr. Kleine's description. Wow I come very rare or wholly disappear.
Ther
cannot conceive why Mr. Kleine wrote the in- number of humble-bees is any district depends
teresting letter already referred to, nor why
in a gre;it degree on the number of field-mice,
Mrs. Tup}>er detines^he purity &t' Italian queen's which destroy their combs >'nd nests and
Mr.
as she does,, when both of them should have H. Newman, wha has long attend( d
to the
known that they had no such queens them- hnbits of humble-bees, believes thit "more thau
selves, and co-uld not procure any such anytwo-thirds of.them are thus destroyed all over
where, not even in Italy. Nor can I explain England." Now the number of mice is largely
structure,

;

;

;

my mind, even after reading Mr. Kleine's letter on color as a test of
puritj- in Italian, bees, publislied in the Bee
Journal, vol. 2,. No. 6, page 119. Who can reconcile Mr, Kleine's letters, or Mrs. Tupper's
definitions?
Undoubtedly Mr. Kleine would
stand a great deal higher with the breeders of
Italian bees kad he never written his first published letter, as far as queens and drones are
concerned. And Mrs. Tupper would probably
have saved herself many cxi)lanalions and dissatisfactions, if among the young queens obtained fron\ her there be such ''whose ?oyal
daughters are not duplicates of themselves."
I obtained and stdl have three queens of Mr.
Langstroth, and have raised about six hundred
fertile young qm;eus myself.
Yet none of all of
them was or is so^ pure that their young queens
d d not greatly vary in color, while all their
workt^rs are purely maiked with three distinct
stripes.
From an almost black Italian- queen,
this satisfactorily to

which

cfependent, as every one knows, on the number
of cats and Mr. Newman says, "Near vilLigcs
and small towns I have found the nests of humble-bees more numerous than elsewhere, which
I attribute to the number of cats which destroy
the mice." Hence it is quite credible that the
presence of feiice arrimais in large numbers in
a district might determine, through the iotervention first of mice and then of bees, the frequency of certain fiowers in that district.
;

Darwin.

Bees

Livingstone says

:

Bee-cultiwe

is

prosecuted

in Londa, and hives are found there placed on
frequently
trees in the desert forests

We

met with wagons freighted among other commodities with lumps of wax weighing front
eighty to a hnndred pounds and it was oflered
But here
to us "for siUe in nearly every village
;

(in Zambesi, south latitude 16^)' we did not see
a single hive, though bees were found eveiyAvhere in the hollow Mopane trees. In many

tested for bleeding, I raised three splendid yellow ones, eciual to any in my apiary.
I

Adam Giumm.
jEPPEr.soNr Wis.^ March, 1807.
[SIS'* It is now conceded that proof of the
pure fertilization of tin Italian queen, and
consequently of her absolute purity,, is to be
looked for only in the marking and deportment
of her worker progeny.]

South Africa.

in

part* of the Batoka countiy bees are abundant,
and the tribute due to Skeletu is usually paid iu
saw a small quanlarge vessels of honey.
tity of wax also in Kilimane, gathered by the
natives of that district.

We

'

Missionary Travels^ 1857.
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Italianizing Stocks.

Whoever keeps and cultivates bees, does so
either lor pleasure or profit, or for both, and
cannot iu any way so certainly attain his object
as by the introduction of the Italian bee in his
apiary.
It will be a gratification to him to be
able to verify experiment-ally the various facts
in the natural history and habits of the bee by
which the mystery in which the subject was for
ages involved has been elucidated. An assiircd
knowledge of these facts will also render the
intelligent application of them to the purpose
he has in view all the more easy and make success more certain, as he will be able to substitute principles for mere empirical processes.
He becomes emphatically master of the situation, has his forces completely under control,
and can direct their energies as an enlightened
judgment dictates. For the speedy acquisition
of this knowledge, the Italian bees are of the
utmost importance, and thus possess a specific
-scientific value, apart from their superix)rity as
honey-gatherers which renders them so desirable
to those who aim to secure pecuniary profit also.
Thus, in either view the Italianizing of an
apiary is a matter of special interest. How is
it to be accomplished ?
The speediest mode certainly is to piT)cnre as
many Ital au queens as we have common stocks,
and substitute these for those of the common
an expensive mode, and not
even where operations may be
always
conducted without much regard to cost.
The more common practice is to purchase one
or more Italian cjueens, rear young queens from
these in nuclei hives, and gradually build up the
latter by introducing brood from common stocks
till
they have become sufficiently strong to
maintain themselves as independent colonies.
If this be undertaken during the same season
when the Italian queen was procured, all or
nearly all of the young queens thus reared will
be impurely fertilized, from the want of pure
drones and the superabundance of common
drones in the apiary and neighborhood. These
bastardized queens have subsequently to be
superseded by others purely fertilized, which
can rarely be effected till tlie following year,
race.

But

this
feasible

is

especially if the bee-keeper is still a novice
and I therefore preferred modilying tlie process,
and hastening more slowly.
I procured and introduced an Italian queen
in an ordinary stock of common bees, and then
took care to get it iu good wintering condition by
inserting occasionally combs containing brood,
The following spring, as
pollen, and honey.
soon as it conta ued plenty of worker brood and
;

some drones had made their appearance, I
formed a small artificial colony by means of the
queen
proceeding thus
1 part
the hive
thoroughly, examining each comb as I take it
out and loolving lor the queen. Finding her, I
set the <;omb on which she is aside temporarily.
I then select a comb composed iu the main or
altogether of worker brood nearly mature, place
the queen among the bees adhering to it, and
To this I add a comb
set it iu a nucleus hive.
containing honey and pollen, setting it at one

—

:
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side of the brood comb, and placing an empty
comb on the other. I now return the remaining
combs to the parent h.ve in order due, after
running a portion of the bees from each into
the nucleus hive, then close the hive and replace
it on its original stand.
I supply the nucleus
with water in a feeding trough, and set it in any
convenieut place in the apiary. Though crowded
with bees at first, most of the old ones will
leave and rejoin the parent stock, but the young
ones will remain in sufficient numters to protect
the maturing brood, from which they will be
rapidl}^ re-entbrced, and their hive contains all
the requisites for the sustenance of the larvae,
which will,m a few days, be hatched from the egga
laid by the queen.
By introducing additional
worker brood from other stocks this artificial

colony may very soon be made strong enough
to bear dividing in the same manner, and the

queen made to contribute to anew the multiplication of stock.
The bees of the parent hive will soon become
aware of their queenless state, and proclaim it
by their restlessness. But conscious of possessing the means of supplying their loss, they will
so(>n become reconciled and proceed to apply
the remedy by erecting queen cells over a select
number of worker larvae. On the ninth day
after forming the nucleus I open the i^arent hive
again and ajjportion among theeombs the queen
cells then lound, inserting one of the>e in each
of the combs, if a sufficient number have been
started.

If I

have more queen

cells

than can

thus be disposed of, I take as many combs from
other hives as I can use, shake off the iidhering
bees, insert a queen cell in each, and plaee them
in the queenless hive.
In a fewliours all these
cells will be properly fastened by the bees, and
the business of multiplying stock may now be
resumed. For this purpose I have in readiness
as many nucleus hives, less one, as I have queen
cells available
These little hives areof various
sizes
some fitted to receive one, some two, and
some three combs. I prefer those suited lor two
combs. Into each of these nuclei liives I plice
a comb containiug a queen cell, with ad the adhering bees, and add to it a comb at least
half filled with hone}^
One brood comb with
a queen cell and one comb Avith honey will remain in tlie parent hive, into which a dividing
board is to be set so as to contract the space to the
wants of the now reduced colony. Tlus operation must be performed veiy carefully., so that
the entire population of the parent liive may be
equally apportioned among the nuclei. Tliese
should now be closed, and carried to a new
location, a. mile or two dist^int from the old
;

and remain there till the young queens
have been hatched and fertilized. They may
then be brought back and built up by adding
worker brood from other stocksin such quautily
from time to time as can be well coveied and
protected by the recipients of the bounty.
A second process wiiich I sometimes emiJloy,
is as follows: I remove from a stock of comipou
or hybr d bees, one or more combs containing
sealed brood, with all the adhering bees, place
them in a nucleus hive and carry this to a distant locality.
Kext day after the bees have
become conscious of their queenless and helpless condition— lor there must be none but sealed
stand,
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brood in the transferred combs I insert a pi^ce
of comb containing eggs and larva? taken I'rom
The bees will immedia pure Italian stock.
ate]}' start one, probably several, queen cells. I
examine the nucleus again on the ninth day,
and if I find more ihau one queen cell I provtde
as many nucleus hive as are needed, and so
divide as in the first case.

For the American Bee Journal.

Burying Bees.
Much has been wntten about burying bees,
and thus preserving them during winter, and
numerous experiments have been made, generProbably the
ally without satisfactory results.
trouble arises more from the mode of applying
the system than from any inherent incompatibility.
I do not propose here to take part in
the controversy, or to pronounce judgment, pro
or con, on the particular processes employed by
those who have either been successful or have
My
failed in this sort of winter management.
design
keeper

is

solely to submit to the intelligent beepersonal experience in the matter,

my

"When external supplies began to

fail,.I

weigli-

ed off three pounds of pure honey, and fed these
bees therefrom, g ving them small porlions-every
evening until they ceased carrying it iu-^wheu!
I found that they had taken up a j)ouud and a
quarter in all.
Meanwhile I had procured a
quantity of clean sand, and dried it thoroughlVv
At the end of September I poured
in an oven.
some of this to the depth of twelve inches in a;
corner of my ice-house, set this hive on it
gently, and inserted in the entrance a tin tube
extending upward like a syphon fifteen inches
above the top of the hive securing this and
closing the entrance with a lump of moistened
clay.
I then set a board, six inches higher thau
the hive, diagonally across the corner, to inclose

—

and retain the sand, which I now poured in
slowly around and on the hive, completely covering it to the depth of four inches, leaving only
the tin tube clear to suppi}' ventilation and air.
T let it remain thus undisturbed fully six months.
Towards the end of March, when the external
temperature induced the bees in myapiary to fly, I
exhumed the buried hive, and was gratified to find
the bees still living.
1 fed them regularly every
other evening liberally for about two weeks,
when, being called from home, I had to leave
them to their fate. After an absence of four
weeks I found them strong and active, having
already so filled their hive with new comb that
I gave it an eke, and in less than ten days I had
From this
to enlarge it by adding another.
stock thus wintered I received two strong swams.
that spring, and gave it also a large super,

showing what I have done and how I did it.
I have kept bees now more than tliirly years.
Long before I began 1 had heard of burying
bees, and the advantage to be derived from keeping them in undisturbed repose during a variable
and inclement season Avere so obvious as to make
But having no op- which it filled with honey.
the theory at least inviting.
portunity to see how those proceeded who enI have given this account rather for the gratifideavored to put the plan in practice, I made no cation of those who keep bees for their own enmost
belike
attempt myself to do so though,
joyment than for those who take no pleasure in
ginners, I had plenty of weak stocks every fall,
feeding to weak stocks the honey garnered by
some
exwithout
sure to perish in the winter
their populous colonies, or who are indisposed
preand
traordinary care for their protection
Amateurs
to buy h(mey for such a purpose.
neighbormy
servation.
Bees were scarce in
are more likely to make it a subject of intellihoney
while
hood they could not be bought,
gent reflection, and may be led by it to devise
was always procurable at some price. This in- some plan equally feasible and of more general
the
latest
duced me to hive all my swarms, even
utility.
1 have myself since frequently wintered
and weakest for 1 was anxious to enlarge my populous and well stored colonies in this manfall
trusted
to
apiary as quickly as possible, and
ner.'
I have also modified the plan so as to adopt
;

—

;

feeding to carry my liliputian colonies over the
Of course I generally found mys<?lf in
winter.
the spring like other novices to whom hope had
" told her llattering tale," in possession of a nice
assortment of dead workers and queens. Still,
success in a few instances, like luck in a lottery,
kept luring me on, and reiterated losses could not
speedily wean me from the infatuation of continuing or renewing my unprotitabic practice.
few years after a weak swarm issued from
one of my stocks late in August. I hived it in
a straw eke six inches high and twelve inches
It immediately clustered against
in diameter.
the top, forming a small ball scarcely larger
than my fist. But it was very active, carrying
in honey and pollen from a tield of esparcette
near by, then in bloom. Industrious as it was,
it could obviously not secure a supply of stores
sufficient for the winter, for the population was
too small to enable it to labor to advantage

it

to

wintering colonies thus protected on their

summer stands, enabling me to permit the bees to
fly when the weather chances to be suitable
and guarding them

at the same time from the
Bees can thus be kept
effects of rigori/us cold.

quiet for an indefinite period in the severest

winter without
stores.

I

may

doomed.

my process

of

hereaiter.

FURST.

A

while pasturage was still accessible. I now
determined to make my tirst experiment in burying bees with this small colony, else inevitably

any uudue consumption

describe

In the Prussian city of Potsdam there are at
present forty-nine bee-keepers, who have together five hundred and ninety lour hives. An
old record, dated in the fifteenth century, says
" the inhabitants of the island supof Potsdam
port themselves by fishing and bee-culture."
:

TnouGii bee-culture is not so general in
Moldavia as in Poland, yet it is in numy localon a very extensive scale.
ities prosecuted
There are some proprietors of large landed estates there who are owners of from six thousand
to ten thousand hives.
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Poisonous Honey.

Hostile Demonstration.

At certain times and under peculiar circumstances, conditioned perhaps by the state of the
-weather or of the quality of the puslurage, bees
are much more ill tempered and irritable than
Ordinarily, however, they are peaceat others.
able,
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In the American Bee Journal, Vol.

2,

page

188, two reasons are given why honey creates
colic in some persons and not "in others.
1st.

Honey gathered from poisonous flowers. 2d.
The poison proceeding from the sting of the bee.
As to the first reason, it may occasionally be
though an untoward occurrence may

quickly excite their anger or even render them
and ungovernable. An instance of such
transcendent and really ferocious passion occurred within my knowledge.
An inhabitant of a neighboring village usually
kept his dog chained in a yard, but found it
necessary one day to remove him to make room
for the passage of a wagon bringing in a supply
Taking him to liis garden, he chained
of turf.
him to a plum tree, about fifteen or twenty steps
from the stand of the only bee hive there. The
dog being thus at an unaccu tomed place, was
naiiirally restless, but was soon m;ide more so
by the bees, which happened then to be flying
in that direction His strugg es were seen and his
whining heard, but were disregarded as mere
evidences of his efforts to break loose, caused
by the presenc e in the yard of a number of men
and horses. But in a short time the dog came
rushing among them howling terribly, and discolored so as scarcely to be recognized. lie
was completely covered by a dense mass of bees,
and in his agony had broke the chain, and now
came running to his master for refuge and proThe bees were thus brought Into the
tection.
yard, though their hive was several hundred
yards away, and men and horses were instantly
It was with difliculty that
assailed by them.
the latter could be rescued and brought into a
serure place, as the enraged insects followed
them more than thirty rods from the premises.
In their fury the bees then atiaikedthe resiand one
dents of the neighboring houses
living on the souih, with houses, trees, and
shrubbery intervening, was so stung by them
while striving to save his dog, that it was feared
Children phiying at a distance
he would die
were stung, and had hastily to be carried to a
place of sa'ety; and swollen faces were common all around next day. Several hours passed
before the bees withdrew and beca'me pacified.
The dog first attacked speedily died from the
innumerable stings inflicted on him.
furious

;

the cause, but all are affected who eat such
honey and not just certain ones.
Referring to the second reason, T would ask
whether the bees always poison their honey?

Why does honey al^ayx produce colic in some
persons V Would not a man of fifty or sixty
years of age get sonie honey during his life that
•was pure and not poisioned by the sting of the
bee V Yet we meet old men that say they nei^er
c-ould eat honey without it caused them a fit of
colic.

I think we must ^ook in some other direction,
for the cause, and when we direct our attention
to the connUtution of certain individuals we are

m

probably looking
Every
a proper direction.
one is aware that certain persons have peculiarities about themselves, thai render them very
susceptible to morbid impressions from causes
that in others have no effect wha ever.
Physicians tell us that certain persons are
met with who are veiy suscepiible to the action
of all mercurial preparations, one or two grains
of calomel producing severe salivation, whilst
there are others that can rake twenty or thirty
grains without being salivated in the least.
Some persons cannot eat cucumbers, nor even
be at the table where thej'^ are served.
Certain
persons are affected with nettle-rash (Urticaria)
whenever thej^ eat pork. Some persons are
seized with a fit of asthma the moment a particle of the root called ipecacuanha is brought
in contact with their bodies.
And to this peculiarity existing in some persons we must attribute the cause of hone)" creating colic in some
persons and not in others.

W.
Buena

H

P.

Vista, Ohio.

Bees

in

Brandenburg.

In 180G, Christian Pehlemann, an invalid, re?
ident in the village of Odenburg, in the Prussian
Gekasch.
P'ovince of Brandenburg, loaned the then hard
pressed King of Prussia, lour hundred rix-dol
The Agency of Insects in Fertilizing lars, the suiplus profits of an apiary of thirty
Plants I have made some observations and hives of bees by whose labors and products he
experiments, says Mr. W. I. Beal, in the Amer- supported himself. In 1812, the King repaid
ican Naturalist, on the fertilization of Phoe- the loan with interest, and presented to the panogamous Plants, showing that in the genera triotic lender a gold medal having a hive and a
Kabiiiuand other genera also, insects are neces- cluster of busy bees embossed thereon.
sary to carry pollen from flower to flower in
In 695 villages of tliis province there are 3312
order to fertilize the pistils.
bee keepers and 32,814 hives of bees. The av1 have found also, that of many plants which
erage annual yield of these hives, according to
produce perfect flowers, in some the stamens the statement of the bee-keepers, is four dollars
discharge all the pollen before the stigmas of each, making an aggregate of !fl31,256
At
the same flowers are exposed
while there are the same rale the entire product ot honey in the
others in which the pistil is fertilized before the proviuc;e would exceed half a million ot dollars.
pollen of the flower is discharged.
In these The soil is sandy, and the country may on the
two ways they act as though they were mouse- whole be considered as rather a poor honey
cious plants.
district.

—

;
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Honey

in Ancient Times.

[For the Aroerican Natnralist.l

The Wild Pee
the Greeks and the Eomans
appear to have used honey exclusively for the
purposes for which we now employ sugar.
Hebrew writer who lived about the time of the
rebuilding of the temple oi Jerusalem, enumerates honey among the necessaries of life.
Horace, Pliny and Martial, state that the epicures of Rome mixed honey with their wines,
ragouts and soups. Honey is not mentioned by
them as a sweetening though Galen, Pliny,
and a few other authors allude to saccanon as a
white chrystallized gum. obtained from an
Indian reed
This was in reality sugar. It
Was used onlj'- as a medicine, and was brought
to Eome in pieces of the size of a nut.
Sugar did not become generally known till
the Arabians carried their victorious arms into
the western regions, and introduced it in the
various countries they subjected to their sway.
The first writers by whom sugar, as such, is
mentioned, lived in the time of the crusades.
Albert of Aix states that the soldiery when near
Tripoli, in Syria, pulled up the sweet stalks of a
reed grown the«-e abundantly in the fields, and
called zucra.
Its wholesome juice refreshed
them, and was so grateful to their taste that
they were incessantly sucking it. This valuable plant was diligently cultivated every year.
When ripe for harvest, the natives crushed the
reeds in a mortar, pressed out the juice, and
preserved it in vessels till it became thick and
granulated, and resembled snow or salt in its
whiteness.
In the year 1306, when Samido compiled his
Mysteries of the Crusaders, the sugar cane was
not yet cultivated in Sicily, though it was then
already grown extensively in the Morea, in

The Hebrews,

A

;

Cyprus, and Rhodes.

A

century later

it

well

:

had

so common in the island of Sicily, that
the infant Don Henry of Portugal readily obtained there a supply of plants lor its introduction in Madeira.
From heie and from the Canaries it was carried to America, where it has
been so extensively cultivated that the European planla'ions Wv;.e speedily abandoned, and
America now supplies with sugar not only
nearly all Europe, but a large portion of Asia

The sugar cane was first brought
western hemisphere by the Spaniards.

[For

ceiled inside of the stone walls

built

for their

]

;

in Poland.
No country in Europe produces so much
honey as Poland. For many years bee-culture
has there been one of the chief branches of economical industry. You will there find many
humble cottages with a small spot of ground adjoining on which from fifty to sixty hives are
placed; and there are numerous landed proprietors who have thousands ofhives on their estates.
Many cultivators there realize an annual product
of two thousand barrels of honey, weighing from
400 to 500 pounds each. The profits of beecuiture pay all their taxes, defray all their
househould expenses, and enable them to make
ample provision for their children.
Large
quantities of honey are annually exported, and
the confectioners of neighboring countries are

measure dependent on Poland
needed supplies.

American Boc Journal

I send a statement showing how_ bees have
wintered at St. Charles, Kane county, Illinois.
One hundred and thirty five stocks kept in a
cellar, with the slals removed ofi" the holes in the
honey boards and with the summer entrance
open none were lost.
One hundred and thirty-five kept in a cellar

none

in large

tlie

Wintering Bees.

to the.

Bees

Tribe.

tlint

The carpenter bei's, Ceratina and Xylocopa,
the latter of which is found in almndnnce south
of New England, is busy in refitting and tunnelling out the hollows of the grape while the
Ceratina hollows out the stem of the elder or
blackberry. This little upholsterer bee carpets
her honey-tight apartment, storing it with food
for her young, and later in the season, in June,
several of these cartridge-like cells, whose silken
walls resemble the finest and most delicate
parchment, may be found in the hollow stems of
these plants.
The Mason Bee (Oxmia) places
her nest in a more exposed site, building her
earthen cells of pellets of moistened mud, either
situated under a stone or in some more sheltered
place, for instance in a deserted oak-gall,
ranging half a dozen of them side by side along
the vault of this strange domicile.
]\I('anwhile
their more lowly relatives, the Andrena and
Halictus bees, are engaged in tunnelling the
side of some sunny bank or path, running long
galleries under ground, sometimes for a foot or
more, at the farthest end of which are to be
found in summer, little earthen urn-like cells,
in which the grubs live upon the pollen stored
up for them in little balls of the size of a pea.
A. S. P.

become

also.

known

the Queen Humble Bee
winters under the moss or in her old nest.
During the present month (May) her rovings
ecm to have a more definite object, and she
seeks some deserted mouse nest or hollow in a
Sfree or stump, and there stows away her pellets
of pollen containing two or three eggs apiece,
which late in the summer are to form the nucleus of a well appointed colony.
It is

and

floor laid

:

lost.

One hundred and

thirty kept in a brick house
with double walls, the space filled with
sawdust, cement floors none lost.
Twelve stouks kept in a cellar, with water
frozen in the room lor twenty days none lost.
Thirty seven kept in a cellar with vegetables
;

;

same room none lost.
The bees hatched more young than they lost
They were housed in the 20th of
of old ones.
November and set out on the first of April.
They worked three days on rye flour, then

in the

;

on the wild willow,

soft

maple, and some other

On the 10th on poplar and cotton
wood and now on gooseberries, currants, golflowers.
;

den willow, and other wild flowers.
the 1st to the 10th of May the bees stored
The
set of flowers named
usual proportion of stocks were lost of thoso
tried to be wintered on their summer stands.

From

honey fiom each

J.

JVI.

Marwin.
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into the frames, and another to spread over my
transferring board when not using it.
By having all implements needed ready, splints with
tacks driven through the ends at the right
friend writes me tliat the moth-worms
place, etc., it was all finished in less than au
trouble him exceedingly, and have made out to
hour, and scarcely a drop of honey spilled or a
destroy a part of his apiary, and desires to know
bee injured.
how to " head them off'' the present season.
As a proof of the'r prosperity, the second day
Deter1st. Oct your bees into frame hives.
mine at once what is the best shape of hive for after, they had built a pie'ce of new comb more
your latitude, and use that shape only. When than six inches square, which is more than all
your bees are in frame hives, the combs, bees, the pieces that were wasted in transferring from
the old hive. The combs were fortunately nearbrood, moth-worms, and all, are under your conDo not forget to acquaint yourself ly straight and the bees were very busy on
trol.
A^ J. Root.
thoroughly with the system of taming bees as the fruit blossoms at the time.
Medina, Ohio.
now practiced by our best bee-keepers.
2d. Use no moth-traps, and have the hives so
well made that the moth-worms can find no
For the American Bee Journal and Gazette.
hiding places on the outside of them.
Experience
of a Novice in BeeThe
3d Keep your hives always supplied icith.young
Keeping.
Suffer none to live more than three
queens.
Number 4.
years, or after they show signs of decreasing
For the American Bee Jouraal,

Head

off the

Moth-Worms.

A

fertility.

Handle

4t.b.

the

so never suffer a

but destroy

it

at

combs often, and

when doing

moth-worm to pass unnoticed,
once. The heel of your boot,

rightly used, will generally stop its breath.
Make these examinations often in the spring
months, as a few worms destroyed then are
equivalent to many hundred later in the season.

Depend

5th.

entirely

on

artificial

swarming, in

After introducing so valuable a queen, 1 beto think it would be advisable to feed my
swarm up to a point beyond the probability of
starving during the winter, and accordingly
purchased enough coffee sugar to make twenty
pounds of syrup, which I fed to them in
the top of the hive as fast as they would carry
but i*. being late in the season and the
it down
weather rather cool, they did not take it down

gan

;

other words, make your bees swarm. Ri gulate
the number of swarms according to your desire, very fast.
(but do not desire too many,) and suffer no
friend interested in bees, called on me just
family to become so reduced in bees that they as I was feeding them the last of it, and he excannot protect the combs. Should any family, pi'essed a desire to see " Her Majesty." I opened
however, have more combs than the bees can the hive to find lier and was very agn eably
cover or protect, take the excess away and put surprised to find a multitude of little "yellow
them into a dark, cool room, and return them chaps" just emerging from their cells. At first
when the colony has recuperated. It is better, I thought it could not be twenty one days, but
however, to exchange these combs with some on counting up I found it was just twenty-one
strong family for those of maturing brood.
days, almost to the hour, on which she was reThese directions, if put in practice, will keep leased from the cage.
every hive of bees in full strength, and you
I was furthermore (?zsagreeably surprised to
will have very little trouble with moth-worms. have my bee friend tell me that they had not
M. M. Baldkidge.
Try them.
honey enough to last them two weeks, AVhere
St. Charles, Kane Co., III.
was the twenty pounds I had fed them gone to?
I was at a great loss then to tell, but now supTransferring.
pose that it had entered largely into the composition of the aforesaid little "yellow chaps"
Editor Bee Journal
A few days ago I that I was so much delighted with so much
succeeded in transferring a strong stock from does it require for raising brood.
an old box hive in a simpler and quicker way
I continued feeding them whenever they
than the one usually recommended. It was as would take it, as I knew of no other way and
follows
some warm weather coming in eight or ten
In the middle of the day I removed the old days after, I had the satisfaction of beholding
hive a few feet backwards put the new one in a golden shower of the little fellows playing in
cut the combs close to the sides of front of the hive, sporting in the sunshine, and
its place
the hive with a thin piece of steel-plate pried making a display more beautiful to me than
off one side and cut the bottom free the same any fireworks, and their happy joyous hum was
way and in less than ten minutes had a frame the sweetest music.
of brood comb in the new hive.
I then brushed
This was all very well for a day or to, but
the bees in front of the new hive as fast as I my unseasonable feeding produced unseasonwished to use the combs, which were imme- able flying; and the hive still being in an upper
diately placed in the new hive as fast as I could story, my young Italians would fall to the
get them into the frames.
I was careful to see
ground, and were unable to get back again. I
that the queen entered, and after that the bees now became convinced that an elevated situaworked right along without any interruption. tion was not the place for bees, all that had been,
I u?ed a cloth to spread over the old hive to
said about their state of nature in high trees,
keep out robbers while I was putting the combs &c., &c., to the contrary.

A

.

:

—

;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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Accordingly I moved the hive down on the
lower floor, but then a part of them went up to
their old locality and were lost, notwithstanding as much as a week or ten days of cold
weather had intervened.
Well, bj^ the middle of December my hive
contained very few bees and almost no honey at
What was to be done ?
all.
I brought them into the house with a cloth
over the front, and got some real honey and fed
them well but there were so few bees that I

with

it
but
the subject.
;

would be glad of further

light

on

How

shall we feed them in the fall to prevent
raising brood if it is not advisable ?
In my next I will try and give the result of
my attempts at queen-raising in the summer of
1866.
A. J. Root.

them

Medina, Ohio.

An

Attack by Bees.

;

so I tried what I conafraid to risk them
sidered a bold experiment. I foimd where I
could get some heavy Langstroth hives; brought
them home took a frame from each of four of

was

THE MILITARY ROUTED IN ALGERIA.

;

—

;

them, bees, honey and all looking them over
put the
carefully to avoid getting their queens
four frames and bees into a box; shook them all
up so that each individual bee did not know
whether he was himself or somebody else. I
then shook the bees off from the frame, placed
the frame in my Italian hive, and poured the
bees on a newspaper in fiout of the hive (by
the way. I think a newspaper or two much better than a cloth to swarm bees, as you can by
taking hold of the corner, shake the bees up
near the hive with very little trouble, as they
cannot stick to it at all ) carefully looking them
over to see that I had no black queens.
The bees went in as thankAll seemed well.
fully as if they had always lived there, and
filled the hive up so as to make a nice swarm.
But on going to look at them in the evening,
I lound a very long bee on the entrance board,
dead. With a heavy heart I carried her in, and
while mourning ovtr my departed queen, as I
supposed, behold she began to move, and then
to crawl, and, on being fed, became quite lively.
What to do with her now was the question. I
finally put her into a cage, set her over one of
the holes in the honey board, and left her until
mo'UiUg, althougli the bees seemed to pay very
little attention, to her, as I thought, for a queen.
In the morning she was dead again, and this
time would not come to life for warming, honey,
or anything of the kind and to make ture that
she was the queen, I sent her to Mr. Langstroth,
and waited nervously for a reply, clinging to
the hope that I might be mistaken, and supposing that he probably could tell a queen when
;

;

;

;

he saw one.
In a few days a reply came, stating that he
was happy to inform me that the bee enclosed
was nothing but a workek bee, with its body
considerably distended with dysentery.
As may be imagined, this was welcome news,
and so far relieved my mind that I concluded
to rest in peace and let my bees do the same
until spring
which they did, and came out all
right, with one whole frame of sealed honey
untouched.
Why did the twenty-five or thirty pounds of
syrup fed them do so little good in comparison
with the frames of sealed honey given them ?
Was it raising the brood in the fall that took so
much ? Does honey go so much further than
thick sugar syrup ? Or, was it fiom the fact
that the honey was sealed in the frames and

—

just as they required it V
I suspect that all three

A company

of French light infantry f^ent out
a reconnoissance in Kabylia, halted at
noon for rest and refreshment in a village which
had been deserted by its inhabitants on their
approach. The soldiers were thus able to explore the village in all directions and search the
houses entirely unmolested, but found that the
fugitive population had carried off all their valuables except about thirty hives of bees under
These, being
shelter of a dense cactus hedge.
well stored with houej^, were at once appropriated amid exulting shouts by the soldiery,
who immediately kindled a fire and expelled
After a portion
the bees en masse with smoke.
of the liquid sweets had been consumed, the
to

make

company was reformed and resumed

its march,
carrying with them the hives on the points of
But the maltreated bees, thus
their bayonets
deprived of their stores, had by this time recovered from their alarm and stui)efaction and

were on hand by myriads

to

do

avenge their

;

;

Incarnat clover {trifoliwm incarnatum) is an
annual, the blossoms of which yield supplies
of excellent honey which is eagerly gathered by
When sown in spring on stubble land
bees.
which was plowed in autumn, it conies into
blossom about the lastof July or first of August,
yielding plenty of pasturage for bees, and producing on good ground a large crop of hay.
Sow about half bushel of seed on an acre. It
may be sown with spring barley, but will then
come into flower somewhat later. If sown in
autumn, it should not be done later than about
It will then blosthe beginning of September.
som in May, and can be mown for an early
crop of hay. It succeeds well on loamy, clayey

and sandy

hai something

to

wrongs. Gathering in a cloud above the advancing column, they suddenly descended and
attacked it furiouslj" in front and rear and on
every side. The soldiers unprepared for such
an onset, threw down the hives, dropped their
arms, and danced around, crying, leaping and
beating the air in their vain attempts to strike
down their enraged assailants. But all their
even the lume of burnefforts were unavailing
ing gunpowder was of no avail though dozens
of cartridge boxes were emptied for a supply,
it only rendered confusion worse confounded.
While thus disorganized and demoralized, the
fugutive Berbers, seizing the advantage, rushed
boldly to attack them, and speedily effected
tbeir utter discomfiture— the French being
driven oft", leaving about one-third of their force
dead on the scene.

climates.

soils

;

and

is

best adapted for mild
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[Frem the Canada Farmer.]
at once commence to fill.
B's swarm, of course,
Large Hivps, for the has stored a like amount, 20 lbs., but it is in the
body of the hive; ten days more, and the honey
Production of Surplus Honey.
harvest is over. A's swarm has filled the sec-

Medium Hives

vs.

the Editor of the Canada Farmer
It is thought by some that the object of
Sir:
bee-keeping should diterunne the size of the
hive; that is, if the object be to increase swarms,
sma 1 hives should be used, but if to obtain surplus honey large hives should be used. This
opinion is supported by certain German apiarians, as may be seen from a quotation from the
American Bee Journal, made by " Briar" in
German authe Canada Farmer^ of March 15.
thority upon many points in apiarian science is
of the highest standard, yet still with them, as a
people, there is a great amount of superstition,
of which it is hard to rid them. It is owing to
this, I fancy, that some of them still advocate
large hives for the production of surplus honey.
American bee-keepers have long since found
that it is strong stocks large swarms, and not
large hives, that produce large amounts of surplus honey. It is a mistaken notion that a
large barn of a hive will contain a correspondingly large number of bees. If such hives were
examined after they became tilled with combs,
the breeding space would be found no larger
than iu hives of much smaller dimensions. But
it may appear to some that there would be
more room for the bees, therefore they would
not swarm, but increase in numbers until the
colony becomes very numerous. But it should
be understood that room to a bee is a place to
work in a place to store honey, which is no
more to be found iu a large hive, once filled,
than in a medium one hence in either case
they will swarm unless more space is given to
them where they can store honey. It is also
found that swarms cast from large hives are
generally no larger than those cast from a medium hive, which is good evidence that the
colony is no larger. What advantage, then,
have the same number of bees in a large hive
in producing surplus honey ? They may have
more honey in the hive, but such honey is uo't
marketable and while they were placing it in
the body of the hive, they might have put it in
boxes suitable for market, had the hive been
smaller.
For illustration let us suppose that A
and B are neighbors, and both commence beekeeping at the same time this coming spring,
their object being the production of honey.
A
buys a swarm and puts it into a medium sized
hive, containing say 2,000 .inches
B buys a
swarm and puts it into a large hive, containing
In neither hive is the queen lim5,000 inches.
ited for breeding space.
Now what will .be the
results in two or more years, allowing that
their bees do well ? In ten or fifteen days after
the swarms are put into the hive, A's swarm

To

:

—

—

—

;

;

.

:

has
to

body of the hive, and commenced
box which will hold 20 lbs. B's swarm

filled the

fill

a

body of the hive half full
A's swarm, it has built sutiicient
comb for breeding purposes, and commenced to
store surplus honey iu the body of the hive,
where they have room for storing 100 lbs. In
ten days A's swarm has filled the box, and it is
j-emoved, and a second box put on, which they
has not yet

however,

filled the

like

;

ond box, which

is removed
making altogether
40 lbs. surplus honey, which at Iwenty-live
cents amounts to |ld00
B's swarm has deposited the same, but as it is necessary that the
body of the hive be filled, it is not available.
At the end of the first year, A has realized
40 lbs. of honey or $10. B has realized nothing.
The stocks are now put into winter quarters
under the following conditions. A's stock has
a store of honey for winter use, say 40 lbs. B's
stock has a like amount, and 40 lbs. extra, not
required, and empty space in the hive sufficieut
to hold 60 lbs. more.
During the winter 20 lbs.
;

each

is consumed.
Spring opens with a good
honey harvest, and the result will be as follows:
A's stock will fill a box of 20 lbs. and cast a
swarm which will fill another hive, and make
40 lbs more of surplus honey. B's stock will
fill the hive, but having sufiicient room to work,
will not swarm.
At the end of the second year

A

have received 100 lbs. surplus honey,
and will have two stocks of bees.
B will have but one stock of bees, and no surplus honey.
True, his hive would contain
about 100 ibs. of honey, which if in a movable
comb hive might be removed, but it would be
unfit for market.
It may, however, be .supposed
will

worth

$25,

by some that as B's stock has not swarmed it
must contain a very large quantity of bees, and
having an abundance of honey in the hive,
will be prepared the third year to produce more
honey, by far, than both of A's stocks. Such,
however,

is not the ca.se.
If the stocks be exin the spring of the third j'ear, it will
be found that B's large hive will contain but
few if any more bees than either of A's hives.
The reason is this: a queen cannot raise her

amined

colony above a certain number, varying from
sixty to eighty thousand, according to the prolificness of the queen.
But allowing that B"s
stock is somewhat larger, and produces 25 lbs.
of honey the third year, and casts a swarm
which produces 40 lbs. of honey, A's stock will
each produce 20 lbs. and cast a swarm, which
swarms will produce 40 lbs each, making the
results of the third year stand thus
A 120 lbs.
of honey and two swarms.
B 30 lbs. of honey
and one swarm. The results for the three
years would be, that A receives 220 lbs. of surplus honey, worth $55, and three swarms of
bees B receives 60 lbs. ot honey, worth f 15,
and one swarm of bees making the profits of
a medium hive over a large one in three years
amount to IGO lbs. of honey or $40, and two
swarms of bees. If any person doubts the correctness of the above calculation, let him try
the experiment and he will be convinced of its
:

;

;

truthfulness.

J.

H. Thomas.

For the American Bee Jimrnal and Gazette.

A

String of Questions— No. 2.
I find answers to my questions in
two writers. I can a.ssure the

In No. 11,
No. 10, by

writers that I am much pleased with their answers, even though Va^y do not exactly coincide
with my views. The main object of these in-
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stores of surplus.
At least this has been my
experience.
Nearly all bee writers say that
bees should not be disturbed when working in
boxes; that if then disturbed they will refuse to
work in them. This is an assertion that needs
proof.
The best returns I have had from bees have
been from those that have been torn in pieces,
as it were, and then " put to rights" not less
than twenty-five times in the course of six
weeks
These frequent manipulations were
necessary to show visitors the workings of my
little favorites, and the value of frame hives.
For the past eight years it has been my custom
to set apart one or more hives for visiting committees not wishing to disturb the main apiary;
and these families have invariably given me
better returns, in both swarms and honey, than
No. 1. Straight Combs.
What is the best plan for securing straight those not thus disturbed.
Some of our popular writers advise us not to
combs and of uniform thickness ? It is claimed
by some writers that elevating the rear end of disturb bees unless it is absolutely necessary.
the Langstroth hive to an angle of about 45*^ It would be better to advise us to handle them
Very few beewill ahoays cause the bees to build the combs often, but to do so properly.
straight and within the frames Is this true in keepers handle their bees properly, but it is in
their power to do so.
family of bees operated
practice ?
were the guide-frames discarded ? Do upon properly will not be irascible after the
the bees refuse to stay in hives provided with operation, but will remain in good humor
them? or, are they too expensive ? If not, what during the season, even though manipulated
with twenty-five or fifty times.
is the trouble with them ?
Caution
Unlessnecessity demands it avoid
No. 2. R3M0VING Eggs and Brood.
Is there a way to destroy eggs and uyisealed disturbing bees when the consumption of honey
brood and not injure the combs ? If so, give us and an increase of brood are not desirable. I
The sealed brood is easily de- handle mj' bees but very little after the honey
the best plan.
M. M. Baldridgk.
stroyed by breaking the lids of the cells so as to season closes.
St. Charles, Illinois.
disturb the contents. Bat it is sometimes necessary or advantageous to remove the eggs and
For the American Bee Journal.
unsealed brood from native colonies "to give
often wish
place for an Italian progeny.
to Multiply Bees.
particu'arly to destroy the native drone eggs
and drone-larva; when raising Italian queens.
Some bee-keepers are afraid to disturb their
No. 3. Dividing Bees.
bees, thinking the bees will get discouraged at
Who can give a plan for dividing bees that the interference of man.
We want some
ill bee-keepers can practice?
I have managed a box hive, with glass set in
plan that will not fail in the hands of the no- the four sides of it, so as to make the bees breed
It should be such a plan as will be easily
vice.
fast and store a large amount of box honey,
understood by any one of ordinary intelligence, without discouragement by disturbing them.
and will not compel a search for the queen.
The four side doors covering the glass were
No. 4.— Raising Queens.
thrown open, and rapping lightly on the glass
Some bee-keepers use nuclei for raising queens, late in the day, caused the bees to fill their sacs,
but others prefer full hives. Now which is the and store the honey in the boxes that were on
better plan ? Is there a way to cause bees to top covers, and not disturbed.
The bees would
raise a largernumber of queens than they would carry all the honey in sight up above, and filled
by simply removing the queen ?
the cells with young bees in the hive below.
No 5. BsE Pasturage.
Consequentlj' more bees were hatched and more
has not some one answered questions honey stored. Box* hives can be raised to let in
No. 1, on page 165 of the Journal ? Cannot light, and blow smoke in the bottom and upon
It
the question be answered satisfactorily V
the hive at the same time will have the same
seems as though somebody ought to be able to effect.
answer it, for it is one of vital importance to
They should be disturbed or handled at any
every one interested in bee cultivation.
time you want more brood raised. They should

awaken thonglit, and to call out a
variety of responses from practical bee-keepers.
I hope, therefore, that no one who feels impressed to answer these questions will postpone
doing so, thinking that some one else will attend to them, and that his response will not be
needed. Send along your views, gentlemen,
on such questions as you tind in our Bee Journal that you feel qiialilied to answer. If the
Editor cannot find room for all your responses,
he will doubtless make the e'^ovito con dense Vaem
so as to give us the cream, of what may be written.
By this means we shall keep the Jouknal
readers awake, and draw out new ideas on subiects that many old fogies may think are in a
Now for some more
threadbare condition.
questions.
quiries is to

!

—

—

A

Why

—

—

We

Why

How

—

Querist.

not,

be disturbed or handled

when

to be a scarcity of forage after as
For the American Bee Journal.

Stir

up

tlie

Bees.

With me it is a rule of practice to handle
bees often, as often as I have time to do so. The
oftener bees are stirred up by proper handling
the better they will labor.
They will breed
faster, gather more honey, and lay up larger

there

is

likely

you increase

the consumers.
All stocks that have a large quantity of honey
in the spring should be handled often, even to
the taking out the combs and cutting off the
caps of honey cells. But the case is different in
Then you want
the latter part of the season.
no increase of consumers. By handling the
combs often the bees will retain their drones if
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means of

in itself the

moved queen from

speedilj^ replacing its rethe eggs or unsealed larva?,

by starting one or more royal cells and a fresh
worker force is rapidly supplied by the matur
WASHINGTON, JUNE, 18G7.
ing sealed brood issuing in numbers from day to
day.
It lias also ample stoi'es of honey and
E^"TirE American Bee Journal and Ga- pollen, and only needs be furnished with a little
zette is now published mouthly, in the City of water daily,if long continued unfavorable weathWashington, (D. C.,) at $2 per annum. All er follows the removal from its original locution.
communications should be addressed to the EdiIn the case of common hives, a uewbeginnei
tor, at that place.
or a timid operator is sometimes at a loss to know
lis number closes the second volume of the
when the colony he proposes dividing is in a
American Bee Journal. Though the support it proper condition for the operation, and is apt

has thus far received has not been sufhcient to cover
the mere cost of paper and printing, the subscriplist has been steadily increasiug from the start.
We shall continue the publication another year,
believing that tlie growing interest manifested in it
will soon place it on a paying basis.
May we ask
tion

its friends to present it to the favorable notice of beekeepers in their respective neighborhoods, and thus
contribute to enlarge its circulation and extend the
sphere of its usefulness ? There are several such
periodicals in Germany, one of which, issued semiThe
monthly, is now in its twenty-third year.
French Bee Journal is now in its eleventh year. It
is true there is no similar publication in England,
but may we not hope that one can and will be permanently sustained in the United States
!

In the multiplication of stock by the division
it is necessary that the operator
should understand the principle on which sucWithcess depends, and be governed thereby.
out this he must ever remain a mere empiric*
gratified when he attains his object, but unable
to render a valid reason for the result, whether
It may be
it eventuates in success or failure.
in season therefore to elucidate the theory and
practice according to which such multiplication

of colonies,

is elfected

;

and of

work

special

advantage to assume

he done in the bee-keeper's
own apiary that is, that neither division of the
colony operated on is to be removed to a new

that the

is to

—

and distant location.
The fundamental principle is this, that the
colony selected must be so divided that each
division retains and contains whatsoever is indispensable to its continued existence as an inThis is easily accomdependent organism.
plished, where common hives are used, by
drumming out the queen and a sufficient num.
her of bees to constitute a colony, from a populous stock at the swarming season, when drones
have already ma'de their appearance running
these into a new hive, placing this where the
moth'U' hive stood, ond removing the latter to
This is done at
a new location in the apiary.
the usual swarming season, and a populous

—

stock is selected, because at that season such a
stock ordinarily contains eggs, larvae and sealed
brood in abundance. It consequently has with-

;

to undertake it too early in the season.
The
hive must not only be populous, but must contain eggs, unsealed larva?, and sealed worker
brood maturing.
It
should also contain
drones or drone brood nearly mature, unless
there be drones or drone brood in some other
colony in the apiary, or in its neighborhood.
By inverting the hive and blowing in a little
smoke from a segar or rotten Avood, he will be
able to see whether the comb contains worker

and drone brood

— the former being sealed with

covers nearly flat, and the latter with covers
considerably protuberant. Finding the requisite condition existing, he may proceeed to
drive out a swarm, and

if

ling the queen also, he

may

he succeeds in expelconfidently expect

a favorable result.

movable comb-hives that
most apt to be disappointed. The
same principle is to govern here, but the application of it is, to a beginner, not always so easy.
He must supply to each division the means
of maintaining not only present "but permanent
independent existence.
He must remember
that all the worker bees that have once flown
out, will continue to return to their accustomed
home on their return from subsequent excurThe hive therefore, which is to contain
sions.
the division to which a new location is assigned,
must receive nearly all the young bees which
have left their cells, but have not yet flown out,
But

it is

the novice

in dividing
is

when they
should also receive all the combs
containing sealed brood nearly mature, and together Avith the old queen, a due share of the
store of honey though it is not necessary that
the apportionment should be precisely equal, as
a supply may be afterAvards given to the division
Avhich appears to be in Avant. A comb containing pollen should also be given, as some will be
as only these will return to that hive
fly out.

It

—

needed

ony

for the unsealed larvae

Avill

and the ncAV

not receive any fresh

have begun

to fly

;

till

till

tlie

col-

young

then, also, water should

be furnished in small quantities.
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That division which is to remain in the original hive, on its old stand, and which may be
termed the parent stock, must retain the unseal-

placing them in large cellars built for the purpose, the inhabitants cultivate the bee with success.

The method pursued by

the bee-masters in
expensive, but more profiting stores of honey and pollen. It of course able less scientific, perhaps, hut more in accordance with the natural habits of the bee, than
retains nearly all the old bees, since most of
that pursued in this country.
The forests of
to
will
return
those transferred to the new hive
Poland abound in pines, oaks, birches, beeches,
and these will furnish the larvoe with and elders but the timljer chiefly used in the
it again
construction of hives is fir, cut into narrow
the pollen and water which may be needed.
These are the essential principles by which deals. These boards should be an inch and a
half thick, sound, and thoroughly seasoned,
the process of artificial multiplication is to be
and they should be well joined together by
regulated.
The operation is to be undertaken means of wooden pins, so as to form a pyrawhen external circumstances are favorable, and midal house. The size generally adopted is
when the requisite conditions exist in the hive. eight inches at top, and twenty inches at bottom, increasing the diameter at the bottom two
It is obvious that the best time of day for this
inches for every six inches above the indispenwork is when most of the old bees are absent sable height of three feet and a half. The top
gathering honey for then the larger portion of of the hive should be covered with a round
those transferred with the combs, or brushed off lid, of the same board as the body of the hive,
into the new hive, are such as have not yet flown made so as to fit into the top, having a strong
handle attached to it over this lid is placed an
out, and which will become attached to the new
earthenware or clay roof, with a sloping pentAll of these, however, will not be house or ledge to throw oS'the raiu.
location.
The hive
secured, nor is it desirable that they should be, should be corded round with rope about the
as some nurses are needed for the larvae remain- thickness of a finger, twisted hard and painted
over, so as to render it impervious to rain.
ino; in the narent hive.
This rope should be carried down to the middle of the hive.
An entrance is made in front for the bees
Bee-Kecping in Poland.
by means of a triangular cut, each side of the
triangle being an inch in length.
A door is
The extent to which bee-keeping is carried not absolutely necessary in a hive of this dein other countries, and the profit resulting from scription, as the opening in the bottom answers
every necessary purpose. But most bee-keepers
it, may be adduced in support of our opinion
that bee culture should occupy a more promi- make doors in the hive prepared for winter
nent position than it does in our rural economy. stock. This door is cut into the ba< k of the
Bohemia, Moravia, and hive, just opposite the triangular entrance for
Austria, Hungary,
other parts of Germany, are noted for their the bees, and should be about eighteen inches
bee-gardens but they are all surpassed, both long and six inches wide, beginning at the
in number and productiveness, by the bee-gar- middle of the hive, and descending towards the
dens of Old Poland. In that country, there are bottom.
In Poland almost every farm has its orchard,
cottages, with very small portions of laud atsheltered from the north winds by farm buildtached, where fifty hives may be counted
while in some districts, proprietors aud farmers ings, and generally a portion of land is set
may be found who are possessed of from one apart for a bee-garden. The landed proprietors
hundred to ten thousand hives, and in others, who pos.sess more extensive domains, choose
there are nobleman who possess from twenty for their bee-gardens low, dry situations, in
to eighty villages devoted, to a large extent, to a valley, at the foot of a hill, or on the borders
these v.oodlands being generally
of a forest
the cultivation of the bee for its honey.
The profit derived from honey aad wax is planted so as to afford shelter to the bee-garden.
very considerable in these countries. The ex- Each garden is also surrounded by a close
pense incurred is trifling, and the labor still wooden fence, about six feet high, behind which
more so, while the amusement aflbrded is very a dry ditch is dug round the garden, to carry off
In Poland it assists the tenant rain and snow water, it being essential to keep
considerable.
Thegiound on
to p;iy his rent, helps to defray his domestic ex- the bee-garden perfectly dry.
penses, and often enables him to accumulate a which the garden is formed must be kept clear
dowiy for his daughters. In favorable seasons, from all sorts of injurious insects, and as bees
when the weather is neither too hot nor too cold, use much water, a fountain or brook near at
too humid nor too dry, fifty old hives, which hand is essential to their well-doing.
When the hives are to be placed in a garden,
count a genealogy of centuries, will yield to the
In tlie bee-garcottager from 100 to 150 new swarms, each the grass should be kei)t close.
swarm resembling a little cloud while hovering 'dens of Poland the turf is generally removed
Even in the Muscovite provinces, altogether, and the surface covered over with
in the air.
on the Dnieper, which forms the boundary of sand or gravel, well trodden down. When the
Old Poland, and which in the winter is usually turf is not altogether removed, it must r.t least
very severe, although they are obliged to pro- be taken up lor two feet round the hive, the
removed
tect their hives from the frost during winter, by space from which the lurf has been

ed

larvfo, in its various stages,

and the remain-

Poland

is

much

less

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—
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covered with clean, dry sand, about an inch
and well trodden down, beiore swarming time begins.
It is indispensable, also, that the hive be
placed with the entrance towards sunrise. The

for breeding

and labor. They are re-produced
every spring, driven out everv autumn, and
may be represented as martyrs 'for the good of

thick,

.the

and becomes an important branch of national
industry, both the honey and wax becoming an
important article of export.

Editok Bee Journal:

TREATMENT.
•'Some bee-masters of Poland maintain," says
Chyliuski, " that each colony is composed
of three orders of bees the mother or queenOthers admit a
bee, the workers, and drones.
Each
fourth order, which are called consorts.
"M.

;

;

''The Drones differ considerably in outward
appearance from the workers they are supposed to be imperfect males, and have no stings.
The occupation assigned them are the nursing
of the young by means of provisions from the
store-house, and the carrying the required
quantity ofwater for home use. Some apiarians
that do'not admit the order of consorts, consider
the drones as males, but this is not proved as
;

yet by occular testimony. When bees augment
the number of their drones more than usual, it
\6 a sign that the year will be a prosperous one

I

have just found

M. M. BALDIilDGE.
St.

Charles, III.

Honey Bees

—

—

—

article on the Honey Bees in Brazil.
It was
printed a little more than 20 years ago, and
purports to have been furnished by a writer of
Brazilian travels, hut his name is not given.
I think many of your readers will be pleased
to read the article, and I therefore forward yon
a verbatim copy for publication.
I hope "the
writer has given a correct description of the
bees found in Brazil, and that some one may
be induced to import the most valuable varieties.
They may prove to be quite an acquisition to
American bee-keepers.

an

;

She eoverns the whole with materuMl love, and
Her
lays the eggs which perpetuate her race.
When
sting is neither venomous norofFensive.
takeli in the fingers she squeaks piteously, as if
calling to her attached children for succor.
" The Oonsorta according to those who persist in the existence of them, form the second
They are smaller than the mother or
order.
drones, though somewhat larger than the workers ; they are destitute of stings.
These, though the smallest,
'^ The Workers^.
They are of a
form the most important class
blackish-brown hue, and the most active, vigiThey are
lant, laborious, and disinterested.
considered as undeveloped females. On them
depend the existence, safety strength, and comfort of the republic, and the profits accruing to
man. They are armed with venomous stings, and
form a sort of soldier-citizen, who fight only in
self-defence and that of the community they
sting but once, and that act is death to them.

at large."*
offer this short analysis of the apiarian's

practice in Poland, which is chiefly drawn from
the little work of M. Chylinski.
According to
his statements, honey in Poland ceases to be
the little affair it is considered in this country,

;

;

community

We

east side of a liill is the favorite aspect for a
bee-garden. In this situation the ground is cut
into steps or terraces about five feet wide and
three feet high.
The hives on the second terrace are placed exactly midway between two
placed on the first step, and so on thus allowing the morning sun to fall upon the entrance
of all the hives alike. The terraces thus prepared for the stand of the hive must also be
strewed with clean, dry sand, about an inch
thick.
On this the hive is placed, without supports but the bottom must be laid round with
dry chips, or clean, dry moss, to prevent insects
or vermin from creeping into the hive from the
bottom.

order," say these bee-masters, "diff''^r in external character, and each has prescribed to it a
distinct function in the community.
" The Mother. This bee is the sole perfect
female, and is the sole head of the community
she is distinguished from the other bees by her
size, her body being longer, though less in circumference on the back she is of a dusky hue,
the belly tinged wi'h yellow, and yellow feet.

23^;

in Brazil.

The owner

of the house where we put up for
the night, returned from the woods, shortly after our arrival, with a considerable quantity of
wild honey, some of which he kindly gave us,
and we found it to be excellent. It was the
product of one of the smaller bees which are so
numerous in this part of Brazil. This was thfe
season in which the people go to the woods in
search of honey. It is so generally used, that
after leaving Duro, a portion was presented us
at almost every house where we stopped. These
bees mostly belong io ihe gGnn% Melvpona, Illig,
and I collected a great many which, with soine
other zoological specimens, were afterwards
lost in crossing a river.
list of them,' with
their native names, and afewobservatioiis, may
not be uninteresting.
This is a very minute yellowish
1. Jatahy.
colored species, being scarcely one-sixth of an
inch long. The honey, which is excellent, very
much resembles that of the common hive-bee
of Europe.
2. Mather branco.
About the same size of
the .Tatnhy, but of a whitish color
the honey
is likewise good, but a little acid.
3 Tubi.
A little black bee, smaller than a
common house fly the honey is good, but has
a peculiar and bitter flavor.
About the size of the
4 Manoel cVabreu.
Tubi, but of a yellowish color its honey is
good.
Black, and nearly of the same
5. Atakira.
size as the Tubi, the principal distinction betAveen them consisting in the kind of entrance
[to their hives; the Tubi make it of Avax. and
the Atakira of clay
its honey is very good.
:
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distiuction of consorts aad drones, or imperfect
quite a new dea, quite destitute of physiological
its

fouLdatioa.
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Of a blackish color, and about the
6. Oariti.
same size as the Tubi its honey is rather sour
and not good.
About the size of the Tubi, but
7. Taiaira.
its
with a yellow body and a black head
honey is excellent;
Mitmbuco. Black, and larger than the
8.
Tubi. The honey after being kept about an
hour becomes as sour as lemon juice.
Very like the Tubi, but smaller
9. Bojui.
its honey is excellent.
Of the size of a large house fly,
10. Tinha.
and of a greyish black color its honey is ex;

;

;

;

cellent.

About the size of a house fly, and
11. Bara.
of a yellowish color its honey is acid.
About the size of a large hum12. Urussu.
the head is black and the body yelble bee
lowish it produces good honey.
Entirely black, and up13. Ifruxsu preto.
wards of an inch in length it likewise produces
;

;

;

;

good honey.

[These melliponas might perhaps be successremote southern sections
of the Union, but all attempts to introduce
them as far north as Washington have utterly
fully cultivated in the

Tiie common bee {apU nieUfiea)
superseding them in Brazil. Ed.1

failed.

is fa:;t

"How Doth THE Ltttle."— Within the almost boundless sphere of natural history, perhaps there is no one subject more interesting
and instructive than that within such a small
body as that of the bee there should be contained apparatus for converting the " virtuous
sweets" which it collects into one kind of
nourishment for itself, another for the common
brood, another for the royal, glue for its carpentry, wax for its cells, poison for its enemies,
with a proboscis as
honey for its master
long as the body itself; miscroscopic in its
several parts, telescopic in mode of action, with
a sting so infinitely sharp that, were it masnified by the same glass which makes a needle's
point seem a quarter of an inch, it would yet
and this, too, a hollow tube
itself be invisible
that these varied operations and contrivances
should be enclosed within half an inch in length
and two grains of matter, while in the same
small room the large heart of at least thirtv distinct instincts is contained, is surely amazing iu
an extraordinary degree.
;

Caniara. Black, and about the same
Urussu preto its honey is too bitter to
be eatable it is said to be a great thief of the
honey of other bees.
About the size of the Tiuba, and
15. Chnpe.
of a black color it makes its hive of clay, on
the branches of trees, and is often of a very
large size its honey is good.
Very like the Chupe, but it al16. Umpua.
ways builds its hive rounder, flatter, and smaller.
WiLDMAN puts the query as to why bees can
This is a kind of wasp, about
17. Enchu.
extreme cold of a Russian winter
the size of a house fly its head is black and endure the
builds its hive in the with impunity, while the inferior degree of cold
it
the body yellow
branches of trees this is of a papery tissue, of of an English one. proves so fatal and he sugthat the severe cold
about three feet in circumference. Its honey gests, as an ex*planation,
freezes the bees so that their juices cannot
is good.
Very similar to the last, corrupt or putrefy, whereas cold in our climate
18. Enclm peqmno.
them, leaving their
but it always makes a smaller hive it also pro- is only sufficient to chill
juices liquid and still capable of putrefication.
duces good honey.
The first eleven of these honey bees, construct But as it is well known \.\\?it frozen bees do not
likely that the true solutheir cells in the hollow trunks of trees, and revive, it is far more
found in the greater
the others either in similar situations or beuea!h tion of the matter is to be
and that it is
the ground. It is only the last three kinds drynes-t of the Russian climate
which sting, all the others being harmless. to' dampness that our failures must be ascribed.
The only attempt I ever saw to domesticate Let this therefore be carefully guarded against
any of these bees, was by a Cornish miner, in in our preparations for wintering bees.
the gold district, who cut off" those portions of
the trunks of the trees which contained the
A HIVE made of straw will last for an indeflnests, and hung them up under the eaves of nate length of time, if protected externally by
They seemed to thrive very well
t' e house.
a thick coat of whitewash, or, what is better,
but whenever the honey was wanted, it was Roman cement.
Oil paint should not be apnecessary to destroy the bees.
plied to a straAV hive for this purpose.
Both the Indians and the other inhabitants of
the country are very expert in tracing these
It is the opinion of many experienced apiaThey
insects to the trees where they hive.
rians that a cold winter is not injurious to bees,
generally mix the honey, which is very fluid,
provided they are sufficiently prepared for
with farina before they eat it and of the wax
withstanding it.
they make a coarse kind of taper, about a yard
long, which serves them in lieu of candles, and
A. swarm of bees in May
which the country people bring to the villages for
Is worth a load of hay
We found these very convenient, and alsale.
A swarm of bees in June
ways carried a sufficient stock with us; notunfreIs worth a silver spoon
quentlr we were obliged to manufacture them
But a awarm in July
ourselves, from the wax obtained by my own
Is scarcely worth a fly.
men. A coarse soft kind of cotton j^arn for
wicks, was always to be purchased at the difAs THE warm weather approaches do not forferent fazendas and villages through which we
get to shade your hives from the sun.
passed.
14.

size of

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;
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